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  The Yahoo! travel page w:l. :nclude a flight express path. Mod:fy the Traveloc:

entry point to accept the following parameters:
- Numberof passengers
- Leaving from /goingto cities
- Departure date’ departure time
~ Retum date / return time

The Yahoo! travel page wl. include a cars express path. Modify the Travelocity entry
point to accept the fo-lowing parameters:

Pick-upcity
Pick-update pick-up time
~ Retum date / retum time

- Number of travelers -Type of car
The Yahoo! travel page w:l. :nclude a cars express path. Modify the Travelocity entry
point to accept the fo:lowing parameters:

- Check-in city
~ Check-in / check-out dates
- Numberof travelers
- Numberof rooms”

Yahoo! Travel Booking Engine - Scape Definition, last modified on 8/1/1997
(emphasis added). See DFNDTO00423-428.

 
 

(1) wherein the se.ected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the owner of the frst
web pave are each third parties w:th respect to
one another;

See [altisupra.

   
(b) automatical-y rewiew:ng from a storage
coupled to the computer of the outsource
provider pre-stored data associated with the
source page; and then

The Travelocity’Yahoo! Prior Art discloses automatical-y retriev:ng from a storage
coupledto the computer of the outsource prov:der pre-stored data associated w-th the
source page.

  
“Thefollowing pages within Travelocity will be co-branded for Yahoo!:
 

cn
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“Trave-ocity URL's and URL parameter names wi.l be provided to Yahoo! three
weeks after start of development, +44

The Yahoo! travel page wl. include a flight express path. Modify the Travelocity
entry point to accept the following parameters:

~Nurnber of passengers
- Leaving from / goingto cities
- Departure date’ departure time
- Retum date return time

The Yahoo! travel page w'l: include a cars express path. Modify the Travelocity entry
point to accept the fo-lowing parameters:

Pick-up city
Pick-up date / pick-up time
~ Retum date return time
~ Number of travelers

- Type of car
The Yahco! travel page wl: include a cars express path. Modify the Travelocity entry
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Flights & Prices

 
Hotels ntrgst

 
Cars crrgst

 

  
Existing Reservations|Exrqst

Yahoo! Travel Booking Engine - High Level Requirements, uly 14, 1997, ‘ast
modified on Febmary 18, 1998. See DFNDT000423-428.

 

“2.1 Yahoo! Travel Page. Yahoo! shall provide a prominent hyperlink on the Yahoo!
Travel Page to the Co-Branded Pages described in Section 2.2. Such hyperlink shall
be placed above thefold on the Yahoo! Travel Page.”
Travel Services Advertising and Promotion Agreement, June 30, 1997. See
DFNDTO00388-412

 
“Purpose:
To provide the ability to make flight, car and hotel reservations via Travelocity starting
from a prominent hyperl:nk on the Yahoo! Travel Page.”
Yahoo! Travel Booking Enoine - High Level Requirements, Tuly 14, 1997, ‘ast
modified on February 18, 1998. See DFNDT000423-428,
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point to accept t

- Check-in
~ Number 0

- Check-in city
e folowing parameters:

check-out dates
travelers

 
- Number 0 Tooms”

Yahoo! Travel Booking Engine - Scope Definition, last modifted on 8/1/1997. See
DENDT000413-422.

“2 User Interface and Site Functiona.ity
The follow:ng functionality will remain ava‘lable to the Yahoo! booking engine,
~ 3 Best Itineraries

~ Fights & Prices
- Cars
- Hotels

  
-3-

  
 

(c} amomatically computer-generating and
transtnitting to the web browser a second web
page that includes:

to approve the final design of all Co-Branded Pages. Any mater:a. changesto the Co-

 
- Existing Reservations
- Make Changes including Buy Now
Profile

- Login +k

The Yahoo! Travel main trave: page will consist of an air, car, and hotel express user
interface. In addition, the interface wl: havelinks to mote comprehensive request
pages (firgst.pad, forgst.ped, btrgst.ped, and cangst.pgd).”
Tahoo! Travel Booking Enotne - Scope Definition, last modified on 8/1/1997, See
DENDTO00413-422,

The Trave.ocity/Yahoo! Prior Art discloses automatica‘ly computer-penerating and
transmitting to the web browser a second web page.

2.2 Co-Branded Pages, $1 shall create and serve a series of co-branded pages that
guide Yahoo! Site users through the booking process for the Travel Services, at a
minimum (the ‘Co-Branded Pages’). The Co-Branded Pages shall ‘nc-ude a:] pages
through the first page containing a price quotation for travel-re-ated serv‘ces, but sha.]
not include any pages in payment process.”
Travel Services Advertising and Promotion Agreement, June 30, 1997, See
DENDTO00388-412,

“LL ‘Booking Engine’ means a database containing avai-ability, schedule, and price
information connected to a graphical user ‘nterface that al.ows users of the World
Wide Web to make reservations for Travel Services, ag a minimum, and complete
payment for such Travel Services online.”
Travel Services Advertising and Promotion Agreement, June 30, 1997, See
DENDTO00388-412.

“(b) Cser Interface, The Co-Branded Pages sha‘l conform to the graphica. user
interface utilized by Yahoo! across Yahco!’s network of branded Inemet properties as
of the first date of the Exclus:vitv Period, and Yahoo! shall have ther:ght reasonably

  
-§4-
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Branded Pages thereafter shal. be made upon the mutual agreementof the parties.
Yahoo! shall ass'gn one indiv'dualto work with ST1o ensure that the Co-Branded
Pages sat'sfy Yahoo!’s requirements. Yahoo! will use reasonable best efforts to ensure
continuity of Yahoo! personnel involved in the design process, Al pages d'splavedto
Yahoo! Site users, other than the Co-Branded Pages, shall conform to the eraphical
interface utilized bySL, provided however Yahoo! sha‘] have a reasonable right of
approval with respect to such interface.”
Travel Services Advertising and Promotion Agreement, June 30, 1997, See

FNDTOOO388-412.

“Because the Yahoo! Travel express page wil. be hosted on Yahoo!’s ste, Yahoo!
must have the abilityto receive and pass the Session Identification (SID) between

ravelocity in order to keep the user’s Travelocity session estab.ished. This does not
apply for users that have cookie browsers because the SID is stored and retr:evedfrom

cookie abe

Mod:fy lgbecome,pgd, vars.sub, -gmemnew.ped, ‘gmemcon.ped, lelovin.ppd,
onewinfped, and ‘pepflog.ctl 10 pass the session parameters to ensure the reservation
rocess can continue without interruption. Place the session parameters into the
arameter’s Database (PDB) and remove them from the PDB once the user has

completed the ‘opin process.”
‘ahoo! Travel Booking Engine - Scope Definition, last modified on 8/1/1997. See
ENDTOO0423-428,

 
“Certain pages within Travelocity will be designated as co-brand. Co-brand means that

pages wil look and feellike Yahoo! pages, but will function the same as they do
oday in terms of required data e.ements, navigation and flow; except where otherwise

indicated in this document.”

‘shoo!Travel Booking Engine - High Level Requirements, lulv 14, 1997, last
modified on Febmary18, 1998. See DFNDT000413-422,

  
“Severa, Travelocity pages (fprqst, fpdisp|, fndisp?, fpprice and bargain) will be
 

5.
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(}) information assoc‘ated with the commerce
object associated with the link that has been
activated, and

 
  designed with the Yahoo! masthead, footer and toclhar,

|. Allreferences to Trave‘ocity within the above pages will be modified to
teflect Yahoo! Travel.”

Yahoo! Travel Buildyour own itinerary, last modified on March 24, 1998, See
DENDT000429-432,

The Trave‘ocity/¥ahoo! Prior Art discloses that the second web page includes
information associated with the commerce object associated with the ‘ink that has been
activated,

2.2 Co-Branded Pages, $I shall create and serve a series of co-branded pages that
gnide Yahoo! Site users through the booking process for the Travel Services, at a
minimum (the ‘Co-Branded Pages’). The Co-Branded Pages shall ‘nc-ude a'] pages
through the first page contain’ng a price quotation for travel-re-ated services, but sha.]
not include any pages in payment process.”
Travel Services Advertising and Promotion Agreement, June 30, 1997, See
DENDTO00388-412,

“L.1 ‘Booking Engine’ means a database containing avai-ability, schedule, and price
information connected to a graphical user ‘nterface that al.ows users of the World
Wide Web to make reservations for Travel Services, as a minimum, and complete
pavinent for such Travel Services outline.”
Travel Services Advertising and Promotion Agreement, June 30, 1997, See
DENDTO00388-412,

“(b) User Interface, The Co-Branded Pages sha‘l conform to the graphica. user
interface utilized by Yahoo! across Yahco!’s network of branded Invemet properties as
of the frst date of the Exclus:vitv Period, and Yahoo! shall have ther:ght reasonably
to approve the fnal design of all Co-Branded Pages, Anv matet:a. changes to the Co-
Branded Pages thereafter shall be made upon the mutual agreement of the parties.
Yahoo! shal: assign one individua. to work with SI to ensure that the Co-Branded
Pages satisfy Yahoo!”s requirements. Yahoo! will use reasonable bestefforts to ensure
continuity of Yahoo! persomnel involved ‘n the des:gnprocess. All pages displayed to

 
 

-56-
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   Yahoo! Site users, other than the Co-Brande

approval with respect to such interface.”
Travel Services Advertising and Promotion J

FNDTOOO38E-412,

“Because the Yahoo! Travel express page wil

tavelocity in order to keep the user's Travel

e cookie, ae

lonewinfped, and ‘espflog.ctl 10 pass the ses
process can continue withoutinterruption. Pl

completed the :ogin process,”

FNDT000423-428.

indicated in this document.”

modified on Febmary 18, 1998. See DFNDT!

reflect Yahoo! Travel.”

  
choo!Travel Build your own itinerary, last modified on March 24, 1998. See

interface utilized by SI, provided however Yahoo! sha.] have a reasonable right of

must have the abilityto receive and pass the Session Identification (SID) between

apply for users that have cookie browsers hecause the SID is stored and retr:eved from

Mod!fy lgbecome.pgd, vars. sub, ‘pmemnew.ped, ‘smemcon.pgd, Iglogin.ped,

arameter's Database (PDB) and remove them from the PDB once the user has

‘hoo! Travel Booking Engine - Scope Definition, last modified on 8/1/1997, See

“Certain pages within Travelocity will be designated as co-brand, Co-brand means that
¢ pages wil look and feellike Yahoo! pages, but will function the same as they do

oday in terms of required data e.ements, navigation and flow; except where otherwise

‘ahoo! Travel Booking Engine - High Level Requirements, july 14, 1997,last

“Severa. Travelocity pages (fprqst, fpd:sp|, fpdisp2,fpprice and bargain) will be
es'gned with the Yahoo! masthead, footer and toolbar,

1. Allreferences to Travelocity within the above pages will be modified to

Pages, shall conform to the graphical

ereement, June 30, 1997, See

(be hosted on Yahoo!"s site, Yahoo!

locity session estabished, Th's does not

‘

sion parameters to etisure the reservation
ace the session parameters into the

 
00413-4232.
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wherein the commerce cbiect associated with the
ink that has been activated comprises

information defining an electronic catalog
aving a multiude of merchant offerings, and

wherein the second web page contains one or
more selectable navigation [inks connecting a

‘eratchical set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings :n the
cala.og.

DENDT000429-432

(1) ap.ural:ty of visually perceptible e-ements|See 1(c)(:i), supra
derived from the retrieved pre-stored data and
visually correspondingto the sourcepage.

22|The compmer-teadable memory of claim 20.|See 7, supra.

 

23|The compurer-readable memory of claim20)
wherein the computer-teadable memory ts used
0 direct the computer of the outsource provider
‘0 perform the further step of

computer-facilitating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is

 
()) wherein the second web page contains a
further link associated with the information

associated with the commerce obiect, which,
when activated by the web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce object ‘me a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout ‘ink which, when
activated by the web broweer, faccl:tates
completion of a transaction associated with the

  
(4) wherein the computer-readable memory is

 See 10, supra,

completed.
24|The computer-readable memory ofclaim20,

See 13-14, supra

commerce abject in the shopping cart; and
See 15-16, supra.

 
 

-§8 -
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3  

web pages.

used to direct the computer of the outsource
provider to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction ‘s completed, computer-facil:tating
paymentfrom the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated ‘ink and

computer-faccl:tating payment of a commss:on
to the owner of the source page.
The computer-teadable memory ofc-aim 20,
where'n the visually perceptib.e elements
displayed on the second web pave ate retrieved
from a database stor:ng data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the first
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See 18, supra.  
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  consumers become more savvy, this efficiency of purchase and detivery ¥

the primary advantagesof sell:ng digital products overthe Intemet,

When customers want to purchase, they push the “buy”button and are transferred
itnmed:ate.y and transparenty to the Digital River Central Commerce Server. This retains
the ‘look and fee?’ of your own site and encourages the customer to buy — easily and quickly.
Depending on your preferences and marketing ‘nitlatives, buyers can be offered additional
cross-sell, up-se'l, special offer and bundled products related to their purchases, Credit
information ‘s ver‘fied, the sale is transacted and the purchases are then downloaded to the
buver.

Digital River Information Kit at 8 [DROO4326],

“Digita. River, Inc. proposes to mainta‘n and develop transparent secure Internet marketing and sales
services for Adobe’s Web site and products, Services will be provided through Digita: River's $3
commence encryption solution which was des:gned to managetransactions beliind the scenes...” Jntemnet
Commerce Services Proposalfor Adobe, July 25, 1996; [DROOONOS-6),

[DROA24S-66) 

Ia)  automaticallyat a server of
the outsource provider, ‘1
Tesponse to activation, by a
web browser of a computer
user, ofa link displayed by
one of a pluralityof first web
paves, recognizing as the
source pagethe one of the
first web pages on which the
“ink has beenactivated;

 “Vendor's Delivery Obligations. a. Initial Deliverables... Vendor will provide Electronic D:stributor
with... (iv) hypertext Link to y raltiver.com ‘n the Vendor's World Wide Web home page. ...”
Electronic Software Distriiution Agreement between Digital River and Auto E/X Comp. dated July 18, 1996;
[DROOGO13-21)]; see also eg., Emailfrom Digital River to Auto FX, dated September 26, 1997;
[DRO0G033] (“The URL for the Auto FX s‘te is at the bottomof this email.”};

 
 

“Bitstream Fonts Online!” hypertext link
(“<A HREFShip:raw?diotaurvercompbivindexbual”>Bistream fons online!<A>”); Bitstream, com
Home Page, hitp.!webarchive.orgweb/19976117165233-http:i'wwwbitstream com’; [DROO0034-38);

 
 

“Shop Online” hypertext link; Seatle Support Group Home Page, wow.ssgrp.com, [DRO00039-S0];

“Wercome to LstSoftware” hypertext link
(<a href"http:lvenw digitariver. comidrv2ec MAINEntry?SID=1285&SP=10007&CID=0" 

ro

 

Comparison of U.S. Patent No, 7,818,399 and Digital River Secure Sales System Prior art’

Based upon the cla:m interpretations Plaint:ff appears to be asserting and the al-eged applications of those :nterpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Plaintiffs Infringement Comentions served Apr] 15, 2011, the Digital River Secure Sales System ("S88") ant.cipates andor
tenders obvious, alone or in combination with other prior art idemified in Defendants’ AmendedInvalid:ty Contemtions, the asserted claims as
descr'bed ‘n part below.

 
POPU A  

||| Amethod of an outsource
provider serving web pages
offering commercia.
opportunities, the method
comprising:  

‘Digital R:ver’s Secure Sales System ($88) brings together software manufacturers and dealers enab.ing
them to se'l and detiver product via the Internet. Th:s serv:ce will provide all digital delivery, security,
collections and reporting of the sa.e of software, Throughout this process, ‘t will appear to the consumer as
ifthe transaction is being processed by the manufacturer or dealer while the Digital River $85 is handling
the who‘e transaction ‘behind the scenes

33
[sie]

 ay [DROONOOI-2]

“Extend yourselling environment Better yet, the entire transaction takes place in the selling environment
you've created, surrounded by the look and feelof your ‘dentity, with your products presented the way you
want them presented, with no competition. Your customers simply hit the purchase icon at your site and the
who.e process unfo.ds smooth:y. Thete’s no sensation of being suddenly hust-ed off to ancther location
Your customers won't etd up at some foreign-ooking page where they have to hunt to find your product.”
Digital River - Secure Enerupted Software Distribution,
fatty. //webarchive,orgiweb’1997 1221024519) digitatriver.com/Paged himl; [DRO00003-4] (emphasis
origina’)

 

Maintain your ownidentity and branding,

Digita. River facilitates the sale of your products to your customers, To most consumers, our
services often appear as nothing more than a web site “buy” button, But behind this simmp:e
device ‘s sophisticated electronic commerce technologywhich gives consumers the ability to
immediately and easi.y purchase and down-oad the digital products of their choice. As
 

The Dig‘tal River SSS process was offered for sale,sold, and pub.icly usedin connection with more than 500 client websites prior to September 17,
1998. While the referencedsteps of the Digital River SSS process were cons'stently used with respectto these client websites, the specific
elements Divital R:ver utlizedto oreate “transparent ¢-commerce support pages” for its clients varied based upon the specific look and feel of the
host (client) website, The documents express-v referenced herein are provided as ‘llustrative examples of the D:g:tal River S85 process as utilized
prior to September 17, 1998. Add-tional documents evidencing theoffer forsale, sale and public use of the Digita: River SSS process will be
produced pursuant to Local Patent Rule 3-4(b),
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  GATEOFF><h><font size=+2>Welcome to IstSoftware</font></b></a>”); [DROGO0S1-54); and

“purchase QFX on the web” hypertext “ink (“A href=htp://oww3.dipitariver, com/cg-
bintango coidinttalriverirscottwelcome. qrv?");

 
 

OFXHome Page, http.Aveb.archyeorg/websi 9970707093 153wwwofk convfimainum.; [DROO00SS-
62);

DRO26692);

[DR026693); and

[DR026694),

“Consistent Look and Feel between Store and Home Site Customers wi! have the ability to click a ‘buy
burton’ from anynumber of places within waw.ea.comand will beLinked to a complete store, or a specific
product detail page. All of the Commerce pages willcamrythebranding,lookandfeelofwwweg,cot
This consistent Look andfee. ‘s essential to a smooth customer experience, and wil promote high
conversion ratios,

   

For every product page within wavw.ea,com, Dip‘tal River can provide EA wth specific URL’s fordirect
product links. This wi.l allowusers to shop direction on www.ea.com, and have the abi.ityto purchase
product atany time. The page presetred wil. havea single produce listed, and wil. be Linked direct'y to the
shopping basket. For an example of such a product page, please tefer to Fignre 2 [sic].

In addition, D‘gital River will develop an online store featuring al of E4’s products. Like the current EA
Store, users can search by product category, key words, orplatform. Product specia’s or newproducts can
be featured on the front page of this store to prov'de for greater attention. For an exarnple of howthe BA
Store might look, please refer to Fignre 2.” Digital River Proposal Stanmary, April 29, 1998; [DRONGO66-
72] (emphasis original}.

 
See also Tango, Webstar, and other CGls from July 1996 Backup [DR026771-DR033425
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 fat  

  
>,|wherein each of the first web

pages be.ongs to one ofa
pluralityof web page
Owners,

  
[DR037478- DRO37479),

[DR026695-725](showing agreement and fax communicatione between DRand Mitek regarding
seLing Mitek software on Cyber411, dtpdirect, w.nsite, 2leoftwaredrive, and other sites),

[DR026737-7] (Setting out comm:ss:on rates for sale of products from software publishers through
“3Party Hosts,” DR, or DIP websites), See also [DR74637-074669),
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August | 1, 1998 Prospectus at 2 [DRO?4537-074636].

“Vendor's Delivery Obligations. a. Initial Deliverables, ... Vendor will provide Elecwonic D:stributor
with ... (iv) hypertext link to waywdigitalriver.com in the Vendor's World Wide Web homepage...”
Elecivome Software Distrfbution Agreement between Digital River and Auto F’X Comp. dated July 18, 1996;
[DROD0013-21); see also e.g,, Eni!from Digital River to Auto FX, dated September 26, 1997,
[DROO0033) (“The URL for the Auto FX site is at the bottom of this email”);
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   i  

 

  
wherein each of the first web

~|pages displays at least one
active ‘ink associated with a

commerce object associated
with a buying opportunity of
ase.ected one of a p-urality
of merchants, and   
 
 

AySaguePraaa:
anna

Tift le : TMa andes TLCRe‘ brates:

STE eTacti
store race

“After clicking on the “Buy Button”, the end-user is transferred to a Web store hosted on Digital River's
commerce network server (“CNS”), which replicates the ‘ook and fee. of the client Web site.” [DR037478-
DRO37479].
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Bitstream Fouts Online!” hypertext link
(*<A HREF=huip:ww? digita:tiver.com’aitindexhtml">Bitstream fonts onine!<A>”); Bitstream. com
Home Page, htip:!weharchiveormweb9970117165 23.htto.wapbitstream com; [DROOOI34-38);

 
 

“Shop Online”hypertext link; Seattie Support Group Home Page, wwwsserp.com;[DROG0039-$0];

“Welcome to [stSoftware” hypertext link
("<a hrei"htipysvww.digitalr'ver.com/dr/v2/ec_MAIN Entry?SID=1285&SP=10007&C1D=0"
GATEOFE><b><font size=+2>Welcometo IstScftwares/font><'b></a>”); [DR00005 1-54); and
“purchase QFX on the web” hypertert ink (“A bref=heps//asew3 digiteriverconvogi
bin/ango cy!digitalriver/rscoit/welcome. grv?”),

  

OFXHome Page, htto:rweh,
él
 ore wet9570707093183orwcfs convfimmata bin; DROOODSS-

[DRI2GG92);

[DRU26693]; and

 
[DRO26694] 
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i)|Wherein the selected

~|metchant, the outsource
provider, and the ownerof
thefirst webpage are each
third parties with respect to
one other,

 

[DR037478- DRO37479),

[DR026695-729] (showing agreement and fax communications between DR and Mitek regarding
seLing Mitek software on Cyber411, dtpdirect, w:nsite, 2leoftwaredrive, and othersites),

[DR026737-7] (Setting out comm:ss:on rates for sale of products from software publishers through
“3Party Hosts,” DR, or DIP websites), See also [DR74637-074669),
 

automaticalyretrieving|Fow chart depicting “The D:gital R:ver Intemet Ordering System (StorvBoard Overview)” and stating
from a storage coupled to the|“[ajl ISV and Dealer pages are Locatedon the Digital RiverServer.” DROOGOD7-12].

\b
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 Welcome to Bitstream, Inc.,
htep:/4weh archive.orgweby19961 019041742/aw?.digita river. combitindexttm; and as reconstructed
inserting referenced ef fies; [DROQNG28-31], [DROQGO32);

 

“Vendor's Delivery Obligations. a. Initial Deliverables. ... Vendor will provide Electronic D:stributor
with... (iv) hypertext Link to wowdigitalriver.comin the Vendor’s World Wide Web home page...”
Elecivonic Software Disivibution Agreement between Digital River and Auto F/X Corp. dated July 18, 1996;
[DROOGO13-21)]; see aisa e.g., Emailfrom Digital River to Auto PX, dated September 26, 1997;
[DRO0GO33] (“The URL for the Auto FX s‘te‘s at the bottomof this email.”};

“Bitstream Fonts Online!”hypertext link
(‘<A HREF=htpy‘nww ver. convbitindex.hual”>Bitstream fons onl:ne!<A>”); Bitstream.com
Home Page, http: !/webarchive.ong'web/1997G 117165233 /http::'wwbitsteeary coral: [DROO00S4-38);
 

“Shop Online” hypertext link; Seaule Support Group Home Page, wwrw.ssprp.com; [DROO0039-5];

“Wercometo LstSoftware” hypertext link

(<a tre"huip:!wwwdigitariver.convdr'v2ecMAINEniry?SID=1285&SP=10007&C1D=0"
GATEQFF><b><fomt size-2>We.come to LstSoftware<ifont</b><a"); [DROOOOS 1-54];
 

“purchase QFX on the web” hypertext ['nk (“A href=http:!xw}.diz:talrivercomme.
bintange,co’/d:gitalriver’rscatt!weleome.ory?”"), QFXHome Page,
htip:/Aweb arch:ve.org-weby1970707093153)owoftcom/frmain hum; [DROGOOSS-62];

  
 

[DRO26692)

[DRO2669); and

[DRO26694)

[DR034615-16] (data associated with source page Digital Frontiers stored on DR server).

    
[DR034606-07] (data associated with source page Bitstreamstored on DR server).
 

-[G-
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    i  

  
server pre stored data
associated with the source

page; and then

 
Flow chart depicting “Level 1” and stating that depicted I8V and Dealer pages “will actualy be built ‘on-
the-fly’ as users arrive from various ISV and Dea‘er web pages using database ‘mage and content values ...
The userwill be presented with a page on the Digital River Server thatis similar in feelto the ISV or Dealer
page.” [DRG00007-12).

“Vendor's Delivery Obivations. a. In:tia, Deliverables... Vendor will provide Electronic Distributor
with... (v)all the items and materials specified in the ‘Requirements Check-ist’ on Exhibit A... Exh:hit
A... [Requirements Checklist... 7) Trademarks/loges(gif fe), Blectronie Software Distribution
Agreement between Digita: River and Auto FX Corp. dated Ju'y 18, 1996; [DROGOO13-21]: see also eg.
Emailfrom root to jiplist@digitalviver.com, dated October 19, 1997; [DROOG022] (example of Dig‘tal River
client “FIP upload notification’).

“Adche’s customers wil be ab.e to access Adobe products at maximum bandwidth from mu-tiple FTP
servers.” Internet Commerce Services Proposal jor Adobe, Juty 25, 1996; [DROOGO0S-4),

 
“Digital River’s Proposed Solution Digital River will manage MathSoft’s online store and work with
MathSoft’s currentstaff to integrate purchasing options throughoutthe entire web site to enable customers
to purchase products more easly. We will deve‘op all commerce pages using MarhSoft’s branding and
color schemes in an effort to remain as transparent as possible.” Digital River Proposal To Mathsoft, Jnc.;
[DROGO023-25]ar2 (emphasis or-ginal).

“Development- the development of an easyto use onl:ne store ‘s done by DR [Digital River] to fit the look
and feel of vour home website at no cost. DR will incorporate your color schemes, logos and general feel
in an attempt to remain as transparent as possible.

Maintenance of the online store - DR gives you two options in the maintenance of yourstore. First, you
have access to vour Acccunt Deve.opment Manager to make changes to your site. These may inc.ude
pricing changes, product additions or deletions, or just a change in the lock or flowof the site which may
inetease revenues. Your secondoption ‘s to make these changes yourself in DR’s system through a private,
secure URL.” Digital River s Percentage ofSales Model - 4 Value Proposition; [DROGQ026-27]a2
(emphas:s original},
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  hattatt No. 73818;309:

automaticaly with the server
computer generating and
transmitt:ng to the web
browser a second web page
that neludes:

 
 

 

 

  
 

 
WeetuePicitnen,xdDivsha:

Tubercherte Ont neh She
Seas

AighentebStee

“After clicking on the “Buy Button’, the end-user is transferred to a Web store hosted on Digital River's
commerce network server (°CNS”), which rep-icates the lock and feel of the client Web site.” [DRO37478-
DRO37479].
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sSeceeaaiaiiiasiatasisdie.

August 11, 1998 Prospectus at 2 [DR074557-074636).

“Extending yourselling environment Better vet, the entire transaction takes place in the selling
environment you've created, surroundedby the look andfeelof your ‘dentity, with your products presented
the wayyou want them presented, with no competition. Your customers simply hit the purchase icon at
voursite and the whole process unfolds smoothly. There's no sensation of be:ng suddenly hustled off to
another location. Your customers won't end up at some foreigu-lookine page where theyhave to hunt to
find your product. You can even prompt customers to purchase additiona. products, for instance printed

    
Comparison of U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and Digital River Secure Sales System Prior Art 

  For everyproduct page within wiv vver can provide EA with specific URL's for direct
product links. This will allowusers to shop direction on wary3,com, andhave the abi.ityto purchase
product aranytime. The page presented wil. have a single produce listed, and will be Linked directly to the
shopping basket. For au examp.e of such a product page, please refer to Figure 2 [sic].

 

In addition, D:gital River wil: develop an online store featuring al of EA’s products. Like the current EA
Store, users can search by product category, key words, or platform. Product specials or new products can
be featured on the front page of th's store to provideforgreater attention. For an example of howthe BA
Store might look, please refer to Figure 2.” Digital River Proposal Summary, April 29, 1998: [DROOO066-

2] (emphasis or:ginal).<a

Using its CNS platform, the Company creates Web stores for its clients that replicate the look and fee: of
such client's own Web sites. End-users browse for products and make purchases online, and, once
purchases are made, the Company delivers the products directly to the end-users, pr'mar‘ly through ESD.”
BancAmerica, Digital River, Inc., Initiating CoverageofEmerging Software E-Business Franchise,
September 8, 1998; [DROGQ073-79),

   
As explained above, the spec:fic elements contained on the e-commerce supported web pages
corresponding to the captured “lock and feel descr'ption” of the host (client) website vary based upon the
look and feelof the host website. Such elements utilized in the Digita: River SSS process include: top
banners utilizing host logos and/or names, and hypertext links to host webpages; left s‘de navigation
buttons; footers utilizing bost logos and/or names, hypertext Inks to host webpages, and copyr:ght notices;
color schemes cons'stent w:th those utilized in host websites, ‘ncluding background, font, and eraph:cs
color schemes; and page layout consistent with host website, Examples of the use of such elements incude:

Welcome to Bitstream, Ine.,
hip:/webarchive. orgweb!1996101904474syw?.die‘talriver.combitindex. htm: and as reconstmeted
inserting referenced gif Eles; [DR00Q028-31], [DROO0032]; see also Facsimilefrom Andrea Rizzo of
Bitstream, Inc., dated January 24, 1997; [DRGO0080-86] (forward:ng copies of indiv:dual D:gital River
macntained pages for Bitstream on-ine order:ng system);

 

  
 

Seatile Support Group, http:'rw
http:www.digita.river convdigita.r
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  i e purchase procemanuals of more of your software. And ital
has created seam-ess cont:nu:ty.”
Digital River - Secure Eneryp
hit:Aweb archive.org!web’

| takes p.ace during a sing!

fed Software Distribution,
1957122 1024519"digitalriver com’Paged nant; [DROOOO3-4] (emphasis

 
  

original).

“Digital River’s Secure Sales System (SSS) brings together software manufacturers and dealers enabling
them to sel. and deliver product via the Internet. This service will provide all digital delivery, security,
collections and reporting of the sale of software. Throughout this process ‘t will appear to the consumer as
ifthe transaction ‘s being processed by the manufacturer or dealer while Digital River SSS is hand-ing the
whole transaction ‘behind the scenes’.” [sic]

Digital River — Secure bonefedSofware Distribution,hte ae 1S [DREGE],

“Digit. River wil develop and manage an onine store for MST for the purpose of offering MasterClips
products for sale on the wary.mmasterc.ips.com web site. These products wil. ‘nclude: up to 300,000
‘MasterClips ‘mages and clipart, 40,000 images under license from Core! and assorted app:icationsfrom the
IMSI selection of software. This store will be desigued to mirror the ‘ook andfeelof www.mastete!:ps.com
and will contain a complete commerce svsem for on:ine product detvery.” JMSIDigital River Online
Storefor Masterclips Products Software Superstore linked fo wwwmasterclips com, dated December 16,
1997; [DRO00063-64]

 

“(W]e provide an e-ectronic commercesolution for your website. We emulate the look and fee: of your site
90 an ettd-uger can come in and pav for product v.a a secure credit card so-ution and dowiload the product
directly.” Letterfrom Digital River to Kathy Haynes ofTraveling Software, dated September 11, 1997;
[DR000065).

“Consistent Look and Feelbetween Store and Home Site Customers wil: have the ab‘lity to click a ‘buy

button’ from anv number of places within warw.ca com and will be ‘inked to acomplete store, or aificproduct deta‘l page. A’l of the Commerce pages willcarrythebranding,lookandfeelofwww.e3.co
This cons:stent look and feelis essential to a smooth customer experience,ce and wil sromatecit
comtversion tatics.
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RODOC39-£0] (Correspondence from Yasuo Noshiro, dated August 2, 1996);

JSoftware, btn!wendigita‘river comepi-b.,.Al& UserReferenoe=88DE7ECTE
RODOGS?-88);

 

Rom Scott, Inc, Software Stare,
httpwwwd:gitalr'ver.comv/dn/v2iec MAIN Entry 0?PN=18:5P=10023 6V1=10298: [DROGOO89];

row Publishing Software Store,
httpeswww,digita:tivercom'y?...c MAINEutrv9?SP=100394Ph: = [DROID 

DIP Direct Sojtware Store, intps./www.digitalriver comvdr...c MAINEntry?SP=10039PN=1&s1=;
ODOT;

fie“ae SoftaresStore, 
 Innovation Multimedia Software Store,

ittnssiwww.digitariver.com‘v2...c MATNEnuy9?SP=10039&PN=iksi= [DROGOO93];
 

Jask Software Store,
httoyAvr? digcalrivercomic:bCOSSCCE254003&function=search prod: [DROGOO94);   

North Beach Labs Software Store,
ittp:! sew.divitalr‘ver.com/dr/v2iee MAIN Eniry?SP=10007&CID=08S1D=66: [DROGO09S];

Welcome to Blue Byte Software, Inc. Ordering Sytem,
httpAvww5.diectalrivercom/ce:-b:n‘Tangocel/esd-Bubytewelcoine. gry: [DR0000%6-97]; 

 

 

 

    
29; [DROVON9S- 100};

    
SESSoftware Software Store,
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 SapientSoftware Software Store, htip:hwww digtta.river.comdrvziec_ MAINMaster; [DROOO102-103);

Beycomp.com, hiipyhywwdigitdrivercom/dyiyieg MAIN Entry 10?V1=100298PN1 &xid=$45?

 

 
 

(DROOOIG4-111];

DTP Direct, htip:!'wwe4digctaniver com/cgi-hivTango?cx:dealer/dipdiecvhome/qy? Ld=1020dlevel=;
[DROOOL12};

Lucia Font Fain

be! > DROGOLI3-115;

Digital River Proposal Summary, Apr29, 1998, Figures 1, 2; [DROGQ066-72);

MICROPROSE; [DROO1002-1003];

hetp:/‘www dicita:river convdrv2/INEntrvi0°SP=10024&PN=L&V1=101760: [DROOL 247);
q 

 
Adaptec,Inc., http /hwwwdigitalrver.com/dr'v2/ec_main.entry?sid=6734&sp= 1000 7i&cid=0; [DROO23 13);

SapientSofware, bip.!/wow.cigitatriverconvdn'vdiec MAINMaster; [DROL17S2-11753];  

SFS Software, htsAvorwdigtalrvercomdryzeg MAINEntry lO°PN=1&SP= 100258 [=] 0952:
(DROT1948}

  

 
 

   

 

itrSP1N0S9KPN  isl -[DRO2395);

Nesbitt Software Corporation, ntp:/iwwy.digttarivercom’dnvivec MAINMaster, [DRO12486-12487];

Sundow International, lnc.;
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Peach Systems, bin:wwwidiptalrivercom/de'v2ec MALY Entry0PPN=L&SP=(0i23hvi=]14/9-
 

(DROSS)

Peak Technologe Lid.,
hup:iiwww.cigitariver. comv2ivosqvec MainEnry/SP=10007&S1D=1S0084CID=0;[DRO16850-
16852];

 

PIMSarl, atips:/‘yovw civitalriver.com/drv2eo MAINEntry L1?SP=10029&PN=1; [DROL6751;
DROLG754-16755];

 

PY Software, Inc, bitps!/www.digitalrivercomydn've/ec MAINEntry OPPN=L&SP=100234V|=20061;
[DROL7056);

 

RBC, fnc.; htipe://srww:oitalriver.com/v2...cMAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=1&s1=; [DRO17278);

JP Software, Ine, hts!
[DRO13176);
 

Sonera Technologies, intp:
(DRULS642}
 

DisplayMatefor Windows,
http:!warw3 diotalrivercom/cp!-bin/Tang, .erence=2BD4 (DOE TRACNAprod-$1D -60001-AL;
(DRUI3643}

 

Southern Software, Ine.,
hutp:/weww.civtte:river coudnveeg MAINEntry lOPPN=|&SP=10023@V[=19052; [DRO1S660];  

Spectrum Unlimited,
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 SPHIUO2KVI=19980: [DRO1 2586);

Tympani Development, ittp.!/wwww4.d:pitalr'ver.com/dig‘talr'vertympanibasket? hun; [DRO13400-13401;
RO 13404-13410);

Valley ofFire Software, ulipyMwydignaltivercom/dnvi-ec MAISEutivi PSP=10039R2N=|:
RO13718-13720);

 

Virtus Corporation, hipsywwed.digtelriver!cg:-bin/Tangocpi‘digitariver/virtuswelcome gry,
RO13998- 14003; DROLADOS- 14607];

 

Jain’s Journeys,
httpswre, riverice:-bin’Tangocgi/esd/Weber.ng/insertitem.qry? UserReference=; [DRO142 11];
 

 
Pheeler Aris, btip:'wwwdigitairiver cominv2iee MAINEniry?S1D=748SP=L0007&CID=0,

RO14452-14453];

vow. digitarivercom/cei-b...diPhirlwind Technologies, bitp.!/a ita:river/wh:rhwind/we.come gry,
RO14553-14555];

  

Filson Learning Corporation,
hits,wwwdioitarivercomdyves MAINEnuy9?SP=|0030&PN=|&sl=[DRO746-14747);   

Filson Learning Corporation, httne://wwwdagitalrivercouvdrv2/e¢_ MAINFotry]1?SP=100394FN=;
RO14794);

 

  
Cyber 411hey 

 Encore Multimedia, ly
[DRO1S956}

Extensis PhotoTools, nitp:'/www3digitalrivercomieg'-b... SFAASAEABS9BO630d&detail=photatoa's;
[DRO16261-16268; DROL6300-16305];
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Cloud Dragon Designs, htt.emw.divitalriver.com/r20, IN Eutry] |?sp=U72PN=L hxd=57-
[DRO19348}

 

Cloud Dragon Designs,
http:Avww).digcialriver.com/cg:-bin'Ta..enco=EECFOFFYBC4E7 71Sfunetion=continue; [DROI9354-
19357];

 

ORSMusic, bnips:!/wnww.digitariversomve2..¢ MAINEniry)?SP= 10030PN=1.&9 = [DRO203%4);
 

ORSMusic, huipsi’wwav3 Cgitalrver.com/cy'-binTango.cutesdQRSMusicwelcome,qrv?; [DR020395-
20398);

 

PHD Computer Consultants Led.
https.Aireny.dligitat 

ewedigitalrivercomiv,..g MAIN Entry)?SP=1ParaMind, hy QO394PN=I kes! =[DRO20638);  

Cyber 411, hitp:/-nrwwS digita river convegi-b, 2AC16A60DCD29kefinction=search_prad[DR020696);
 

FivedIt!Software, httos,‘wwwdie-talriver.com’y2...c MAINEntry9?SP= MMRPN=ikst=
[DRO20730};

 

Forward Design, hittos:/ivwww digitariver.comiv2...c MAIN bniry9?SP=10039&PN=1as1=; [DRO20807];
 

Global Majic Software, Inc.,
hteAy)dietalnver.comn/ce:-bay"Tangoceddigitariverenis‘weloomne.yny: [DRO2091$-20916]; 

Global Majic Software, Inc.,
https://wwwdigita:river.com/v20/plsq’/ec_ MAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=d&s1=; [DRO20931]

 
Global May

  fic Software, Inc., ttn!wwwdigitariy
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(20932-20933);
FileStream.com, lnc.,

IDM Computer Services, butps:!‘wwrw.digitalriver.comv2,..c MAIN Entry?SP=1003982N= 1&si=; http:Avww.dipitalr'v.../ec MAIN Entry] 7c?SP=10007&PN=S&CID=08S1D=124&PID=1 8267;
(21425), [DRO22295-22256);

Jncline Software, LC, Parthenon Deveiopment Corp, hitps:/ivyw.diggtalriver. com/dyvace MAINEntryi 1?5P=10039RPN=1;
wee MAIN Entry?SP=10007&SID=301 96&CID=08CUR=8404.DSP=0&PGRP=0CACHE ID; [DR022379);

(021508),
  DTP Direct, hetps.'/www.dinitalriver comdr'vdiec MAINErtryt! SP=10030KPN=L: [DRO22396);  

 Jmovation Multimedia, btips:ieww.d : o MAIN EntryS?SP= 100356?N=|6a
(2 1688]; KHSoftware Development,

http Avwwacigltalevercom/dry2s.. LOOQ7aP

  
 

 
Intelligent Technologies, litps:  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

(121824), KnoWare, fae. wysiwygs!!78/htips:!www digitale, rv2/ec MAIN.Entryl 2SP=10039&PN=1;
[DRO22645);

JnterDimensions Corp., htips:)/wrww.digitalr-ver.comv2...c MAIN Entry9?SP=10039SPN=1 &e |=:
(21884). KnoWare, fnc., hitp:i'www3 divtainiver.com/cgi-b. .c/‘temdeta‘lgrv?prod=KW1-60001-D1; [DRO22671-

2672}
Frwin Ware, hitpsitwwwdeottairh.Joc MAINEniry] 7c?SP=10007&PN=S&CID-D&SID>S46QPID=24 147.

0121996]; Lateral ineshntps:/'www.digitalrivercom/y?...c MAINEntry?8P=10039KPN=&sl=[DRO2zTL
Olimpus America, Inc., btw. /wwwig'talr'ver.com/da/v2/ec MAIN Entry?SP= iN0078SID=64&C1D=0,

(22112-22116}; Lattice Fork Software,
MitoAvww.digitalr-vercom/dnv2/ec MAIN Entry|7e?SP= 10007PN=$ &CID=O6SID-25SPID=1197,

Omnibus Typografi, hit:ywwdgitah iver.com/driee/ec MAINEntev?SID—405 45P=10007&CD<0; [DRO22732-22733];
(22212];

 

 

Live Picture, btn!)
=
 Jpen WindowSoftware, het i "

22232]; Live Pieture, bttys/arww’
23057}

 

FileStrecnn.com, Inc.,
tp: '/wrw.digita.tiy..joc WAINEntry] 7c?SP=[0007SPN=S&CID=0&SID=1248F1D= 18666;

22291];
bitinwow’. diotalriver.com/di,,.delternm=LP!-SIMN-ALSVersioneWINS; [DRO23058);     

           
  

mw
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  arder=113646; [DRO230:
 

Windite, htt,ww dealrivercomvde'vaiec MAIN, Master: [DR023093; DRO23095];
 
  

 
 

[DRO2A369);
DIP Direct, hinp:howAitair-ver.comvdr...c MAIN Entry9?S?=10039G0EN=1 &s1= [DR023202); MST Software, Inc., hips’

[DRO24339);
AM.Casco Associates, hips:!/wway digitalriver.comv2...c MALN.Entry9?SP=1003082N=|iel=
(DRO23236]; DIP Direct, ips://www.disctalrver comvdr...c MAIN Enty9?SP=100396&PN=1 &el= [DRO24415]:

 

  
Machs Software, httos./www digttalriver,convv2..¢ MAINEuury9/SP={0039GPN=[&el=[DR023264]: Mythic Images, hitps.!/wwnwdipitativer.couyv2,.c MAIN-Sutry97SP=10039¢PN=L&st=" [DR024512];

 

 
 

 

MacPEAR, Mythic Images, hitps.!'wwaw.digita:sivercomi/v2..c MAINEntry9?SP=10039.0PN=Lis l=; [DR024532];
hutp:!/worw.digita:river comvdr/v2/ec MAIN.Entryl 7c?SP=10007&PN=5&CID=0.&S ID=37&PID=9749,
[DR023328]; NetFormation, fnc., hi

[DRO2601];
 

NetResults Corporation, https.Awww digitariver,comy2, Jes MAINEntry] 17SP=1D039@PN=L;
[DRO24649];

 

Marius Friberg Data, tine:eww.digitalrvercom/?...¢ MAINEntry)SP=10039RPN=1 be l=
(DRO23404);

 

DIP Direct, hips://www.div:talriver conan'y2iec MAIN Entry] LSP=100398PN=E: [DRO24675];  

Matchup Sports, htips:''www d:ottalriver.com/v2..c MAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=1asl=; [DR023442};
 

New Perspective Software, Ine,
ittosswwwdigitativer.com’rz..c MAINEntr9?SP=10035&PN=1 Medea International Limited, bitto.//ww.diitalrvercomdyy2iec MAINMaster; [DRO23746]; ; [DRO24693);   

  

 

KittyHawsSoftware, Inc, hitp:/iwww3. digitariver com/cgi-b...wk/temdotail,qrv?prod=KH-60002-A1; NewVision Technologies, Inc. httpehywwdig:talr'vercom'vi...c MAIN Entry) °SP= 1003982N=1&s1=;
[DRO23884]; [DR024736);

MercurtInteractive Corp,, hits,syyrwdigttarivercomvy2.../e¢, MainEntry) PSP=10Q398PN=L: MeeTine Batertainnent, hips:www.divitairivercomyv2.6 MAINEntyo?SP=10039RPN=1&s|=:
[DRO23887-23888); [DRO2484];
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DRODI?

DIPDireci, hiups::Aworw.digitalriver.com/dr...c MAIN Entry9"SP=| 003962N=1&s1=;[DR025142];

A.J. Enterprises,tp:/swwdi’talriver comdigitalriversientiiiemdatailqry/prat=AL001, [DRO25445-
25446);

 

Cyber 411, hitp:lovww3 dly'talrvercomeg:-b BASED IBES4D(funetion=search prod: [DR025637];

 
(DRODSTES}:

ARCaine Technology, b
Aldversion=DC; [DRO258
 
 

ARCame Technology, btap:iwet digitalrivercomicg:-bin/uncediarcatne htm; [DRO25816];  

ARCaine Technology, htipy/warw4dio‘tatriver,comn/czi-bin'Tango.cox/d:oitalr-ver/atcaingwe.come.¢:
(DRO2SE21-2883);

  

Artbeats Software, btip://www.distalriver.comidn'v2ec MAINEntry])?PN=1&SP=10024¢V1=11495;
(DRO25922};

Ailanta Computer Resources, butos.//wyrwdigital
[DRO25990};
 

 ‘LAL: [DRO26068};

 \EntrySP100394PN sls;
 

[DRO26I63];
Best Effort Software,
hpweew.digita the,ec
(DRO26363):

MAINLoniry] 7e/SP=100074PN=3&CID=0.SID=81PID19937    
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“Dip-tal R:ver will develop and tnanage an online store for [MSI for the purpose of offering MasterC-ips
products for sa'e on the wwvw.mactercl'ps.com web site, These products will include: up to 300,000
MasterC‘ips images and cipart, 40,000 ‘maves under license from Core. and assorted applications from the
IMSI selection of software. This store will be desieued to mirror the look and feel of www.masterclips.com
and wil contain a comp.ete commerce system for online product delivery.” [MS/‘Digital River Online
Storefor Masierclips Producis Software Superstore linked to www. masterclips.com, dated December 16,
1997; [DRGOOOES-64]

  

 

“(Wie provide an electronic commerce so-ution for your website. We emulate the Look andfeelof your site
80 an end-user can come in and pay for product viaa secure credit card solution and download the product
directly.” Letterfrom Digital River to Kathy Hanes ofTraveling Software, dated September 11, 1997;
DROOO06S)

“Consistent Look and Feel between Store and Home Site Customers will have the ability to click a ‘buy
button’ from any number of places within wew.ea.com and wil be :nked to a complete store, or a specific

oduct detapage, All of the Commerce pages w:l. carry the branding, \ook andfee. of woww.ca.cou,
his consistent look and fee! is essential. to a smocth customer experience, and will promote high

conversion ratios

 
 

of every product pave within wvw.ca.com, Digital R:ver can provide BAwith specific URL’s for direct
oduct Links, This will allowusers to shop direction on waw.ea.com, and have the abtity to purchase
‘oduct atanytime. The page presented will have a single produce listed, and will be linked direct:y to the

shopping basket. For an examp.e of such a product page, please refer to Figure 2 [sc].

 
 

in addition, D:gital River wil. develop an online store featuring a.l of EAs products. Like the current BA
Store, users cant search by product category, kev words, or platform. Product specials or new products can

¢ featured on the front pave of th:s store to providefor greater attention. For an example of howthe EA
Store might look, please refer to Figure 2.” Digital River Proposal Summary, April 29, 1998; [DROGOO66-
72] (emphasis orginal).

     
“Using its CNS platform,the Company creates Web stores forits clients that replicate the look and feel of

-6-
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Best Effort Software, hittne.(-www digitarriver cowv2...c MAINEuiry?SP=100390PN=Lkel=
[DRO26323];

BuenSoftCo, htine:'worwdigitalrverconve MAIN Ent: {= [DRO26S16}

J Stop, htty:iwoew stopsoft.com how 2buybtn: [DROOL 41-1143];
 

Anny
ScheaueMaker, htip:/'webarchive.ongrweb’2000030319 1 Sld/aww.cra:asvstems com’:
 

DRO26692);

DR026693); and

DR02664),
(i) ‘nformation associaed|“Extending your selling environment Better yet, the entire transaction takes p.ace in the sel.ing
with the commerce object|environment you've created, surrounded by the Look andfeelofyour identity, w-th vourproducts presented
associated with the Lnk that|the wav you want them presented, w:th no competition. Your customers simply hit the purchase icon at
has heen activated, and your site and the who‘e process unfolds smoothly. There’s no sensation of heing suddenlyhustled off to

another location. Your customers wou’t end up at some foreigu-coking page where they have to hunt 10
find your product. You can even prompt customers to purchase additional products, for ‘nstance printed
manuals or moteof your software. And it all takes p.ace during a single purchase process, Digital River

as created searn.ess cont.nusty.”
Digital River - Secure EncryptedSq
ittp:/ web. arch ve.org!web!1997

original),

 

108

 pare Distribution,
24819)digitalriver.com:lage3 hun; [DROOO003-4] (emphasis
 
 

"
Digita. River’s Secure Sales System (858) bringstogether software manufacturers and dealers enabling
hem to sel. and deliver product via the Internet. This service will provide all d:g:tal delivery, security,

collections and reporting of the sale of software. Throughout th:s process :t will appear to the consumer as
if the transaction ‘s being processed by the manufacturer or dealer while Digital River $88 is handing the
whole transaction ‘behind the scenes’.” [sic]
Digital River - Secure Encrypted Sojtware Distribution,
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  such client’s own Web sites, End-users browse for products and make purchases online, and, once
purchases are made, the Companydelivers the products directly to the end-users, primarilythrough ESD.”
BancAmerica, Digital River, Inc., Initiating Coverage ofEmerging Software E-Business Franchise,
Sepiember §, 1998; [DROOOO73-79]

Asexplained above, the specific elements conta:ned on the e-commerce supported web pages
correspondingto the captured“ook and feel description”of the host (cient) website vary based upon the
look and feelof the host website. Such eements utilized in the Digital River S88 process include: top
banners wtlizing host logos and/or names, and hypertext links to host webpages: ‘ef side navigation
buttons; footers utilizing host logos and/or names, hypertext links to host webpages, and copyright notices:
co.or schemes consistent with those util:zed in host webs:tes, inc-uding background, font, and graphics
co.or schemes; and page ‘ayout consistent with host website. Examples of the use of such elements include:

Feicome to Bitstream, Inc.,
http:veh archive, orp weohich| 59610190. i
inserting referenced gif fi-es; Exs. ‘9 DRCOOIEAT|10 wa 0032]; see also Facstwile from Andrea
RiccoofBitstream, Ine., dated January 24, 1997; [DRODG080-86] (forwarding copies of nd:vidua. Digital

iver maintained pages for Bitstream on-ine ordering system};

   

 

 

Seattle Support Group, hitp:iwwwdigitalriver.com/digctalr-ver/Weicome.grytiyne=tHid= 100]; and
tipswww.d:gitalr:ver.com/dig'talriver!‘neertitem.qry?function=insert&item=CDPLV1 -TOTW,
DROD0039-$0] (Comespondence ftom Yasuo Noshiro, dated August 2, 1996);

   

JSoftware, htp:!war’digitalriver comicgi-b..Ald& Userltelerence=S8DEECTEOBBORSA:
DROOOUS7-88];

Roim Scott, Inc. SoftwareStore,
tteAvdioltelever.com/dyy2ie¢ MAIN Entry 107PN=LQ8?= 100234VL=10295: [DROGOORS];
 

Arrow Palishing Sofware Store
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(DREN

Jntegratech Software Software Store,
Inips:/'www.digialriver. com/y2..c MainEnt pFISP=L0039RPN= 1K! =; [DROGOOIZ];
 

 
 

JISP=LUOS9GPN=1&el=; [DROO0093),

archprod: [DROGO094];

Qu7eely 1-46; [DRONES]; 

Welcome to Blue Byie Sojtware, Inc. Ordering System,
hutp:/vww3 céeicaltiver.com/cei-bin/Tango.caivesd’Blubvte:we. come.qry; [DRO00G96-97];
 

Auto FX Corporation Software Store,
hntps!/www.cigitariver comvdnv2ec_ maincntrv?s =Udisid=25; [DROOOO98- 100);

SFSSoftware Software Stare,

 
hulp:ooew.civita:stver comvdnv2/ee MAINEnbry OPPN=1&SP=10023V1=10952; [DROOOLOL):  

SapientSoftware Software Store, hiip.hwwwdigitariver comdi/vivec MAINMaster’ [DROOOL02-103);
 

Buycomp.com, httpytywwdigitaltivencomdrves MAINEntryl0?V1=100294PN=1 daid=$452:
(DROOOLO4-11 1];

 

DIP Direct, inp.mcadistalrvercom/egi-b.n/Tanga2
(DROGOIL2};

 
 

Lucia Font Family
benTangoaE
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Digital River Proposal Summary, Apri. 29, 1998, F-gures 1, 2; [DROO0066-72];

MICROPROSE, [DROOLG02-1003);

MittyWwarw.dipitalrvercom/dr'v2i IN Entry] O7SP=10023&PN=1A&V1=101760; [DROO1247);

Adaptec, Inc., htips'wwwdigitalrivercomidr'v2ec_main entry’s:d=6734&sp=10007/heid=0; [DR002313);
 

SapientSoftware, http:iivarw.cigita 
 
[DROLL948};
 

Ositis Sogtware, hitps:/wwwdig:talnivercoman'v2/ec MAIN Buty! L2SP=t0039&PN=L; [DROL217 1];

Net Nanny; bttps:i'www.divitariver.comy?...c MAIN Entry9?SP=10039PN=1&sl=; [DRO12399];  

Nesbitt Software Corporation, hips!warydigitur-ver.com/dn’v2/ec MAIN,Master: [DR012486-12487);
 

StabowInternational, Ine.;
hitsAwayw.dipitalr'vercom/drv2iee MAIN Entry G7PN=1&S?= 100238|=19980: [DRO12586);
 

Tympani Development, itp.raw wd.pitalrver.com/dig:talnver‘tympanbasket? htm: [DRO13400-13401;
 

DRO13404-13410);

Valley ofFive Software, h
[DRO13718-13720];
 

Virtus Corporation, httpyAvydimtalrivercx:-bin/Tango.cpi/divitarivervirtugwelcome ary;
[DRO13998-14003; DRO14005- 14007];

 

 
 

 

     hutp:'wew3.d'ghralrivericgi-bin'Tango.cx‘/esd!Webering/‘nserlitem.qry? UserReference=; [DRO142 1];

Wheeler Avis, http:/Awww.dipitalr'vercomldrv2iec MAIN. Entry’SID>T48&SP=1 0007201D= 1):
[DRO1452-14453];

 

Whirlwind Technologies, htip:www3.digtalriver.comfeg-b. .dig'tairiver!whitlwind/weleame.cry;
[DROL4SS3-14855];

Wilson Learning Corporation,
tps.rw.digitairiver convdr'yDiec_ MAINEntry ?SP=1G0394PN=1 Ss] =[DROL4746-14747]; 

Wilson Learning Corporation, hits.)wwwaligitatr'ver.com/dr'v2iec MAINEntryLL?SP=100396:2NE[:
[DROIA794];

 

 
DRAUSS,

Extensis PhoioTools, hltp:/hvww3 clio: talr'ver.com/ci-b.. SPAASALADS9B66BOdera'=
[DRO16261-16268: DRO1E300-16305];

 

Peach Systems, ity:wwwidigtalivercom/diyYec MAIN Entry0?PN=L&SP=10023hv1=114/9,
[DROL699];

Peak Technology Lid.,
hutp:/ovww.civitarivecon/vedrosuoe, Mainbutry?SP=LO007&SID=|SOOSACID=0; [DRO16$50- 
16852}

eeMAINBory1°SP  
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DRO17056);

RBC, Inc; htps:!/worw.digitalriver comv?...cMAIN Entry9?SP=10039&PN=1&s1=; [DRO17273);

JP Sofware, Inc, itty.wwwdighariver convcei-bin/Tango ev:dig'talriveripsoft'weleome.arvy;
RO18176);

 

Sonera Technologies, hip://www3.digtairwercora'cyi-bin/Tango6,co'/esd’sonera/welcome.qry;
RO18642];

 

DisplayMate jor Windows,
toyworm) cigtalriver.com/ce:-binTang, erence=2BD41D9878A00090&orod=STD-G0001 Al;
RO18643);

 

Southern Software, lne.,
ites:Awww. eltalevercom/dryaiec MAINEntry 17PN=1&S2= U0?3&V1=19092° [DRO18640);
 

Spectrum Unlimited,
httpsAwurw.dipitalr'ver.com/dr'v2vec_Ma‘n Entry’  PESID=3998CTD=06CUR=840: [DROL9032]:

Cat Computer Services (P) Lid,
ittnsswwwdiettarivercomiyz..c MAINEntre¥?SP=1 00394Ph=! &3! = [DROWI6L
 

 Clowd Dragon Designs, btto:i"www.diottalrver.com'v20...IN Butry] |?sp=10007&PN=L&exid=S7,;
019348);

  
Cloud Dragon Designs,
tinsworw. iotalrivercom/cg:-bin’T a, enea=-EECFOFFIBCIET?|S finction-contimue: [DROL9354-
 

 
9357];

ORSMusic, huipssin 
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21898}

PHD Computer Consultants Ltd.,
hupsewwdigitalriver convdr'y2iec men. entry?sp=10007&oid=Oked=237; [DR020584); 

Paraddind, bttn://oyorw diuitalrwercom'y2.g MAIN Entry?SP=100398P=|&al=; [DRO20638];
 

Cyber 411, hituelwww? diytarvercomer-h, 2ACISASDCD29&ftnction=search_ prod; [DRO20696);  

 

[DRO20730);

Forward Design, bitps:!wwdista =; [DRO20807);

Global Maiie Sojtware, Inc,
nip:waw3.dighalriver.com/cv-bin/Pango cei/diaitalriver/omiswelcomeary: [DR020915-20916];
 

Global Majie Software, Inc,
tips.wwdigitalriver.com/v2Wvp.sqliec MAINEntry9?SP=100394PN=Lé&sl=; [DR020931]

Global Majic Sojtware, Inc, btto. www digitalriver convy20_ INEutry?SID=129&:SP=19007&C1D=0;
DRO20932-20933];

 

—DM Computer Services, bups.//wwyw.digitalrivercony2...c MAINEntry9?SP=1G0394PN= 1 &si=:
DRO7125}

 

Incline Software, EC,
ite MAINEntry?SP=100074SID=301964CID=04CUR=840&DSP=0&PGRP=0&CACHE ID:
DRO2LSGR;

Fmovation Multimedia, blips:wwwdig'taliver.com2...c MAIN.Enty
DRO21 688);

SSPNIGPNE Lis] =:   
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  is DROSS},

Kno Ware, Ine. wys'myo:/178/hntps./'wwwdigitale. .1'v2/eo MAINEntry] 1?SP=100394PN=1;
(DRO22645};

 

KnoWare, Inc,, heip:!oew3 deitair-vercomicgi-b...ciitemdetail gry?prod=KWi-o0001-Dt; [DR022671-
22672];

Lateral Technologies, htupsywwwsioitalr'vercov)... MAINEnlev9?SP=10039&PN=1&sl=
[DRO22714];

 

Lattice Work Software,
hutp:/weew.digitariver comdrv2/ec MATN Entry] 7c7SP=10007@PN=S&CTDO05I=255 APTD=1 1972;
[DRO2I732-22735};
 

Live Pletwe, http,www.digitalevercom 

Live Picture, http:/iwww3 stigitalrver.com/di... UserReference=D29AF498 1 060K0SE.
23057}

  ; [DR023056-

hup:iwww3.digialriver.com/di...ditem=LP!-S000-A12Version=WIN9S; [DRO23058);  

hip.www) digiralrivercom/di, BiSEQtunction=form&order=| 13646; [DRO23059]; 

WinSite, hto:!hvivw. d:gitalrives.com/dniviec MAIN.Master; [DR023093; DRO23095];
 

DIPDirect, htp:!swwwyd:gitair-ver.convdr,.c MAINEnuy9?SP=10039PN=! &s1= [DR023202];
 

MCasco Associates, niins,!wowdigitalitver comv'y?...¢ MAINEntry?SP=10030R:PN= | Ais l=:
(DROZ
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Intelligent Technologies, hitps:'hwwwc.gita

021824);
Ir-ver.comiy?...c MAINEmiry?SP=1 0039&FN=1&s]=;
 

=nterDimensions Corp., hitne:!/wwy digitalriver com’y2..c MAINEntry)?SP=L0039¢PN=1 Ae] =
21884

 

JrwinFare, hitp.//wwew.digitalss..cc MAIN.Entry] 7c2SP=10007RPN=S&CIDA3 1D S46.QPID=24 147,
(021996);

 
  

  

 

 

Olympus America, Inc., hiip:/ Awwwdigitariver cout OTESTD=64&CD=0-
22112-22116);

Onmibus Typografi, http.wory.diwtalriver.com/dn'vvec MAIN. Entry?ST3=A0S&SP=1)007&CID=0-
022212];

Open Window Software, htups:''worwd:eitalriver.convv2...c MAIN Entry?SP=10039&PN=L&sl=;
022232];

FileStream.com, [nc.,
http: heww.divitalr'v../ee MAIN Entry? 2c?SP=L0007&PN=S&CID=0&SID=124&PID=1 8660:

0222591];

FileStream. com, Ine.,
tp://worwd:gitalr../ec MAINEntryl 7c?SP=100074PN=5&CID=0451D=124&PID=18267;

 
Parthenon Development Corp., http

ona}
 

   
Entry1?SP=10039&Ph:DIP Direct, bitps./wowdictalriver comanvec MAIN. =h [DR022396);  

  
KH Software Development,
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MacPEAR,
hitp:/Avww.dipitalr'ver.com/dr'v2iec_ MAIN. Entry 7c?SP=10007&PN=$&CID=08SID=37&PID=9749.
[DR023328);

Magic Software, hito.!wydivtairive,..ver'magie3ve.come.ary; [DRO23359];
 

Markus Friberg Data, 'itps:/ferwwdigrtainver.conv2...c MAIN Entry9SP=L0029&PN=L&s l=;
[DRO23404);

 

Matchup Sports,tps.yrwwdis:tairiver comv2,_c MAIN.Entry9?SP=10039&PN=1és1=; [DRO25442];
 

Medea International Limited, htp:!iwwwd:pitaleiverconvidrv2ec_ MAIN.Master; [DRO023746);

 KittpHawk Sojiware, Inc., Ie

  

  

 

  

  

[DRODSERA);

Mercury Interactive Corp., bipe:/warw.digitalrver,com/v2...ec MainGarryL1?SP=1L0089@PN=1-
[DRO23887-23888);

Morpheus Software, hinps::/yyrwdhettair-ver.com’y2...c MAIN Eniry9°SP=10039PN=1&s1=
[DRONA];

DIP Direct, uitps://www.dig-tairiver.com/dr.c MAIN Entry 9S100396PN=1&s1=; [DR024360];

M&R Technologies, Inc, tutos:('www.digitainiver.comy?...c MAIN Entry9?SP=10039PN=L&sl=;
[DRO24369);
MSI Software, Inc, htupss''www ’yitairvercomiv2._.c MAINEnby9°SP=| 00392PN=i &s1=;
[DR024389);

DIP Direct, hntps,!seuwdin-talriver comdr..¢ MAIN Eutry9?SP=100394PN=1&st=; [DRODMA15); 
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NetFormation, Jnc., nips:www.cigtalriver.com/y?...c MAINEntry?SP=L003042'N=L&sl=
[DRO24601];

 

NetResults Corporation, nipswydisitalnerconv. ./oe MAINEnnvt 1 SP=10@39R2N= |:
[DRO24649);

 

DIPDirect, hips:iiwarwdgitalriver.comdr'y2/ee MAIN Entry! /?8P=(0039QPN=1; [DRO24675];
 

NewPerspective Software, Ine.
Intps.yyw,digitalsiverconn/y2 

NewVision Technologies, Inc., htipsitwww.digtariver.comiv2..¢ VA
(DRO24736);

INentryPSP=LOISEEPN= Ses t=: 

NiceThne Eniertainment, hips: hwww.d'etalriver.com!v2...c MAINEntry9?SP=100398PN= | &es1=;
DRORABH:

 

 
Nordic Software, itps://www.digitalrtver.comdi'v2/ec MAINEntry /SP=100394PN=L; [DRO24880];

3DP Object Technology, Inc., hltpe:!'vww diyialriver.couv?,.c MAINEnty9?SP=L00396PN=L&el =;
[DRO2S25};

 

DIPDirect, htips:iwwwd-gitalriver.comidr,.c MAINEnury9?SP=10039@PN=| des |=; [DR025142];
 

 Ad. Enterprises, nipnew
246]

Cuber 421, bitpew TSDIBRS4D&tunction=search_prod: [DR02S637]; 

Apple Mountam Software, hutps:/wwwdiv:talrivercomy2...¢
[DRO25786);

MALY Emir ?SP= 10039PN=1Se1=;
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(il) a pluraity of visually
perceptible e-ements derived
from the retrieved pre stored
data and visually
correspondingto the source
page.

 

 
DR026693]; and

DR026694]
“Extending your selling environment Better vet, the entire transaction takes place in the seling
environment you've created, surrounded by the look and feelof your ‘dentity, with your products presented
the wayyou want them presented, with no competition. Your customers simply hit the purchase icon at

voursite and the whole process unfolds smoothly. There's no sensation of be:ng suddenly hustled off to
another location. Your customers won't end up at some foreign-lookine page where they have to hunt to
nd your product. You can even prompt customers to purchase additiona. products, for instance printed

manuals or more of your software. And it al. takes place during a single purchase process. Dig‘tal River
as created seamless continuity.”

Digital River - Secure EnerypiedSoftware Distribution,
wips/web,archiveorwweb/19971221024519)deitalrvercomPave3 htm[DROGOO03-4] (emphas's
 

orignal),

“Digital R:ver’s Secure Sales System (SSS) brings together software manufacturers and dealers enabling
them to sell and deliver product via the Imemet. This service wi:] provide adigital de‘ivery, secur‘ty,
col-ections and reporting of the sale of software. Throughout this process it will appear to the consumer as
ifthe transaction is being processed by the manufacturer or deaer while Dipital R:ver SSS is handling the
whole transaction ‘bebind the scenes’.” [sic]
Digital River - Secure EncryptedSoftware Distribution,
hup:iweb.archive,org’web! 19970412 100754-ttp:iwwwdgitalrver.com’: [DROOOOOI-2],

 
  

“Dip-tal R:ver will develop and manage an online store for [MSI for the purpose of offering MasterC-ips
products for sa-e on the www.masterel:ps.com web site, These products will include: up to 300,000
MasterC‘ips images and cipart, 40,000 ‘maves under license from Core. and assorted applications fom the
IMSI selection of software. This store will be designed to mirror the look and feel of www.masterclips.com
and wil contain a comp.ete commerce system for online product delivery.” [MS!‘Digital River Online
Storefor Masierclips Producis Software Superstore linked to www.masterclips.com, dated December 16,
1997; [DRGOOOES-64]

 

 
“(Wie provide an electronic commerce so-ution for your website. We emulate the ‘cok andfeelof your site

Comparison of U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and Digital River Secure Sales System Prior Art

 

   
 

RCaine Technology, wtp:warwd digita.river.com/cgi-binTan, ionmnseridcivem=ARC-60012-
Aléversion=DC: [DROZS814);

 

RCaine Technology, tntp:/iny | diotalriver onycgi-binimex:/arcainehint: [DRO2S816];
 

RCaine Technology, tntp.'wwad digita.rtver.com/gui-biyTango ogidigitalriver/aca-ne/welcome.q:
[DRO25821-25823);

 

 

 
[DR025990];

Up To Par, hutp:!werw3, digitalr-ver.com/ep’-b...stemdeiail qry?prod=AUT-00G01-AL; [DRO26068);
 

thor Direct Shareware, Wips://wrww.div'tairiver com/y2._c MAIN Entr
[DR026163);
Best Effort Software,
hitoyworw.d'nttalr'y..fec MAIN Entry} 7c?SP=10007&PN=S&CID=H4S1D-81 @PID=17937,
[DRO26303);

9?SP=100390PNe és |=;  

 

Best Effort Software, hitoswwwdigitanriver conyv2...¢ MAINEutry?SP=LO039QPN={&el=
(DR026323);

 

  
 

 

{= [DRO26S 16);
 

2buy hom[DOOM 141-1143];
Men

ScheduieMaker, htip:/webarchive ongweb/20000303 191644/arwnw.cra:zevereins.com
 

[DRO2Ed];
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     so an end-user can come in and pay for produ secure credit card soLution and download the product

directly.” Letterfrom Digital River to Kathy Haynes ofTraveling Software, dated September 11, 1997;
DROG0GS).

“Consistent Look and Feel between Store and HomeSite Customers wil: havethe ab‘l:ty to click a ‘buy
wutton’ from any number of places within www.ca.com and will be Linked to a complete store, or a specific

product deta'l page. A’] of the Commerce paves will carry the branding, look and feel of www.ea.com.
t's cons'stent Lock and feel is essential to a smooth customer experience, and wil: promote high

conversion ratics.

 

or every product page within www.ca.com, Digita. River can provide EA with specific URL's for direct
oduct ‘inks. This wil! allowusers to shop direction on www.ea.com, and have the ability to purchase
roduct at any time. The page presented wi.] have a sing-e produce l'sted, and will he linked directlyto the

shopping basket. For an example of such a product pave,p-ease refer to Fignre 2 [sic].

 

n addition, Digital River will develop an online store featuring all of BA’s products. Like the current EA
Store, users can search by product category, key words, or p.atforta. Product specials or newproducts can

eatured on the front page of this store to provide for greater attention, For an example of howthe EA
Store might ‘ook, please refer to Figure 2.” Digital River Proposal Summary, Apri. 29, 1998; [DROONGE6-
72] (emphas:s original)

 
“Using its CNS plarform, the Company creates Web stores for ‘ts c-ients that replicate the Look and feelof
such client’s own Web sites, End-users browse for products and make purchases online, and, once
purchases ate made, the Company delivers the products direct’y to the end-users, primarilythrough ESD.”
BancAmerica, Digital River, Inc., Initiating Coverage ofEmerging Software E-Business Franchise,
Sepuember &, 1998; [DROOW73-79]

  
Asexplained above, the specific elements contained on the e-commerce supported web pages
correspondingto the captured “Cook and feel deseription”of the host (c.ient) website vary based upon the
look and feel of the host website. Such e-ements utilized in the D:gital River SSS process include: top
banners utilizing host logos and/or names, and hypertext links to host webpages; ‘eft side navigation
buttons; footers utilizing host logos andior names, hypertext links to host webpages, and copyright notices;
cO.or schemes consistent with those util:zed in host websites, inc-uding backeround, font, and graphics
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 North Beach Labs Software Store,
hte:Ayodiettalr-vercomédrv2iee MAIN Bniry?SP= 10007 &CID<0881D=66; [DRIGO9S];

color schemes; and page lavout consistent with host website, Examples of the use of such elements include:  

Velcome to Bitstrecn, Ine.,
nip:webarchive. org/web! 1996101 9044742ww? diuitalriver.combitindex htm: and ag reconstructed Weicome to Blue Byte Software, Inc. Ordering Sysiem,

inserting referenced gif files; Exs. 9 [DROGO028-31], 10 [DRO00032); see alsa Facsinilefrom Andrea hitsAyywS diectalrvercom/ce:-bin'TangycetresdBubyte/welcvine. ary; [DRO00096.97];
Rizzo ofBitstream, Inc., dated Tanuary 24, 1997; [DROOO080-86] (forwarding copies of individualDigita,

iver maintained pages for Bitstreamonl:ne ordering system); Auto FX Corporation Software Store,
http,Aworw.digitalr'ver.com/drv2iee_mainentrytsp=| 0087kcd=O&sit=29; [DROGOO9E-100);

 

 

 

Seattle Support Group, http.wwwdigitalriver, comvdigitariverWelcome qry?type-Ttid=1001; and
ntp:!/www, digitariver convdigita‘r:ver'insertivem qry?function=insert&‘tem=CDPLV1 -TOTW; SFSSoftware Software Store,
[DROOOUS9-50] (Comespondence from Yasuo Noshiro, dated August 2, 1996);

  

 2”Software, ht
DROOOS?-BS];
 

Beyrcomp.com, hitp:iiwww.digitalriver comidaveec MAINEntry] OPV1=li29SPN= | doxid=5452;
Ronn Scott, Inc. Software Store, [DRO00104-1 11];
tp:www digitariver convdnv3ec MAINEntryli*PN=1&SP=100238V1=19295; [DROOIO89);
 

DTP Direct, hitp:'worw4 digtarivercomice!-bin/Tango? coi/dealer/dtpdirecthhomer
ArrowPublishing Software Store, [DROOO112];
tps.wwwdigitalriver convvd,..c MAD EntrySP=L00300PN=L&el=[DROQGOIO);

d=20keve=   

Lucia Font Family, hup:itworw3digiariver conveei-
italr'yercomédt.c MATNBair?SP= 100390PNbet binTange cpi/diitalriven'yandy/setdetail ary*set=Lucid?; [DROOL 13-113;

  

 DIPDirect Software Store, bitps:/hwww.di
DRAOOOSL|;

    

 
igital River Proposal Suammnary, Apri. 29, 1998, F-gures 1, 2; [DROO0066-72);

Integratech Software Software Store,
hutps./w-yw.digitalriver comy?...c Main.Entry?SP=10039&PN=14s!=; [DROWOOIZ]; MICROPROSE: [DRQ01002-1003);
 

 Frmovaiion Multimedia Soitware Store, littpyty
hotsnewdigital
 
 &s1= [DRO00O93]; 

Adaptec,Inc, htip:wwwdigitalriver.comidrv2/ec_main.entry’s:d=6734&sp=10007/&eid=0; [DRO02313];
  

 

    
 

    
 

2ask Software Store,
hutp:iwww3.dighalrivercom/ogi-b...COSECCE24093 htunction=search prod; [DROONOS4); Sapient Sofware, htto:/wwwdigitalvercom/dr'vdec MAIN Master; [DRO1752-11753];
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   SFSSoftware, kit tig , Wilson Learning Corporation, hutps:

[DROLL948}; [DRO14794);

Ositis Software; hitps:‘Avwwdigitalrivercom/dnvziee MAINEntry! 1?SP=10039&PN=1; [DRO12171]; Cyber 417, ittp:/*www3 digitariver.comveg!-b..2AC16A6UDCD29&fonction=search prods [DROLS415);
 

 Net Nanny; ntipss''worwdgitairiver.comMvd...¢ MAIN Eniry9?SP=10039&PN=1 ds 1=; [DRO12399]; Encore Multimedia, itips.!eww dighalriver comv2...c_ WAINEntry?SP=0&2N= kel =
DRO1S956);

 

Neshitt Software Corporation, hito:/iwerw.digitarive com/dnv2iec_ MAINMaster; [DRO12486-12437];
 

Extensis PhotoTools, trip-i'vwy3 digitalriver comvepi-b_ SFAASAEABSI6600kdetail=phototogis:
SundowInternational, Inc.; DRO16261-16268; DRO16300- 16305];
hips!www.divitsriver convdnivetec MAINEntry LOPPN=|&SP=|00230V[=19980: [DRO12586);

 

Peach Systems, itp.!yawdigitalriver.convdn'veec. MAINEntry @PN=1&5P=10023vi114/9;
DRO16499); Typani Development, btin/www

ROL3404-134 10];
 

 
 

MD =1SWSAC1D0, [DRO1G550- 

  

 

 DRO13718-13720);

Virtus Corporation, ip:iiwarwis.dgitalriver/cpi-binTango.co‘/div:talriver'virus/welcome.qry; PIMSarl, haps:'twww digitariver.comidnivdec MATNEnery | LSP=HM35S:N=1: [DROL67S1;
DRO13998-14003: DRO14005-14007); RO1L6754-16755];

Jon's Journers, PYSoftware, Inc., http.wwwdegiealrivercomdr'v2iec MAIN EntvOPPN=1&SP=]0038VTE20061
ips!wiew3.d:gitalriver/cgi-bin/Tango.cy-/esd/Webering/-nsertitemgry? UserReference=; [DR01421 1]; DRO17056);
 

 

 

 

Peeler Avis, httpAvwrwd:piialr-ver.com/dr’v2/ee MAIN. Eniry?SID-748SP=1 000780100; RBC, Inc; hitps:/'worw.digitalriver com/v2...cMAIN Entry9?SP=L0039&PN=1&s1=; [DRO17273};
DRO1452-14453];

JP Software, Jnc., hitp:'/oww3.dipitariver. convogi-bityTango.cydigtalriver/ipeoft'welcome.ary;
/nivlvind Technologies, http,orww3 divtalrivercom/ces-b. slip:tairiv en'whirloind/welcome,anys (DRO18176);

DRO14553-14855];  
Sonera Technologies, http: /wrorw.digitalrivercora'cgi-bin/Tan zo6,co:'esd’sonenawelcome.gry;
[DROIS642;

 
Vibson Learnt

huips.a S9KPN=|sl=[DRO14746-14747]:

        
DisplayMate jor Windows,
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[DRO1 8643]; ForwardDesign, hitns:!www digtarivercomiv2, .c MAIN batry)?SP=10089 &PN=1&s1=[DROZ0807);

 

Southern Software, Ine., Global Majic Sofware Ine.,hutp:-oorw.civita.river com/dnv2/e¢ MAINEnbyl02PN=1&SP=10023V1=19092; [DRO1S660]; hingAyww3.dietalrivercomleg-binTenso eidipitariveroris/weloome. gry: [DRO2091 $-20916);

 

  

  

 

SpectrumUnlimited, Global Majic Software, Inc.,
hitp:!/wwrw.cigitariver convdy'v2ec MainEuiry$SP=10007&SID=399&CD=06CUR=%40; [DROLI032]; tpssihwwwdigita:river.comv20/pleq.ec_ MAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=1d&s1=; [DR020931]

Cat CompeSeServices (P) Lid Global Majic Software, Inc., http:!/iwwydigitarriyriver ¢ 0720932-20933],

 
 

  

i IDMComputerServices, ot
Rel5348); 021425];
Cloud Dragon Designs, Incline Software, LC,
hup:iwww3.digialriver.com/cvi-binTa, .once-EECFUFF(BC4E7 71 S&tunction=contiaue; [DROL9354- _/ee MAIN Entry’SP=10007&SID=30196&CID=0&CUR=40&DSP=0&PGRP=0KCACHE ID:
19357]; 021508);

ORSMusic, bitos:/worwdizitairtvercomv2...c MAIN.EntrySP= 100394PN=1éest=; [DRO20394]: Innovation Multineaia, hitps:www digitalriver.comiv2...c MAINEntry9?SP=10030MPN=Lisl=
021688};

ORSMusic,hito:/www3.ciyialriver comepi-binTango,cuvesd/ORSMusic/we:cameary?; [DRO20395-
20398]; Intelligent Technologies, hnps:'www d-zilaliver.comy?...c MARNEmry)?SP=L0039&PN=| &s|=

21824);

 
 

PHD Computer Consultants Lid,
hulps.www.digitalriver comvdr'v2iec_main entrv?sp=10007&cid=0 27; [DRO205%4); JnterDimensions Corp,, hitps.(www digttalriver.com'y2...c MAINEntry 28P=100394PN=1&sl=;

21884);

  

sl=;
 

  
  

       

           
  Fined It! Software, hitos:/wwwcegitalrivercome... MAINEarry9?SP=10(Q44PN=1 Gs l=; Olympus America, Inc, ipciwww.digtariver comarviec MAINEutry?SP=(007SIDG4GCDB:

[DRO20730]; 22112-22116];
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Oninibus Typografi, htip:'wwer. digitalr-ver.com/de'v2ee MATN Entrv?SID=405.&8P=10007&CID=0; [DR022732-22733];

(22212);

 

Live Picture, htap:!/warw8 disitalrive: conveg...a-tiver!vepicture/welcome.gry; [DR023055];
 

 
 Open WindowSoftware, intns./www digtalrver comv2...c MAIN Entry’SP=10029RPN=LAsl=:

(22232); Live Picture, htip://warw3 digitalrivercondi... UserReference=D39AE498 LN6DEOSE; [DRO230S6-
23057];

FileStream.com, Inc.,
hipsoww.civita.riy. soo MAINExnry1ic?SP=L0007&PN=S&CID=0&SID=|248PID=18650; HitAw)diectalrivercomm/d) . diteLP!SO0G-ALSVersion=WIN9S; [DR023058);
 

(22291);
httpsAyrwd dietalnver.com/dy, L0S&function=forndorder=113646; [DRO23059;

FileStream.com, Inc.,
 

 

  

 
  
 

 tp:/www digita.riv../ec_ MAINEntry] 7c2SP=10007¢PN=5&CID=0&SID=124¢PID=18267; WinSite, bt /eww vat comvdehvdlee MAIN. Master: [DR023093; DRO23095);
(12295-22296);

DIP Direc tpvail omMALYEt AONE [DRI]
Par

(22379); MCasco Associates, btipss!worw.d.zttale'ver com/y2...¢ MAUN Enuv97SP= 100390 PK=1&5i=; 
[DR023235) 

DIPDirect, hups:iwarw.d'givaltiver.comédr'v2/ec_ MAINEntry! 125P=(0039&PN=1; [DR022396);
 

 

 
 

 

Mach5 Software, bips:/noww.d:vitalrver.comiv]...c MAINEntrys°SP= 100398PN=|&9i=: [DRO23264];
KH Software Development,
helo.wwwdivitariver convdrv2s, LOT&PNSACD08S109 122PID=20301  [DR022595)]; MacPEAK,

hitpyAvarw.d:gitalr:ver.com/dr’v2/ec_ MAINEntry17c?SP=10007&PN=S&CID-04S1D=374PID=9749-
KnoWare, Ine, wystwyg-t'1 T8ihttps://www.digitalr...r'vd/ec MAINEntry] 1?SP=10039&PN=1 (DRO23328);
[DRO226AS];

Magic Software, hitp://orww.disctalrive,..vermagic3 Wwecome.cry; [DRO23359]; 
Kno Ware, Inc,, hiip-/ivww3,d:gitair. vercomicei-bciitemdetail qrv’prod=KW140001-DI; [DR022671-
22672]; Markus Feibere Data, intne.//wyw digialrt

[DR023404);

 

vercoun?.¢ MAINEuty97SP=100394PN=LAg]=: 

Lateral Technologies, btips::worw 4: gital-vercom/y?..c MATSFtv?SP=100394PK=1si=
(DRO227 14]; Matchup Sports, bps:"vevew dig

 

 comv2, .c MAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=1&s1=; [DRO23442];

 

        
LatticeWork Software, Medea International Linited, unp.lhwwwd-aiairiver comdniezec MAINMaster, [DRO23746),
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KitpHawkSoftware, Jnc,, bitp./www digitariver com/cg:-b...wk(temdotailgrvprod=KH-60002-A1;
(DRO23884];

 

MercuryInteractive Corp, hitps:‘ivaww digitriver.com/v2../ee Main Entry! 9SP=160398PN=L:
[DRO23887-23888);

 

Morpheus Software, hiips:www digitariver comv2..g MATN-Entw9?SP=10039 MPN=[ hel =
(DRO24342];

 

DIPDirect,hips 
 MR Technologies, Inc., bapsst'

[DRO24369);
MSI Software, Ine., ittps:(rww.digitalriver comy2, .c MAINEutry9?SP=1 G039QPN=1 &s1=
DROZ3ES];

 

DIP Direci, hinps:!Aworw.diviraltivercom/dr._.c MAIN Entrv9'SP=] 0039&PN=1.&s1=[DRO2441$];
 

Methic Images, btips:i'www.dig:talriver.com‘v2...c MAIN Entre'SP=100394PN=1ésl=; [DRO24S 12];

Mythic Jmages, blins:/www.div:taliver.com'y2..c MAIN Entrys9°SP=!G0394PN=1&si=; [DR024832):

NetFormation, Jne., inips'wwy.digtalnvercomy2..c MAINEnt?SP=L00304PN=lAsl=
DROOL}

 

 160308 
(DRO24649}

DIP Direc, hips:wad'gtalrivescomidr'y2/ecMAIN Fatryl1?SP=10039&PYe; [DR024675};

New Perspective Software, Ine.,
huips:/wiwwdipitalriver comy2,_.c MAIN Fatry9?SP=1C0394:PN=I dsl=[DRO24693];
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Ailanta Computer Resources, itp
DRI2SI5O}

 

Up To Par, http://w? digitalriver comicgi-b. .s/itemdetailgrv?prod=AUT-00001-AL; [DRO26068];   

Author Direct Shareware, htips:!wwwdigitalnver.com/v2...¢_ MAINEntry$?SP=L003 RFN= des t=
(DRO26163);
Best Effort Software,
itp:orerw ietsri, vec MAINRrary| ic?SP= L0007&PN=SQCID=08SID=81 &PID=17937-
[DRO26303);

 

Best Effort Software, hitps:swww.digitalriver.com'v2,..c MAINEntry$?SP=|0034PN=1&si=;
(DRO26323];

 

BuenSofi Co, httpsmowdigiativescom’ -[DRU26S14);

2”Stop, intp://worw.Lstopsoftcom/how?2buvhtm: [DROOL 41-1143]; 

ScheduleMaker, hnip:/twebarchive.orgweby2000(303 19 1é44/vww.craizeystems. com’;
 

[DRO26EN2];

(DR026693); and

(DRI2S694]

[DRO34615-16) (data associated with source page Digital Frontiers stored on DR server)

DRO34606-017) (data associated with source page Bitstream stored on DR server),
Welcome to Bitstream, Inc.,
hip:/webarchive. orgAweb! 1996101 9044742syw? die‘talsiver.combitindex. htm: and as reconstructed
 

inserting referenced gif files; [DR00Q028-31], [DRO0032]; see also Facsimilefrom Andrea Rizzo of
Bitstream, Inc., dated Tamuary 24, 1997; [DRGO0080-86] (forward:ng copies of indiv:dual D:gital River
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New Vision Technologies, Inc. https wwwdig:talr-vercoméy..c MAINEntry) ?SP=100394PN=1 &s1=;
[DR024736);

 

MeeTime Eniertainment, hitps:)wwwdigitatrivercomy/v2..c MAIN Entry9?SP=10039&PNe | &e l=
[DRO24844);

 
Nordic Software, https:wow digitalevercomidrec MAINEntryLL/SP=10039&PNe 1; [DRO24880);
 

[DRO2S125};

DIP Direct, bi s1=; [DRO25142];sel

A.J. Enterprises, hitp./-waew digita-tivercordpitalr'veriajentitemdetai] ary?prod=A-001; [DR02S445-
25446}

 

Cyber 417, hitp:rworwdigitariver convegi-b. BASE SD IBP84D&funetion=searen_prod; [DRO25637];
 

Apple Mountain Software, htios:/worw dionariver.comiva..c MAINFairy?S?=1009PN=1dst=
[DRO25786);

ARCaine Technology, btp:!/wwnd digitriver.com/og!-bin/Tan. ion=nseriditem=ARC-60012-
Aldversion=DC; [DR025314];

 

ARCaine Technology, bntps/inv1 dignalriver. convcgi -bintmex./arcainehim: [DR025816];
 

ARCaine Technology,
[DRO25821-25823];
 

Artbeats Software, ttn,eww di
[DR025922];

Harrier.comidryaiec MAINEntry) Q?PN=1&SP=10023&V1=11495: 
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 ine-udes a set of navigationa.

links on the source page.

 

 
maintained pages for Bitsreamn online ordering system)

Seattle Sepport Group, ittyiyww, digitalrivercomdig:talrver/Weleomearynyne=Hd1001; and
tp:Www.digitalr-ver.com/dip‘talriver'‘nsert:tem.qryfunction=inseriditem=CDPLV1-TOTW;
RO0GG39-$0] (Correspondence from Yasuo Noshiro, dated August 2, 1996);

FSoftware, htp:!'warn’.digttalriver corvegi-b. Al& Userlteference-BR0RTECTEOBBURA:
RODOOST-£8];

 

DIP Direct Software Store, ntos./Awww,digitaltiver comvdr...c MAINEntry9?SP=10030W2N=1&31=;
ROVOIL;

 

ask Software Store,
 “h_proc; [DROGOOD4];

 
RODOLO4-111];

 
 

DIP Direct, bitp:/'wovid dipiarivercomicgi-binTango? cpiidealen‘dipdirectvhome/gry? ld=1020
ROG 12);

 
MICROPROSE; [DROO1002-1003);

 
aaptec, Inc. http.swwwdigitalrivercomvdrv2/ec_main. entrysid=6734Acsp=L0007/Scid=0; [DRO02313];
 

SapientSoftware, htty:hyww.digitalr'ver.com/dn/v2/ec_ MAIN Master; [DR011752-11753];
ee

SFSSoftware, mtn//ywrydiodtairtvercouvdnv2'eg MAINEntryO?PN=1 ASP =[003 QV 1=10982:
[DRO11948);

 

Ositis Software; htips
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    Nesbitt Software Corporation, htipwww digitarivercom/dny2ec MAIN,Waster: [DRO12486-12487);
 

 

 

 

Sundow International, lnc.; PY Software, Inc., http:!hwwwdigtaltiver comédiv2/ec MAINEntryl (PN=1&5P=10023&V1=20061;
hutps!/worw.divits:river convdnv2iec MAINEnby OPPN=1&SP=10023V[=19980: [DRO12586]; [DRO17056);

ValleofFire Software, bitp://nowey, digtalrivercomdyv2ec MAINEutry 19SP=10039RP N=; RBC, Inc; hitps./worw.digitalriver. com/v2....cMAIN Entry9°SP=10039&PN=1&s1=; [DROL7273];
[DRO13718-13720);

Southern Sogtware, Jnc.,
bitpAvy, : WheelerAvis, htip:/Avww.c.

[DRO14452-14453];
 coradn’va/eeMAINRainy? SI-748409)  
  

Spectrum Uniimited,
Wilson Learning Corporation, i 1)
hutps:/wwvw.digitalriverconv/dr'v2iec MAIN Entrv9?SP={0)9S:PN=I &s}=[DRO14746-14747],
 

  
Cat Computer Services (P) Lid,   

 
 

  

Wilson Learning Corporation, hitps:iwwwdig:tair-ver.com/dr'v2iec MAIN Entry] 7SP=[029.PNEL: hittpssvaw.digitariver com/v2...¢ MAINEntry9?SP=1039PN=1usi=; [DROLI161];
[DROIA794];

Cloud Dragon Designs, kitto:i/v-ww.disitalriver.com/¥20...INBaty] |?sn=10G07&PN=1&xid=S7,
Cober 41], hitp:/swww3 cy:tair-ver.comfeg:-b. 2ACL6ASGDCD20kctunction=search prod; [DRO15415]; (DRO19348);

Encore Multimedia, hitpe:/www.digitalriver.com/v2...c MAIN Eniry)?SP=10039QPN=1 8|=; ORSMusic, hips:!/wwwcigitariver.comvy2...c MAIN Eniry/SP=L00492PN=1 &st=[DR0203%4);
[DRO1S9S6);

ORSMusic, hup-/svonw3,d:pitabver.com/ce:-binTango cetesd/ORSMusie-welcome grv?; [DRO20395-
Extensis PhotoToots, hip.wwwdiestu-vetcomcui-b. SFAASARABSOROSiddeiaFephototogls; 20398);
[DRO16261-16268; DRO16300-16305),

 
 

PoraMdind, btp.!wow. cintariver comvd...c MAIN Euiry9?SP=100398PN=1 asl =[DRO20638);
 

 Peach Systems, kttp.soradig: i
[DRO16499} Cyber dll,

 

 
  

 

        
  

Peak Technology Lid., Fixed Ii! Software, htt
hotswww disitasiver com/v2tissovec MainInmy’SP=10M7&8[D=1 SUS&CID=1)[DROLGS50- [DRO20730);
16852];

Forward Design, hitps:/iwww digitarivercomivd..c MAINFary?SP=10iGsPN=i des l=[DRO20807);
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Global Maiie Sojtware, Inc, Parthenon Development Corp., hitos:!iwwrw dighairiver converv2iec_ MAINEniryl 1?SP=10039£PN=1;

 

tps.wwdigitalriver.com/y2(Vp.sqlec_ MAIN Entry9?SP=100394PN=La&sl=" [DR020931]; (DRO22379);
 

   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

  
 

           
Global Majic Sortware, Inc, btt./orweydiottaurivercom'v20, INEntrySID=12088P=1We7ACO DIP Direct, bitps:/warydio:tairiver.comdnv2/ec MAIN Entry1 78P=10039&2PN=1: [DRO22396);

20932-20933];
KHSoftware Development,

IDM Computer Services, bups://www.digitalriver.com’02...c MAIN Entry9SP=10030RPN= 1&si=: hte:Aworw.digitalr'ver.com/drv2/... GUTSPN-S&CIDAILSID=9 1 2RPID=20301 [DR022595];
(21425};

KnoWare, Ine. wystwygs'!] 7W/httpss!www.digitalr,..rv2/ee_ MAIN, Entry 1?SP=10039&PN=1;
Feline Software, LC, [DRO22645);
fet MAIN Emry?SP=10007&S1D=30196&C1D=08CUR=40&DSP=0&PGRP=0&CACHE ID;

(721308); Lateral Technologies, tips//wwwdizitelrivercomy2,.c MANEntry S?=1003942|&al=;
[DRO2z7I4};

Jimovation Multimedia, bitps.r!nww¢ c¢MAIN, Ente : a=:
(121688); Lattice Work Software,

lites:wow diettalr'ver.com/drv2ec MAIN, Entry] 72SP=1 0007&PN=SACD=D&STH2S5GRID=1 197).
Intelligent Technologies, ittps:!rww Gotalrivercomv?...c MAINEntry)?SP=1003962N=Lusl=; (DRO22732-22733];

(21824);
Live Preture, bhp:i/www’.digitalriver,convon...ariver/l-vepicture/weleome.gev; [DRO23053];

JnterDimensions Corp., htps:/www.digtalr-ver.comiy2...c MAIN. Entry9?SP=10039&2 I=
(21884); ive Pieture, hinp.nrww3 disstaunvercondi.€ sesReference=D39A24981 060EUSE: [DRO2(S6-

23057];
Olompus America, Ine,, htip./vwwdigttalrver.com/dr/vec MAINEntry?SP=100078SID=64e0TD=0:;

(22112-22116); http: weww3.dig:talriver.com/di.,.dcttem=LP-SUG0-A 18 Version=WIN95; [DRO23058):

FileStreem.com, Inc., Ittyway) divctalrivercom/di.. EOSR&finction=formi&order=113646;[DR023059];
hutp/orww.civttat../e¢ MAINEutry] jc?SP=L0O07MPN=SQCID=08SID= 1240?ID=18066,

(22291); WinSite,http /wwwdig:talriver.com/dn'v2/ee MAINMaster: [DR023093; DRO23095);

FileStream.com, Inc., DTP Direct, bt
tps!www. digitariv..0¢ MAINEntry] 7c?SP=LG007&PN=5&CID=08SID=124&P1D=18267;

(22295-22296);
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(DR023236}

Mach5 Software, ktips://wwrw.digitalriver.comv2...c. MAINEntry99SP=10039RPN=1d&st=[DR023264];

Markus Friberg Data, htps::'yww digitalrver.com/y?_.c MAIN Ent)9SP=10039&PN=|&es =
(DRO23404);

Matchup Sports, htps:!hwwwdiotalriver comiv2, cc MAINEntry)?SP=10039&PN=1&sl=[DRO23442);

 
 

 
foster [DRO23746);

MercurtInteractive Corp,, https
[DRO23887-23888);

 
Morpheus Software, itips:!'www digits: river. comv2...c MAINEntry)?$P=1 00396?N=Lusl=:
DROZ}:

DIP Direci, hinps:!Aworw.diniraleivercom/dr,.c MAIN Entrv9'SP=| 0039&PN=1&s1=;[DR024360);
 

MR Technologies, Inc., htpss ‘www.datialrver.com/v2...c MADNEntry)?SP=100394PN= | bea i=;
[DRO243€9);

MSI Software, Ine, Wtys:/vorw.digttalrivercom’y2...c MAINEnty9?SP=100300PN=I &sl=
[DRO24389);

 

DTP Direct, hipshworw.d-gitalrivercomédr,..c MAIN Euuy9?SP=1 0039&PN=1.&s1= [DRO244 15];
 

 
Mfvthic Images, bi =; [DRO24§ 12]; 
 
 

i=: [DRO2S32];

PROZAC):
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source page.

  
 
 

 
 

 

DRI2S92
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 Seatife Support Group, bp./iwwwdigitalriver.com/digitariver’ We-come ary?tvpe=THd=100L; and
hutp:!/www.digitariver convdigita’r-ver/inserdtem.grv?function=insert&‘tem=CDPLV1 -TOTW,
[DRCOOI39-50] (Comespondence from Yasuo Noshiro, dated August 2, 1996);

F* Sophware, kttps‘fwww3 dipitalrvvercomicg’-b..AL& UserReference-S8DE7ECTESBBOS3A:
[DROOONE?-88);

 

 
DIP Direct Software Store, tip 
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[DRGLA487-14453}

Wilson Learning Corporation,
hetps:ewwdigitalriver.comn/dn'v2ec MAIN Entry)?SP=1003940N=| &s1=[DRO14746-14747]; 

 Wilson Learning Corporation, uttps.//warwadig-tair'ver.com/aryiec MAINEntre1?SP=10)
[DRO14794):

 

Gober 411, hitqeliwaw3 dyitalrver.comler-b. 2AC LHASCDCD29&cfunction=search prod; [DRO1S41S]; d

Encore Multimedia, btins://wwwdiyitalriver,com/y2...c_ MAIN Eniry9?SP=10039GPN=1&a1=;
DRO15956];

 

Extensis PhotoTools
DRO16261-16268; 

Peach Spstens, btin:wurwdigtalrivercomdn'y2ieg MALY Entryl0?PN=1LQSP= 1002hyi= | 14/0;
DRO16499];

 

Peak Technology Lid.,
tp:www digitariver comv2tiiaa

6852];
lee MainEnry/SP=i 0007 &S1D=15008&C1D=0; [DRG165$0-   

PIMSarl, itips://wow.digttalrivercomdrv2ec MAINEntry L?SP=10035&PN=1; [DROL6751;
ROLG7S4-167 55];

 

 
PY Software, Inc, bntp:!/wwwdigitalriver convdrv2‘eo MAINEntry 07PN=L&SP= L0031=20061;
DROL 7086);

 
RBC, Inc; htips://nrwwctgitalriver.com’y2....cMAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=1&s1=; [DRO17278);

Southern Software, Ine.,
lntp www
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    i 

  
subset of the offeringsin the
catalog,

 
[RONG

ask Software Store,
hilovorw3.digtalriver.com/eg'-b...COSSCCE2540636efunetion=search_prod; [DROGOO94]; 

 
Beycomp.com, bitp.itwwwi
[DROOL04-111];

veroomydrvveo MAINEntryOV L= iG9&PN=|dod=9452°
 

DTP Direct, hntp:iworwd dipta river
[DROOL 12);
 gy d=LODeve=

MICROPROSE; [DROO1002-1003);

Adaptec, Inc., htipywwwdigitalrivercom/dr'v2ec_main entry?sid=6734&sp=10007/&eid=0; [DR002313);
 

SapientSoftware, hitp::ivww.digitalr-ver.com/dniv2/ec MAIN. Master; [DR011752-11753]; 

SFSSoftware, into:!/orwydigitatriver couv‘dnv2cc MAIN EntryW7PN=1&SP=10023V1=10982.
[DRO11948);

Ositis Sogtware, hitps:i/wwwiiv‘talriver.convr'v2/oc MAIN Entry! 1?SP=1003&PN=L: [DROL217 1];
 

Net Nanny; hitps:/www.digitalrivercomv2..c MAIN Entry9?S?=10034GPNe L&st=; [DRO12399];

 Nesbitt Scftware Corporation, http! JAJNMaster: [DRO12486-12487];

 StmbowInternational, Ine.;
hip 

 
=19980- [DROL2S86
 

Valley ofFire Software, hitp
[DRO13718-13720);

  

 
Wheeler Aris, btip:!'worwdigitalriver comniv2ecMAINEntry?SID=7484:5P=10007
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Spectrian Unlimited,
biteAvwadipitalevercom/dnvziec Man Entry! 

Cat Computer Services (P) Lid,
httpsswww.digitarriver.com/v2..c MAINEntry9?SP=10035&PN=i &s1=; [DROL9161);

Clowd Dragon Designs, http://wwwdigitelriver.comv20...INEntryl [?en=1Q007G.2N=1 Axid=57,
[DRO19348}

 

ORSMusic, |itipss!/worw digitanver comy..c VAINEuiv7SP=lO09&Ph=l&sl =[DRO20394);
 

ORSMusic, ly
20398);

vw) Mgitalrvercomp’ -bin'Tango cpiesd ORSMusicwelcomegry? [DRO20395-
 

PavaMind, bp.pwndigivariver.conv,¢MAINEury9)SP=100308PN=Lael=[DRO20638);

Cyber 411, uto:'wares Gaita rivercomegi-b,ZAC TOACODCD29acfinction=search_ prod; [DR020696);  

Fixed fi! Software, btips:/'wwswdis:talrivercomv2...c, MAIN Entry?SP=1039&PN= Los l=
[RODIN

 

ForwardDesign, hitas.www digitarivercomv2. .c MAIN Euiry9?SP=100898PN=1 ds = [DRO20807);
 

Global Majic Software, Inc.,
https://wwwdigita'river.com/v20/pleq’/ec_MAIN.Entry9?SP=10039&PN=Id31=; [DRO20931];
 

Global Majic Software, Inc, hitp./vwy dignativercom’y20._ IN EntrySID=12088P=[S007ACID=0-
[DRO20932-20933];

 

IDMComputer Services,
[DRO21425];
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Jneline Software, LC,
jee MAINEnry?SP=10007&S7D=30196&CID=08CUR=8404:DSP=0&PGRP=&CACHE ID;
DROSS;

 Frnovation Multimedia, htipeyww, iver.com/y2...¢ MAIN Entry9?SP=100398?N= 1sl=;
DROZ1AES

Intelligent Technologies, https. rwww dioitalrivercomv2...c. MAIN.Entry9?SP=|00394PN=1&sl=;
DRO21824];

 

=ink

DRO21 884);
 

Olvmpus America, Inc, btnwwwdigtelr-ver.conmldr/v2/ec MAINEntry?SP=10007&S(D=64e0ID=0:;
DRO221 12-2116);

 

FileStrecnn.com, Inc,
tip:www dicitariv. joc MAINBanry]c?SP=L0007KPN=S&CID=)4S1D=1 24401D=18660
DRO22291);

 

FileStrecn.com, Inc,
rtpwww cigitariv. Jc MAINEntry] 7c?SP=L0007&PN=3ACID=0&SID=124¢PTD=18267;
DR022295-22296);

Parthenon Developinent Corp., bitns,Aywwdivitalrivercomdn/y2'eg MAIN Entry] [SP=L0039RPN=t:
DRO22379];

 

  
DIP Direct, ht {: [DRO22396); 

KH Software Development,
bntpswww.diciteriver. comydnv2/.. LOOV7&PR=SACID=aeSID-912RPID=2056L; [DR022595];
 

   
 

 
KnoTfare, Ine, wysiwyo:!'1 78inips:/www.digitalr._1v2/ecMAINEntry] 1?SP=10039.PN=L;
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MercuryInteractive Corp, htins:!iwaww, digitariver.com/v2...eo Main Entry L2SP= 100397NEL:
 

[DRO23887-23888);

Morpheus Sofware, https.wwwdlottariver come... MAIN Entrv9/SP=[)009MPN=Lksl=
(DRO24342];

 

 DIPDireci,hips.War. dioitalriver.comédr..c MAINEnury9?SP=100394PN=| &s1=;[DR024360);

MR Technologies, Inc., bt
[DRO24369);

eywwdgitalrvercomv2...c MAINFnitrv9?SP=10039&PN=1. fale: 

AST Software, Inc, Wetps:!aryw dintalrver comyz...¢ MATN Fntry)?SP=1 00398?N=1&sl=
[DRO2RES];

 

Methic Images, bttos::wowGiectalrivercom/y2,..¢ MAINEntry)SP=1iQGRPN=1ist= [DRO2S 12];  

  Afuthic Images, htins:i’www.div:talriver,com/v2.. G&PNEL aesl= [DRO24S32]:

NetFormation, Jnc., hrips::'vw dicitalrivercom'v2...c MAINEntry2SP=100594PN=I &sl=
[DRO24601);

 

NetResults Corporation, hips:/iwww.dicitalrver.comv?..../ee MAINEnryt !SP=10039RPN=1;
(DRO24649};

 

DIP Direct, hhps:'wowd.gttalrivey.comidriv2ige, MAINEnv SP=10030RPN=1) [DR024675];
 

New Perspective Software, fnc.,
hntps./ewdigital v2,MANEnuy$  
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[DR022645);

Lateral Technologies, trtps:!iwnw.digitairiver com/y2...c MAIN Entry)?SP=10039&PN=|&s1=
[DRO14);

Lattice Work Software,
httyyAvwwdigital:verconvde'y2ec_ MAINEntry] 7c2SP=10007&PN=S&CID=04SE2SSPID= 11972;
[DR022732-22733],

 

 

Live Pitre,bonvercomp.sve 

 ive Pieture, bip.t/9e
BST];

iriver.cova, FH81DO0RSE; [DRO23056-

https Avwrw3.dig:talrivercomm/di,..dcitem=LP!-Stgi-A1&Version=WIN9S; [DRO23058);
 

http: ewrw3 dio:talriver.com/d:...LOSESfunction=formé&order=11.3646; [DR023059];
 

WinSite, htop.wwwdivctatrivercom/dr'v2ec_ MAINMaster: [DR023093; DR023095);
 

DIP Direct, bip./www. diaitalriver comdr...c MAIN EniryS?SP=1 00392N=t t= DROZ202}

M Casco Associates, htipss!wow.digialnvercom! MAINEnurv9?SP=100390PN=! &esi=:
[DR023236)

 

 

 

MachSoftware, bapsitwwwd:gitalr-ver.com/v2...c MAINEntrv9?SP=10358PN=1&a1=; [DRO23264];
 

Markus Friberg Data, ht
[DROZOA);

Matchup Sports, hitps:i/sewwdivctarivercom'y2,_.¢ MAINEntry9?SP=100396&PN=1&s1=" [DRO23442];
 

    
Medea International Linfted, uttp:/nwww4ghtaltives.com‘dried/ec MATKMaster, [DRO23746];
 

71.
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[DR024736);

MiceTime Entertainment, https: /wow.divitalriver.comvy2.c MAIN Eniryd?SP=10039GPN= | kel=:
[DRO24844);

 

Nordic Software, https:/twww.d:vitalr'ver.comfdr/v2iec MAIN.Entry 1?SP=10039&PN=1; [DRO24880);

SDP Object Technology, Inc., htips:/'wwrydoitaleiver.comy,.c MAINEnirv9?SP=LO039SPN=L&s]=:
[DR025125};

 

DIP Direct, itps:/'www.dig:talriver comvdr,..c. MAINEnty9SP10030&PN=1&s1=; [DRO25142]:

A.J. Enterprises,|
2446);
 1; [DRORSA4S-

Cyber 411, hitpawwGiteriver comset-b, BASETDIBES4Dafinction=search prod; [DR02637]; 

Apple Mountain Software, htips:iiwawdighariver.comv2...c MAINIeniry9?SP=10039.0PN=Last=;
[DRO2S736);

 

ARCaine Technology, rtp:/inv! digitalriverconvcpi-bin/unex:/arcainehim: [DR025816];
 

Artbeats Soflware, itp.rawdigitarivercomrdr'viee MAINEnirylOVPN=1&5P=L0023 &Y1=1 149%:
[DR025922)
 

Adania Computer Resources, iips:/wwwdigtariver. come2.c MAINEntrv9?SP=10039&PN=1 dsl=
[DR025990];

Author Direct Shareware, bitps:/'wow.div-talrivercomv...c MAINEutry93SP=100390PN-1&sl=;
[DRO261 63];

 

    
 Best Effort Software, hit
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[DRU2

BuenSofi Co, hitps:/iwww dighariver.comiv2...c MAINEniry?SP=10039.4PN=14s1=[DRO26516);

hui.)weaw. LetopseflcomFStop, cow2buy htm; [DROGL 141-1143];  

ScheduleMaker, iitp:!/webarchive.org/web’20009303191644/waww. craigs ystems, conv:
 

DRO26ED2];

[DRO26693}; and

 

[DR026604].
8|The method of cam 1 Welcome to Bitstream, Inc.,

wherein the second web A 1 and a8 reconstructed
page is generated
dynamically,

Seattle Support Group, btn.wwdicttalriver. convdigitariverWelcomeorv?tvpe=Thde 1001; and
hitp.!www digitariver. convdigita.verinsertitem. qry?function=insert&:tem=CDPLV1-TOTW;
[DRO00I39-50] (Correspondence from Yasuo Noshiro, dated August 2, 1996);

 

PSofware, hip:!wew3,cgitalr'verconven'-b .Al& UserReference=88DE 7EC7E9BR0834:
[DROOOIE?-88);

 

 
DIPDirectSoftware Store, hitips:/www.digitalr'ver.com/dr...c MAIN.Entrv9°SP=1i@398PN=1&s1=4
(DROOOI91);

Integratech Software Software Store,
hutps,/row.digitalriver com/v2...c MainEuliySSP100394PN=!Ae!=; [DROWOOZ];
 

 vel=; [DROOGOI3];
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hup:i/wwrw.digitariver comvdn'v2)...{N.Entry0°SP=100238PN=18V1=101760; [DROOL 247);
 

Adaptec,Inc. htup:/'wwrwdigitalriver.com/dr/v2iec_main entry ?sid=6734&sp=10007/&eid=0; [DROO2313);
 

Ositis Software; hiips:nvww digitatriver.com/dn'vziee MAINEntry] 19SP=10039&PN=1; [DROI2171);

Net Nonny; bttps:!/wwwdigitalriver.commv?..c MALY Entry9?S?= 100398PN=Hs!= (DRO12399];
 

Sundow International, Ine.;
hitp,!wow diviteriver comdn'va‘eg MAINEntry lOPPN=|&SP=100230V[=19980- [DRO12S85}
 

Virtus Corporation, nine!wavyd.aitalriver/cpi-bin/Tango.corldia‘talriver'virms/welcome.qry;
[DRO13998-14603; DRO1005-14007];

 

 Wheeler Aris, btipyWwrw.cigl
[DROL4S2-14453];
 

Whirlwind Technologies, hip:i'ww' divtalriver comvegi-b..diactairives,whirlwind’welcome. qry;
DROLASS3-14555}

Wilson Learning Corporation, hips. werw.dig:tairver.com/dn'y2iee MAINEnty
[DRO14794);

LL/SP=1G039&PN=1:   

Gober 417, hitpsliwww3 cky:talr:ver.comiegi-b... 2ACL6A50DCD29&cfunction=searck prod [DROLS41S];

Encore Multimedia, blips:wwdinitahivercony'v2..c_ MAIN Bniry9?SP= 100394PN=I hs l=:
[DRO1S9S6);

Extensis PhooTokols,ito,
DROLG300-163 OS];
 roa)s; [DROLE261-16268;
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ask Software Stare,
https Awrw3 dio:talriver.com/eg:-b..COSSCOCE254093function=search prod; [DROGOO%4];  

North Beach Labs Software Store,
hitAwwdigitalr'ver.com/dr'viec MAIN Entry?8P=10007 &CTD=08S1D=66; [DROGOO9S];
 

Welcome to Blue Byte Software, lnc. Ordering System,
http,Awarw3.digtalrivercom/eg:-bin/TangoegiesdB-ubvleAwelcome.gry; [DROO0096-97)];

Auta FiiPM Comecton Software Store,ooinidr ie
 29- [DROGONYS- 100);

SESSoftware Software Store,
httpsAwwwdipitali-ver.com/dnv2iec MAIN. Exay (2PN=1&SP=10232V1=10952; [DROGOLOL;

SapientSoftware Software Store, kinp::'ywwdg'talrver.com‘dr'v2/ee, MAIN. Master; [DRO00102-103);  

Begrcomp.com, htto:ivewrw.divitalriver com/de/v2iec MAINEntry L0?V1=100208PN=|dor!d=5452;
[DROOO104-111);

 

 DIP Direct, bip:i'wwwd digiariver.comicgi-bin‘Taneo?, cpiidealendtpdirectvhomevgry? 1d=1020eeve =
[DROOOL 12);

 

Lucia Font Fa
binTanoe3 cet
 
 2; [DROOOLI3-115];

“In addition, Dig‘tal River wll develop an online store featuring all of EA’s products. Like the current EA
Store, users can search by product category, key words, or p.atform, Productspecials or newproducts can
be featured on the front page of this store to provide for greater attention. For an example of how the EA
Store m‘ght ‘ook, please refer to Figure 2.” Digital River Proposal Summary, Apri. 29, 1998, Fgure 2;
[DROMGO5-72);

MICROPROSE, [DROO1O02-1003);
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  Peak TechnologyLed.

htt: Awww #:attale'ver.com/y20/plsqliec, Main Entry?SP=10007&S1D=13008&CID=(i; [DRO16530-
16552);

 

PIMSarl, haps:eww dioitarivercomvaridec MAINEntePSP=39PN=1: [DRO16751;
DRO16754-16755];

 

RBC, Ine; haps:!/worw.digitalriver com/v?,..cMAIN Entry9?SP=10039&PN=1&s1=; [DRO17273];

JP Software, Jnc., htty./oww3.digitariver,convoui-binyTango. ccédigttairiver/ipeoftwelcome.ary:
RO181 76);

 

Sonera Technologies, bitty: //arepw3 dizitelrivercormcgi-binTanaot cp\esdsonerawelcome.qry,
RO18642);

 

DisplayMate jor Windows,
itty:Avorw3 diptalriver.com/ce:-b:nTang, .erence=2BD4ID87RANNS90keorod=S7D-O0001-AL:

RO18643];

 

Southern Sortware, Ine.,
itto>/wurwdtpitalr-ver.com/de/y2iee MAIN Entry 10?PN=18:S?=1002384/1=19092: [DROL8660];
 

Spectrum Uniimited,
httpwwwdigitalrver.com/dnvaiec Main Entry?SP=1 T&STD=395&CID=0KCUR=840; [DROL9032];

Clowd Dragon Designs, ktio:i'vaw ciuitalnver.com/y20. INEntry] |sy=1000 7&PN=1&xid=S7,
RO19348);
 

Cloud Dragon Designs,
ito)wrorws cig: talrivercomce-bin/Ta ewe=FECPORFBCAR77 LS Sfunetion=continne: [DRO19354-
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ORSMusic, hig: wwo3 digitale
2398);

PHD Computer Consultants Lid,
holps.//opww.digitalriver convdn'v2/ec_ tian entry?sp= 10007&cid-Rsd=237; [DR020584);
 

Parahind, hity:i'www.dipitalriver.com'y2...c. MAIN Entry ?SP=16039&PN=1&e1=; [DRO20638);

 
(DRE2IT3O)

Forward Design, hips:wwwdig:tarivercomy2...c MAIN Entry9?ST=10039&2N=1 &s1=; [DRO20807];
 

Global Majic Sojtware, Inc,
hetp.!wwrw3 dotralriver.com/cot-bin’Tango.coi/divitalriver‘eme*weleome cry: [DR020915-20916);
 

Global Majic Software, Ine,
hulps:/www.digitalriver.com/v2ilip:sqlec MAINEntry9?SP=100394PN=L&sl=: [DR020951);

Global Majic Sojtware, Inc, lity
[DR020932-20933];

nowy digtairivercory'y20,_INBury ?ST1294 SP=1 on07&CD0; 

IDM Computer Services, kutps:/www.digitalrivercomv2,..c MAINEntry9 SP=1i0394N= Last=
(DRO21425];

Incline Software, EC,
fee MAINEnrry?SP=10007&SID=30196&CID=08CUR=§408DSP=08PGRP=0&CACHE ID;
[DRO21508);

    
Jmmovation Multimedia, btips:iewdinctalriver.commv?..cMAIN Entry9?SP=1338PN=18ah= 
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DRO3236}

Mach5 Software, li 

Magie Software, bitp:‘www.d:gitalrve. ven/mavie3/welcome.ary: [DRO23359];
 

Matchup Sporis, nttpss!'wwwdigitalriver com/v2..c MAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=1isl=; [DR023442};

Medea International Limited, by 

 

[DRO23746}

KityHawkSoftware, Jne., kttpy/mryw3diettatt
DRIZIEE:

M&R Technologies, Inc., huips:iwwrw.d'gitalr-ver.com/v2...c MAIN Entry9?ST=100390PN=1s |=;
[DROZ];

DTP Direct, hitps.!worwdoialevercomdr, ¢ MAIS Euty'SP=] OUS9¢PN=1bsl=[DROD4 IS];
 

AMvthic mages, bites;wwwdivitalrivercomv2...c MAINEntre)SP=100s9RPN=1ast= [DROS 12];

Mythic Jmages, blins:;wwwdig:talriver.com'y2..c MAIN Entry9°SP=G0394PN= | &si=: [DR024832):
 

DIP Direct, hhps:'worwd.pitalriver.com‘driv2/ee, MAINEnv SP=10030RPN=1) [DR024675];
 

New Perspective Software, fnc.,
hnips./www.digitalriver com/y2, c MAINEnery9?SP=100398P

  

  
1&sl= [DR024693];

New Vision Technolo idigtariver.com/v..c MAINBans?

    
 

- &G-
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021488):

—=
ierDimensions Corp., htps.!iwwwdigitalriver.comiy2, .c MAINEntry9?SP=1003082N=1é&s1=

021884),

>Wvepes America, Inc., hupel/wyaw divarivercouvdev2ee MAINFutry?SP~ 10007WSID&CD
 

 

 

(022112-22116};

Ovnmnidus Typografi, btty:/wwdigtalrivercomidiyiec MANEatry8In405QS?=0007&CID=0-
022212);

Open Window Software, he
022232];

soarthenon Development Corp,, hitps:i'wwrw dighalriver.comdriv2/ec_ MAINEnityt |?SP=100352PN=1;
ona}

   
DIP Divect, bips:!/www.dip‘tairiver.comdnv2/ec MAIN Entry 78P=10039&PN=t; [DRO22396);  

KnoWare, lnc. wystyygs!! | 7W/htips:ewwwdigitalr...r'v2/ee_ MAIN.Entry 1?8P=10039&-PN=1;
[DRO22645);

Lattice Park Software,
bitesAvwwdiottelevercom/dny2e¢ MAINEntry l7e?SP=10007RPN=$QCID-O8SDEQPID11972;
 

[DRO2I732-22733}

Live Picture, btn!) 
 Live Pieture, bitp.'a

23057}

bitinwarw’.ditalriver.com/di, .delterr=LP!-SIMN-ALSVersion=WI95; [DROZ30S8}  
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[DRO24736};

MeeTine Bntertainnent, https:/waw.digitalriver.convv?...¢ MAINEntry9?SP=10039KPN=l&sl=:
[DRoDASA);

 

Nordic Software, htips:‘wowdigitalr-ver.comidr'2ec MAINEntryLLISP= 10039&PNE 1; [DRO24880);

DIP Direct, ips://www.disctalriver comvdr...c MAIN Enty92SP=100396&PN=1&el= [DRO25142]:
 

AJ. Enterprises, http:vawwdigiteriver convd:gitalrver/ajenttemdetail crvprad=AJ-001; [DR02S445-
25446);

 

Cyber 411, hitprawdigiteriver com/ep!-b. BASE ADIBES4Dafunction=search prod; [DRO25637]; 

 

 

IN Roary?SON9MPN=ish=:
[DR025786)

RCaine Technology, wtp:wwwd digitarivercom/cui-bin'Tan, Jonaasertdetem=ARC-60012-
Al&version=DC[DRO25814);

 

RCaine Technology, bup/iny| dignalr'ver,com/cei-bin'unex:‘arcainehim: [DR025816];
 

RCaine Technology, wtp.woweddigia.river.comcgi-binTango.cui/divitariver/arcarne!welcome. q;
[DRO25821-25823);

 

Up To Par, hitp:'wow3, dgitalrverconvep'-b...o/teradetail gry?orad-AUT-O0001-AL; [DRO26068);  

uthor Direct Shareware, hitps:!wrww.dix:tairiver comvv2...¢ MAINEntryO?SP=10039GPN=|&s |=;
(DR026163];

 

Best Effort Software, https:wwwdigit
[DR026323};
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  The method of c:a'm 1
wherein the owner of the

source page is partyto a
contract providing for
Tece‘pt of a commission as a
result of atransaction

‘nvolv'ng the commerce
object displayed on the
source page.
The method of c:aim 9

further comprising
computer-facilitating
automatic payment to the
owner of the source page,
once the transaction is

comp.eted.  
BuenSoft Co., httossiiwaw.digitariver.com/e2..c MAINFnny?SP=10035&Ph=1&al=: [DR02651 6);
 

(DRO26692}

(DR026693); and

DRO26694].

(DRO26737-37] (Setting out commission rates for sae of products from software pubishers through “3
Party Hosts,” DR, or DTP websites).

Crberian Outpost, Ine. Dealer Agreement effective March 30, 1998 at 3-4 [DROS9440- DROS9447],

[DRANGEA-86).

“A key advantage to a partnership with Digital Riveris the high leve! of service offered by the company,
ine-uding customization of Web presentation so thatthe SSS remains behind the scenes, rap‘d posting of
newsoftware and newversions, and of course timely reporting and payment on al. software sales. Incuded
in the report:ng wil be each customers[s:c] name, address, phone number and user profile that wl. provide
manufacturers and dea.ers with unprecedented marketing opportun:ties in the funure.” Dvgital River -
Secure Encrypted Software Distribution,
hulp:web archive.orayweb(9974 12 1007S4/htp.wwrwdigitalr-ver.com’ [DRODOGOI-2]

 
 

“We'll customize vour Web presentation to make sure design continu:ty is mainta‘ned throughoutthe
purchase, we'll post your new software aud new versions as soon as they're avaiable, and we'll del’ver the
Teports and payments you need on a timelybasis, (You get each customer’s name, address, phone number,
fax number, and email address,aprofile that provide unprecedented marketing opportunities).” Digital
River - Secure EncryptedScitware Distribution,
hip:/web archive, orgweb!19971 221024519! diyitalrvercom/Pawe3 htrn!: [DROGGO03-4] (emphas's
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The method of c:aim 1,
wherein the second web

page appears to the computer
user to be generated by a
server associated with the
source page.  

Jook and feelof a particular that cent's control, the client also can benef:t from
Digital River's cons'derable experience in setting up cnline reta‘l environments.

Digital River Information Kit at 22 [DROO4340]
Welcome to Bitstream, Inc.,
hutp:i/webarchive.org’web! 1996101904474)‘ww?disttalriver.combit/indey. him: and as reconstmeted
inserting referenced pif files; [DRO0O028-31), [DROG032);

 

Seattle StSigport rot, bpssew,didicometsWelcomeartoLae1001; and
 

 [DROGGO39-50] (Comespondence from Yasuo os10,5 daeSupa2 1936;
)”Software, blip:www} sigitalr'verconvey:-b ALS UserReforence=§8DE7ECTRSBBUS3A:
[DROOOOE?-88);

 

DTP DirectSoftware Store, btipe:;'ewwdigitalrver.com/dr..¢ MAIN.Entr?SP=LOQ0RPN=1&s!=
[DROGOOII];

ieeevceSoffvareSor, 
Fimovation Multimedia Software Store,
huips.'wwwdigitalriver. com/y2, c MAIN Bnoy9?SP=10039KPN=Ldst=; [DROOWS3];
 

2ask Software Store,
hetps/*wwin3 dpicalriver.com/cpi-b... COS&CCE254093 Liunction=search prod; [DROOIO4);
 

North Beach Labs Software Store,
huip:!www. digita’river.com/dn'¥v/ee MAINEntry’S?=10007ACID-V&S1D=66; [DROOODS];

Welcome to Blue Byte Software, Inc. Ordering System,
hp:ww3.digialiivercom/opi-bin/Tango cgifexdBlubviewe.come. qu: [DRO00095-97);    
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levelof service offered by the
company, including customization of Web presentation so that the $3 remains behind the scenes, rapid
posting of newversions, and of course timely reporting and payment on al: software sa.es.” Internet
Commerce Services Proposalfor Adobe, July 25, 1996; [DROOO005-6).

Electronic Software Distribution Agreement between Digital River and Auto FX Corp. dated July 18,
1996; [DROOG013-21] (detailing contractual obligations w:th respect to “Payment and Reports,” “End User
Information;”and “Books and Records”),

“Sales and customer ‘nformation is accessed via the Digital River Reporting System, which ‘s availab.e to
EA emp_oveesin their offices. Sales can be wracked on an ‘mmediate basis, and reports ‘nclude:
Sales by product
Carnpaigntracking
Summary reports bysite, product, source and customer
Banner click through
Source and tracking codes
Order detail.”

Digital River Proposal Summary, Apri. 29, 1998; [DROO0065-72]

Digita. River has elim‘nated the need for the customer to enter their credit card and password
data more than once. Less advanced e-commerce systems ask customersto enter this data
more than once -- an approach that ‘s more burdensome te the customer and offers more
opportunity to the hacker. When the customer data is entered, including the credit card
tnumber, an extemal connection is established to validate the credit card number and authorize
the transaction,

Itis important to ensure that your software sa.es site offers products to the consumer in an
interesting, user-friendlymanner. The design and Low ofsites shou.dfacilitate the purchasing
experience. For example, “buy" buttons should be pos't:oned and s:zed to make them easyto
find, 4 shopping basket which will hold rmutple products will encourage multiple sales
increasing average sale size, The online sales systetn should ho.d customer :nformat.on so
that the buyer does not have to complete several personal information and credit card screens
during the purchase. These are just a few examples of howto optimize yoursite. While the
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  Auto F'X Corporation Software Store,

https! warw.d:oitalr-vercomidry2ec_mainentrysp=i00N7seid=Ddsid-29: [DROGOD9S-100);
 

SFSSoftware Software Store,
biteAvwwdoltalever.com/dnvaiec MAINEntry 1Q?PN=L&8?= 10023 2 V1=10952 [DROGOLOL];
 

SapientSoftware Software Store, kitp:inwwdg:talrver.comdr'v2/ee MAIN. Master; [DRO00102-103);
 

 

 

Beycomp.com, hity:www.divitalyver com/drvaiec MAINEntry OPV=100290PN|dexid=$452°
[DROOOLO4-1 11];

DIP Direct, tinp:i'wwewd digia.river.comicgi-binTango?ogiidealendtpdirect/homerary? 1d=L0208.eve=
[DROOOLI2;

Lucia Font Pawn

bin:Tange3ca 115); 
“In addition, D:g:tal River wll develop an online store featuring al of EA’s products. Like the current EA
Store, users can search by product category, key words, or platform, Productspecials or newproductscan
be featured cn the front page of thig store to provide for greater attention. For an example of how the EA
Store m‘ght ‘ook, please refer to Figure 2.” Digital River Proposal Summary, Apri. 29, 1998, F-gure 2;
[DROWGO5-72);

MICROPROSE, [DROOLO02-1003);

hitAyywdigitalr'vercom/drv3/ INEntryi0?SP= 1007 3&PN=L&VL=101769; [DROO1247);

Adaptec, Ine, hntph 

 

4); [DR002313);

Ositis Software; lttps:/wow dig:tal YL: [DROL217 1;

Net Nanny; 
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Sunbaw International, lne.; JP Software, Inc.,
hitp:!/www.cigitariver comvdnv2ec MAINEntry02PN=1&5P=100238V1=19586: [DRO12$86); RO18176);
 

 

 

 

Virtus Corporation, intpsliwwued. digialriver/cgi-bin/Tango.cg:/dig:talriver!virus/weleome.qry; Sonera Technologies, hup:/www3.digitair vercomcgi-b'n/Tatgo6.cy:'esd’sonera/weleome.qry;
[DRO13998-14603; DRO1005- 14007]; RO18642);

Wheeler Aris, http, ywdeoitalr-ver.comvdn'y2ieg MAINEntry?S1D- 748SP=10007&C1D=0) DisplayMate for Windows,
[DROI4452- 14453]; hein:Avorw3.dig:talriver.com/cg:-bin'Tang,..erence=2BD41D0376A00990kord=STD-60001 -Al;

ROL 8643];

[DRO14SS3-14855]; Southern Sajtware, lnc.,
https Hale-vercom/drv2/en, MAIN Entry (27PN 2; [DROL8660]; 

Wilson Learning Corporation, ht 
(DROLAT4} ~ ~ - Spectrum Unlined

ittnAwww.digitalr'ver.com/dr’s2rec Main Rniry?SP=1007&5 1D=395SCD=0&CUR=40; [DRO19032];
 

Gober 411, hitps/Awwwdx'tairiver com/en’-h... 2ACLOASUDCD24ciunction=search prod; [DRO15415];
 

2). JN Entry1?s Clowd Dragon Designs, htto:i'www.disitalriver.com'y, =OTPN= | dexid=$7, 
  
 

 
 
 

  

Encore Multimedia, httos:/wwwdivitaleivercom/y?..c MAIN. Entry?SP= 1003960N=twel=: RO19348);
[DRO1S9S6);

Cloud Dragon Designs,
Extensis PhotoTools, itto>www.ciortalnver.com/ce:-b'n'Ta...enco=FECFOFFIBC#E771 S&cfimetion=continue: [DROI9354-
hulp:ooew3.dighalriver.com/egi-b,. SPAASABARSIRGOBOEJetail-photoroo.s: [DROLE261-16268; 9357);
DROL6300-16305];

ORSMusic, hepe:!/ovmw.digihsriver. coud... MAINButy7SP=L0039@PN=idel="[DRO20394);
Peak Technology Lid.,
hip.www digitariver comv2/osqvec MainFnov?SP=10007881D=15008&C2D=0; [DRO16850- ORSMusic, huip.wows doitale-vercomécg:-bin’Tango coiiesd/ORSMusic/welcome.grv?; [DRO20395-
16852]; 20398);

PIMSarl, https:/anwy dipitalr
DROLG754-16755};
 PHD Computer Consultants Ltd. 

 RBC, Inc; https://nrwwc:gitalriver.com/y2....cMAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=Ids1=; [DRO17278);
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Cober 411, hitpslavwiy3 Y "LAS ction=search prod; [DRO20696); [DR

 

  

FinedIt} Software, hitps:'rwawdoovalriver conmy?.¢ MAIN[amv9?SP=1 (039.0 PN=1 fs l=: Open Window Software, hipswwrw.d-witalriver com’v2..c MAIN Ente?SP=] 00396 PA=1&51=;
[DRO2O730); [DRO22232];

Forward Design, bits.)hwwwdivitarivercomvi...c MAIN.Entre) 87100392N=1&el=; DRODEO7); Parthenon Development Corp, hitas./‘www. digtalriver convdnva‘ec_ WAINEntry] 1SP=Li039RPN=1;
[DRO22379);

Global Majie Sojtware, Inc,
hutps!/worw3 dipialrivercom/cp!-bin/Tango coidiitalriven’ems/weloome,qry: [DR20915-20916); DIP Direct, bnips:!wwwdin‘ tairiver condn/v2/ec MAIN Entry!{SP={0039&PN=t; [DRO22396);     

Global Majic Software, Inc., KnoWare, fac, wystwygs!! 1 78/htips:ewwwdigitalr..r'v2/ec_ MAIN. Entry 1?SP=10039&:PN= 1;
nips.wwwdigitalriver.com/y2(vp.sql/ec MAINEntry9?SP=10039XPN=Lds1=:[DR020931]; [DRO22645);

 
Global Majic Sojtware, Inc, bt

(120932-20933};
 Lattice Park Software,

SsAd Computer Services, ntps://warw.digitalriver com'y?..c MAINEntry9SP=1Q03042N=1&s1=:
 

 
 

 

    

  

   
(21425), ; [DR023055);

Incline Software, EC, Live Preture, http://www’ digitalriver couvdi., UserReference=D39AR498 LOGUBISE; [DRO230S6-
w/e MAINEmry?SP=10007&S1D=30196&CID=08CUR=@40&DSP=08PGRP=0&CACHE ID; 23057);

(121508);
litte:nporw3 diostalriver.comd:...dctlem=LI-SOQ0-ALA Version=WINYS; [DR023058);

Frmovation Multimedia, hitps:www.digitaliver.com/v2...c MAIN Entry9?SP=1i39RPN= | asl =;
(2 1688]; WanSite, hiop:./www.diz'talriver.com/dn'v2/ec MAIN, Master: [DR023093; DRO23095);

JnterDimensions Corp., htope,‘ovarw.dig:talr-ver.comn/v2...c MAIN, Entry9°SP=10039&:PN=L&s|=, DIP Direct, hitp:'twvew digitalyiver convdtc MALN.Entry9?8P={0039G2N=1&st=(DR023202};
(721884);

MCasco Associates, hitpss'worw.digitalnver,com'v2..c MATNEntry)?SP=L0039@PN=|&ol=;
Olvmpus America, Inc., btnsowdigtalrvercounldnyd‘ec MAIN Entry SP=100076:8ID=64WCTD=0; (DR023236);

(0221 12-221 16);
 

        
MAINEntrv?SID=405
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Matchup Sporis, ntips:!wwwdxttalriver.com/v2..c MAINFnury9?SP=10039&PN=1asl=; [DR023442);

Medea International Limited, buy:wwwdinjtalsiver comd:v2/ee_ MAINMaster: [DR023746)];
 

KittyHawkSoftware, Jne., bilpyiworw3.digitat
(DRO236S4}
 

M&R Technologies, Inc., btps:'hworw€
[DRO2A369];
 

 Jonge &sl=;[DRO244I§);

Mothic Images, bitps::'wwwdigtalriver.comiv2,..c. MAIN.Entrye?SP=160394P EL &si=; DRO2S 12];

Mvthic Jmages, hitps:/www.dis:talriver.comy2...c MAIN Entry9?SP=1G03942N= 1Xs!=; [DR024532]:
 

DTP Direct, hips:waryduotralivercomidr'2/ec MAIN EntryLSP=10039G2N= 1: [DRO24675];
 

NewPerspective Software, fnc.,
hutps:'orwwdipitabriver.com/y2, .¢ MAIN Futy97SP-{G039QPN=ldst=[DRO24693]; 

NewVision Technologies, Jnc., bapsa/www digitiver.com/v2..¢ MAINEuury?SP=10039PN=Lasl=
(DRO24736);

 

NiceTane Eniertainment,https:
[DRO24844];
 

 

DIP Direct, htips:/hwwrw.digttalriver.comidr...c MAINEntry GPSP=] 39KPN=] des] =[DROS 142];  
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the web browser is stored in
a database associated with
the source page,

13|The method of c:a:m 1, [DRO26771-DR033425)(source code for shopping cart and checkout function).
wherein the second web

page contains a further link /[DRO36047-104](reflecting consummated sa.es from indiv:duals whoused the DR SSS shopping cart to
associated with the purchase products).
‘nformation assoc‘ated wth

the commerce object Itis important 10 ensure that your software sales site offers products to the consumer in an
associated with the ‘ink that interesting, user-friendly manner. The design and flowof sites should factitate the purchasing
has been activated, which experience. For example, "buy" buttons should be positioned and sized to make them easy to
“ink, whenactivated by the find. A shopping basket which will hold multiple products will encourage rmu:tiple sales
web browser, places data increasing average ale s'ze. The online ales system should hold customer information so
Tepresent.ng the commerce that the buyer does nothave to complete several personal information and eredit card sereeus
object imo a virtua. shopping dur:ng the purchase. These are just a fewexamples of howto optimize yoursite, While the
cart look and feel of a particular site ‘s ‘n that client's control, the client also can benefit from

Digital River's considerable experiencein setting up online reta‘l environments.

Digital River Information Kit at 22 [DROO4340]
14|The method ofc:am 13,|(DRO26771-DRO33425] (source code for shopping cart and checkout function},

wherein the second web

page contains acheckout—_/[DRO36047-104](reflecting consummated sa.es from individuals whoused the DR S88 shopping cart to
‘ink which, when activated—|purchase products).
bythe web browser,
fact itates completion of a
transact.cn associated with

the commerce object in the
shepp:ng cart,

15|The method ofc.am 14,|“A kev advantage to a partnership with Digital Riveris the high leve. of service offered bythe company,
further comprising after the|inc-uding customization of Web presentation so that the SSS remaits behind the scenes, rap:d posting of
transaction iscompleted,|newsoftware and newversions, and of course timely reporting and payment on al. software sales. Inc:uded
computer-facilitating in the reporting wil be each customers [sc] name, address, phone number and user profile that wl. provide
paymentfrom the computer|manufacturers and dea.ers with unprecedented marketing opportun'tiesin the future.” Digital River -
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id

 
  

The method of claim1,
wherein the link activated by

AJ. Enterprises, tty
28446);

Cyber 412, http://oww3 digitatriver.conveg-b. BASE73D IBFS4D&function=search prod; [DRO25637)];  

lppie Mountain Software, bttps:/iww
[DR025786);

 rivercomv2.,.¢ MAINEurry4?SP=100394PN=L&st=

RCaine Technology, tip:wwod digitarivercomsp!-binTan, joneinsertditem=ARC-§0012-
Al& DC; [DRO25814);

 

 

RCaine Technology, inp. 
 RCaine Technology, wtp:

[DRO25821-25823);

Up To Par, rodFAU!ntp:!www) d'pitalr'ver.com/eg'-b...s!temderail. gry?  T-00001-4 1; [DROZ6068);

thor Direct Shareware, attps:!Awarw.div:tairiver.conv2...c MAINEntry)!S?=10039&2N=1&s1=; 7
[DR026163];

 

Best Effort Software, bins: www digitarriver comv2...c MAINEntry9?SP=[00394PN=t&st=
[DRO26323);

 

BuenSoft Co, httos:/hwwrwdig:talt vercom'y?...¢ MAINEntry ?SP=10039PN=1 is l=; [DRO265 16];
 

[DRO26692];

(DR026693); and
 

[DR026694).

 
[DRO26771-DRO33425] (source code stored on DR database).
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user to the merchant
associated with the act'vated
nk,

 
 

Secure Encrypted Software Distribution,
bitty:Aveb archveorp'weby 19970412 LON7S4http: wwwdiv‘tairiver com; [DROGOOO1-2]
 

“We'll customize your Web presentation to make sure design contituity is maintained throughout the
purchase, we'll post vour new software and new versions as soon as thev’re ava‘lable, and we'll de-iver the
reports and payments vou need on a timely basis. (You get each customer's name, address, phone number,
fax number, and email address,a profile that provide unprecedented marketing opporwnities).” Digital
River - Secure Encrypted Software Distribution,
Hipy!yeb archive.ong!weby1997122 1024519)di‘talriver,corm:Page3 him: [DROOOO(3-4] (emphasis

) 

original),

“The key advantage to a partnership with Digital River, Inc. 's the high ‘evel of service offered by the
company, including customization of Web presentation so that the $3 remains behind the scenes, rapid
posting of newversions, and of course timely reporting and payment on al. software ales.” Internet
Commerce Services Proposalfor Adobe, July 25, 1996; [DROOOO0S-6].

Electronic Software Distribution Agreement between Digital River and Auto F/X Corp. dated July 18,
1996; [DRO0G013-21] (detailing contractual obligations w:th respect to “Payment and Reports,” “End User
Information;”and “Books and Records”)

“Sales and customer ‘nformation is accessed via the Digital River Reporting System, which ‘s availab.e to
EA etup.ovees in their offices, Sa.es can be tracked on an ‘mmediate basis, and reports ‘nclude:
Sales by product
Campaign tracking
Summary reperts bysite, product, source and customer
Banner click through
Source and tracking codes
Order detall.”

Digital River Proposal Summary, Apri. 29, 1998; [DROQ0066-72].

Digita. River has el’minated the need for the customer to enter their eredit card and password
data more than once, Less advanced e-commerce systems ask customers to enter this data
nore than once -- an approach that ‘s more burdensome to the customer and offers more
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opportunity to the hacker, When the customer data 1s entered,inc-ud:ng the credit card
number, an extemal connection is establ:shed to validate the cred:t card number and authorize
the transaction.

Itis important to ensure that your software sales site offers products to the consumer in an
imeresting, user-friendly manner. The desion and flowof sites should factitare the purchasing
experience. For example, "buy" buttons should be positioned and sized to make them easy to
find. A shopping basket which will hold mnultiple products will encourage mu-tiple sales
increasing average sale s:ze. The online sales system should hold customer information so
that the buyer does not have to complete several personal information and credit card screens
dur'ng the purchase, These are just a fewexamples of howto optimize your site. While the
look and feel of a part.cular site's ‘n that cents control, the client also can benefit from
Dip'tal R:ver's cons-derable experiencein setting up online reta‘] environments.

Digital River Information Kit at 22 (DRO04340), 

16|The method of cam 14,
further comprising after the
transaction is completed,
computer-facilitating
payment of a commission to
the owner of the source
pave

17|The methodof c.a‘m 13,
further comprising
disp.aying the second web
page again, after the
commerce objectis placed
:nto the shopp:ng cart.

   See 10, supra.

Digital River has e:iminated the need for the customer to enter the’r credit card and password
data more than once, Less advanced e-commerce systems ask customers to enter this data
more than once — an approach that is more burdensometo the customer and offers more
opportunity to the hacker. When the customer dara is entered, inc-uding the credit card
number, an extemal connection is establ:shed to validate the cred:t card number and authorize
the transaction,

Itis important to ensure that your software sales site offers products to the consumer in an
imeresting, user-friendly manner. The design and flowof sites should facilitate the purchasing
experience. For example, "buy" buttons should be positioned and sized to makethem easy to
find. A shopping basket which will hold multiple products will encourage rmu.tiple sales
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1997; [DROO0063-64).

“(We provide an electronic commerce so.ution for your website, We emulate the .cok and feel of your site
80 an end-user can come in and pay for product viaa secure credit card solution and download the product
chrectly.” Letterfrom Digital River to Kathy Harnes ofTraveling Software, dated September11, 1997;
[DROOONGS),

“Consistent Look and Feelbetween Store and Home Site Customers wi! have the ability to click a ‘buy
button’ from anynumber of places within www.cy.com and wl. beLinked to a complete store, or a specific
product detai. page. All of the Commerce pages wl carrythe branding, -ook and fee. of warw.ca.com,
This consistent look andfeel is essentia. to a smocth customer experience, and will promote high
conversion ratios,

 

product links. This will allow userstoshop direction on wavw.cs,com, and have the abi-ity to purchase
product aranytime, The page presented wil. have a single produce listed, and will be Linked directly to the
shopping basket. For an examnp.e of such a product page, please refer to Fignre 2 [sc].

In addition, D‘gital River wil: develop an online store featuring ai] of EA’s products. Like the current EA
Store, users can search by product category, key words, or platform. Product specials or new products can
be featured on the front page of this storeto provideforgreater attention. For an example of howthe BA
Store might look, please refer to Figure 2.” Digital River Proposal Summary, April 29, 1998; [DROGOO66-
72] (emphasis or:ginal),

“Using its CNSplatform, the Company creates Web stores forits clients that replicate the look andfeel of
such cient’s own Web sites, End-users browse for products and make purchases online, and, once
purchases are made, the Company delivers the products directly to the end-users, primar‘lv through ESD.”
BancAmerica, Digital River, Ine, Initiating Coverage ofEmerging Software E-Business Franchise,
September 8, 1998; [DROG0073-79),

 
As explained above, the spec‘fic elements contained on the e-commerce supported web pages
corresponding to the captured “lock and feel descr‘ption” of the host (client) website vary based upon the
look and feel ofthe host website, Such elements utilized in the Digita. River SSS process include: top
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   The methodof claim 1,
where’nthe visually
perceptib.e elements
displayed on the second web
page are retrieved from a
database stor:ng data
associated with visually
perceptib:e elements for
cach of the first web pages,  

increasing average sale size, The online sales systetn should ho.d customer :nformat.on so
that the buyer does not have to complete several personal information and credit card screens
during the purchase, These ate just a few examples of howto optimize your site. While the
lock and feelof a particular site is in that client's control, the client also can benefit from
Digita: River's considerable experience in setting up online retail environments

igital River Information Kit at 22 [DR004340).

“Extending your selling environment Better yet,the entire transaction takes p.ace in the sel.ing
environment you've created, surrounded by the .cok and feelof your identity, with vour products presented
the wav you want them presented, wth no competition, Your customers simply hit the purchase icon at
your site and the who:e process unfolds smoothly. There’s no sensation of being suddenlyhustled off to
another location. Your customers wou’tend up at some foreign--coking page where they have to hunt to
find your product, You can even prompt customers to purchase additional products, for :nstance printed
manuals ot moteof your software, And it all takes p.ace during a single purchase process, Digital River
has creatad seam-ese continu‘ty.”

ialtal River — Secure Encrypted Software Distribution,
1221024519!

  
   original),

“Digita. River’s Secure Sales System (SSS) brings together software manufacturers and dealers enabling
them tosel. and deliver product via the Internet. This service wll provide all dip‘tal delivery, security,
co-lections and reporting of the sale of software. Throughoutthis process ‘t wi:l appear to the consumeras
ifthe transaction ‘s being processed by the manufacturer or dealer while Digital River $88 is hand-ing the
whole transaction ‘behind the scenes’.” [sc]
Digital River - Secure Encrypted Software Distribution,
ityAvearchive.org!weby19970412 100754yhttp/wwwdigtalriver com[DROCOOOL-2), 

“Digital River wil develop and manage an on-ine store for IMSI for the purpose of offering MasterClips
products for sale on the yeymasicreipscom website, These products wil. snclude: up to 300,000
MasterClips ‘mages andclipart, 40,000 images under License from Corel and assorted app-ications from the
IMS! selection of software. This store will be designed to mirror the ‘ook and feel of www,maserst:ps.com
and will contain a complete commerce system for on.ine product detivery.” JMSI/Digital River Online
Siore jor Masterclips Products Sojiware Superstore linked to wwwmastorclinscom, dated December 16,
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 banners wtilizing host logos and/or names, and hypertext links to host webpages; ‘eft side navigation

buttons; footers utilizing host logos and/or names, hypertext links to host webpages, and copyright notices;
co.or schemes consistent with those util:zed in host webs:tes, inc-uding background, font, aud praphics
co.or schemes; and page ‘ayout cons‘stent with host website. Examples of the use of such elements include:

Welcome to Bitstream, Inc.,
http:Aveb archiveong’weby19961 019044742ww? digtarivercombibindexhtml; and as reconstmeted
inserting referenced gif fies; [DROOOO28-31], [DROOHS2]; see alsa Facsimilefrom Andrea Rizzo of
Biisiveam, Inc, dated Tanuary24, 1997; [DROO0080-86] (forwarding copies of individual Dig‘tal R:ver
maintained pages for B-tstreamn online ordering systern):

 

 Seatle Support Group, hitp:iwwwdigitabriver.com/digctalr'ver/Welcomeqrype=HHi= 1001; and
tpsAwww.digitalr'ver.com/div‘talriver!‘nsertitam.qry?function=insertditem=CDPLY1-TOTW,
RONGG39-S0] (Correspondencefrom Yasuo Noshiro, dated Augnst 2, 1996);

g erconvegi-b,AIG|serReferenoe-SSRTECTEORBURA, 
RoiScott, Inc. Software Store,
http:/Avww.dipitalr:ver.com/dniv2/ec MAIN Entry 02PN=1&SP=1000238V1=10295: [DROOO089);   

=row Publishing Software Store,
itipssihvwwdigitativer.comiva..c MAINEntr9?SP=19039&Ph=i&si= [DROGOOSG); 

DIP Direct Sojtware Store, tps:/www.digitalriver.comvdr...c MAIN Entry9?$P=1003042N=1&s1=;
RODLCIT;

Integratech Software Software Store,
htinssyww.digitarivercom/ye..c Ma‘nEntrv9?SP=|0039&PN= | fs 1=; [DROGOD92];
 

Innovation Multimedia Software Store,
btipswvwrwdigit:

  
 SP=100094PN=1Gsi=- [DROOOO; 
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2ask Software Store,
hutp:iiwww3.digisalrivercom/og:-b..CHSECCE254093 Stunction=search prod; [DROONOS); Sapient Sofware, http:www.dietiale-ver.com/dr2ee MAIN Master; [DRO11752-11753];

North Beach Labs Software Store, SESSoftware, hntp:i/vww.digitalriver. comdnv2ec MAINEutryl )7PN=1&SP=10023RV i= 10982;
hip:worw.divita:river com/dnv2/e¢ MAINEnby?S2=10007&CID=0asID=65; [DROOO9S]; [DRO11948);

Welcome to Blue Byte Software, Ine. Ordering System, Ositis Software, bitps:Awwwslig-laltiverconvdny2/ee MAIN Entiy! ISP= 100394PN=L: [DROL2171];
 

hutp:/wrw3 digialrivercom/ogi-bin/Tango cgifesdBlubytewercome.ary; [DROO0095-97];
 

Net Nanny; https:i'warw,disitalciver comve..c MAL.Entry9 ?8?=1 0039G:2N= Lkst=; [DRO12399];

 
Auto FX Corporation Software Store,
ivydigiersoe ; [DROGO9S-100); Nesbitt Software Corporation, tip:

SFS Software Software Stare, Sunbow Intemational, Ine,
hitp:!/www dizitariver comidr'v2ec MAINEntry0°PN=1&SP=10023&VIELIGS?; [DROOOIOT]; httpswurw.d:pitali-ver.com/dr'vaiec MAIN. EntrylarPNELESP=1023V1=19980; [DRO12536);   

   

   
 

SapientSoftware Software Store, http:!'eww digtta.river comdr/v2/ee_ MAIN.Master; [DROO0102-103); Tympani Development, itp:www.d:gitalr-ver.com/dig‘talr'vectympant/basker? htm; [DRO13400-13401;
RO13404-13410);

Buycomp.com, hitprvww digitalriver.com/dr’eiee MAIN Entry 107V1=100298PN=1 &xid=5452.
[DROOOIG4-1L1]; Valley ofFire Software, nip, www dighaltivercom/dnvec MAINPatriSP=10032R2N=1:

DRO3718-13720];
DIP Direci,hup:www4dis'talriver com/cai-b:n/Tang02ca:dealer/dipdireevhome!ary? 1d=1620dlevel=.
(DROOL 12]; Virtus Corporation, http://wwwdiv’talriver!oy:-bin/Tango cpiidigitariver/virtuswelcome gry,

DRO13998-14003; DRO14005- 14007];

 
 

 Lucia Font Family, hitswwwdigtalnver.com/cgi-
bin Tangs cy:/dy-talr-vervandy/setdetailgry’set=-Lued?: [DROOULL3-L15; Jan’s Journeys,

itty:worw3.cig.talriverice:-bin/Tangocgi/esd/Weber-ng/insertitem.qry? UserReference=; [DRO14211];

 
 
 

Digital River Proposal Summary, Apr'l 29, 1998, Figures 1, 2; [DR000066-72];
Pheeler Arts, | 
 

 

   

 
 

        
 

MICROPROSE;[DROO1002-1003]; DRO14452-14453];

bitp://waydieitariver comidrv2)_ INEntryWSF MDAPNE LEV T= 101 760; [DROO1247]; Vhiriwind Technologies, htty.aywrw) digitsrivercomeni-b._digitariverwhirlwindwe.come ary,
DRO14853-14553];

Adaptec, Inc., hitp::/wwwiigttalr'ver.com/dr'v2/ee_main.emry?sid=6734&sp=10007:&cid=t); [DRO023 13];
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 Wilson Learning Corpai
hnips:!wwwdigttalriver comidniv2iee MAIN Entry)?SP=Hi0394PN= Ldusl=[DRO14746-14747);
 

DisplayMate jor Windows,
Wilson Learning Corporation, hitps:/www.dig:talr-ver.comlar'v2ice MAIN EntevL12SP=1003962NE1- ittoswww.diotalriver.com/cy:-bin’Tano...erenice=2BD4 {DUS78A00990&prod=S'1D)-60001 Al;
[DRO14794); 018643);

 

Gober 411, hitps/twww3 dy'tatr‘ver.comlon:-b... 2ACL6ASUDCD29&cfunction=search prod; [DRO15415]; Southern Software, lnc.,
httn:Avorw.digtialrver.comédriv2ies MAIN Entry lO?PN=1&SP- 100238V1=19092; [DROL8660);

 
 

Encore Multimedia, htins://wwwduitalrivercov?MAIN Eniry9?SP=10039&PN=iksl=:
DRO159°6); Spectrum Unitnited,

itowww.d:gitalever.com/drv2ec MaruEnt vPSP=10007&S1D-3996.CID0.&CUR=840: [DRO19032];

 

 

 Extensis PhotoTools, hitpywww3cig‘tairiver.conveni-b. BFAASABASSSBOOBCAdeta'}=photoloals;
DROL6261-16268; DRO16300-1 6305], Cat Computer Services (P) Lid,

 

 

 
 

Peach Systems, bttp:/amw!
DRO16499); Cloud Dragon Designs, lito:
 

 
RO19348);

Peak Technology Lid.,
tp:wew.cigitariver comvv2ivo-sqvec MainEnay/SP=100074S Clowd Dragon Designs, 

 
 

 
 
 

  

 6852]; http:Avww.digtialriver.comfeg:-bin/Ta, enge=EECEORIBC4N77 iS&function=continne: [DRO19354-
R57

PIMSarlitips:/wowdisitalrivercomdec MAINEntry LSP=100392PN=1; [DROL6751;
ROLG7S4-16785]; ORSMusic, hips:!/wwew, cigitariver. comv2..c MAIN Entry/SP=10039&PN=1&s1=[DRO20394);

PY Software, Inc, bup:/worw.digitalriver convdr'v2/ec MAIN Entry 02PN=L&SP=100234V 1=20061; ORSMusic, hupsiiwww3 cxitalrver.com‘og:-bin/Tango.cetesd/QRSMusic’weloome,qrv?; [DRO20395-
DRO1 7056); 20398);

RBC, Ine. https:wrwwc:gitalriver.com/y2...cMAINEntry9?SP=10039&PN=1usl=; [DRO1727§); PHD Computer Consultants Ltd,
Mipsswww.digitarivercom/dn/v2/ee mainoutryone10007held=fdesid=237; [DRO205 84];
 

JP Software, Inc., bun /tyrrw’ digitalrivercorm/cei-biy"Tango.ceydottalrverinsofiweleome. gry:
[DROL8176); Pavadind, hup.!Awwry,digita.river.¢

 

 

        
 Sonera Technologies, lito, digita ai bin’ Tangos.o it a0 Cyber 411, hitp: Avie) diviteriverconyc
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Fined It! Software, httos
(DRO20730);

iowdgitalrivercom/v...c MAINFinry9?SP=10039&PN=L&ol=;
 

  3urwrwSSForward Design, t iriver comiv2...c MAIN Entry9?SP=10039&PN=1 &e1= [DRO20807]:

Global Majic Software, Inc,
tipswarw3.digicalriver.com/op:-bin/Tango cyi/digitalriver!pms/welcome.ary; [DR20915-20916];

Global Maiie Sojtware, Inc,
nips.wwdigitalriver.com/v20/p.sql'ec_ MAIN Entry9?SP=10039&PN=L&sl=[DR020931]
 

Gl
 

(20932-20933);

SsMf Computer Services, lntps:!/wwwdigitalriver.comiv2...c MATN.Entry9?SP=1003987N=iksi=;
(21425);

 

Jneline Software, LC,
fet MAIN Entry?SP=10007&81D=30196&C1D=08CUR=840&DSP=0&PGRP=0&CACHE ID;

021508);

Frmovation Multimedia, tige:/www divtalrvercom/y?_c MAIN Bnty52SP= 100394?Y= &el=:
(21688);

 

=itelligent Technologies, htips:/wow.digitalrivercomv2...c MAINEntrvS?SP=10039S2N=| &sl=;
(21824);

 

 JnterDimensions Corp., htp
(121884);

Jrvvin Ware, htip:awwdigital /oe MATN Eniry] 7c!SP=100072PN=3&C1D=DSIDS46APIE=24 147,
(21996);
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DRO Z

   Lateral Technologies, hips:wirw ercom/y2...¢ M.
ROTH}

Lattice Work Software,
het.)warw.digita:siver comydnv2/ec MAIN. Entry] 7c?SP=10Q07@2N=$6CID=06SID=2556PID| 1972;
 

DROT32-22733);

Live Picture, hltp:!wow3.digitalr'ver.convleg...alr'ver’ivepicure’welcome.quy; [DRO23085];
 

|Live Pict, httpwryw3 divitalr'vercone), UserReference-D39AR498 LOGUROSE: [DRO23056-
 

 -[DRO23058};

hntpciwey3d-gttelrvercoma,HOSEA 4G; [DRO23059];

WiaSite, htto.howwg otalrivercondny2iec MAIN Master: [DR023093; DRO23095];  

DIPDirect, hip,wwwdaitatr'ver.convar..c MAIN Euiry9°SP=1 0039.PN=\ &s1=[DR023202];
 

MCasco Associates, hitns:/'www disitalsver.comvv2...c MAIN EntrySP=10049&2N=} &el="
(DRO23236];

 

 Macks Software, hitos.('www. digitalriver.comv2...c MAINEntry9!SP=10039QPN=1&sl=[DR023264);

MacPEAK,
http://www divita:river comidr'v2ec_ MAINEntry] 7c?SP=10007&PN=5&CID=06SID=37@PID=9749:
(DR023328);

 

Magic Software, hip 

 Markus Friberg Data, https:wwwdigital
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Olympus America, Inc, iipciormy digtariver couvdrv2iec MAIN Eutry?SP=10007asD6401D:

22112-22116];

 

>rnimidus Typogragl, bito./sway dictalrivercomdaziec MAINEntry SED=4056SP=10007&CID=0:
022212];

 

>Jnen Window Software, https:wowdigitalrivercoy? ¢ MATSEntry)?SP= 00396PN=1 &s |=;
(122232);

 

FileStream, cont, Inc.,
bitty:raw deh

022291];

 
 

=ideStream. com, [nc.,
tpy/worw.dipitalr'y.. fee. MAIN Entryl 7c2SP=10007&PN=5&CID=0&SID=124&PID= 18267; 

22295-22296];

soarthenon Development Corp,, hites.!wwwdigtalrivercomdrviiec MAIN Entrvi 1 SP=10035942N=l;
(022379);

 

   
DIP Direct, hitps://www.diz:tatriver.comdnv2ec MALY Entry! (SPs 10039&PN=1: [DRO22396);  

KH Software Developinent,
htthw dipitalr-vercom/drv2/ . LOQOT&PN=S&CIDA&SID=$ 120PID=20301; [DR022595];
 

 
KnoWare, fnc., wystwyp:'/17@/htips:'Awwwdigitale. riv2/ee_ MAIN Entry] 1?SP=16039&PN= 1;
[DRO22645};

KnoWare, lnc. hiprare! Ue-talrivercomeg-b,.ci-temdata:Larvorod-KWLG000L-D1: [DR022671-
2677];
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Matchup Sports, bitps:/werw.di‘talriver.com'v2._c MAIN Entry9?SP=10039S:PN=1.&s1=; [DR023442];

Medea International Limited, https!iwwrw.d-gitaltiver.comédriv2ec MAIN.Master; [DRO23746); 

KitpHawk Software, Inc, ttos!rww3 digitalrver.com/cei-b...wkiHtemdetatqry/?prod=KH-60002-AL;
[DRO23834);

 

Mercury Interactive Corp., htpe:/"wwwdigitalrver.com/y2.. bce MainEniryl OSP=L0030&PN=L;
[DRO23887-23389;

 

Morpheus Software, htips.//ywwdipitalr'ves.com'v2...c MAIN Entry?SP=L0039&PN=1481=
(DR024342);

 

   DTP Direct, hips:eww div‘tairiwer conde ALNErtry282s 00242Neds]= [DRUM360); 

MR Technologies, Inc, wtog//swrwdivitalrves comy?..¢ MAIN Entry?S?=100398PN= Les:
[DRO24369;
MSI Software, Inc, https:tiwww d:gitalr'ver.comév2...c MAINEniry9?S?=1 003947N=i &31=;
[DRO24339);

 

 

DIP Direct, nips:/wwwdivstairiverconvidr.¢ MAIN Entry'SP=10039&PN=1&st=; [DR024415);
 

Mythic Images, itips:!iwww digita.river.comv2..c MAIN-Enuy9?SP=10039.-N= [des |=; [DR024512];
 

Mythic Images, hlips:!wow digharver.comv?..c MAIN-Euuv9?SP= 100396N=L&el=" [DR024532];
 

NetFormation, [nc., ittpsywowdevitairiver.comv2..c MAIN,Entry9?SP=L0039&PN=L&s1 =
[DRO24E0;

 

NetResulis Corporation, heps
[DRO24649);
 Vee,MAIN Botryl175P=100398PNL:
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NewPerspective Software, Inc.,
huips:vewwdigitalriver.com/v2, .c MAINEntry/SP10039QPN=Lés1=[DRO24693];
 

NewVision Technologies, Jnc., hupssliwww.digtanriver.com/ve..c MAINBuuvo?SP=LOi39GPh=Lasl=
[DRO24736);

 

NiceTine Eniertainment, htips:'wwrw.d.aitaletver coméy2..c MATN Fntry9?SP=10039&PK=1&s1=;
(DRO24844):

 

Nordic Software, ntps:/'yy 

 3DP Object Technology, Inc., itt
(DRO25125);

DIP Direci, hips:Awar.d:ettalrivercomédr,..c MAINEmry9?SP=1 00396PN=1 &s1=;[DR025142];
 

A.J. Enterprises, hity://yrowdiv:tairivercom‘digitalriver/aientitemdctallqrvprod=AJ-001; [DRO2S445-
25446);

 

Cober 417, hitqeliwww3 dy'talr'ver.comfen'-b BASET3D IBFédDafunction=search prod: [DR02$637];
 

Apple Mowntain Software, huips:/fwwwdiz:tairiver.com/v2...c MAIN Entry?SP= 100396PN=1&s |=;
[DRO25786);

 

 
  [ango.covd:gitalrver/ercaine’we.come.g;ARCaine Technology, bitps'wewsdig:tairivercomegi-bin’

(DRO2S821-25823);
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  19 vyetem useful in an See 1, supra,

outsource provider serving
web pages offer:ne
commercial opportunities,
the system comprising:

19(a)_|(a) a computer store See 1(a)-1(b), supra.
containing data,for each of a
pluralityof first web pages,
defining a p.uraltty of
visual_y perceptib.e
elements, which visualy
perceptible e:ements
correspond to the plurality of
first web pages; () where:n
each of the first web pages
belongs to one of aphurality
of web page owners; (ii)
wherein each of the first web

pages displaysat least one
active link assoc.ated with a

commerce objectasscciated
with a buy:ng opportunity of
aselectad one of a plura‘ity
of merchants; and (iti)
wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource
prov.der, and the owner of
the first web paged'splaying
the associated ‘ink are each

third parties with respect to
one other

19(b)|(b) a computer server atthe|See 1(a)-I(c), supra,
outsource provider, which
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ntheats Software, hitn:wow digitarivercomidet2ec MAIN Entry GPN= LSP= 100236=H458-
[DRO25922];

 

tania Computer Resources, bipe:!wow digitarriver.comiv2..c MAINEntw9?SP=10039UPN=! Aisl =
(DRO25990];

 

Up To Par, hutp:!/weav3. digitalver.com/cy'-b...w/temdeiail arvfotod=AUT-00001-AL; [DRO26068);
 

thor Dive

[DRO26163];
Best Effort Soptvare,
lity:row, deta)
(DRO26303);

 

OQQ7PN=S&CID=leeMAINBatrycise  
  

Best Effort Software, https:!'wwwdigitariver.comiv?...c MAIN.Entry9?SP=i 002 98PN=La&st=
[DRO26323];

 

  
BuenSoft Co, httos ivorydig:talr-ver.com'v2..c MAIN Entry ?SP= 109KPN=1 dest=; [DRO26516];

 

JStep, btp:!'www.|stopsof.com*howbuyhm; [DROOL 41-1143];
 

ScheduleMaker, bttp::!webarchive org/web/20000303191 644wwwcra‘zsvetems com’.
 

[DRO26E9];

[DRO26E9; and

[DRU26694}

[DRO34615-16] (data associated with source page Dvital Frowtiers stored on DRserver).

    
[DR034606-017] (data associated with source page Bitstream stored on DR server).
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computer serveris coup.ed
to the computer store and
programmed to: (°) receive
from the web browser of a

computer user a sional
indicating activation of one
of the inks displayed by one
of the first web pages; (i)
automatical:y identifyas the
source page the one of the
first web pages on which the
link has been activated;(ii)
in response to identification
of the source page,
automaticaly retrieve the
stored data comespond:ne to
the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved,
automaticaly generate and
transmit to the web browser

asecond web page that
displays: (A) information
associated with the

commerce cbject associated
with the link that has been

activated, and (B)the
plurality of visually
perceptib.e elements visually
corresponding to the source
page.

20) Acomputer-readabie See |, supra.
memory adapted for use by
an outsource provider in
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serving web pages offering
commercial opportuntties,
the computer-readable
memory used 10 direct a
computer of the outsource
prov:der to perform the steps
of: (a) :n response 10
activation, by a web browser
of a computer user, of a nk
disp.ayedby one ofa
pluralityof first web pages,
automatically recogn‘z:ng as
the source page the one of
the first web pages on which
the link has been activated;
(i) where'n each of the first
web pages belongs to one of
apluraiity of web page
owners: (i) wherein each of
the first weh pages displays
at least one active [nk
associated with a commerce

object associated with a
buying opportunity of a
selected one of a pluralityof
merchants, and (iil) wherein
the selected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the
owner of the first web page
are each third parties with
Tespect to one another; (b)
automaticalyretrieving
from a storage coupled to the
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the offerings in the catalog,
 

  
The computer-teadab.e
memory of clam 20 wherein
the computer-readable
memory is used to direct the
compurer of the outsource
provider to perform the
further step of
computer-facilitating
automatic payment to the
owner of the source page,
once the transaction is

comp.eted.
The computer-readab.e

memory of claim 20, (3)
wherein the second web

page contains a further link
associated with the
‘nformation assoc‘ated w:th

the commerce object, which,
when activated by the web
browser, paces data
Tepresent:ng the commerce
object into a virtua. shopping
cart, and a checkout link
which, when activated by the
web browser, faciitates
comp.etion ofatransaction
associated with the

commerce objectin the
shopping cart; and (ii)
wherein the

computer-readab:e memory

  
See 10, supra.

See 13-16, supra,  
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Raven No, FSGS
 
 
 

  
computer of the cuscurce
provider pre-stored data
associated with the source

page; and then (c)
automatically
computer-generating and
transmitt:ng to the web
browser a second web page
that includes: (°} information
associated with the

commerce object associated
with the link that has been

activated, and (ii) a plurality
of visua.ly perceptible
evements derived from the

retrieved pre-stored data and
visua‘ly corresponding to the
sourcepape.
The computer-teadable
memory of claim 20 wherein
the commerce object
associated with the nk that

has been activated comprises
information defining an
erectronic catalog having a
multitude of merchant

offerings, and wherein the
second web page contains
one or more se-ectab.e

navigation ‘inks commecting
ahierarchical set of

additiona: second web pages,
each pertain'ng to a subset of

 See 7, supra.
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tet :

is used to direct the

computer of the cuscurce
provider to perform the
further steps of, after the
ansaction ‘s comp.eted,
computer-facilitating
payment from the computer
user to the merchant
ascociated with the activated
ok and

computer-facilitating
ayment of a commiss:on to

he ownerofthe source
ape.

The computer-teadable
memory of claim 20,
wherein the visually
perceptib:e elements
displayed on the second web
page are tetr-eved from a
database stor:ng data
associated with visualy
erceptib.e elements for

each of the first web pages.

  See 18, supra.
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Comparison of the U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and U.S. Patent No, 6,141,666 “Method and system for customizing marketing services on

networks communicating with hypertext tagging convention”!

Basedupon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those inerpretations to one or more products of
s° products in P.atntiffs Infringement Contetions served Apri. 15, 2011, U.S. Patent No. 6,141,606 anticipates andor renders obvious,

alone of in combination with other prot art idewtified ‘n Defendants’ Amended Invaid:ty Contentions, the asserted c.aims as described in part below.

Defendan

 

    
   

1|1-Amethod ofan outsource provider serving|“Referring now to FIG. 1C there is shown PC Flowers & Gifts home page Web site
web paves offering commercial opportunities,|100 providing Internet consumersa variety of flora. and gift purchasing
the method comprising: opportunities.” Column 6, lines 5-$8,

“Although the present invention can be used in many applications which can utilize
customization marketing tools unique to cliewt/server commun:catons across variety
of communication network strictures, the preset invention ‘s described in ‘ts
application to PC Flowers & Gifts, an Intemet site provid-ng floral and gift serv:ces
through Web site pages which are dynamically customized to the requirements of
other Intemetsites referring clients, e.2,, consumers, to the PC Flowers & Gifts Web
site pages,” Column 5, ‘ines 3-11.

“The automatic tracking of the partic‘pating or referring Intemetsites is cmc‘a. 10
transparently customizing Web site pages to take advantage of brand name recognition
and customer loyatty.” Column 5, lines 42-45,

Also see column 9, lines $-31; FIGs, 11A-20.

Lia)|automaticaly at a server of the outsource The “666 Patent teaches
provider, n response-to activation, byaweb=Je =a ink (e.g, label 211 mn FIG. 21B; and label 1183in FIG. 11B)
browser ofa computer user, of alink displayed /« first web pages, recopn’z'ng as the source page the one ofthefirst web paves
by one ofa plurality of first web pages, (eg, itp:homearts.com; FIGs, 21A-B; and http/pathfindercom... FIGs, L1A-B)
recognizing asthe source page the one ofthe—|» the second website page (eg.,hitp:/homearlspefloweracom’: FIG. 21C;and
first web pages on which the .ink has boen htp:/pathfinderpeflowers.com’; FIG.11C)
activated; (i) wherein each of the first web pases

belongs to one of a pluraity of web page “Each private label web site has on each page a custom icon that hyperlinks back to
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the Homearis brand name.” Column 5, ‘ines $5-60.

“FIGS, 21C-30 show pr-vate label Web s:te pages that correlate to the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web site pages depicted in FIGS, IC-
21C-30 are customized wth only the mark

10. However, the Web site pages of FIGS.
eting partner's brand, Pathtinder [sic].

Referring to the Web site page 2100, shown in FIG. 21C, the client’s fam‘L.arity with
the marketing partner's brand is reinforce through the use of a fully customized
header 2116, “Homearts Flowers & Gifts”, and a fully customn:zedfooter 2117,
“Hotnearts”, The firly customized header 116 and footer 2117 ate also used on Web

site pages 2200, 2300, 2400, 2500, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900 and 3000.” Column9, ‘ine
63 - co.umn 6, ‘ine 7; FIGs, 21C-30.

“Still referring to FIG. 21C, l’ke the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
home page ‘mage map 2101 herein ‘s a grouping of the hypertext Links 108-112,
wherein the severfiles for the Linked Web site pages are dynamical’y created to reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, which in this instance is a private labe.
customizing for Homearts, Accord:ng-y, al. the server Weh site pages accessed
through the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Website
pages that are dynamically created wth fully customized graphic and text features
according to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private label customization of the Web
site pages takes advantage of the client’s existing relationship and familiar-ty with the
marketing partner, Homearts, In addition, the hypertext link erouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC Flowers and
Web site pages that are ful.y customized with the private ‘abe. Homearts,”Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C

  
Also see co.unn 9, ‘ines 3-51; FlGs, 114-20.

The owner of the first web page is the owner of a participating Website (eg.,
Homearts in FIGs, 21A and 21Bor Pathfinder in FIG. [1A and 11B), the outsource

  
provider is PC Flower & Gifts, and the se:ected merchantis the vendor prow:dingthe
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herein each of the first web pages
displays at‘east one active link associated with a private ‘abe! parmer’s web site and maintains the lock and feel of the partner's web
commerce object associated with a buying
opporunty of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchants: and (iii) where:n the selected
merchant, the cutsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page are each third parties w:th
respect to one other,

  
Ss S3a z.a:| =a

the private ‘abel partner's weh site, a navigation bar that hyper

sive.” Column 12, lines 47-5

“A hrypertext Link 1] AL provides a jump to a Website page 110, shown in FIG. L1B,
which provides shopping opportunities to the client. The Web site page 11B0 contains
hypertext links, 112, 11B3, and 1134, which provide jumps to Web site pages,
related to the PC Flowers and Gifts marketing program for floral and gift serv‘ces,
which are co-branded with the participating Web site partner, in this instance
Pathfinder. *

“The Web site page 21.A0 includes a hypertext link 21A1 to.a Homearts’ Web site
page 21B1 shown ‘n FIG. 218, which offers marketing services to clients. The

ertext ink 21B1 provides a jump to the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages
depicted in FIGS. 1C-10, but which have been customized ‘n accordance with the
matketing partner's private label requirements.” Colurmn 9, lines $6-62; FIGs. 21A-C.

x
 

“The PC Flowers & Gifts marketing program compris:ng the floral and gift Web site
pages are dynarnically customized :n accordance with the participating Intemetsite’s
Tequirements which maybe co-branded, private label or, a program of labeling unique

he participating Web ste. More specifically, the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site
pages are customized in both a graphic and a content formatto take advantage of the
consumers sic] famil‘aritywith the participating Internetsite’s position in the
marketplace, the consumer’s trnst in the partic-pating Internet s:te’s estabished brand
name, or the consumer’s existing relationship with the participating Weh site,”
Column 5, lines 18-29.

 
S

“(I]fa consumerwere t0 vis:t one of the private labelfloral and gift services home
page of the Intemet site “Homearts”, a.] the graphics and product categories on each of
the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, ava‘lable through a hypertext “ink from a
Homearts Web site, are fullycustomizedin graphic and content formatto teflect ony
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flowers or other products (¢.g.. FTD (label 301), Nature’s Bloom, and Flowers Direct
From Grower it FIGs. 3, 13, and 23: Hickory Farms (labe's 405 and 406), Russ (label
407) in FIGs, 4, 14, and 24; FID in FIGs. §, 15, and 25; Nature’s Bloom in FIGs, 9,
19A and 29A). 

\¢b) automatical-y retrieving from a storage coup.ed
tothe server pre stored data associated with the
source page; and then

“The system also ine-udes a database respons:ve to the server which dynamical.y
Tetrieves data stored on the system, in accordance with stored requ:rements which
define the customization for the particular class of clients, to provide customized
content on HTML documents, Lastly, the system inc'udes a processing subsystem for
manipulating the server and database software tools in response to the HTMLtagged
Tequests from the client,” Colurmn 2, line $4 through column 3, “ine 2

“Preferably,the database software operating in conjunction with the server software
tool is a commercial-y available database too., known as RDBMS, which is produced
by Orac‘e software company. It's understood that other commercial-y available web
server and database software too.s may be employed as described herein within the
scope and intent of the present invention.” Column 3, “ines 9-14.

“The database format of hypertext inks enables development of "private label" and
"co-branded"flora. and e:ft services that can be customized for many of the maior
Web sites on the Intemet and onl:ne services. For, example, if'a consumer wereto visit
one of the private label floral and gift services homepage of the Intemetsite
"Homearts", al. the graphics and product categories on each of the PC Flowers & Gifts
Web site pages, available through a hypertext link from a Homearts Web ste, are firly
custom:zed in graphic and content format to reflect only the Homearts brand name. As
another example, a'l the wraph‘cs and product categor:es on each of the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web site pages, available through a hypertext Sink from a Pathfinder Web site,
are partially customized in graphic and content format to reflect both the PC F.owers
& Gifts and Pathfinder brand names. This un‘que database format of serverfiles

accessed through the hypertext l:nks permits a participating Intemet s‘te to host floral
and gift services so ag to take advanageof the consumer's fam:liarity w:th the
patic:pating Internet site.” Co.umn §, line $1 though column 6, line 3.
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“Still referring to FIG. 21C, l’ke the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
home page ‘mage map 2101 herein ‘s a grouping of the hypertext Links 108-112,
wherein the sever files for the Linked Web site pages are dynamical’y created to reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, witich :n this instance is a private labe.
customizing for Homearts. Accord:ng-y, al. the server Web site pages accessed
through the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Weh site
pages that are dynamically created wth fully customized graphic and text features
according to Homearts’ preferences, Such a private label customization of the Web
site pages takes advantage of the client’s existing relationship and familiar-ty with the
marketing partner, Homearts, In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2108 retains the
links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC Flowers and
Web site pages that are ful’y customized with the private ‘abe. Homearts,”Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C
 

Te) automatically with the server computer
generating and transmitting to the web browser a
second web page that includes: (1) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the ‘ink that has been activated, and (i:) a
plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre stored data and visually
correspondingto the source page.  See also 3-6, infra,

The web browser is served a second page with information associated with the
commerce objectassociated with the link that has been activated. For exampre,link
2IBI on the host website shown in FIG. 21B ‘inks to the website shown in HG. 21C.

The webs:te shown in FIG, 21C includes the selected commerce object (e.g, an
eectronic catalog of “inks to product categories (e.g,, links 103-106)) so.d at the
Homedns Fower & Gifts website},

“The system emp.ovs a server software too! for presenting HTMLtagged information
which is customized according to a particular class to which a client, access:ngthe
system, belongs to,” Column 2, Lines $9-62,

“The PC Flowers & Gifts marketing program comprising the floral and g:ft Web site
pages are dynamica‘ly custom‘zed in accordance wth the participating Internet s'te’s

  
requirements which may be co-branded, private ‘abe. or, a program of labeling unique 
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  site.” Co-umn 12, lines 47-51.

Also see column 9, lines $-31; FIGs. 114-20.
 

4 |The method of claim 1 wherein at least one of

the pluraity of visually perceptible elements
includes the appearanceof the top and ‘eft side
of the source page.  

“Each private label web site has on each page a custom icon that hyperlinks hack to
the private label partner's webs:te, a nav:gation bar that hwper-inks to areas with:n the
private label partner's website and maintains the look andfee. of the partner's web
site” Co-umn 12, lines 47-51.

“The Web site page 21.40 ‘ncludee a hypertext link 21A1 t¢ a Homearis’ Web site
page 21B1 shown in FIG. 21, which offers marketing services to clients, The
hypertext link 21B] provides a jumpto the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages
depicted in FIGS, 1-10, but which have been custom:zed in accordance w:th the
marketing partner's private labe: requirements.”Co.umnn 9, lines 56-62; FIGs, 21A-C.

“The PC Flowers & Gifts marketing program comprising the floral and sift Web site
pages are dynamica‘ly custom:zed in accordance with the participating Internet sites
requirements which may be co-branded, pr:vate ‘abe’ or, a program of labeling unique
tothe partic:pating Web site. More specifical-y, the PC Fowers & Gifts Web site
pages are customized :n both a graphic and a content format to take advantage of the
consumers[sic] familiar:ty with the participating Internetsite’s position ‘n the
marketplace, the consumer's tmst in the participating Internet site's establ'shed brand
name, ot the consumer's existing re-ationship with the participating Web site.”
Column §, Lines 18-29

“(Ifa consumer were to visit one of the private label floral and g'ft services home
pageof the Invemet site “Homearts”, all the graphics and product categories on each of
the PC Fowers & Gifts Web site pages, avalable through a hypertext Link from a
Homearts Web site, are fully customzed in graphic and content format to reflect only
the Homearis brand name.” Column 5, ‘ines 55-60.

“FIGS. 210-30 showprivate label Web site paves that correate to the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web s‘te pages depictedin FIGS. 1C-10, However, the Web s'te pages of FIGS.
21C-30 ate customized wth only the marketing parmer’s brand, Pathfinder [sic]
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 to the participating Web site, More specifically,the PC Flowers&Gifts Web site

pages are customized in both a graphic and a content formatto take advantage of the
consumers [sic] famil:arity with the participating Intemet site’s position in the
marketplace, the consumer’s trnst in the partic-pating Internet s:te’s estabished brand
ame, or the consumer’s existing relationship with the paricipating Web site,”
Column 5, lines 18-29.

“(I|f'a consumer were to visit one of the private labelfloral and gift serv:ces home
age of the Internet site “Homearts”, a'] the eraphics and product categories on each of
e PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, available through a hypertext ‘ink from a
lomearts Web site, are fully customized in graphic and coment format to reflect ony
¢ Homearts brand name.” Column 5, lines 55-60,

“Stl referring to FIG. 21C, ‘ike the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
jome page image map 2101 here:n ts a grouping of the hypertext links 108-112,

wherein the sever files for the -inked Web site pages are dynamicaly created to reflect
references of the marketing partner, which in this instance ‘s a privare label

custom:zing for Hornearts. Accordingly, all the server Web s‘te pages accessed
rough the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Web site

pagesthat are dynamically created with fully customized graphic andtext features
according to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private label customization of the Web
site paves takes advantage of the cliewt’s ex‘sting re-ationship and famil‘arity with the
marketing partner, Homears, In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & Gifts Web s'te pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC F-owers and
Web site pages that are fully customized with the private label Homeanss.” Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C.

Aiso see co.umn 9, lines 3-51; FIGs, 114-20.

=) 
 

3 The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of

the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes a set of nav:gational links on the source

 
“Each private label web site has on each page a custom ‘con that hyperlinks back to

e prvate -abel pariner’s web site, a navigation bar that hyperlinks to areas within the
vate abe. parmer’s web site and maintains the look and feel of the partner's web
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Referring to the Web site page 2100, shown in FIG. 21C, the cient’s familiarity with
the marketing partner's brand is re-nforced through the use of a fully customized
header 2116, “Homearts Flowers & Gifts”, and a fully customized footer 2117,
“Homearts”. The fully customized header 1116 and footer 2117 are also used on Web
site pages 2200, 2300, 2400, 2500, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900 and 3000.” Column 9, ine
63 - columm 6, line 7; FIGs, 21C-30

“Still referring to FIG. 21C,‘ike the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
home page image map 2101 herein ig a erouping of the hypertext links 108-112,
wherein the severfiles forthe ‘inked Web site pages are dynamica:ly createdto reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, which in this instance ‘3 a privare label
custom:zing for Homnearts. Accordingly, a.l the server Web site pages accessed
through the home page image map 2101 are anchoredto PC Flowers & Gifts Web site
pagesthat are dynamically created with fully customized graphic andtext features
according to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private label customization of the Web
site pages takes advantage of the cliewt’s ex‘sting re-ationship and famil‘aritywith the
marketing partner, Homearts. In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC Fowers and
Web site pages that are fully customized with the private label Homearts.” Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C.

Also see co.umn 9, lines 3-51; FIGs. 114-20.

  
 

5 The method of claim 1 where:n at Least one of

the plurality of v'sua‘ly perceptible elements
ine-udes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page.

 “Referring to the Web site page 2100, shown in FIG. 21C, the cl’ent’s fam‘Larty with
the marketing partner’s brand is reinforced through the use of a fully customized
header 2116, “Homearts Howers & Gifs”, and a fully customized footer 2117,
“Homearts”. The fully customizedheader 1116 and footer 2117 ate also used on Web
ste pages 2200, 2300, 2400,2500, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900 and 3000.” Column 9, Ene

7 - colunm 6, line 7: FIGs, 210-30,

“Each private label web site has on each page a custom ‘con that hyperlinks back to
the private ‘abel partner's web site, a navigation bar that hyperlinks to areas within the
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private label partner's website and maintains the look andfee. of the partner's web
site.” Co-umn 12, lines 47-31.

“The Web site page 21.40 ‘ncludes a hypertext link 21A1 te. Homearis’ Web site
page 21B1 shown in FIG. 21B, which offers marketing servicesto clients, The
hypertext link 21B1 prov.des a jump to the PC Flowers & Grits Web site pages
depicted in FIGS, 1C-10, but which have been custom:zed in accordance with the
marketing partner's private labe. requirements.

FIGS. 21C-30 showprivate label Web site pages that correlate to the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web s‘te pages depictedin FIGS. 1C-10.”Co:umn 9, lines 56-65; FIGs. 21A-C.

“The PC Flowers & G'fts marketing program comprising the floral and oft Web site
pages are dvnamica‘ly custom‘zed in accordance with the participating Internet s‘te’s
requirements which may be co-branded, pr-vate ‘abe! or, a program of labeling unique
tothe partic:pating Web site. More specifical-y, the PC Fowers & Gifts Web site
pages are customized :nboth a graphic and a content format to take advantage of the
consumers [sic] familiar‘ty with the participating Invemetsite’s position ‘n the
marketplace, the consumer's tet in the participating Intemet site’s establ'shed brand
name, of the consumer's existing re.adionship with the participating Web site.”
Column §, ines 18-29

“(Ifa consumer were to visit one of the private label floral andoft services home
page of the Intemet site “Homearts”, all the graphics and product categories on each of
the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, avaiable through a hypertext Link from a
Homearts Web site, are fully custom:zed in graphic and contentformat to reflect only
the Homearts brand name.” Column5, ‘ines 55-60.

“Still referring to FIG. 21C,l’ke the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
hotne page ‘mage map 2101 herein ‘s a grouping of the hypertext links 108-112,
wherein the sever files for the Linked Weh site pages are dynamical’y created to reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, which ‘n this instance is a private labe:
customizing for Homearts, According-y, al. the server Weh site pages accessed
through the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Website
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21C-30 ate customized with only the marketing parmer’s brand....” Colunm 9, ‘ines
63-67.

“(Ifa consumer were to visit oneof the private labelfloral and oft services home
page of the Inemet site “Homears”,all the graphics and product categories on each of
the PC Fowers & Gifts Web site pages, avaiable through a hypertext Link from a
Hotnearts Web site, are fully custom:zed in graphic and content formar to reflect only
the Homearts brand name.” Column §, ‘ines 55-60,

“This unique database format of serverfiles accessed through the hypertext inks
pemmn:ts a partic:pating Inemet ste 10 host foral and gift services so as to take
advantage of the consumer's familiarity with the participating Internet site.” Colum
5, line 66 - co:umn 6, line 3.

Also see column 9, lines $-51; FIGs. [LA-20 and FIG, 24 

8|The method of claim | wherein the second web|“The PC Flowers & Gifts marketing program comprising the floral and oft Web sita
page is generated dynam:caly, pages are dviamicalycustom:zed in accordance w:th the participating Inremet stte’s

requirements which may be co-branded, pr-vate -abe: or, a program of labeling unique
to the partic:pating Web site, Mote specifical’y, the PC Fowers & Gifts Web site
pages are customized inboth a graphic and a content format to take advantage of the
consumers [sic] familiar‘ty with the participating Invemnetsite’s position ‘n the
marketplace, the consumer's trnst in the participating Internet site’s establ'shed brand
name, of the consumer's existing re.aionship with the participating Web site.”
Column &, lines 18-29,

“Still referring to FIG.21C, tke the home page image map 101 discussed above,the
home page ‘mage map 2101 herein ‘s a grouping of the hypertext links 108-112,
wherein the severfiles for the Linked Web site pages are dynamical-y created to reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, which in this instance is a private labe.
customizing for Homearts. Accord‘ng-y, al. the server Web site pages accessed
through the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Web site
pages that are dynamically created w:th fully customized graphic andtext features
according to Homearts’ preferences.” Column 10, lines &-18; FIG. 21C
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pages that are dynamically created with fully customized graphic and text features
according to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private label customization of the Web
site pagestakes advantage of the client’s exsting re_ationship and familiarity with the
marketing partner, Homearss. In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & G:fts Web site pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext ink grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC F-owers and
Web site pages that are fully customized with the private label Homearts.” Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C.

Also see co.umn 9, lines 3-51; FIGs. 114-20. 

6—Themethod of claim 1 wherein at east oneof=FIG. 21C illustrates logos 2116, 2117 on the composite web page 2100
the plurality of visually perceptible elements©(ntpe/homearts.peflowers.com:; FIG. 21B)that are a.so shown om a web page 2140
includes a logo associated with the owner ofthe (FIG. 21A) of the first website (http://homearts.com; FIGs. 214-B),a 0

oes ‘Referring to the Web site page 2100, shown in FIG. 21C, the cl’ent’s fam-Larctyw:th
the marketing partner’s brand is reinforced through the use of a fully customized
header 2116, “Homearts Flowers & Gifts”, and a fully customized footer 2117,
“Homearts”. The fully customizedheader 1116 and footer 2117 ate also used on Web
ste pages 2200, 2300, 2400,2500, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900 and 3000.” Column 9, Ene
7 colunm 6, line 7; FIGs, 210-30,

Alisosee co-umn 9, lines 5-51; FIGs. 114-20. 

7 Themethod of claim 1 where’n the commerce “Referring now to FIG. 4 there ‘s shown a PC Flowers & Gifts Web site page 400,
object associated with the link that hasbeen denoted as “shop by category’, access‘ble via a hypertext link 109 from the home page
activated comprises ‘nformation defining an Web site 100 depicted in FIG. 1. The distinguishing content on this Web site page 400
electronic cata.oe having a mulitude of is thar the category image map 401 includes hypertext links 4012-408 which provide
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web jumps to Web site pages indicated, respectively, as “flowers”, “plants”, “balloons”,
page contains one or more se-ectable navigation “Hickory Farms gourmet foods”, “bears by Russ”, and “greet:ng cards on-line.”
links comnecting a hierarchica: set of additional©Column 7, lines $5-63.
second web pages, each pertaining to a subset of
the offerings in the cataog,

 
“FIGS. 21C-30 show private label Web site pages that correlate to the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web site pages depictedin FIGS. 1C-10. However, the Web site pages of FIGS.
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“The system presents HTML documents which contain hypertext links, presented as
single links or image maps, ¢.¢., erouped ‘inks, witch are anchored to data that is
dynamicallyretrieved by the database meansin response to the particular c.ass to
which the client be:ongsto, e.g, based on the idewtity of the networksite referring the
client to the system's server. Such a dynamic retrieval of data facilitates dynamic
configuration of content on a'l anchored HTML documents so as to meet specific
Tequirements of a marketing participant, ... The present invention employs a dynamic
tokening scheme wherebya token, indicative of the identityof the referr-ne network
site, 13 passed between success:ve HTML documents so as to track the necessary
custom:zat:on requirements for all HTML documents presented to the client. This
dynamic tokening scheme relies on software executables inc.uding tokening.cgi and
track cg, and markup tags such as PORT#, URL, and IMAGEMAP.”Co-umn 3, lines
23-4

Also see co.umn (0, line 27 through column 12, line 21; FIGs, 31-33, 

9 The method of claim 1 where:n the owner of the “Although the present invention can be used in many applications which can utilize
source page is party to a contract providing for —custont-zation marketing tools unique to cl:ent’server communications across variety
receipt of a commission as a tesult of a of communication network strictures, the present invention is deseribed in its
transaction involving the commerce object application to PC F.owers & Gifts, an Intemetsite providing floral and gift services
displavedon the source page. through Web site pages which are dynamical-y customized 10 the requirements of

other Internet sites referring clients, e.g., consumers, to the PC Flowers & Gifts Web
site pages.” Column 5, lines 3-11.

“The automatic tracking of the participating or referring Intemetsites is erncial to
transparently custom:zing Web site paves to take advantage of brand name recoguition
and customer :ovalty,” Co.umm 5, ‘ines 42-45,

“Referring nowto FIG.4 there is shown a PC Flowers & Gifts Web site page 400,
denoted as “shop by category’, access:ble via a hypertext link 109 from the home page
Web site 100 depicted in FIG. 1. The distinguishing content on this Web site page 400
is that the category image map 401 includes hypertext links 402-408 which provide
jumps to Web site pages indicated, respectively, as “flowers”. “plants”, “balloons”,
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  “Hickory Farms gourmet foods”, “bears byRuss”, and “greeting cards cr

Column 7, lines 38-63

“FIGS. 21C-30 show private label Web s‘te pages that correlate to the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web s'te pages depictedin FIGS, 1C-10, However, the Web ste pages of FIGS.
21C-30 ate customized w-th only the marketing parmer’s brand ....” Colum9, ‘ines
63-67,

Also see column 9, lines $-31; FIGs, ILA-20. 
10 The methed of claim 9 further comprising

computer-fac'l‘tating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
comp.eted.
   The method of claim 1, wherein the second web

page appears to the computer userto be
generated by a server associated with the source
page  “Each private labelwebsite bas on each page a custom icon that hyperlinks back to

the private label partner’s web s‘te, a nav‘gation bar that hyper‘inks to areas within the
private label partner's web site and maintains the look and fee: of the partner’s web
site.”Co.umn 12, lines 47-51.

“The Web site page 21.40 ‘ncludes a hypertext link 21A1 te. Homearis’ Web site
page 21B1 shown in FIG. 21B, which offers marketing servicesto clients, The
hypertext link 21B1 prov.des a jump to the PC Flowers & Grits Web site pages
depicted in FIGS, 1C-10, but which have been custom:zed in accordance with the
marketing partner's private labe. requirements.”Co.umnn 9, lines 56-62; Fs. 21A-C.

“The PC Flowers & Gifts marketing program comprising the floral and gift Web site
pages are dynamicallycustom:zedin accordance with the participating Internet s:te’s
requirements which may be co-branded, pr-vate -abe: or, a program of labeling unique
to the partic:pating Web site, More specifical’y, the PC Fowers & Gifts Web site
pages are customized ‘n both a graphic and a content format to take advantage of the
consumers [sic] familiar:ty with the part.cipating Imemetsites position ‘n the
marketplace, the consumer's trnst in the participating Internet site’s establ'shed brand
name, of the consumer's existing re.aionship with the participating Web site.”
Column &, Lines 18-29,
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database asscc‘ated with the source page
13|The method of claim 1, wherein the second web|“The check-out area of the site has the following components:

page contains a further link assoc‘ated with the
information assoc’atad with the commerce object|Order page;
associated with the link that has beenactivated,
which ink, when activated by the web browser, Onder ervor page;
places data representing the commerce object Onder coniimat
into a-virtual shopping cart. er contimnation page.

Order Page

The order is arrived at from any one of the product detail pages. The site ID, product
ID, and anyproduct options are encoded in the hypertext access. The order page
prompts the user for sender, recipient, personal:zat'on, and pavment information.”
Column 13, lines &-20,

“Upon comp.eting the form, the user submits the information, and is transported to
ether the order confirmation page or the order error page, in the event of missing ot
improperly formatted data.” Co-umn 13, lines 33-36.

“As shown by the schematic 3400 of FIG. 34, vendors FTP to the server to perform the
following tasks: ... 2) Download encrypted files comatning orders 3402.” Column L$,
lines 46-57; FIG, 34,

14|The method of claim 13, wherein the second|“The check-out area of the site has the following components:
web pavecotttains a checkout Link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates Order page,
comp/etion ofa transaction asscciatad with the
commerce objectin the shopping cart, Onder error page,

Order confirmation page.

Order Page

-[5-
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the PC Flowers &

Homearts Web site, are fullycustomizedin graphic and comtent formatto teflect ony
the Homearts brand name.” Column 5, lines 55-60,
“FIGS. 210-30 sh

Gifts Web site pages depicted in FIGS. 1C-10, However, the Web site pages of FIGS,
21C-30 are custom:zed with only the marketing partner's brand, Pathfinder [sic].
Referring to the Web site page 2100, shown in FIG. 21C, the cieut’s familiarity with
the marketing partner’s brand is reinforced through the use of a fully customized
header 2116, “Homearts Flowers & Gifts”
“Homearts”. The fully customizedheader 1116 and footer 2117 ate also used on Web
site pages 2200, 2300, 2400, 2500, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900 and 3000.” Colum 9, ne
63 - column 6, line 7; FIGs, 210-30,

‘Still referring to
home page image map 2101 herein is a erouping of the hypertext links 108-112,
wherein the sever

preferences of the
custom:zing for Homnearts. Accordingly, a.l the server Web site pages accessed
through the home page image map 2101 are anchoredto PC Flowers & Gifts Web site
pagesthat are dynamically created with fully customized graphic andtext features
according to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private label customization of the Web
site pages takes a
marketing partner, Homearts. In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 of d

image map 2101,
Web site pages that are fully customized with the private label Homearts.” Column 10,

“(fa consumer were to visit one of the private labe. floral and g:ft services home
pageof the Internat site “Homearts”, all the graphics and product categories on each of

Gifts Website pages, ava‘lable through a hypertext ink from a

ow private label Web site pages that correlate to the PC Flowers &

and a fully customized footer 2117,
>

IG. 21C, “ike the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
 

files for the ‘inked Website pages are dynamica.ly createdto teflect
marketing partner, which in this mstance ‘3 a private label

Ivaritage of the client’s existing re‘ationship and famil:arity with the

 
2 PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, however, like the home page

@ hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC Fowers and

 
 

  
 

lines 8-26; FIG. 21¢.

Also see co.umn 9, lines 5-51; FIGs, 114-20.
12. The methodof claim 1, wherein the sink

activated by the web browser's stored ina

-l4-
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The order is arrived af from any one of the product detail pages. The s‘te ID, product
ID,aid any product options are encoded in the hypertext access. The order page
prompts the user for sender, recip:ent, personalization, and payment information.”
Column 13, Jines 8-20,

“Upon completing the form, the user submits the ‘nformation, and ‘s transported to
either the order confirmation page or the order error page, in the event of missing or

“As shown by the
following tasks: .,
lines 46-57; FIG. 34.

improperly formatted data.” Colurmn 13, lines 33-36.

schematic 3400 of FIG, 34, vendors FTP to the server to perform the
. 2) Download encrypted files containing orders 3402.” Co.umn15,

 

he method of claim 14, further comprising after
e transaction is comp.eted,

computer-facilitating payment from the
computer userto the merchant associated with

e activated link 

he method of claim 14, further comprising after
e transaction is comp.eted,

computer-facilitating payment of a commission
(0 the owner of the source page

See 10, supra,

 

he method of claim 13, further comprising
displaying the second web page again, after the
commerce chiect is paced into the shoppingcart,  

he method of claim 1, wherein the visually
erceptible elements disp.ayed on the second

web page are retrieved from a datahase storing
ata associated with visually perceptib:e

elements for each of the first web pages.

      ‘The system alsoi
Tetrieves data stored on the system, in accordance with stored requ:rements which
define the custom
content on HTML.

manipulating the s
tequests ftom the client,”Colurm 2, line $4 through column 3, ‘ine 2.

inc-udes a database espons-ve to the server which dynamical-y

zation for the particular class of clients, to provide customized
documents. Lasdly, the system inc‘udes a processing subsystem for
server and database software tools in response to the HTMLtagged
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links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & G-fts Web site pages, however, like the home page

 

“Preferably, the database software operating in coniunction with the server software image map 2101, the hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC Fowers and
tool iz a commerciallyavailabe database tocl, known as RDBMS,which is produced Web site pages that are fully customized with the private label Homearts.” Column 10,
by Oracle software company. It is understood thar other commerciallyavailab.e web lines 8-26; FIG. 21.
server and database software tools may be emp.oved as desetibed herein within the
scope and intent of the present :nvention.” Column 3, Lines 9-14, 13 A system usefu: ‘n an outsource provider serving See 1, supra.

web pages offering commere‘a. opportunities,
“The database format of hypertext L’nks enables developmentof "private label" and the system compr'sing: “Referring nowto FIG. 1C there is shown PC Flowers & Gifts home page Web site
"co-branded" f.oral and gift servces that can be customized for many of the major 100 prov'ding Internet consumers a variety of foral and gift purchasing
Web sites on the Inemet and online services, For, example, if'a consumer were to visit opportunities,”Column 6, ‘ines $5-38,
one of the private label flora. and gift services home page of the Intemet ste   "Homearts", all the graphics and productcategories on each of the PC Flowers & Gifts “Although the present invention can be used in many appl’cations which can utilize
Weh site pages, available through a hypertext link from a Homearts Weh site, are ful.y customization marketing twols unique to cl:ent/server communications across variety
customized in graphic and content format to reflect on-y the Hemearis brand name. As of communication network stmetures, the present invention is described ‘n its
another examp.e, all the graphics and product categories on each of the PC Flowers & application to PC F.owers & Gifts, an Intemetsite providing floral and gift services
Gifts Web s:te pages, avai.ab.e through a hypertext I:nk from a Pathfinder Web site, through Weh site pages which are dynam:cal-y customized to the requirements of
ate partially customized in graphic and content format to reflect both the PC Flowers other Internet sites referring clients, ¢.g., consumers, to the PC Flowers & Gifts Web
& Gifts and Pathfinder brand names, Ths unique database format of server Eles site pages.” Column 3, lines 3-11.
accessed through the hypertext ‘inks perm:ts a partic:pating Intemetsite to host f.cral Co wo . oo
and gift services soaso take advantage ofthe consumer’ famtarity with the ‘The automatic tracking of the Dartcipating or referring Intemetsites is cmncial to .
participating Intemet ste” Column 5, line St though column 6, “ine 3. transparently custom:zing Web site paves to take advantazeofbrand narne recognition

and customer :ovalty.” Co.unm 5, ‘ines 42-43.

“Still referring to FIG. 210, Like the home page image map 101 discussed above,the Also see co.umn 9, kines S-S1; FIGs, 114-20.
home page ‘mage map 2101 herein :s a grouping of the hypertext links 108-112,  

  wherein the severfiles for the Linked Web site pages are dynamical’y created to reflect 19{a) (a) a computerstore containing data, for each of The “666 Patentteaches:
preferencesofthe markeling parr, wich n fis instanceis a private abe.aplurality of fist web pages, defining apiuality »  anactve‘ink(ee, label 21B1 in FIG. 21B: and abel 11B3 in FIG.11B); and
customizing for Hemears According’y, al. the server Web site pages accessed of visually perceptible elements, which visual'y »—firerweh pages(c.g. hitp/hemearts com; FiGs. 21.4-Bsand
through the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Web site percepie elements corespondtothe puralty—htppathfindr om. FIGs. ILA-B),
pages that are dynamically created w:th fully customized graphic and text features of first web pages; (') wherein each of the first :
aoconding to Homers preferences, Such a private label customization ofthe Web web pages belongs to one of a pluraity of web “Each private label web site has on each page a custom ‘con that hyperlinks back to
site pages takes advantage of the client’s existing relationship and familiar:ty with the
matketing partner, Homearts, In addition, the hypertextlink grouping 2103 retains the

  
page owners; (i) wherein each of the first wed the private abel parter's web site, a navigation bar that hyperlnks to areas within the
pages displays at east one act.ve ink assoc:ated private ‘abe’ parmer’s web site and maintainsthe lock and feel of the partner’s web
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with a commerce cbject associated with a buying|site.” Co.umn 12, lines 47-51. 21C-30 are customzed with only the marketing partner’s brand, Pathfinder [sic].
opportunity ofa se.ected one of a plurality of Referring to the Web site page 2100, shown in FIG. 21C, the ciewt’s familiarity with
merchants; and (tit)wherein the selected the marketing partner’s brand 1s re-nforced through the use of a fully customized
merchant,the outsource provider, and the owner header 2116, “Homearts Flowers & Gifts”, and a fully customized footer 2117,

af the first web page dsplay.ng the associated|«ated to the PC Eawers and Gifts markingprogram frfloral and pit services, “Honea. The fully customized header l I6 and footer 2117 are also used on Web
link are each third parties with respect to one vihich are co-branded with the paicipring Web site partner,this ‘tance aie pages 2200,230, 2400, 2500, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900 and 3000." Column 9, Ene
ather, Pathfinder.“ 63 - colunm 6, line 7: FIGs. 210-30

“A hypertext link LLAI provides a jump to a Web site page 11B0, shown ‘n FIG. 11B,
which provides shopping opportun:ties to the cliewt. The Web stte pape 11B0 contains
hypertext links, 112, 11B3, and 11B4, which provide jumps to Website pages,

“The Web ste page 2140 cncludes a hypertent ink 211 10.4 Homearts' Web ste “Stil referring to FIG. 20C, ‘ikethe home page image map 101 discussed above, the
page 21B1 shown in FIG. 21B, which offers marketing servicesto clients, The ome page image map 2101 herei a grouping ofthe hypertext links 108-112,
hypertext lik 21BI provides a jump 19 the PC Flowers & Gis Website pages wherein the sever files for the ‘inked Web site paves are dynamica:ly created to reflect
depicted in FIGS. 1C-10, but which have been customized in accordance with the preferences ofthe marketing partner, which inthis inseance sa privat label
marketing partner's private labe: requirements.” Co-umn9, lines 56-62; FIGs. 21A-C customizing for Homearts, Accordingly,al the server Webste pages accessed

rough the home page imape map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Web site
pages that are dynamically created with fully customized praphic and text features
according to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private lahel customization of the Web

“The PC Flowers & G'fts marketing program comprising the floral and oft Web site
pages are dviamicalycustom:zed in accordance w:th the participating Intemer s:te’s

requirements which may be co-branded, pr-vate abe. or, a program of labeling unique site pages takes advantage of the client’s ex‘sting re-ationship and famil.arity with the
tothe partic‘pating Web site. More specifical-y,the PC Fowers& Gifts Web site marketing partner, Homearts. In addition, the hypertext link orcuping 2103 retains the
pages are customized ‘n both a graphic and a contenformu to take advantage of the links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & Gifts Web s'te pages, however, like the home page
consumers [sic] familiar‘ty with the participating Invemnetsite’s position ‘n the image map 2101, the hypertert link grouping 7103 provides jumps toPC Eowersand
marketplace, the consumer's trnst in the participating Internet site’s establ'shed brand Web site pages that anefilly customized with the privare label Homeans:” Column 10,
‘name, ot the consumer's existing re.ationship w-th the participating Web site.” lines 8-26; FIG. 21C.
Column &, lines 18-29,

   
Le . ns Also see co.umn 9, lines 3-51; FIGs. 114-20.

“(Tifa consumer were to visit one of the private labelfloral and oft services home

page of the Internet ste ‘HH means", all the fraphies and product categories on each of owner ofthe frst web page is the owmerofa participating Web site (a,
the PCEowers & Gifs Web ste pages, aval.able through a hypertext Lk ftom a omearts ‘n FIGs. 214 and 21B or Pathfinder in FIG. 114 and 11B), the outsource
Homnearts Web site, are fully custontzed in graphic and content format to reflect only rovider is PC Flower & Gifts, andtheselected merchantisthe vendor providingthe
the Homears brand name.” Colum5, ines $5-60, lowers and other products (e.g., FTD (labe: 301), Nature’s Bloom, and F.owers

rect From Growerin FIGs. 3, 13, and 23; Hickory Farms (labe:s 405 and 406), Russ

        
  “FIGS, 210-30 show private label Web site pages that correlate to the PC Flowers & (label 407) in FIGs. 4, 14, and 24; PID in RiGs. 5, 15, and 25: Nature's Bloom in

Gifts Web s‘te pages depictedin FIGS. 1C-10, However, the Web s'te pages of FIGS, 1Gs. 9, 194 nd 294), , o—"

9 -20-
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19(6)|(b)a computer server at the outsource provider,|The vis:tor computer ‘s served an e commerce supported page with content based on
which computer server is coup-ed 10 the the commerce object associated with the prov:ded link. For example, 'nk 2151 on the
computer store and programmed to: (1) receive|host website shown in FIG. 218 links to the webs‘te shown in FIG. 21C. The webste
from the web browserof a computer usera shown in FIG. 21C includes the selected commerce object(e.g., an electronic catalog
signal indicating activation of one of the links|of Links to product categories (e.g.. links 103-106)) sold at the HomeArs Flower &
displayed byone of the first web pages; (3) Gifts website).
automatically ident-fv as the source pavethe one
of the first web pages on which the ‘ink has been)“The system also ‘ncludes a database responsive to the server which dynamica.ly
activated; (Lif) :n response to identification of the|retrleves data stored on the svstem, in accordance with stored requirements which
source page, automatical-y retrieve the stored|define the customization for the particular class ofclients, to provide custom‘zed
data corresponding to the source page: and (iv)|content on HTMLdocuments. Last’y, the system includes a processing subsystem for
using the data retrieved, automatically generate/manipulating the server and database software tools in response to the HTML tagged
and transm‘t to the web browser a second web requests from the client.” CoLumn 2, “ine $4 through column 3, line 2.
page thar disp-ays: (A) information assoc‘ared
with the commerce objectasscciated with the|“Preferably, the database software operating in communct:cn with the server scftware
Jink that has been activated, and (B) the p-ural:ty|toolisa commerc:allyavailabe database tocl, known as RDBMS, which is produced
of visually perceptible elements visually by Oracle software company. It is understood that other commerciallyavailabe web
correspondingto the source page. server and database software tools may be emp.oved az deseribed herein within the

scope and intent of the present ‘nvention.” Column 3, lines 9-14

“The database format of hypertext [inks enables development of "private label! and
"co-branded"fioral and gift serv:ces that can be customized for many of the major
Web sites on the Inemet and online services, For, example, if'a consumer were to visit
one of the private label flora: and sift services home page of the Intemetste
"Homearts", all the graphics and product categories on each of the PC Flowers & Gitts
Web site pages, available through a hypertext link from a Homearts Web site, are ful.y
customized :n graphic and content format to teflect ony the Homearts brand name, As
another examp.e, all the graphics and product categories on each of the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web site pages, avat-ab.e through a hypertext link from a Pathfinder Web site,
are partially customized in graphic and content format to reflect both the PC Flowers
& Gifts and Pathfinder brand names, Th's unique database format of server files

-2-
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web pages displaysat least one active ‘ink
associated with a commerce object associate
with a buying opportumty of a selected one o!
plura‘ity of merchants; and (it!) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, an
the ownerof the first web page are each thir
parties with respect to one another; (b)
automatically retrieving from a storage coup!
tothe computer of the cursource provider
pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generati
and transm:tting to the web browser a secon
web page that includes: (i) information
associated with the commerce object associat
with the ‘ink that has been activated, and (i:)

fa

d

ed

ng

ed
a

plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived

 
from the retrieved pre-stored data and v'sual
comesponding to the source page

 
y  

which are co-branded with the participating Web site partner, ‘n this ‘nstance
Pathfinder. °

“The Web site page 21A0 includes a hypertext link 21A1 to.a Homearts’ Web site
page 21B1 shown in FIG. 21B, which offers marketing services to clients, The
hypertext link 21B1 prov:des a jump to the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages
depicted in FIGS. 1C-10, but which have been custom:zed in accordance with the
marketing partner's private labe: requirements.” Co-umn 9, lines 56-62; FIGs. 21A-C

“The PC Flowers & Gifts marketing program comprising the floral and eft Web site
pages are dynamicallycustom:zedin accordance with the participating Internet s:te’s
requirements which may be co-branded, private ‘abe: or, a program of labeling unique
to the partic‘pating Web site. More specifical-y, the PC F.owers & Gifts Web site
pages are customized ‘n both a graphic and a content format to take advantage of the
consumers [sic] familiar‘ty with the participating Inemnetsite’s position ‘n the
marketplace, the consumer's rst in the participating Internet site’s establ'shed brand
name, of the consumer's existing re.ationship with the participating Web site.”
Column &, Lines 18-29,

“(Ifa consumer were to visit one of the private labelfloral and oft services home
page of the Inemet site “Homears”,all the graphics and product categories on each of
the PC Fowers & Gifts Web site pages, avai-able through a hypertext Link from a
Hotnearts Web site, are fully custom:zed in graphic and content formar to reflect only
the Homearts brand name.” Column §, ‘ines 55-60,

“FIGS. 21C-30 show private label Web s‘te pages that correlate to the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web s‘te pages depictedin FIGS. 1C-10, However, the Web s'te pages of FIGS.
210-30 are customized w:th only the marketing parmer’s brand, Pathfinder [sic],
Referring to the Web site page 2100, shown in FIG. 21C, the client’s fam:Larityw:th
the marketing partner's brand is reinforced through the use of a fully customized
header 2116, “Homearts Flowers & Gifts”, and a fully customn:zedfooter 2117,
“Hornearts”. The fully customized header 1116 and footer 2117 are also used on Web
site pages 2200, 2300, 2400, 2500, 2600, 2700, 2600, 2900 and 3000." Column 9, “ne
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    accessed through the hypertext |: ‘ts a participating Imemetsite to host floral

and gift services so a3 t0 take advantage of the consumer's familiarity with the
partic‘pating Inemet site.” Co.umn §, line $1 though column 6, line 3

“Still referring to FIG. 21C,“ike the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
jome page image map 2101 here:n is a grouping of the hypertext links 108-112,

wherein the sever files for the ‘inked Web site pages are dynamicaly created to reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, which in this instance‘s a private label
custom:zing for Hornearts. Accordingly, all the server Web s'te pages accessed

rough the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Web site
pages that are dynamically created with fully customized graphic and text features
according to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private label customization of the Web
site paves takes advantage of the client’s ex‘sting re.ationship and famil'aritywith the
marketing partner, Homears, In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 ofthe PC Flowers & Gifts Web s'te pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC Fowers and
Web site pages that are fully customized with the private label Homearts.” Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C.

   
  20. A computer-readable memory adapted for

use by att outsource provider in serving web
pages offering commercial opportunities, the
computer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, by a
webbrowser of a computer user, of a link
dsplaved by one of a plurality of first web
pages, automatically recognizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated; (°} wherein each of the
First web pages be:ongs to one of a pluralityof
web page owners; (ii) wherein each of the first

 
‘666 Patent teaches:

© atactive ‘ink (e.g, label 2151 in FIG. 21B; and ‘abel 11B3 in FIG. 113); and
© first web pages (é.g,, http:“homearts.com; FIGs. 21.4-B; and
http:/pathfinder.com...; FIGs, 11A-B).

“Each private label web site has on each page a custom ‘con that hyperlinks back to
the private ‘abel parmer’s web site, a navigation bar that hyperlinks to areas within the
private ‘abe. parmer’s web site and maintains the look and feel of the partner's web
site,”Colum12, Lines 47-51,

“A hypertext link 11A1 provides ajump to a Web site page 11B0, shown in FIG. 11B,
which provides shopping opportunities to the client. The Web site page 11B0contains
hypertext ['nks, 11B2, 11B3, and 11B4, which provide jumps to Web site pages,
telated to the PC Flowers and Gifts marketing program for floral and gift services,
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63 - columm6, line 7; FIGs, 21C-30

“Stl referring to FIG. 21C,‘ike the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
jome page image map 2101 herein is a grouping of the hypertext links 108-112,

wherein the sever files for the ‘inked Web site pages are dynamicaly created to reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, which in this instance‘s a private label
custom:zing for Hornearts. Accordingly, all the server Web s'te pages accessed

Tough the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Web site
pages that are dynamically created with fully customized graphic and text features
accord:ng to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private label customization of the Web
site pages takes advantage of the client’s existing relationship and famil.arity with the
marketing partner, Homears, In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & Gifts Web s'te pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC F-owers and
Web site pages that are fully customized with the private label Homeants.” Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C.

 
Also see co-umn 9, lines 3-51; FIGs. 114-20.

2 666 Patent teaches automnaticaly computer-generating and transmitting to the
web browser a second web page that includes information associated with the
commerce obiect associated with the ink that has been activated, For example, link
21B1 on the host website shown in FIG. 21B links to the website shown in FIG. 21C.

2 website shown ‘n FIG. 21C includes the se-ected commerce object (e.g. an
clectron‘c catalogof Inks to product categories (e.g., links 103-106}} sold at the

lomeArts Flower & Gifts website)

2 owner of the first web page is the owner of a participating Weh site (2.2,
lomearts ‘n FIGs. 21.4 and 21B or Pathfinder in FIG. 11A and 11B), the ouwsource

rovider is PC Flower & Gifts, and the selected merchant ‘3 the vendor providing the
lowers and other products (¢.g., FTD (labe: 301), Nature’s Bloom, and F.owers
rect From Grower in FIGs. 3, 13, and 23; Hickory Farms (Jabe.s 405 and 406), Russ
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   (label 407):nFIGs. 4, 14, and 24;

FiGs. 9, 19A and 294)
, and 2$; Nature’s Boom in

“The system also ‘ncludes a database responsive to the server which dynamically
Tettieves data stored on the svstem, in accordance with stored requirements which
define the customization for the particular class of clients, to prov.de custom:zed
content on HTML documents. Last'y, the system includes a processing subsystem for
manipulating the server and database software tools in tesponse to the HTML tagged
requests from the client.” Co-umn 2, “ine $4 through column 3, tine 2.

“Preferably, the darabase software operat:ng in coutunction with the server software
toolts a commerciallyavailabe database tocl, known as RDBMS, which is produced
by Oracle software company. It is understood that other commerc:allyavailabe web
server and database software tools may be emp.oyed as described herein within the
scope and intent of the present ‘nvention.” Column 3, lines 9-14

 
“The database format of hypertext Links enables development of "private label" and
"co-branded" floral and gift serv:ces that can be customized for many of the major
Weh sites on the Imemet and online services, For, example, if'a consumerwere to visit
one of the private label flora: and sift services home page of the Intemetste
"Homearts", all the graphics and product categories on cach of the PC Flowers & Gitts
Web site pages, available through a hypertext Link from a Homearts Web site, are ful'y
customized ‘n graphic and content format to reflect on-v the Homearts brand name, As
another examp.e, all the graphics and product categories on each of the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web site pages, availab‘e through a hypertext l:nk from a Pathfinder Web site,
arepartially customized in graphic and content format to reflect both the PC Flowers
& Gifts and Pathfinder brand names, Th's unique database format of server files

accessed through the hypertext -inks perm‘ts a partic‘pating Intemet site to host fLoral
and gift servces so as to take advantage of the consumer's familiarity with the
participating Intemet site.” Colunmn $, line $1 though column 6, “ine 3.

       
“Still referring to FIG. 21C, ike the home page image map 101 discussed above, the
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63-67.

“(Tifa consumer were to visit oneof the private labelfloral and eft services home
pageof the Invemet site “Homearts”, all the graphics and product cavegories on each of
the PC Fowers & Gifts Web site pages, avalable through a hypertext Link from a
Homearts Web site, are fu:ly custom‘zed in graphic and content format to reflect only
the Homearts brand name.” Column 5, ‘ines 55-60,

“This unique database format of serverfiles accessed through the hypertext links
pemmn:ts a partic:pating Inemet ste 10 host foral and gift services so as to take
advantage of the consumer's farniliarity with the participating Internet site.” Colum
5, line 66 - co.umn 6, line 3.

Also see column 9, lines $-31; FIGs, 1LA-20.
 

The computer-teadable memory of c:aim 20
where'n the computer-readab.e memory ‘s used
to direct the computer of the owscurce provider
to-perform the further step of
computer-fac'l:tating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, oncethe transaction is
comp.eted,

See (0, supra.

   The computer-teadable memory ofc-aim 20, (7)
wherein the second web page contains a further
link associated with the information asscc‘ated

with the commerce object, which, when
act.vated by the web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce obiect into a viral
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp:etion ofa transaction associated with the
commerce objectin the shopping cart; and (ii)
where:n the computer-teadab.e memory ‘s used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider

 See 13-16, supra.  
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   home page image map 2101 here:nisaerouping ofthe hypertext links 108-112,

wherein the severfiles forthe ‘inked Web site paves are dynamica‘ly createdto reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, which in this instance‘s a private label
custom:zing for Hommearts. Accordingly, all the server Web site pages accessed
through the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Web site
pages that are dynamically created with fully customized graphic and text features
according to Homearts’ preferences. Such a private lahel customization of the Web
site pages takes advantage of the client’s ex‘sting re_ationship and familiarity with the
marketing partner, Homears, In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext link grouping 2103 provides jumps to PC Fowers and
Web site pages that are fully customized with the private label Homearts.” Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C.

   
 

22 The computer-readable memory of claim 20. See 7, supra,
wherein the commerce cbiect associated with the

Ink tat has beenactivated campnses FIG, 24 illustrates a web page, customized with Home Ars” look and feel, where a
information defining an electronic catalog . _ : :: ae : visitor can search for products and services, The products and services are organ:zed
having a multimde of merchant offerings, and =. :: into product categories.
whereia the second web page comains one or
more selectable navigation inks connectinga “Referring nowto FIG. 4 there is shown a PC Flowers & Gifts Web site page 400,
hierarchical set of additional second web pages, denoted as “shop by category”, access:ble via a hypertext link L09 from the home page
zach pertaining to a subset ofthe offerings ‘n the Web site 100 depicted in FIG. |. The distinguishing content on this Web site page 400
calalog is that the category image map 401 includes hypertext links 402-408 which provide

jumps to Web site pages indicatad, respectively, as “flowers”, “plants’’, “balloons”,
“HickoryFarms gourmet foods”, “bears by Russ”, and “greeting cards on-line.”
Column 7, lines $5-63.

“FIGS. 210-30 show private label Web site pages that correlate to the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web site pages depicted in FIGS. 1C-10, However, the Web site pages of FIGS,
21C-30 are custorm.zed with only the marketingpartner’s brand....” Column 9, Lines

-16-
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to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction is comp:eted, computer-facitaring
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated link and

computer-facilitating payment of a commission
to the owner of the source page

25 ‘The compurer-teadable memory of claim 20, See 18, supra.
wherein the visually perceptible elements
displayed on the second web page are retr:eved “The system also inc.udes a database respons.ve to the server which dynamcal.y
from a database storing data astociated with ——_retr‘eves data stored on the system, in accordance with stored requ‘rements which
visually perceptible elements for each of the first define the customization for the particular class of clients, to provide customized
web pages. content on HTML documents. Lastly, the system incudes a processing subsystem for

manipulating the server and database software tools in response to the HTMLtagged
Tequests from the client,” Colurmn 2, line $4 through column 3, “ine 2.

“Preferably, the database software operating ‘n conjunction with the server software
tool is a commercial’y available database to0., known as RDBMS, which is produced
by Crac’e software company. It's understood that other commercial-y available web
server and database software too.s may be employed as described herein within the
scope and intent of the present invention.” Column 3, ‘ines 9-14.

“The database format of hypertext ‘inks enables development of "private label" and
"co-branded" flora. and gift services that can be customized for many of the maior
Web sites on the Intemet and onl:ne services. For, example, if'a consumer were to visit
one of the private label floral and gift serv:ces home page of the Intemet site
"Homearts", al. the graphics and product catepories on each of the PC Flowers & Gifts
Web site pages, available through a hypertext link from a Homearts Web site, are firly
customized in eraphic and content formar to reflect only the Horearts brand name. As
another example, a1! the graph‘cs and product catagories on each of the PC Flowers &
Gifts Web site pages, available through a hypertext ‘ink from a Pathtinder Webste,
are part.ally customized in graphic and content format to teflect both the PC Fowers
& Gifts and Pathfinder brand names, This un:que database format of serverfiles

-B-
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accessed through the hypertext -inks perm:ts a partic:pating Intemetsite to host f.cral
and gift services so as to take advantage of the consumer's fami:iarity with the
participating Internet site.” Column 5, line $1 though column 6, “ine 3.

“Still referring to FIG. 210, Like the home page image map 101 discussed above,the
home page ‘mage map 2101 herein :s a grouping of the hypertext links 108-112,
wherein the sever files for the Linked Web site pages are dynamical’y created to reflect
preferences of the marketing partner, which ‘n this instanceis a private labe.
customizing for Homearts. Accord‘ne'y, al: the server Web site papes accessed
through the home page image map 2101 are anchored to PC Flowers & Gifts Website
pages that are dynamically created w-th fully customized graphic and text features
according to Homearts’ preferences, Such a private label customization of the Web
site pages takes advantage of the client’s existing relat:onship and familiar:ty with the
marketing partner, Homearts, In addition, the hypertext link grouping 2103 retains the
links 102-107 of the PC Flowers & Gifts Web site pages, however, like the home page
image map 2101, the hypertext link orouping 2103 provides jumps to PC Flowers and
Web site pages that are ful-y customized wth the pr:vate ‘abe. Homearts,”Column 10,
lines 8-26; FIG. 21C.
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(i) wherein each of the first web pages belongs
to one of a plurality of web page owners;  
 
 

See File History for 10/461,997, Office Action, dated September 29, 2004. 
carl add the tags as the web contentis created automatically.

 network and thus obtain certain services, These services inc.ude one-to-one messag
(e-mai.), one-to-many messaging (bul-etin board), on-line chat, file transfer and
browsing. Various known Internet protocols are used for these serv:ces. Thus, for
example, browsing is effected using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which
provides users access to multimedia files using Hypertext Markup Langnage (HTML).
The collection of servers that use HTTP comprise the World Wide Web, which is the
Internet's mnultimedia information retrieval system.

As shown in FIG,2, the invention isa method and system for extracting Web-based
content, especially, but not -imited to, Web-based news articles, from ccntem prov.der
or source Web sites for use by the hosting or "pass-through" Web s:te. These articles
typicallyare revenue-generating coment for the publisher by canying advertising
banners above and/or belowthe article text, Therefore, the publishers must benefit
from the arrangement provided by the hosting site to be interested 'n [‘censing thetr
content for a Low or no fee. As exp.ained be.ow, the web content provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisements are maintained in a

transparent manner. As the artic‘es are a.so posted at the hosting site, ad revenues can
actually increase since the ad ‘mpress:ons are be:ng solicited from two s:tes rather than
one.” Column 3, ne $$ through Column 4, line 24.

The *655 patent discloses that each of the frst web pages belongs to one of a plura.ity
of web page owners,

“Tan agreed on set of tags used by the web content provider and hosting sites, 100%
of Web documents ate parseable. Thus, no intell:gence is required from the pass
through mechanistn and no programming or scripting is required of the user. Special
tags are embedded in the source of the targeted document(s) which ‘dent:fy the content
areas, This al.ows a ‘default’ fi-ter to be used that requires no customization beyond
supp-ying it with the target URL. These specia: tags could take the form of HTML,
comments, In the future, the tags can be formalized as an XML Document Type
Def.nition, [tis envisioned that HTMLediting programs used by the content provider

 
no

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 7,818,399 and U.S, Patent No, 6,128,655
“Distribution mechanism for filtering, formatting and reuse of web based content”!

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appearsto be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
s° products in Plainciff"s Infringement Comentions served Apr'l 15, 2011, U.S. Patent No. 6,128,655 anticipates and/or renders obvious,

Lone or in combination with other prior art :dentified in Defendants’ Amended Inva‘idity Comentions, the asserted claitns as described ‘n part be.ow.

Defendan

  
|

I(a)

1, A method of an outsource provider serving
webpages offering commere‘a. opportunities,

automat:cal.v at a server of the ouscurce
provider, in response to activation, by a web
browser of a computer user,of a link displayed
by one of a plurality of first web pages,
tecognizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the link has been
activated;   

The ’655 patent discloses a method of an outsource provider serving web pages
offering commercial opportunities,

the method comprising:
The ’655 patent discloses automaticallyat a server of the outsource provider, in
Tesponse to act-vatiou, bya web browser of a computer user, of a Link displayed by one
of ap-uralityof first web pages, recognizing as the source page the one of the first web
pages on which the link has been activated,

“These pieces of content are then recast into a newweb page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the lock andfeel of the hosting Web site, The new page
inc.udes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navigational features of the
hosting site, This page ‘s then sent 123 to the c-iewt 113 for presentat.cn by the
browser.” Column 4, lines $7-63,

 
“Note also that navigational features 315 and 317 native to the hosting server have
been added to the pape: A backpround border 319 p:ving the hosting web sitea
distinctive look andfeel has also been added.” Co:umn 6, “ines 42-45,

“A representative eystem in which the present invention is implemented is iLustrated
inFIG. |. A p.urality of Intemet client machines 10 are connectable to a computer
network Intemet Service Provider (ISP) 12 via a network such as a dialup telephone
network 14, Asis well known,the dialup te:ephone network usually has a given,
limited number of connections 16a-16n, ISP 12 interfaces the c-ient mach:nes 10/10 the

Temainder of the network 18, which inc-udes the hosting server 19 and a plurality of
web content provider server machines 201, A cient machine typically‘ncludes a suite
of known Iniemet to0.s, ine-uding a Web browser 13, to access the servers of the

 
 

Unless noted,al:citations in th’s chart are to U.S, Patent No. 6,128,655 “Distribution mechanism for filtering, formarting and reuse of web based
content” by Fields, Hassinger and Hurley(filed Jul. 10, 1998, iseued Oct, 3, 2000), [DFNDTG000054-0000076]
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page. Presum:ng that this is a frst request for the web page or that a more up to date

 
The speed of documentretrieval is an issue with the invention, since ‘n essence a
single user's request for a document is transformed into two separate requests, with al.
the potent:a. for bottlenecks that any Web transaction has. Caching can provide a
patia. solution, the title area, article body and other desired content can he cached
local:y on the hosting site, so that it can be del:vered to the user more quick:y. Ad
source needs to be tetrieved from the sourcesite on a per-user bas's to preserve the ad
accounting process of many websites. In addition, many ad systems serve ads based
on the visitor's browser or other information.” Col. 12:30-54,

“As shown in FIG. 2, the invention is a method and system for extract:ne Web-based
content, especially, but not limited to, Web-based newsarticles, from content provider
or source Web sites for use by the hosting or "pass-through" Web site, These articles
typicallyare tevenue-generating content for the publisher by carrying advertising
banners above and/or belowthe article text. Therefore, the publishers must benefit
from the arrangement provided by the hosting site to be interested in icens:ng the:r
content for a lowornofee. As explained below, the web content provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisernents are maintained in a

transparent manner. As the articles are also posted at the hosting site, ad revenues can
actually‘ncrease since the ad impressions are being solicited from two sites rather thanatte.

 
Duringconf:guration, the pass through publisher 101 at the hosting site 103 :3
provided with the CRLs 105 for the desired content provider web servers 107 and a set
of filters 109 for the content publisher's document templates 111. For ease in
illustration, a single client 113 and a single web content server 107 are depicted
However, the reader should understand that a p-ural‘ty of clients and web content
servers are typicallyintercotmected through the agencyof the host:ne site, Upon a
Tequest 115 from aclent 113 for a given web page, twpical-y made through an HTTP
Tequest from the resident browser, the process for providing a pageusing the pass
through mechanism begins. Next,after having established that the requested page
or.ginates at the web content server 107, the hosting site makes a request 117 for the
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(i) wherein each of the first web paves disp_ays
at east one active Link associated with a

commerce object associatedwith a buying
opportunity ofa se.ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and  
  

and recast into the hosting site context by the present invention,” Col. 4:10-49. 
 version of the page eat the web content provider than is cached ‘ocaLly, the

pageis retuned 119. In today’s web technology,the web page is typically an HTML
fie with references to the component wav, mov, gif and JPEG fies which together
make up the web page as perce'ved by the user. Secondary page componente such as
cascading stvle sheets and Java applets can a.so be accommodated bythe invention.
The list above:s merely exemplary; any component on a web page can be extracted

The “655 patent discloses that each of thefrst web pages displays at least one active
link associated with a commerce object associated with a buying opportunity of a
selected one of a plurality of merchants

“These pieces of content are then recast into anew web page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the look and feelof the hosting Webste. The new page
includes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navigational features of the
hostingsite, This page is then sent 123 to the client 113 for presentation by the
browser.”Co.umn 4, ‘ines 37-63.

  
“Note also that navigational features 318 and 317 native to the hosting serverhave
been added to the page: A background border 319 giving the hosting web site a
distinet’ve “ook and feel has a.so been added.” Column6, [ines 42-48.

“A representative system in which the preseut :nveution is implemented is iLustrated
in FIG, 1. A plurality of Internet client machines 10 are connectab-e to a computer
network Intemet Service Provider (ISP) 12 via a network such as a dialup telephone
network 14, At is well known, the diaLup telephone network usual-y has a g:ven,
lim‘ted number of connections 16a-16n, ISP 12 ‘nterfaces the client machines 10 to the

Tetnaitider of the network 18, which includes the hosting server 19 and a pluraity of
‘web content provider server machines 20, A client machine tvpica‘ly inc.udes a suite
of kuown Internet tools, including a Web browser13, to access the servers of the
network and thus obtain certain services, These services inc-ude one-to-one messaging
(e-mai.), one-to-many messaging (bul-etin board), on-line chat, file transfer and
browsing, Various kuown Internet protocols are used for these services. Thus, for
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filter can be developed to look forthe portion of the orig:nal documentin which the

During configuration, the pass through publisher 101 at the hosting site 103 is
provided with the URLs 105 for the des'red content provider web servers 107 and a set
of filters 109 for the content pubLisher's document templates 111. For ease ‘n
illustration, a single client 113 and a s:ngle web content server 107 ate depicted.
However, the reader should understand that a plurality of c-ients and web content
servers are typically interconnected through the agency of the hosting site. Upon a
request 11$ from a client 113 for a given web page,typically made through an HTTP
request from the resident browser, the process for providing a page us:nethe pass
through mechanism begins, Next, after having established that the requested page
originates at the web content server 107, the hostingsite makes a request 117 for the
page. Presumingthat this is a first request forthe web page or that a more up to date
version of the page ‘s avai.ab.e at the web content provider than is cached ‘ocally, the
page is retumed 119. In today's web technology, the web page iz typically an HTML
fie with references to the component wav, mov, gif and JPEG fi.es which together
make up the web page as perce'ved by the user. Secondary page components such as
cascading stvle sheets and Java applets can also be accommodated by the invention.
The list dhove‘s merely exemplary; any component on a web page can be extracted
and recast into the hosting site context by the present invention.” Col, 4:101-49,

 
“The ‘nvention provides a mechanism which allows a hosting web site to providea
wide variety and great amcunt of third party Web content without incurring high
licensing costs, Another benefit of the pass through system is in cost savings. Unlike a

traditional system of licensing and republish:ng conten, the hosting system does not
equire a large production staff since the republishing and re-styling of the content is

automatic. A hosting system can provide a much faster production cycle and assure
that the content does not quickly go "out of date"

 
=

A discuss:on of filter definition creation fol.ows. The collection of document filters

help the pass through engine understand the structure of a wide variety of web
documents. The document filters can be created through several methods, including
the analysis of the HTML source code, imbedded comments or delimiters and through
comparisons with similar documents. Once the style of the web site is understood, a
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(4) wherein the selected merchant, the
outsource prov‘der, and the owner of the first
webpage are each third parties with respectto
one other,  
  

 
 examp.e, browsingiseffected using the Hypertext Transfer Protocal (HTTP), which

provides users access to multimedia fies using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).
The col.ection of servers that use HTTP comprise the World Wide Web, which is the
Internet's multimedia information retrieval system.

As showt in FIG, 2, the invention is a method and system for extracting Web-based
content, espectally, but not limted to, Web-based news articles, from content provider
or source Web sites for use by the hosting or “pass-through” Web site, These articles
typicallyare tevenue-generating content for the publisher by carrying advertising
banmers above andor belowthe article text. Therefore, the publishers must benefit
from the arrangement provided bythe hostingsite to be interested in ‘icens'ng the'r
content for a lowor no fee. As explained below, the web coment provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisernents are maintained in a

transparent manner. As the articles are also posted at the hosting site, ad revenues can
actually‘ncrease since the ad impressions are being solicited from two sites rather than
one,” Column 3, ‘ine 55 through Column 4, ine 24.

See File History for 10/461,997, Office Action, dated September29, 2004.
The ’655 patent discloses that the selected merchant, the cutscurce provider, and the
owner of the first web page ate each third parties with respect to cne other.

 
   

“As shown in FIG. 2, the invention is a method and system for extracting Web-based
content, espectally, but not limted to, Web-based news articles, from content provider
of source Web sites for use by the hosting or "pass-through" Web site, These art.cles
typicallyare tevenue-generating content for the publisher by carrying advertising
banmers above andor belowthe article text. Therefore, the publishers must benefit
from the arrangement provided bythe hosting site to be interested in ‘icens'ng the'r
content for a lowor no fee. As explained below, the web coment provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisements are maintained in a

transparent manner. As the articles are also posted at the hosting site, ad revenues can
actua‘ly ‘nerease since the ad impressions are heing solicited from two sites rather thanome.

  
 

en
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Depending on various factors, such as the desired lock and feelfor the hosting web

hosting ste is imerestadin reformatting. Incons'stenc‘es in documentstyle or structure
can be neutral:zed by the use of custom code imbedded in the web page and detai-ed ‘n
the filter definition.

ACGI or other programcan he used to create filter definition files, FIG, 6 shows a
user interface in which tags or text can be entered manually so that the pass through
publisher can more easily parse a web content provider's web pages.In the browser
window501, client area 503 contains a plurality of controls for a set of desired
components. Entry felds 505, $07, $09, $11, $13, $15, 517, $19 and 521 are
Tespectively used to enter the fi-ter name, the logo name, a copyright string, a
beginning of the top banner ad, the ending of top banner ad, the heginu:ngof the
article text, the ending of the article text, the beginning of the bottom ad and the
ending of the bottom ad. Note thar certain items such as Logo name and copyright
string could be replacements for those which occur in the web page, rather than
indicators of the desired content.

Asset of check boxes $23 allows the fi:ter designer to indicate which of these items he
wishes to keep on the recast page. The tab-e stripping check boxes $25 :nd:cate
whether tab‘e formatting should be str‘pped ftom certain areas of the content
provider's page. Custom filter code can be entered in field 527, Field 529 aliows the
entry of custom code for fi-tering code behaviors outside the predefined fthers, Special
cases cant be accommodated by adding a function ‘n Per., Java, JavaScript or a
specia.ized flter scripting language. Push button $31 allows the user to change to a
different fiter definition,

Each fitter definition is stored in a fi:ter defin‘tion database accessib.e bythe pass
through pub‘isher. The pub-isher uses the filter definition to break the content ‘nto
component parts: The tite area, primary and secondaryadvertisements, and the
content :tself. The tite area ncludes the ttle of the web pave and is typically marked
by HTMLtags, The primary and secondary advertisements usually occur at the top
and bottom of the web page,but may be ‘ocaved at different locations. They are
typicallymarked in the HTML by tags or comments indicating an advert’sement
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    site, the cross-publ:shing agreement with the content provider,We.allowing for
republish:ng certain types of web coment but not others and the fi:ter,the coment may

every pain. A "bare bones"filter may strip out any extraneous links or "side bars" of
information. Alemative-y, the content may be a verbatim copy of a se.ected portion of

¢ original web page.

n addition to providing the system w:th information on separating the components of
@ document, Elter definitions also inc-ude pub-isher specific ‘nformation such as the

loge or copyright statements and pol:c‘es that should be used bythe pass through
pubiisher when formatting the newvers‘on of the document

Altematively, the logo and copyright statements could be excerpted components like
e title, ads and coment,

The fi‘ter definitions can a'so include the "policy" fora particular web content
provider, Any number of policies can be established basedon publisher, article, article
section or any other distingu:shing criteria that can be ‘dentified. Policies might govern
whether content is licensed for use on an intranet, but not on the Internet, or vice versa,
or both; how many times a document mav be served off a host ste; whether the
whisher's ads should he passed through or not; what kind of caching strategy should

be applied; what cost each viewof the article carriesfor the host site; and so on, The
specific types of policies ava‘lable wi.] depend on the context in which pass-through is
being used, whether as a commercial product, integrated ‘nto custom solutions, or
bundled with other products.” Co.. 9:14 - 10:37.

Lib)|automatically resievingfrom a storage coupled|The ’65 patentdiscloses automaticaly retrievingfrom a storage coupled tothe server
to the server pre stored data associated with the|pre stored dara associated with the scurce page.
source page: and then

     
“A representative system in which the preseut :nveution is implemented is iLustrated
inFIG, 1. A plurality of Internet client machines 10 are connectab-e to a computer
network Intemet Service Provider (ISP) 12 via a network such as a dialup telephone
network 14, As is well known,the dia.up telephone network usual-y has a g:ven,
lim‘ted number of connections 16a-16n, ISP 12 ‘nterfaces the client machines 10 to the

Temainder of the network 18, which includes the hosting server 19 and a plura.ity of
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  des‘red content elements from the web content provider page.” Column 6, ['nes 49-$1

“By abstracting the content from any particular content provider site and reformatting
¢ content to the hosting site’s format a consistent look and feelis maintained.”

Column 13, lines 19-22.

“Next, the pass through publisher [01 retrieves the fi:ter definitions and policies from
¢ filter database 109 for this particu-ar content provider web site. Using the filters

and the retrieved HTML page, the pass through publisher 101 parses the HTML source
for desired components of the page. Typically, this is the title of the article, the ad
anner or banners andthe article text itse‘f, although other items on the page are
tential:y desirable. These pieces of content are then tecast into anew web page by

meats of an HTMLtemplate 121 that matches the lock and feel of the hosting Web
site, The new page inc-udes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the
navigational features of the hosting site, Th's page is then sent 123 to the client 113 for
presentation by the browser. In a typical web interaction between browser and server,
oncethe browser receives the HTML page,‘t issues additional requests for the
component files such as gifs, e.g., ad hammers, For the ad banners themselves, the new

age preserves the cal. 125 back to the coment provider so that the correct advertising
content is presented, It is commen that each request of a web pagefrom a server can
be refteshed with a different advertisement.

 
Tn this wav, the end user rece:ves a page with praphic and navigation features from the
hosting Website that has an embedded article from the publisherand an advertisement
served from the publisher's site. The final result is content viewed by the end user in
host site's native Web context, with an ad barner served from the orig‘nal publisher,
thereby preserving their revenuestream.” Colunm 4, line $0 through Column 5, ‘ine
IL.

    
“In step 413, itis deverm‘ned whether thereis a suitable filter definition in the account
folder for the content provider for the newpage. As most pages in a web site share a
common format and sty-e, itis envisioned that a re-atively stnall set of fi:ter definitions
catl be used forall of the pages from a particularsite, Ifthere is no existing filter
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web content provider server machines 20,Acient machine typically ‘neludes a suite
of known Internet to0.s, ine-uding a Web browser 13, to access the servers of the
network and thus obtain certain serv:ces. These services include one-to-one messaging
(e-mail), one-to-many messaging (bu-letin board), on--ine chat, file transfer and
browsing. Various known Internet protocols are used for these services, Thus, for
exatap.e, brows.ng is effected using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which
provides users access to multimedia fites using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).
The col-ection of servers that use HTTP comprise the World Wide Web, which is the
Internet's multimed:a information retrieval system.

As shown in FIG. 2, the invention is a method and system for extracting Web-based
content, espectally, but not limted to, Web-based news articles, from content provider
of source Web sites for use by the hosting or "pass-through" Web site, These art.cles
typicallyare reverue-generating content for the publisher by carrying advertising
bamers above andor belowthe article text. Therefore, the publishers must benefit
from the arrangement provided bythe hosting site to be interested in ‘icens'ng the'r
content for a lowor no fee. As explained below, the web coment provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisements are maintained in a

transparent manner, As the articles are also posted at the hosting slte, ad revenues can
actua‘ly ‘nerease since the ad impressions are heing solicited from two sites rather than
one,” Column 3, ‘ine $5 through Column 4, line 24.

“These pieces of content are then recast into a newweb page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the lock andfeel of the hosting Web sie, The new page
inc.udes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navigational features of the
hosting site. This page ‘s then sent 123 to the cient 113 for presentation by the
browser.” Column 4, lines $7-63,

“Note also that navigational features 315 and 317 native to the hosting server have
been added to the pape. A background border 319 g:ving the hosting web s:te a
distinctive look andfeelhas also been added.” Co.umn 6, ‘ines 42-45,

    
“The invention allows the hosting site to extract and recast any number or type of
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definition suctab’e, ‘n step 415, anewfilter definition is created for the page. There ‘s
more discussion on the creation of filter definitions and policies be.ow in connection
with FIG. 6.

In step 417, the page, i.e. CRL ‘s associated with the appropriate fitter definition and
in step 419 the appropriate changes to the account, URL and filter definition fles are
made. Opticnal’y, the newpage can be processed and cached as part of registration.
Thus, ‘n step 421, the filter definition is used bythe pass through publisher to extract
the desired portions of the page, In step 423, these portions of the page are cached for
Tetrieva. ‘nthe event of a c-ient request. The process ends, step 425,” Column 7, L:nes
16-33.

“As mentioned above, the hosting site preferablycaches content likely to be requested
bya client to improve the speed and reliability of the hosting web site pages. In this
way, Lf the document has not changed since the pass through pub-isher last poled the
site, it is retrieved from the ‘ocal cacheafter registeringthe "hit" on the remote server.

is reduces Internet bandwidth requirements and improves performance on both the
sting web server and the web content provider server.

 
lowever, for the process depicted in FIG, 5B, new content hag been retrieved from the

web content provider web server, step 431. Once the document content has been
Tetr:eved from the host provider, the filter database is searched for the appropr:ate
ilter definition, step 453, the fi-ter definction kept for the web content provider. The

information in the filter definition will he:p the pass through publisher parse the
document strneture of the web page, extracting the desired information, In step 457, a
test is performed to determine whether the parsing was a success.

fa filter definition for the page or web content provider ts not found, or the first
attempt using the associated filter definition was not a success, the pass through

wublisher can fal: back to a series of defautt filters which will assist in parsing the data,
step 459. The hosting ste wl. still be able to present the reformatted conten, however,

process will not be as efficient as through an existing filter definition, This "best
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guess" approach utilizes several methods, including looking for common referencesto
advertising engines, etc. As discussed below, the publ:sher can also look for a set of
embeddedtags ‘ndicating the desired content. Any document that a filter can not be
found for can be -cezed, al.ow‘ng staff to ‘ater create appropriate filter definitions. In
practice, however, hosting sites employing the pass throueh technique wl. be able wo
define templates appropriate to all "rehosted" contewt. Most coment provider sites
employ a standard look and feel in their documents, al.ow:ng for filters that are
appropriate for ‘arge numbers of documents found cn a particular web site, if not every
document on the entire provider web site.” Column 7, line 47 through Column 8, line
Ig

“The component HTML fie, once extracted, separated, and post ftered is ther
reformattedinto a newdocument :n the style and context of the hosting web site, step
463, This is done by another component of the pass through publisher, a wel
pubiishing app‘ication that creates a "dynamic publishing temp.ate", The web
pubisher injects the excerpted content, titles, copyriett statements and logos as
rece:ved fro the post filtering process. In step 465, the des:red components are
cached, which may inc-ude components useful in determining the version of a web
page, but are not used in the recast page. In step 467, the recast page is sent to the
requesting client. The process ends, step 469. Once presented by the requesting
browser, the content of the hosting website appears seamless to the user, a:though ‘t
may or-ginate ata plurality of web content provider sites as well as the hosting site
itself” Column 8, lines 45-60.

& 
“Each filter definition is stored in a filter definition database accessible bythe pass
through publisher. The publisher uses the filter definition to break the content into
component parts: The title area, primary and secondary advertisements, and the
contentitself. The title area inc-udes the tide of the web page and is typicaly marked
by HTMLtags, The primary and secondary advertisements usua‘ly occur at the top
and bottom of the web page, but may be located at different Locations. Thev are
typically marked :n the HTML bv tage or comments indicating an advertisement.
Depending on various factors, such as the desired look andfee:for the hosting web
site, the cross-publ'shing agreement w:th the content provider, .. alowing for
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    As shown in FIG. 2, the invention is a method and system for extracting Web-based
content, especially, but not ‘imited to, Web-based news articles, from content provider
or source Web sites for use by the hosting or "pass-tireugh" Web ste. These articles
typically are revenue-generating content for the publisher by carrying advertising
banners above and/or belowthe article text. Therefore, the publishers must benefit
from the arrangement provided by the hosting site to be interested ‘n Licensing their
content for a Low or no fee. As exp.ained beLow, the web content provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisements are maintained in a

transparent manner. As the artic.es are a.so posted at the hosting site, ad revenues cat
actually increase s:nce the ad ‘mpress:ous are being solicited from two sttes rather than
one” Column 3, [ine 58 through Column 4, line 24.

“Byabstracting the content from any particular content provider site and reformatting
the content to the hosting site’s format a consistent look and feel iz maintained.”
Column 13, lines 19-22.

“Next, the pass through publisher 101 retrieves the fi-ter definitions and policies from
the filter database 109 for this particu‘ar content provider web site. Using the filters
and the retrieved HTMLpage, the pags through publisher 101 parses the HTML source
for desited components of the page. Typically, this is the title of the article,the ad
banneror banners and the article text itse-f, although other items on the page are
potential-y desirable. These pieces of content are then recast into a new web page by
means of an HTML template 121 that matches the lock andfeel of the hosting Web
site, The newpage includesthe graphics of the hosting provider as well as the
navigational features of the hosting site, Th's page is then sent 123 to the client 113 for
presentation by the browser. In a typical web interaction between browser and server,
once the browser receives the HTMLpage,‘t issues additional requests for the
component files such as gifs, ¢.g., ad banners.” Column 4, ‘ines 0-06,

“Note also that navigational features 31§ and 317 native to the hosting server have
been added to the page. A background border 319 giving the hosting web site a
distinct've “ook andfeel has a.so been added.” Column 6,lines 42-45.
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{(c)|automat:cal-y with the server computer

second web page that includes:
generating and transm‘tting to the web browser a

 tepubishing certain types of web content but not others and the filter, the content may
be veryplain, A "bare bones"fi-ter may strip out any extraneous links or 'side bars" of
information. A‘ternatively, the content mnaybe a verbatim copyof a selected portion of
the or'ginal web page.” Column 9. line 64 through Column 10, ne 14

See File History for 10/461,997, Office Action, dated Seprember29, 2004.
The *655 patent discloses automatically with the server computer generating and
transmitting to the web browser a second web page.

“Byabstracting the coment from anyparticular content prov‘der site and reformatting
the content to the hosting site’s format a cons:stent look and feelis maintained.”
Column 13, Lines 19-22.

See also 3-6, infra.
 

activated, and  (2 information assoc:ated with the commerce
object associated with the link that has been  The 7685 patent discloses that the second webpageincludes information associated

with the commerce object associated with the link that has been activated.

“A representative system in which the present invention is implemented is iLustrated
in FIG. 1. A p.ural:ty of Intemet client machines 10 are connectable to a cmputer
uctwork Internet Service Provider (ISP) 12 via a network such as a dialup telephone
network 14, As is well known,the dialup te:ephone network usually has a given,
limited number of connections 16a-16n, ISP 12 interfaces the c‘ient machines 10/10 the

temainder of the network 18, which ine:udes the hosting server 19 and a plurality of
webcontent provider server machines 20). A cient machine typically‘ncludes a suite
of known Internet t00's, ine-uding a Web browser 13, to access the servers of the
uetwork and thus obtain certain serv:ces. These serv:ces include one-to-one messaging
(e-mail), one-to-many messaging (bu-letin board), on-Line chat file transfer and
browsing. Various knownInternet protocols are used for these serv-ces, Thus, for
examp.e, browsingis effected using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which
provides users access to multimedia fi-es using Hypertext Marknp Language (HTML).
The colection of servers that use HTTP comprise the World Wide Web, which is the
Internet's multimed:a information retrieval system.
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attempt us:ng the associated filter definition was not a success, the pass through

“Tn step 413, ‘tis determined whether there is a suitable filter definition in the account
fo.der for the content provider for the newpage. As most pages in a web site share a
cotnmonformar and style, it is envisioned that a relat-velv small set of Elter definitions
can be used for al. of the pages ftom a particular site. If there is no ex:sting filter
definition suitah-e, ‘n step 415, anewfilter def:nition is created for the page. There ‘s
more discussion on the creation of filter definitions and policies be.owin conection
with FIG. 6.

i step 417, the page, Le. CRL :s associated w:th the appropriate fitter detinition and
in step 419 the appropriate changes to the account, URL and filter definition fles are
made, Opticnal.y, the newpage can be processed and cached as part of registration.

us, in step 421, the filter definition is used by the pass through publ:sher to extract
e desired portions of the page, In step 423, these portions of the pape are cached for

Tettieva. ‘n the event of a c:ient request, The process ends, step 425.” Column 7, l’nes
6-33

“As mentioned above,the hosting site preferably caches content likely to be requested
y aclientto improvethe speed and reliability of the hosting web s:te pages. In this

way, ifthe document has not changed since the pass through pub'isher last poled the
site, itis retrieved from the ‘ocal cache after repister:ng the "hit" on the remote server
This reduces Inemet bandwidth requirements and improves performance cn both the
osting web server and the web content provider server.

lowever, for the process depicted in FIG, 5B, new content has been retrieved from the
webcontent provider web server, step 451. Once the document content has been
retrieved from the host provider,the filter database is searched for the appropriate
ilter definition, step 453, the fi:ter defintion kept for the web content provider. The

information in the filter definition wll he:p the pass through publisher parse the
document strnewre of the web page, extracting the desired information. In step 457, a
test is performed to determine whether the parsing was a success.

    
fa filter definition for the page or web content provider is not found, orthe first
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pubiisher can fall hack to a series of default fi:ters which will assist ‘n parsing the data,
step 459, The hosting site will sti. be able to present the reformatted content, however,
the process will not be as efficient as through an ex‘sting filter definition. This "best
guess" approach utilizes eeveral methods, including looking for common referencesto
advertising engines, etc. As discussed below,the publisher can also look for a set of
embedded tags ‘idicating the desired content. Any document thata filter can not be
foundfor can be ‘ogged, al.ow-ng staff to ‘ater create appropriate filter definitions. In
practice, however, hosting sites employing the pass through technique wil. be able to
define templates appropriate to all “rehosted" content. Most content providersites
employ a standard look andfeel in their documents, al-owing for filters that are
appropriate for ‘arge numbers of documents found on a particular web site, if not every
document on the entire provider web site.” Column 7, Une 47 through Column 8line
1g

“The component HTML file, once extracted, separated, and post fi-tered is then
reformatted into a newdecument‘n the style and context of the hosting web site, step
463, This is done by another component of the pass through pub.isher, a web
pubiish:ng app-ication that creates a "dynam:c publishing temp.ate", The web
pub-isher injects the excerpted coment, titles, copyright statements and logos as
rece'ved from the post filtering process. In step 465, the desired components are
cached, which may inc:ude components useful in determining the version of a web
page, but are not used in the recast page. In step 467, the recast page is sentto the
requesting client. The process ends, step 469. Once presented by the requesting
browser, the content of the hosting web site appears seamless to the user, athough +t
may or:ginate ata plurality of web content provider sites as well as the hosting ste
itself” Column 8, lines 45-60.

 
“Each filter definition is stored in a filter definition database accessible bythe pass
through publisher. The publisher uses the filter def‘nition to break the content into
component parts: The title area, primary and secondary advertisements, and the
content inself, The tile area inc-udes the tile of the web page and is typicaly marked
by HIMLtags, The primary and secondary advertisements usualy occur at the top
and bottom of the web page. but may be located at different ‘ccations. They are

 

typically marked in the HTML by tags or comments indicating an advert'sement.
Depending on various factors, such as the desired lock andfeel for the hosting web
site,the cross-publishing agreement with the content provider,ie. allowingfor
Tepub.ishing certain types of web content but not others and the filter, the content may
be veryplain. A "bare bones"ficter may strip out any extraneous Links or "side bars" of
information, A:tematively, the content maybe a verbatim copy of a selected portion of
the or-ginal web page.” Column 9, line 64 through Column 10, I:ne 14

See File Historyfor 10/461,997, Office Action, dated September 29, 2004.
    (4) apuralityof visually perceptible e:ements

derived from the retrieved pre stored data and
visually comesponding to the source pave.  The *655 patent discloses that the second webpage includes a p-ural:ty of visually

perceptible elements der:ved from the retrieved pre stored data and visually
corresponding to the source page.

See File Historyfor 10/461,997, Office Action, dated Sepember 29, 2004.

“Next, the pass through publisher 101 retrieves the filter definitions and poicies from
e filter database 109 for this particular content provider web ste. Using the fi:ters

and the retrieved HTMLpage, the pass through publisher 101 parses the HTML source
for desired components of the page. Typical.y, this is the titte of the article, the ad

banmer or banners and the article textitself, although other ‘tems on the page are
potentia ly desirab:e, These pieces of content are then recast into a newweb page by
means of an HTML temp-ate 121 that matches the ‘ook and fee. of the hosting Web
she, The new page ‘ncludes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the
navigational features of the hosting site. This page is then sent 123 to the cient 113 for
resentation by the browser. In a typica. web interaction between browser and server,

once the browser receives the HTMLpage, it ‘ssues additional requests for the
component files such as gifs, e.g,, ad banners. For the ad banners themselves, the new
page preserves the cal 125 back to the content prov:der so thar the comect advertising
content ‘3 presented. It is common that each request of a web page from a server can
refreshed with a different advertisement,

  
In this way, the end user receives a page with graphic and navigation features from the
osting Web site that has an embedded arti.e from the publisher and an advertisement
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3  Themethod of claim | wherein at least one of

the pluraity of visually perceptible elements
includes a set of navigational “inks on the source
page.

The method of claim | wherein at least one of

the plurality of visually perceptible elements
includes the appearance of the top and Left side
of the source page.

served from the publisher's site, The final result is content v:ewed by the end user in
ost site's native Web context, with an ad banner served from the orig'nal publisher,
ereby preserving their revenue stream.” Column 4, Line 50) through Column 5, ‘ine

lL.
‘
‘Note also that navigational features 31$ and 317 native to the hosting server have

been added to the page. A backeround border 319 giving the hosting web site a
istinct've Look and feel has a.so been added.” Column 6, l'nes 42-45.

“The ‘nveution allows the hosting site to extract and recast any number or type of
es:red content elements from the web content provider page.” Column 6, :nes 49-51

The “655 patent discloses the method of claim1wherein at ast one of the plurality of
visually perceptib.e elements ‘ncludes a set of navigational L’nks on the source page.

“These pieces of content are then recast into anew web page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the look andfeel of the hosting Web site. The new page
includes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navigational features of the
sting site, This page is then sent 123 to the client 113 for presentation by the

browser” Co.umn 4, “ines 57-63.

  
“Note also that navigational features 31 and 317 native to the hosting server have
been added to the page. A backgroundborder 319 giving the hosting web site a
distinct:ve ook andfeel has a.so been added.” Column 6, lines 42-45,
The *655 patent discloses the method of claim1wherein at ‘ast one of the plurality of
visually perceptib:e elements ‘ncludes the appearance of the top andleft side of the
source page.

  
“These pieces of content are then recast into anew web page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the look and feel of the hosting Web site. The new page
includes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navigational features of the
hosting site. This page is then sent 123 to the client 113 for presentation by the

   
browser.” CoLumn 4, “ines 37-63.

 
“Note also that navigational features 315 and 317 nat:ve to the hosting server have
been added to the page. A background border 319 giving the hosting website a
distinctive look andfeelhas also been added.” Co-umn 6, “ines 42-45. 

The method of claim 1 where:n at ‘east one of

the plurality of v:sua‘ly percept-ble elements
ine:udes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page.

The 7655 patent discloses the method of c.aim 1 wherein at least one of the pural:ty of
visuallyperceptible elements includes the appearance of the header and footer of the
source page,

“These pieces of content are then recast into a newweb page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the look and feel of the hosting Web site. The new page
inc-udes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navigational features of the
hosting site, This page ‘s then sent 123 to the c-iewt 113 for presentation by the
browser.” Column 4, lines $7-63

“Note also that navigational features 315 and 317 nat:ve to the hosting server have
been added to the page. A background border 319 giving the hosting web site a
distinctive look andfeelhas also been added.” Co:umn 6, “ines 42-45.

 
 

The method of claim 1 where:n at ‘east one of

the plurality of v:sua‘ly percept-ble elements
ine-udes a logo asscciated with the owner of the
source page.
 

The method of claim 1 wherein the commerce

object associated with the Link that has been
activated comprises ‘nformation defining an
electronic cata.og having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se-ectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchica. set of additional
second web pages, each pertaining to a subset of
the offerings in the catalog

 
The 7655 patent discloses the method of c-aim 1 wherein at least one of the p.uralty of
visually perceptible elements includes a logo associated with the owner of the source
page.

“For example, the ogo 305 ‘s an optiona. feature.” Col 6, lines 5-56.
This element is inherent or obvious in viewof the priorart.

 

 
 

  
§|The method of claim | where:n the second web_|The ’635 patent discloses the method of claim | wherein the second web page is
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page is generated dynam:

 
generated dynamically.

“rshould also be noted that the article text is preferab-y cached in a local cache 131,
on the hosting Web server 103, for faster access and guaranteedaccess in the event
that the publisher's Web site becomes inaccessible, The invention encompasses severa.
‘variations in the types of information parsed from the page and cached ‘ocally, Some
of th:s ‘nformation maybe incorporated in the recast HTMLpage and some may be
used for version checking. For example, information in the HTML header such as "last
modified", "content length" and "content type’ could be kept with the article text so

at the copy in the cache can be compared to the version avai.able at the content
provider site, However,‘n the preferred embodiment, the applicants have found‘t to be
more efficient to sitmply compare the "last modified” dara in the HTML header w:th

@ “ast modified" data ‘n the hosting system's cache file, Remember that the hosting
site 103 makes the request 117 for the client to preserve the accounting data for the
content provider web site 107, Since the header data is among the first to be

anstnitied 119 in response, afler a simp.e compare establishes that the cached versien
and the version currenty available at the content provider web site are the same, the

ansmission 119 from the content provider can be ended. The hosting system 103 then
uses the cached copy of the artic.e, In the event of no response from the content

rovider website, a cached copyof the article ‘s used, When there is no cached copy
of an artic’e, or the compare establishes that amore recent vers.cn of the article is
avai.able, the ent:re transmission 119 from the content provideris received for
processing. Altemat:vely, rather than waiting for a client request, the ‘freshness’ of the
cached content can be ascertained by automatically eenerating HTTPrequests from

¢ cached URLs and montoring data in the HTTP headers whenthe page is b:tin the
ackground, updating the cache any time the web content provider changes the‘r data,

The a'm of caching pass-through web content is to maximize efficiency by minimizing
network bandwidth requirements while preserving the transparency of the transaction
Bycaching copies of the parsed content ou the hosting server, serving the content to

¢ etd user direct.y aud simulating their ‘hit on the publisher's site in the
ackground, the end user gets content directly from hostingsite without having to wait

for data to travel from the content web provider's s‘e to the hosting s'te. However, this
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The method of claim | wherein the owner of the

source page is party to a contract providing for
Teceipt of a commission as a result of a
transaction ‘nvolving the commerce object

 
provider web site, a cached copyof the article ‘s used. When thete is ne cached copy
of an artic.e, or the compare establishes that amore recent versicn of the article is
avai.able, the ent:re transmission 119 from the content provideris received for
rocessing, Altemat-vely, rather than wacting for a client request, the ‘freshness’ of the

cached content can be ascertained by automatically eenerating HTTP requests from
e cached URLs and montoring data in the HTTP headers whenthe page is hit in the

background, updating the cache any time the web content provider changes ther dara,

The aim of caching pass-through web content is to maximize efficcency by minimizing
network bandwidth requirements while preservingthe transparency of the transaction.
By caching copes of the parsed content on the hosting server, serving the content to

@ end user direct:y and simulating their ‘hit’ on the pub‘isher's site in the
background, the end user gets content directly from hosting site without having to wa't
for data to travel frorn the content web provider's s‘te to the hosting s'te. However,this
method on-y assures a correct count for the web content provider whose advertising
systems use a secondary HTTP request for the image retr:eval 10 generate the ad
impression. For systems that rely on dynamic HTML. generation to Lov ad impress‘ons,

@ ad content must be retrieved for each user and not cached on the host s:te, The

static portion of the page,‘2. the artic‘e, however, can be cached, since it remains the
same for each visit at least for a re‘ative'y long period of time, Serving the recast page
othe end user wll be delayed by the network for retrieving the ad conten, but if the

publisher's site becomes unavailable, the end user wil. not be affected.

 
An altemative embodiment to the invention is to provide a cient based Java app.et that
retrieves dynamic content from the web content provider's server ditectlyfrom the end
user's browser, This al.ows the recast page to be loaded from the hosting site's cacheto
the client browser and invok:ng the Java applet for the retr‘eva. of marked dynamic
content, This reduces the network bottieneck at the hostingsite for dynamic HTML ad

eneration.” Col. $:12- 6:8,

The *655 patent discloses the method of claim 1 wherein the ownerofthe source page
ig party to a contract prov:ding for receipt of a commission as a result of a transaction
involving the commerce object displaved ou the source page.
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 method only assures a correct count for the web content provider whose advertising

systems use a secondary HTT? request for the image retrieva. to wenerate the ad
impression. For systems that rely on dynamic HTML generation to log ad impressions,
the ad content must be retrieved for each user and net cached on the host site, The

static portion of the page, i. the article, however, can be cached, sittce ‘t remains the
sane for each visit at least for a relative. long periodof time.Serving the recast page
to the end user will be delayed by the network for retrieving the ad coment, but if the
publisher's site becomes unava‘lab‘e, the end user will not he affected,

An altemative embodiment to the invention is to provide a client based Java applat that
Tettieves dynamic content from the web coment provider's server directlyfromm the end
user's browser. This allows the recast page to be loaded from the hosting site's cache 10
the client browser and invok:ng the Java applet for the retrieva. of marked dynamic
content. This reduces the network bottleneck at the hosting site for dynamic HTML ad
generation.

Itshould also be noted that the article text is preferab.y cachedin a loca. cache 131, cn
the hosting Web server 103,for faster access and guaranteed access in the event that
the publisher's Web site becomes inaccess:ble, The invention encompasses severa.
variations in the types of information parsed from the page and cachedlocally. Some
of this information may be incorporated in the recast HTMLpage and some may be
used for version checking. For example, ‘nformation in the HTMLheader such as "last
modified”, “content ‘ength" and "content type" could be kept with the article text so
thar the copy ‘n the cache can be compared to the version ava‘lable at the comtent
provider site, However, in the preferred embodiment, the app-icants have found itto be
more efficient to simply compare the “last modified" data in the HTML header with
the "last modified"data in the hosting system's cache file. Remember that the hosting
site 103 makes the request 117 for the client to preserve the accounting data for the
content prov-der web site 107. Sines the header data is among the first to be
transmitted 119 <n response, aftera simple compare establishes that the cached version
andthe version currently ava‘lable at the content provider web ‘te are the same, the
transmission 119 from the content provider can be ended, The hosting system 103 then
uses the cached copyof the article. In the event of no response from the coment
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 displayedon the source page.   “Tfan agreed on set of tags used bythe web content provider and hosting ‘tas, 10

of Web documents are parseab’e. Thus, no inteligence is required fromn the pass
through mechanism and no programm:ne or scripting ‘s required of the user. Special
tags are embedded in the sourceof the targeted decument(s) which idemify the content
areas. This allows a ‘defaut’ filter to be used that requires no custornization beyond
supply.ng it with the target URL. These special tags could take the form of HTML
comments, In the future, the taps can be formalized as an XML Document Type
Defin:tion. It is envisioned that HTML editing programs used bythe content provider
catt add the tags as the web content ‘s created automatically.

Thespeed of documentretrieval is an issue with the invention, since :n essence a
single user's request for a docurnent is transformed into two separate requests, with al:
the potentia: for bottlenecks that any Web transaction has. Caching can providea
partia.solution, the title area, article body and cther desired content can be cached
local-y on the hosting site, so that it can be delivered to the user more quick-y. Ad
source needs to be retrieved from the sourcesite on a per-userbas:s to preserve the ad
accounting process of many web sites. In addition, many ad systems serve ads based
on the v:sitor’s browser or other information,” Col. 12:30-54,

    
   The method of claim 9 further compr'sing

computer-facilitating automatic payment to the
owner of the scures page, once the transaction is
completed,  The 7655 patent discloses the method of c.aim 9 further compris:ng

computer-faci itating automatic payment to the owner of the source page, once the
transaction is comp.eted.

“Tfan agreed on set of tags used bythe web content provider and hosting s‘tes, 100%
of Web documents are parseab-e, Thus, no intel inence is requ:red from the pass
through mechanism and no programm:ne or scripting :s required of the user. Special
taps are embedded in the source of the targeted document(s) which identify the content
areas. This allows a ‘defaut’ filter to be used that requires no customization beyond
supply'ngit with the target URL. These special tags could take the form of HTML
comments, In the future, the tags can be formalized as an XML Document Type
Defin‘tion, It is envisioned that HTMLediting programs used bythe content provider
catt add the tags as the web content ‘s cteated automatically.
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The speed of document retrieval ‘sanissue with the invention, since in essence a
sing.e user's request for a documentis transformed into two separate requests, with all
the potemtial for bottlenecks that any Web transaction has, Caching can provide a
partialso-ution, the title area, artic.e body and other desired cotttent can be cached
locallyon the hosting site, s0 that it can be delivered to the user more quickly. Ad
source needs to be retrieved from the source site on a per-user basis to preserve the ad
accounting process of many web s:tes. In addition, many ad svstems serve ads based
on the visitor's browser or other information.” Col. 12:30-54,
 

Themethod of claim 1, wherein the second web
page appears to the computer user to be
generated by a server associated with the source
page

See U(c\(t'), supra.

 
mp  The method of claim 1, wherein the l:nk

activated by the web browser is stored ‘na
database assce‘ated with the source page,

As shown in FIG, 2, the invention is a method and system for extract.ng Web-based

 The °655 patent discloses the method of claim 1, wherein the ‘ink activated bythe web
browser is storedin a database associated with the source page.

“A representative system in which the present ‘nvention is implemented is iLustrated
in FIG. 1. A plurality of Internet cl‘ent machines 10 ate connectab.e to a computer
network Intemet Service Provider(ISP) 12 via a network such as a dialup telephor
network 14, As ig well known,the diaup telephone network usualy has a g:ven,
lism:ted number of connections 16a-16n, ISP 12 ‘nterfaces the client machines 10 to the

remainder of the network 18, which includes the hosting server 19 and a pluraity of
web content provider server machines 20, A client machine typica'ly inc.udes a suite
of known Internet tools, including a Web browser 13, to access the servers of the
network and thus obtain certain services. These services inc.ude one-to-one messag:ng
(ema), one-to-many messaging (buletin board), on-line chat, file transfer an
browsing. Various known Internet protocols are used for these serv:ces. Thus, for
example, browsing is effected using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which
providesusers access to multimedia files using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).
The collection of servers that use HTTP comprise the World Wide Web, which is the
Internet's mnultimedia information retrieval system.

Sec   
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      potential-y desirable. These pieces of content are then recast into a new web page by
meats of an HTMLtemplate 121 that matches the lock and feel of the hosting Web
site, The new page inc-udes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the
navigationalfeatures of the host.ne site, Th's pave is then sent 123 to the client 113 for

resentation by the browser. In a typical web interaction between browser and server,
oncethe browser receives the HTML page,‘t issues additional requests for the
componentfiles such as gifs, e.g,, ad banners. For the ad banners themselves, the new
page preserves the cal. 125 back to the content provider so that the correct advertising
content is presented. It is common that each request of a web page from a server can
be refteshed with a different advertisement.

n this way, the end user rece'ves a page with graphic and navigation features from the
sting Web site that has an embedded article from the publisher and an advertisement

served from the publisher's site. The final result is content viewed by the end user in
ost site's native Web context, with an ad banner served fromthe orig'nal publisher,
ereby preserving their revenue stream.” Column 4, Line 50) through Column 5, ‘ine
1.

“In step 413, itis deverm‘ned whether thereis a suitable filter definition in the account
folder for the content providerfor the newpage. As most pages in a web site share a
common format and sty-e, it is envisioned that a re.atively small set of fi:ter definitions
can be used for all of the pages from a particular site, If there is no existing filter
defin:tion suitable, in step 415, anew filter definition is created for the page. There is
more d'scussion on the creation of filter definitions and policies below‘n connection
with FIG. 6

 
In step 417, the page, ‘.e. URL is associated with the appropriate filter definition and
in step 419 the appropriate changes to the account, URL and fi:ter defin:tion files are
made, Optiona.ly, the newpage can be processed and cached as part of registraticn,
Thus, in step 421, the filter definition ‘s used by the pass through pub‘isher to extract
the desired portions of the page.In step 423, these portions of the page are cached for
retrieval in the event of a client request. The process ends, step 425.” Column 7, lines
16-33.
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  content, especially, but not limited to, Web-based newsarticles, from content provider

of source Web sites for use by the hosting or "pass-through" Web site, These art.cles
typicallyare tevenue-generating content for the publisher by carrying advertising
banmers above andor belowthe article text. Therefore, the publishers must benefit
from the arrangement provided by the hosting site to be interested in icens:ng the:r
content for a lowor no fee. As explained below, the web coment provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisements are maintained in a

transparent manner. As the articles are also posted at the hosting site, ad revenues can
actually‘nerease since the ad impressions are being solicited from two sites rather than
one,” Column 3, ‘ine $5 through Column 4, line 24.

“These pieces of content are then recast into a newweb page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the lock andfeel of the hosting Weh site, The new page
inc.udes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navigational features of the
hosting site. This page ‘s then sent 123 to the cient 113 for presentation by the
browser.” Colum4, lines $7-63

“Note also that navigational features 315 and 317 nat-ve to the hosting server have
been added to the pape. A background border 319 g:ving the hosting web s:te a
distinctive look andfeelhas also been added.” Co:umn 6, ‘ines 42-45.

“The invention allows the hostingsite to extract and recast any number or type of
desired content elements from the web content prov'der pave.” Co-umn 6, “ines 49-51.

“By abstracting the content from anyparticular content prov-der s:te and reformatting
the content to the hosting site’s format a consistent look and feel is maintained.”
Column 13, Lines 19-22.

“Next, the pass through publisher 101 retrieves the filter definitions and po-icies from
the filter database 109 for this particular content provider web ste. Using the fi-ters
and the retrieved HTML page, the pass through publisher 101 parses the HTMLsource
for desired components of the page. Typical.y, this is the tite of the article, the ad
bamer or banners and the article text itself, although other ‘tems on the page are
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“As mentioned above, the hosting site preferably caches coutent likely to be requested

"y a.client to improvethe speed and reliability of the hosting web site pages. In this
way,ifthe document has not changed since the pass through pub-isher last polled the
site, it is retrieved from the ‘ocal cacheafter registeringthe "hit" on the remote server.

is reduces Internet bandwidth requirements and improves performance onboth the
josting web server and the web content provider server.

lowever, for the process depicted in FIG, 5B, new content hag been retrieved from the
web content provider web server, step 431. Once the document content has been
Tetrieved from the host provider,the filver databasei searched for the appropriate
ilter definition, step 453, the fi:ter defin‘t:on kept for the web content provider. The

information in the filter definition will he:p the pass through publisher parse the
document strneture of the web page, extracting the desired information, In step 457, a
test is performed to determine whether the parsing was a success.

fa filter definition for the page or web content provider ts not found, or the first
attempt using the associated filter definition was not a success, the pass through
publisher can fal: back to a series of defau:tfilters which will ass'st in parsing the data,
step 459, The hosting site will still be able to present the reformatted content, however,

process will not be as efficient as through an existing filter definition. This "best
guess" approach util’zes several methods, including look:ng for commen references to
advertising engines, etc, As discussed below, the pub.isher can also ‘ook for a set af
embeddedtags indicating the desired coment, Any decumentthat a flter can not be
found for can be ‘ogped, a-lowing staffto later create appropriate filterdefinitions. In
practice, however, hosting sites employing the pass through technique will be able to
define templates appropriate to all "rehosted" coment. Most content provider sites
employ a standard ‘ook and fee. ‘n their documents, a.lowing for filters that are
appropriate for large numbers of decuments found on a particular web site, ifnet every
document on the entire provider web site.” Column 7, ‘ine 47 through Column 8, line
B

           
rs3
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   “The component HTML fie, once extracted, separated, and post fi:tered is ther

reformattedinto a newdocument :n the style and context of the hosting web site, step
463, This is done by another component of the pass through pub:isher, a wel
pubiish’ng app:ication that creates a "dynamic publishing temp.ate", The web
publisher injects the excerpted coment, titles, copyright statements and logos as
rece:ved fro the post filtering process. In step 465, the des:red components are
cached, which may inc-ude components useful in determining the version of a web
page, but are not used in the recast page. In step 467, the recast page is sent to the
requesting client. The process ends, step 469. Once presented by the requesting
browser, the content of the hosting website appears seamless to the user, a:though ‘t
may or-ginate ata plurality of web content provider sites as well as the hosting site
itself?” Column 8, lines 45-60.

“Each filter definition is stored in a filter definition database accessible bythe pass
through publisher. The publisher uses the filter definition to break the content into
component parts: The tide area, primary and seccndary advertisements, and the
content itself, The tile area inc-udes the title of the web page and is typicaly marked
by HTMLtags, The primary and secondary advertisements usualy occur at the top
and bottom of the web page, but may be located at different Locations. Thev are
typically marked in the HTML by tags or comments indicating an advertisement.
Depending on various factors, such as the des‘red look andfee:for the hosting web
site, the cross-publishing agreement w:th the content provider, ‘.. al.owing for
republishing certain types of web coment but not others and the fiter, the coment may
be very pain, A "bare bones" filter may strip out any extraneous links or "s:de bars" of
information. Altemative-y, the content may be a verbatim copy of a se.ected portion of
the original web page.” Column 9, line 64 through Column L0, ‘ine 14

     
See File History for 10/461,997, Office Action, dated September 29, 20004
 

  
The method of claim 1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link assoc‘ated with the
information assce‘ated with the commerce object
associated with the link that has beenactivated,
which Enk, when activated bythe web browser,

 
This element is inherent or obvious in v:ew of the prior art,
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“Next, the pass through publisher 101 retrieves the fi.ter detin:tions and policies from

 
 

(e-mai.), one-to-many messaging (bultin board), on-line chat, file transfer and
browsing, Various known Internet protocols are used for these services. Thus, for
example, browsing is effected using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which
provides users access to multimedia files using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).
The collection of servers that use HTTP comprise the World Wide Web, which is the
Internet's multimedia information retrieval system.

As shown in FIG. 2, the invention is a method and system for extracting Web-based
content, especially, but not -imited to, Web-based news articles, from ccntem prov.der
or source Web sites for use by the hosting or "pass-through" Web ste. These articles
typically are revenue-generating comtent for the publisher by carrying advertising
banners above and/or belowthe article text, Therefore, the publishers must benefit
from the arrangement provided by the hosting site to be interested 'n [‘censing their
content for a ow or no fee. As exp.ained be.ow, the web content provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisements are maintained in a

transparent manner. As the artic.es are a.so posted at the hosting site, ad revenues cat
actually increase since the ad ‘pressions are being solicited from two sites rather than
one.” Column 3, [ine 38 through Column 4, line 24.

“These pieces of content are then recast into anew web page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the look and feel of the hosting Web site. The new page
includes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navivational features of the
hostingsite, This page is then sent 123 to the client 113 for presentation by the
browser.”Co.umn 4, ‘ines $7-63

“Note also that navigational features 315 and 317 native to the hosting server have
been added to the page. A backeround border 319 giving the hosting web site a
distinct:ve Look andfeel has a.so been added.” Column 6, lines 42-45,

“The ‘nvention allows the hostingsite to extract and recast any number or type of
des‘red content elements from the web content provider page.” Column 6, lines 49-81.
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  paces data representing the commerce chiect
into.a virtual shopping cart,
The method of claim 13, where'n the second
web page contains a checkout ‘ink which, when
activated by the web browser, fac:l:tates
complet.on of a transaction associated with the
commerce cbiect in the shopping cart,

a This element is inherent or obvious in viewof the prior art,

 

he method of claim 14, further comprising after
e transaction is comp.eted,
imputer-facilitating payment from the
imputer user to the merchant associated with
e activatedlink

Cl3
el8

This element is inherent or obvious in viewof the priorart.

 

he method of claim 14, further comprising after
e transaction is comp.eted,
imputer-facilitating payment of a commission

0 the owner of the source page

el8

 See 10, supra.

 

  
he method of claim 13, further comprising

displaying the second web page again, after the
commerce ohrect is paced ‘nto the shoppingcarl,

 
See 13, supra.

   he method of claim 1, wherein the visually
erceptible elements disp.ayed on the second

webpage are retrieved from a datahase storing
data associated with visually perceptib:e
elements for each of the first web pages.

      
network and thus obtain certain serv.ces, These serv.ces include one-to-one messaging

 The 7685 patent discloses the method of claim 1, wherein the visually perceptible
elements displayedon the second web page are retrieved from a database storing data
associated with visua.ly perceptible elements for each of the first web pages.

“A representative system in which the present invention is implemented is iLustrated
in FIG. 1, A p-uralty of Internet client machines 10 are connectable to a computer
network Intemet Service Provider (ISP) 12 via a network such as a dialup telephone
network 14, As is well known,the dialup te:ephone network usually has a give,
limited number of connections [6a-16n, ISP 12 interfaces the c‘ient machines 10/10 the

Temainder of the network 18, which inc.udes the hosting server 19 and a plurality of
webcontent provider server machines 20. A cient machine typically‘ncludes a suite
of known Internet t00's, ine-uding a Web browser 13, to access the servers of the
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19(a)
  
 

 

A system useful ‘n an outsource provider serving
web pages offering commerc:a. opportunities,
the system comprising:
(a) a computer store containing data, for each of
aplurality of first web pages, defining a p-urality
of visually perceptible elements, which visual-v
perceptible elements correspondto the p-ural:ty
of first web pages;
()) wherein each of the first web pages belongs
to one of a plurality of web page owners:

 
the filter database 109 for this particular content provider web site. Using the fi:ters
and the retrieved HTMLpage, the pase through publisher101 parses the HTML source
for desired components of the page. Typicaly, this is the tite of the article, the ad
bammer or banners and the article textitself, although other ‘tems on the page are
potentially desirahe, These pieces of coment are then recast into anewweb page by
means of an HTML temp-ate 121 that matches the ‘ook and fee. of the hosting Web
site, The new page ‘ncludes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the
navigational features of the hosting site, This page is then sent 123 10 the c:ient 113 for
presentation by the browser, In a typical web interaction between browser aud server,
once the browser receives the HTML page,it ‘ssues additional requests for the
component fles such as gifs, e.g., ad banners. For the ad hanmers themselves, the new
page preserves the ca] 125 back to the content provider so that the comect advertising
content 8 presented. It is common that each request of a web pagefrom a server can
berefreshed with a different advertisement. 
In this way, the end user receives a page with oraphic and navigation features from the
hosting Web site that has an embedded artic:e from the publisher and an advertisement
served fromthe publisher's site. The fina. resw.t is content viewed bythe end user in
host site's native Web context, with an ad banner served from the original publisher,
thereby preserving their revere stream.” Co-umn 4, line $0 through Column 5, line
ll.

     
See File History for 10/461,997, Office Action, dated September29, 2004.
See 1, supra

See L(a}-I(h), supra.

See La)-I{b), supra,
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1900)

wherein each of the first web pages disp.ays
at ‘east one active link assoc:ated with a

commerce object associatedwith a buying
opportunity ofa se-ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and
(1) wherein the se.ected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the owner of the Est
web page disp.aying the assoc‘ated ‘ink are each

(b) a computer server af the outsource provider,
which computer server is coup-ed 10 the
computer store and programmed to:

See [(a)-1(), supra.

See [fa)-1(b), supra.

third parties with respect to one other,
See [fa}-l{c), supra.

 

(receive from the web browser of a computer
user a s:gnal indicating activation of one of the

(i) automatically‘dentify as the source page the
cue of the first web pages on which the Link has
beenactivated;
(£3) in response to identification of the source
page, automaticallyretrieve the stored data

  
(iv) using the data retrieved, automatically
generate and transmit to the web browser a
second web page that displays:

See [fa}-l{c), supra.

links displayed byone of the first web pages;
See Ial-L(c), supra,

See Ufa}-L(c), supra,

comespond.ng to the source page; and
See Ufa}-L(c), supra,

 

(A) information associated with the commerce
cbiect associated with the link that has been
activated, and

Es&
(a}-L(c), supra.

 

20

 
(B) the plurality of v:sua‘lyperceptible elements

20. A computer-teadable memory adapted for
use by an cutsource provider in serving web
pages offering commerc‘a. opportunities, the

  
& é [fa)-llc), supra.

Visually corresponding to the source page.

 
See |, supra.

 
computer-readab.e memory used to direct a
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network14, vell known,the dia.up telephone network usual:
?

Himiled numberof connections 16a-16n, IS? 12 interfacesthe elient machines 10 tothe
Tetnaitider of the network 18, which includes the hosting server 19 and a pluraity of
‘web content provider server machines 20, A client machine tvpica‘ly inc.udes a suite
of known Internet tools, including a Web browser13, to access the servers of the
network and thus obtain certain services, These services inc-ude one-to-one messaging
(e-mai.), one-to-many messaging (bul-etin board), on-line chat, file transfer and
browsing, Various known Internet protocols are usedfor these services. Thus, for
example, browsing is effected usingthe Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which
provides users access to multimedia files using Hypertext Markup Lanenaee (HTML).
The collection of servers that use HTTP comprise the World W:de Web, which is the
Internet's mnultimedia information retrieval system.

As shown in FIG. 2, the invention is a method and system for extracting Web-based
content, especially, but not “imited to, Web-based news articles, from content provider
or source Web sites for use by the hosting or "pass-through" Web ste. These articles
typically are revenue-generating content for the publisher by carrying advertising
banners above and/or belowthe article text. Theretore, the publishers must benefit.
from the arrangement provided by the hosting site to be interested ‘n l'censing their
content for a Low or no fee. As exp.ained be.ow, the web content provider maintains
his ad revenue as the number of "hits" on the advertisements are maintained in a

transparent manner. As the artic.es are a.so posted at the hosting site, ad revenues cat
actually increase s:nce the ad :mmpress:ons are be:ng solicited from twos:tes rather than
one.” Column 3, [ine 38 through Column 4, line 24.

“These pieces of content are then recast into anew web page by means of an HTML
template 121 that matches the look and feelof the hosting Webste. The new page
includes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navivational features of the
hostingsite, This page is then sent 123 to the client 113 for presentation by the
browser.”Co:umn 4, ‘ines 37-63.

“Note also that navigational features 31 and 317 native to the hosting server have
been added to the page. A background border 319 giving the hosting web site a
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computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of:
(a) in response to activation, by a web browser|Sze Lia}(:), supra.
of a computer user, of a link displayed byone of
aplurality of first web pages, automaticaly
Tecogniz:ng as the source page the one of the
First web pages on which the link has been
activated,
(} wherein each of the first web pages belongs
to one of a plurality of web page owners;
(4) wherein each of the first web pages displays
at least one active ‘ink associated with a

commerce obrect associated with a buying
opportunity of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and

 

See L(a)(, supra, 

The *655 patent discloses that each of the first web pages dsplavs at Least one active
link associated with a commerce object asscc:ated w:th a buying opportunity ofa
se.ected one of a p-urality of merchants,

“These pieces of content are then recast into a newweb page by means of an HTML,
template 121 that matches the lock and feel of the hosting Web site. The new page
inc-udes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the navigational features of the
hosting site. This page ‘s then sent 123 to the c-iewt 113 for presentation by the
browser.”Column 4, lines $7-63.

“Note also that navigational features 315 and 317 native to the hosting server have
been added to the page. A background border 319 g:ving the hosting website a
distinctive look and feelhas also been added.”

See L(a)(ii), supra.

 

(i) wherein the selected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the ownerofthe first
web page are each third parties with respectto
one another,
(b) automaticaly retrieving from a storage
ccup.ed to the computer of the outsource
provider pre-stored data associated with the
source page; and then

 

The 7685 patent discloses automaticallyretrieving from a storage coupled to the
computer of the outscurce provider pre-stored data associated with the source page.

“A representative system in which the present invention is implemented is iLustrated
in FIG. 1. A p.ural:ty of Intemet client machines 10 are connectable to a cmputer
network Intemet Service Provider (ISP) 12 via a network such as a d.alup telephone
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  istinctive look andfeelhas also been added.

“The invention allows the hosting site to extract and recast any number or type of
esired content elements from the web content prov:der pave.”Coun 6, “ines 49-51.

“By abstracting the content from anyparticular content provider site and reformatting
e content to the hosting site's format a cons'stent look and feel is maintained.”
column 13, ines 19-22

“Next, the pass through publisher 101 retrieves the filter definitions and poicies from
e filter database 109 for this particular content provider web ste. Using the fi:ters

and the retrieved HTMLpage, the pass through publisher 101 parses the HTML source
for desired components of the page. Typical.y, this is the tite of the article,the ad

banmer or banners and the article textitself, although other ‘tems on the page are
potentia ly desirab:e, These pieces of content are then recast into a newweb page by
means of an HTML temp-ate 121 that matches the ‘ook and fee. of the hosting Web
site, The new page ‘ncludes the graphics of the hosting provider as well as the
navigational features of the hosting site. This page is then sent 123 to the cient 113 for
resentation by the browser. In a typica. web interaction between browser and server,

once the browser receives the HTMLpage, it ‘ssues additional requests for the
component fles such as gifs, e.g. ad banners. For the ad banners themselves, the new
page preserves the cal 125 back to the content prov:der so thar the comect advertising
content ‘3 presented. It is common that each request of a web page from a server can
refreshed with a different advertisement,

      
this way, the end user receives a page with praphic and navigation features from the
sting Web site that has an embedded artic:e from the publisher and an advertisernent

served from the publisher's site, The fina. resu:t is content viewed bythe end user in
ost site's native Web context, with an ad banner served from the original publ'sher,
ereby preserving their revenue stream.” Co-umn4, line 50 through Column 5, line
1

        
“In step 413, ‘tis determined whether there is a suitable filter definition in the account

Page 2299
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folder for the content providerfor the newpage. As most pages in a web site share a
common format and sty-e, it is envisioned that a re.atively small set of fi-ter definitions
can be used for all of the pages from a particular site. If there is no existing filter
definition suitable,in step 415, anew filter definition is created for the page. There is
more d:scussion ou the creat.cn of filter definitions and policies below‘n connection
with FIG.6,

in step 417, the page, We, URL is associated with the appropriate filter definition and
in step 419 the appropriate changes to the account, URL and filter defin:tionfiles are
made. Optiona‘ly, the newpage can be processed and cached as part of registration
Thus, in step 421, the filter definition ‘s used by the pass through pub‘isher to extract

¢ des:red portions of the page. In step 423, these portions of the page are cached for
retrieval in the event of a client request. The process ends, step 425.”Column 7, lines

6-33.

“As mentioned above, the hosting site preferably caches content ‘ikely to be requested
yy aclient to improve the speed and reliab:l:ty of the hosting web site paves. In this

way, if the document lias not changed since the pass through publ:sher ‘ast polled the
site, ‘tis retrievedfrom the local cacheafter registering the "hit" on the remote server,
This reduces Internet bandwdth requirements and improves performance on both the
sting web server and the web content prov‘der server

However, for the process depicted in FIG. SB, newcomtent has been retrieved from the
‘web content provider web server, step 451. Once the document content has been
retrieved from the host provider, the fi:ter database ‘s searched for the appropriate
fi:ter definition, step 483, the filter definition kept for the web coment provider. The
information ‘n the filter definition wil help the pass through publisher parse the
document stricture of the web page, extracting the desired information. In step 437, a
test is performed to determ:ne whether the parsing was a success.

   
fa filter definition for the page or web content provideris not found, or the first

avlempt using the associated filter definition was nota success, the pass through
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ically marked ‘n the HTML by tags or comments indicating an advertisement.

pending on various factors, such as the des‘red look and fee: for the hosting web
site, the cross-publ'shing agreement w.th the coment provider, .¢. alowing for
republish:ng certain types of web coment but not others and the fi:ter,the comtent mav

every pain. A "bare bones" filter may strip out any extraneous links or "side bars" of
information. Altemative:y, the content may be a verbatim copy of a se.ected portion of

original web page.” Column 9, line 64 through Column 10, “ine 14

See File History for 10/461,997, Office Action, dated September 29, 20004.
(c) automatically computer-generating and The °655 patent discloses automatically computer-generating and transmitting to the
transmitting to the web browser a second web|web browser a second web page.
page that includes:

“By abstracting the content from any particular content provider site and reformatting
¢ cotttent to the hosting site’s format a consistent look and feelis maintained.”

Column 13, lines 19-22.
The “655 patent discloses that the second web page includes information associated

with the commerce object asscciated with the -ink that has been activated.

  
(i) information associated with the commerce
object associated with the link that has beet
activated, and

“By abstracting the content from anv particular content provider site and reformatting
the content to the hosting site’s format a consistent look and feel ts maintained.”
Column 13, lines 19-22.
See [(ci(i?), supra.

 

(2) a plurality of visually perceptible elements
derived from the retrieved pre-stored data and
Visually corresponding to the source page.

22|The computer-teadable memory of caim 20|See 7, supra.
where:n the commerce object associated with the
link that has been activated comprises
information def:ning an electronic cata.og
having a multitude of merchant offerings, and
where'n the second web page contains one or
more se.ectab-e navigation links conmecting a
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offer-ngsin the
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  publisher can fal. back to a series of deft filters which will ass'st in parsing the data,

step 459, The hosting site wil. still be able to present the reformatted content, however,
the process will not be as effic‘ent as through an existing filter definition. This "best
puess" approach util:zes several methods, including looking for commen references to
advert'sing engines, etc, As d'scussed below, the pub.isher can also -ook for a set of
embedded tags indicating the desired coment. Any document that a filter can not be
foundfor can be ‘ogged, a‘lowing staff to later create appropriate filter definitions, In
Practice, however,hosting sites employingthe pass through technique wi] beable to
define templates appropr‘ate to all "tehosted" coment, Most content provider sites
employ a standard ‘ook and fee: ‘n their documents, a.lowing for filters that are
appropriate for large numbers of documents found on a particular web site, ifnot every
document on the entire provider web site,”Column 7, ‘ine 47 through Column 8, line
18

‘The component HTML file, once extracted, separated, and post filtered is then
reformatted into anew document in the style and context of the hosting web site, step
463. This is done by another component of the pass through publ:sher, a web
publishing application that creates a “dynamic publ:shing template". The web
publisher injects the excerpted content, ites, copyright statements and :opos as
teceived from the post filtering process, In step 465, the desired components are
cached, which mayinclude components useful ‘n determining the version of a web
page, but are not used in the recast page. In step 467, the recast page is sent 10 the
Tequesting c-ient. The process ends, step 469. Once presented by the requesting
browser, the content of the homing web sire appears seamless to the user, although it
may orig:nate at a plural:ty of web content provider sites as wel. as the host:ng site
itse:f” Column 8, lines 45-60,

  
“Each filter def'nition ‘3 stored in a filter definition database accessible by the pass
through pub‘isher. The pub-isher uses the filter definition to break the content ‘nto
component parts: The tite area, primary and secondaryadvertisements, and the
content ‘tself. The tite area ‘tcludes the ttle of the web pave and is typicaly marked
by HTMLtags, The primary and secondary advertisements usually occur at the top
and bottom of the web page, but may be ‘ocated at different locations. Theyare
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The compuer-readable memory of claim20
wherein the computer-teadable memory ts used
to direct the computer of the outsourceprovider
to perform the further step of
computer-facilitating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
completed.
The compurer-readable memery of claim26,

See 10, supra,

See 13-16, supra.
 

()) wherein the second web page contains a
further link associated with the information

associated with the commerce obiect, which,
when activated by the web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce object ‘me a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout ‘ink which, when
activated by the web broweer, faccl:tates
complet.on of a transaction associated with the
commerce obrect in the shopping cart; and

See 13-16, supra.

 

3

  (4) wherein the computer-readable memory is
usedto direct the computer of the oursource
provider to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction is comp.eted, computer-fact.itating
payment from the cormputer user to the merchant
associated with the activated link and

computer-facilitating payment of a commission
tothe owner of the source page.
The computer-readable memory of claim26,
wherein the v'sually perceptible elements
dsplavedon the second web page are retrieved
from a database storing data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the first
web pages.

 See 13-16, supra.

See 18, supra,
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Based upon the claim interpretations Plaimiff appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those inerpretations to one or more products of
s° products in P-aintiff's Infringement Contentions served Apri. 15, 2011, U.S. Patent No. 5,991,740 anticipates andior renders obvious,

alone of in comb:nation with other prot art idewtified ‘n Defendants’ Amended Invaid:ty Contentions, the asserted c.a'ms as described in part below.

Defendan

 

  

 

1|Atethod of an outsource provider serving web|“The second estab‘ished method of raising revenue bya Site Owner ‘sto place banner
pages offering commerc:a. opportunities, the|ads on the web pages promoting a th:rd party's goods or services.” Column 4, ines
method comprising: 47-49 FIG. 5A.

Liq)|automaticaly ataserverofthe outsource “These promotional banners further include embedded code, creating a link to the
provider, ‘n response to activation, by a web
browser of a computer user, of a link displayed
by one ofa pluraiity of first web pages,
recognizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the ‘ink has been
activated; (1)wherein each of the fist web paves
belongs to one of a plura.ity of web page
owners; (ii) wherein each of the first web pages
displays at least one active link associated with a
commerce object associatedwith a buying
opportunity of a se:ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (Lit)wherein the selected
merchant,the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page are cach third parties with
respect to one other;

  sponsoring third party—hereinaftercalled the ‘Merchant.”” Column 4, lines 49-52;
FIG.SB.

“Atthe Merchants server, the specific goods are made available for purchase. This
involves the use of secured transactions, via a credit cardor other paymentvehicle to
order the goods with delivery by anyone of the availab-e del:very services (land or
an,”Co.umn 4, ‘ines 60-68.

“T]he USER... begins the process by visiting a Site Owner b:ock 20, such as one of
the main web pages .... On th's web page, a banner ad (text link oricen)is dsplayed
to the USER promoting for example sneakers ....The link then continues directly to

¢ Merchant biock 40. During the ‘inking process, the USERhas an identifier query
string appended to the HTTP entry, and possib:y a “cookie”placed on their system.”
Column &, lines 17-29; FIG. 1.

=

 
“USERSthat access the banner are transferred to Merchant’s web page, via the

embedded link and may be presented with the abil:ty to make a purchase directlyfrom
the Merchant [where]... the specific goods are made availab-e for purchase.” Column
4, lines 52-62; FIGs, 6A,6B.

  
“Co-brand:ng of products’servicesis also efficiently accormp:ished in the foregoing 

Un‘ess noted, all c:tations in this chart are to U.S. Patent No, 3991,740 “Dara processing evstem for integrated tracking and management of
commerce related activities on a public access network” by Stephen Date Messer (filed Jun, 10, 1997, issued Nov. 23, 1999). [DFNDTO000) 15-
000132]
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specific goods are made avai.able for purchase.” Co.umn 4, ‘ines 60-62; FIG. 6B.

“(T]he USER... begins the process by visiting a Site Owner biock 20, such as one of
the main web pages .... On this web page, a banner ad (text link oricon)is d'splayed
tothe CSER promoting for example sneakers ....The link then continues directly to
the Merchant biock 40. During the ‘inking process, the USERhas an identifier query
string appended to the HTTPentry, and possib:y a “cookie”placed on their system.”
Column &, Lines 17-29; FIG. 1.

“USERSthat access the banner are transferred to Merchant's web page, via the
embedded link and may be presented with the abil:ty to make a purchase directlyfrom
the Merchant [where] ... the specific goods are made availabe for purchase.” Column
4 lines 52-62; FIGs, 6A,6B,

“Co-branding of products’servicesis also efficiently accornp‘ished in the foregoing
environment. Co-branding is the marketing or sales of two products through a single
promotion. The system controlling software on the Clearinghouse server inc:udes a
“merge”a:gor‘thmn that takes two or more images and combines these into an
aestheticaly acceptable presentation. For example, the resu-ting banner on the
Merchantsite will :nclude a “return” button to go back to the orig:nating Site Owner.”
Column 9, Line 64 - co'umnn 10, ‘ine 5,   automatically with the server computer

generating and transmitting to the web browser a
second web page that :ncludes: (2) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the ‘ink that has beenactivated, and (12) a
pluraity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre stored data and visually
comespond:ngto the source page,

 See also 3-6, injra.

“(T]he USER... beg:ns the process by visit:ng a Site Owner b.ock 20, such as one of
the main web pages .... On th's web page, a banner ad (text link or icon)is displayed
tothe CSER promoting for example sneakers ....The link then continues directly to
the Merchant b.ock 40. During the ‘inking process, the USERhas an identifier query
string appended to the HTTP entry, and possib:y a “cookie” placed on their system.”
Column §, lines 17-29: FIG. 1,

“Co-branding of products’servicesis also efficiently accornp‘ishedin the foregoing
environment. Co-branding is the marketing or sa.es of two products through a single
promotion. The system controling software on the Clearinghouse server includes a
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environment, Co-branding ‘s the marketing or sales of two products through a single
promotion. The system control‘ing software on the Clearinghouse serverincludes a
“mere”algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
aestheticalyacceptable presentation. For example, the resulting banner on the
Merchant ste will include a “return” button to go back to the originating Site Owner.”
Column 9, line 64 - column 10, Ene 5.

“Some web sites are considered “Content Providers” (or “Site Owners,”‘., those in
controlof one or more web sites) as they inc-ude one or more web pages hav'ng
information that is of interest to USERSduring a browsing session, These Site Owners
currently have at least two mechanisms for generating revenues. Thefirstinvolves the
charging of a subscription fee to the visting USERS somewhat akin to a magazine
subscription. Th's mode of revenue generation is not particularly relevant to the
presentinvention. ... The seconds‘te of interestis the Merchant's server. At the
Merchant's server, the specific goods are made ava‘lable for purchase. This involves
the use of secured transactions,va a credit card or other payment vehicle to order the
goods with de-ivery byany one of the available de-ivery services Cand or air). To
implement the present invention, programming is instal.ed on the Merchant's server
that ‘s capable of tack:ng the number of vis:ts by USERSthat are precipitated by links
with banner ads, Altematively, the USER may be transferred back to the
Cearinghouse for completion of the actua. purchase transaction.” Column 4, line 37
through co:umn §, “ine 3.

The owner of the first web page is the Coment Provider orSte Owner, the outsource
provider is the Merchant, and the se-ected merchant is the supplier, distributor, or
manufacturer of the products sold on the Merchant webpage. It we:l-known to a
petson skilled in the art as of the Eling date of the “740 Patent that a Merchant on its
Merchant Site can se:] products of third parties as well as its own products.

 
 

   
 

{(b)  avtomat:caly retrev:ng froma storage coup.ed “These promotional banners further include embedded code, creating a nk tothe
to the server pre stored data associated with the sponsoring third party—hereinafter called the ‘Merchant.”” Column 4, lines 49-52;
source pave; and then FIG. 5B.

‘The second site of interest is the Merchants server. At the Merchant’s server, the
550386 -2-
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“merge”algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
acstheticalyacceptable presentation. For example, the resu-ting banner on the
Merchantste will include a “return” button to go back to the originating $:te Owner.”

olumn 9, line 64 - column 10, Ene 5.
 

we The method of claim 1 where!n at ‘east one of

the plurality of v:sua‘lypercept‘ble elements
ine-udes a set of nav:gational links on the source
pave.

“Co-branding of products’servicesis also efficiently accornpl’shed ‘n the foregoing
environment, Co-branding ‘s the marketing or sales of two products through a single
romoticn, The system contrel:ing software on the Clearinghouse server includes a

“merge” algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
aesthetica‘lyacceptable presentation. For example, the resulting banner on the
Merchantste will include a “return” button to go back to the originating Site Owner.”

column 9, line 64 - cohurm 10, Ene 5.

 

   
 

  
 

      
 

4—The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east oneof—“Co-branding of products’services is also efficiently accompl'shed ‘n the foregoing
the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements environment. Co-branding ‘s the marketing orsales of two products through a single
ine-udes the appearance of the top and left side promotion, The system control-ing software on the Clearinghouse server includes a
of the source page. “merge”algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an

aestheticallyacceptable presentation. For example, the resulting banner on the
Merchantste will include a “return” button to go hack to the originating Site Owner.”

olumnn 9, line 64 - column 10, Ene 4.

3 Themethod of claim 1 where:n at ‘east oneof§=—“Co-branding of products/services 1s also efficiently accomplshed :n the forego:ng
the plurality of v:sua‘ly perceptible elements. environment, Co-branding ‘s the marketing or sales of two products through a single
ine-udes the appearance of the header and footer promotion. The system controling software on the Clear‘nghcuse server includes a
of the source page. “mere”algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an

aesthetica‘lyacceptable presentation. For example, the resulting banner on the
Merchant ste will include a “return” button to go back to the originating Site Owner.”
Column 9, line 64 - column 10, Ene 5.

6—Themethod of claim 1 where’n at east oneof=“Co-branding of products’servicesis also efficiently accompl:shed ‘n the forego:ng
the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements environment. Co-brantding ‘s the marketing orsales of two products through a single
ine-udes a logo associated with the owner of the promotion, The system control-ing software on the Clearinghouse server includes a
source page. “merge” algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
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aesthetical-y acceptable presentation. For example, the resu:ting banner on the
Merchant site w:]l ‘nclude a “retum” burton to go back to the originating Site Owner.”
Column 9, line 64 - column 10, “ine 5

  

 
The method of claim 1 wherein the commerce

object associated with the link that has been
act:vated comprises information defining an
electronic catalog having a tmutitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more selectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchical set of additional
second web pages, cach pertaining to a subset of
the offerings ‘n the catalog,

“tis yet another object of the present ‘nvention to provide a data processing system
that monitors transactions and organizes information in a manner that a.lows fora
variety of nove. commission, marketing, advertising and servicing arrangements.”
Column 3, Lines 18-22.

“During the ‘inking process, the USERhas an ident'fier query string appended to the
HTTP entry, and possib-y a “cookie”placed on their system. These act as a marker to
perm't tracking of the USERbythe Merchant and Clearinghouse, determine if and
when the USER was involved in a purchase, and howto allocate the purchase
commission to the Site Owner.” Column 5, lines 28-32.

  
“Tf, however, the USER makes the purchase (“Yes”to test 800), ‘nformat:onrelating
tothe purchase and the USER ate transferredback to the Clearinghouse server, block
820, Sales particu.ars including all co-promotion and commission payment are then
calculated in accordance with stored protocols, block 850.” Column 9, lines 5-16.

“As discussed previous.y, after information is received about the purchase at the
Clearinghouse server, a commission determ:nation is calculaed. The commission will
be a factor of several vartables inc-ud:ng the or:gina. arrangement worked out between
the Merchant and the Site Owner, and the qualification of the USER ‘n terms of access
to the Merchantsite, i.., whether that USERhad been directed to the Merchantste by
more than one banner ad before the purchase waz made. [f to, a sharing or priority
plan may be required. Once these termns ave beet imp:emented,final accounting for
the Merchant and Site Quner is implemented including payment of commission and
recording al. transaction detat's. In this way, valuable records detailingthe activity of
select banners in terms of revenue are created allowing for accurate assessmentof
promotional ‘mpact.” Column 9, lines 12-26

   

page's generated dynamically. command Line the HTTP address for the Clearinghouse, bock 750, and a “query
string”, ‘e., a string of code placed on the HTTP that provides source ‘nformation,
See,for example, line 4, Table I. Accordingly, USER access is directed to the
Clearinghouse server, where’n the Clearinghouse server first stores severa. pieces of
information, eg., site (ID), banner (1D), and USER (Xi, beock 760. Immediately
thereafter the Clearinghouse server places onto the USER command ‘ne, the address
for the Merchant (HTT?) directing USERcontrol to the Merchant's web page, block
780. In accordancetherewith, information about the product described in the banner ad
is now displayed to the USER including the procedure for purchas‘ng the product,
block 790,“ Column & lines 52-67. 

 

 
8

 
The method of claim| wherein the second web

 
“Tf however, the USERselects the banner ad, the site program ‘nputsonto the USER
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The method of claim 1 wherein the ownerof the

source pave is party to a contract providingfor
receipt of a commission as a tesult of a
transaction involving the commerce object
displayed on the source page.

“TLis yet another object of the present invention to provide a data process'ng system
that monitors transactions and organizes information in a manner that allows for a
varietyof novel commission, marketing, advertising and servicing arrangements.”
Column 3, lines 18-22,

 
“During the linking process, the USER has an identifier querystring appended to the
HTT? entry, and possibly a “cockie” placed on their system. These act as a marker to
permit tracking of the USERby the Merchant and Clearinghouse, determineif and
when the CSER was ‘nvolvedin a purchase, and howto allocate the purchase
commission to the Site Owner.” Colum 5, ‘ines 28-32.

“Tf however, the USER makes the purchase (“Yes”to test 800), information relating
to the purchase and the USERare transferred back to the C-earinghouse server, block
820. Sales particulars including al. co-promotion and commission payment are then
calculated in accordance with stored protoccls, block 850.” Column 9, ‘ines 5-10.

“As dscussed previously, after :nformation is received about the purchase at the
Cearinghouse server, a commiss'on determination is ca.culated. The commission wl.
bea factor of several variables including the orig'nal arrangement worked out between
the Merchant and the Site Owner, and the qua‘ification of the USERin terms of access
to the Merchant site, i.e,, whether that USER had been directedto the Merchantsite by
more than one banner ad before the purchase was made. Ifo, a sharing or priority
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plan may be required. Once these terms have been imp:emented, final acccunting for
the Merchant and Site Owner is implemented including payment of commission and
recording al. transaction detat-s. In this way, valuable records detailingthe activity of
select banners in terms of revenue are created allowing for accurate assessmentof
promotiona. ‘mpact.” Column 9, lines 12-26.

  
 

 
10  The method of claim 9 further compris:ng

computer-fac:l:tating autornatic payment to the
owner of the source page, oncethe transaction is
comp-eted.  “Tris yet another object of the present ‘nvention to provide a data processing system

that monitors transactions and organizes information in a manner that allows for a
variety of nove. commission, marketing, advertising and servicing arrangements,”
Column 3, lines 18-22.

“During the ‘inking process, the USERhas an identifier query string appended to the
TTP emmy, and possib-y a “cookie”placed on their system. These act as a marker to
pemm:t tracking of the USER by the Merchant and Clearinghouse, determine if and
when the USER was involved in a purchase, and howto allocate the purchase
commission to the Site Owner.” Column 5, ‘ines 28-32.

“Tf, however, the USER makes the purchase (“Yes”to test 800), ‘nformation relating
tothe purchase and the USER ate transferred back to the Clearinghouse server, block
820, Sales particu.ars including all co-promotion and commiss:on payment are then
calculated in accordance w:th stored protocols, black 850,” Colum9, L:nes 5-10,

“As discussed previous.y, after information is received about the purchase at the
Clearinghouse server, a commission determ:nation is calculared. The commission will
be a factor of several variables inc-ud:ng the or:gina. arrangement worked out between
the Merchant and the Site Owner, and the qualification of the USER ‘n terms of access
tothe Merchantsite, L¢., whether that USER had been directed to the Merchant site by
more than one banner ad before the purchase waz made. If to, a sharing or priority
plan may be required. Once these terms have been imp:emented, final accounting for
the Merchant and Site Owner is implemented including payment of commission and
recording al. transaction detat-s. In this way, valuable records detailingthe activity of
select banners :n terms of revenue are created allowing for accurate assessmentof
promotiona, ‘mpact.” Column 9, lines 12-26.

   

The method of claim 1, wherein the second web
page appears to the computer user to be
venerated by a server associated with the scurce
pave.

“Co-branding of products’servicesis also efficiently accompl'shed :n the forego:ne
environment. Co-branding ‘s the marketing or sales of two products through a single
promotion. The system control.ing software on the Clearinghouse server includes a
“mere”algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
aesthetica‘ly acceptable presentation. For example, the resulting banner on the
Merchantste will include a “return” button to go back wo the originating $:te Owner.”
Column 9, line 64 - column 10, Ene 5.

 

The method of claim 1, wherein the Sink
activated by the web browser's stored ina
database associated with the source page.

“To implement the present invention, programming is instal.ed on the Merchant's
server that is capable of tracking the umber of v:sits by USERS that are precip:tated
by links with banner ads,” Column 4, line 65 through column 5, ‘ine 2,

“Tt is another object of the present invention to provide a dara process:ng system that
tracks the access of one or more “inks placed on a se-ect location on the web. These
Links can be either promotiona: by des:gn or common ‘cons or text that are mere-y
used for interconnection.” Column 3, ines3-7.

“TLis yet another object of the present invention to provide a data process:ng system
that further tracks the transactions between a merchant and customer that were ‘inked

together, via a select promotional “ink on the web,” Column 3, lines 8-11.

“The link between the first and second servers is labeled with a reference to.a good or
service available for purchase on the second server. The second server ‘ncludes
program controlling logic commands directing the server responses to inquiries from
CSERSinterested in purchasing said goods or services, and prov'ding
cottmunications to said Clearinghouse server in accordance with any transactions
undertaken by the USER.” Co-umnn 3, “ines 38-46. 
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3 The method of claim 1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link associated with the

 
“The hub of operation is the C-earinghouse server, 30 l:nked for interconnection and
communication with the network and, ‘n particular, any Merchants and Site Owners
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commerce related activities on a public access network”

information assceated with the commerce object|interested in formalizing ad programs based on the precepts of the present invention.
associated with the link that has beenactivated,)The Clearinghouse server is equipped with processing power and memorysufficient to
which nk, when activated by the web browser,|meet the demand of multip.e subscribers, In its preferred embodiments, the server is
places data representing the commerce object|configured w-th either a UNIX operating system or an operating system based on
into a virtual shopping cart. Windows NT. Database management software utilizing Oracle 7 and Orac.e webserver

ig 20 configured for the specific operating system env:ronment. “ Column 5, line 66
through colunm6, Line 10.

14|The method of claitn 13, wherein the second|“The USERis conffonted with the option of purchasing the product at test 800, If the
web pave contains a checkout link which, when|USER determines not to make the purchase, logic branches to block 810, and the
activated by the web browser, facilitates server places a cookie ontto the USER. This cocke enables tracking of a later
comp:ation ofa transaction associated with the—/purchase, test 815 and block 817.If, however, the CSER makes the purchase ("Yes"to
commerce object in the shopping cart test £00), information re.ating to the purchase and the USER are transferred back to

the Clearinghouse server, block 820) Sa.es particulars ‘ncluding al. co-promotion and
commission paymentate then calculated in accordance w:th stored protocols, b.ock
850.” Coun 9, ‘ines 1-11.

1§|The methed of claim 14, further comprising after|“It is yet another object of the present ‘nvention to provide a data processing system
the transaction is completed, that monitors transactions and organizes information in a manner that allows for a
computer-faccl:tating payment from the variety of nove. commission, marketing, advertising and servicing arrangements,”
computer user to the merchant associated with|Column 3, lines 18-22.
the activated ‘ink,

“During the ‘inking process, the USER has an identifier query string appended to the
HTTP entry, and possib:y a “cookie” placed on their system. These act as a marker to
pemm:t tracking of the USER by the Merchant and Clearinghouse, determine if and
when the USER was involved in a purchase, and howto allocate the purchase
commission to the Sitz Owner.” Column §, lines 28-32.

“TE however, the USER makes the purchase (“Yes”to test 800), ‘nformation relating
to the purchase and the USERare transferred back to the Clearinghouse server, block
820, Sales particu-ars including all co-promotion and commiss‘on payment are then
calculated in accordance w:th stored protocols, block 850,” Column 9, L'nes 5-10,
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the Merchant and the Site Owner, and the qualification of the USER ‘n terms of access
tothe Merchant s:te, L¢., whether that USER had been directed to the Merchant site by
more than one banner ad before the purchase was made. If so, a sharing or priority
plan may be required, Once these terms have been imp:emented,final acccunting for
the Merchant and Site Owner is implemented including payment of commission and
recording al. transaction detai's. In this way, valuable records detailing the activity of
select banners ‘n terms of revenue are created al.owing for accurate assessment of
promotiona. ‘mpact.” Column 9, lines 12-26. 

The method of claim 13, further comprising
displaying the second web page again, after the
commerce object is placed into the shopping
cart. 

The method of claim 1, wherein the visually
perceptib:e elements d'splaved on the second
web pave ate tetrieved from a database stor:ng
data associated with visually perceptible
elements for each of the fire web pages,

“Co-branding of productsservices is also efficiently accornp.ished in the foregoing
environment. Co-branding is the marketing or sales of two products through a single
promotion. The svstem controlling software om the Clearinghouse server incwudes a
“merge”a:gor‘thm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
aesthetical_y acceptable presentation. For example, the resu:ting banner on the
Merchantsite will include a “return” button to go back to the originating Site Owner.”
Column 9, Line 64 - column 10, ‘ine 5

“The hub of operation is the Clearinghouse server, 30‘inked for imerconnection and
commun‘cation with the network and, in particular, any Merchants and Site Owners
interested in formalizing ad programas based on the precepts of the present inventicn.
The Clearinghouse server is equipped w:th processing power and memorysufficient to
meet the demand of multip‘e subscribers. In its preferred embodiments, the server is
configured wth either a UNIX operating system or an operating system basedon
Windows NT. Database management software utilizing Oracle 7 and Orac.e webserver
ig a0 configured for the specific operating system env:ronment. “ Column 5, line 66
through column 6, Line 10). 

  
A system useful in an outsource provider serving
web pagesoffering commercial opportun'ties,

 
See |, supra.
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   “As dscussed previously,after‘nformation is received about the purchase at the

Cearinghouse server, a commiss'on determination is ca.culated. The commission w:l.
bea factor of several variables including the orig‘nal arrangement workedout between
the Merchamrt and the $:te Owner, and the qua.ification of the USERin terms of access
to the Merchant site, 1e., whether thar USER liad been directed to the Merchantsite by
more than one banner ad before the purchase was made. [f'so, a sharing or priority
plan maybe required. Once these terms have been implemented, fina. accounting for
the Merchant and Site Owner is imp.emented including payment of commission and
tecording all transaction deta‘ls. In this way, valuable records detailing the activ'tyof
se.ect banners in terms of revenue are created allowing for accurate assessment of
promotional impact.” Co-umm 9, lines 12-26.  The method of claim 14, further comprising after

the transaction is comp.eted,
computer-facilitaring payment of a commussion
to the owner of the source page.

See 10, supra.

“Tt is yet another object of the present invention to provide a data process:ne system
that monitors transact:ons and organizes informat‘on in a manner that allows fora
vaety of novel commission, marketing, advertising andserv:cing arrangements.”
Column 3, lines 18-22,

“During the linking process, the USER has an identifier querystring appended to the
HTT? entry, and possibly a “cockle” placed on their svstem, These act as a marker to
permit racking of the CSER by the Merchant and Clearinghouse, determine if and
when the USER was :nvolvedin a purchase, and how to allocate the purchase
commission to the Site Owner.” Column 5, ‘ines 28-32.

“TE however, the USER makes the purchase (“Yes” to test 800), information relating
to the purchase and the USERare transferred back to the C-earinghouse server, block
820, Sales particulars including al’ co-promotion and comm:ssion pavment are then
calculated in accordance with stored protocels, block 850.” Column9, ‘ines 5-10,

“As discussed previously, after ‘nformation is received about the purchase at the
C-earinghouse server, a comn’ss'on determination is ca.culated. The commission w:L.
bea factor of several variables including the orig:nal arrangement workedout between
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the system comprising: “The second established method of raising revenue by a Site Owneris top-ace banner
ads on the web pages promoting a third party's goods or services.” Co.umn 4, lines
47-49; FIG. SA,

19a) (a) a computer store containing data, for each of See L(a)-I{b), supra.
aplurality of first web pages, defining a p-urality
of visually perceptible elements, which visualv “These promotional banners further include embedded code, creating a Ink to the
perceptible elements correspond to the p-ural'ty sponsoring third party—hereinafter called the ‘Merchant.”” Column 4, lines 49-52;
of first web pages; (:) wherein each of the first FIG. 5B.
webpages belongs to one of a pluratity of web
page owners: (i) wherein each of the first web  “Althe Merchant's server, the specific goods are made available for purchase. This
pages displavs at least one active ink associated involves the use of secured transactions, va a credit card orother payment vehicle to
with a commerce object associated with a buving order the eoods with delivery by any one of the avaiable delivery services (land or
opportunity of a selected one of a plurality of att)” Column 4, lines 60-65.
merchants; and (iii) whereinthe selected
merchant, the cusoutce provider,an the ower “(T)he USER... begins the process byvisiting a Site Qwner block 20, such as one of
ofthe firsweb pave displaying the associated the main web pages .... Qn this web page, a banner ad (text Link or icon)is disp:ayed
link are each third parteswith respect toone © the USERpromoting for examp:e sneakers .... The I'nk then continues direct’y to
other the Merchant block 40. Duringthe inking process, the USER has an identifier query

string appended to the HTT? entry, and possibly a “cookie” placed on their system.”
Column 5, lines 17-29; HIG.1.

“USERSthat access the banner are transferred to Merchant’s web page, via the
embeddedlink and may be presented with the abiity to make a purchase directly from
the Merchant [where]... . the specific goods are made available for purchase,” Column
4, lines 52-62; FIGs. 64, 6B.

“Co-branding of products’servicesis also efficiently accompl'shed :n the forego:ne
environment, Co-branding ‘s the marketing or sales of two products through a single
promotion. The system control.ing software on the Clearinghouse serverincludes a
“merge”algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
aesthetica‘lyacceptable presentation. For example, the resulting banner on the
Merchant ste will include a “return” button to go back to the originating Site Owner.”
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Column 9, Line 64 - coxurnn 10, ‘ine 5,

“Some web sites are considered “Content Providers” (or “S'te Owners,” Le., those in
control of one or more web s:tes) as they include one or more web pages having
information that is of interest to USERS during a brows:ng session. These Site Owners
currently have at -east two mechan'sms for generating revettues. The first ‘nvolves the
charging of a subscription fee to the visiting USERS somewhat ak:n to a magazine
subscription. This modeof revenue generation is not particularly relevantto the
present invention. ,.. The second site of ‘nterestis the Merchant's server. At the

Merchant's server, the specific goods are made available for purchase, Th:s :nvolves
¢ use of secured transactions, via a credit card or other payment vehicle to order the

goods with del:very by any one of the availab’e del:very services (Land orair), To
implement the present invention, programming is installed on the Merchant's server

at is capab‘e of tracking the number of visits by USERS that are precipitated by ‘inks
with banner ads. Altematively, the USER may be transferred back to the
Clearinghouse for completion of the actua. purchase transaction,” Column 4, line 37

ough column 5, Line 3,

The owner of the first web page is the Content Provider or Site Owner, the outsource
rovider ig the Merchant, and the selected merchant is company manufacturing the
oducts sold on the Merchant webpage. It well-known to a person skiled in the art as

of the fi:ing dave of the “740Patent that a Merchant on its Merchant Site can se’]
products of third parties as weil as its own products.

  
 

1900)  (b) a computer server at the outsource provider,
which computer server is coup-ed to the
computer store and programmed to: (1) receive
from the web browserof a computer usera
sigtal indicating activation of one of the links
displayed byone of the first web pages; (:1)
automatically ident:fy as the source page the one
of the first web pages on which the ‘ink has been
act:vated; (iii) ‘n responee to identification of the

 See [fab-l{c), supra.

“These promotional banners further include embedded code,creatingalink to the
sponsoring third party—hereinatter called the ‘Merchant.”” Coluran4, lines 49-52;
AG$B.

“The second site of interest is the Merchant’s server. At the Merchant's server, the
specific voods are made avai.able for purchase.” Co-umn 4, ‘ites 60-62; FIG.68.

“(T]he USER ... bevins the process by visiting a Site Owner b:ock 20, such as one of
the main web pages.... On th's web page, a banner ad (text link ot icon) is d'splaved
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with a buying opportunity of a selected oneof a
plura.ity of merchants; and (1i:) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third
parties with respect to one anther; (b)
autornatically retrieving from a storage coupled
0 the computer of the outsource provider

pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generating
and transm:tting to the web browser a second
web page that includes: (i) information
sociated with the commerce object associated

with the ‘ink that has beenactivated, and (i!) a
pluraity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored data and visually
comesponding to the source page,

2

   
string appended to the HTTP entry, and possib:y a “cook
Colum &, lines 17-29: FIG. 1.

placed on their system.

“USERSthat access the banner are transferred to Merchant's web page, via the
embedded link and may be presented with the ability to make a purchase directlyfrom
the Merchant [where]... the specific goods are made availah‘e for purchase.” Column
4lines 52-62: FIGs. 64,6B

“Co-brand:ng of products’servicesis also efficiently accormp-ishedin the foregoing
environment. Co-brand:ne is the marketing or sales of two products through a single
promotion. The system controlling software on the Clearinghouse server incudes a
“merge” a.gor:thm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
aesthetical’y acceptable presentation. For example, the resu:ting banner on the
Merchant site wll ‘nclude a “return” button to go back to the orig:nating Site Owner.”
Colum 9, line 64 - coxumn 10, ‘ine 5.

“Some weh sites are considered “Content Providers” (or “Site Owners,” ie, those in
control of one or more web s:tes) as they include one or more web pages having
information that is of interest to USERS during a brows'ngsession. These Site Owners
currentlyhave at ‘east two mechan‘sms for generating revenues. The first involves the
charging of a subscription fee to the visiting USERS somewhat ak:n to amagazine
subscription. This mode of revenue generation is not part.cularly relevant to the
present invention. ... The second site of :nterest is the Merchant's server. At the
Merchant's server, the specific goods are made available for purchase, This ‘nvolves
the use of secured transactions, via a credit card or other payment vehicle to order the
goods with delivery by any one of the availab‘e delivery services (land orait). To
implement the present invention, programmingis installed on the Merchant's server
that is capab-e of tracking the numberofvisits by USERS that are precipitated by ‘inks
with banner ads. Alternatively, the USER may be transferred back to the
Clearinghouse for completion of the actua. purchase transaction.” Columnn 4, line 37
through column 3, line 3,

 
The owner of the first web page is the Content Provider or Site Owner, the outsource
provider is the Merchant, and the selected merchant is company manufacturing the
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source page, automatically retrieve the stored
data correspondingto the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automatical'y generate
and transmit to the web browser a second web

page that displays: (A) information associated
with the commerce cbiect associated with the
link that has been activated, and (B) the pluraity
of visually perceptible elements visually
corresponding to the source page.

to the USER promoting for examp-e sneakers ....The link then continues direct: to
the Merchant block 40. During the :nking process, the USER has an identifier query
string appended to the HTTP entry, and possibly a “cookie” placed on their system.”
Colum5, lines 17-29; FIG.1.

“USERS thataccess the banner are transferred to Merchant’s web page, via the
embedded link and may he presented with the abi-ity to make a purchase d:rectly from
the Merchant [where]... . the specific goods are made available for purchase.”Column
4, lines 52-62; FIGs. 6A, 6B.

“Co-branding of products’servicesis also efficiently accompl’shed ‘n the forego:ne
environment, Co-branding ‘s the marketing or sales of two products through a single
promotion, The system contrel:ing software on the Clear:nghouse server includes a
“merge” alvorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an
aesthetica‘lyacceptable presentation. For example, the resulting banner on the
Merchantsite will include a “return” button to go back to the originating Site Owner.”
Colurnn 9, line 64 - colurmn 10, fine 5.  20. A computer-readable memory adapted for

use by an outsource provider ‘n serving web
pages offering commercial opportunities, the
computer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource prov:der to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, by a
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displavedby one of a plurality of first web
pages, automatically recognizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated; () wherein each of the
First web pages be.cngs to one of a pluralityof
webpage owners; (ii) wherein each of the first
webpages displays at least one active link
associated with a commerceobject associated

“These promotional banners further include embedded code, creating a link to the
sponsoring third party—hereinafter called the ‘Merchant.”” Column 4, l'nes 49-52;
FIG. 5B.

“The second site of interest is the Merchant's server. At the Merchant’s server, the
specific goods are made available for purchase.” Column 4, lines 60-62; FIG. 6B.

“Atthe Merchant's server, the specific goods are made available for purchase, Ths
involves the use of secured transactions, v.a a credit card or other payment vehicle to
order the goods with delivery by any one of the avai.able delivery services (land or
air)” Column 4, lines 60-65,

“[T]he USER... begins the process byvisiting a Site Owner black 20, such as one of
the main web paves .... On this web page, a banner ad (text Link or icon)is disp.ayed
to the USER promoting for examp:e sneakers ....The Link then continues direct:to
the Merchant block 40, Dur-ng the nk:ng process, the USER has an identifier query
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products sold on the Merchant webpage. It well-known to a person skilled in the art as
of the fling date of the “740 Patent that a Merchant om its Merchant Site can sell
products of third parties as well as :ts own products, 

no is)

 
The computer-readable memory of claim 20
wherein the commerce object associated with the
link that has been activated comprises
information defining an electronic catalog
having a multiude of merchant offerings, and
wherein the second web page comains one or
more selectable navigation l’nks connecting a
Werarchical set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings ‘n the
cata.og,

See 7, supra.

“Tt is vet another object of the present invention to provide a data process-ne system
that monitors transactions and organizes information in a manner that allows fora
variety of novel commission, marketing, advertising andserv:cing arrangements.”
Column 3, lines 18-22

“During the linking process, the USER has an idewtifier querysuring appended to the
HTT? entry, and possibly a “cockie” placed on their svstem, These act as a marker to
permit track:ng of the USER by the Merchant and Clearinghouse, detenm:ne if' and
when the USER was ‘nvolvedin a purchase, and how to allocate the purchase
comméssion to the Site Owner.” Column 5, ‘ines 28-32.

“Tf, however, the USER makes the purchase (“Yes” to test 800), information relating
to the purchase and the USERare transferred back to the Cearinghouse server, block
820, Sales particulars including al. co-promation and comm:ssion payment are then
calculated in accordance with stored protocels, block 8501.” Column9, ‘ines 5-10,

“As d'scusced previously, after ‘nformation is received about the purchase at the
Clearinghouse server, a commiss:on determination is ca.culated. The commission wl
bea factor of several variables including the orig-nal arrangement worked out between
the Merchamrt and the $:te Owner, and the qualification of the USER in terms of access
to the Merchant site, Le., whether that USER had been directed to the Merchant site by
more than one banner ad before the purchase was made. If so, a sharing or priority
plan maybe required. Once these terms have been implemented, fina. accounting for
the Merchant and Site Owneris itmp.emented including payment of commission and
Tecordingall transaction detatls, In this way, valuable records detailing the activity of
se.ect banners in terms of revenue are created allow:ng for accurate assessment of
promotional impact” Co.umn 9, lines 12-26.
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reB The computer-teadable memory ofc-aim 20

where'n the computer-readab.e memory ‘s used
to direct the computer of the ouscurce provider
toperform the further step of
computer-faccl:tating autornat‘c payment to the
owner of the source page, oncethe transaction is
comp.eted.

See 10, supra.

“Tis yet another object of the present ‘nvention to provide a data processing system
that monitors transactions and organizes information in a manner that allows for a
variety of nove. commission, marketing, advertising and servicing arrangements,”
Column 3, Lines 18-22.

“Duringthe ‘inking process, the USER has an identifier query string appended to the
HTTP emry, and possib:y a “cookie” placed on their system. These act as a marker to
permit tracking of the USERby the Merchant and Clearinghouse, determine if and
when the USER was involved in a purchase, and howto allocate the purchase
commission to the Site Owner.” Column §, lines 28-32.

“TE however, the USER makes the purchase (“Yes”to test 800), ‘nformation relating
to the purchase and the USERare transferred back to the Clearinghouse server, block
820, Sales particuars including all co-promotion and commiss:ou payment are then
calculated in accordance w:th stored protocols, black 850,” Column9, L:nes 5-10,

“As discussed previous.¥, after information is received about the purchase at the
Clearinghouse server, a commission determ‘naticn is calculated. The commissionwill
bea factor of several variables inc.uding the or'gina. arrangement worked out between
the Merchant and the Site Owner, and the qualification of the USER ‘n terms of access
tothe Merchans:te, L¢., whether that USER had been directedto the Merchant site by
more than one banner ad before the purchase was made. If so, a sharing or priority
plan may be required. Once these terms have been imp:emented, final accounting for
the Merchant and Site Quner is implemented including payment of commission and
recording al. transaction detai-s. In this way, valuable records detailing the activity of
select banners ‘n terms of revenue are created al.owing for accurate assessment of
promotiona. ‘mpact.” Column 9, lines 12-26.

  
 

  
The computer-readable memory of c:aim 20, (1)
where'n the second web page contains a further
link associated with the information associated

See 15-16, supra.

  
“Iris yet another object of the present ‘avention to provideadata processing system
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aesthetical-y acceptable presentation. For example, the resu-ting banner on the
Merchantsite wl include a “return” button 10 go back to the orig:natine Site Owner.”
Colum 9, Line 64 - cocurnn 10, “ine 5,

“The hub of operation ig the Clearinghouse server, 30 ‘inked for interconnection and
communication with the network and, in particular, any Merchants and Site Owners
interested in formalizing ad programs based on the precepts of the present invention
TheClearinghouse server is equipped with processing power and memorysufficient to
meet the demand of multip-e subscribers, In its preferred embodiments, the server is
configured w:th either a UNIX operating system or an operating system based on
Windows NT. Database management software utilizing Oracle 7 and Qrac.e webserver
ig 20 configured for the specific operating system env:ronment. “ Column 5, line 66
through column 6, line 10.
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with the commerce chiect, which, when
activated by the web browser, p.acesdata
epresenting the commerce object‘nto a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout ink which, when
activated by the web browser, faccl:tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce chiect in the shopping cart; and(i!)
wherein the computer-readable memory is used
to ditect the computer of the outsource provider
to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction is competed, computer-fachitaing
payment from the cormputer user to the merchant
associated with the activated link and

computer-facilitating payment of a commission
to the owner of the source page

that monitors transact:ons and organizes information in a manner that allows fora
varietyof novel commission, marketing, advertising andservicing arrangements.”
Column 3, lines 18-22

“During the linking process, the USER has an ideutifier querysuring appended to the
HTT? entry, and possibly a “cockie” placed on their svstem, These act as a marker to
permit tracking of the USER by the Merchant and Clearinghouse, detenm:ne if and
when the CSER was ‘nvolvedin a purchase, and howto allocate the purchase
comm:ssion to the Site Owner.” Column 5, ‘ines 28-32.

“Tf however, the USER makes the purchase (“Yes” to test 800), information relating
to the purchase and the USERare transferred back to the C.earinghouse server, block
820, Sales particulars including al: co-promation and comm:ssion payment are then
calculated in accordance with stored protocols, block 850.” Column 9, ‘ines 3-10.

“As d'scussed previously, after :nformation is received about the purchase at the
Cearinghouse server, a commiss-on determination is ca.culated. The commission wil.
bea factor of several variables including the orig-nal arrangement worked out between
the Merchant and the Site Qwner, and the quatification of the USER in terms of access
to the Merchant site, i.e,, whether that USER had been directed to the Merchantsite by
more than one banner ad before the purchase was made. If so, a sharing or priority
plan maybe required. Once these terms have been implemented, fina. accounting for
the Merchant and Site Owneris imp-emented including payment of commission and
tecordingall transaction detacls, In this way, valuable records detailing the activ:ty of
se.ect banners in terms of revenue are created allowing for accurate assessment of
promotional impact.” Co-umn9, lines 12-26.

  
 
  
 

25 The compurer-readable memory of claim 20, See 18, supra.
wherein the visually perceptible elements
displayed on the second web page are retrieved=“Co-branding of products’servicesis also efficiently accompl:shed ‘n the foregoing
from a database storing data associated with environment. Co-branding ‘s the marketing or sales of two products througha single
visually perceptible elements for each of the first promotion. The system control.ing software on the Clearinghouse server includes a
web pages, “merge”algorithm that takes two or more images and combines these into an

550386 -18-

Comparison of the U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and Trip.com Prior Art!
Confidential - Outside Counsel Only

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaint!ff appears to be asserting and the alleved appl:cations of those interpretations to one or mote products of
Defendants’ products in Plaintiffs Infringement Contentions served Apr:] 15, 2011, The Trip.com prior art anticipates and/or renders obvious, alone
of in combination with other pricr art identified in Defendants’ Amended Inval:dity Contentions, the asserted claims as descr'bed ‘n part below.

 
 

1|L-Amethod ofan outsource provider The Trip.com Prior Art discloses a method of an outscurce provider serving web pages
serving web pages offering commercial offering commerc‘a. opportunities
opportunities, the method comprising:

Jig)|automaticallyata server of the outsource|The Trip.com Prior Art d'scloses automaticaly at aserver of the outsouree provider, in
provider, in response to activation, by a web
browser of a computer user, of a link
displayed by oneof a prurality of fist web
pages, recogu:zing as the source pavethe
one of the frst web pages on which the link
has been activated;

Tesponse to activation, by a web browser of a computer user, of a link disp_ayed by one of a
pluracity of first web pages, recoguizing as the source page the one of the first web pages on
which the ink has been activated.

 

(i) wherein each of the first web pages
be.cngs to one of a plura.ity of web page
owners;

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses that each of the first web pages belongsto one of a plurality
of web page owners.

See DFNDTO00921, showing contract between Tr:p.com and Digital Chicago, Inc.
See DFNDT(00931, showing contract between Tr:p.com and Travelon (to be ‘inked to
Altavista TravelZone home page)
   (ii) wherein each of the first web pages

displaysat least one active link associated
with a commerce object associated with a
buying opportunity of a selected one of a
plurality of merchants; and  The Trip.com Prior Art discloses thar each of the first web pages displays at least oneactive

link associated with a commerce chject associated with a buying opportunity of a se.ected
one of a plura.ity of merchants.

2.2 Linking and Joint Promotion of Internet Sites,

2.2.2 SUN-TIMES shall; (a) provide for p.acement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES
Internet Site home page, and other appropriate departments w:(hin the SUN-TIMES Intemet
Sie, ‘inking to THETRIP.COMIntemetSite; (b) be allowed to place a horizontal frame
only, conta‘ning the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMESand‘te affiliate news papers,
flush across the top ofHETRIP.COM Internet Site, .. Said travel home page and jump

  
Unless noted,al. citations ‘n th’s chart relate to the Trip.com system. [DFNDTC000897-0000943]

-|-
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pages shall rest on the SUN-TIMESIntemetSite...” [DFNDT000923],

“2.2 Linking and Joint Promotionof Internet Sites,

2.2.1 THETRIP.COMshal.: (a) provide a “ink from the AltaVista TravelZone home page to
the Co-Branded Site for the exclus:ve delivery of “Resort Packages” by TRAVELON:(0)
guarantee the number of TRAVELON impress:ons on the AltaVista TravelZone home page
according to the schedule in Exhibit B...” [DFNDT000933),

“Exhibit B. Guaranteedimpressions cn the Alta Vista TravelZone home page Andfee
payment structure to THETRIP.COM. ‘Resort Packages’ link to Co-branded site shal be
placed on the home page of the Alta Vista Travel Zone. In addition, Link to Co-branded site
shall be paced on the Travel Result Paves that originate from a travel search originating
from the A‘taVista Travel Zone,” [DFNDT000%42],

 
 

(42) wherein the selected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the ownerofthe firs.
web page are each thirdparties with respect
to one other,

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses that the se:ected merchant, the outsource provider, and the
owner of the first web page are each thind parties with respectto one other.

See DFNDT000922,showing contract between host Chicago Sun-T:mes Co. and Trip.com
See DFNDT000922, referencing “travel suppliers” in section 1.8:

Le Traougetign, Tho bocting and citingofate poservatients deivad famoatic arial
fem heUPTIMEethite,ard ming isl commorpdbyspp
‘THETRIE. COM Ror sath userwho crignales fore the SUNTRMES aad logs into uparmations a a8

See for example, DFNDT000920-943 

1b)  automat.callv retr.eving from a storage
coupled to the server pre stored data
assoc‘ated with the source page; and then

only, containing the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMES and its aff-iate newspapers,

Comparison of

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses amomatica‘lyretrieving from a storage coupled to the
server pre stored data associated with the source page.

“2,2 Linking and Joint Promotionof Internet Sites,

2.2.2 SUN-TIMESshall: (a) provide for placement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES
Internet Site home page, and other appropr:ate departments within the SUN-TIMES Intemet
Site, Lakeng to THETRIP.COM Internet Site; (b) be allowed to pace a horizontal frame

  
no

he U.S. Patent No, 7,818,399 and Trip.com Prior Art 

 
See also 3-6, unyjra.
 

  
(2) auformation associated with the commerce
object associated w:th the Link that has been
activated, and

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses that the second webpage includes information associated
with the commerce object associated w:th the [:nk that has been activated.

“2,2 Linking and Joint Promotionof Internet Sites,

2.2.1 THETRIP.COMshal-: (a) provide a “ink from the AltaVista TravelZone home page to
the Co-Branded Site for the exclus:ve delivery of “Resort Packages” by TRAVELON:(b)
guarantee the number of TRAVELON impressions on the AltaVista TravelZone home page
accordingtothe schedule in Exhib:t B...” [DFNDT000933),

“2,2 Linking and Joint Promotion of Internet Sites.

2.2.1 THETRIP.COMshal-: (a) provide a ‘ink from the resources on the Net Section or
simélarSection of THETRIP.COM’s Internet service to a desiguated page on the SUN-

IMESIntemet Sites, which l:nk shall be branded with the trademarks and lovos of the
SUN-TIMES and ‘ts afftiate newspapers...”

Exhibit A. Placement of “Resort Packages” button and other “inks from the AltaVista
tave-Zone to Co-Branded Site. Link via button to Co-Branded Site shal. be placed at the

80.2 discretion ofTHETRIP.COM on AltaVista’s TravelZone home page at
ttp:/'search. thetrip. conv, The button itself sha‘! not be brandedat the AltaVista’s
tave-Zone home page level, bur shal’ be named “Resort Packages” or sitni-ar language to
lescribe the categoryof services offered by TRAVELON. TRAVELON’sbrand name shall

appear at the level subsequent to Alta Vista’s Travel Zone homepage, after the user has
clicked on the “Resort Packages” button.” [DFNDT000941].

 
“Exhibit B. Guaranteed impressions on the Alta Vista TravelZone home page Andfee
paytnent structure to THETRIP.COM, ‘Resort Packages’ link to Co-branded site shall be
placed on the home page of the Alta Vista Travel Zone. In addition, Link to Co-branded site
shall be paced on the Travel Result Paves that originate from a travel search originating
from the A‘taVista Travel Zone.” [DFNDT000942]
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le  
 

from the AltaVista Trave. Zone,” [DFNDT000942].

automaticallywth the server computer
generating and tranemitting to the web
browser a second web page that includes:

 

Comparison of

 
  flush across the top ofTHETRIP.COMIntemet Site,...Said travel home page and jump

pages shall rest on the SUN-TIMES Intemet Site...” [DFNDT000923].

2.2 Linking and Joint Promotion of Internet Sites,

2.2, THETRIP.COM shall: (a) provide a Link from the AltaV'sta TravelZone home page 10
the Co-Branded Site for the exclusive deliveryof “Resort Packages” by TRAVELON;(b)
guarantee the murmber of TRAVELON impressions on the AltaVista TravelZone home page
accordingto the schedule in Exhibit B...” [DFNDT000933]

“Exhibit B, Guaranteed impressions on the A:ta V'sta TravelZone heme page And fee
payment structure to THETRIP.COM.‘Resort Packages’ link to Co-brandedsite shal. be
placed on the home page of the Alta Vista Travel Zone. In addition, Link to Co-branded site
shall be placed on the Travel Result Paves that or:ginate from a travel search originating

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses automatical’y with the server computer generating and
tranemitting to the web browser a second web page

“2.2 Linking andJoint Promotion of Internet Sites.

2.2.1 THETRIP.COM shall: (a) provide a link from the resources on the Net Section ot
simt-ar Section of THETRIP.COM’s Intemet service to a desiguated page on the SUN-
TIMESIntemet Sites, which ‘ink shall be branded with the trademarks and logos of the
SUN-TIMESandits affiliate newspapers...”

Exhibit A. Placement of “Resort Packages” button and other links from the AltaVista
TravelZone to Co-BrandedSite, Link via button to Co-Branded Site shall be placed at the
sole discretion ofTHETRIP.COMon AltaVista’s TravelZone home page at
http://search.thetrip.com/. The buttonitself shal: not be branded at the AltaVista’s
TravelZone homepage leve’,but shal] be named “Resort Packages”or sitm!lar ‘angnage to
describe the category of services offered by TRAVELON. TRAVELON’s brand name shall
appear at the ‘evel subsequent to Alta Vista's Trave. Zone home page, after the user has
clicked on the “Resort Packages” button,” [DFNDTO00941].

  
@ U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and Trip.com Prior Art
 

 
  2 Linking and Joint Promotion of Internet Sites,

2.2.2 SUN-TIMES shall; (a) provide for p.acement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES
Internet Site home page, and other appropriate departments w-(hin the SUN-TIMES Intemet
Sie, ‘inking to THETRIP.COMIntemetSite; (b) be allowed to place a horizontal frame
only, conta:ning the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMES and its affiliate news papers,
flush across the top ofTHETRIP.COM Internet Site... Said travel home page and jump
pages shall rest on the SUN-TIMESIntemet Site ..” [DFNDT000923).
 

(i) apluraiity of visually perceptible
elements derivedfrom the retrieved pre
stored data and visually corresponding to the
source page.

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses that the second webpage includes a pluralityof visual-y
perceptib.e elements derived from the retrieved prestored data and visually corresponding to
the source page.

“2.2 Linking andJoint Promotion of Internet Sites,

2.2.2 SUN-TIMES shall; (a) provide for p:acement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES
Imernet Site home page, and other appropriate departments w:thin the SUN-TIMESIntemet
Site, ‘inking to THETRIP.COMInemetSite; (b)be allowed to place a horizontal frame
only, containing the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMESand ‘ts affiliate news papers,
flush across the top of THETRIP.COMInternet Site.” [DFNDTG00924).

“2.2 Linking andJoint Promotion of Internet Sites.

2.2.2 TRAVELONshall: (a) create the Co-Branded Site...” DFNDT000933), 

4

5

  The method of c.aim 1 wherein at least one

of the plura.ity of visually perceptible
elements includes a setof navigationallinks
on the source page.
Themethod of c.aim | wherein at least one

of the plura.ity of visually perceptible
elements includes the appearance of the top
and .eft side of the source page.
Themethod of cain | wherein af least one

of the plurality of visually perceptible of visually perceptible elements ‘ncludes the appearance of the header and footer of the

 The Trip.com Prior Art d'sc-oses the method of claim1wherein at least one of the plurality
of visually perceptible elements :ncludes a set of navigational links on the source page.

The Trip.com Prior Art d'sc-oses the method of claim1wherein at least one of the plurality
of visually perceptible elements :ncludes the appearance of the top and left side of the source
page.

  
The Trip.com Prior Art d'sc:oses the method of claim1wherein at least one of the plurality

  
can
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elements includes the appearance of the
header and footer of the source page.
The method of claim 1 where‘n at least one

of the puralityof visually perceptible
elements ‘ncludes a logo associated with the
owner of the source page.

The method of claim 1 wherein the

commerce object assoc‘ated with the link
that has been activated comprises
informat:on defining an e-ectronic catalog
having a multitude of merchant offer:nes,
and where‘n the second web page contains
one or more selectable navgation links
conmecting a hierarchical set of additional
second web pages, each pertaining to a
subset of the offer:ngsin the cata.og,
The method of claim 1 where‘n the second

webpage is generated dynam:cal-y

source page.

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses the method of claim | wherein at least one of the plurality
of visual-y perceptible e.ements includes a logo asscc:ated with the owner ofthe source
page.

“2.2 Linking and Joint Promotionof Tnternet Sites,

2.2.2 SUN-TIMESshall: (a) provide for placement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES
Internet Site home page, and other appropriate departments within the SUN-TIMES Internet
Site, Lakeng to THETRIP.COM Intemet Site; (b) be allowed to piace a horizontal frame
only, containing the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMES and its affiliate news papers,
flush across the top of THETRIP.COM Intemet Site,” [DFNDT000924]

“2,2 Linking andJoint Promotion of Internet Sites,

2.2.2 TRAVELONshall: (a) create the Co-Branded Site...” [DFNDT000933),

On information and be‘ief, the Trip.com systems predating the crtical date of this asserted
patent included the method of claim 1 where‘n the commerce object associated with the link
that has been activated comprises ‘nformation defining au electron:c catalog having a
multitude of merchant offerings, and wherein the second web page conta:ns one or more
selectable navigation Links connecting a hierarchical set of additiona: second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings in the catalog,

  
The Trip.com Prior Art discloses the method of claim | wherein the second web page is
generated dynamically.

“2,2 Linking and Joint Promotion of Internet Sites,

  
2.2.2 SUN-TIMESshall; (a} provide for placement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES
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The method of claim 1, wherein the “ink
activated by the web browser is stored ina
database associated with the source page.  

2.2.2 SUN-TIMESshall; (a) provide for placement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES
Internet Site home page, and other appropriate departments within the SUN-TIMES Internet
Site, Lakeng to THETRIP.COM Internet Site; (b) be allowed to pace a horizontal frame
only, containing the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMES and its affiliate news papers,
flush across the top of THETRIP.COM Intemet Site,” [DFNDT000924],

“2,2 Linking and Joint Promotionof Internet Sites,

2.2.2 TRAVELONshall: (a) create the Co-Branded Site...” [DFNDT000933].See also
LichGi, supra.
The Trip.com Prior Art discloses the method of cla'm 1, wherein the link activated by the
‘web browser is stored in a database assoc‘ared w:th the source page.

“2,2 Linking andJoint Promotion of Internet Sites,

2.2.2 SUN-TIMESshall; (a) provide for placement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES
Internet Site home page, and other appropriate departments within the SUN-TIMES Internet
Site, inking to THETRIP.COM Intemet Site; (b) be allowed to p.ace a horizontal frame
only, containing the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMES and its affiliate news papers,
flush across the top of THETRIP.COMIntemetSite.... Said travel home page and tump
pages shall rest on the SUN-TIMESIntemet Ste...” [DFNDT000923]

“2,2 Linking and Joint Promotionof Internet Sites,

2.2.1. THETRIP.COMshal.: (a) provide a ‘ink ftom the AltaVista TravelZone home page to
the Co-Branded Site for the exclus:ve delivery of “Resort Packages” by TRAVELON:(b)
guarantee the number of TRAVELON impressions on the AltaVista TravelZone home page
according to the schedule in Exhibit B...” [DFNDT000933}.

“Exhibit B. Guaranteed impressions on the Alta Vista TravelZone home page Andfee
payment structure to THETRIP.COM. ‘Resert Packages” link to Co-branded site sha! be
placed on the home page of the Alta Vista Travel Zone. In addition, Link to Co-branded site
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Imernet Site home page, and other appropriate departments w:thin the SUN-TIMESIntemet
Sie, :inking to THETRIP.COMIntemetSite; (b} be alowed to place a horizontal frame
only, conta‘ning the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMESand‘ts affiliate news papers,
flush across the top ofTHETRIP.COM Internet Site... Said travel home page and jump
pages shal rest on the SUN-TIMES Intemet Site...” [DFNDT000923].

“2.2 Linking andJoint Promotion of Internet Sites,

2.2.1 THETRIP.COM shall: (a) provide a link from the AltaV'sta TravelZone home pageto
the Co-Branded Site for the exclusive deliveryof “Resort Packages” by TRAVELON;(b)
guarantee the number of TRAVELON impressions on the AltaVista TravelZone homepage
according to the schedule in Exhibit B...” [DFNDT000933),

“ExhcbitB, Guaranteed impressions on the A:ta Vista TravelZone home page And fee
payment structure to THETRIP.COM.‘Resort Packages’ Link to Co-branded site shal. be
placed on the home page of the Alta Vista Travel Zone. In addition, Link to Co-branded site
shail be placed on the Travel Result Pages that or:ginate from a travel search originating
from the AltaVista Trave. Zone.” [DFNDT000942].
 

10  The method of c.aim | wherein the owner of

the source page is partyto.a contract
providing for receipt of a commission as a
result of a transaction involving the
commerce object disp-ayed on the source
page

from the SUN-TIMESand logs into reservations as a new member.
The method of c:aimn 9 further comprising
computer-fac‘l‘tating automatic payment to
the ownerof the source page, once the
transaction is completed.

IL|The method of c:aimn 1, where‘n the second|The Trip.com Prior Art d'scloses the methodof claim1, wherein the second web page
web page appears to the computer user tobe|appears to the computer user to be senerated by a server associated with the source pape.
generated by a server associated wth the
source page. “2.2 Linking aud Joint Promotion of Internet Sites,

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses the method of claim 1 wherein the owner of the source
page is party to a contract providing for rece:pt of a commission as a resu:t of a transaction
involving the commerce object displaved on the source page.

See DFNDT000922-80, at section 1.8, inc:uding as a contract term the payment of an
automatic commiss‘on to be paid to the Chicago Sun-Times for each user who criginates

   
See 9, supra.
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shail be placed on the Travel Result Pag inate from a travelsearch originating
from the AltaVista Trave. Zone.” [DFNDT000942].

13|The methed of c.aim 1, where:n the second|Qn information and belef, the Trip.com systems predating the critical date of this asserted
web page contains a further link associated|patent discloses the method of c:aim 1. where‘n the second web page contains a further link
with the ‘nformation associated with the|associated with the information associated wth the commerce object assoc‘ated with the link
commerce objectassociated with the link|thathas been activated, which ‘ink, when act'vated by the web browser, places data

at has been activated, which ‘ink, when|representing the commerce obiect into a virwal shopping cart
activated by the web browser, places dara
Tepresenting the commerce chject into a
virtual shopping cart,

14|The method of c:aimn 13, wherein the second|On information andbelief, the Trip.com svstems predating the critical date of this asserted
web page contains a checkout link which,|patent discloses the method of c-aim 13, wherein the second web page contains a checkout
when activated by the web browser, link which, when activated bythe web browser,faci.itates comp.etion of a transaction
fact-itates completion of a transaction associated with the commerce object in the shopping cart.
associated with the commerce object in the
shopp'ng carr.

18|The methed of c.aim 14, further comprising/Qn information and belef, the Trip.com systems predating the critical date of this asserted
after the transaction is comp-eted, patent discloses the method of claim 14, further comprising after the transaction is
computer-fac'l:tating payment from the completed, computer-faci-itating payment from the computer user to the merchant associated
computer user to the merchant associated|with the activated ‘ink.
with the activated link.

16|The method of c:aimn 14, further comprising|See 9-10, supra.
after the transaction is comp:eted,
computer-fac‘l‘tating payment ofa
commission to the owner of the source page.

17|The methed of c.aim 13, further comprising|The Trip.com Prior Art discloses the method of claim 13, further comprising d'splaying the
displaying the second weh page again, after|second web page again, after the commerce object is placed into the shopping cart.
the commerce objectis placed into the
shopping cart. See DFNDTO00923.
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Be The method of claim 1, wherein the visually

perceptible elements displayed on the second
webpage are retrieved from a database
storing data associated with visually
perceptible elements for each of the first web

 
pages.

Comparison of

On information and be-ief, the Trip.com systems predating the cr:tical date of this asserted
patent included the method of claim 1, wherein the visually perceptible e.ements displayed
on the second web page ate retrieved from a database storing data associated with visually
perceptible elements for each of the first web pages

  
he U.S. Patent No, 7,818,399 and Trip.com Prior Art
 

data corresponding to the source page; and 
(¥) using the data tetr-eved, automatically
generate and transmit to the web browser a
second web page that displays:

See Ifa}-L(0), supra.

 
(A) information associated with the
commerce object assoc:ared wth the link
that has been activated, and

(B) the pluralityof visually perceptibie
elements visual.y corresponding to the

2

source page
20, 20, A computer-readahle memory adapted

for use by an outsource prov'der in serving
webpages offering commercia.
opportun'ties, the compurer-readable
memory used to direct a computer of the
outsource prov:derto perform the steps af:
(a) in response to activation, by a web
browser of a computer user, of a link
dsplaved by one of a plurality of first web
pages, automatical-y recoguizing as the
source page the one of the first web pages on
which the link haz beenactivated;

 
See Ifa)-L{c}, supra.

See I(a}-l{c}, supra.

See |, supra.

See lay), supra,

  () wherein each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a p-ural:ty of web page
owners,

(i) wherein each of the first web pages
displays at Least one active ‘ink associated
wth a commerce object associated with a
buying opportunity of a selected one of a
purality of merchants; and

See I(a\(id, supra.

The Trip.com Prior Art discloses that each of the first web pages d:splays at least one active
“ink associated wth a commerce object associated with a buy'ng opportunity of a selected
one of a pluralityof merchants.

“2.2 Linking and Joint Promotionof Internet Sites,

2.2.2 SUN-TIMESshall; (a) provide for placement of a travel button on the SUN-TIMES

  
Internet Site home page, and other appropr-ate departments within the SUN-TIMES Internet
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TAS  
 

ofa plura.ity of first web paves, defining a
plurality of visually perceptible elements,
which visually percepuible elements
correspond to the p.urality of first web

(i) wherein each of the first web pages
be.cngs to one of a plura.ityof web page
owners;

19] Asystem useful in an outsource provider|See 1, supra.
serving web pages offering cormmercial
opportunities, the system comprising:

19(a)|(a).a computer store conta:ning data, for each|See 1(a}-1(b), supra

pages, $$$
See 1(a)-1(b), supra.

 
(ii) wherein each of the first web pages
displays at least one active link associated
with a commerce object associated wi

buying opportunity of a selected one of a
plurality of merchants; and

fa

See 1(a)-1(b), supra.

 
(iit) wherein the selected merchant, the
outsource

web page display'ng the associated link are
each thitd parties wth respect to one other;

rovider, and the owner of the first
See Ifal- (b), supra.

 
1900) (b) a computer server at the outsource

provider, which computer serveris coupled
to the computer store and programmed to:

  
See Ifal- (c), supra.

  (i) receive from the web browser of a
computer user a signal indicating activation
of one of the ‘inks displayed by one of the

(ii)auomatically ‘dentify as the source page
the one of the Est web pages on which
link has been activated:
(iii) in response to identification of the

 
a

   
Comparison of

See Ifal- (0), supra.

first web pages,
See Ifa-llc), supra.  
See I(al- (o), supra,

  
source page, automatical.y retrieve the stored

-Ll-
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fromm the AltaVista Trave. Zone.” DFNDTO00942).

(iii) wherein the selected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the owner of the first
web page are each third parties with respect
to one another;
(b) automaticallyretrieving from a storage
coupled to the computer of the outsource
provider pre-stored data associated with the
source page; and then
(c) automatically computer-generating and
transmitting to the web browser a second
web page that includes:

Site, “inking to THETRIP.COMInemetSite; (b)be allowed to place a horizontal frame
only, conta‘ning the trademarks and logos of the SUN-TIMES and ‘te affiliate news papers,
flush across the top ofTHETRIP.COM Internet Site, ... Said travel home page and jump
pages shall rest om the SUN-TIMES Intemet Site...” [DFNDT000923].

*2.2 Linking and Joint Promotion of InternetSites,

22.1 THETRIP.COM shall: (a) provide a link from the AltaV'sta TravelZone home pageto
the Co-Branded Site for the exclusive deliveryof “Resort Packages” by TRAVELON;(b)
guarantee the number of TRAVELONimpressions on the AltaVista TravelZone home page
accordingto the schedule in Exhibit B...” [DFNDT000933),

“Exh:bit B. Guaranteed impressions on the A:ta Vista TravelZone home page And fee
payment structure to THETRIP.COM.‘Resort Packages’ link to Co-brandedsite shal. be
placed on the home page of the Alta Vista Travel Zone. In addition, Link to Co-branded site
shall be placed on the Travel Result Pages that or:ginate from a travel search originating

See L(al( iti), supra.

See I(a}-Lic)

The Trip.com Priorart discloses autornatical:y computer-generating and transmitting to the
web browser a second web page.

On information and belef, the Trip.com svstems predating the critical dave of this asserted
patent received an activation of the prov.ded link from the visitor computer, served to the
visitor computer an ¢ commerce supported page with a “look and fee.” corresponding to the
captured “lock and feel” description of the host website assoc‘ated with the provided link

   
and wth coment based on the commerce object associated with the providedl'nk 

Page 2308
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  clicked on the “Resort Packages” button.” [DFNDIO00941].
(5) information asscciated with the commerce
object associated wth the link that has been
activated, and

See for example:

“2,2 Linking and Joint Promotionof Internet Sites,

2.2.1 THETRIP.COMshal.: (a) provide a ‘ink from the resources on the Net Section or
simlar Section of THETRIP.COM’sInternet service to a designated page on the SUN-

TIMESIntemet Sites, which link shall be branded with the trademarks and logos of the
SUN-TIMES and ‘ts affiiate newspapers...”

iA=
ibit A. Placement of “Resort Packages” button and other ‘inks from the AltaVista

raveZone to Co-Branded Site, Link via button to Co-Branded Site shal. be p.aced at the
0.2 déscretion of THETRIP.COM on AltaVista’s TravelZone home page al
ttp:!search. thetrip.comv, The button itself sha.! not be brandedat the AltaVista’s
tave-Zone home page level, but shal. be named “Resort Packages” or simi-ar langnage to
leseribe the categoryof services offered by TRAVELON. TRAVELON’sbrand name shall

appear at the level subsequent to Alta Vista’s Travel Zone home page, after the userhas
 

he Trip.com Prior Art discloses that the second web pageinc:udes ‘nformation assoc‘ated
with the commerce obiect associated with the Link that has been activate

On information and belief, the Trip.com systems predating the cr:tical date of this asserted
patent rece:ved an activation of the provided Link from the v:sitor computer, served to the
Visitor computer an ¢ commerce supported page with a “lock and feel” correspand:ng to the
captured “look and fee.” description of the host website associated with the provided link
and with content bazed on the commerce object assoctatad with the provided link.

    
See for example:

“2,2 Linking andJoint Promotion of Internet Sites,

2.2.1 THETRIP.COMshal-: (a) provide a “ink from the resources on the Net Section or

  
sim‘lar Sect:on of THETRIP COM’s Internatservice to a designated page on the SLN-
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()) wherein the second web page contains a
further nk associated with the information

assoc.ated with the commerce obtect, which,
when activated by the web browser, places
data representing the commerce chiect into a
virtua. shopping cart, and a checkout link
which, when activated by the web browser,
facil:tates completion of a transaction

assoc-ated with the commerce obiect in the
shopping cart, an
(3) wherein the computer-readable memory
isused to direct the computer of the
outsource provder to perform the further
steps of, after the transaction is comp.eted,
computer-facilitating payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated
with the activated Ink and

computer-facilitating payment of a
commission to the ownerofthe source page.

  
 

See 13-14, supra.

See 15-16, supra.

   
The computer-readahle memory of claim 20,
wherein the v'sually perceptible elements
désplavedon the second web page are
retrieved from a database storing data
assoc-ated with v:sually perceptible elements

 
for each of the first web pages.

 
See 18, supra.  
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TIMES Internet Sites, which ‘ink shall be branded with the trademarks and logos of the
SUN-TIMESandits affiliate newspapers...”

Exhibit A. Placement of “Resort Packages” button and other links from the AltaVista
TravelZone to Co-Branded Site. Link via button to Co-Branded Site shall be placed at the
sole discretion ofTHETRIP.COMon AltaVista’s TravelZone homme page at
http:/search.thetrip.com’. The button itself shal: not be branded at the AltaVista’s
TravelZone homepage leve’,but shal] be named “Resort Packages”or simm!lar ‘angnage to
describe the category of services offered by TRAVELON, TRAVELON’s brand name shall
appear at the ‘evel subsequent to Alta Vista's Trave. Zone home page, after the user has
cicked on the “Resort Packages” button.” [DFNDTO00941].
 

(i) apluraity of visually perceptible
elements derived from the retrieved

pre-stored data and v'sually cormesponding to
the source page.

See I(ci(t3), supra.

 
repm The computer-teadable memory of claim 20

wherein the commerce object associated with
the ‘ink that has been activated compr'ses
information defining an electronic cata.og
having a multitude of merchamofferings,
and wherein the second web page contains
one or more selectable navigation links
connecting a hierarchical set of additional
second web pages, each pertaining toa
subsetof the offerings ‘n the catalog.

See 7, supra.

 

4

  The computer-teadable memory of claim 20
wherein the computer-readab:e memory ‘s
used to direct the computer of the outsource
provider to perform the further step of
computer-fac:l:tating automatic payment to
the owner of the source page, once the
transaction is completed.

  
The computer-teadable memory of cla'm 20,

See 10, supra.  
See 13-16, supra.
 

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and U.8. Patent No. 6,016,504 “Method and system for tracking the purchase of a produet and
services over the Internet “!

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaint!ff appears to be asserting and the alleved appl:cations of those interpretations to one or mote products of
Defendants’ products in Plaintiff's Infringement Contenttions served Apr] 15, 2011, U.S. Patent No, 6,016,504 anticipates and/or renders obvious,
a.one of in combination with other prior art ‘dentified in Defendants’ Amended Inva‘idity Contentions, the asserted claims as described ‘n part be.ow.

 
 

pages offering commercial opportunities, the
method comprising:

A method of an outsource provider serving web

 

  The ’504 patent discloses a method of an outsource provider serving web pages
offering commercial opportunities. 

 
automatical-y at a server of the cutscurce
provider, in response to activation, by a web

byone of a plurality of first web pages,
Tecopnizing as the source page the oneof the
first web pages on which the link has been
activated; browser of a computer user, of a link displayed

The °504 patent discloses automaticallyat a server of the outsource provider, in
Tesponse to activation, by a web browser of a computer user, of a nk displayed by one
of ap-uralityof first web pages, recognizing as the source page the one of the first web
pages on which the link has been activated

+ “The CatalogBrowser routine allows a VO representative to browse through
catalog Web pages supp:ied by the merchant... Items for sale are described and
isted along with URLs corresponding to the order Weh page that the merchant
rill supp’y to a customer linking through a VO Web page to the merchantsite
t order to purchase the ‘tem. The VO mayincorporate items ‘nto the VO Web

pages bv including the URLs obtained from the merchant's catalog as hot Links
in the VO Web pages,”Col, 10-41-50.

+ Claim 27, A method :n a computer system for establishing a relationship
between a virtual outet and amerchant so that the virtual outlet can offer toa

customer over a network, a product that is for sa.e bythe merchant; the virtual
utlet, customer, and merchant each having a computer; the method

comprising:
© optabl’shing a database of information at the merchant computer, the

database including an identification of the virtual outlet and
Tepteseittative interface aspects to be provided bythe merchant
computer to the customer computer; and

« supply:ng fromthe merchant computer to the virwal cutlet computer a
link thatidentifies a merchant resource assoc.ated weth the merchant

ssoot  
2    

Unless noted,al citations ‘n th’s chart are to U.S. Patent No, 6,016,504 “Method and system for tracking the purchase of a product and services
overthe Internet” by Amozd, Bennett, etal. (fied Aug. 28, 1996, issued Jan. 18, 2000). [DFNDTO000077-0000114]
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computer and that uniquely identifies the virtual outlet; wherein the
virtual outlet computer supplies the link to the customer computer,
when the customer computer uses the Link to access the merchant
Tesource, the merchant computer prov‘des the merchant resource to the
customer computer in a matmer customized to the virtualoutlet, such

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 6,901,393 and U.S, Patent No, 6,016,504

  
identification so that, upon comp-etion of the order, the merchant's computer
can direct the customer computer to the VO Web page identified bythe retum
URL.Alematively, rather than storing a retum URL associated with the
unique ident:fication, a retum URL can be sent as part of the URL used by the
customer to access the merchant Website. This RL is originally supp.ied to

manner being based on the database of information and idemifying the
virtual outlet that provided the link to the customer computer.

(i) wherein each of the first web pages belongs|The “504 patent discloses that each of the first web pages belongs to one of a plura.ity
toone of a plurality of web page owners; of web page owners.

the customer asa hot link with:n the VO Web page that d'splavs the image of
the product that the customer is ordering from the merchant.” Col, 5:42-6:12.

“The establishing of a VO re.ationship so.ves problems of the ex‘sting
compensation methods. F'rst, because the merchant computer provides the

“To purchase a product, a customer wou.dfirst viewa Web page provided by a customer with a retum link to the VO's Web page, the VO can be relative.y
VO. The VO Web page may show a graphica. ‘mage of various products, such assured that the customer will retum to the VO Web paveafter ‘eaving the
as a picture of a pair of b-ue jeans or a picture of a shirt. Each image has a URL merchant Web page. Second, since the VO has access to the merchants’
assoc‘ated with it that is a hot link to a Web page provided by the Website of accounting Web pages, it can access :nformation relating to ‘ts customers.

e merchant of the product. If'a customerwishes to find more information Third, the URL supplied by the merchant to the VO to include ‘n the VO Web
about a product (¢.2,, cost of size informmation) or to purchase the product, th page uniquely‘dentifies the VO. For example, the merchant computer can have
customer simply selects the :mage of the product displayed, When the image ‘s one Web page defined for each VO. When a customer accesses that Web page
selected, the customer computer then requests access to the merchant Wel using the URL received from the VO,the merchant can track that :t was a

ape‘dent:fied by the assoc‘ated URL. A merchant computer prov.des the referral through the VO. Thus, the VO can be ctedited whenever the customer
merchant Web pageto the customer computer. Once the customer computer uses that URL even when a delayed purchase is made.” Col, 6:50-64
teceives the merchant Web page,it displays the Web page to the customer. (4) wherein each of the first web pages displays/The ’504 patent discloses that each of the first web pages displays at ‘east one active

sing the merchant Web page, the customer can viewaddtional informatio at least one active ‘ink associated with a link associated with a commerce object asscc:ated w:th a buying opportunity ofa

 
=

=    about the product and purchase the product, After the order is placed, the
merchant Web page directs the customer computer to redisp.ay a Web page of

e VO. By redisplaying the VO Web page, the VO can he'p ensure that the
customer will retum to a Web page of the VOafter the purchase of a product. *

“The CRL that is used by the customer computer to access the merchant Web
age ‘ncludes a unique identification of the VO. The merchant Web site use:
is unique identification for several purposes. First, the merchant Web ste can

k through which VO an order is placed and, for example, can pay the
tetai-er a commissionon the sale, Second, the merchant computer can store a
retum URL that identifies a VO Web page ‘n association with the unique VO

    
 

no
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(1) wherein the se.ected merchant, the
cutsource provider, and the owner of the frst
web page ate each third parties w:th respect to
one other;   

request for the merchant Web page identified bythe link asscciated with the
selected product, the request including an indication of the virtual outlet...”

“FIG. 25 displavs an example display Web page from a VO, including a number
of items that can be ordered by a customer.” Col, 14:40-42.

The“tems” listed on the Feure 25 are actually product categories, inc-uding, for
example, greeting cards

“Tf the customer chooses 10 order a greeting card, then the customerwill link
directly to the oreeting card merchant, who prepares and sends to the customer
the order Web page disp-ayed in FIG. 26.” Col. 1442-43.

The order Web page of Fgure 26 correspondsto the “ereeting cards” product catewory
atthe VO, and offers the customer a number of Card Cho‘cesto choose from.

See also 1(a), supra.
The °$04 patent discloses that the selected merchant, the outsource provider, andthe
owner of the first web page are each third parties with respect to one other.

“A virtualcurlet relationship can be established and ma‘ntained with a
merchant by accessing and interacting with the merchant VO set up Web page.
This Web page contains links to add:tional Web paves that allowthe
prospective virtual cutlet to conduct various transactions with the merchant,
The prospective VO first establ:shes the relationsh’p through a s:guup
procedure, The VO provides the merchant with various information such as
the VO's name, street address, ema‘l address, and des'gu information (e.2.,
color scheme) of the VO Website. The merchant computer accepts the
information, the merchant considers whether a VO relationship should he
establ’shed, and, :f the merchant decides to establish the re‘ationship,the
merchant computer sends a confirmation back to the prospective VO.” Col.
6:12-25

“Although with the use of the merchant Web page it maybe practica. for a

 
commerce object associated with a buying
opportunity of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchams; and  seected one of a p-urality of merchants, When a customer selects a product 1c purchase or to viewproduct

‘nformation), the browser accesses the Web page for the merchant that sells the
product. The Web page ‘s ‘dentified bv a URL (1.2., hottink) associated with
that product.” Col. 7-41-45 (emphasis added)

 
Claim 1 (emphasis added): A method for tracking a purchase of a product...
rece‘ving from the customer al the customer computer a selectionof the
produet....send:ng from the customer computer to the merchant computer a
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representative of a VOto access accounting information fromafewmerchants,
such use becotnes impractical as the number of merchants to which a VO has
established a telationsh:p increases. It would be very cumbersometo access,
for example, a hundred different merchant Web pages to access accounting
information. Consequently, a VO computer in one embodiment has a mult'-
merchant accounting system (MMAC), The MMAC can automaticaly colect
accounting information from each merchant to which the VO has established a
re.ationship. For examp.e, the MMACcan, during off hours, download
information relating to da‘ly transactions trom the merchant Web sites. The
MMACcan collate and presear the information from the merchants to a

representative of the VO.” Col, 6:35-49,

“The establishing of a VO re.ationship zo.ves problems of the ex:sting
compensation methods, F-rst, because the merchant computer provides the
customer with a retum link to the VO's Web page, the VO can be relative:y
assured that the customer will return to the VO Web pageafter ‘eaving the
merchant Web pave. Second, since the VO has access to the merchants’
accounting Web pages, it can access :nformation relating to ‘ts customers.
Third, the URL supplied by the merchant to the VO to include ‘n the VO Web
page uniquely‘dentifies the VO. For example, the merchant computer can have
one Web page defined for each VO. When a customer accesses that Web page
usitig the URL receivedfrom the VO, the merchant can track that ‘t was a
referral through the VO. Thus, the VO can be credited whenever the customer
uses that URL even when a delayed purchase is made.”Col, 6:50-64,

 
“HIG. U1 displays a flow control diagram for the routine BiLing, called from
Process.sub- Metusub.-- Selection. Biling contains two paralle: paths, one
for changing the comtract, and one for chan g‘ne billing information, Because
they are similar, on:y the -atter wil he described. In step 1101, Billing seeks an
indication from the representative as to whether the representative wishes to
change the contract or bi:l:ng information or terminate the transaction. If the
representative wshes to terminate, that ‘ndication is detected by Biling in step
1102 and Billing retums, Otherwise, B:Ling determines whether the billing

 
 

can
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information or contract is to be changed, and, in step 1103, chooses the
appropriate path. If the representative ‘nd:cated a desire to change the b:lling
information, Bi-ling proceeds to step 1104 to request a bilLing Web pagefrom
the merchant that displays current billing information and allows the
Teptesetttative to change the :nformation. In step 1105, Billing determines if the
Tepteseittative wishes simplyto terminate the transaction after reviewing the

:lling information, and, if so, returns. Ctherw:se, in step 1106 Billing collects
changes fromthe representative and sends the col-ected information via the
Intemet to the merchant computer, The merchant computer may return an error
indication or an error Web page in response to receiving the information, in

ich case Bill:ng displays an error screen in step 1108 after detecting the
ator in step 1107, Bing then retums. A‘temative-y, Biling could retum to
step 1101 in case of an error to allowthe representat:ve to re—nput changes,”
Col 10:$3-11:13,

aaom=  
   automatically retrieving froma storage coupled

tothe server pre stored data associated with the
source page; and then   

The *504 patent discloses automaticaly retrieving from a storage coupledto the server
prestored data associated with the scurce pave.

See FAL-86,

“The Web page of FIG. 6 ‘nputs information concerning the appearancethat the YO
expects for a merchant order Web page that wil. be displayed when a customer hot
links through the VO to the merchantsite. This :nformation includes a URL for a
graphics fice thar contains the VO's ‘ogo, the destred background color, and other such
information.” Col. 9:14-20 (emphasis added),

“Where a request to disp-ay an order Web pave corresponding to an ‘tem displayedby
the VO on a VO Webpage "has come to the merchant v'a a hotlink from the YO Web
Page" the Merchant Order Processing Component “retrieves stored information
supp-ied by the VO that allows the merchant computer to construct a description of an
order Web page that appears similar to a VO Web page and uses the :nformation
to construct a description of an order Web page and send‘t to the customer[.] Some
information, inc:uding the VO logo, may be cbta‘ned from the VO by accessing VO
files using stored URLs. Other information may be sored entirely on the merchant
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+ Claim 13 {emphasis added).

» A method for providing a second computer with access to :nformation
provided by a third computer through a rescurce that is s'milar in
appearance to a resource provided by a first computer; the first, second,
and third computers be:ng interconnected; the method comprising:

[J
© under control of the third computer, customizing the resource ‘dentified

by the received link based on the entity:dentified in the received link;
and

© sending to the second computer the customized resource so that the
second computer can d:splay the customized resource,the customized
Tesource having an overall appearance sim‘lar to the displayed
resources of the first computer.

* Clam 14

© The method of claim 13 where‘n the first computer is a virtual cutlet
computer, the second computer ‘s a customer computer, and the third
computer ie a merchant computer

* Claim 1S

» The method of claim 14 wherein the step of customizing includes
customization options provided bythe virtual outet.

* Claim 16

» The method of claim 1S wherein the customization option is a virtua.

© The method of claim 1$ where’a
customization opticn is a color.

=.» The method of claim 1$ wherein the customization optionis a font

         
© The method of claim 14 where:n the resource ‘dentified bythe received

link ig a Web page thatallows a customer to purchase a product of a
merchant

«Claim 27

     

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 6,901,393 and U.S, Patent No, 6,016,504

  

  
 

 
 computer.” Cal, 7 (emphasis added)

+ Claim 1 (emphasis added):
et]
«Displaying atthe customer computer the virtual outlet Web pave;
«© Receiving from the customer at the customer computer a selection of

the product;
«© Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a

request for the merchant Web pageidentified by the link associated
with the selected product, the request ‘ncluding an indication of the
virtua. outlet;

© Receiving at the merchant computer the request for the merchant Web
page;

«© Upon receivingthe request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web page
|

« Sending from the merchant computer the modified merchant Web
page..

+ Claim 2 (emphasis added):
«© The method of claim 1 wherein the merchant computer maintains a

database of information describing a desired layoutof the
merchant Web page when the merchant Web page is accessed through

Virtua. out.et Web page and wherein the merchant computer
custom:zes the merchant Web page in accordance w:th the information,

+ Claim 3:
The method of claim 2 where‘n the information includes a name and

ogo of the virtual outets Cait 4
« Themethod of claim 2 where:n the information ‘ncludes preferred

coloring of the merchant Web page.
* Claim §

¢ The method of claim 1 wherein the links are universal resource
ocators.
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(co)  
 

virtua. outlet that provided the [nk to the customer connputer.
automat:cal-y with the server computer
venerating and tansm‘tting to the web browser a
second web page that includes:

ch.

 
«A method in a computer system for establishing a re-acionship berween

a virtual outlet and a merchant so that the virtual outlet can offer to a

customer over a network, a product that ‘s for sale by the merchant; the
vittua. outlet, customer, and merchant each having a computer; the
method comprising:
establ’shing a database of information at the merchant computer, the
database including an identification of the virtual outlet and
tepresentative interface aspects to be provided by the merchant
computer to the customer computer; and
supply:ng from the merchant computer to the virwal cutlet computera
link that identifies a merchant resource assoc‘ated with the merchant

computer and that unique-y identifies the virtual outlet; wherein the
vettua. out-et computer supplies the link to the customer computer,
when the customer computer uses the “ink to access the merchant
rescurce, the merchant computer provides the merchant resource to the
customer computerin a tanner custom:zed to the virtua: out‘et, such
manner being based on the database of information and identifying the

   
The ’504 patent discloses automatically with the server computer generating and
transmitting to the web browser a second web page.

 
“Where a request to display an order Web page comespond:ngto au item displayed by
the VO.cn a VO Web page “has come to the merchant via a hot.ink from the VO Web
Page” the Merchant Order Process:ne Component “Tetrievesstored :nformat.on
supplied by the VO that allows the merchant computer to constmneta description of an
order Web page that appears similar to a YO Web page and uses the information
to construct a descr'prion of an order Web page and sendit o the customer[.] Some
information, ‘ncluding the VO logo, may be obtainedfrom the VO by accessing VO
files using stored URLs, Other information mav be stored entirely on the merchant
computer.” Col, 14:18-27 (emphasis added),

 
«Claim 1 (emphasis added):
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  Displaying at the customer computer the virtua. outiet Web page

o Receiving from the customer at the customer computera selection of
the product;

o Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a
request for the merchant Web page identified by the link associated
with the selected product, the request includ:ne an ‘nd:caticn of the
virtual outlet;

o Receiving at the merchant computer the request forthe merchant Web
page;

o Upon receiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web page
[J

o Sendingfrom the merchant computer the modilied merchant Web
page...

© Cla‘tn 2 (emphasis added):
o The method of claim | wherein the merchant computer maintains a

database of information describing a desired layout of the merchant
Webpage when the merchant Web page is accessed through the virmal
outlet Web pave and wherein the merchant computer customizes the
merchant Web page in accordance with the information.

© Clan 3:
o The method of claim 2 wherein the information inc-udes a name and

loge of the viral outlet.

© Claim 4

o The method of claim 2 wherein the information inc.udes preferred
coloring of the merchant Web page.

© Clan §
o The method of claitn | wherein the links are universal resource

locators,
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( a plurality of visually perceptible elements
derived from the retrieved pre stored data and
visually corresponding to the source page.  
 

 
“The example confirmation Web page repeats certain of the supplied sign-up

o Sending from the merchant computer the modified merchant Web
page...

© Claim 2 (emphasis added):
o The method of claim | wherein the merchant computer mainta‘ne a

database of ‘nformation describing a desired lavout of the merchant
Web page when the merchant Web page is accessed through the virual
outlet Web pave and wherein the merchant computer customizes the
merchant Web page in accordance with the information.

© Clan 3:
© The method of claim 2 wherein the information inc.udes a name and

logo of the virtual outlet,

© Claim4

o The method of claitn 2 wherein the information inc.udes preferred
coloring of the merchant Web page

* Clan §
© The method of claimn | wherein the links are universal resource

locators

 
See also 1(b), supra.
See also 3-6, infia.
The °$04 patent discloses that the second webpage ‘nc-udes a plurality of visually
percept:b:e e-ements derived from the retrieved pre stored data and v'sually
comespondingto the source page:

“The Web page of FIG,6 ‘nputs information concerning the appearance that the VO
expects for a merchant order Web pagethat w:L. be displayed when a customer hot
links through the VO to the merchantsite. This ‘nformation includes a URL fora
graphics fice that contains the VO's -ogo, the des'red background color, and other such
information.” Col. 9:14-20.
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See also I(h), supra.
See also 3-6, infra.

 

() information assoc:ated w:th the commerce
object assoc:ated w.th the link that has been
activated, and

The ’504 patent d:scloses that the second webpageincludes information associated
with the commerce object associated with the link that has been act:vated.

See alsa It), supra,

“Where a request to display an order Web page corresponding to an item displayed by
the VO cn a VO Web page “has come to the merchant via a hotink from the VO Web
Page” the Merchant Qrder Processing Component “retrievesstored information
supplied by the VO that allows the merchant computer to construct a description of an
order Web page that appears similar to a VO Web page and uses the information
to construct a descr'ption of an order Web page and sendit o the customer[.] Some
information, ‘ncluding the VO logo, maybe obtained from the VO by accessing VO
files using stored URLs, Other information may he stored entirely on the merchant
computer,” Col, 14:18-27 (emphasis aded),

 
«Claim 1 (emphasis added):

[J
Displaying at the customer computerthe virtual outlet Web pave;
Receiving from the customerat the customer computer a selection of
the product;
Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a
request for the merchant Web page identified by the link associated
with the selected product, the request :ncluding an indication of the
virtua: outlet;
Receiving at the merchant computer the request for the merchant Web
page;
Upon receiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web page
[ul

oO
o

o

o
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  ays the appearance requested by the representative for the

merchant order Web page, ‘ncluding colors and fonts.” Co.. 9:46-50

“(he Merchant $:gn-up Component] prepares a conmation Web pagein the style
spec:fied by the VO for order process:ng Web paves, inc.ud:ne specified logos,
graphics, colors, and text fomrs[.]” Co.. 12:59-68.

“(Software rcutines] support processes by which the VO changes the appearance of
order Web pages disp_ayed by the merchant to customers.” Col. 13:67-14:2

«© Claim 27 (emphas's added). A method in a computer system for establishing a
re.ationship between a virtualoutlet and a merchantso thatthe virtual outlet
can offer to a customer over a network, a product thatis forsale bv the
merchant; the virtual outlet, customer, and merchant each having a computer,
the method comprising:

c. establishing a database of information at the merchant computer,
the database including an idemification of the virtua. outlet and
representative interface aspects to be provided by the merchant
computerto the customer computer; an

 
supply:ng from the merchant computer to the virtual outlet computer a
link that identifies a merchant resource associated with the merchant

computer and that unique-yidentifies the virtual outlet; wherein the
vitua. out:et computer suppliesthe link to the customer computer,
when the customer computer uses the “ink to access the merchant
Tescurce, the merchant computer provides the merchant resource to the
customer computer in a manner custom:zedto the virtua. outlet, such
manner being based on the database of information and identifying
the virtua! out:et that provided the ['nk to the customer computer.

°

The ’504 patent also discloses storing HTML code corresponding to the look and feel
description at a second website (Merchant):

    
Page 2312
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FAG,16 l'sts example information retumed by the VO to the merchant duringthe
sigu-up process,” Col. 12:55-56, The information in F:gure 16 incudes: URL of
logosto display on order pages; URL for graphics for backercund; colors for various

parts of screen; forts for text; other characteristics for HTMLdisp/ay;ete

“In step 1509, sigu-up_Request permanently stores the s.gu-up information on the
merchant computer and flags the stored information for review bya representat.ve of

¢ merchant computer.”Col. 13:2-5 (emphasis added).

“Some information, including the VO logo, may be obtained from the VO by
accessing VO files using stored URLs. Other information may be stored entirely on
the merchant computer.” Col. 14:24-27 (emphasis added).

The information stored, as described in F:gure 16, may imclude a “navigation bar,”
“bamer advertising” and “other characteristics for HTML display.”

‘

‘
“FIG, 24 displays a flowcontrol diagram for the routine Order. sub.-- Processing sub.—-
quest, In step 2401, Order.sub.- Processing sub-- Request verifies that the VO

identifier receivedby the merchant by the requesting customeris valid. If not,
Ordersub. Processing.sub.— Request sends an error screen to the customer‘n step
2404. Then, Crdersub. -- Processingsub- Request determines what type of request
has been made by a customerin steps 2402, 2406, 2408. Ifthe request ‘s to display an
order Web page corresponding to an ‘tem displayed by the VO on a VO Web page,
where the request has cometo the merchant via a hotlink from the VO Web page, then
Order.sub.- Processing.sub.— Request determines in step 2403 whether the item ‘s
valid, and, if so, retrieves stored information supplied by the VG that alows the
merchant computer to construct an order Web page that appears similar to a VO Web
page and uses the information to construct a description of an order Web page and
send it to the customerin step 2405. Some information, including the VOlogo, maybe
obtained from the VO by accessing VO files using stored URLs. Other information
may be stored entirely on the merchant computer. If the request was made bv the
customer to disp.ay a confinmation Web page, then the merchant processes
information supplied bythe customer that was elic:tedfrom the customer bythe order
Web page. prepares a confirmation Web page which d'splays that information, and
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6—|The method of claim 1 wherein at least one of

the pluraity of visually perceptible elements
includes a ‘ogo associated with the owner of the
source page.

7|The method of claim | wherein the commerce

object associated with the link that has beet
activated comprises information defining an
electronic catalog having a multitude of

  
 

 
include:

Desigu :nformation (¢.g., co.or scheme) of the VO Web site (Col, 6:21-22)
A pagelayout thats preferably a layout sitnilar to that of the Web pagefor the
[VO]. For example, the lavout may indicate the coments of the banner, logo,
and background co.or of the Web pave. (Co. 7.58-62)
The VO's logo, the desired backeround color, and other such :nformation.
(Col, 9:19-20)
Colors and fonts. (Col. 9:49)

© Logos, graphics, colors and text fonts, (Co.12:64-65)
The °504 patent discloses the method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of the plurality of
visually perceptib:e elements ‘cludes a logo associated with the owner of the source
page.

The Merchant web pages may be customized bythe VO. Customizable elements
include:

© Desig information (e.g,, co.or scheme) of the VO Web site (Col, 6:21-22)
A pagelayout thats preferablya layout similar to that of the Web pagefor the
[VO]. For example, the layout may indicate the contents of the banner, logo,
and background co.or of the Web pave. (Co. 7.58-62)
The VO's logo, the desired background color, and other such :nformation.
(Col, 9:19-20)
Colors and fonts. (Col. 9:49)
Logos, graphics, colors and text fons. (Co.. 12:64-65)

Figure 16 Lists additiona: elements, ‘neluding a navigation bar.

See abso Col. 9:19-20 (The VO's logo, the desired background color, and other such
information.)
The *504 patent discloses the method of claim 1 wherein the commerce object
associated with the link that has been activated compr:ses information defining an
eectronic catalog having a multitude of merchant offerings, and wherein the second
‘web page conta‘ns one or more selectah-e navigation ‘inks connecting a h:erarchical
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cree The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of

the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes a set of nav:gational links on the source
pape.

 

sends the confirmation Web page to the customer in step 2407, Final.y, in step 2408 if
the request was to confirm the order, after the customer has rev:ewed the information
displayed in the confirmation Web page, then in step 2409 Ordersub—
Process:ng sub.-- Request stores the information on the merchant computer to be
subsequently used to send the ordered item to the customer and to bilthe customer's
account for the ordered item.” Col 14:8-40.

The ’5¢4 patent discloses the method of c:aim | wherein at least one of the p:ural:ty of
visua‘lyperceptible elements includes a set of navigational ‘inks on the source page

Figure 25 shows an example Web page from a virtua. out.et containing a logo
and a navpation bar,

Figure 26 shows a web page served bythe Merchant containing the same logo
and nav'gation bar.
 

j

  The method of clatm 1 where:n at ‘east one of

the plurality of v:sua‘ly percept:ble elements
ine“udes the appearance of the top and left side
of the source page.

The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of

the plurality of v'sua‘ly perceptible elements
ine-udes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page.

 The ’504 patent discloses the method of c-aim 1 wherein at least one of the p.urality of
visuallyperceptible elements includes the appearance of the top and ‘eft side of the
source page

The Merchant web pages maybe customized by the VO. Customizable elements
inc.ude:

« Desigu information (e.g, color scheme)of the VO Webste (Co.. 6:21-22)
«© A page layout that is preferably a layout similar to that of the Web page for the

VO). Fer examp-e, the layout mayindicate the contents of the banner, og0,
and backeround color of the Web page. (Col. 7:58-62)

«© The VO's ogo, the desired background color, and other such information.
(Co. 9:15-26)

«© Colors and fonts, (Col. 9:49)

«Logos, sraphics, colors and text fonts. (Col. 12:64-65
The °504 patent discloses the methodof c:aim | wherein at least one of the p.urality of
visuallyperceptible elements includes the appearance of the header and footer of the
source page

 
The Merchant web pages maybe customized by the VO. Customizable elements
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merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se.ectable navigation
links commecting a bierarchica: set of additional
second web pages, each perta:ning to a subset of
the offerings in the cata.cg,

     set of additional second web pay
cata.og

each pertaining to a subset of the offerings in the

cs
1G.25 disp-ays an example disp-ay Web page from a VO, :ncluding a number of

items that can he ordered by a customer.” Col, 14:40-42,

2 “items” [sted on the Figure 25 are actually product categories, including, for
examnp.e,greeting cards,

“Tf the customer chooses to order a greeting card, then the customer will link directly
to the greeting card merchant, who prepares and sends to the customer the order Web
page disp.ayed in FIG. 26.”Col. 1442-43,

2 order Web pave of Figure 26 corresponds to the “greeting cards” product category
at the VO, andoffers the customer a number of Card Choices to choose from.   The method of claim 1 where:n the second web

page's generated dynamically.  2504 patent discloses the method of claim | wherein the second web page is
penerated dynamically,

“FIG. 1B ‘llustrates the sequence of Web pagesas seen by a customer of a VO. In this
examp.e, the name of the VOis "ActneCvberstores"its logo is a circle wth ‘ines; and

is offering to se!] shirts, pants, and hats. The shirt and pants are sold through a
merchant named "HaberDasher Company," and the hats are sold through a merchant
named "MadHatter Company." When a custorner accesses the Web page for the
AcmeCyberstore, the customer would see Web page 1B10, This Web page contains
barmer [B11 and logo 1B12, which identify the VO. In addition, this Web page
contains the images 1B13, B14, and 1B1S of the products that are being offeredfor
sae. When a customer selects a product to purchase (or to view productinformation),
the browser accesses the Web pave for the merchant that sells the product. The Web
page ‘s identified by aURL(ie, hotlink) associated with that product. For example,
the shirt image 1B13 may have the URL
"htip:WWW HaberDasher.com/?AcmeCyberstoredcAcmeCyberstore. convhome
pagedchat" associated with it. The portion "HaberDasher.com’identifies the merchant
that sel’s the shirt, the portion "AcmeCyberstore" ‘dentifies the VO, and the portion

 
    

‘AcmeCyberstore.comhomepage"identifies the Web page to return to after the sale is

-|7-
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  complete. (If'a retum Web page is not identified, the merchant can use a default retum

Webpage for that virtual outlet.) When the merchant computerforthe HaberDasher
Company receives this URL,it accesses a database establ'shed when the
AcmeCyberstore established a virtual outlet relationship with the HaberDasher
Company. That database specifies a Web page lavout thats preferablya layout similar
to that of the Web pagefor the AcmeCyberstore. For example, the layout may indicate
the contents of the banner, logo, and background color of the Web page. The
inerchant computer then dynamically creates a Web page (e.g., an HTML file} in
accordancewith the layout and associates the return URL with an icon on the Web
page. The merchant computer then sends that Web pageto the customer computer.
The customer computer d'splavs the merchant Web page 1B20, 1B30. The merchant
Webpage mnayalow the representative to browse through various other Web paves to
collect information (.g., del:very address or cred:t card number) relatingto the
purchase. When the customer has completed the purchase, the customer can select the
Tewurn icon to retum to the Web page [B40 for the AcmeCyberstore VO.” Col. 7:30-
8:6.   The method of claim | wherein the owner of the

source page is party to a contract providing for
receipt of a commission as a result of a
transaction ‘nvolving the commerce object
displayed on the source page  The °504 patent discloses the methodof claim 1 wherein the ownerofthe source page

ig party to a contract prov:ding for receipt ofa commission as atesult of a transaction
involving the commerce chject displaved on the source page.

“To purchase a product, a customer wouldfrst view a Web page provided by a VO
The VO Web page may showa graphica:image of various products, such as a picture
of apair of b-ue jeans or a picture of a shirt. Each image has a URL assoctated with it
that is a hot Link to a Web page provided by the Web site of the merchant of the
product If a customerwishes to find more information about apreduct (e.g.. cost or
size information) cr to purchase the product, the customer simp_y selects the image of
the product disp_ayed. When the image ‘s selected, the customer computer then
requests access to the merchant Web page identified by the associated URL. A
merchant computer provides the merchant Web page to the customer computer. Once
the customer computer receives the merchant Web page, it disp.ays the Web paveta
the customer, Using the merchant Web page, the customer can view additiona.
information about the product and purchase the product. After the order is placed, the
merchant Web page directs the customer computerto redisplay a Web page of the VO.
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  where the merchant, virtual outlet owner, and customer each have a computer

connected through a network and where the purchase ‘s conducted as a transaction
over the network. To purchase the product, the customer requests a Web pagefrom the
virtual outlet computer. The requested Web page typically has a visual :nd:cation of
the product and a link asscciated with the product. The l:nk identifies a merchant Web
page available from the merchant computer, ‘dent'fies the viral outlet, and identifies
aretum Web page of the virtual outlet. When the customer computer receives the
requested Web page from the virtual outlet, it d‘splays the Web page. When the
customer selects the product to purchase from the displaved Web page,the customer
computer sends to the merchant computer a request for the merchant Web page
ideutified bythe “ink assoc:ated with the product. The merchant computer mod:fies the
merchant Web page to contain areturn Link so that upon completion of the purchase,
the customer computer displaysthe retum Web page of the virtual outlet identified by
the link and sends to the customer computer the modified merchant Web page. The
modified merchant Web page is d'splaved at the customer computer to allow the
customer to purchase the product from the merchant. The merchant computer credits
the viral outlet for the purchase. Upon completion of the purchase, the customer
computer disp.ays the retum Web page :dentified by the return ‘ink :n the modified
merchant Web page.” Col. 4:3-32

=  
 

   IL|The method of claitn 1, wherein the second web|See L(o)(), sugra.
page appears to the computer user to be
generated by a server associated with the source
page.

12|The method of claitn 1, wherein the Link The °504 patent discloses the method of claim 1, wherein the ‘ink activated by the web
activated by the web browser is stored :n a
database associated with the source page,  browser is stored in a database associated with the source page.

Where a request to d'splay an order Web page comespending to an item displayed by
the VO on a VO Webpage “has come to the merchantva a hotlink from the VO Web
Page”the Merchant Order Processing Component “retr‘eves stored information
supp-ied by the VO that allows the merchant computer to constrict a description of an
order Web page that appears similar to a VO Web page and uses the :nformat.on
to construct a deseript.cn of an order Web page and send:t to the customer[.] Some
information, inc:uding the VO logo, may be cbta‘ned from the VO by accessing VO
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  By redisplaying the VO Web page, the VO can help ensure that the customer

Tetum to. a Web page of the VOafter the purchase of a product, “

“The URL that is used by the customer computer to access the merchant Web page
inc.udes a unique ident‘fication of the VO. The merchant Web site uses th’s unique
identification for several purposes, First, the merchant Web site can track through
which VO an order is placed and, for example, cam pay the retaler a commission on
the sate, Second, the merchant computer can store a retum URL that identifies a VO
Web page in association with the unique VO ‘dentification so that, upon completion of
the order, the merchant's computer can direct the custorner computer to the VO Web
page ‘dentified by the retum URL.Alternatively, rather than storing a retum URL
associated with the unique identification, a retum URL can be sent as part of the URL
used by the customer to access the merchant Web site. This URL is originally supplied
to the customer as a hot link within the VO Web page that d'splays the image of the
productthat the customeris ordering from the merchant.” Co.. 5:41-6:12.
   The method of claim 9 further compr'sing

computer-facilitating automatic payment to the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
completed.  The ’504 patent discloses the method of c.aim 9 further compris:ng

computer-faci-itating automatic paymentto the owner of the source page, once the
transaction is comp.eted.

“The virtual outlet component of the VO provides Web pages to customers that
comprise a collection of text or images that describe or represent various products or
services thar the customer cau purchase. Those text descriptions or :mages that
Tepresentt items to be orderedfrom a merchant are assoc‘ated on the VO Web page
with hot links that allowa customer to directly access a merchant's order Web page.
The hot links include, in the scheme-specific portion of the URL,sufficient
information for the merchant to identify the VO through which the customer accessed
the merchant Web page, so that the merchant can cred:t to the VO an appropriate
commission if'a sale is made, and so that the merchant can tetum to the customer
computer ateference to the appropriate VO Web pave, which should be displayed to
the customer once the order transaction is complete.” Co. 8:9-24.

 
“The present ‘nvention ‘s directed to a methed for racking a purchase by a customer
of aproduct supplied bya merchant through what ‘s referred to asa ‘virtual outlet,"
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 files using stored URLs. Other information maybe stored entirely on the merchant

computer,” Co.. 14:15-27 (emphas's added)

«© Claim 1 (emphasis added):e [.

c- Displaying at the customer computer the virtual outlet Web page;
co Receiving from the customerat the customer computer a selection of

the product;
c Sending ftom the customer computer to the merchant computer a

request for the merchant Web page identified bythe link
associated with the selected product, the request including an
indication of the virtual outlet;

co Recelving at the merchant computer the request for the merchant Web
page;

c Upon receiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web page
[|

¢ Sending from the merchant computer the modified merchant Web
page...

© Claim 2 (emphasis added):
co The method of claita 1 where‘n the merchant computer maintains a

database of information describing a des:red Layout of the merchant
Web page when the merchant Web pageis accessed through the virtual
outlet Web page and wherein the merchant computer customizes the
merchant Web page in accordance with the information,

© Claim 3:
c The method of claim 2 where‘n the information ‘ncludes a name and

logoof the virtua. outet.

© Claim 4
The method of claim 2 where‘n the information ‘ncludes preferred
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  The method of claim 1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link assoc‘ated with the
information assce:ated with the commerce object
associated with the link that has beenactivated,
which Link, when activated bythe web browser,
places data representing the commerce object
into a virtual shoppingcart.

 
coloring of the merchant Web page.

© Claim 5
o The method of claim 1 wherein the links are universal resource

locators,

© Claim 27 (emphasis added).
o Amethod in a computer svstem for estab-ish:ng a relationship between

a virtual outlet and a merchant so that the virtual outlet can offer to a

customer over anetwork, a productthat is for sale bythe merchant; the
virtual outlet, customer, and merchant each having a computer; the
method compris:ng:
estab-ishing a database of information at the merchant computer, the
database ‘ncluding an identification of the virtua. outet and
representative interlace aspects to be prov.ded by the merchant
computer to the customer computer; and
supplying from the merchant computerto the virtual outlet
conuputer a link that identifies a merchantresource associated with
the merchant computer and that unique-y identif‘esthe virtual outlet;
where.n the virual oulet computer supplies the ‘ink to the customer
computer, when the customer computer uses the link to access the
merchant resource, the merchant computer provides the merchant
Tesource to the customer computer in a manner custom:zedto the
virtual outlet, such manner being based on the database of information
and ident-fy:ng the virtual outlet that provided the L'nk to the customer
computer.

The “504 patemt discloses the method of claim 1, wherein the second web page
contains a further link associated with the information associated with the commerce

object associated with the Link that hag been act-vated, which link, when activated by
the web browser,places data representing the commerce objectinto a virtual shopping
catt.

o

°   
The merchant Web page may allow the representative to browse through various other
Web pages to collect ‘nformation (e.g., delivery address or credit card number)

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 6,901,393 and U.S, Patent No, 6,016,504

  
FIG. 24 disp.ays a flow control d!agram for the routine Order.sub,-- Processing sub.--
Request. In step 2401, Order.sub.-- Processing.sub. Request ver‘fies that the VO
identifier received by the merchant by the requesting customer :s valid. If not,
Ordersub.-- Processingsub.-- Request sends an error seteen to the customer in step
2404, Then, Order.sub.-- Process:ng,sub.-- Request determines what type of request
has been made bya customer in steps 2402, 2406, 2408. If the request is to d'splay an
order Web page corresponding to an item displayed by the YO on a VO Webpage,
where the request has come to the merchant via a hotlink from the VO Web page, then
Order.sub-- Processing sub.-- Request determines in step 2403 whetherthe ivern is
valid, and, if 30, retrieves stored ‘nformation supplied by the VO that alows the
merchant computer to construct an order Web page that appears sitmlar to a VO Web
page and uses the information to construct a deser:ption of an order Web page and
send ito the customer in step 2405, Someinformation,including the VO ‘ogo, may be
obtainedfrom the VO by accessing VO files using stored CRLs. Other ‘nformation
inay be stored entire-y ou the merchant computer. If the request was made by the
customer to display a confirmation Web page, then the merchant processes
information supp-ied bv the customer that was elicited fromthe customer by the order
Web pave, prepares a confirmation Web page which disp-ays that information, and
sends the confirmation Web page to the customer in step 2407, Final, in step 2408 if
the request was to confirm the order, after the customer has tev:ewed the information
displaved in the confirmation Web page, then in step 2409 Order.sub.—
Process.ng,sub.-- Request stores the information on the merchant computer to be
subsequently used to send the ordered item to the customer and to bil. the customer's
account for the ordered item. Col 14:8-40,
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The method of claim 13, where‘n the second
web page contains a checkout ‘ink which, when
activated by the web browser, faccl:tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce chiect in the shopping cart.

 
The ’504 patent discloses the method of claim 13, wherein the second web page
contains a checkout -ink which, when activated by the web browser, fac!l‘ates
completion of a transaction associated with the commerce object in the shopping cart,

The merchant Web page may allowthe representative to browse through various other
Web pages to collect information (e.g, del:very address or cred!t card number)
telating to the purchase, Col.7:67-83.
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page and uses the information to construct a descr‘ption of an order Web page and
send ito the customer in step 2405. Someinformation, including the VO :og0, may be
obtainedfrom the VO by accessing VO files using stored URLs. Other ‘nformation
may be stored entire:y ou the merchant computer. If the request was made by the
customer to display a confirmation Web page, then the merchant processes
information supp-ied by the customer that was elicited from the customer by the order
Web page, prepares a confirmation Web page which dispays that information, and
sends the confirmation Web page to the customer in step 2407, Final, in step 2408 if
the request was to confirm the order, after the customer has rev-ewed the information
displaved in the confirmation Web pave, then in step 2409 Order.sub—
Process:ng,sub.-- Request stores the information on the merchant computer to be
subsequently used to send the ordered item to the customer and tobl. the customer's
account for the ordered item, Col 14:8-40. 

   displaying the second web page again, after the
commerce object is placed into the shopping
catt.  

15|The method of claim 14, further comprising after|The ’504 patent discloses the method of claim 14, further comprising after the
the transaction is completed, transaction is completed, computer-fac‘litating payment from the computer user to the
computer-fac‘l‘tating payment from the merchant associated with the activated link,
computer user to the merchant associated with
the activated “ink. The merchant Web pave may allow the representative to browse through various other

Wehpagesto collect information (e.g, deliveryaddress or credit card number)
re.ating to the purchase, Col.7:67-8:3,

16|The method of claim 14, further comprisingafter|See 9-10, supra,
the transaction is completed,
computer-faccl:tating payment of a comm:ss:on
tothe owner of the source page.

17|The method of claim 13, further comprising The °504 patent discloses the method of claim 15, further comprising disp-ay.ngthe
second web page again, after the commerce object is placed into the shopping cart

The merchant Web page may allow the representative to browse through various other
Webpages to collect ‘nformation(¢.g., delivery address or credit card number)
re.ating to the purchase, Col,7:67-8:3.

FIG. 24 Caplays a flow control diagram for the routine Order.sub.-- Processingsub
equest, In step 2401, Order.sub-- Processing sub.-- Request verifies that the VO

identifier received bythe merchant by the requesting customeris valid. Ifnot,
Order.sub.-- Processingsub.-- Request sends an error screen to the customer ‘n step
2404. Then, Order sub.-- Processing.sub.- Request determines what type of request
has been made by a customer in steps 2402, 2406, 2408. Ifthe request ‘s to displayan
order Web page corresponding to an ‘tem displaved bv the VO on a VO Web page,
where the request has come to the merchant va a hotlink from the VO Web page, then
Order.sub.- Processing. sub.— Request determines in step 2403 whether the item ‘s
valid, and,if so, retrieves stored information supplied by the VO that a‘lowsthe
merchant computer to construct an order Web page that appears simiar to a VO Web

ay   
 

-14-

 The method of claim 1, wherein the visually
perceptible elements disp.ayed on the second
web page are retrieved from a datahase storing
data associated with visually perceptib:e
elements for each of the first web pages.  The ’504 patent discloses the method of claim 1, wherein the visually perceptible

elements displavedon the second web page are retrieved from a database storing data
associated with visuallyperceptible elements for each of the first web pages.

«See Col. 754-826.

«Claim1(emphasis added):
¢ [..]
c Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a

request for the merchant Web page identified by the link associated
with the selected product, the request ‘ncluding an indication of the
virtua! outlet;
Receiving at the merchant computer the request for the merchant Web
page;
Upon receiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web page

 
o

°

Sending from the merchant computer the modified merchant Web
page...

«© Claim 2 (emphasis added):
c The method of claim 1 wherein the merchant computer maintains a

o
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database of information describing a desired layoutofthe
merchant Web page when the merchant Web pave 1s accessed through
the virtual outlet Web page and wherein the merchant computer
customizes the merchant Web pave in accordance with the information.

© Claim 27 {emphasis added). A method ... comprising:
© estab-ishing a database of information at the merchant computer, the

database including an identification of the virtual outet and
representative interface aspects to be prov:ded by the merchant
computer to the customer computer...

© “FIG. 16 ists example information returned bythe VOto the merchant during
the sign-up process.” Col, 12:55-56. The information in Fignre 16 ‘neludes:
URL of logos to display on order pages; URL for graphics for background;
colors for various parts of screen; fonts for text; other character‘stics for HTML
display, ete.
“In step 1$09, sign-up_Request permanentlystores the sign-up :nformation
on the merchant computer and flags the stored informat.cn for review by a
Tepresentative of the merchant computer.” Col. 13:2- (emphasis added),

The Merchant Order Processing Component‘retrieves stored information supplied
bythe VO that allows the merchant computer to coustmet a descr:ption of an order
Webpage that appears similar to a VO Web page and uses the ‘nformation to construct
adeser:ption of an order Web page and send ‘tto the customer[.] Some information,
including the VO logo, may be obtained from the VO by accessing VO files using
stored URLs. Other information may be stored entirely on the merchant
computer.” Col, 14:15-27 {emphasis added)
 

 

 19|A system useful in au outsource provider serving|See 1, preamble,supra.
web paves offering commercial opportun:ties,
the sysiem comprising:

19(a)|(a) a computer store comta:ning data, for each of|The 504 patent discloses a system compris:ne a computer store containing data, for
a plurality of first web pages, defining a plura.ity
of visually perceptible elements, which visually
perceptib‘e elements correspond to the plurality

 
of first web pages

each of a plura.ity of first web pages, defining a p-uralty of visuallyperceptible
cements, which visually perceptib.e elements correspond to the plurality of first web
pages.
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See abso M(a)ii), supra.
(i) wherein each of the first web pages belongs
toone of a plurality of web page owners;
(i) wherein each of the first web paves dispays
at‘east oneactive link assoc‘ated with a

commerce object associatedwith a buying
opportunity ofa se.ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and 

“FIG. 25 displays an example display Web page from a VO, including a number of

 
on the merchant computer and flags the stored information for review by a
representative of the merchant computer.” Col. 13:2-5 (emphasis added)

The Merchant Order Processing Component "retrieves stored information supplied
bythe VO that allows the merchant computer to constmet a descr:ption of an order
Webpage that appears similar to a VO Web page and uses the ‘nformation to construct
adeser‘ption of an order Weh page and send ‘t to the customer[.] Some information,
including the VOlogo, may be obtainedfrom the VO by accessing VOfilesus:ng
stored URLs. Other information may be stored entirely on the merchant
computer.” Col. 14:15-27 (emphasis added),

See I(ai(i), supra

The “S04 patent discloses that each of the frst web pages displaysat least one active
link associated with a commerce object associated with a buying opportunity ofa
selected one of a plurality of merchants

“When a customerselects a product to purchase or to view product information), the
browser accesses the Web page for the merchant that se‘ls the product. The Web page
is identified by a URL (Le, hotlink) assoc‘ated wth that product.” Col. 741-48
(emphasis added),

“The CataogBrowser routine allows a VO representative to browse through catalog
Webpages supplied by the merchant... Items for sale are described and L:sted along
with URLs corresponding to the order Web pagethat the merchant will supply toa
customer linking through a VO Web page to the merchant site in order to purchase the
item. The VO may incorporate ‘tems into the VO Web pages by‘ncluding the URLs
obtained from the merchant's catalog as hot Links in the VO Web pages.” Col. 10:41-
50
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The °504 patent discloses storing a look andfeel description associated with a first
website (VO)in a data store (Database) associated with a second website (Merchant):

«See Col. 7:54 - 8:6.

«© Claim 1 (emphasis added):
[J
Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a
request for the merchant Web page identified by the link associated
with the selected product, the request :ncluding an indication of the
virtua! outlet;

ceiving at the merchant computer the request forthe merchant Web
page;
Upon receiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web page
|

c Sending from the merchant computer the modified merchant Web
page.

«© Claim 2 (emphasis added):
c The method of claim 1 wherein the merchant computer maintains a

database of information describing a desired layoutof the
merchant Web page when the merchant Web page is accessed through

e Virtua. outet Web page and wherein the merchant computer
custom:zes the merchant Web page in accordance w:th the information,

«Claim 27 (emphas's added). A method ... comprising:
co establishing a database of information at the merchant computer, the

database including an identification of the viral outlet and
representative interface aspects to be provided by the merchant
computer to the customer computer...

“FIG. 16 lists example :nformation retumed by the VO to the merchant during
the sign-up process,” Co.. 12:55-86. The information in F:gure 16 includes:
URLof Logos to display on order pages; URL for graphics for background;
co.ors for various parts of screen: fonts for text; other characteristics for HTML
display; etc,

o
o

o

o

   
« “Instep 1509, sign-up Request permanently stores the sign-up information
 

id<3
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request for the merchant Web page ident:fied by the ink
(i) wherein the selected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the owner of the first
webpage displaying the associated link are each
third parties w-th respect to one other;

ems that can be ordered by a customer.” Co.. 14:40-42

“items”[sted on the Fignre 25 are actually product categories, ‘ncluding, for
exatnp.e, erecting cards.

“Tf the customer chooses to order a greeting card, then the customer will link directly
(0 the greeting card merchant, who prepares and sends to the customer the order Web

page disp:ayedin FIG. 26” Col. 14:42-43.

2 order Web pave of Fignre 26 corresponds to the “greeting cards” product category
at the VO, andoffers the customer a number of Card Choices to choose from.

 
“aim | (emphas's added};

o—Amethod for tracking a purchase of a product...
o Ld
o Receiving from the customer at the customer computer a selection of
the product;
o Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a

See L(a)(‘t), supra.

 

1906 )  (b) a computar server at the outsource provider,
which computer serveris coupled to the
computer store and programmed to:
())rece’ve from the web browser of a computer
user a signal indicating activation of one of the
links displayed by one of the first web pages;

 See La)-I{c), supra

The ’5¢4 patent discloses that the computer server is programmed to receive from the
webbrowser of a computer user a signal indicating activation of one of the ‘inks
displaved by one of the first web pages.

Where a request to display an order Web page correspondingto an item displayed by
the VO.cn a VO Web page “has come to the merchant via a hottink from the VO Web
Page” the Merchant Order Process:ng Component “retrieves stored ‘nformation
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supp-ied by the VO that a‘lows the merchant computer to constricta description of an
order Web page that appears similar to a VO Web page and uses the :nformat:on
to construct a description of an order Web page and send‘t to the customer. ] Some
information, inc-uding the VO logo, may be obtained from the VO by accessing VO
fies using stored URLs. Other information may be stored entirely on the merchant
computer.”Co. 14:15-27 (emphas's added,

* Claim | (emphasis added):
o [..]
o Displaying at the customer computer the virtua. outiet Web page;
o Receiving from the customer at the customer computera selection of

the product;
o Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a

request for the merchant Web page identified by the link associated
with the selected product, the request includ'ng an ‘ndicat'on of the
virtual ouret,

o Receiving at the merchant computer the request forthe merchant Web
page;

o Upon receiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web page
[J

o Sending from the merchant computer the modified merchant Web
page...

© Cla‘tn 2 (emphasis added):
© The method of claim | wherein the merchant computer maintains a

database of information describing a desired layout of the merchant
Web page when the merchant Web page is accessed through the virtual
outlet Web pave and wherein the merchant computer customizes the
merchant Web page in accordance with the information.

© Claim 3:
o The method of claim 2 wherein the information inc.udes a name and

logoof the virtual outlet,
© Claim4

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 6,901,393 and U.5, Patent No, 6,016,504
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(4) automatically identify as the source page the
one of the finn web pages on which the ‘ink has
been activated;
(ii) in response to identification of the source
page, automatically retrieve the stored data
corresponding to the source page; and  

 
c The method of claim 2 where‘n the information ‘neh

coloring of the merchant Web page.
« Claim $

c The method of claim | wherein the links are universal rescurce
locators.

See La), supra,

ludes preferred

The ’504 patent discloses that the computer server is programmed to in response to
identification of the source page, automaticallyretrieve the stored data corresponding
to the source page.

“FIG. IB ‘llustrates the sequence of Web pages as seen by a customer of a VO. In this
example, the name of the VO is "AcmeCyherstore;" its logo is a circle with ‘ines; and
itis offering to sel shirts, pans, and hats. The shirt and pants are sold through a
merchant named “HaberDasher Company," and the hats are sold through a merchant
named "MadHatter Company." When a customer accesses the Web page for the
AcmeCyberstore, the customer would see Web page 1B10. This Web pave comta‘ns
amet [B11 and logo 1B12, which identify the VO. In addition, th:s Web page

contains the images 1B13, 1B14, and IB1$ of the products that are being offered for
sae. When a customer selects a product to purchase (or to view product information),

browser accesses the Web pageforthe merchant that cells the product. The Web
page 's identified bv a URL (Le, hotlink) associated with that product. For example,

e shirt image 1B13 mav have the URL
"http:WWWHaberDasher.com/?AcmeCyberstoredAcmeCyherstore. convhome

agedchat" associated with it. The portion "HaberDasher.com’identifies the merchant
at sel's the shirt, the portion "AcmeCyberstore”‘dentifies the VO. and the pertion

"AcmeCvberstore.com/homepage"identifies the Web page to retum to after the sale is
complete. (If. retura Web page is not ident'fied, the merchant can use a default return
Web pave for that virtua. outlet.) When the merchant computer for the HaberDasher

companyreceives this URL, ttaccesses a database established when the
AcmeCyberstore established a virtual outet relationship with the HaberDasher

ompany. That database specifies a Web page layout thatis preferab-y a layout similar

      
 

 

(0 that of the Web page for the AcmeCyberstore. For example,the layout mayindicate
contents of the banner, logo, and background color of the Web page. The

mnerchant computer then dynamicallycreates a Web page (e.g., an HIML file} th
cecordancewith the layout and associates the return URL with an icon on the Web
page. The merchant computer then sends that Web pageto the customer computer.

The customer computer displays the merchant Web page 120, 1B30. The merchant
Webpage mayal.ow the representative to browse through various other Web pages to
collect information (e.g., del:very address or credit card number) relating to the
purchase. When the customer has completed the purchase, the customer can select the
Tetum icon to return 10 the Web page [B40 for the AcmeCyberstare VO.’ Col, 7:30-
8:6.

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 6,901,393 and U.S, Patent No. 6,016,504 

   (iv) using the data retrieved, automatically
generate and transmit to the web browser a
second web page that displavs:  The *504 patent discloses using the data retrieved, automatically generate and transmit

(othe web browser a second web page.

Where a request to d'splay an order Web page comespending to an item displayed by
i VO ona VO Web page “has come to the merchant via a hotlink from the VO Web
age” the Merchant Order Processing Component “retrieves stored information

supp-ied by the VO that a:lows the merchant computer to constmet a description of an
order Web page that appears similar to a VO Web page and uses the :nformat.on
0 construct a descript:cn of an order Web page and send:t to the customer[.] Some

information, inc‘uding the VO logo, may be cbta‘ned from the VO by accessing VO
fies using stored URLs. Other information may be stored entirely on the merchant
computer.” Co.. 14:15-27 (emphas's added),

  
© Claim | (emphasis added):

o [.]
o Disp.aying at the customer computer the virtua. out.et Web page:
o Receiving from the customer at the customer computer a selection of

the product;
o Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a

request for the merchant Web page identified by the link associated
with the selected product, the request including an ‘nd‘cation of the

   
 

  
(A) information associated with the commerce
object associated with the link that has been
activated, and

 

 
virtua. outlet;

c Receiving at the merchant computer the request forthe merchant Web
page,

c Upon receiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web pave
(.]

c Sending from the merchant computer the modified merchant Web
page.

«© Claim 2 (emphasis added):
c The method of claim 1 where'n the merchant computer maintains a

database of information describing a des:red ‘ayout of the merchant
Web page when the merchamt Web page is accessed through the virtual
outlet Web page and wherein the merchant computer custoraizes the
merchant Web page in accordance with the information.

© Clain 3:
¢ Themethod of claim 2 where‘n the information ‘ncludes a name and

logo of the virtua. out.et.
© Claim 4

co The method of claita 2 where‘n the information ‘ncludes preferred
coloring of the merchant Weh page.

« Claim §
The method of claim 1 where‘ the links are universal resource locators.

The ’5¢4 patent discloses that the second web page displays information associated
with the commerce object associated with the link that has beenactivated.

 
Where a request to display an order Web page correspondingto an item d:splaved by
the VO on a VO Web page “has come to the merchant via a hotink from the VO Web
Page” the Merchant Order Processing Component “retrievesstored information
supplied by the VO that allows the merchant computer to construct a description of an
order Web page that appears similar to a VO Web page and uses the information
to construct a descr'ption of an order Web page and sendit o the customer[.] Some
information, ‘neluding the VO logo, may be obtainedfrom the VO by accessing VO
files using stored URLs, Other information maybe stored entirely on the merchant
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computer.” Co.. 14:15-27 (emphas's added),

© Clattn | (emphasis added):
o [.]
o Displaying at the customer computer the virtua. outiet Web page;
o Receiving from the customerat the customer computera selection of

the product:
o Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a

request for the merchant Web page identified by the link associated
with the selected product, the request includ:ng an ‘nd:cat:cn of the
virtual outlet;

o Receiving at the merchant computer the request for the merchant Web
page;

o Uponreceiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web page
[J

o Sending from the merchant computer the modilied merchant Web
page...

© Cla‘tn 2 (emphasis added):
© The method of claim | wherein the merchant computer maintains a

database of information describing a desired layout of the merchant
Webpage when the merchant Web paveis accessed through the virmal
outlet Web pave and wherein the merchant computer customizes the
merchant Web page in accordance with the information.

© Claim 3:
o The method of claim 2 wherein the information inc.udes a name and

loge of the viral outlet.
© Claim4

o The method of claim 2 wherein the information inc.udes preferred
coloring of the merchant Web page.

© Claim 5
The method of claim | wherein the links are universal resource locators

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 6,901,393 and U.S, Patent No, 6,016,504

  
26, ually comespondingto the source page.

20. A computer-readable memory adapted for
use by an outsource provider ‘n serving web
pages offering commercial opportunities, the
computer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource prov:der to perform
the steps of:

See 1, preamble, supra

  
 

  
(B) the plurality of visua!ly perceptible elements

 
See L(ci(i), supra. 

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 6,901,393 and U.5, Patent No, 6,016,504

(a) it respouse to activation, by a web browser
ofa computer user,of a link displayed byone of
aplurality of first web pages, automaticaly
Tecognizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the link has been
activated,
(} wherein each of the first web pages belongs
to one of a plurality of web page owners:
(4) wherein each of the first web pages displays
at least one active ‘ink associated with a

commerce chiect associated with a buying
opportunity of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchams; and See L(a}(?), supra.

See L(a}(h, supra,

The ’504 patent discloses that each of the first web pages d'splavs at Least one active
link associated with a commerce object asscc:ated w:th a buying opportunity ofa
se.ected one of a p-urality of merchants,

When a customer selects a product to purchase or to view product information), the
browser accesses the Web page for the merchant thattells the product. The Web page
is identified by a URL (ie, hotLink) associated with that product.” Col. 7-41-45
(emphasis added).

“The Cata.ogBrowser routine allows a VO representative to browse through catalog
Web pages supplied by the merchant... Items for sale are described and ‘isted along
with CRLs correspondingto the order Web page that the merchant will supplyto a
customer linking through a VO Web page to the merchant site in order to purchase the
item, The VO mayincorporate items into the VO Web pages by including the URLs
obtainedfrom the merchant’s catalog as hot inks ‘n the VO Web pages.”Col. 10-41-
50.

  
“FIG.2$ disp’ays an example disp‘ay Web pagefrom a VO, ‘ncluding a number of 

 
 

  (£3) wherein the se:ected merchant, the
cutsource provider, and the owner of the frst
web pave are each third parties w:th respect to
one another;
(b) automatical’y revieving from a storage
coupled to the computer of the outsource
provider pre-stored data associated with the
source page; and then

items that can be ordered bya customer.” Col.14:40-4

The“tems” listed on the Fenre 25 are actually product categories, inc-uding, for
example, oreeting cards,

“Ifthe customer choosesto order a greet:ng card, then the customer will link directy
to the greeting card merchant, who prepares and sends to the customer the order Web
pagedisplayed n FIG. 26.” Col. 14:42-43

The order Web page of Fenre 26 comesponds to the “ereeting cards” product catezory
atthe VO, and offers the customer a numberofCard Cho:ces to choose from

© Cla‘tn 1 (emphasis added):
© Atmethod for tracking a purchase of'a product...,
o [.]
o Receiving from the customerat the customer computera selection of

the product;
o Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a

request for the merchant Web page ‘dentified by the Link assoc‘ated
with the selected product, the request including an ind:cation of the
virtual outlet,

See U(al(iti), supra.

The “504 patemt discloses automaticaly tetr'eving from a storage coupled to the
computer of the cutsource provider pre-stored data associated with the source page.

© See Col. 754-86

© Claim | (emphasis added):
o [.]
o Sending from the customer computer to the merchant computer a

 
request for the merchant Web page identified by the link associated
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with the selected product, the request ‘ncluding an indication of the
virtual outlet;

ecelving at the merchant computer the request for the merchant Web
age;

Upon receiving the request for the merchant Web page, under
control of the merchant computer, modifying the merchant Web pave

]
c Sending from the merchant computer the modified merchant Web

page...
«© Claim 2 (emphasis added):

c The method of claim 1 wherein the merchant computer maintains a
database of information describing a desired layoutof the
merchant Web page when the merchant Web page is accessed through

e Virtua. out.et Web page and where:n the merchant computer
customizes the merchant Web page in accordance with the information,

Claim 27 (emphas's added), A method ... comprising:
c. establ:shing a database of information at the merchant computer, the

database including an identification of the virwal outlet and
representative interface aspects to be provided by the merchant
computer to the customer computer...

“HIG. 16 lists example ‘nformation retumed by the VO to the merchant during
the sign-up process,” Co.. 12:55-86. The information in F:gnre 16 includes:
URLof -og0s to display on order pages; URL for graphics for background;
co.ors for various parts of screen; fonts for text; other characteristics for HTML
display; etc,
“In step 1509, sign-upRequest permanently stores the sign-up information
on the merchant computer and flags the stored information for review bya
Tepresenttative of the merchant cormputer.”Col, 13:2-5 (emphas's added),

o

°

 
The Merchant Order Processing Component "retrieves stored information supplied
by the VO that allows the merchant computer to constmct a description of an order
Web page that appears similar to. a VO Web pageanduses the information to construct
adescription of an order Web page and sendit to the customer{.] Some ‘nformation,
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including the VO logo, may be obtained from the VO by accessing VO files using activated, and
stored URLs. Other information may be stored entirely on the merchant + “The CatalogBrowser routine allows a VO representative to browse through
computer.” Col, 14:15-27 {emphasis added) catalog Web pages supp-ied by the merchant... Items for sale are described and

(cl automatically computer-generating and The *504 patent discloses amomatically computer-generating and transmitting to the listed along with URLs corresponding to the order Web page that the merchant
transmitting to the web browser a second web|we browser a second web page. will supp_y to a customer linking through a VO Web page to the merchantsite
pagethat ‘ncludes: in order to purchase the ‘tem. The VO may incorporate items ‘nto the VO Web

+ “The CatalogBrowser routine allows a VO representative to browse through pages by including the URLs obtainedfrom the merchant's catalog as hot ‘inks
cata.og Web pages supplied by the merchant... Items for sale are deseribed and in the VO Web pages.” Col. 1041-50.
listed along with URLs comespond:ne to the order Web pagethat the merchant + Claim 27. A method ‘n a computer system for establishinga relationship
will supply to a customer ‘inking through a VO Web page to the merchant site between a virtual outet and amerchant so that the virtual outlet can offer to a
in order to purchase the item. The VO mayincorporate items into the VO Web customer over a network, a product that is for sa.e bythe merchant; the virtual
pages byincluding the URLs chtained from the merchant's catalog as hot links outlet, customer, and merchant each having a computer; the method
in the VO Web paves.”Co. 10:41-50 comprising:

+ Claim 27. A method in a computer system for establishing a re-ationship « ostabl’shing a database of information at the merchant computer, the
between a virtual ourlet and a merchant go that the virtual cutlet can offer to a database including an identification of the virwal ourlet and
customer over a network, a product thats for sale by the merchant; the virmal Tepresentative interface aspects to be provided by the merchant
outlet, customer, and merchant each having a computer; the method computer to the customer computer; and
comprising: « supply:ng from the merchant computer to the virwal cutlet computer a

© ectabishing a database of information at the merchant computer, the link that identifies a merchant resource assoc‘ated w:th the merchant
database ‘ncluding an identification of the v-ttua. ouet and computer and that unique-yidentifies the virtual outlet; wherein the
Tepresentative interface aspects to be provided by the merchant virtua, out:et computer supplies the link to the customer computer,
computer to the customer computer; and whenthe customer computer uses the ‘ink to access the merchant

© supp.ving from the merchant computer to the virtual out.et computer a resource, the merchant computer provides the merchant resource to the
link that identifies a merchant resource associated with the merchant customer computer in a manner custom:zedto the virtua. out-et, such
computer and that uniquely identifies the virtual outlet; wherein the manner being based on the database of information and identifying the
virtual outlet computer supplies the link to the customer computer, V-rtua, outlet that provided the :nk to the customer computer.
when the customer computer uses the Link to access the merchant (i) apurality of visually perceptible cements) See Lic)(i), supra,
Tesource, the merchant computer prov:des the merchant resource to the derived from the retr:eved pre-stored data and
customer computer in a matmer customized to the virtualoutlet, such visually corresponding to the source page.
manner being based on the database of information and identifying the 22|The computer-readable memory of claim 20|See 7, supra.
virtual ourlet that providedthe link to the customer computer. wherein the commerce object associated with the

(i) information assoctated with the commerce—_|The *504 patent discloses that the second web pageincludes information associated link that has been activated comprises
object associated with the link that has beet with the commerce object associated with the -ink that has been activated. inforrnat‘ou defining an electronic catalog
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  ng

having a multitude of merchant offerings, and dsplavedon the second web page are retrieved
where'n the second web page contains one or from a database storing data astociated with
more se-ectab-e navigation links connecting a visually perceptible elements for each of the first
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings in the
catalog.

23|The computer-readable memory of c:aim 20|Sze LO, supra.
where:n the computer-teadab.e memory‘3 used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider
to-perform the further step of
computer-fac'l:tating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
comp.eted,

24|The computer-readable memory ofc.aim 20,|See 13-16, supra.
(i) wherein the second web page contains a See 13-14, supra.
further ‘ink associated with the ‘nfommation

associated with the commerce abject, which,
when activated bythe web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce chiect into a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp-etion of a transaction associated with the
commerce abject in the shopping cart;and
(} wherein the computer-teadable memory 's|See 15-16, supra
used to direct the cormputer of the outsource
provider to perform the further stepsof, after the
transaction ‘s completed, computer-facil‘tating
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated ‘ink and

computer-fac'l:tating payment of a comm‘ssion
to the owner of the source page.

25|The computer-teadable memory of c.aim 20,|See 18, supra.
wherein the visually perceptib.e elements
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Comparisonof the U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and Sextoy.com Prior art!

U Aisa see Cyber-Sex-Tops Main Menu .., hitp:web.archive.org'web!19970607065349/hutp.!wwwsextoy.comy(Tune 7, 1997 version of
sextoy.com as archived by the Internet Archive (see note 4)) and related pages including: Promote yourown sextoy site,
tp:web.archive. org/web/19970607065542'www.sextoy.comyours:te/ycursite.html; and The Agreement,
ntp:!web.archive. org/web 19970607071 136'wwwsextoy.cormyours'teapreemnthtml. /DENDI000952-000956)

Cyber-Sex-Toys Main Ment... bitp://webarchive org/web/19970711063329-http:/www sextoy.com(Tuy L1, 1997 version of sextey.com as
archived by the Intemet Archive (see note 4)) and related paves ‘neuding: Promote your own sextoysite,
ntp:!iwebarchive. org/web 1997071 106351 3'www.sextoy.com/yours'teyours'tehtml; and The Agreement,
ntp:!iwebarchive. org/web/ 1997071 1072555wwwsextoy.cormyours'te/apreemnt.html. /DENDI000957-000961)

Cyber-Sex-Toys..., http://webarchive.orgweb1997101901513 L/hntp.//www sextoy.com/ (Getoher 19, 1997 vers.cn of sextoy.comas archived bythe
intemet Archive (see note 4)) and re.ated pages including: Promote vour awn sextoysite,
ntp:!iwebarchive. org/web!19971019015325wwwsextoy.comyours:teyoursite.html; Banners to Promote your own sextoy site,
tp: !/webarchive. orgrweb!19971019020942wwwsextoy.conmyours'te/bannerhrm; and The Agreement,
ntp:!/webarchive. orgweb 1997101 9020936wwwsextoy.conyours:teapreemnthtml. /DFNDT000962-000963)

Cyber-Sex-Toys..., http://webarchive.orgweby199712 10191027http://www sextoy.com/ (December 10, 1997 version of sextoy.com as archived by
e Inemet Archive (see note 4)), [DFNDTO00968-000969]

Sextoys sex toys adtalt xxx ..., hntp://web.archive orgweb/19931203082736¢http://sextoy,com/(December 3, 1998 version of sextoy.com as arch:ved
yythe Intemet Archive (see note 4)), (DFNDTONO970-000971)

Free business opportunityto make moneyfrom conmnlssion with sax adull sextoys,
ntp:!/webarchiveorgrweb/19981205014933/wwwsextoyfun.com/ (December 5, 1998 version of instructions for creating your own sextovs site

as archived by the Iitemet Archive (see note 4), [DFNDT000972-000973)

Sextoys sex toys adult xxx ..., hutp:!/web.archive.org/web/19931207071712/¢htip:/wwwsextoy.com! (December 7, 1998 version of sextoy.com as
archived by the Invemet Archive (see note 4)). (DFNDT900974.9909757

  
Sextoys sex toys adtlt xxx ..., http:!/web.archive.org/web/19931212021024/http://sextoy.com! (December12, 1998 version of sextoy.com as archived

bythe Intemet Archive (see note 4)) and re.ated paves including: Free business opportunity fo make moneyjrom commission with xex aduli
sectoys, http:'Aveb archve.org’web'1998121203270 L/www sextoviun com’. /DPNDTU00976-000979}

Sextoys sex toys adult xax..., http.!/web.atchive org'web/19990125091930¢http://sextoy,com/(January 25, 1999 version of sextoy.com as archived
bythe Intemet Archive (see note 4)), [DFNDTON98-0R098)]

Sextoys sex toys adult xax..., http.!/web.atchive orgweb/19990128003853¢http://sextoy,com/(January 28, 1999 -vers:on of sextoy.com as archived
bythe Intemet Archive (see note 4)), (DFNDTON0982-0009837

Promote your own sextoy site, http:/'webarchive.org’web1990203092949sextoy.com/cnvenv.btml (Febmary 3, 1999 version of instructions for
creating vour own sextoys site as archived by the Inemet Archive (see note 4)) and related pages inc-ud:no: Promote por own sextay site- Form,
intp:/webarchive. org’web/19990203115316/sextoy.comcnv/formhtml; and Banners to Promote vou own sextoysite,
intp:/webarchive, org'web/19990203082648sextoy.convcav/banner.html, /DFNDT000984-000959)

Sextoys sex foys adialt xxx ..., hntp://web.archive orgweb/199902 1923353 L¢http:/nrww.sextoy.com/ (Febrary 19, 1999 version of sextoy.com as
archived by the Invemet Archive (see note 4)), [DFNDT000990-000991]

Promote your own sextoy site, htip:/web.archive.cra/web1999022513 1500/www sextoy.com/env/eny html (Febmary 25, 1999 version of
-|-
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3 For more‘nformation about the Intemet Archive and web pages archived therein, sce Internet Archive Froguently Asked Questions,
hntp:/ivww.arch:ve.org!about'fags.php. /DFNDT001948-1059)

4 Also see Lewis Perdue, EroticaBiz How Sex Shaped the Internet 5-6 (IdeaWorx 2002), avatlable at htp:/*www.eraticabiz.com! (“Actual profits
from an aff‘:ate system had to wait until David Levine bu‘lt SexToyFun (www.sextoyfun.com) [sic] a substantial but decidedly quirky sex
paraphernalia site. Levine said he launched his site in 1994 and began his first affiliate program ‘n the spring of 1996....Levine’s affiliate
program was actuallya virtualstore service which al.owed adult webmasters to set up, customize and brand their own sex toy stores with Levine’s
operation hand-ing all the biling, fulLlment, sh:pp:ng and customer service. Then in early 1997, Levine set up a more conventionally structured
affLiate system like that used by Amazon and CDNow so webmasters could getreferral commmssionsfrom the sa.e of products from his store.

White Levine's conventional affiliate evstem was launched after SportSource and CDNow,lis pioneering role was the invention of “v-
commerce” an e-commerce business mode. halfwaybetweentraditional affiliate systems and outr-ghteta:ling,

.» [T]he ¥-commerce operation pioneered by Levine offers ... [a] central e-supplier provid[ing] an online “catalog” from which the v-
commerce affi-iate can select. Each product selected by the affi:ate goes into a cookie-cutter web pave supplied bythe mother s:te which offers a
mumberof d:fferent pre-programmed and custom:zab.e styles from which to select.

When an order is placedin the aff'liate’s store, the mother s‘te then works in the background, handling everythingelse from order taking
and payments to shipping customer service and returns - all within an e-commerce environment that looks just “ike the whole process is ran by theaffiliate

Building upon the adult ‘ndustry’s experience, v-commerce was discovered by the non-adult market in 1998 when venture capitalists
funded more than a dozen start-ups including veommerce.com (bom as Vstore) which backed by more than $54 million in venture capita, is the
ton-adult patriarch in this field...

By ear-y 2001, most other non-adult v-commerce operations had burned through their venture capital and were either out of business
(Affinia.com, Nexchange), hanging on by a thread (Iconomy, Vitessa) or try:ng to re-invent themselves into another category that would attract
more verrture capital (esaler.com rebom as pop24t, a so-called “contextual commerce technology company.)

Thanks to the product affiliate sa.es system he invented, Levine has succeeded in making a proft from ecommerce on the Internet -
something that has eluded hundreds of vemture-financed eta‘lers whe have col.ectively poured billions of investment dollars down a very‘ange and
seemingly ‘nsatiab‘e cyber-rathole, S:gn‘ficant'y, Levine has been profitable from his first few months on the Web. Amazon and other are stil.
acramb-ing to get cut of the Loss columns.) (thig article is referr‘ng to sextoy.com, not sextoyfun.com; David Levine began an affiliate program on
sextoy.com in 1996), [DFNDT0091048-0091059]; also see WHOIS Recordfor sextoyen.com,
Intp.wwwnetworksolutions.com/who:siresults.isp'whoistoken=13 (cast visited August 8, 2006) (sextovfun.com was first registered on September
9, 1998) /DFNDT0001065-0001068)

5 Also see David Levine, http:/rwww.davelevine.com (last visited on August 11, 2006){ “[O]ne ‘dea was to take orders on the web and then forward
the orders to companies whe wou.d drop sh‘p the productsto my customers. Mygoal was (and still is) to bui:d a billion dol.ar company with ne
employees, no corporate office, and no ‘nventory, I named my business Convergence, Inc, I started Wicked Coo. Mall and opened stores se'ling
lobsters, sneakers, watches, paintings, t-shirts, ete, Eventually I dec'ded I cou.d make more money focusing on one product niche rather than many
different stores in atnall. Since SEXTOY.com had the most sa.es, highest profit margins, and b:gpest traffic I dec'ded to become the king of sextoys.

 
=

  
In 1996, | started the first aff!ate proeram for adult products. An affiliate program a.lows anvoneto s:gu up andgettheir own sextoysite

for free. They can make the site “cok like their own, but we handle the orders and fulfilment [sic] and then send the affiliate a commission check
each month for the sales ‘n their store.”) (DENDTOQQ2078-0091079}
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Based upon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appearsto be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of

Defendants’ products in Plainriff’s Infingement Comentions served Apr] 15,2011, the Sextoy.com Website at wwwsextovs.com?, (hereinafter
“Sextoy”) anticipates and/or renders obvious, a.cne or ‘n combination with other prior art identified in Defendants” Amended Inva‘idity Contentions,
the asserted claims as descr‘bed in part below. 

  
| 1. Atethod ofan cutsource provider serving “Promote your own sextoy site!

webpages offering commerc:a. opportunities, We will mn the website, process the orders, ship the product, and handle custorner
service. Then we wl: pay you 13-20%of gross revenue from the sales youattract.”
Promote your own sextorsite,
hitp:/web.archive.org/web/19980517004530/sextoy.com/env/eny. html {emphasis

the method comprising:   
instmictions for creating your own sextoy site as archived by the Intemet Archive (see note 4)) and related pages inc.uding: Promote pour owin
sextay site- Form, htip:/webarchive.orgweby199902251503 | 6rwww. sextoy.com/cnv/formhtml. (DENDT090992-000994]

Sextoys sex toys adult xxx ..., http:/Avebarchive.org!web’19990420062959/http:/'www.sextoy.comy(April 20, 1999 version of sextoy.com as
archived by the Internet Archive (see note 4)) and related pages including: Since 1994 the largest, inost user-friendly, and most popular sextay site
on the web, intp://web.atchive org’web 199904202 15532/sextoy, com/abouthtml (“In 1996 we were the first sextoy s:te to offer webmasters the
Opportunity to customize their own sextoyslte and receive commission from sales,” (emphasis removed), /DENDTI90095-0009977

Promoie vour own sextoysite, hulp.!/web.archive.org/web199904219013 L/sextoy.convenv/enyhtml (Apr:| 21, 1999 version of instructions for
Creating your owt sextoys site a3 archived bythe Internet Archive (see note 4)). {DFND70099957

Sextoys sex toys adult xxx ..., http:'/vebarchive.org!web’19990429075920hitp:/‘www.sextoy.com(April 29, 1999 version of sextoy.com as
archived by the Intemet Archive (see note 4)). [DFNDT000999-0001000]

Promote vour own sextoy site, hutp:/iweb.archive.ong/web/199905021 7061 2/www.sextoy.comcnv/cnv. htm. (May 2, 1999 vers:on of instmetions for
creating your own sextoy as archived by the Internet Archive (see note 4)), (Dacument 217

Bannerhtml, bttp://webarchiveorgweb/19990910044933/http://wwnw.sextoytun.comcgib-n/convbrowse.cgi?1024&cnvbanner.hitul (September 10,
1999 version of Bannerhtml as archived by the Intemet Archive (see note 4)), /DFNDTN1003}

2 WHOIS Recordfor sextor. com, hitp/eww:nevvorksolutions.com/whois'tesultsjsp?whoistoken=L1 (ast visited Aupust 8, 2006} (sextoy.com was
first reg‘stered on May 2, 1995 and is owned by Convervence, Inc). /DFNDT0002060-1061}

no
Sea
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removed)
(May 17, 1998 version of sextoy.convcnv/enyhtm! as archived by the Intemet

Archive?)45 (DENDTOON045-0n0946]

“We have been drop shipping sextoys from web-generated orders since Febmary 1998.
Thanks to our huge selection, user-fr-endly weh site, great pr-ces, quick customer
service, re-iab-e shipping, and easv secure payment options, we consistently out sel.
any other sextoysites ‘n cyberspace.”
More information - Promote your awn sextay site,
bitp:/veb.archive.ony/web'1 998081701121 2/sextoy.comenv/moreinfo hum.
(emphasis removed) (May 17, 1998 version of sextoy.convienv/more:nfo.hmnl as

archived by the Intemet Archive), /DFNDT000947) 

{(q) automaticaly ata server of the cutsource “2. Wewill send you a URL (web address) thar you putin your website. Your
provider, in response to activation, bya web customers click on that Link to get to your Sextoysite.
browser of a computer user, of a link displayed 3. All orders that come from your link will be marked and commission of 1$%-20%of
byone of a plurality of first web pages, pross sa.es paid to you monthly[s.c]. (Gross sales :nclude shipping cos which can be
Tecoguiz:ng as the source page the one ofthe a significant portion of total revenue.”
First web pages on which the link has been Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas's removed).
activated; (1) where’n each of the first web pages /DFNDTO00045-000946)
belongs to one of a plurality of web page
owners; (} wherein each of the first web papes “Tf you are [:nking to our sextoy site, feel free to copyand use these banners. Also, a3
displays at east one act've link associated with a long as you ate us:ng images to promote cur sextoys-te you can borrowimages from
commerce obiect associated with a buying your toy site.”
opportunity of aselected one ofa plurality of©Banners to Promote vowr own sexioysite,
merchants; and (ii) where‘n the selected hitp://web.archive.org/web/1 99808 1701121 &/sextoy.com/cenv/banner.huml (May17,
merchant, the cursoutceprovider, and the owner 1998 version of sextoy.com/envibannerhtm: as archived bythe Intamet Archive’),
of the first web pave are each third parties with (DPNDTON0048-009949)
Tespect to one other;
 

  
6 Intemet Archive Frequent'y Asked Questions, supra note 4
7 Tntemet archive Frequent'y Asked Questions, supra note 4,
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The owner of the first web page is the affiliate, the outsource provider is Convergence,
Tne. (owner and operator of Sextoy.com), and the se:ected merchant ‘s party drop-
shipping the sex toyproduct(s).

“Wehave been drop sh:pping sextoys from web-penerated orders ence Febmary 1995.
Thanks to our huge selection, user-triendly web site, great prices, qu:ck customer
service, rel'able shipping, and easy secure payment options, we consistent.y out sell
anyother sextoy sites in cyberspace.”
More information - Promote vour own sextoysite,
htp://webarchive.org!web’19980517011212/sextoy.comécnv/moreinfo.html
(emphasis removed) (May17, 1998 version of sextoy.con/cnv/moreinfo.htrnl as

atchived bythe Internet Archive), /DPNDTU00947)

Itis weilknowto a person skilled in the art that drop shippingis a procedure where a
manufacturer, supp.ier, or distributor sh:ps the product (.c, a sex toy)t0 a store’s
customer. One of the corporate philosophies of Covergence, Inc., the owner and
operator of sextoy.com,is “[rjather than make laree investments in overhead or
employees, we payother compan:es to perform all jobs that are not our core business.
... Cutsourcing ‘s not ony more efficient but also keeps our organization more u:mble.
Rather than having large ‘nvestments that need to be paid off, by outsoure:ng, more
costs hecome variable. If we decide to make sudden changes in business direction, we
don't have to worry about liquidating any previous ‘nvestments, we can just terminate
arelationship we had with a company we were outsourcingto.” hitp:{iclassic-
web archive.org/web19980204025 709/www, weool.convenv/philo.html, Febmary 4,
1998 version(emphasis removed), /DFNDTO001060-0092051)

Accordingly, itis chvious to a person skiedin the art that Convergence, Inc.did not
sell its own products or products it owned. Rather, Convergence, Inc.sold the
products of a third party (.e., the supplier, distributor, or manufacturer) at sextoy.com.

 
 

8 Intemer Archive Frequently Asked Questions, supra note 4.
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[DFNDT009945-100946]

“Tf you ate linking to our sextoyste, fee: free to copy and use these banners, A's0, as
Jong a3 you are using images to promote our sextov site vou can borrow images from
your toy site,”
Banners to Promote your own sextoy site,
hitp:/Avebarchive.org/web’1 998051701121 8/sextoy.com/cnv/hanner.html (May 17,

1998 version of sextoy.comienv/bannerhtmlas archived by the Imemet Archive?),
/DFNDToi94s-100989)
 

Lig)|automatically withthe server computer
generating and transmitting to the web browser a
second web page that includes: (i) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the ‘ink that has been activated, and (13) a
plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the revrieved pre stored data and visually
correspondingto the source page.  See also 3-6, infra,

“2. We will send you a URL (web address) that vou putin your web ste. Your
customers click om that link to get to your Sextoysite,
3. All orders that come from your ‘ink w-ll be marked and comm:ss:on of 15%-20%of
gross sales paid to you monthly [sic]. (Gross sales inc.ude shipping cost wh:ch can be
asignificant portion of total revenue.)”
Promote your own sextoy site, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDT009945-00946

“Ifyou are linking to our sextoyste, fee.free to copy and use these banners, A'so, a8
Jong a3 you are using images to promote our sextov site vou can borrow imaves from
your toy site.”
Banners to Promote your own sextoy site,
htp:/webarchive.org!web/1998051701 121 8/sextoy.comécnv/bannerhtml (May 17,

1998 version of sextoy.comnienv/bannerhimas archived by the Imemet Archive!
JDFNDTuvo4s-00497

 
 

9 Internet Archive Frequently Asked Questions, supra note 4.

 
(0 ntemet Archive Frequenty Asked Questions, supra note 4,
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{(b)  automat:cal-y retr‘ev'ng from a storage coup.ed
to the server pre stored data associated with the
source page; and then

 
“Tovet started as soon as possib.e:
Please email the information below to us nowdm:@sextov.com. Or you can fax itto
(617) 666 3421.”
Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT000945-009946)

“What would you like at the top of the front page of your sextoysite? (You can submit
actua. HTML if you ike), If you wantto serve a logo or imape, either forward us the
image or give us the URL where itis located.

What would you like to appear on the bottom of everypage? (You probab.y will want
to putin a link so that customers can go back to your main site.) Or if'you are using
frames, you may want to “eave the bottem space blank.

«© Back To (your site name)
«© Your site address intp:/web.archive.oroyweb/19980517004530htps!

(Optional) If you want to alter the front page background colors, please send the
HTMLcodes. Otherwise, we wil use our defaultcolors. (body TEXT="#000000";
BGCOLOR="#FFFFFE" LINK="sEPOGOO" VLINK="sFFCUFF" ALINK="4FF0000"}
Also,if you wantto insert an imagefor the backgroundeither forward the ‘mage to us
of tall us the URL where the image ‘s w.ll be served from.

Promote your own sexioysite, May17, 1998 version (emphas's removed),
[DFNDT000945.000946)

“2, We will send you a URL (web address) thar you putin your web site, Your
customers click on that link to get to your Sextoy site,
3. All orders that comefrom your Ink will be marked and commission of 1$%-20%of
gross sa.es paid to you monthly[sic]. (Gross sales ‘nclude shipping cost which can be
a significant portion of total revenue)”
Promote your own sexioysite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas's temoved)
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  “Toget started as soon as possi

Please email the information below to us nowdin:@sextoy.com. Or you can fax it to
(617) 666 3421.”
Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT000945.000946)

“What would youlike at the top of the front page of your sextoysite? (You can submit
actua. HTML if you ike), Ifyou wantto serve a logo or imape, either forward us the
image or give us the URL where it is located.

What would you like to appear om the bottom of everypage? (You probab.y will want
to put in a link so that customers can go back to vour main site.) Or if'you are using
frames, you may want to Leave the bottom space blank.

« Back To (your site name)
«© Yoursite address hetp./web.archive.ong/web/19980S17004530¢htps?

(Optional) If you want to alterthe front page background colors, please send the
HTMLcodes. Otherwise, we wil use our defau:t colors, (body TEXT="Hi00000";
BGCOLOR="sFFFEFF"LINK="nFFO000" VLINK="sFFOOEE" ALINK="#FF0000")
Also, if'you wantto insert an image for the backgroundeither forward the ‘mage to us
oftell us the URL where the image ‘s wil. be served from.

Promote your own sextovsite, Mav17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT000045-0009467 

The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of

the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes a set of nav:gational links on the source
page.

we

 
“What would you like at the top of the front page ofyour sextoysite? (You can submit
actua. HTML if you ‘ike), Ifyou wantto serve a logo or image, either forward us the
image or give us the URL where itis located.

 
What would you like to appear om the bottom of everypage? (You probab.y will want
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   to-put in a link so that customers can go back to your ma:

frames, you may want to leave the bottom space blank.
ite.) Or if you are using

© BackTo_ (vour site name)
© Yoursite address http:web.archive.org/weby19980517004530‘nutp./_—

(Optional) If you wantto alter the front page background colors, please send the
HTML codes, Otherwise, we wll use our default co.ors, (body TEXT="#000000",
BGCOLOR="{FEFFFF" LINK="#FFO000" VLINK="4FFOOFP"ALINK="4FFO000")
Also, if you want to insert an ‘mage for the backgroundeither forward the image to us
or tell us the CRI. where the image is wit] be served from.

Prownote your own sextay site, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDTO09945-00946} 

4 |The method of claim 1 wherein at least one of

the plurality of visually perceptible elements
includes the appearance of the top ad Left side
of the source page.   “What would you ‘ike at the top of the front page of vour sextoy site? (You can submit

actual HTMLif you like). Ifyou want to serve a logo ot image,either forward us the
image or give us the CRL where it :s -ocated,

What would you like to appear on the bottom of every page? (You probably wil. want
to-putin a link so that customers can go back to your ma‘n site.) Or if'you are using
frames, you may want to leave the boom space blank,

© BackTo_ (vour s:te name)
© Yoursite address http://web archive.orgweb/19980517004530/nutp:/

(Optional) If you wantto alter the front page background colors, please send the
HTML codes, Otherwise, we wll use our default co.ors. (body TEXT="#000000",
BGCOLOR="{FFFFFF" LINK="#FFO000" VLINK="4FFOOFP"ALINK="4FFO000")
Also, if you want to insert an ‘mage for the background either forward the image to us
or tell us the CRL where the image is wil be served from
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© BackTo_ (vour site name)
+ Yoursite address http::/web archive.org/webi19980517004530‘intp:

 

(Optional) If you wantto alter the front page background colors, please send the
HTML codes, Otherwise, we wll use our default co.ors, (body TEXT="#000000",
BGCOLOR="{FEFFFF" LINK="#FFO000" VLINK="4FFOOFP"ALINK="#FFO000")
Also, if you want to insert an ‘mage for the background either forward the image to us
or tell us the CRL where the image is wil be served from

Proinote your own sextaysite, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDTO00945-900946] 

7|The method of claim 1 wherein the commerce

object associated with the link that has beet
activated comprises information defiu:ng an
electronic catalog having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more selectable navigation
Jinks connecting a hierarchical set of additional
second web pages, each pertaining to a subset of
the offerings :n the catalog,   “Promote you: ownsextoy sitz!

‘We will run the website, process the one's, ship the produc‘, and handle customer service. Thes we will
pay you 15-2025 of gross revenue from the sales you ettrac’.”
Prameie your own sexiaysife, Mey 17, 1998 version (emphasis removed). /DFNDIOU994-0009457

“Also, as loxgas you are using images to promote cu: sex‘nysi(sic) you can berawimages “cn
your toy site.”
Banners to Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 vesien. /DFNDTOG0945-00949)

“Webmasters - Fam commission fer selling sextoys.” Sextoys sex toys adhlt xxi ..., May (7, 1998
version. (DFNDIOON950-000951)

The visite: tocthe hest website could search categories ofproducts including vibrators, ‘oys for men,
bondage, pleasure k's, cr Ie%ions, creams, and oils.

Vibrate: and Stinlate: World - Realistic Cocks, Mescasers,Strap-Ons, Vibre‘ing eges, aidmore,

Toys For Men- Pumps, Vasinas, Cock Rings, Strap-On Penises, Blow jab simulators, exdtor.

Bondage Fantasy - Restraints, Body jewel-y, Swings, and more.
Batt... Of Course - a Vacie'y c- anal stimulators including (nflatable, Ejeculating, end Climax
Beads.
Pleasue Kits - Specielcocesion gifkits and vecie'ykits for stinmulation.
Femele , Male , and Animal - Love Dells, Thebes:selection in cyberspace.
Letievs, Creams, and Oils - For lubication, flevor, massage, desensitizetion and mare,
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, May 17, 1998 version (emphasis removed),Promote your own sextov

[DFNDTO90945-009946] 

5 The method of claim 1 wherein at Least one of

the plurality of v:sua‘ly percept:ble elements
inc-udes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page,

“What would youlike at the top of the front page of your sextoysite? (You can submit
actua. HTML if you ike), Ifyou want to serve a logo or image,e:ther forward us the
image or give us the URL where itis located.

What would you like to appear on the bottom of everypage? (You probab.y wi.]want
to put in a link so that customers can go back to vour main site.) Orif you are using
frames, you may want to .eave the bottom space blank.

© Back To (your site name)
«© Your site address hitp:!web.archive.orgyweb/19980517004530hup.!7

(Optional) If you want to alterthe front page background colors, please send the
HTMLcodes. Ctherwise, we wil use our defau:t colors, (body TEXT="Hi00000";
BGCOLOR="#FFFFEF"LINK="cFFOG00" VLINK="sFFOORE" ALINK="#FF0000")
Also,if you wantto insert an imagefor the backgroundeither forward the ‘mage to us
of tell us the URL where the inmage ‘s w.ll be served from.

Promote your own sextoysite, May17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT090045-000946} 

§ The method of claim 1 where:n at ‘east one of

the plurality of v:sua‘ly percept-ble elements
ine-udes a logo associated with the owner of the
source page.

 ‘What would youlike at the top of the front page of your sextoysite? (You can submit
actua. HTML if you ike), Ifyou want to serve a logo or image,e:ther forward us the
image or give us the URL where it is located.

What would you like to appear on the bottom of everypage? (You probab-y wi.] want
to put in a link so that customers can 20 back to vourmain site.) Or if you are using
frames, you may want to “eave the bottom space blank.
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  «Edible Sex -Fditle undies, edible condozus, pss pasta and <nore.
Erotic Garments - Latex ead Lingerie for snen anid women.
Videos - Classics and/or He* action videos.
Games for “un ead intimacy ead Beoks for fun and education.”

Sexaoys sex tays adult xxx ..., May 17, [998 version (emphasis and links removed)! {[DFNDTOO0950-
009517 

8 The method of claim 1 where:n the second web

page ‘s generated dynamically.
 

9 The method of claim 1 wherein the owner of the
source paveis party to a contract providingfor
teceipt of a commmiss:on as a tesult of a
transaction involving the commerce obiect
displayedon the source page. “3, All orders that comefrom your link will be marked and commission of 15%-20%

of gross sales paid to you monthly[sic]. (Gross sales include shipping cost which can
bea s:pnificant portion of total revenue.)”
Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas's removed),
[DPNDT690045-000946)

“More Info

Ifyou have further questions, email dm.@sextoy.com or call (617) 666 3856

Sales will be tota.ed from the 16th of the previous month to the 1Sth of the current
month and paid before the 28th of the current mouth.
On’y checks over $10 will be paid. Wewill total up to 3 months of sales to get acheck
over $1010 send.
Customers that eam over $1000 in sa.es in any g:ven month will receive 20%
comm:ssion during that month,
If-vou rece:ve checks 6 months in a rowfom us, ‘et us knowand we will bump you to
20%commission permanent.y!
We have been drop shpp'ng sextoys from web-generated orders since Febmary 1995,
Thanks toour hugeselection, user-friendly web site, great prices, quick customer

 
 

1] The products and organization of the Sextoys sex tows adult xx ... webpage at www.sextoy.com was an example of the products and the
organization of the sextoy websites of the host website operator. See eg. Sec tors,
hteps'*web arch:ve.org/web’2000041922160/hitp:/‘www,bluetrouble.com/sextoys/:ndex, htm. /DFNDT0001072-0001074] (April 19, 2000 version
of www.bluctroube.com/sextoys/index.html as archived by the Intemet Archive (See note 4)) (bluetrouble.com was an aff‘liate of sextoy.com; the
sameproducts (in the same product categories) were also avai-able at Sextoys sex foys adulf x...
htop:/web arch:ve.org/weby2000040821235 8/hitp:/‘www.sextoy.cony(April §&, 2000 version of www.sextoy.com az archived bythe Intemet
Archive (see note 4))). (DFNDT0001 075-0001077)
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service, rel‘able shipping, and easy secure payment options, we consistent.y out sell
anyother sextoy sites in cyberspace.”
More information - Promote vour own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version.
/DFNDTON947] 

10 The method of claim 9 further compris:ng
computer-fac'l:tating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
comp.eted.
   The method of claim 1, wherein the second web

page appears to the computer user to be
generated by a server associated with the source
page  “Promote your own sextoys:te!

Wewill run the website, process the orders, ship the product, and handle customer
service, Then we wil pay you 15-20%of grogs revenue ftom the sales you attract.”
Proimote your own sextoy site, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDT009945-00946}

“What would you ike at the top of the front page of vour sextov site? (You cat submit
actual HTMLif you like), Ifyou want to serve a logo or image,either forward us the
image o give us the CRL where it's ‘ocated

What would you like to appear on the bottom of every page? (You probablywil. want
to putin a link so that customers can go back to your main site.) Or if'you are using
frames, vou may want to leave the bottom space blank,

© Back To_ (vour site name)
© Yoursite address http:/wveb.archive.org/webi1998051700453‘http.

(Optional) If you wantto alterthe front page background colors, please send the
HTML codes, Otherwise, we will use our default co-ors. (body TEXT="#000000",
BGCOLOR="4FEFFEF" LINK="#FF0000" VLINK="#FFO0FP"ALINK="4FF0000")
Also, if you wantto insert an ‘mage for the backgroundeither forward the image to us
or tell us the CRL where the image is wit] be served from.
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“Rather than make large ‘nvestments in overhead or emp.ovees, we pay other

companies to perform all jobs that are not our core business. ... Oursourcing ‘3 not
only more efficient but also keeps cur organization more nimb-e, Rather than having
large investments that need to be paid off, by outsourcing, more costs become variable,
If wedecide to make sudden changes ‘n business direction, we don't have to worry
about liquidating any previous ‘nvestments, we can just term:nate a te.ationship we
had with a company we were outsourcing to.” hitp:’c:ass‘c-
web,archive.orgweb’19980204025 709/www,weool.convenv/philo.html, February 4,
1998 version, /DFNDT001080-0001082)

   The methed of claim 14, further comprising after
the transaction is completed,
computer-fac'l‘tating payment of a commission
to the owner of the source page.  See (0, supra.

“3, All orders that comefrom your [:nk will be marked and commission of 1$%-20%
of gross sales pa‘d to you monthly [sic]. (Gross sales inc‘ude shipping cost which can
bea significant portion of total revenue.)”
Proinote your own sextay site, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDTO00945-900946]

“More Info

Ifyou have further questions, ema‘] dml@sextoy.com or call (617) 666 3856

Sales will be totaledfrom the 16th of the previous month to the 15th of the current
month and paid before the 28th of the current month.
Only checks over $10 will be paid, We will total up to 3 mouths of sales to get a check
over $10 to send,
Customers that earu over $1000 in sales ‘n any given month will receive 20%
commission during that month.
Ifyou receive checks 6 months in a rowfrom us, let us know and we will bump you to
20%commission permanenty!
We have been drop shipping sextoys from web-generated orders since February 199.
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Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version (
[DFNDTO90945-009946]

12 The method of claim 1, wherein the “ink “Ifyou are [:nkne to our sextav site, feel free to copy and use these banners. Also, as
activated by the web browsers stored ina long as you are using images to promote cur sextoysite you can borrowimages from
database associated with the source page. your toy site.”

Banners to Promote vour own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version. [DFNDT000948-
60009491

13 The methodof claim 1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link associated with the
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the [:nk that has been activated,
which ‘ink, when act-vated by the web browser,
paces data represent:ng the commerce cbiect
into a viral shopping cart,

14 The method of claim 13, where'n the second=“Payment Options
web page contains a checkout ‘ink which, when To Order through the Computer:
activated by the web browser, faccl:tates Secure Credit Card Form - Submit your order securely through a Netscape secure
completion ofa transaction associated with the server.
commerce ohrect in the shopping cart. Cred:t Card Form - Ifthe secure form (above) does not appear in your browser, try this

form, This form is net encrypted, but odds of someone seeing your card numbers are
stil. quite sma‘l.” Sex Tay Order Cenier, May 17, 1998 version (emphasis and ‘inks
removed), [DFNDT9002970-0001071]

15 The method of claim 14, further comprising after “Payment Options
the transaction is comp.eted, To Order through the Computer:
computer-facilitaring payment from the Secure Credit Card Form - Submit your order securely through a Netscape secure
computer userto the merchant associated with server.
the activated link, Credit Card Form - If the secure form (above) does not appear in your browser, trv this

form, This form is not encrypted, but odds of someone seeing your card numbers are
stil. quite sma‘l.” Sex Toy Order Center, May 17, 1998 version (emphasis and ‘inks
temoved),DFNDT9001970-N001071}
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Thanks toour hugeselection, user-friendly web site, great prices, quick customer
service, re-iab:e shipping, and easy secure payment options, we consistently out sel.
any other sextoysites ‘n evberspace.”
More information - Promote your own sextoy site, May 17, 1998 vers:on.
[DFNDT090947}

17 The method of claim 13, further comprising
dsplaving the second web page agatn, after the
commerce chiect is paced into the shoppingcart,

18 The method of claim 1, wherein the visually “What would you likeat the top of the front page of your sextoysite? (You can submét
perceptible elements disp.ayed on thesecond©actua. HTML if you ‘ike), If you wamrto serve a logo or image, e:ther forward us the
webpage are retrieved from a database storing image or give us the URL whereit is located.
data associated with visually perceptih.e
elements for each of the first web pages. —

What would you like to appear om the bottom of everypage? (You probab.y will want
to put in a link so that customers can go back to your main site.) Or if you are using
frames, you may want to “eave the bottom space blank.

© Back To (your site name)
© Your site address intp:/web.archive.ororweb/199805 17004530htpy!

(Optional) If vou want to alter the front page background colors, please send the
HTMLcodes. Otherwise, we will use our defaultcolors. (body TEXT="H000000";
BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" LINK="sFFOO0)" VLINK="sFFOOFE" ALINK="4FF0000")
Also,if'you wantto insert an imagefor the backeroundeither forward the ‘mage to us
ortell us the URL where the image ‘s wil. be served from.

Promote your own sextovsite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT690945-000946]

19 A system usefir. :n an outsource provider serving See 1, supra,
web pages offering commerc:a, opportunities, “Promote your own sextoy site!
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  the system comprising:  We will run the website, process the orders, ship the product, and handle customer

service. Then we will pay you 15-20%of gross revenue ftom the sales you attract.”
Promote your own sextoy site, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDT009945-00946]

“Wehave been drop sh:pping sextoys from web-penerated orders ence February 1995.
Thanks to our huge selection, user-triendly web site, great prices, qu:ck customer
service, rel'able shipping, and easy secure payment options, we consistent.y out sell
anyother sextoy sites in cyberspace.”
More information - Promote vour own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version.
JDFNDTO947] 

19fa)  (a) a computer store conta‘ning data, for each of
aplurality of first web pages, defining a plura‘ity
of visually perceptible elements, which visually
perceptib-e elements correspond to the pluraliny
of first web pages; (i) wherein each of the first
web paves belongs to one of a plurality of web
page owners; (i) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active link associated
with a commerce abject associated with a buying
opportunity ofa se.ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (Lit)wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page d'splay'ng the associated
link are each third parties with respect to one
ather;

 
  See U(a}-L(b), supra.

“To pet started as soon as poss:ble:
Please email the information belowto us now dinl@sextoy.com. Or you can fax ‘tto
(617) 666 3421.”
Proinote your own sexfoy site, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDT000945-900946]

“What would you ‘ike at the top of the front page of vour sextoy site? (You can submit
actual HTMLif you like). Ifyou want to serve a logo or image,either forward us the
image or give us the CRL where it :s -ocated.

What would you like to appear on the bottom of every page? (You probablywil. want
to putin a link so that customers can go back to your main site.) Orif you are using
frames, vou may want to leave the bottom space blank,

© Back To_ (vour site name)
© Yoursite address http:web.archive.org/webi1998051700453‘http.

 

(Optional) If you wantto alterthe front page background colors, please send the
HIML codes, Otherwise, we will use our default co.ors. (body TEXT="#000000",
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source page, automaticaly retrieve the stored
data comesponding to the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automatically generate
and transm:t to the web browser a second web

page that disp.ays: (A) information associated
with the commerce object asscciatad with the
link that has been activated, and (B) the p.ural:ty
of visually perceptible elements visually
comespond:ngto the source page,  

[DFNDT009945-100946]

“Tf you ate linking to our sextoyste, fee: free to copy and use these banners, A's0, as
Jong a3 you are using images to promote our sextov site vou can borrow images from
your toy site,”
Banners to Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998version. /DENDT000948-
949)

“Promote your own sextoys:te!
We will nun the website,process the orders, sh:p the product, and handle customer
serv.ce. Then we will pay you 15-20%of gross revenue from the sales you attract.”
Promote your own sextoy site, May 17, 1998 version (emphasis removed),
[DFNDT000945-000946]

“Wehave been drop sh‘pping sextoys from web-generated orders s:nce February 1995.
Thanks to our huge selection, user-triendly web site, preat prices, quick customer
serv.ce, tellable shipping, and easy secure payment options, we consisent.y out sell
anyother sextoy sites in cyberspace.”
More information - Promote vour own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version (emphasis
removed). (DFNDTO00947)

“To get started as soon as possible:
Please email the information belowto us now dinl@sextoy.com. Or you can fax *t to
(617) 666 3421.”
Promote your own sextoy site, May 17, 1998 version (emphasis removed),
[DFNDT009945-00946

“What would you ike at the top of the front page of vour sextoy site? (You catt submit
actual HTMLif you like). Ifyou want to serve a logo ot image,either forward us the
image or give us the CRL where it :s -ocated,

What would you like to appear on the bottom of every page? (You probablywil. want
to putin a link go that customers can go back to your mainsite.) Or if you are using
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BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" LINK="“FFOO00" VLINK="«FFOOFE" ALINK="4FF0000")
Also, if you wantta insert an image for the backgroundeither forward the ‘mage to us
ortell us the URL where the image ‘s wil: be served from.

Promote your own sextovsite, May17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DPNDI090045-000946)

It's wel. knowto aperson skil'ed in the art that drop shipping is a procedure where a
manufacturer, supplier, ordistributor ships the product (i.e, a sex toy) to a store's
customer. One of the corporate philosophies of Covergence, Inc., the owner and
operator of sextoy.com, is “[rJather than make large investments in overhead or
employees, we pay other companies to perform all jobs that are not our core business,
. Outsourcing ts not only more efficent but also keeps our organ:zat:on more nimble,
Rather than hav-ng large investments that need to be pa‘d off, by cutsourcing, more
costs becomevariable. If we decide to make sudden changes ‘n business direction, we
don't have to worry about ‘iquidating any prev‘cus investments, we can just terminate
arelationship we had with a company we were outsourcing wo.” htrp./classic-
web.archive.org/web/19980204025709/wwwweoo..com/cnv/philo.html, February 4,
1998 version(emphasis removed), [DFNDI000]080-000108)]

Accordingly, it's obvicus to a person sk‘Led in the art that Convergence, Inc. did not
sell its own products or products it owned. Rather, Convergence, Inc. so.d the
products of a third party(i.e, the supplier, distributor, or manufacturer) at sextov.com.
 

19(b) (hb) a computer serverat the outsource provider,
which computer serveris coupled to the
computer store and programmed to: (‘} rece've
from the web browser of a computeruser a
signal indicating activation of one of the links
displayed by one of the first web pages; (ii)
automatical'y identify as the source page the one a significant portion of total revenue)”
of the first web pages on which the nk has been Promote your own sextovsite, May 17, 1998 version (ermphas's removed)

See L(a}-l(c), supra.

9, We will send you a URL (web address) that you putin your website. Your
customers click on that link to get 10 your Sextoysite,
3. All orders that comefrom your ink will be marked and commission of 1$%-20%of
gross sa.es paid to you monthly[sic]. (Gross sales :nclude shipping cost which can be
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  frames, you may want to ‘eave the bottom space blank.

© Back To (your site name)
«© Your site address hitp:!web.archive.orgyweb/19980517004530hup.!7

(Optional) If you want to alterthe front page background colors, please send the
HTMLcodes. Ctherwise, we wil use our defau:t colors, (body TEXT="Hi00000";
BGCOLOR="#FFFFEF"LINK="cFFOG00" VLINK="sFFOORE" ALINK="#FF0000")
Also,if you wantto insert an imagefor the backgroundeither forward the ‘mage to us
of tell us the URL where the inmage ‘s w.ll be served from.

Promote your own sextoysite, May17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT090045-000946}  20, A computer-readable memory adapted for

use by an outsource prov:der ‘n serving web
pages offering commercial opportunities, the
computer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, bya
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displayed by one of a plurality of first web
pages, automatically recognizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated; (°) wherein each of the
first web pages be.cngs to one of a pluralityof
web page owners; (it) wherein each of the first
web pages displays at least one active link
associated with a commerce object associated
with a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
puurality of merchants; and (iit) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third

ao  
“2, We will send you a URL (web address) thar you putin your web site, Your
customers click on that link to get to your Sextoysite,
3. All orders that come from your I:nk will be marked and commission of 1$%4-20%of
pross sa.es paid to you monthly[sic]. (Gross sales ‘nclude shipping cost which can be
a significant portion of total revenue)”
Promote your own sextovsite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas's removed)
[DPND1G00045-000946]

“Tfyou are linking to our sextoysite, feel free to copy and use these banners. Also, as
long as you are using images to promote cur sextoysite you can borrowimages from
your toy site.”
Banners to Promote vour own sextoysife, May 17, 1998 version. /DFND T0048.
6100049)

“Tovet started as soon as possib.e:
Please email the information below to us nowdm.@sextoy. com. Or you can fax itto
(617) 666 3421,”
Promote your own sextovsite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DPND1G00045-000946]
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parties with respect to one anther; (b) “What would you ‘ike at the top of the front page of your sextoy site? (You can submit
automatically retrieving from a storage coupled|actual HTML if you like). If you wantto serve a logo or image, either forward us the
to the computer of the curscurce provider image of give us the CRL where it's ‘ocated
pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generating
and transm‘ting tothe web browser a second—|What would youlike to appear on the bottom of every page? (You probably wil. want
web page that includes: (i) information to putin a link go that customers can go back to your matn site.) Or if'you are using
associated with the commerce abject associated frames, you may wantto leave the bottom space blank.
with the ‘ink that has beenactivated, and (i!) a
plurality of visually perceptible elements derived|* Back To_ (vour ste name)
from the retrieved pre-stored data and visually © Yoursite address htip::‘veb.archive.ong/web/19980517004530Vhtp
comespond:ngto the source page,

(Optional) If you wantto alter the front page background colors, please send the
HTML codes, Otherwise, we will use our default co.ors. (body TEXT="#000000",
BGCOLOR="{FFFFFF" LINK="#FFO000" VLINK="4FFOOFP"ALINK="4FFO000")
Also, if you want to insert an ‘mage for the background either forward the image to us
or tell us the CRL where the image is wit] be served from

Prownote your own sextay site, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDTO09945-00946}

Itis weil knowto a person skilled in the art that drop sh:pping is a procedure where a
manufacturer, supp-ier, or distributor ships the product (2, a gex toy) t0 a store’s
customer. Oue of the corporate philosophies of Covergentce,Inc., the owner and
operator of sextoy.com,is “[rjather than make large investments in overhead or
employees, we payother compan:es to perform all jobs that are not our core business.
... Outsourcing ‘s not on:y more efficient but also keeps cur organization more n:mble,
Rather than having large ‘nvestments that need to be paid off, by outsoure‘ng, more
costs becomevariable. If we decide to make sudden changesin business direction, we
don't have to worry about liquidating any previous ‘nvestments, we can just terminate
arelationship we had with a company we were outsourc:ngto.” Intpuiclassic-
webarchive.orgweb’19980204025 709/www,weodl.convenv/philo.huml, February 4,
1998 version(emphasis removed), (DFNDTO001060-0091051)
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 Vibrate: and Stimalate: World - Realistic Cocks, , Strep-Cins, Vibre‘ing eggs, andmow.

«Toys ForMen - Pumps, Vazinas, Cock Rings, Strep-Cn Penises, Blow job simulators,eadmow.

«Bondage Fastasy- Restraints, Body jewel-y, Swings, and more.
© Batt... Of Course -a Vacie'y co: anal simulators including [ifletable, Ejeculating, end Climax

Beads.
4 Pleasure Kits - Specizlcccesion gif: kits and vacic'ykits for stinnulatien.
«Feels, Male, and Animal - Love Dells. The bes: selection in cyberspace.
+ Le‘icss, Creams, and Oils -For lub-ication, flevor, massage, desensifizetien and mo-e.
4 Edible Sex -Edible undies, editle condoms, penis pes‘ and mere.‘
‘
a

  

 
Erotic Garmen’s - Latex and Lingerie <or men and wor-zn.
Videos - Classics andor Hot action videos
Games <or fun and intimacy and Booksfor fun and educetics.”

Sextoys sex toys aduit oa: .., Mey 17, 1993 version (emphasis and links removed)!2 IDFNDTONG9SO-
00951;

The computer-teadable memory ofc.aim 20|See 10, supra.
where:n the computer-readab.e memory:s used
to direct the computer of the owscurce provider “What would you ‘ike at the top of the front page of your sextoy site? (You can submit
to perform the further step of actual HTMLif ycu like). Ifyou want to serve a logo or image,either forward us the
computer-fac:Ltating autornatic payment tothe|image or give us the CRL where it 's .ocated.
owner of the source page, cncethe transaction is
comp.eted.

 

ragS

What would you like to appear on the bottom of every page? (You probably wil. want
to-purin a link so thar customers cat go back to your tna‘n site.) Or if you are using
frames, you may want to leave the bottom space blank.

    
« BackTo (vour site name)
 

2 The products and organization of the Sexioys sex fovs adult xxx ... webpage al www sextoy.com was an examp.e of the products and the
organization of the sextoy webs:tes of the host website operator. See e.g, Sex toys,
hntp.!web.archive.org/web!20000419221609/http:wwwb.uetrouble comsextoys’index Intml /DFNDIO001072-0007074) (April 19, 2000 version
of www bluetrouble.com/sextovs/index. him! a3 archived by the Intemet Archive (See nove 4)) (bluetrouble.com was an affi-iate of sextoy.com; the
sameproducts (‘n the same product categories) were also availab.e at Sextays sex foys adult az...
htp:/iwebarchive. org/web!200004082 12358/htyp:/www.sextoy.com’ (Apri. 8, 2000 version of www. sextoy.com as archived bythe Intemet
Archive (see note 4))i, [DFNDTV002075-0001077}

no mS683822
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  Accordingly,it'sobvicus to a person sk‘Led in the art that Convergence, Inc. did not
sell its own products or products itowned. Rather, Convergence, Inc.so.d the
products of a third party(i.e,the supplier, distributer, or manufacturer) at sextey.com.

“Promote your own sextoy site!
We will run the website, process the orders, ship the product, and handle customer
service. Then we wl. pay you 15-20%of gross revenue from the sales vouattract.”
Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT000945-009946)

“We have been drop shipping sextoys from web-generated orders since February 1998.
Thanks 10 our huge selection, user-fr:endly web site, oreat pr-ces, quick customer
service, re-iab-e shipping, and easy secure payment options, we consistently out sel.
any other sextoysites :n cvberspace.”
More information - Promote your own sextay site, May 17, 1998 version (emphasis
removed), [DFNDT900947]

 
nm mS The computer-readable memory of claim20

wherein the commerce cbiect associated with the
link that has been activated comprises
information defining an electronic catalog
having a multinde of merchant offerings, and
wherein the second web page contains one or
more selectable navigation links connecting a
hierarchical set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings ‘n the
cata.og,

See 7, supra,

“Promote your own sextcysite’
‘We will run the website, process the orders, ship the product, end handle customer service. Then we will
pay you [5-20% c: gross revenue from “ae sales you attract.”
Promote your own sextoy site, May 17, 1998 version (emphasis removed). (DFNDT000945-0009467

“Alsc, eslong as vou ere asing images fo precucte our sextey site (sic) you can borrow images from.
you: toy site.”
Banners ie Promote your own sextoy site, May 17, 1998 version, /DRNDTONOG43-(0(9497

“Webmasters - Ears commissien for selling sextoys.” Sexioys sex tous aditxi... May 17, 1998
version. /DRNDTONOGS(-006057

Tse visitor from the sost website could see-ch cefege-tescfproducts including vibrators, teys fo: men,
bondage, pleasure kis, or lotions, cveamrs, and oils.
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TO04S3htps!«© Your site address intp://web.archive oro/web/1998081

(Optional) If you want to alter the front page background colors, please send the
HTMLcodes. Otherwise, we will use our defaultcolors. (body TEXT="H000000";
BGCOLOR="4FFFEFE" LINK="sFFOGQO" VLINK="sFFCUFF" ALINK="4FF0000"}
Also,if'you wantto insert an imagefor the backeroundeither forward the ‘mage to us
of tell us the URL where the image ‘s w.ll be served from.

Promote your own sexioysite, May17, 1998 version (emphas's removed).
[DFNDT00045-009946)  The computer-readable memory of claim26, (2)

wherein the second web page contains a further
link assoc‘ated with the information associated

with the commerce cbiect, which, when
activated by the web browser, p.acesdata
Teptesettting the commerce object ‘ato a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout ink which, when
activated by the web browser, fac::tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart; and (ii)
whereia the computer-teadable memory is used
to ditect the computer of the outsource provider
to-perform the further steps of, after
transaction is comp.eted, computer-fact.itating
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated link an

computer-facilitating payment of a commission
tothe owner of the source page.

   
See 13-16, supra.

“Payment Options
To Order through the Computer:
Secure Credit Card Form - Submit your order securely through a Netscape secureserver.

Cred:t Card Form - Ifthe secure form (above) does not appear in your browser, try this
form, This form is not encrypted, but odds of someone seeing your card numbers are
stil. quite sma:].”Sex Toy Order Center, May 17, 1998version (emphasis and ‘inks
removed), [DFNDT9002970-0001071]

“Rather than make large investments in overhead or employees, we pav other
cottpatties to perform all jobs that are not our core business, ... Outsoure:ne is not
only more efficient but also keeps our organization more nimble. Rather than having
large investments that need to be paid off, by cutsourcing, more costs becomevariable.
Ifwe decide to make sudden changes in bus‘ness direction, we don't have to werry
about liquidating any previous investments, we can just terminate a relationsh:p we
had with a company we were outsourcing to.” https/classic-
web.archive.org/web!19980204025709www.weoo..com/cnv/philehtml, February 4,
1998 version. (DFNDIOU91080-0001081)

   
“3, All orders that come from your link wil: be marked and commission of 15%-20%
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of gross sales pa‘d to you monthly [sic]. (Gross sales inc'ude shipping cost which can
bea significant portion of tota. revemue,)”
Promote your own sextoy site, May17, 1998 version (emphasis removed).
[DFNDT009945-00946]

“More Info

Ifyou have further questions, ema‘l dml@sextoy.com or call (617) 666 3856

Sales will be totaled from the 16th of the previous month to the 15th of the current
month and paid before the 28th of the current month.
Only checks over $10 will be paid. We will total up to 3 mouths of sales to get a check
over $10 to send,
Customers that eam over $1000 in sales ‘n any given mouth will receive 20%
commission during that month.
Ifyou receive checks 6 months in a rowfrom us, let us know and we will bump you to
20%commission permanent.y!
Wehave been drop shipping sextoys from web-generated orders since Febrnary 1995
Thanks to our huge selection, user-triendly web site, preat prices, quick customer
serv.ce, tel'able shipping, and easy secure payment options, we consistent.y out sell
anyother sextov sites in cyberspace.”
More information « Promote your own sextoysite, May 17, 1998 version.
|DFNDTO947] 

25|The computer-teadable memory of c.aim 20,|See 18, sugra.
wherein the visually perceptib'e elements
displayed on the second web pave are retrieved) “What would you ‘ike at the top of the front page of your sextoy site? (You can submit
from a database stor'ng data associated with|actual HTML if you like). If'you wantto serve a logo or image, either forward us the
visually perceptible elements for each of the first|image or give us the URL whereit ‘s ‘ocated,
web pages. _

What would you like to appear on the bottom of every page? (You probably wil. want
to putin a link so that customers can go back to your main site.) Or if'you are using
frames, vou may want to leave the bottom space blank,

    
 

683022

Comparison of the 1.8. Patent No. 7,818,399 and One & Only Articles Prior Art!?

Based upon the c.aim interpretations Plaintiff appears to he asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products ‘n Plaintiff's Infringement Contentions served April 15, 2011, One & Only Inemet Personals at www.cne-and-only.com,
anticipate and/or render obvious, alone or in combination with other prior art identified in Defendants’ Amended Invalidity Comtentions, the asserted
claims as descr‘bed ‘n part below. 

  
1|1. Amethod of an outsource provider serv:ng|One & Only was an e-commerce outsourc:ngsolution for other companies or

web paves offering commercial opportun:ties,|individual website operators (hereinafter “associates”, which alowed assoc:ates to
the method comprising: have a personals website under the: own name with the same look and feelas their

own website, 35

“Consider, for instance, matchmaker s'te One & Only. The site, which ‘aunched in
1996, makes haf of its money from an aff_liate network with more than 8,000
mernbers.” Whit Andrews, Partners in Aifihate Marketing Strugale With Branding
Issues, Internet World, April 13, 1998, (DFNDT0001699-0091692, DFNDTOO91712-
OOOIFIS)
 

  
Liq)|automaticaly at a serverofthe outsource “In an affil.ate program,interested Web sites register with merchants to recommend

 
 

  
See also the prior art ‘dentified in the invalidity contentionsfor the One & Only Network Prior Art.

2 WHOIS Recordforone-and-ondy.com, http://wwwnetworksolutions convwho'sitesults jsp?who:stoken=l (ast visited Augnst 14, 2006) (one-and-
only, com was first registered on November 30, 1995). /DFNDTO001 707-0001 711]

3 diso see Welcome To OnekOnlyNetwork, hutp:!/webarchive.org’web’1999042719391 L/atp:/www.oneandonlynetwork.comy (April 27, 1999
version of www.oneandonlynetwork.com/ as atchived by the Imemet Archive.(see note 6)) (“We [One & Cry] provide you with the tools that
free you [associates] from the litu:tations and distractions associated with making money online. You focus on the creative and marketing end
while we maintain the hardware, programmne and customer support, including cred:t card approva. and b:Ling. We provide vou with detailed
stats, a customizable web site to -megrate into your own web presence, tips on howte succeed, and most :mportantly the CONTENT”),
[DFNDTON01698-0001699}

4 Also see One & Only Internet Personals and Romance, http:/'web arch‘ve.orgAweb/1997060921 52 4/http://www.one-and-only.com/menu htm
(une 9, 1997 version of www.one-and-on-y.conymenulhtm as arch:ved by the Intermet Archive, (see note 6)) (“March vou website 10 the world.
One & Only brings your site revenue.”), (DFNDTOON! 702-0001703]

5 For more information about the Internet Archive and web pages archived therein,see Internet Archive Frequently Asked Questions,
hutp:!iwww.arch've.org!about'fags php. /DFNDT000} 757-9001794)

Comparison of the U.S. Patent No. 6,901,393 and Sextoy.com Prior Art 

  
«© Back To (your site name)
«© Yoursite address hutp./web.archive ong’web/I9980S17004530¢htpu?_—

(Optional) If you want to alterthe front page backeround colors, please send the
HTMLcodes. Otherwise, we wil use our defaultcolors. (body TEXT="#000000";
BGCOLOR="#FFFFFE" LINK="sFPO00)" VLINK="sFFOOEE" ALINK="4EF0000")
Also,if you wantto insert an image for the backgroundeither forward the ‘mageto us
or tell us the URL where the image ‘s wil! he served from.

Promote your own sexioysite, May17, 1998 version (emphas's removed),
[DFNDT000045-0099467

  
 

Sea

 

   
 

 

provider, in response to activation, bya web items for sale. Then they establish lists of merchandise on their sites, and when users
browser of a computer user, of a link displayed click through to buy,the referring Web site gets a cut of the sale.”
byone of a plurality offist web pages, Whit Andrews, Partners in Affliate Marketing Sirugele With Brimding Issue, ® 7
recognizing as the source page the one ofthe©/DFNDT0901690-0002692, DFNDT0001 712-0001 715)
first web pages on which the link has been
activated; (i) where'n each of the first web pages “The site [One & Only), which ‘aunched in 1996, makes ha-fofits money from an
belongs to one of a plurality of web page affiliate network w:th more than §,000 members. Each of these members has the

  
 
 

8 Also see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Our unmatched ‘ead:ng-edge co-branding technology vves vou the ability to customize and integrate our content into your s‘te seamlessly. AL:
content appears to be your own because we match the ‘ook and fee: to your home page.

With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site, You cat add your logo, specify a background color or gif, desien your owt menu
bar [sc]. You can even filter the database on search criteria such as eeceraphy and category. All cur products are set up so you can create a
customizedservice that caters to your ex:sting audience and blends seamless-y with your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tai-or your content to fit vour current home page.

Cur UTrade product has tremendous fexchility, Let’s say you have an ant.que web site, and you want to join our programto make some cash and
get some auction content. BUT...vou want to maintain your antique theme. With our un:que customization technology you can build your
associate site to only show antique listings, On top of that, let’s sayyou aready have you're own logo and brand name you'd ‘ike to use and
you've got a great backeround color you like. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local fee: to your site”. Well, with
UTTrade, vou can set up an associate s‘te that wi.l have vour name, logo, background color, only listing ant:quesfrom Pennsylvania! Our system is
flexbile [sic] enough to hand:e your every whim! Aga‘n, we want to provide you w:th the tools you need to succeed.

Can You Just Have a Link on YourSite... Of couse

Customizing makes it easy to maintain yoursites [sic] look and fee. With cur easy customization features, we hecomepart of your site. You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar,

Devt worry about losing visitors either because a Link back to your main home page is prominentlydisplayed acall times within your associate
site.”) (emphas's and links removed). (DPNDTN001 700-000! 702}

* Also see Weicome To One&Only Network, April 27, 1999 vers‘on (“Get Your HTML Link Code ... We provide you with detailed stats, a
customizable website to integrate ‘mo your own web presence, t:ps on how to succeed, and most importantly the CONTENT! ... Letus put vou on
the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven content that vou can customize and market as your own.”} (emphasis and ‘inks removed),
[DFNDT0051695-0001099)

rary
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owners; (li) wherein each of the first web pages|choice of building a private-labe: s:te or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
displaysat least one active link associated with a|One and Onlyal.ows affiliates to customize navigationa: features, such as search
commerce object associated with a buying catewor.es, for their sites, which makes it harder to te.] users theyhave to switch.”
cpportunity ofa se-ected one ofa plurality of=)Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Strugole With Branding Issue,
merchants; and (iii) wherein the selected [DFNDT0091 699-0001692, DENDTO09] 712-0001 715]
merchant, the outsource provider, aud the owner
of the first web page are each third parties with|“One & Only Intemet Personals offers a customized vers:on of the:r classifieds service
respect to one other; that integrates seamlessly with the look and feel of the owner's website,”

James L. Marc:ano, dre Affiliate Programsfor You?, [DFNDTOOL693-0001697,
DFNDTO091716-0001719)

The owner of the first web page is the affiliate, the outsource provideris One & Only
and the selected merchant's person placingthe classified or personal ad. 

Lib)|automatically resievingftom a storage coupled|“The site [One & Only), which launched in 1996, makes half of ite moneyfrom an
to the server pre stored data associated with the|affillate network with more than 8,000 members. Zach of these members has the
source page; and then choice of building a private-labe: site or a co-branded site with One & Only ... And

One and Onlyallows affiliates to customize navigationa. features, such as search
catewor.es, for their sites, which makes it harder to te.] users theyhave to switch.”

Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue, & 910
[DENDT0091699-0001692, DENDTO091722-0091715} 

    
8 Also see Welcome To OnedOnly Network, April 27, 1999 version (“We prov'de you with deta‘led stats, a customizable website to integrate ‘nto

your own web presence .... Let us put you on the fast track 10 E-Commerce success with our proven content that you can customize and marker as
your own”), (DENDTU90 696-0001 699

9 Also see Custom Features, http://web archive.org’webi19990422060034ihtp:/www. cneandonlynetwork.com/customize.htm (April 22, 1999
version of www.oneandonlynetwork.com/customize htm as archived by the Invemet Archive, (see note 5)) (“Our unmatched leading-edge co-
branding technology gives you the abilityto customize and integrate our content into your site seamless.y. A‘l content appears to be vour own
because we match the Look and feel to your home page.”\(“Customizing makes ‘t easy to mainta‘n your sites [sic] Look and feel, W:th our easy
custom:zat:on features, we become part of your site, You can add vour logo and design your own menu bar.

Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibtity. Let's say you have an antique webste, and you want to jo:n cur program to make some cash and
get someauction content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme. W:th our unique custom:zation technologyyou can build your
associate site to onlyshowantique stings. On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own logo and brand name you'd ‘ke to use and

a
-3-
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“The site (One & Only]. which launched in 1996, makes half of its moneyfrom an
affil:ate network with more than 8,000 members, Each of these members has the
choice of building a private-labe: site or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
One and Onlyal.ows affiliates to customize navigationa. features, such as search
catewor-es, for their sites, which makes it harder to te!l users theyhave to switch.”
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue,
[DFNDTO091659-0001692, DENDT0001 722-0001 715)

“One & On-y Intemet Personals offers a customized version of the'r classifieds service
that integrates seamlessly with the look andfeel of the owner’s website.”
James L. Mare:ano, dre Afiliate Programsfor You?, [DFNDTONL695-0001697,
DENDTOOO1716-0001719}

  
  

bar [sic]. You can even filter the database on search critetia such as geography and category. All our products are set up so you can create a
custom:zed service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamlesslywth your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tailor your contentto fit your current home page

 
Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibtity. Let’s say you have an antique web site, and vou want to join cur program to make some cash and

get some auction content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme. W:th our unique custom:zation technologyyou can bu:ld your
associate site to onlyshowantique stings. On top of that, let’s say vou already have you're own logo and brand name you'd ‘keto use and
you've got a great hackpround color vou like, Oh, and ‘et’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Well, with
UTrade, you can set up an associate site that will have your name, logo, backeround color, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Qur system is
fexbie [sic] enough to handle your every whim! Again, we want to provide you with the tools you need to succeed.

 
Can You Just Havea Link on Your Site... Of course

Customzing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] cok and feel. With our easy customization features, we become part of your site, You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar.

Dart worry about losing visitors ecther because a link back to your main heme page is prominently d:splaved atall times with:n your assoc:ate
site,”) (emphasis and links removed), {DFNDT0001 709-0001 761}

2 Also see Welcome To One&Only Network, April 27, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code ... We provide you with deta‘led stats, a
custom:zable web site to integrate :nto your own web presence, tips on howto succeed, and most :mportanty the CONTENT!.. Let us put you on
the fast track to E-Commercesuccess w:th our proven content that you can custom:ze and market as your own.”) (emphasis and l:nks removed).
[DFNDTON01698-0001599)

6955633
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“One & Only Intemet Personalsoffers a customized version of their class‘fieds service
that integrates seamlessly with the Look and fee: of the owner's website.”
James L. Marciano, re Affiliate Programsfor Fou’, Web Marketing Today Issue 43,
April 1, 1998. [DENDT0091693-0901697, DFNDTO001716-000] 719} 

automat:cal-y with the server computer
generating and transm:tting to the web browser a
second web page that includes: (1) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the [nk that has been activated, and (‘i) a
purality of visuallyperceptible elements derived
from the retr:eved pre stored data and visually

See also 3-6, infra.

In an affiliate program, interested Web s:tesregister with merchants to recommend
items for sale. Then they establish lists of merchandise on their sites, and when users
click through to buy, the referring Web s:te gets a cut of the sale,”

Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue, 112
[DPNDTON02 690-0901692, DENDT0002712-0002715}

 

  
corresponding to the source page.
 
 

you've got a great background color you lke. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you wantto add a “local fee. to your site”, Well, with
UTrade, vou can set up an associate s:te that wil have your name, logo, background colcr, only listing ant:ques from Pennsylvania! Our system is
flexbile [sic] enough to hand:e your every whim! Aga'n, we want to provide you with the tools you need to succeed.

With cur easy customization features, we becomepart of your site. You can add your logo, specify a background color or gif, design your own menu
bar [sic], You can evenfilter the database on search criteria such as geopraphyand category, All cur products are set up so you can create a
customized service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamless.with your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to taior your content to fit vour current home page.

Don’t worry about losing visitors either because a Link back to your main home paveis prominently displayed atall times within your associate
site."), [DFNDTOOO] 700-0001 701)

0 Also see Mike Curtis, dffihiate Programs: Why They ve Going To LAST, available at
htop:sveb.arch:ve.ore/weby1999091$171254/eyw cueandom-vuetworkcomZeommercel.htm?MID=0 (September 15, 1999 version of
www.oneandonlynetwork.com/Zcommerce! hmn?MID=0 as archived by the Iitemet Archive, (see note $)) ("the One & On-y Romance Network
(personal c-assified ads) assigns each associate a unique “associate site” thatis theirs spec-fically. We use an ID number, with a database query
string in the URL, to track sales and traffic for each associate,”), (DENDIOUQ 764-0001 7057

11 diso see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Cur unmatched ‘ead:ng-edge co-brand:ngtechnology g:ves vou the ability to customize and integrate cur content into your s:te seamlessly. Al.
content appears to he your own because we match the :ook and fee. to your home page.

With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo, specify a backgrcund color or gif, desien your own menu

-4-
5505633
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es The method of claim 1 wherein at east oneof “The site [One & Only], which ‘aunched in 1996, makes ha‘f of its money from an
the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements ——_affitiate network w:th more than §,000 members. Each of these members has the
ine-udes a set of nav‘gational links on the source choice of bui-ding a private-label site or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
page. One and Only allowsaffiliates to customize navigational features, such as search

categories, for their sites, which makes :t harder 10 tell users they have to sw:tch.”

Whit Andrews, Partners in Affliate Markating Struggle With Branding Issue, !> 14
[DFNDT0001690-0001692, DENDTH001 712-0001 715}

“One & Only Intemet Persona's offers a customized version of their classifieds service
that ‘ntegrates seamlessly with the ‘ook and fee’ of the owner's website.”
James L. Marciano, dre Affiliate Programsfor You?, [DPNDTO401693-0902 697,
DENDTO001716-0001 719}

  
 

'3 leo see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Our unmatched ‘ead'no-edge co-branding technolovy g'ves you the ab‘lty to customize and
imegrate our content into your s:te seamlessly. All content appears to be your own because we match the ‘ook and feel to your home page.

With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo, specify a backgrcund color or gif, desien your own menu
bar [sic]. You can even filter the database on search criteria such as eeceraphy and category, All cur products are set up so you can create a
customized service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tai.or your content to fit vour current home page.

Our CTrade product has tremendous f.ex:bility. Let’s say you have an antique web site,and you want to join our programto make some cash and
get some auction content. BUT.,.you want to maiia:n your antique theme. With our unique customization technology you can build your
associate site to only show antique listings. Cn top of that, let’s sayyou a-ready have you're own logo and brand name you'd “ike to use and
you've got a ereat background color you Like, Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you wantto add a “local fee. to your site”, Well, with
UTrade, vou can set up an associate site that wihave your name, logo, background colcr, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Our system is
flexbile [sic] enough to handle your every whim! Aga‘n, we want to provide you w:th the tools you need to succeed.

Customizing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] look and fee. With cur easy customnizat'on features, we becomepart of your site. You can add
your logo and design vour own menu bar,

Devt worry about losingvisitors either because a Link back to your main home page is prominentlydisp.ayed avall times within your associate
site.”) (emphas's and links removed). (DFNDT0001700-000)701]

4 Also see Welcome To One&Only Network, Apr'l 27. 1999 version (“We [One & Only] provide you with the tools that free vou [aszociates] from
the ‘imitations and distractions associated with making money online, You focus on the creative and marketing end wh‘le we maintain the
hardware, programming and customer support, ‘ne-ud'ng credit card approval and billing. We provide you with detailed stats, a customizable web
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4|The methodof claim 1 wherein at least one of|“Thesite [One & Only], which launched in 1996, makes half of its moneyfrom an
the pluraity of visually perceptible elements—_|affiliate network with more than 8,000 members, Each of these members has the
includes the appearance of the top and Lefts:de|choice of building a private-labe. s:te or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
of the source page. Oneand Onlyal.ows affiliates to customize navigationa. features, such as search

catagories, for their sites, which makes it harder to te.] users theyhave to ewitch.”

Whit Andrews, Pertners in Apiliate Marketing Strugele Pith Branding lasue, 12-16
[DFNDTO09{699-0001692, DENDTO0Q 722-0001 7157

One & Only Intemet Personals offers a customized version of their class:fieds service
that integrates seamlessly with the look and feel of the owner's website.”
James L, Marc‘ano,Are Affiliate Programsfor You?. [DFNDT0001 693-0001 697,
DENDIO091716-0001719)

    
 

alte to imeorare into your own web presence, tips on howto succeed, and most :mportantly the CONTENT!

Latus put vou onthe fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven cotttent that you can customize and market as your own.”) (emphasis and
links removed), (DFNDT0001698-0001699)

5 Also see CastoFeatures, Apr'] 22, 1999 version (“Our untnatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you the abi:iry to customize and
integrate our content nto your site seamlessly, A‘l content appears to be your own because we match the lock and feel to your home page.

W:th our easycustomization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo, speccfy a background color or gif, design your own menu
bar[sic]. You can even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category. All our products are set up so you can create a
custom:zed service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamlesslywith your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tailor your contentto fit your current home page

Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibtity. Let’s say you have an antique web site, and vou want to join cur program to make some cash and
vet some auction content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme, W:th our unique custom:zation technologyyou can bu‘ld your
agsocate site to only showantique stings. On top of that, let’s sav vou already have vou're own logo and brand name vou'd ‘ke to use and
you've got a great backeround color vou like, Ob, and ‘et’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Well, w:th
UTrade, you can set up at assoc‘ate site thar will have your name, logo, backeround color, only listing antiques fom Pennsylvania! Qur svetem is
fexbie [sic] enough to handle your every whim! Avain, we want to provide you with the tools ycu need to succeed.

Customz’ng makes it easy to maintain your sites (sic] ‘cok andfeel. With our easy customization features, we become part of yoursite. You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar.

Dott worry abcutlosing visitors ecther because a link back to your main home page is prominently d'splayed atall times within your assoc‘ate
site.” (emphasis and links removed). (DFNDT0001 709-0001 701}
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Comparison of the U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and One & OulyArticles Prior Art  
  

 

     

The method of claim 1 where:n at-east oneof “The site [One & Only], which Launched ‘n 1996, makes haf of its money froman
the plurality of visua‘ly perceptible elements ——_affixiate network w:th more than 8,000 members. Each of these members has the
ine.udes the appearance of the header and footer choice of bui.ding a pr:vate-label site or a co-branded site with One & Only ... And
of the source page. Oneand Only a‘lows affiliates to customize navigational features, such as search

categories, for their sites, which makes‘t harder wo tell users they have to switch.”

Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Markoting Struggle With Bromding Ieewe, 1? 18
[DFNDIO901590-0902692, DENDT0001 712-0901715}

 

“One & Only Intemet Personalsoffers a customized version of their class:fieds service
that :ntegrates seamlessly with the Look and fee. of the owner's website.”
James 1. Marciano, dre Affiliate Programsfor You?, [DFNDT0001693-0902 697,
DFNDTOOO) 716-0001 719}

  
 

16 4lso see Welcome To One&Only Network, Apr'l 27, 1999 version (“We [One & Only] provide you with the tools that free vou [associates] from
the ‘imitations and distractions associated with making money online, You focus on the creative and marketing end wh'le we maintain the
hardware, programming and customer support, ‘ne-ud'ng credit card approval and billing. We provide you with detailed stats, a customizable web
site to integrate ‘nto your own web presence, tips on how to succeed, and most important'y the CONTENT!

 
Letus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success w:th our proven content that you cant custom:ze and market as your own.”) (emphasis and

links removed), /DFNDT0001 695-0001699}

" dlsa see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Our unmatched ‘ead'ng-edge co-branding technology p'ves you the ab‘lty to customize and
itvegrate our comtent into your s:te seamlessly. All content appears to be your own because we match the ‘ook and feel 10 your home page.

With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site. You cat add your logo, specify a background color or gif, desien your owt menu
bar [sc]. You can even filter the database on search criteria such as eeceraphy and category. All cur products are set up so you can create a
customized service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, Noother associate program gives you the
tools to taiLor your content to fit your current home page.

Our CTrade product has tremendous f.ex:bility. Let’s say you have an antique web site, and you want to join our programto make some cash and
get some auction content. BUT...you want to mainta‘n your antique theme. With our un:que customization technology you can build your
associatesite to only show antique listings, On top of that, let’s sayyou aready have you're own logo and brand name you'd ‘ike to use and
you've got a great backeround color you like. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local fee: to your site”. Well, with
UTrade, vou can set up an associate s:te that wihave vour name, logo, background coler, only listing ant:ques from Pennsylvania! Our system is
flexbile [sic] enough to hand-e your every whim! Aga‘n, we want to provide you w:th the tocls you need to succeed.

Customizing makes it easy to maintain yoursites [sic] look and fee. With cur easy customization features, we hecomepart of your site. You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar,

5505633
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6—|The method of claim | wherein at least one of|“The site (One & Only), which launchedin 1996, makes half of its moneyfrom an

the pluratity of visually perceptible elements—_|affil:ate network with more than 8,000 members. Each of these members has the
includes a Logo associated with the owner of the|choice of building a private-labe: ste or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
source page. One and Onlyal.ows affiliates to customize navigationa. features, such as search

 

7 The method of claim 1 where’n the commerce “The site [One & Only), which ‘aunched ‘n 1996, makes ha‘fof its money ftoman
object associated with the link thathas been ——_affiiate network with more than &,000 members. Each of these members has the
activated comprises ‘nformation defining an choice of bui-ding a private-label site or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
electronic cata.oe having a mulitude of One and Only allowsaffiliates to customize navigational features, such as search

catewor-es, for their sites, which makes it harder to te!l users theyhave to switch.”

Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue, '9-20
[DFNDTO091650-0001 692, DENDT0001 712-0001 715)

merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se-ectahle navigation
links connecting a bierarchica. set of additional

categories, for their sites, which makes :t harder 10 tell users they have to sw:tch.”
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue,
[DPNDTON) §90-0002692, DFNDT0001 712-000) 71572 “One & On-y Internet Personals offers a customized version of their classifieds service

that integrates seamlessly with the look andfeel of the owner’s website.”
James L. Mare‘ano, Are Afiliate Programsfor You?. [DFNDT000i 693-0001 697,
DENDTOUO1719-0001719}

   second web pages, each perta‘ning to a subset of
the offer'ngs in the cata‘og “One & Only Intemet Personals offers a customized version of their classfieds service

that integrates seamlessly with the ‘ook and feeof the owner's website.”
Jarnes L. Marciano, dre Affiliate Programsfor You’. /DPNDT0901693-0901 697,
DENDTO001 716-0001 719}

  
 

Dott worry abcutlosing visitors e‘ther because a link back to your main home page is prominently d'splayed atall times within your assoc‘ate
site.” (emphasis and links removed). (DFNDTO001 700-0001 701}

8 Also see Welcome To Oned Only Network, April 27, 1999 version (“We [One & Only] provide you with the tools that free you [associates] from
the limnitations and distractions associated with making money online, You focus on the creative and marketing end whi.e we maimain the
hardware, programming and customer support, including cted‘t card approva. and biLing. We provide vou with detailed stats, a custom:zab-e web
aite to imegrate into your own web presence, tips on howto succeed, and most ‘mportantly the CONTENT!

Letus put vou on the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven content that you can customize and market as your own”) (emphasis and
links removed). /DFNDT0001698-9001699)

9 Also see Custom Features, Apr'] 22, 1999 version (“Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibiity. Let's say you have an antique web site, and
You wattt to join our program to make some cash and get some auction content, BUT...vou want to maintain your antique theme, W:th our unique
custom:zation techno.oey you can build vour associate s:ta to on-y showantique listings, On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own
logo and brand name you'd like to use and you've got a great backeround color you like, Ob, and let’s sav vour from Penneylvania and you want
toadd a “local feelto your site”, Well, with UTrade, vou can set up an associate s:te that wil have vour name, logo, backeround color, only listing
ant:ques from Pennsylvania! Our system is fexbile [sic] enough to handle your every whim! Avain, we want to provide you with the toas you
need to succeed,

Custom:zing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] ‘ook andfeel. With our easy custornization features, we become part of yoursite. You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar. “} (emphasis and links removed), (DFNDTOO01 709-0091 701)20

6955633

 
 

41 lso see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Our unmatched ‘eadng-edge co-brand'ne technology oves vou the ability to customize and integrate our content into your s‘te searnlessly. AL:
content appears to be your own because we match the ‘ook and fee: to your home page.

With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo, specify a backgrcund color or gif, desien your own menu
bar [sc]. You can even filter the database on search criteria such as eeceraphy and category, All cur products are set up so you can create a
customizedservicethat caters to your ex‘sting audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tai-or your content to fit your current home page.

Our UTrade product has tremendous fex‘bility. Let’s say you have an antique web site, and you want to join our programto make some cash and
get some auction content. BUT...you want to mainta‘n your antique theme. With our un:que customization technology you can build your
associate site to only show antique listings. Qn top of that, let’s sayyou a-ready have you're own logo and brand name you'd “ike to use and
you've got a ereat background color you lke, Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you wantto add a “local fee: to your site”, Well, with
UTrade, vou can set up an associate s:te that wil have vour name, logo, backeround coler, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Our system is
flexbile [sic] enough to hand-e your every wim! Aga‘n, we want to provide you with the tools you need to succeed.

Can You Just Have a Link on YourSite... Of couse

Customizing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] look and fee. With cur easy customnization features, we become part of your site. You can add
your logo and design vour own menu bar,

Don’t worry about losing visitors either because a [nk back to your main home page is prominently displayed acall times within your associate

-10-
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Comparisonof the U §. Patent No, 7,818,399 and One & Only Articles Prior Art 

   
The method of c

 
faim | wherein the second web
 

|

page is generated dynamical.y,
3|The method of claim | wherein the owner of the|“The site (One & Only], which launchedin 1996, makes half of its moneyfrom an

source page is party to a contract providing for
Teceipt of a commission as a result of a
transaction ‘nvolving the commerce object
displayed on the source page.

affiliate network with more than 8,000 members. Each of these members has the
choice of building a private-labe: site ora co-branded site with One & Only... And
One and Colyal.ows affiliates to customize navigationa. features, such as search
catewor-es, for their sites, which makes it harder to te.] users theyhave to switch.”
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue. 3
[DFNDT0091 699-0001092, DENDT0091712-0001715]

“Because subscriptions are for sale ‘ustead of products...”
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affliate Marketing Strugole With Branding Issue,
[DPNDTO091659-0001692, DENDTO001722-0001715)

Comparison of the U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and One & OulyArticles Prior Art
 
  
 
  
   

completed.  One and Only allows affiliates to customize navigational features, such as search
categories, for their sites, which makes‘t harder 10 tell users they have to switch.”
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affliate Marketing Struggle Wih Bremding Issue,
[DPNDTON02 690-0901692, DENDT0002712-0902715}

“Because subscriptions are for sale instead of producti...”
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue.
[DFNDT0001590-0001692, DENDT9001 712-0001 715}
 

The method of claim 1, wherein the second web
page appears to the computer user to be
venerated by a server associated with the scurce

“One & Only Intemat Personals offers a customized version of their class‘fieds service
that ‘ntegrates seamlessly with the Look and fee: of the owner's website.”
James 1. Marciano, dre Affitiate Programsfor You?, 22¢ [DENDTO001 693-0601 697,

  
ue. DFNDT0001716.0009719)  

10|The method of claim 9 further compris:ng “The site (One & Only], which launched in 1996, makes half ofits moneyfrom an
computer-faccL:tating autornat:c payment tothe|affilate network with morethan 8,000 members, Each of these members has the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is|choice of building a private-labe: site ora co-branded site with One & Only ... And

    
 

site.” (emphasis and links removed). (DFNDTO001 709-0001 701}
2 Also see Welcome To Oned Only Network, April 27, 1999 version (“Get Your HTMLLink Code

We[One & Only] provide you with the to's that free you [associates] from the limitations and distractions assoc‘ated with making money online.
Youfocus on the creative and marketing end while we maintain the hardware, programm:ng and customer support, including eted:t card approva:
andbilling. We provide you with detailed stats, a customizable web site to ‘megrate into your own web presence, tips on howto succeed, and most
importantly the CONTENT!

Latus put vou onthe fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven cotttent that you can customize and market as your own”) (emphasis and
links removed). (DFNDT0001698-9001699}

3Also see Custom Features, Apr'l 22, 1999 version (“Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibiity. Let’s say you have an antique website, and
you want to join our program to make some cash and get some auction content, BUT..vou want to maintain your antique theme, With our unique
customization techno.ogy you can build vour associate s‘te to ony showantique listings, On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own
logo and brand name you'd like to use and you’ve got a great backeround color you like, Oh, and let’s sav vour from Peunsylvania and you want
toadd a “local feel to your site”, Well, with UTrade, vou can set up an associate s:te that wi] have your name, logo, backgroundcolor, only listing
antques from Pennsylvania! Our system is fexbile [sic] enough tc handle your every whim! Avain, we want to provide you with the too.s you
need to succeed.”(emphasis and ‘inks removed), /DFNDTONO] 700-0001 701}

6953633
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% also see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 vers:on (“Our CTrade product has tremendous flex:bility, Let’s say you have an antique web site, and
you want to join our program to make some cash and get some auction content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme. With our unique
customization technology you can build your associate site to only showantique listings. On top of that,let’s say you already have you're own
Jogo and brand name you'd L’ke to use and you've got a great backeround color ycu like. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want
to add a “ocal feelto yoursite”. Well, with (Trade, you can set up an associate site that will have your name, logo, backgroundcolor, ony listing
antiques from Pennsylvania! Our systemn is flexbile [sic] enough to hand.e vour every whim! Apa'n, we wantto provide you with the tools you
needto succeed.”(emphasis and ['nks removed), /DPNDTUN02 700-0002 701}

3 Also see Cusion Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Our unmatched ‘ead'ng-edveco-branding technology e'ves you the ability to customize and
itvegrate our comtent into your s:te seamlessly. All content appears to be your own because we match the ‘ook and feel 10 your home page.

With our easy customization features, we becomepart of your site, You can add your logo, specify a background color or gif, design your own menu
bar [sic], You can evenfilter the database on search criteria such as geographyand category, All cur products are set up so you can creare a
customized service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, Noother associate program gives you the
tools to tai.or your content to fit your current home page.

Our CTrade product has tremendous f.ex:bility. Let’s say you have an antique web site, and you want to join our programto make some cash and
get some auction content. BUT...you want to mainta‘n your antique theme. With our un‘que customization technology you can build your
associate site to only show antique listings. Qn top of that, let’s say you a:ready have you're own logo and brand name you'd “ike to use and
you've got a great background color you lke. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you wantto add a “local fee. to your site”, Well, with
UTrade, vou can set up an associate s:te that wil have your name, logo, background colcr, only listing ant:ques from Pennsylvania! Our system is
flexbile [sic] enough to hand‘e your every whim! Aga'n, we want to provide you with the tools you need to succeed.

5505633
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12|The method of claim1, wherein the link
activated by the web browseris stored ‘na

 

 database asscc‘ated with the source page
13|The method of claim1, wherein the second web

page contains a further link assoc‘ated with the
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the link that has beenactivated,
which ink, when activated by the web browser,
places data representing the commerce object
into a virtual shopping cart.
 

14|The method of claim 13, wherein the second
web page contains a checkout Link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp.etion of a transaction associated with theS

computer-facilitaing payment ofa commission “The site [One & Only], which ‘aunched in 1996, makes ha‘f of its money from an
to the owner of the source page. affiviate network w:th more than &,000 members. Each of these members has the

choice of bui-ding a private-label site or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
One and Only allowsaffiliates to customize navigational features, such as search
categories, for their sites, which makes :t harder 10 tell users they have to sw:tch.”
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Strugele With Branding Issue, 2?
[DPNDTO002 690-0901692, DENDT9002712-0901715]

“Because subscriptions are for sale instead of products...”
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affitiate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue.
[DPNDTG001590-0002692, DFND000) 712-0001715]
 

 

  
commerce object in the shopping cart,

1§|The methed of claim14, further comprising after

17 The method of claim 13, further comprising
displaving the second web page aga‘n, after the
commerce object is paced ‘nto the shoppingcat 

the transaction is completed,
computer-faccl:tating payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated with
the activated ‘ink, 

   
Themethod of claim14, further comprising after See 10, supra.

The method of claimn 1, wherein the visually
perceptible elements disp-ayed on the second
web page ate retrieved from a database storing
data associated with visually perceptih.e
elements for each of the first web pages.

“The site [One & Only), which ‘aunched ‘n 1996, makes ha‘f of its money from an
aff-iate network with more than §,000 members. Each of these members has the
choice of bui-ding a pr-vate-label site or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
One and Only allowsaffiliates to customize navigational features, such as search
categories, for their sites, which makes‘t harder wo tell users they have to switch.”

    
the transaction is completed, 

Custom:zing makes it easy to maintain your sites (sic] ‘cok andfeel. With our easy custernization features, we become part of yoursite. You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar.

Dart worry about losing visitors ecther because a link back to your main heme pase is prominently d:splayed arall times with:n your assoc‘ate
alte,”} (emphasis and links removed), (DFNDTO001 700-0001 76}

26 Also see Welcome To Oned: Only Network, April 27, 1999 version (“We [One & Only] provide vou with the tools thatfree you [associates] from
the limitations and distractions associated wth making money online, You focus on the creative and marketing end whi.e we marmtain the
hardware, programming and customer support, including cted‘t card approva. and biLing. We provide vou with detailed stats, a custom:zab-e web
alte to imenrare into your own web presence, tips on how10 succeed, and most ‘mportantly the CONTENT!

Latus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success with cur proven content that you can customize and market as your own.) (emphasis and
links removed). (DFNDTO001698-9001699}

6955633

  
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affitiate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue.
[DFNDTO00!690-0902692, DPNDTI001 712-00017157°% 9

 
 

2 Also see Custom Features, Apr'l 22, 1999 version (“Our UTrade product has tremendous flex‘bility. Let's say youhave an antique website, and
YOU watitto join our program to make some cash and get some auction content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme. With our unique
customization technology you can build your associate site to only show ant:que listings. On top of that,ler’s say you already have you're own
Jogo and brand name vou'd L’ke to use and you've got a great backwround color yeu like. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and vou want
toadd a ““ocal feelto yoursite”. Wel., with UTrade, you can set up an associate site that will have your name, logo, backgroundcolor, on-y listing
antiques from Pennsylvania! Cur system is flexbile [sic] enough to hand-e your every whim! Avan, we want to provide you with the tools you
need to succeed”) (emphasis and Links removed), /DFNDTH00) 700-000 701)

3 also see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Our unmatched ‘ead:ng-edge co-brand'ne technology pves vou the ability to customize and integrate our content into your s‘te searnlessly. AL:
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that integrates seamlessly with the look andfeel of the owner's website.”
James L. Marc:ano, dre Affiliate Programsfor You?, [DFNDTOOI693-0001697,
DFNDTO001716-00017192

‘One & On-y Intemet Personals offers a customized version of the:r classifieds service

    
19|A system useful in an outsource provider serving|See 1, supra.

 
 

content appears to be your own because we match the look and feel to your home page.

With our easy customization features, we becomepart of your site. You can add your logo, spec‘fy a background color or gif, design your own menu
bar [sic]. You can even filter the database on search critetia such as geography and category. All our products are set up so you can create a
custom:zed service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamlesslywth your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tailor your content to fit your current home page,

2:Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibrity. Let's say you have an antique webste, and vou want to jo:n cur program to make some cash and
get some auction content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme. W:th our unique custom:zation technologyyou can bu:ld your
associate site to onlyshowantique stings. On top of that, let’s say vou already have you're own logo and brand name you'd ‘keto use and
you've got a great hackpround color vou like, Oh, and ‘et’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Well, with

Tade, you can set up an associate site that will have your name, logo, backeround color, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Qur system is
fexbie [sic] enough to handle your every whim! Again, we want to provide you with the tools you need to succeed,

a

tt You Just Have a Link on YourSite ... Of courseGS:C

Qi:Custom:zing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] “cok and feel. With our easy customization features, we become part of your site, You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar.

Don't worry about losing visitors ecther because a link back to your main home page is prominently d'splayed atall times within your associate
ite.) (emphasis and links removed). /DFNDT0001 700-0001 701}

3 Also see Welcome To OnedOnlp Network, April 27, 1999 version (“Get Your HTMLLink Code

We [One & Only] prov:de you with the too's that free you [associates] from the limitations and d:stractions assoc:ated with making money online.
You focus on the creative and marketing end while we maintain the hardware, programm:ng and customer support, including cred:t card approva.
and billing. We provide vou with detailed stats, a customizable web site to ‘mtegrate into your own web presence, tips on howto succeed, and mast
importantly the CONTENT!

 
Letus put vou on the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven content that you can customize and market as your own.” (emphasis and

links removed). (DFND T0001 698-0001699]

6953633
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opportunity ofa se‘ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (iii) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page d'splay:ngthe associated
link are each third parties with respect to one
ather,

“One & On-y Intemet Personals offers a customized version of the'r classifieds service
that integrates seamlessly with the look andfeel of the owner’s website.”
James L. Marc‘ano,Are Afitliate Programsfor You?. [DFNDT0001 693-0001 697,
DENDTOOO1716-0001719)

The owner of the first web page is the affiliate, the outsource provideris One & Only
and the selected merchant's person placing the classified orpersonal ad. 

1900) (b)a computer server at the outsource provider,
which computer server is coup-ed 10 the
computer store and programmed to: (1) receive
from the web browser of a computer user a
sionalindicating activation of one of the links

 See [fal-l(c), supra.
“The site (One & Only], which launched in 1996, makes half ofits moneyfrom an
affilate network with more than 8,000 members, Each of these members has the
choice of building a private-labe: site ora co-branded site with One & Only... And
One and Onlyalowsaffiliates to customize navigational features, such as search

 
 

 
you've got a great background color vou like, Oh, and ‘et’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local feel to your site”. Well, w:th

rade, you can set up an assoc‘ate site that will have your name, logo, backeround color, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Our system is
fexbie [sic] enough to handle your every whim! Again, we want to provide you with the tools you need to succeed.

a

S:c

b
S

3

 
mt You Just Have a Link on Your Site ... Of course

Customizing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] ‘ook and feel. With our easy customization features, we become part of your site. You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar.

't worry abcutlosing visitors e‘ther because a link back to your main home page is prominently d'splayed atall times within your assoc‘ate
ite.”) (emphasis and links removed), /DFNDT0001 700-0001 761)

iso see Welcome To Oned Only Network, April 27, 1999 version (“Get Your HTMLLink Code

We [One & Only] provide you with the to0's that free you [associates]from the limitations and distractions assoc‘ated with making moneyonline.

 
Youfocus on the creative and marketing end while we maintain the hardware, programming and customer support, including ered:t card approva.
andbilling. We provide you with detailed stats, a customizable web site to ‘megrate into vour own web presence, tips on howto succeed, and most
importantly the CONTENT!

 
Latus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success with cur proven content that you can customize and market as your own.) (emphasis and

links removed). /DFNDTO0D1598-9001699}
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webpages offering commerc:a. opportunities,
the system compr'sing: “Consider, for instance, matchmaker site One & Only. The site, which launched in

1996, makes half of its money from an aff:liate network with more than 8,000
members.”

Whit Andrews, Partners in 4jiliate Marketing Strugole With Branding Issue, 4031
[DPND10901690-0002692, DFNDT9001 712-0901 715] 

192) (a)a computer store containing data, for each of See L(a)-I{b), supra.
aplurality of first web pages, defining a p-urality
of visually perceptible elements, which visualv “The site [One & Only], which aunched ‘n 1996, makes haf of its money from an
erceptible elements correspond to the p-ural:ty affiLiate network w:th more than 000 members. Each of these members has the

offirst web pages; ()) wherein each of the first choice of bui-ding a private-label site or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
web pages belongs to one of a pluraiity of web Cine and Only a‘lows affiliates to customize navigational features, such as search
page owners; (3) wherein each of the first web _catevories, for their sites, which makes ‘t harder 10 tell users they have to swtch.”
paves displavs at least one active ‘ink associated Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue 22°33
with a commerce object associated with a buving /DFNDTO00)690-0901692, DPNDT0001712-090715]

  
 

2 [Oritted.]
31 also see Welcome To One&Only Network, Apri 27, 1999 version (“We [One & Only] provide you with the tools that free vou [associates]from

the ‘imitations and distractions associated with making money online. You focus on the creative and marketing end while we maintain the
hardware, programming and customer suppor, ‘ne-uding eredit card approval and biling. We provide you with detailed stats, a customizable web
site to integrate into your own web presence, tips on how to succeed, and most important:y the CONTENT!"), /DFADT#001598-0001699)

32 also see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Our unmatched ‘ead:ng-edge co-branding technology vves vou the ability to customize and integrate our content into your s‘te seamlessly. AL:
content appears to be your own because we match the ‘ook and fee: to your home page.

 
With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo, specify a background color or gif, design your own menu

bar [sic], You can evenfilter the database on search criteria such as peoeraphyand category, All cur products are set up so you can create a
customized service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, Noother associate program gives you the
tools to tat-or your content to fit vour current home page.

Cur UTrade product has tremendous fexchility, Let’s say you have an ant.que web site, and you want to jon our programto make some cash and
get someauction content. BUT...vou want to maintain your antique theme. With our un:que customization technology you can build your
associate site to only show antique listings. Cn top of that, let’s say you axready have you're own logo and brand name you'd “ike to use and

-16-
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displayedby one of the first web pages; (ii) categories, for their sites, which makes ‘t harder wo tell users they have to switch.”
automatical’y identify as the source page the one Whit Andrews, Partners in Affliate Marketing Sirugele With Bramding Issue, #8
of the first web pages on which the Ink has been /DFNDTO002490-0901692, DPADT0001712-0001715]
activated; (i) in response to identification of the

   
 

Also see Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Our unmatched ‘ead:ng-edge co-brand'ne technologyeves vou the ability to customize and integrate our content into your s‘te searnlessly. AL:
content appears to be your own because we match the ‘ook and fee: to your home page.

With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site. You cat add your logo, specify a background color or gif, desien your own menu
bar [sc]. You can even filter the database on search criteria such as eeceraphy and category. All cur products are set up so you can create a
customizedservice that caters to your ex:sting audience and blends seamless-y with your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tai-or your content to fit vour current home page.

Our UTrade product has tremendous fiex:bility. Let’s say you have an antique web site, and you wantto join our programto make some cash and
get some auction content. BUT...you want to mainta‘n your antique theme. With our un:que customization technology you can build your
associatesite to only show antique listings. On top of that, let’s sayyou a:ready have you're own logo and brand name you'd ‘ike to use and
you've got a great backeround color you like. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local fee: to your site”. Well, with
UTTrade, vou can set up an associate s‘te that wi.l have vour name, logo, background color, only listing ant:quesfrom Pennsylvania! Our system is
flexbile [sic] enough to hand:e your every whim! Aga‘n, we want to provide you w:th the tools you need to succeed.

Can You Just Have a Link on YourSite... Of couse

Customizing makes it easy to maintain yoursites [sic] look and fee. With cur easy customization features, we hecomepart of your site. You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar,

Devt worry about losing visitors either because a Link back to your main home page is prominentlydisplayed acall times within your associate
site.”) (emphas's and links removed). (DPNDT0001700-000)701]

3 also see Welcome To One&Only Network, Apr27, 1999 version (“Get Your HTMLLink Code

We [One & Cn-y] provide you with the tools that free you [associates] from the limitations and distractions associated with making money online.
Youfocus on the creative and marketing end while we maintain the hardware, programming and customer support, ‘neuding credit card approval
and billing. We provide you with derailed stats, a customizab:e web s‘te to integrate ‘nto your own web presence, tips on how to succeed, and most
importantly the CONTENT!

Letus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success w:th our proven content that you can customn:ze and market as your own.”) (emphasis and
links removed), /DFNDT0001 695-0001699}
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source page, automaticaly rewieve the stored=|“One & On-y Intemet Personals offers a customized version of the:r classifieds service
data corresponding to the source page; and (iv)|that integrates seamlessly with the look andfeel of the owner's website.”
using the data retrieved, automatically generate|James 1. Marc:ano, Are Affiliate Programsfar You?, [DFNDTOOU1693-0001697,
and transm:t to the web browser a second web DFNDIO091719-(0001719}
page that disp-ays: (A) information assoc‘ated
with the commerce object associated with the|“Because subseriptions are for sale ‘nstead of products...”
link that has beenactivated, and (B) the plurality|Whit Andrews, Partners ‘n Ajfifate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue,
of visually perceptible elements visually [DENDTOO91659-0001692, DENDTOUOLT]2-0001 715}
comespond:ng to the source page,
26, A computer-teadable memory adapted for|“The site (One & Only), which launched in 1996, makes half ofits moneyfrom an

use by an cutsource provider in serving web —_affillate network with more than 8,000 members. Each of these members has the
pages offering commerc:a: opportunities, the|choice of building a private-labe: s:te or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
computer-teadab.e memoryused to direct a One and Cnlyal.ows affiliates to customize navigationa. features, such as search
computer of the outsource provider to perform—_catagor‘es, for their s'tes, which makes it harder to te’! users theyhave to ewitch.”
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, bya|Whit Andrews, Partners in Afiiiate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue, 93"
web browser of a computer user, ofalink [DFNDT0091 699-0001692, DENDT009 1712-0001 715]

     
 

3 Also see Cusion Features, Apr] 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you the abi:ity to customize and integrate cur content ‘nto your site seamlessly, All
content appears to be your own because we march the look and feelto your home pave.

‘Weth our easycustomization features, we become part of vour site, You can add your logo, spec-fy a backeround color or gif, design your own menu
bar [sic]. You cam even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category. All our products are set up so vou cam create a
customized service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamlesslywth your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tailor your contentto fit your current home page

Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibrity. Let's say you have an antique web site, and vou want to join cur program to make some cash and
vet some auction content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme, W:th our unique custom:zation technologyyou can bu‘ld your
assoc‘ate site to only showantique [stings. On top of that, ler’s say vou already have vou'te own logo and brand name vou'd I’ke to use and
you've got a great background color vou like, Oh, and ‘et’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local feel to your site”. Well, w:th
UTrade, you cam set up an assoc:ate site that w-ll have your name, logo, backeroundcolor, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Our svstem is
fexbie [sic] enough to handle your every whim! Avain, we want to provide you with the tools ycu need to succeed.

Can You lustHavea Link on YourSite... Ofcourse
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with the ‘ink that has beenactivated, and(i!) a
plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrievedpre-stored data and v'sually
comespond:ngto the source page,
The computer-readable memory of c:aim 20|See 7, supra.
where'n the cormmerce object associated with the
link that has been activated comprises “The site (One & Only]. which launched in 1996, makes half of its moneyfrom an
information defining an electronic catalog affiliate network with more than 8,000 members. Each of these members has the
having a mmultitude of merchant offerings, and|choice of building a private-labe: s:te or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
wherein the second web page contains one ct|One and Onlyal-ows affiliates to customize navigationa: features, such as search
more se.ectab.e navigation links connecting a|categor‘es, for their s:tes, which makes it harder to te.] users they have to switch.”
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,)Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Strugole With Branding Issue,
each pertaining to a subset of the offer'ngs in the|(DFNDTO00]690-0001692, DENDTOON] 722-0001 71578:38

 
rzBS    
 

38 Also see Custom Features, Apr'] 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you the abi-ity to custornize and integrate our content into your site seamlessly, All
content appears to be your own because we match the look and feel to your home page.

Weth our easycustomization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo, spec:fy a background color or gif, design your own menu
bar [sic]. You can even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category. All our products are set up so you can create a
custom:zed service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamlesslywith your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to tailor your contentto fit your current home page,

Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibrity. Let's say you have an antique webste, and you want to join cur program to make some cash and
vet some auction content, BUT...you wantto maintain your antique theme. W:th our unique custom:zation technologyyou can bu:ld vour
agsoccate site to only showantique stings. On top of that, let’s sav vou already have vou're own logo and brand name vou'd ‘ke to use and
you've got a great backeround color vou like, Ob, and ‘et’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Well, w:th
UTrade, you can set up at assoc‘ate site thar will have your name, logo, backeround color, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Qur svetem is
fexbie [sic] enough to handle your every whim! Avain, we want to provide you with the tools you need to succeed.

Can You lustHavea Link on YourSite... Of cause

Custom:zing makes it easy to maintain your sites (sic] ‘ook andfeel. With our easy custornization features, we become part of yoursite. You can add
your logo and design your own menu bar.

no
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   dsplaved by one of plurality of first web “One & Only Intemet Personalsoffers a customized version of their class‘fieds service

pages, automatically recognizing as the source that ‘ntegrates seamlessly with the ‘ook and fee: of the owner's website.”
page the one of the first web pages on which the James L. Marciano, dre Affiliate Programsfor Fou’, [DFNDTO001693-(002 697,
link has been activated; (') wherein each of the©DFNDT000}716-9001719}
frst web pages be:ongs to one of a pluralityof
web page owners; (it) wherein each of the first—The owner of the first web paveis the affil:are,the cutsource provider is One & Only
web pages displays at least one active link andthe selected merchantis person placing the classified or personal ad.
assoc.ated with a commerce object assoc:ated

ith a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
puurality of merchants; and (iit) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third
parties with respect to one another: (b)

wutomatical’y retr:ev:ng from a storage coup.ed
the computer of the outsource prov:der
e-stored data associated with the source page;

then (c} amomatically computer-generating
transmitting to the web browser a second

eb page that ‘ncludes: (i) information
associated with the commerce obiect associated

=

SBeweese  
=

 
 

Customizing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] look and fee. With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site, You can add
your logo and design vour own menu bar,

Don't worry about losing visitors either becausealnk back to your main home page is prominentlydisp.ayed acall times within your associate
site.”) (emphas's and links removed). (DFNDT000) 700-900! 702}

3 also see Welcome To One&Only Network, Apt 27, 1999 version (“Get Your HTMLLink Code

We [Qne & Cn-y] provide you with the tools that free vou [associates] from the lim:tations and distractions associated with mak:ng money online.
You focus on the creative and marketing end whe we maintain the hardware, programming and customer support, :ne-ud:ng credit card approval
and billing, We provide you with detailed stats, a customizab‘e web site to integrate ‘nto your own web presence, tips on how to succeed, and mast
importantly the CONTENT!

Letus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success w:th our proven content that you can customze and market as your own.”) (emphasis and
Jinks removed), /DFNDT0001 698-0097699)
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cataLog “One & Only Intemmat Persona's offers a customizedversion of their class‘fieds service

that integrates seamlessly with the ‘ook and fee’ of the owner's website.”
James L.. Marciano, dre Affiliate Programsjor You? [DPNDT0901693-0901 697,
DENDTOO0!716-000! 719}  2 The computer-readable memory of claim 20 See 10, supra,

wherein the computer-readable memory is used
to ditect the computer of the outsource provider “The site [One & Only], which ‘aunched ‘n 1996, makes ha‘f of its money from an
to-perform the further step of affiate network w:th more than £000 members. Each of these members has the
computer-facilitating automatic payment to the choice of bui-ding a private-label site or a co-branded site with ne & Only ... And
owner of the scurce page, once the transaction is Cne and Qnly allows affiliates to customize navigational features, such as search
completed categories, for their sites, which makes‘t harder wo tell users they have to switch.”

Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue. *!
{DFNDT0001590-0001692, DENDT9001712-0001715]

 
“Because subscriptions are for sale instead of products...”
 

Don’t worry about losing visitors either because a [nk back to your main home page is prominently disp.ayed acall times within your associate
site.”) (emphas's and links removed). (DPNDIN002 700-000! 702]

3 Also see Welcome To One&Only Network, Apr27, 1999 version (“Get Your HTMLLink Code

We[One & On-y] provide you with the tools that free vou [associates] from the limitations and distractions associated with making moneyonline.
You focus on the creative and marketing end white we mainrain the hardware, programming and customer support,‘ne-ud:ng credit card approval
and biling. We provide you with detailed stats, a customizab.e web s:te to integrate ‘nto your own web presence, tips on how to succeed, and most
importantly the CONTENT!

Letus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success w-th our proven content that you can custom:ze and market as your own.”) (emphasis and
links removed), /DFNDT0091698-0091699}

{9 also see Custom Features, Apr'l 22, 1999 version (“Our UTrade product has tremendous flex:bilitv. Ler’s sav you have an antique web site, and
you want to join our program to make some cash and get some auction content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme. With our unique
customization technology you can build your associate site to only showant:que listings. On top of that,let’s say you already have you're own
Jogo and brand name you'd ke to use and you've got a great backeround color you like. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you want
to add a “‘ocal feelto yoursite”. Well, with CTrade, you can set up an associate site that wil. have your name, logo, backgroundcolor, ony listing
antiques from Pennsylvania! Our systemn is flexbile [sic] enough to hand.e vour every whim! Apa'n, we wantto provide you with the tools you
need to succeed.) (ermphasis and 'nks removed). /DPNDTON02 700-0001 701}
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  Whit Andrews, Partners th Affifate Marketing Strugole With Branding Issue,
[DFNDT0091659-0001692, DENDTO00172-0001715) 

24|The computer-readable memory of c:aim 20, (i)|“The site (One & Only], which launched in 1996, makes half ofits moneyfrom an
where:n the second web pave contains a further|affilate network with more than 8,000 members, Fach of these members lias the
link associated with the information assce‘ated|choice of building a private-labe. s:te or a co-branded site with One & Only .. And
with the commerce object, which, when One and Colyal.ows affiliates to customize navigationa. features, such as search
activated by the web browser, places data categories, for their sites, which makes it harder to te.] users theyhave to ewitch.”
representing the commerce objectinto a virwal|Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Sirugale With Branding Issue *-
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when|[DFNDTO091699-0001692, DFNDTOUQ1 712-0001 715}
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp/etion of a transaction associated with the|“Because subscriptions are for sale :nstead of products...”
commerce object in the shopping cart; and (ii)|Whit Andrews, Partners in Afitiate Marketing Strugcle With Branding Issue,
where'n the computer-readab’e memory ‘sused [DFNDTOO9I 699-0001692, DENDTOON 712-0001 713
to direct the computer of the ouscurce provider
to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction ‘s completed, computer-facil‘tating
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated Link and

computer-facil:tating payment of a commission
to the owner of the source page.
The computer-teadable memory of c-aim 20,|See 18, supra.
wherein the visually perceptibie elements “Thesite [One & On’y], which launched in 1996, makes half of its moneyfrom an
displayed on the second web page are retrieved|affiliate network with more than 8,000 members, Each of these members has the
from a database stor'ng data associated with|choice of building a private-labe! s‘te or a co-branded site with One & Only... And
visually perceptible elements for each of the frst|One and Onlyal-owsaffiliates to customize navigationa. features, such as search

 
be

    
 

4l Also see CustomFeatures, Apt] 22, 1999 version (“Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibiiity. Let’s say you have an antique web s‘te,and
you want to join our program to make some cash and get some auction content, BUT..vou want to maintain your antique theme, With our unique
customization techno.ogy you can build vour associate s‘te to ony showantique listings, On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own
logo and brand name you'd like to use and you’ve got a great backeround color you like, Oh, and let’s sav vour from Peunsylvania and you want
toadd a “local feel to your site”, Well, with UTrade, vou can set up an associate s:te that wi] have your name, logo, backgroundcolor, only listing
antques from Pennsylvania! Our system is fexbile [sic] enough tc handle your every whim! Avain, we want to provide you with the too.s you
need to succeed.”(emphasis and ‘inks removed), /DFNDTONO] 700-0001 701}

   
mo aed
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“One & On-y Intemet Personals offers a customized version of the'r classifieds service
that integrates seamlessly with the look andfeel of the owner’s website.”
James L. Marc‘ano,Are Afitliate Programsfor You?. [DFNDT0001 693-0001 697,
DENDTOOO1716-0001719)     
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catenories, for their sites, which makes it harder to tell users they have to sw:tch.
Whit Andrews, Partners in Affiliate Marketing Struggle With Branding Issue,
[DPNDTON0? §90-0002692, DFNDT000)712-000)7157428   

{ Also see Cusiont Features, April 22, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

Our unmatched ‘eading-edge co-brandingtechnology g:ves vou the ability to customize and integrate our content into your ste seamlessly. Al.
content appears to be your own because we match the ‘ook and fee: to your home page,

With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo, specify a background color or gif, design your own menu
bar [sic], You can evenfilter the database on search criteria such as geographyand category, All cur products are set up go you can create a
customized service that caters to your existing audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to taior your content to fit vour current home page.

Our UTrade product has tremendous ftex:bilitv, Let’s say you have an ant:que web site, and you want to join our programto make some cash and
get someauction content. BUT...you want to mainta:n your antique theme. With our un:que customization technology you can build your
associate site to only show antique listings. Qn top of that, let’s say you a-ready have you're own logo and brand name you'd “ike to use and
you've got a great background color you like. Oh, and let’s say your from Pennsylvania and you wantto add a “local fee. to your site”, Well, with
UTrade,vou can set up an associate site that wil have your name, logo, background colcr, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Our system is
flexbile [sic] enough to hand:e your every whim! Aga‘n, we want to provide you w:th the tools you need to succeed.

Can You Just Have a Link on Your Site... Ofcourse

Customizing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] look and fee. With cur easy customization features, we become part of your site, You can add
your logo and design vour own menu bar,

Don't worry about losing visitors either because a L'nk back to your main home page is prominentlydisplayed acall times within your associate
site.”) (emphas's and links removed). (DFNDT000) 700-9001702}

Also see Welcome To OneOnly Network, April 27, 1999 version (“Get Your HTML Link Code

We [Qne & Cn-y] provide you with the tools that free vou [associates] from the lim:tations and distractions associated with mak:ng money online.
You focus on the creative and marketing end whe we maintain the hardware, programming and customer support, :ne-ud:ng credit card approval
and billing, We provide you with detailed stats, a customizab‘e web site to integrate ‘nto your own web presence, tips on how to succeed, and mast
importantly the CONTENT!

Letus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success w:th our proven content that you can customze and market as your own.”) (emphasis and
Jinks removed), /DFNDT0001 698-0097699)

5505633

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 7,818,399 and One & Only Network Prior Art

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaint!ff appears to be asserting and the alleged appl:cations of those interpretations to one or mote products of
Defendants’ products in Plaimifis Infringement Comtentions served Apr:] 15, 2011, Qne & Only Network Prior Artat
wow.oneandonynetwork com, anticipate and/or render obvious, a:one or in combination w:th other prior art ident'fied in Defendants’ Amended
Invalidity Contentions, the asserted c:aims as described in part below. 

 
    
 

   
| 1. Atmethod ofan outsource provider serving Que & Only provided an outsource prov:der serving web pages offering commercial

web pages offering commerc:a. opportunities, opportunities for other companies or individual website operators (hereinafter
the method comprising: associates”), which allowed associates to have a personals and classified website

under their own name with the same look and feel as their own website.

&  
“We [One & Only] provide you with the too's that free you [associates] from the
 

THOIS Recordforoneandonlynetwork. com, http:!‘warw.networksolutions, comwhois/tesults jsp ?who:stoken=1? (last visited Augnst 8, 2006)
(cneandon:ynetwork.com was first registered on September 15, 1998) /DFNDTO001 723-000 727)

of more information about the Internet Archive and web pages archived therein, see infernet Archive Frequently Asked Questions,
ip.’wwwarchive.org/about/fags php. [DFNDTOO0] 751-009] 794)

Also see for more informat.cn on operation of the One & Only assoc:ate program:
A Ss

quently Asked Questionsjor One & Only Associate Program,
ip://web arch:ve.org!weby199909081 53750/www cneanden.ynetwork comnews!gnupfagtext| him?MID=0(September &, 1999 version of

wwwoneandonlynetwork.comnewsignupfagtext] htm?MID=0/ as archived bythe Internet Archive (see note 2); (DFNDTOQQ)728-000/731)
PrSs

quently Asked Questionsjor One & Only Associate Program,
ip://web arch:ve.org!weby19990908 163430/9ww cneandon.ynetwork comnews!gnupfaqtext3.him?2MID=0(September &, 1999 version of

wwwoneandonlynetworkcom/newsignup/fagtext3.htm?MID=0/ as archived bythe Internet Archive (see note 2); (DFNDT000} 7329001733}
FrS

quently Asked Questionsfor One & Only Associate Program,
ipsweb. arch:ve.org/weby199909081 65826/www.cneandon.ynetwork.com/newsignup/faqtext4htm?MID=0 (September &, 1999 version of

www.oneandonlynetworkcom/newsignup/fagtext4 htm?MID=0/ as archived bythe Internet Archive (see note 2); (DFNDT000} 734-90017367
Fr

 
S

quently Asked Questionsfor One & Only Associate Program,
ipsweb arch:ve.org/weby199909081 71453;ww.cneandon.ynetwork.com/newsignup/faqtext’ hntm?MID=0 (September &, 1999 version of197 TTD

www.oneandonlynetworkcom/newsignupfagtextShum?MID=0yas archived by the Intemet Archive (see note 2); /DFNDTO00] 737-0001735]

4 also see Whit Andrews, Partners in Affliate Marketing Stregele With Branding Josues, Imemet World, April 13, 1998 (“Thesite [One & Only],
which launched in 1996, makes half of its money from an affiliate network with more than 8,000 members. Each of these members has the choice

uild:ng a private-label site or a co-branded site with One & Only... And One and On-y a‘lowsaffiiates to customize nav-gational features,
such as search categories, for the'r sites, which makesit harder to tell users they have to switch.”), [DFNDT0091739-000] 742)

-|-
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lim‘tations and distractions associated with making money on-ine. You focus on the
creative and marketing end whi-e we maintain the hardware, programming and
customer support, inc-uding credit card approval and billing. We prov:de you with
detatled stats, a customizable web site to integrate ino your own web presence,tips on
how to succeed, and most importanty the CONTENT!”
Welcome To Qned:Only Network,
htop://webarchive.orgweb'1999042719391 L’ttp:/v-ww.cneandon.ynetwork com
(Apr'l 27, 1999 version of www.oneandonlynetworkcom’as archived by the Intemet
Arehive.2)3 (DFNDT000i 747-0001 748) 4
 

Lia)|automaticaly at a server ofthe outsource
provider, n response to activation, by a web
browser of a computer user, of a link displayed
by one ofa pluraity of first we pages,
Tecogriizing as the source pagethe one of the
first web pages on which the Link has been
act-vated; (1)wherein each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a plurality of web page
owners; (it) wherein each of the first web pages
displays at least one active Link associated with a
commerce object associated with a buying
opportunity ofa se‘ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (iii) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page are cach third parties with
Tespect to one other;

   The at ‘east one active link ‘s assoc‘ated with a commerceobject associated with a
buying opportunity ofa selected one of a p-urality of merchants (e.g.a subscription to
apersonals site (One-and-On-y.comor AltemativeComnections.com) ot a product in
the auction class:fieds (CTrade) or a selected product category (e.g, antiques from
Penneylvan:a}).

“Get Your HTMLLink Code” Welcome To OnedOnly Network, Apri: 27, 1999
version (emphas's and link removed), [DFNDTO001 747-0001 748)

“Get Your HTMLLink Code” CustomFeatures, Apt:] 22, 1999 version (emphasis and
link removed), /DENDTON0] 749-0001 750}

“Can You Just Have a Link on Your Site... Of course...” Custom Features, Apr!l 22,
1999 version (ermphasis temoved), [DFNDT000]749-0001750}

The associate could add or control the follow:ng on the One & On-y website: add their
logo, specify a background color or vif, design their own tnemu bar, add a [:nk hack to
their existing website,and fi-ter the classifieds databases using search criteria such as
geography and category to create a customized service that comesponds to the
associate's existing website, §

 
 

5 Tames L. Marciano, Are Affiliate Programsfor You?, Web Marketing Today Issue 43, Apri: 1, 1998 (“One & On-y Intemet Personals offers a
customized version of their class‘fieds service that integrates seam.essly with the lock and feelof the owner’s website.”). /DFNDTO001742-
A746)

no
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    ‘ a custom:zab-ewebsi erate ‘nto your
own web presence...” Pelcome Ta Oned:Only Network, April 27, 1999 version,
[DPNDTO001 747-0001 748)

“Let us put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven coment that
you can customize and market as your own.” Welcome To One&Only Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphasis removed), /DFNDT0001 747-0002 748]

“With cur easy custom:zaticn features, we becomepart of your site. You can add your
logo,specify a background color or gif, design your own menubar [sic]. Yeu can
even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category, All our
products ate set up so you can create a customized serv'ce that caters to vour existing
audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, No other assoc:are program
gives you the tools to ta‘lor your content to fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apri. 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed), /DFND10902 749-0001750}

The owner of the first web page is the affiliate, the outsource provider is One & Only
and the selected merchant's person placingthe classified or personal ad. 

10) automatically retrieving from a storage coupled
to the server pre stored data associatad with the
source page; and then   “Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technologygives you the abilityto

customize and integrate our content into your s‘te seamn-essly. All content appears to be
your own because we match the look and feelto your home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDIO991749-0001 750)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintatn your sltes [sic] lock and feel, W:th our easy
customization features, we becomepart of yoursite, You can add your logo and design
yeur om menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DENDTOOO] 749-
NOL TSN

“Weprovide vou with detailed stats, a custom:zab-e web site to iitegrate ‘nto your
own web presence ...” Welcome To OncOnly Network, April 27, 1999 version,
[DPNDTO001 747-0001 745)
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“Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you the ability to
custom:ze and integrate our content :nto your site seamless-v, All contemt appears to be
vour own because we match the look and feelto vour home page.” Custom Features,
April 22, 1999 version, [DFNDTOU0] 749-000] 750]

“Customizing makes it easy to maintain your s‘tes look and fee:. With cur easy
custom:zation features, we become part of yoursite. You can add vour ‘ogoand design
vour own menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDT#00!749.
6901750}

“You can create your own product identity with a unique appeal... With our easy
customzation features, we become part of yoursite. You can add your ‘ogo, specify a
background color or gif, design your own menu bar [sic]. You can even filter the
database on search criteria such as geography and catagory. A:| our products are set
Up 80 VOU can create a custom:zed service that carers to your existing audience and
blends seamlessly with your own web site, No other associate program gives you the
tools to ta‘lor your content to fit your current home page.” CustomFeatures, April 22,
1999 version (emphasis removed). [DFNDTOQQ 749-0002 7507

“Our UTrade product has tremendeus flexibility. Let's say you have an antique web
site, and you want to join our program to make some cash and vet some auction
content. BUT..,.you want to maintain your antique theme. With our un-que
custom:zation techno.ogy you can build your associate site to only showantique
listings, On top of that, let's say vou already have you'e own logo and brand name
you'd like to use and you've got a great background color ycu like. Oh, and let's say
vour from Pennsylvan‘a and you want to add a “local fee: to your site". Well, with
UTrade, you cat set up ant assoc‘ate site that w:ll have your name, logo, background
color, only L:sting antiques from Pennsylvania! Qur system ts flexbile [sic] enough to
hande vour every whim! Apa:n, we want to provide you with the tools you need to
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphas's removed).
[DPNDTO001 749-0901 750}
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  a put y tracktoE-Commerce su Ir pr tl
you can customize and market as vour own.”Welcome To One& Only Network, April
27, 1999 version (emmphas:s removed), [DFNDTOO01747-0001746]

“With our easycustomization features, we become part of yoursite, You can add your
logo,specifya background color or gif, desien vour own menubar [sic]. You can
ever filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category. All our
products are set up so you can create a customized service that caters to your existing
audience and blends seamlessly with your own web site, No other associate program
gives vou the to0.s to tai.or your content to fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apr'] 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). [DFNDT000! 749-9001 7507

“Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibilinv, Let’s say you have an antique web
site, and you wantto join our program to make some cash and get some auction
content. BUT..,.you want to maintain your antique theme. With our un-que
custom:zation techno.ogy you can build your associate site to only showantique
listings. On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own logo and brand narne
vou'd I’ke to use and you've gota great background color you I:ke. Oh, and let’s say
vour from Pennsylvan‘a and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Well, with
UTrade, you cat set up ant assoc‘ate site that w:ll have your name, logo, background
color, only L:sting antiques from Pennsylvania! Qur system ts flexbile [sic] enough to
hand‘e your every whim! Aga'n, we want to provide you with the tocls you need to
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphas's removed).
[DPNDTO001 749-0901 750}

“Don’t worry about -osing vis:tors either because a link back to your main home page
is prom:nenty displayed at all times with:n your assoccate site.” Custom Features,
April 22, 1999 version (emphas's removed), /DFNDT009] 749-0001 754)
 

1(c) automaticaly with the server compuler
penerating and transm‘tring wo the web browser a
second web page that includes: (i) information
associated with the commerce obiect associated
with the Link that has been activated, and (i) a

 
See alsa 3-6, infra.

One & Only would amomatically w:th the server computer generating and transm:tting
to the web browser a second web page that includes: (1) information associated with
the commerce cbject associated with the Ink that has been activated (e.2, a

 
 

can
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plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived|subscription to a personals site (Cne-and-Only.com or AltemativeConnections.com)or
from the retrieved pre stored data and visualy|a product in the auction classifieds (UTrade}or a selected product category(e.g.
comespond:ngto the source page. antiques from Pennsylvania).

“Get Your HTML Link Code” Welcome To Oned&OnlyNetwork, Apri. 27, 1999
vvers‘on (emphas's and link removed). § * (DFNDTON0)747-0001748}

“Get Your HTMLLink Code” CustomFeatures, Apt] 22, 1999 version (ermphasis and
link removed), /DENDTONQ 749-0001 7507

“Can You Just Have a Link on Your Site... Of course...” Custom Features, Apr] 22,
1999 version (emphasis removed), [DFNDT0001749-0001750]

As far as the scopeof the c.a'med “look and feel” can be determined, the look andfeel
of the One & Only website of the associate, stored in the data server, was the same a
the look and feel description of the existing website of the associate, Specifical-y, the
associate coud add orcontrol the following on the Que & Only webs:te: add their
logo, specify a background color or aif, design their own tnemu bar, add a l:nk hack to
their existing website,and fi-ter the classifieds databases using search criteria such as
geography and category 10 create a customized service that corresponds to the
associate’s existing website,

“Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technologygives you the abilityto
customize and integrate our content into your site seamtessly. All content appears to be
your own because we match the look and feelto your home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDT0991749-0001 750)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintain your sites[sic] lock and feel, With our easy
customization features, we becomepart of your site, You cau add your logo and design442
your own menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version, /DENDTOUO] 749-

    
 

8 Supra note 4,
7 Supra note 5,
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The owner of the first website ‘s the affiliate, the second website owner is One & Only
and the merchant ‘s person placing the c'assified or personal ad. 

3|The method of claim | wherein at least one of|The associate could add or control the follow:ng on the One & On-y website: add their
the pluraity of visually perceptible elements—_|logo, specify a background color or gif, design their own menu har, add a [’nk hack to
includes a set of navigational ‘inks on the source|their existing website, and fi:ter the classifieds databases using search criteria such as
page geography and catevory 10 create a customized service that corresponds to the

associate’s existing website, 89

“Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technologygives you the abilityto
customize and integrate our content into your site seamtessly. All content appears to be
your own because we match the look and feelto your home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDIO991749-0001 750)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintatn your sltes [sic] lock and feel, W:th our easy
customization features, we becomepart of your site, You cat add your logo and design
your own menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. /DFNDT0001 749.
OOF

“We provide vou with detailed stats, a customzab-e web site to integrate ‘nto your
own web presence ...” Welcome To OncOnly Network, April 27, 1999 version,
[DPNDTO001 747-0001 745)

“Letus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven coment that
You can customize and market as your own.” Welcome To One&Only Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphasis removed). (DFND T0001 747-0001 748)

    
“With our easy custom:zation features, we become part ofyour s:ta, You can add your
 

8 Supra note 4,
9 Supra note 5,
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(nn 750}

‘We provide you with detailed stats, a customizable web site to ‘ntegrate ittto your
own web presence...”Welcome To OnedOnly Network, Apri. 27, 1999 version.
[DFNDTO90) 747-0901 748}

“Let us put you on the fast rack to E-Commerce success with our proven content that
vou cal customize and market as vour own.” Welcome To One& Only Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphas's removed), /DFNDT0001 7470001748]

“A¥th our easycustomization features, we becomepart of yoursite, You can add your
logo,specifya background color or gif, design your own menu bar [sic]. You can
even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category. All our
products are set up so vou can create a customized service that caters to your existing
audience and blends seamlessly with your own web site, No other associate program
pives vou the too.s to talor your content to fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apr] 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). [DFNDT000] 749-900]750)

“Our UTrade product has tremendousflexibility. Let's say you have an antique web
site, and you want to join our program to make some cash and get some auction
content. BUT...you want to mainta:n your antique theme. With cur unique
custom:zation techno.ogy you can build your assoccate site toonly showantique
listings, On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own logo and brand name
you'd l:ke to use and you've gota great background color you Uke. Oh, and let’s say
your from Pennsylvan‘a and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Weil, with
UTrade, you can set up an assoc‘ate site that wl: have your name, logo, background
color, only [sting antiques from Pennsylvania! Our system is flexbile [sic] enough to
hand:e vour every whim! Again, we want to provide you with the tools you need to
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT0001749-0001750}

“Don’t worry about Losing vis‘tors either because a link back to your ma‘n home pave
is prominent.y displayed at all times within your assoc‘ate site.” CustomFeatures,
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logo, specify’ a backsround color or gif, desien vour own menu bar [sic], You can
even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category. All our
products are set up so you can create a customized service that caters to your existing
audience and blends seamlessly with your own web site, No other associate program
pives vou the to0.s 10 tat.cr your content to fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apr] 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). [DFNDT000] 749-900] 750]

 

“Our UTrade product has tremendousflexibility. Let’s say you have an antique web
site, and you wantto join our program to make some cash and get some auction
content. BUT...you want to maita:n your antique theme. With our unique
custom:zation techno.cgy you can build your assoc‘ate site to onlyshowantique
listings, On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own logo and brand name
vou'd I’ke to use and you've gota great background color you I:ke. Oh, and let’s say
vour from Pennsylvan‘a and you want to add a “local feel to your site”. Well, with
UTrade, you can set up an associate site that wil! have your name, logo, background
color, only [sting antiques from Pennsylvania! Our system is flexbile [sic] enough to
hand‘e your every whim! Aga'n, we want to provide you with the tocls you need to
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphas's removed)
(DFNDT0001749-0001750}

‘Don’t worry about -osing vis:tors either because a link back to your main home page
is prominent.y displayed at all times within your assoc‘ate site.” CustomFeatures,
April 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed), [DFNDT0091 749-000] 759)

4 The method of claim 1 wherein at east oneof ©The assoc‘are could add or control the following on the One & Only website: add the:r
the plurality of v:sua‘ly perceptible elements Logo,specify a background color or gif, design their own menu bar, add a ink back to
ine:udes the appearance of the top and leit side their ex'sting website, and filter the classifieds databases using search criteria such as
of the source page. peography and category to create a custom:zedservice that corresponds to the

associate’s existing website, !--

   
“Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you the ability to
 

1) Supra note 4.
1) Supra note 8.
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customize and integrate our content into your s‘te seamzessly. All content appears to be
your own because we match the look and feelto your home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. /DFNDT0091 749-0001 750)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintatn yoursites [sic] lock and feel, W:th our easy
customization features, we becomepart of yoursite, You can add your logo and design
your own menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. /DENDTOUO] 749-
OOF

“Weprovide vou with detailed stats, a custom:zab‘e web site to integrate ‘nto your
own web presence ...” Welcome To OncOnly Network, April 27, 1999 version,
[DFNDTO001 747-0001 748)

“Letus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven coment that
you can customize and market as your own.” Welcome To One&Oniy Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphasis removed), /DFND T0001 747-0001 748]

“With cur easy custom:zat.cn features, we becomepart of your site. You can add your
logo, specify a hackeround color or vif, design your own tmenu bar [sic]. You can
even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category, All our
products ate set up so you can create a customized serv'ce that caters to vour existing
audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, No other assoc:are program
gives you the tools to tallor your content wo fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apri. 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed), /DFND10902 749-0001750}

“Our UTrade product has remendous flexibility. Let’s say you have an antique web
site, and you want to join cur program to make some cash and get some auction
content. BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme, Wth our unique
customization technology you can build your assoccate sire to only showantique
listings. Gn top of that,‘et’s say you already have vou're own ogo and brand name
you'd “ike to-use and you've got a preat background color vou like, Oh, and ‘et’s say
your from Pennsy.vania and vou want to add a “-ocal feelto vour site”. Well, with
UTrade, you can set up an azsociate s‘te that wi.l have your name, logo, background
color, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Cur system is flexbile [sic] enough to
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“With cur easy custom:zation features, we becomepart of your site. You can add your
logo,specify a background color or gif, design your own menubar [sic]. Yeu can
even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category, All our
products ate set up so you can create a customized serv'ce that caters to vour existing
audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, No other assoc:are program
gives you the tools to tallor your content to fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apri. 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed), /DFND10902 749-0001750}

“Our UTrade product has remendous flexibility. Let’s say you have an antique web
site, and you want to join cur program to make some cash and get some auction
content, BUT...you want to matntain your ant.que theme, W:th our unique
customization technelogy you can build your assoc:ate site to only showantique
listings. Gn top of that,‘et’s say you already have vou're own ogo and brand name
you'd “ike to-use and you've got a preat background calor you like, Oh, and ‘et’s say
your from Pennsylvania and vou want to add a “-oca’ feelto vour site”. Well, with
Unrade, you can set up an associate s'te that wi.l have your name, logo, background
color, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Cur system is flexbile [sic] enough to
handle your every whitn! Avain, we want to provide you with the wols you need to
succeed.”Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed),
[DFNDTO001 749-0001 750)

“Don’t worry about losing visitors either because a ‘ink back to your main home page
ig prominentlydisp-ayed at a. times within your associate site.”CustomFeatures,
April 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). /DFNDT9001749-0001750] 

6—|The method of claim | wherein at least one of|The associate could add or controlthe follow:ng on the One & Only webs‘te: add their
the pluraity of visually perceptible elements—_logo, specify a background color or wif, design their own menu bar, add a link back to
includes a :ogo associated with the owner of the|their existing website, and fi-ter the classifieds databases using search criteria such as
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hand:e your every whim! Aga‘n, we want to provide you with the tocls you need to
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDTO001749-0001750}

“Don’t worry about ‘osing vis:tors either because a link back to your ma:n home page
is prominent. displayed at all times within your associate site,”Custom Features,
April 22, 1999 version (emphas's removed), /DFNDT0091 749-0001 754)

$ The method of claim 1 where:n at ‘east oneof The associate could add or control the following on the One & Only website: add the:r
the plurality of visually perceptible elements Logo,specify a background color or gif, design their own menu bar, add a ‘ink back to
ine:udes the appearance of the header and footer the:r ex‘sting website, and flter the classifieds databases using search criteria such as
of the source page. peowraphy and category to create a custorn'zed service that corresponds to the

associate’s existing website, !23

 

“Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you the ability to
customze and integrate our content ‘nto your site seamless.y, All contemt appears to be
your own because we match the look and feelto your home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. (DFNDT001 749-9001 750)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintain vour sites [sic] look and feel. With our easy
custom:zation features, we become part of your site. You can add vour ‘ogo and design
your own menu bat,” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDT9001749-
6N0)750)

“We provide you with detailed stats, a customizable web site to ‘nteprate into your
own web presence...” Welcome To One&Only Network, Apri: 27, 1999 version.
(DFNDTO001747-0001748}

“Let us put you on the fast rack to E-Commerce success with our proven content that
you cal customize and market as your own.” Welcome To One& Only Network, April

  
 

2 Supra note 4.

3 Supra note §.
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   geograpiy Vtocreate
associate’s existing website, !4 15

“Customizing makes it easy to maintain your s‘tes [sic] look and feel. With our easy
custom:zation features, we become part of yoursite. You can add vour ‘ogoand design
vour own menu bat,” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDT#001749.
6901750}

“Our UTrade product has tremendousflexibility. Let's say you have an antique web
site, and you want to join our program to make some cash and get some auction
content. BUT...you want to mainta:n your antique theme. With cur unique
custom:zation techno.ogy you can build your assoc‘ate site to onlyshowantique
listings, On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own logo and brand name
you'd l:ke to use and you've gota great background color you Uke. Oh, and let’s say
your from Pennsylvan‘a and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Weil, with
UTrade, you can set up an associate site that wil! have your name, logo, background
color, only [sting antiques from Pennsylvania! Our system is flexbile [sic] enough to
hand:e vour every whim! Again, we want to provide you with the tools you need to
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphas:s removed),
[DFNDT0001749-0001750} 

7 The method of claim 1 where’n the commerce

object assoc‘ated with the Link that has been
activated comprises :nformation defining an
electron:c cata.og having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se.ectable navigation
links commecting a bierarchica: set of additional
second web papes, each pertaining to a subset of
the offerings in the cata.og,

  
 

4 Supra note 4.
5 Supra note 8.
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The method of claim | wherein the second web

page is generated dynamical,
 

The method of claim | wherein the owner of the

source page is party to.a centract providing for
receipt of a commission as a tesult of a
transaction ‘nvolving the commerce object
displayed on the sourcepage.
 

10 The method of claim 9 further comprising
computer-fac'l‘tating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
comp.eted.
   The method of claim1, wherein the second web

page appears to the computer userto be
generated by a server associated with the source
page.  “Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technologygives you the abilityto

customize and integrate our content into your s‘te seamn-essly. All content appears to be
your own because we match the look and feelto your home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. "17 (DFNDT0001 749-0001 759)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] lock andfeel, W:th our easy
customization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo and design
your om menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DENDTOOO] 749-
ODI 750)

“Weprovide vou with detailed stats, a custom:zab.e web site to integrate ‘nto your
own web presence ...” Welcome To OuedOnly Network, April 27, 1999 version,
[DPNDTO001 747-0001 748)

“Let us put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven coment that
you can customize and market as your own.” Welcome To One&Only Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphasis removed). [DFNDT0001747-0002 748}

“With cur easy custom:zat:cn features, we becomepart of your s:te, You can add your

 
 

8 Supra note 4.
7 Supea note 5.
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  3, ond

web pave contains a checkout link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp/etion ofa transaction asscciatad with the
commerce object in the shopping cart

 a

 

The method of claim14, further comprising after
the transaction is completed,
computer-fac'l:tating payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated with
the activated ‘ink. 

The method of claim 14, further comprising after
the transaction is completed,
computer-fac'l:tating payment of a comm‘ssion
to the owner of the source page.

See 10, supra.

 

The methed of claim13, further comprising
displaying the second web page again, after the
commerce objectis placed into the shoppingcart.   The methed of claim1, wherein the visualy
perceptib.e elements d:splaved on the second
web page ate etrieved from a database storing
data associated with visually perceptible
elements for each of the finn web pages.

      “Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technologygives you the abilityto
customize and integrate our content into your site seamLessly. All content appears to be
your own because we match the look and feelto your home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDIO991749-0001 750)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintatn your sltes [sic] lock and feel, W:th our easy
customization features, we becomepart of yoursite, You can add your logo and design
your own menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. /DFNDT0001 749.
OOF

“We provide vou with detailed stats, a customzab-e web site to integrate ‘nto your
own web presence ...” Welcome To OncOnly Network, April 27, 1999 version,
[DPNDTO001 747-0001 745)

“Letus put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven coment that
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logo,specifya background coloror gif, desien vour own menubar [sic]. You can
even filter the database on search criteria such as geoeraphy and category. All our
products are set up so vou can create a custom:zed service that caters to your existing
audience and blends seamlessly with your own web site, No other associate program
gives youthe too.to tal.or your content to fit your current heme page.” Custom
Features, Apt] 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). /DFNDT000! 749-900] 750}

“Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibility. Let’s say you have an antique web
site, and you want to join our program to make some cash and get someauction
content. BUT.,.you want to maintain your antique theme. With our unique
custom:zat:on techno.ogy you can build your associate site to only showantique
listings. Qu top of that, let's say you already have you're own loge and brand name
vou'd I'ke to use and you've gota great backgroundcolor you I:ke. Oh, and let’s say
vour from Pennsylvan‘a and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Wel, with
UTrade, you cat set up an assoc‘ate site that will have your name, logo, background
color, only [:sting antiques from Pennevlvania! Qur system is flexbile [sic] enough to
hand’evour every whim! Again, we want to provide you with the tools you need 10
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphas's removed),
[DPNDT6901 749-0901 750}

“Don’t worry about Losing vis'tors either because a link back to your main home page
is prom:nent.y displayed at all times within your assoc‘are site.”Custom Features,
April 22, 1999 version (emphas's removed), /DFNDT009] 749-0001 754)
 

  [2 The methodof claim 1, wherein the “ink
activated by the web browsers stored ina
database associated with the source page.

[3 The methodof claim 1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link associated with the
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the I:nk that has been activated,
which ‘ink, when act-vated by the web browser,
paces data represent:ng the commerce cbiect
into a viral shopping cart,
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  ‘ Is VOU OWN.
27, 1999 version (emmphas's removed), [/DFNDTO0O1747-0001748]

Only 

“With our easycustomization features, we become part of yoursite, You can add your
logo,specifya background coloror gif, desien your own menu bar [sic]. You can
ever filter the database on search crteria such as geography and category. All our
Products are set up so Vou can create a custom:zedservice that caters to your existing
audience and blends seamlessly with your own web site, No other associate program
gives vouthe too.s to tai.or your content to fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apt] 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). /DFNDT000! 749-900] 750}

“Our UTrade product has tremendeus flexibility. Let's say you have an antique web
site, and you wantto join our program to make some cash and vet some auction
content. BUT...you want to maintan your antique theme. With our un-que
custom:zat:on techno.ogy you can build your assoc:ate site toonly showantique
listings, On top of that, let’s say you already have you're own logo and brand name
you'd I'ke to use and you've gota great backgroundcolor you [:ke. Oh, and let’s say
vour from Pennsylvan‘a and you want to add a “local feelto your site”. Well, with
CTrade, you can set up an assoc‘ate site that wl: have your name, logo, background
color, only ['sting antiques from Pennevivania! Qur system is flexbile [sic] enough to
hand-e vour every whim! Again, we want to provide you with the tools you need to
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphas's removed)
[DPNDTO01 749-0001 750}

“Don’t worry about Losing vis:tors either because a link back to your man home page
is prom:nent.y displayed at all times within your assoc‘are site,” Custow Features,
April 22, 1999 version (emphas:s removed), /DFNDTO00 749-0001 759) 

19

 
A system useful ‘n an outsource provider serving
web pages offering commerc:a. opportunities,
the system compr:sing:

See 1, supra.

One & Only provided an e-commerce cutsourcing system for associates, which
allowed associates to have a personals and classified website under their own name
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with the same look and feelas their own website.

“We[One & Only] provide vou w-th the tools thar free you [assoc:ates] from the
limtat.ons and distractions associated with making money onine. You focus on the
creative and market.ng end whi-e we maintain the hardware, programming and
customer support, ine-uding credit card approval and billing, We provide you with
deta‘led stats, a customizable website to integrate into your own web presence, tips on
how to succeed, and most important:y the CONTENT!”
Welecme To One&Only Network, April 27, 1999 version. 1812 (DFNDINO0!747-
QUOTAS)
 

19{a)  (a) a computer store conta‘ning data, for each of
a plurality of first web pages, defining a plura.ity
of visually perceptible elements, which visually
perceptib‘e elements correspond to the plurality
of first web pages; (i) wherein each of the first
web pages belongsto one of a plurality of web
page owners; (1) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active link associated
with a commerce cbject associated with a buying
opportunity ofa se.ected one ofa plurality of
merchants; and (ii!) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page d'splay'ng the associated
link are each third parties with respect to one
other,

 See I(al-L(b), supra.

The at ‘east one active ‘ink ‘s assoc‘ated with a commerce object associated with a
buying opportunity ofaselected one of a p-urality of merchants (e.g.a subscription to
apersonals site (One-and-On-y.com or AlternativeCotmections.com) or a product in
the auction class‘fieds (UTrade) or a selected product category (2.g, antiques from
Pennsylvan:a)). “Get Your HIML Link Code” Welcome To OuedOnly Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphasis and link removed). 2°?! ;DENDTO001747-0001748}

“Get Your HTML Link Code” Custom Features, Apr] 22, 1999 version (emphasis and
link removed), [DFNDT0007 749-0001 750)

“Can You Just Have a Link on Your Site... Of course...” Custom Features, Apr'l 22,
1999 version (etphasis removed), /DFND TOON 749-900 750]

 
The associate could add or control the follow:ng on the One & Cn-y webs:te: add their
 

8 Supra note 4.

9 Supra note 5.
2 Supra note 4,

2 Supra note5,
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  ey ¥ Your assoccate si vl que
listings. Cn top of that, ‘et’s say you already have you're own ‘ogo and brand name
you'd “ike to use and you've got a great background calor vou like, Oh, and ‘et’s say
your from Pennsy-vania and you want to add a “-oca’ feelto vour site”. Well, with
UTrade, you can set up an azsociate s‘te that wi.l have your name, logo, background
color, coly listing antiques from Penmsylvania! Our system is flexbile [sic] enough to
handle your every whitn! Avain, we want to provide you with the wols you need to
succeed.”Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed),
[DFNDTO001 749-0001 750)

  

“Don’t worry about losing visitors either because a ‘ink back to your main home page
ig prominentlydisp-ayed at all times within your associate site.” Custom Features,
April 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). /DFNDTH001749-0001750}

The owner of the first web page is the affiliate, the outsource provider is One & Only
and the selected merchant 's person plac'ng the classified cr personal ad. 

1900)  (b)a computer server at the outsource provider,
which computer server is coup.ed 10 the
computer store and prosrammed to: (i) receive
from the web browser of a computer user a
signal indicating act'vation of one of the links
displayed byone of the Est web pages: (3)
automatically ident-fv as the source page the one
of the first web pages on which the ‘ink has been
activated; (itt) ‘n response to identification of the
source page, automaticaly retrieve the stored
data corresponding to the source page: and (iv)
usitig the data retrieved, automatically generate

 See [fa}-l(c), supra.
A One & Ony server automat.cal-y retrieve the stored data corresponding to the
source page: and (iv) using the data retrieved, automatically generate and transmit to
the web browser a second web page that displays ‘nformation associated with the
commerce object associated with the link that has been activated (e.g. a subscription to
apersonals site (One-and-On-y.com or AltemativeComnections.com) ot a product in
the auction class:fieds (UTrade) or a selected product category (e.2, antiques from
Penneylvan‘a)).

“Get Your HTML Link Code” Welcome To One&OntyNetwork, Apri. 27, 1999
vers‘on (emphas's and link removed) 22 23 /DPNDIOOQ 747-0000 748)

 
“Get Your HTML Link Code” Custis Features, Apr] 22, 1999 version (ernphasis and 

2 Supra note 4,
3 Supra notes.
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logo,specifya backgroundcolor or gif, design their own menu bar, add a -ink back to
the:r ex:sting website, and filter the classifieds databases using search er:teria such as
geography and category to create a custom:zed service that corresponds to the
associate’s existing website,

“Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you theability to
customize and integrate our content ‘nto your site seamless.y. All content appears to be
vour own because we match the look and feelto vour home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. (DFNDT00! 749-900! 750)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintain vour s'tes [sic] look and feel. With our easy
custom:zation features, we become part of your site. You can add your ‘ogo and design
your own menu bar.” Custom Features. April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDT#001749-
nnn 750)

‘We provide you with detailed stats, a customnizable web site to ‘ntegrate ito your
own web presence...” Welcome Zo One&Only Network, Apri. 27, 1999 version.
[DPNDTOO0) 747-0901 748}

“Let us put you on the fast rack to E-Commerce success with our proven content that
vou cal customize and market as vour own.” Welcome To One& Only Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphas's removed), /DFNDT0091 7470001748]

“AWth our easycustomization features, we becomepart of vour site, You can add your
logo, specifya background color orgif, desien your own menu bat [sic]. You can
ever filter the database on search cr'teria such as geography and category. All our
products are set up so vou can create a customized service that caters to your existing
audience and blends seamlessly with your own web site, No other associate program
gives vou the too.s to talor your content to fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apr] 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). [DFNDT000] 749-900]750]

“Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibility. Ler’s say you have an antique web
site, and you want to join our program to make some cash and get someauction
content, BUT...you want to mainta’n your antique theme. With cur unique
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and transmittothe eco

page that displays: (A) information associated
with the commerce chiect associated with the

 ‘at

link that has been activated, and (B) the plurality 1999 version (emphasis removed). (DENDT0001 749-0001 754)
of visually perceptible elements visually
corresponding to the source page.

  
“Can You Just Have a Link on YourSite... Of course...” Custom Features, Apri. 22,

The assoc‘ate could add or control the following on the One & Only website: add the'r
logo,specifya background color or gif, design their own metu bar, add a “ink back to
the:r existing website, and filter the classifieds databases using search er:teria such a8
peography and category to create a custom:zedservice that corresponds to the
associate’s existing website

“Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you the ability to
customze and integrate our content ‘nto your site seamless-v. All content appears to be
vour own because we match the look and feelto vour home page.”
Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDT0001749-9001750]

“Customizing makes it easy to maintain your s:tes [sic] look and feel. With our easy
customization features, we become part of yoursite. You can add your ‘ogo and design
vour own menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DFNDT#001749.
601750}

‘We provide you with detailed stats, a customizable web: site to :ntegrate into your
own web presence...” Welcome To One&Only Network, Apri: 27, 1999 version.
[DFNDTO90) 747-0901 748}

“Let us put you on the fast rack to E-Commerce success with our proven content that
Vou can customize and market as vour own.”Welcame To OnedOnty Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphas:s removed), {DFNDTOO01747-0001746]

‘With our easycustomization features, we become part of yoursite, You can add your
logo,specifya background color or gif, design your own menu bar [sic]. You can
ever filter the database on search crteria such as geography and category. All our
Products are set up so Vou can create a custom:zedservice that caters to your existing
audience and blends seamlessly with your own web site, No other associate program

 
 

rs
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gives you the tools to ta‘lor your content 10 fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apri. 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed), (DFND10902 749-0001750}

“Our UTrade product has tremendous flexibility. Let’s say you have an antique web
site, and vou want to jo:n cur program to make some cash and get some auction
content, BUT...you want to maintain your antique theme, W:th our unique
customization technology you can build your assoc‘ate site to only showantique
listings. On top of that, ‘evs say you already have vou're own ‘ogo and brand name
you'd ‘ike to use and you’ve pot a great background color voulike, Oh, and ‘et’s say
your from Pennsylvania and vou wattt to add a “oca. feel to voursite”, Well, with
UTrade, you can set up an associate site that wihave your name, logo, background
color, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Cur system is flexbile [sic] enough to
handle your every whim! Azain, we want to provide you with the ols you need to
succeed.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphasis temoved)
[DENDTOOO1 749-0001 750)

“Don’t worry about losing visitors either because a “ink back to your main home page
ig prominentlydisp:ayedat a. times within your associate site.”CustomFeatures,
April 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed). /DFNDT9001749-0001750]   20. A computer-teadable memory adapted for

use by an outsource provider in serving web
pages offering commerc‘a. opportunities, the
computer-teadab.e memoryusedto direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) ‘n response to activation, by a
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displayed byone of a plurality of first web
pages, automaticaly recogn:z:ng as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the

 One & Only provided computer-readable memory adapted for use by an outsource
provider in serving web pavesoffering commercial opportunities, which alowed
associates to have a personals and ciassified website under their own name with the
same lock and feel as the'r own website,

“We[One & Only] provide vou w-th the tools thar free you [assoc:ates] from the
limtations and distractions associated with making money otine. You focus om the
creative and market.ng end whi-e we maintain the hardware, programming and
customer support, ine-uding credit card approval and billing, We provide you with
deta‘led stats, a customizable website to integrate into your own web presence, tips on
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, April 22, | 749-0001 750)

“Customizing makes it easy to maintain your sites [sic] lock and feel. W:th our easy
customization features, we become part of your site. You can add your logo and desien
your om menu bar.” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version. [DENDTOOO] 749-
OOO1750}

“Weprovide vou with detailed stats, a custom:zab-e web site to iiteprate ‘nto your
own web presence...” Pelcome Ta Oned:Only Network, April 27, 1999 version,
[DPNDTO001 747-0001 748)

“Let us put you on the fast track to E-Commerce success with our proven coment that
you can customize and market as your own.” Welcome To One&Only Network, April
27, 1999 version (emphasis removed), /DFNDT0001 747-0002 748]

“With cur easy custom:zaticn features, we becomepart of your site. You can add your
logo,specify a background color or gif, design your own menubar [sic]. Yeu can
even filter the database on search criteria such as geography and category, All our
products ate set up so you can create a customized serv'ce that caters to vour existing
audience and blends seamless.y with your own web site, No other assoc:are program
gives you the tools to ta‘lor your content to fit your current home page.” Custom
Features, Apri. 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed), /DFND10902 749-0001750}

“Our UTrade product has remendous flexibility. Let’s say you have an antique web
site, and you want to join cur program to make some cash and get some auction
content, BUT...you want to matntain your ant.que theme, W:th our unique
customization technology you can build your assoc:ate site to only showantique
listings. On top of that,‘er’s say you already have vou're own ogo and brand name
you'd “ike to-use and you've got a great background calor you like. Oh, and ‘et’s say
your from Pennsylvania and you want to add a “-oca’ feelto vour site”. Well, with
Ulrade, you can set up an associate s‘te that wi.l have your name, logo, background
color, only listing antiques from Pennsylvania! Cur system is flexbile [sic] enough to
handle your every whitn! Avain, we want to provide you with the wols you need to
succeed.”Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphasis removed),
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ink has been activated; (°) wherein each of the

rst web paves be.ougs to one of a plural:ty of
eb page owners; (it) wherein each of the first
eb pages displays at least one active link

assoc.ated with a commerce object associated
with a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
puurality of merchants; and (iit) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third
parties with respect to one another, (bt)
automatical’y retrieving from a storage coup.ed
tothe computer of the outsource provider
pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generating
and transmitting to the web browser a second
web page that ‘ncludes: (1) information
associated with the commerce obrect associated
with the Enk that has been activated, and (‘i) a
purality of visuallyperceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored data and visually
comesponding to the source page.

asom       
jow to succeed, and most importantly the CONTENT”
Felcome To One& Only Network, April 27, 1999 version. 282 (DFNDTO00I747-

60}748}

at least one active link is associated with a commerce object associated with a
buying opportunity ofa selected one of a plurality of merchants (e.2, a subscription to
apersona.s site (One-and-Only.com or AlternativeConnections.com) or a product in

e auction classifieds (UTrade)or a selected product category(e.g. antiques from
env.variia)), “Get Your HTML Link Code” Welcome To Oned&Only Network, Apri.

77, 1999 version (emphas's and link removed), 262" (DFNDT™00)747-001748)

“Get Your HTMLLink Code” Custom Features, April 22, 1999 version (emphasis and
link removed), [DFNDT0001749-000] 7507

“Can You Just Have a Link on Your Site ... Of course...” Custom Features, Apri. 22,
999 version (emphasis removed), [DENDTO001 749-0001 759}

associate could add or control the following on the One & Only website: add theér
logo, specify a backeround color or gif, design their own menu bar, add a ink back to

evrexisting website, andfilter the classifieds databases using search criteria such as
peouraphy and category to create a custot:zedservice that corresponds to the
associate’s existing website,

 
“Our unmatched leading-edge co-branding technology gives you the ability to
customze and integrate our content ‘nto your site seamless-v. All content appears to be
vour own because we match the look and feelto vour home page.”

 
 

4 Supra note 4.

5 Supra note &.

% Sura note 4,
2 Suva note §.
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‘Don’t worry about ‘osing vis:tors either because a link back to your main home page
is prominent.y displayed at all times within your assoc‘ate site.” CustomFeatures,
April 22, 1999 -vers‘on (emphas's removed), [DFNDT0091 749-0001 759)

The owner of the first web page is the affil:ate, the outsource provider is One & Only
andthe selected merchant is person placing the classified or personal ad. 

no is} he computer-readable memory of claim 20
whereia the commerce object associated with the
ink that has been activated comprises

informmat:on defining an electronic catalog
aving a multitude of merchant offerings, and

wherein the second web page contains one or
more selectable navigation links connecting a

‘erarchical set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings ‘n the
cata.og,

See 7, supra.

 

he computer-readable memory of claim 20
whereia the computer-teadable memory is used
0 direct the computer of the outsource provider
‘o-perform the further step of

computer-facilitating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
completed

See 10, supra.

  
he computer-readable memory of claim 20, (2)

wherein the second web page contains a further
ink assoe‘atedwth the information associated

with the commerce cbiect, which, when
activated by the web browser, p.acesdata
Teptesettting the commerce object ‘ato a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout ‘ink which, when

 
See 13-16, supra.
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activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp.ction ofa trasaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart; and (12)
where:n the computer-teadab.e memory‘3 used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider
to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction ‘s completed, computer-facil:tating
paymentfrom the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated ‘ink and

computer-faccl:tating payment of a comm:ss:on
tothe ownerofthe source page.
   The computer-teadable memory of c:aim 20,

where:n the visually perceptib-e elements
displayed on the second web pave ate retrieved
from a database stor:ng data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the first
web pages.

  See 18, supra.  
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first web pages on which the ‘ink has been
act-vated; (1)wherein each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a plura.ity of web page
owners; (ii) wherein each of the first web pages
displaysat least one active Link associated with a
commerce object associated with a buying
opportunity ofa se:ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (ii!) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, aud the owner
of the first web page are cach third parties with
respect to one other;  

vwebs'te) offering a buying opportunity of a selected one of a plurality of merchants
(ie, IBM’s business partners)

Leasing & Financing website,
hitp:/web.archive.orgweb’19961227153901 www. financing.hostingibm.com
(December 27, 1996 versicn of wwwfinancinghosting ibm.com as archived by the
Internet Archives); (DFNDTA001 799-000!502).

1995 Annual Report Highlights,
hitp://webarchive.org’19961 104164231www.financinghosting. ibm, conv’
ARSSCL.HTM (November 11, 1996 version of
‘wwwfinancinghosting ibm comAR9SCL.HTMasarchived by the Intemet Archive.®
(hereinafter “2995 Annual Report ofIBMCredit Corp.”)), [DENDT0001879-0091852)

"IBMDirect: Your source for products and services from IBM and cur bus:ness
partners... p.anetwide.” IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version.
[DFNDTOUH 795)

 
“(Tn some countries you can even order online.” /BM Ordering website, December
20, 1996 version. /DFNDTO00} 798]

“Order”

Leasing & Financing web page, December 27, 1996 version (emphasis and Ink
removed\(hyper-ink to bttp:/www.[bm.Com/Orders/), (DENDTOO799-0001801)

 
 

 

4 Tn another examp'e of IBM prior art, the JBM Ordering webs'te (www.bm.comOrders) /DFNDT000 795) was the “first web pape” and The JBM
Direct Planetwide home page, December 19, 1996 vers:on (http:/d:rect.boulder.ibm. com) /DFNDT0001802-009/ 807] was the “second web
page.”

5 Sypvarnote 1.

§ Supra note |.
* Supra note 1.
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Comparison of the U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and IBMPrior Art

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appearsto be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Plaintiff's Infringement Comentions served Apr‘] 15, 2011, the IBM Prior Art antic‘pates and/or renders obvious, alone or in
combination with other prior art identified in Defendants” Amended Inva.idity Contentions, the asserted claims as described in part be:ow 

     

[I]n some countries you can even order omine.” JBMplanetwide ordering
information (“IBMOrdering website),
hitp:/‘web.archive. org'web/l 9961220005843/www.:bm.comOrders (December 20,
1996 version of www.:bm.comOrders as archived by the Intemet Archive."). 2
(DPNDTINO 798)

| | Amethod of an cutsource provider serving
web pages offering commerc:a. opportunities,
the method comprising:

“TBMDirect: Your source for products and services from IBM and our business
partners... planetwide.” JBM Ordering website, December 20, 1996 version.
[DFNDT0901 798}
 

Ia) automatical’y at a server of the ourscurce
"provider, in response to activation, by a web

browser of a computer user,of a link displayed
byone of a plurality of first web pages,
tecognizing as the source page the one of the

An owner of a first web page, IBM Credit Corporation provided a first web page
entitled, Leasing & Financing Welcome to IBM Customer Leasing and Financing at
www-financinghosting.ibm.com, (here:nafler “Leasing & Financing website’) with
aink to.a web page of an outsource prov.der, IBM Corporation, entitled, JB
planetwide ordering information at wwwibm.com/Orders(ie, the [BMOrdering

  
 

! For more information about the Intemet Archive and web pagesarchived therein, see /nternetArchive Frequently Asked Questions,
htop:'swwrw.archive.oro/aboutifage.php. /DFNDT000/825-0091868)

2 WHOIS Record idm.com, http:/'www.networksolutions.com!whoisitesults isp?whoistoken=I (last vis'ted August 8, 2006) (ibm.com was first
registered on March 19, 1986); (DFNDT00182/-(018247

3 Other examples of IBM web pages that were “first web pages” ‘n re.ation to the JBM Ordering website included: The IBMDirect Planetwide home
‘page, hip:web.archive.org/wweb/19961 21 9004723/htip directbou_der.ibm.com (December 19, 1996 version of hutp:/direct.boulder ibm com as
archived by the IntematArchive. (see note 1)); /DFNDTO001802-0091807),
IBMPlanetwide help, hitp:/webarchive.orgweb!1996 102616452 1/www.:bm.comFinding(October 26, 1996 version of waww.ibm.comFinding a3
archived by the Internat Archive. (see note 1)); /DFNDTO001795-00017977, and
IBMWorldwide Customer Financing, ntp:!/webarchive.orgweb/19961 104165233 AvwwEnancinghostingibm.comCFWWINTRHTM
(November 4, 1996version of www financinghosting{bm.convCFWWINTR.HTMas archived by the Intemet Archive, (see note 1));
{DPNDTOOU{808-0001812).

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and IBMPrior Art 

 
  

 

“<a href"hitps'www Ibm.Com/Orders’”>Order</a>*
Source code for Leasing & Financing webstte,
http:/‘web.archive. orgweb/1 9961227153901srww.finane:ng.hosting.ibm com
(December 27, 1996 version of wwwfinane:nghostingjbm.com as arch:ved by the
Internet Archive.”), [DFNDT0901516-00018201

IBMCredit Corporation, IBMCorporation, and IBM’s bus:ness partners are separate
corporate entities and thus, are “third parties with respect to one another” 1995 Aimual
Report ofIBM Credit Corp. [DFNDT9001879-0001882]

For example, the commerce object is a categories List of countries where the computer
user call products or services from IBM atidits business partners.

“Direct ordering any way you prefer...

To buy from IBM‘n your country, please select from the list be.ow....

Planetw-de ordering :nformation:

ef Choose g country 3

IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version. /DFNDT001798)
 

 

I(b) automaticaly retrceving from a storage coup.ed
tothe server pre stored data associated with the
source page; and then

“TTML generated at Fri, 20 Dec 1996 00:58:45 GMTby ‘cgi-bin/Orders‘nph-index”

Source code for JBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version.
[DFNDT6902 52 3-0901815}

 
is
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 ‘der from TBM 
 

"IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version (header for IBM Ordering
website), (DFNDIN001793}

“<BODYbpcolor=#iitttt
<A NAME=top><IMG SRC="":mapes/mastheads'asthead_onder.gif’ WIDTH-600
HEIGHT=72 ALT="IBMplanetwide order:ng information”><iA>*
Source code for JBM Ordering website, December 20, 1996 version (source codefor

header). (DFNDT|001813-0001815}

Footer ftom BMOrdering website:#

{IBM home pave | Onder | Comet IBM Leal”

IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version (footer for IBM Ordering website),
[DFNDTO091795)

“<HR>
&91;
<A HREE="“htp:'vwwibm.com>IBMhome pages/A>
<A HREF=“http:/vww ibm convOrders”">Orders/A>

<A HREE="htp:/vwwibm.com/Assist”>Contact IBM</4>
<A HREF=“‘htp:/rwwibm.com/Lega,/>Lepal/A>*
Source code for IBMOrdering webs:te, December 20, 1996 version (source code for
footer), /DFNDTO901813-0001815)
See also 3-6, infra

 

Lie)|automatically with the server computer
"| generating and transmitting to the web browser a

second web page that includes: (2) information|“IBMDirect: Your source for products and services from IBMand our business
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 boxes was a short tide or description of the web pag

Headerfrom Leasing & Financing website:

 
Header from IBM Ordering website:

 

 
 

Order tom 18

 (PRY Comperstion

The footer of the /BAf Ordering website visuallycorrespond to the footer of the
Leasing & Financing website.. The footers on both pages were separated from the rest
of the web page by a grey line that extendedthe length of the web page. Both footers
were enclosed in square brackets and comprised underlined text Links in a simi-ar font,
size and blue color'! separated by “|,”

Footer from Leasing & Financing website:

(JBM hme page | Order Seal | Comer BM. Help| (C7

Footer ftom BMOrdering website:

Leasing & Financing website, December 27, 1996 version; /DFNDT0901 799-
001801} and IBMOrdering webs:te, December 20, 1996 version. (DFNDIO00] 795) 

    
3|The method of claim | wherein atleast one of|Footer from Leasing & Financing website: 
 

! Both pages used the default text link colors of the visitor computer; supra note 10.
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  associated with the commerce obiect associated partners... planetwide.” JBM Ordering website, December 20, 1996 version.

with the [nk that has been activated, and (:i)a [DFNDTON01798)

Dray ofialpereptble elements carved “(I]t some countries you can even order online.” JBMOrdering website, December
from the retrieved pre storeddata and visually =, 0. 1996 version, (DENDTOOI7997a, OM, |! (35
corresponding to the source page.

Visually perceptible elements of the [BA Ordering website visually comespond to the
Teasing & Financing website’ Specifically, both the [BM Ordering website and the
Leasing & Finaneing webs'te used a singe column format with text in the same fomt,
size, and black color on a white background, Unused text links were shown in bue
under.ined text and visited text Enks were shown in ted underlined text on both web

pages.’ As described be:ow, both website include similar headers and footers,!?

Additionally, the header of IBM Ordering webs'te visual-y correspond to the header of
the Leasing & Financing website. Both headers had the same Blue IBM®&logo in the
top left comer with a copyright notice be.ow the logo. The copyright notice was
separatedfrom the Bue IBM® logo by a pinkline that extended the length of the
header, On the right side, both headers had a tectangu-ar picture superposed over a
portion of the pink line and a rectangular box superposed over a portion of the p:cture.
Both rectangular boxes included text in the same fom, size, and co.or. The text in both

 
 

8 Both the JBMOrdering website and the Leaving & Financing website wed the default co.ors of the web browser of the visitor computer for text
colors. In the web browser that was used to print these pages, the default co.ors are blue, red and black for unused text -inks, visited text links, and
regular text respectively. The actua. co.ors of the Links and text would have varied based on the default settings of the web browser of the vis:tor
computer.

  
} Both pages used the default text Link colors of the visitor computer; supra note &.

1) 4'so see: IBM PC ThinkPad website,
btip://web.archive.org/web/199612 1901 1414/http:/wwwpe.:bm.com/th:nkpad’ (December19, 1996 version of www. pe.:bmn.comn/thinkpad’as
archived by the Internet Archive; see note 1}) /DFNDT0001893-0001904). End-user Customer Financing website,
http:/svebarchivecrmweb/19961 104164326/ittp://www financinghosting:bmn.comCECALLIEHTM(November 11, 1996 version of
wwwfinancinghostingibm.comCFCALLIE.HTMas archived bv the Internet Arch-ve; see note 1)); (DFNDT0001905-0001917]; Remarketer
Financing website,
bhttp://web.archive.org/web/19961 104164859/http:/wwwfinancing hosting‘brn.com/CFTALBOT.HTM(November11, 1996 version of

www.fnancinghosting. ibm.com/ CFTALBOT.HTMas archived by the Intemet Archive; see note 1)); /DFNDT000]918-0001927); 1995 Annual
Report ofIBM Credit Corp., December 19, 1996 version; [DFNDTOU01379-000882)

en
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    the plurality of visually perceptible elements

ine-udes a set of nav‘gational links on the source
page,

FB home page| Oder | Sear| Cntat IBM |Help Cy (TMD |

Footer from JBM Ordering website:

[IBM home page | Order Contact IBM | Lega]

Leasing & Financing webs:te, December 27, 1996 version; [DFND T0001799.-
CNQ1S01] and IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version. (DFNDT0001 798]

 

The b.ue underl-nedtext are navigationa. “inks,
 

4 The method of claim 1 where:nat east oneof the header of BAL Orderiug website visually correspond to the headerofthe Leasing
the plurality of v:sua‘ly perceptible elements«=Financing webs:te. Both headers had the same Blue IBMlogo in the top left
ine-udes the appearance of the top and left side comer with a copyright notice be.ow the logo. The copyright notice was separated
of the source page. from the Bue IBM® logo by a pink line that extended the length of the header. On

the right side, both headers had a rectangular picture superposed over a portion of the
pink ne and a rectangular box superposed over a portion of the picture. Both
Tectangular boxes included text in the same fom, size, and co.or. The text in both
boxes was a short tile o description of the web page.

Header from Leasing & Financing webs‘te:

 ANAT owsenoupntor

Header from [BM Ordering website:

 SIEM Parporeion
 

  
$ The method of claim 1 where:n at ‘east one of —_The header of JBM Craering website visually correspond to the header of the Leasing 
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the plura.ity of visually perceptible elements
includes the appearanceof the header and footer
of the source page.

 
& Financing website, Both headers had the same B-ue IBM® ‘ogoin the top left
comer with a copyright notice belowthe ‘ogo. The copyr:ght notice was separated
from the Blue IBM@ logo by a pink line that extended the ‘eneth of the header. On
the right side, both headers had a rectangular picture superposed over a portion of the
pitk ‘ine and a rectangular box superposed over a portion of the picture. Both
rectatigular boxes included text in the same font, size, and color. The text in both
boxes was a short ttle or description of the web page.

Headerfrom Leasing & Financing website:

 

 Customer financing;SAANANS 
 

(Ovbt EH Sporon

Header from JBM Ordering website:

  Ovder tram 1H) 
 GEM Copertion

The footer of the JBM Ordering website visually comespond to the footer of the
Leasing & Financing website., The footers on both pages were separated from the rest
of the web page by a grey line that extendedthe length of the web page. Both foovers
were enclosedin square brackets and comprised underlined text links in a similar font,
size and blue color!? separated by “|”

Footer from Leasing & Financing website:

(IBM bone page Onder Search | Coutaet TBM Help| Ch] (TM

Footer from IBM Order ing website:

 
 

2 Both pages usedthe defaulttext link colors of the visitor computer; supra note 8.
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The method of claim1, wherein the second web
page appears to the computer userto be
generated by a server associated with the source
page.

 
 

Both the JBMOrdering website and the Leasing & Financing
column format with text in the same font, size, and black color on a white
backeround. Unused text Links were shown in blue underlined text and vis‘ted text
Jinks were shown in ted under.ined text on both web pages.!* As describedbelow,
both website ‘nclude simi‘ar headers and footers.!4

Additionally, the header of JBM Ordering website v-suallycorrespond to the headerof
the Leasing & Financing website, Both headers had the same Blue IBM2logo ‘n the
top ‘eft comer with a copyright notice belowthe ‘ogo. The copyright notice was
separated from the Blue IBM@ logo by a pink fine that extended the ‘eneth of the
header. On the right side, both headers had a rectangular picture superposed over a
portion of the pink “ine and a rectangular box superposed over a portion of the picture,
Both rectangular boxes :ncluded text in the same font, size, and color. Thetext in both
boxes was a short tide or description of the web page.

Headerfrom Leasing & Financing website:

 
 

 Castamer financing8 x x
(©1000 Mtr pora on

Header trom JBM Ordering website:

 EEN Competstion

The footer of the JBM Ordering website visually comespond tothe footerof the
Leasing & Financing website., The footers on both pages were separated from the rest

 
 

 
 

3 Both pages used the default text ink colors of the visitor computer; supra note 8,

4 Supranote 10
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[IBM home page | Order TBM | Leva]

Leasing & Financing webs:te, December 27, 1996 version; [DFNDT0001799.
CN01501} aud IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version. (DFNDT0001 798}

6 The method of claim 1 where’n at -east one of

the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes a logo asscciated with the owner of the
source page,

7 The method of claim 1 where’n the commerce For example, the commerce object is a categories list of countries where the computer
object assoc‘ared with the Link that has been user call products or services from IBMatidits business partners.
activated comprises :nformation defining an
electron:c cata.og having a multitude of “Direct ordering any way you prefer...
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se‘ectable navigation To buyfrom IBMin your country, please select from the list be.ow....
inks connecting a hierarchica: set of additional /

second web pages, each pertaining to a subset of Planetw.de ordering‘nformat:cn:
the offerings inthecataog,

ofSse e country
8 he method of claim 1 wherein thesecond web “HTML generated at Fri, 20 Bec 1996 00:58:45 GMT by /cei-bin/Orders/nph-index”

ave ‘3 generated dynamically.
Source code for JBM Ordering website, December 20, 1996 version.
[DPNDTO001513-0901815]

9 he method of claim 1 where:n the owner of the
source page is party to a contract providingfor
receipt of a commission as a tesult of a

msaction involving the commerce object
‘splaved on the source page.

10 The method of claim 9 further compr'sing
computer-facilitating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
completed.

9.
11953
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of the web page by a grey Line that extendedthe length of the web page. Both footers
were enc.osed ‘n square brackets and comprised under.ined textlinks in a similar font,
size and blue color! separated by “.”

Footer from Leasing & Fimancing webs‘te:

{BME home page| rer Search | Como BM | Hel | fC) (TM

Footer from JBM Ordering website:

[ IBM home nage | Order Contact IBM | Levat |

Leasing & Financing webs:te, December 27, 1996 version; [DFND T0001799.-
(N01801] and IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version. /DFNDTI001798]
 

The method of claim 1, wherein the Sink
activated by the web browsers stored ina
database associated with the source pape 

The methodof claim 1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link associated with the
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the [:nk that has been activated,
which “ink, when activated by the web browser,
places data represent:ng the commerce obiect
into avirtual shopping cart 
The method of claim 13, where‘n the second
webpage contains a checkout ‘ink which, when
activated by the web broweer, faccl:tates
complet.on of a transaction associated with the
commerce cbiect in the shopping cart. 

  
The method of claim 14, further comprising after
the transaction is comp:eted,
computer-facilitating payment from the
computer userto the merchant associated with

 
 

 
 

 
'5 Both pages used the default text link colors of the visitor computer; supra note &
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the activated ‘ink,

16|The methed of claim 14, further comprising after
the transaction is completed,
computer-faccl:tating payment of a comm:ss:on
tothe ownerofthe source page.

17|The methed of claim13, further comprising
displaying the second web page again, after the
commerce object is placed into the shopping
catl.

18|The method of claim1, wherein the visually|“HTML generated at Fri, 20Dec 1996 00:58:45 GMTby ‘egi-binOrders‘nph-index”
perceptib:e elements d'splaved on the second
web page are retrieved ftom a database storing|Source code for /BM Ordering webs:te, December 20, 1996 version
data associated wth visuallypercept:ble (DENDTWOORT3-0001815]
elements for each of the fire web pages,

Order fram 1h

GEN Copention

"IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version (header for JBMorien
website), (DFNDTN001798]

“<BODYbgcolor"Hitt
<A NAME=top><IMG SRC=":mages/mastheadsimasthead_order.gif* WIDTH=600
HEIGHT=72 ALT="IBMplanetwide ordering information”></A>*
Source code for JBM Orelering website, December 20, 1996 version (source codefor

header). (DFNDT0001813-000]815}

Footer from IBMOrdering website:

{JBM home page | Order | Contact JBM Legal]?

I.
1933
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of first web pages; (i) wherein each of the first
web pages belongsto one of a plurality of web
page owners; (1) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active link associated
with a commerce chject associated with a buying
opportunity ofa se.ected one ofa plurality of
merchants; and (ii!) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page d'splay:ngthe associated
link are each third parties with respect to one
other,  

toa web page of an outsource provider, IBMCorporation at www ibm.com/Orders
(ie,the JBM Ordering website}offering a buying opportunity of a selected one of a
plurality of merchants (i.c., IBM’s business partners),!?

“IBMDirect: Your sourcefor products and services from TBM and cur bus:ness
partners... p-anetwide.” IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version.
JDFNDTOUNI 798)

“(Tn some countries you can even order online.” /BMOrdering website, December
20), 1996 version. (DFNDTO00! 798)

“Order”

Leasing & Financing web page, December 27, 1996 version (emphasis and Ink
removed\(hyper.ink to bttp:/www.[bm.Com/Orders/), (DENDTON7990001801)

“<a hel“http://wew.[bm.Com/Orders”-Ordersia*
Source code for Leasing & Financing website,
hitp:/web.archive.orgweb’19961227153901 www. financing.hostingibm.com
(December 27, 1996 versicn of wwwfinancinghosting ibm.com as archived by the
Internet Archive.'§), (DFNDTOO0/816-0001820)

TBM Cred‘t Corporation, IBM Corporation, and IBM’s business partners ate separate
corporate entities and thus, are “third parties with respect to one another” !995 Annual
Report ofIBM Credit Corp, [DFNDT0001879-0091882]

For example, the commerce object ‘s a categor‘es list of countries where the computer
user can products or services from IBM andits business partners.

 
 
 

7 Th ano

page.”

  
er examp.e of IBMprior art, the IBM Ordering website (www.-bm.com/Orders) [DFND70001795] was the “Erst web page” and The [BM

Direct Planetwide home page, December 19, 1996 version (http:!d:rect.boulder ibm.com) /DFNDT0001802-0091 807)was the “second web

8 Supra note 1.
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IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version (footer for JBM Ordering website). 
(DFNDTO0O!798)

“<HR>
1;
<A HREF=“hutp.!/www.ibm.com/”>IBM home pages/A>|
<A HREES"htp:/‘www.brn.com/Orders’”>Order/A>|
A AREF="hnip./wwwiincom/Assist’”>Contact IBM</A>|
<A HREF=“hup./'www.tbmcom/Legal’”>Lega</A>*
Source code for JBM Ordering website, December 20, 1996 version (source code for
footer), /DFNDT000!813-0001815] 

 
 

aplurality of first web pages, defining a p-urality
of visuallyperceptible elements, which visual'y
perceptible elements correspond to the p:ural:ty

19 A system usefu. ‘n an outsource provider serving See 1, supra,
web pages offering commerc:a. opportunities,
the system compr'sing: “TBM Direct: Your source for products and services from IBM and our business

partners... planetwide.”IBM Ordering website, December 20, 1996 version.
(DPNDTNO 798)

“[T]n some countries you can even order online.” IBM Ordering website, December
20, 1996 version. [DFNDTOOOI 7957

19a) (a) acomputer store containing data, foreach of See 1(a)-I(h), supra.

An owner of a fst web page, IBM Credit Corporation provided a first web pave at
waw financinghosting. ibm.com, (12., Leasing & Finomclag website’)! with a link
 

'6 Other examples of IBM web pages that were “Erst web pages”:n relation to the JBM Ordering website included: The IBMDirect Planetwide
homepage, hitp.//webarchive.org/web/19961219004723 http:/d-rect.boulder.:bm.com (December 19, 1996 version of
http://direct.bow.der-bm.com as archived bythe Intemet Archive, (see note 1)); /DENDTH902802-0901507)
IBMPlanetwide help, http:webarchive.org/web/1996 102616452 /www.:bm.cominding (October 26, 1986 version of ww ibm. comFinding as
archived bythe Internat Archive. (see note 1)); /DFNDTOO01 795-0001 7977, and
IBMWorldwide Customer Financing,hup:charchive org'web/19961104165233wwnfinancing:hostingibm.corn/CFWWINTRHTM
(November 4, 1996 version of www financinghostingibm.com/CEWWINTR HTMas archived byhe Intamat Archive. (see nota L})
[DFNDTOO808-0008) v4}
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  “Direct ordering any way you pref

To buy from IBM‘n your country, please select from the list be.ow....

Planetw-de ordering :nformation:

f
IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version. (DFNDT0001798]
 

 

19(b) (bi a computer serverat the outsource provider,
which computer serveris coupled to the
computer store and programmed to: (:) rece:ve
from the web browser of a computer user a
signal indicating activation of one of the links
displavedby one of the first web pages: (it)
automat:cal-v idennifya8 the source pagethe one
of the first web pages on which the Link has heen
activated; (i) in response to identification of the
source page, automatically retrieve the stored
data corresponding to the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automatical'y generate
and transmit to the web browser a second web

page that displays: (A) information associated
with the commerce chiect associated with the
link that has been activated, and (B) the pluraity
of visually perceptible elements visually
corresponding to the source page.

 
See La)-I{c}, supra

“TBMDirect: Your source for products and services from TBM and our business
partners... planetwide.”IBM Ordering website, Decernber 20, 1996 version.
(DPNDTONOI798)

“[I[n some countries you can even order online.” IRMOrdering website, December
20, 1996 version. [DFNDTO001 7957

Visually perceptible elements of the [BM Ordering website visually comespond to the
Leasing & Financing website.-? Specifiva‘ly, both the [BM Ordering website and the
Leasing & Finaneing webs'te used a sing.e column format with text in the same font,
size, and black color ona white background, Unused text links were shown in bue
Under.ined text and visited text Inks were shown in red underlined text on both web

pages. As described be:ow, both website include similar headers and footers,”
Additionally, the header of JBM Ordering website visual-y comespond to the header of
the Leasing & Financing webs:te. Both headers had the same Blue IBMé logo in the
top left comer with a copyright notice be.ow the logo. The copyright notice was
separated from the B-ue IBM® logo by a pink line that extended the length of the
header. On the right side, both headers had a rectangu_arp‘cture superposed over a
 

3 Both pages used the defaulctext link colors of the visitor computer; supra note &

2Supra note 10.
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portion of the pink “ine and a rectangular box superposed over a portion of the picture,
Both rectangular boxes :ncluded text in the same font, size, and color. Thetext in both
boxes was a short tide or description of the web page.

Headerfrom Leasing & Financing website:

 Customer fiuancing
 

  

80eBM Goporeon

Headerfrom JBM Ordering website:

  Cher tram UE

GED Corpcration

The footer of the JBM Ordering website visually comespond tothe footerof the
Leasing & Financing website.. The footers on both pages were separated from the rest
of the web page by a grey line that extendedthe length of the web page. Both footers
were enclosed in square brackets and comprised underlined text Links in a simi-ar font,
size and blue color?! separated by “|.”

Footer from Leasing & Financing website:

(IBM tome page| Order Seare | ContaeeIBM Hel | (Ch | CTO

Footer from IBMOrdering website:

{IBM home page | Order | Contest IBM Legal]

Leasing & Financing website, December 27, 1996 version; /DFNDT0901 799-
001801] and IBMOrdering webs:te, December 20, 1996 version. /DFNDT000] 795)

  

 
 

2 Both pages usedthe default text link colors of the visitor computer; supra note 8.
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 automatically retrieving froma storage coupled

to the computer of the outsource provider
pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generating
and transmitting to the web browser a second
web pagethat includes: (1) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the ‘ink that has been activated, and (15) a
plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored data and visually
comespond:ngto the source page.  

 

 
   (December 27, 1996 version of www.financinghosting ibm.com as archived by the

Internet Archive.2!), (DFNDTO001816-0001820)

TBM Cred‘t Corporation, IBM Corporation, and IBM’s business partners ate separate
corporate entities and thus, are “third parties with respect to one another” /995 Annual
Report ofIBM Credit Corp, [DFNDT0001879-0091882]

For example, the commerce object ‘s a categor.es list of countries where the computer
user can products or services from IBM andits business partners.

“Direct order-ng anv way you prefer...

To buyfrom IBM in your country, please select from thelist below...

Planetwide ordering information:

  
sansaunnuitantennnnntennineannnny

{ Cheese 8 countyceveeeseueenieeanecenessieeeineens ae

IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version. /DENDTOUO 798)

Visually percept:b:e elements of the JBM Ordering website visuallycomespond 10 the
Leasing & Financing websiteSpecifical’y, both the IBM Ordering website and the
Leasing & Financing website used a single co.umn format with text in the same font,
size, and back color on a white background. Caused text links were shown in blue
underlined text and visited text links were shown ‘n red underlined text on both web

pages 26 As described below, both webs:te include similar headers and footers.2?

 
 

4 Supra note 1.

% Both pages used the default text link colors of the visitor computer; supra note 8.

6 Both pages used the default tex: link colors of the visitor computer,supra note 8.

Supra note 10,
28 Both pages used the default text link colors of the visitor computer; supra note 8.
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20. A computer-readable memory adapted for
use by an outsource provider ‘n serving web
pages offering commercial opportunities, the

imputer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource prov:der to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, by a
webbrowser of a computer user, of a link
dsplaved by one of a plurality of first web
pages, automatically recoguizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated; (°} wherein each of the
First web pages be:ongs to one of a pluralityof

age owners; (ii) wherein each of the first
b pages displays at least one active link
oc:ated with a commerce object assoc:ated

a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
prural:ty of merchants; and (iit) wherein the

ected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third

arties with respect to one another; (b)

An owner of a first web page, IBMCredit Corporation provided a first web page at
www financinghostingibm.com, (Le. Leasing & Financing website’) with a link
to a web page of an outsource provider, IBM Corporation at wowibm. comOrders
(Le, the JBM Ordering website) offering a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
plurality of merchants (:.e,, IBM’s business partners).23

“TBMDirect: Your source for products and servicesfrom IBMand our business
partners... planetwide.”IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version.
[DPNDIG001 798}

“(Isome countries you can even order online.” BM Ordering website, December
20, 1996 version, (DFNDTOOO795)

“Onder”

Teasing & Financing web page, December 27, 1996 version (emphas's and link
temoved)(hyperlink to http:!www.Ibm,Com/Orders’), (DFNDT000! 799-90018027

<a href"hitpswww Ibmn.Com/Orders’”>Order</a>*
Source code for Leasing & Financing website,
hitp:/‘web archive. orgweb/1 996122715390 Avww.finane:nghostingibm com

 
 

22 Other examples of IBM web pages that were “first web pages” ‘n re.ation to the [BMOrdering website included: The IBM Direct Planetwide
homepage, bitp./'web.atchive,cr'web/19961219004723/http:/d:rectboulder:bmn.com (December19, 1996 version of
htep:'ditect.bow.der.:bm.com as archived by the Intemet Archive, (see note 1); /DPNDT0902802-0902597).
IBMPlaneiwide help, ittp:!'web.archive.org’web/1996 1026164521/www.:bm.com/Finding (October 26, 1996 version of waww.ibm.com/Finding as
archived by the Internat Archive. (see note 1)); /DFNDTO001 795-0091 7977, and
IBMWorldwide Customer Fmancing, hup:!/webarchive.org’web’ 19961 104165233/wwwEnancinghostingibm.com/CFWWINTR.HTM
(November 4, 1996 version of www financinghostingibm.con/CFWWINTR.HIMas archived by the IntemetArchive. (see note 1));

 
{DFNDTOO01808-0001812).

3Tn another example of IBM prior art, the /BMOrdering website (www ibm.com/Orders) [DFND70092 798) was the “first web page” and The IBM
Direct Planetwide home page, December 19, 1996 version (hitp://direct bou.der.ibm.com) /DFNDT0001802-0901807)was the “second web
page”
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   Additionally, the header of /BM/ Ordering website visual-y correspond to the header of

the Zeasing & Financing website. Both headers had the same Blue IBMé& logoin the
top left comer with a copyright notice be.ow the loge. The copyright notice was
separatedfrom the Bue IBM® logo by a pinkline that extended the length of the
header, On the right side, both headers had a rectangu-ar picture superposed over a
portion of the pink line and a rectangular box superposed over a portion of the picture.
Both rectangular boxes included text in the same fom, size, and co.or. The text in both
boxes was a short title or description of the web page.

Header from Leasing & Financing webs‘te:

 
  

 

(iy 
 

(a6 EM Comparator

Header from BMOrdering website:

  Oder bom ish 
The footer of the /BM Ordering webs‘te visual-y correspondto the footer of the
Leasing & Financing website... The footers on both pages were separated from the rest
of the web page by a orev Line that extendedthe length of the web page. Both footers
were enc.osed ‘n square brackets and comprised under-ined text links in a similar font,
size and blue color’S separated by “|”

Footer from Leasing & Financing webs:te:

{UBM bomve page| der |Search | Contact IBM | Hel | C)| (TAD

Footer from JBM Ordering website:

{IBM me aye Onder ContaTBM | Lew
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Leasing & Financing website, December 27, 1996 version, /DFNDTO901799.
OOOI8OL} and IBMOrdering webs:te, December 20, 1996 version. (DENDTO991 798} 

olae
The computer-teadable memory ofc-aim 20
where:n the commerce object asscciated with the
link that has been act:vated comprises
information def:ning an electronic catalog
having a multitude of merchant offerings, and
where:n the second web page contains one ot
morese.ectab-e navigation links connecting a
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings in the
catalog,

See 7, supra.

For example, the commerce object :s a categor-es list of countries where the computer
user can products or services from IBM andits business partners.

“Direct order-ng anv way you prefer...

To buyfrom IBM in your country, please select from thelist below...

Planetwide ordering information:

4 Cheese a county   
The computer-teadable memory of c:aim 20
where:n the computer-readab.e memory ‘s used
to direct the computer of the owscurce provider
to-perform the further step of
computer-fac'l:tating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
comp.eted,
   The computer-teadable memory ofc-aim 20, (7)

wherein the second web page contains a further
link associated with the information asscc‘ated

with the commerce object, which, when
act.vated by the web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce obiect into a viral
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp:etion ofa transaction associated with the
commerce objectin the shopping cart; and (ii)
where:n the computer-teadab.e memory ‘s used
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 , 1996 version (footer for JBM Ordering website),

|DFNDTOUN 798)

“<HR>
és 1;
<A HREE="“http:'Avwwibm.com/>IBMhome pages/A>
<A HREF=“http:/Aworw. ibmcomOrders”>Orders/A>

<A HREF=“htp:'vww.ibm.com/Assist”>Contact BM</4>
<A HREE="“htp:'vwwibm.com/Lega.’>Leval</A>*
Source code for IBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version (source cade for
feowr), [DPNDTUN02813-0001815)
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to direct the computer of the outsource provider
to-perform the further steps of, after the
transaction is comp-eted, computer-fact-itating
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated link and

computer-facilitaring payment of a commission
tothe owner of the source pape. 

25 The computer-readable memory of claim 20,
whereit the visually perceptible elements
d'splavedon the second web page are retr:eved
from a database storing data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the first
web pages See 18, supra.

“HTML generated at Fri, 20 Dec 1996 00:58:45 GMT by /cgi-bin/Orders/nph-index”

Source codefor JBMOrdering website, December 20, 1996 version.
[DFNDT0902 52 3-0901815}
is

 Cher kan BY SIEM Zapato

” IBMOrdering website, December 20. 1996 version (header for IBMOrdering
websie), /DFNDTOO798)

“<BODYbgcolor="nfffft?>
A NAMEPtop><IMG SRC="vimages/mastheads/mastheadordergif” WIDTH=000
HEIGHT=72 ALT="IBM planetwide ordering :nformation’></4>"
Source code for JBMOrdering webs:te, December 20, 1996 version (source code for

header), (DFNDT0601813-0601815)

Footer from JBM Ordering website:a

[IBM howne poe | Order Contact TBM | LewJ”
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Comparison of the U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and Net.Commerce for 08/390 Prior Art!

Based upon the cla'm interpretations Plaintiff appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Plaimiff’s Infringement Comentions served Apr] 15, 2011, Net.Commerce for 08/390anticipates and/or renders obv-cus,
Lone of in combination with other prior art :dentified in Defendants’ Amended Inva‘idity Comentions, the asserted claims as described :n part be.ow. 

 
  
 

| 1. Amethod of an cutsource provider serving
web pages offering commere‘a. opportunities,
the method comprising:

 
 
E-ectronic commerce is one of the answers, One benefit that we can get from the

Internetis to make it a primary profit source by creating a marketplace where
companies will want to invest. The time has come to tum the Internet into a major
business center for your company.

In this book we cover NetCommerce, a product that final-y makesit possible to
engage mil:ons of users, anytime, anywhere in the age-old process of buying and
se.ling goods, thus making the Internet truly the world’s biggest marketplace.” Pg. 1.

“Companies that se.] products or serv-ces to wholesalers and manufacturers need
strong customer re‘ationships, which often means secure communications as well as
secure transactions, After al., there is no needto let the competition knowwhat you
120and your partners are up to.

On the other hand, companies se‘l'ng directly to consumers may be more concerned
with a Web presence that is more open and ‘nviting, thus making customers feel as
though they are rece:ving more personal attention. Some companies wll achieve this
by dupl:cat:ng the shopping exper:ence that consumers are a.teadyfamiliar with, for
examp.e, by creating an online virtua.mall. Yet, although the virtual mal. must be
open-y accessib.e to al., the customer must ultimately have enough confidence in the
Tetailer to engage in e-ectronic commerce. This paradox of accessibil'ty and security
must be overcome ‘fthe Internet is to real'ze its full business potentia.. IBMhas
different products and services for each aspect/sector of electronic commerce, but
there is one that can fitall of them, namely, Net. Commerce,

 
 

Unless noted,al. citations in this chart are to Net. Commerce for 08/390 by Rich Conway, Sinnon Armn‘ger, Nils Bergqu’st, Kevin Cur-ey, and
Jarmo Lep‘nen, publ'shed by International Business Machines Corporation (“TBM”) ‘n July1998. /DFNT090)982-000)301]

2 The Net.Commerce book ‘s a user guide and technical manual for the IBM Net,Commerce product for 0/390. The Net.Commerce book prov:des
an “introduction to e:ectronic commerce [in 1998) and the [NetCommerce] productitse‘f.. [and] a'so provides examples of Net Commerce
implementations.” Pg, vii

689939
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  ine stores withNet.Commerce is easy-to-use software that allows you to have

dynamic pages. It works with the highest standards of Imemet security including
the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Secure E:ectronic Transaction (SET)
protocols, and works with DB? in order to integrate existing systems. It is both
flexible and scalab:e. It can be used for bus:ness-to-business transactions, as

vell as for d:rect consumer sales, in both cases providing state of the art
transaction security.

a

Zzlet Commerce allows you to be part of the electronic business world, from store
setup ot mall home page, and to secure transactions with the newest methods
and techn‘ques of security on the Intemet. You can access gatewavs that work

vith companies intema. systems, or gateways that work directly w:th fnancia,
institutions for payment methods,”Pg. 2.aost 

automatically at a server of the outsource
provider, ‘n response to activation, by aweb
browser of a computer user, of a link displayed
by one of a pluratity of first web pages,
Tecognizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the ‘ink has been
activated; (i) wherein each of the first web paves
belongs to one of a plura.ity of web page
owners; (li) wherein each of the first web pages
displaysat least one active Link associated with a
commerce object associatedwith a buying
opportunity ofa se-ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (ii!) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, aud the owner
of the first web page are each third parties with
respect to one other;

The first web page can be the home page of the store and the second web page can be
the categories page (e., the se-ected commerce cbject is the product categories), In
different example, the categories page can be the first web page and the second web
page can be the subcatewor-es page (Le., the selected commerce object is the product
subcategories}. Ina third example, the subcategories page can he the first web page
and the second web page can be the product page (i.., the selected commerce objectis
the product).

 
“2.4.8 Defamst Shopping Trip
The shopping trip that 1s provided by Ne. Commerce n the demonstration shopping
mal: is outlined in Fenre §& Depending on the store you are building, you mayhave to
modifyit.” Pg, 24.

 

    
no
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“Tf most customersdo not need the information vou are disp-aying on the preduct
page, you may ever offer a shortcut button on the category page.” Pe. 18.

“This is the first thing a shopper sees when surfing to your shoppingsite.
Besides using graphical elements to lure the shopper into your store, you may
consider putting special sales offer'ngs on this page.”Pg, 20.

“The category pages link shoppers to the groups of products or services
avalable ‘n the store, You can compare them to a tab.e of coments ‘n a
paper cata.og or signs in areal store. They haveto include category ttles
and ‘mages, descr‘ptions, and of course hyper‘inks to subcategories or
product pages,”Pg. 21

“The product pages include descriptions, attribures, ‘mages and price of the
products. They mnight also contain a link to re-ated products or to deta‘led
product evaluations. Additiona‘ly, the product pages should include a link for
adding the product to the shopping cart. Py. 21.

 
 

 | vacant i 1 aearghfay
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Pe. 24,

 

“Tn the defau‘t shopping process, this home page is a

changing products that still want to make offers from t

from the Link to item and type 08/390 Redbooks in th

Category Reference mumber blank for now. Cick OK

Unk.” Bp, 119,  
vour html page footer.” Pe. 18.

at HTML file. Fer easier

maintenance, a dynamic page would be preferable for stores with frequently

 
e home page.”Pg.20.

“When vou click on one of the boxes in 4, a text dialog box will appear.
From the text dia.og box,click on Insert, then Link. Select Category Page

e Linked Textfield.

The Merchant Reference number should a’readybe filled in. Leave the
and the text dialog box

wil be filled in with some HTML [nk text. Hit File and Cose- Save Changes.
Ifusing cur exarnp‘e, you will need to repeat this step for the AIX Redbooks

“Take into account the dynamic nature of the Intemet and of Net.Commerce
Think about putting spee:a's and sa:es offerings direct¥ on your home page or in 

Comparisonof the U.S, Patent No. 7,818.399 and Net.Commerce for 08/390 

  

  
 

 

fine T Yate bi Nase

Pe. 119,

  Example of a first weh page d'splays at least one active link associated with a
commerce obiect (:.e., an 08/390 Redbook and AIX Redbook).

 

can
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‘Fora Net.Commerce project and shopping site, you can certainly choose to
develop and host everything at your own location. Or you may want to havea
service provider, forinstance IBM,do everythingattheir site. Or you may
choose a combination of the two.

One solution would be thet the merchant has the content hosted by a dedicated
service company, That way, setup and maintenance of the hardware, the
network, and the customization and connection of most of thesoftware and
security components ate done elsewhere. This ‘s not as easy as hosting a
normal(passive) Web site, though, because a connecticn to the database is
needed, and testing and updating macros and APIs can be difficult.” Pg. 31
 

{(b)  tuomat:caly retriev:ng froma storage coup.ed The Net. Commerce book teaches the home pages, categor.es pages, and the product
to the server pre stored data associated with the pages are all designed us'ng templates. Furthermore, the Ne.Commerce book teaches
source pave; and then using a consistent layout for al web pages in a Store. Accordingly, as far as the scope

of the claimed “Lock andfeel” can be determined,the home page, catevories paves,
and the product pages in a Store would have “pre stored data associated w:th the
source page.”

 
Tryto use a basic and consistent layout on all your pages, one that is unique for
your company. Ths ‘ncludes headers and footers, calors, fonts, -ocation of
images, and so on.

If-vou decide to design your site yourse-f, you can des:gu most macros (dynamic
HTMLpages that interact with the NetCommerce database) using the Template
Designer, provided by NetCommerce,” Pe, 14

“Whether the store will look ‘ike a single store or like a mall is a marketing
decision. Some big stores might prefer ooking like many sma‘ler, specialized
companies.” Py, 2$,

 
‘The Template Designeris a Java applet-hased, oraphical object-or‘ented editing

      
  

eh _ tool that allows you to create Web pages for an online ma! or store, and to
" design and mod:fy templates with a graphical HTML editor. You can use ‘t to do

-6- 1.
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the following:

- Create and update horne pages, product pages, cateworypages, and Product
Advisorpages,
~ Design headers and footers for the pages.
~ Modify the supplied sample catewory, product, and Product Advisor
templates (:f you save them with anew fle name)” pg, 80.

“When you c:ick on one of the boxes ‘n 4, a text dialog box will appear.
From the text dialog box, click on Insert, then Link. Select Category Page
from the Link to ‘ten and type 05/390 Redbooks in the Linked Textfield,
The Merchant Reference number should already he filed in. Leave the

Category Reference number blank for now. Click OK andthe text dialog box
will be filled in with some HTML link text. Hit Fie and Close - Save Changes.
fusing our example, you wi.l need to repeat th's step for the AIX Redbooks
ink” Pp. 119.

“Take into account the dynamic nature of the Intemet and of Net.Commerce.
Think about putting specials and sales offerings directly on your home page or in

your humnl page footer.” Pg. 18.

“Tf most customers do not need the information vou are disp.aying on the product
page, you may ever offer a shortcut button on the category page.” Pe. 18.

     
An example of a web page of the first web page and a second web page. 

 
Pg. 130. also see pps. 124-130,

  
“6.1.13.1 Category Template Assignment 
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  Go to Store Manager, then Product Categories. Se.ect your store, then click the
arrowbeside the store namethat appears belowthe selection list. This Lists the
Categories ava‘lable in your store. Click the category you wish to assign a
template to, then click the Template button at the bottom of the page. Enter the
template name in the Category Template Assignment form which appears.
Figtire 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed it. Save the form and
ensure you get a confirmation message. You can viewthe Temp_ateafter you

ave saved it by clicking the View Template button.” Pg, 140.

a 13.2 Product Template Ass‘enment
to Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;
Search button at the bottom of the page will search your store database for
roducts if you cannot remember the product SKU. Theresults of the search

€ displayed in a windowat the bottom of the page. You cam select one of
ese and it wll Al the emtries in the product form for you. Next click the
emplates button on the task bar on the left side of the adm‘nistrator page,

under Product Information. You wll see a form sitnilar to that in Fienre 82 on
age 142. Enter the product template macro name you created in the Product
emplate section earlier in this chapter, ‘n the Template form. Save the form,

check for the confirmation message.
in the template name (file name with *.d2wending), save the form and click

on ViewTemplate This should showyou how the product template acwual-y looks
nt the browser.” Pg, 141.

BEE2   
cH8

    
S  
“6.1.13.3 Accessing Your Store From A Web Browser

Final’y, there is one last but very important ‘ink that we needto finish creating so
that someoneaccessing your Internet shop can access the category and product
template macros you have bul.

   
The link to. Category Papeis an extremely important ‘ink, as it allows vou 10
move from vour home page in HTML that anv browser can access bywong in a
simple URL (for example http::‘www.:tsoshop.comthgalore.huml) to a macro that
ig notasimple URL. Ifyou have a Self-Contained Store and you do not w'sh
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changing the Welcome Directive to match the name of your home page.
Altematively, vou can simply spec‘fy the full name for the home page ‘n your
Web browser URL. To access the site we have just created vou would spec:fv
htp:wwwitsoshop.com/tbealore html.” Pps, 142-4, 

Lic)|automatically with the server computer See algo 3-6, infra
generating and transmitting to the web browser a
second web pape that includes: (2) information|The first web page can be the home page of the store and the second web page can be
associated with the commerce abjectassociated|the catagories page (e., the se.ected commerce chject is the product categories), In
with the ‘ink that has heen activated, and (i:} a|different example, the categories page can be the first web pave and the second web
plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived|page can be the subcategor‘es pape (i.e, the selected commerce cbjectis the product
from the retrieved pre stored data and visually|subcatezories). In a third example, the subcategories page can be the first web page
comespond:ngto the source page, and the second web page can be the product page(Le., the selected commerce object is

the product),

The Net.Commerce book teaches the home pages, categories pages, and the product
pages are all designed using templates. Furthermore, the Net. Commerce book teaches
using a consistent ‘ayout for all web papesin a Store, Accordingly, as far as the scope
of the claimed “look andfee-”can be determnined, the home page, categories pages,
and the product pages in a Store wou.d have a “a plurality ofv:suallyperceptible
cements derivedfrom the retrieved pre stored data and v:sua‘ly correspondingto the
source page.”

“Try to use a basic and consistent layout on all your paves, one that is unique for
your company. This includes headers and footers, colors, fous, location of
images, and so on,

Ifyou decide to design your site yourself, you can design most macros (dynamic
HTML pages that interact with the Net.Commerce databaze) us'ng the Template
Designer, provided by Net. Commerce.” Pg. 14

“Whether the store will lock I'ke a single store or [ke a mall 's amarketing
decision, Some big stores might prefer coking like many smal-er, speccalized
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 your customers to pass through an intermediate Ma.l frontpage, you wi.l need a
link like this :n your homepage.

Goto Store Manager and open the Temp-ate Des‘gner. Select your store (in our
case ‘tis Redbooks Galore) and it Load. Select File, Open, then se-ect vour
saved HTML‘mage. Double-c-ick on the box that reads 08/390 Redbooks and a
text dialog box wil appear, This is the same text dialog box that was built in
Fignte 57 on page 119. We are going to replace the HTML Link logic ‘n this text
dia.oe box, so go ahead and erase all the text in the dialog box, Afterall the
HTML link log'c text ‘s erased, do the following:
- Select Insert, then Link. A Link dialog box wll appear.
* Select Category Page from the Link to item and type 05/390 Redbocks in the
LinkedTextfield. The Merchant Reference number should already he filledin.

Next, fill in the Category Reference number that was created ‘n 6.L.11.1,
“Enter Basic Product Information”on page 134. In our example it's 501, If
vou do not know what your Category Reference numberis vou can click on
Browse and a Web browser windowwill d'splay all the defined product
catevories.
Click OK and the text dialog box will be filed in with some HTML linktext, as
shown in Fignre 83, Hit Fie and Close - Save Changes. If using our
examnp.e, you will need to repeatthis step for the AIX Redbookslink.

From Template Designer you can see what the page wi.l look like by selecting
Fre, then Viewin Browser, By clicking the link we have just created you should
be taken to a page similar to that in Fignre 69 on page 130.

With this final ['nk in place, you can now access your entire Inemet shopfrom a
Web browser. The footer file that we copied into the page allows you to access
the shopping cart and other Net.Commerce functions.

You can makethe home page of your new Web site the default welcome pave
for your Web server byediting the Web server configuration file httpd.conf and
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companies.” Pg,

“The Template Designeris a Java applet-based, oraphical object-or-ented editing
tool thatallows you to create Web paves for an online ma! or store, and to
design and mod:fy templates with a graphical HTML editor, You can use ‘tto do
the following:
- Create and update homepages, product pages, category pages, and Product
Advisor pages.
~ Design headers and footers for the paves.
- Modifythe supplied sample category, product, and Product Adv:sor
templates (if vou save them with a newfi.e name),”pg. £0.

2.4.8 Default Shopping Trip
The shoppingtr'p that is provided by NeCommerce ‘n the demonstration
shopping mal. ‘s out.ined in Figure § Depending on the store you are bu‘lding,
vou may have to mod:fy it” Pp, 24.
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“In the default shopping process, this home page ‘s a flat HTML. file. Foreasier
maintenance, a dynamic page would bepreferab’e forstores with frequently
changing products that still want to make offers from the home page.” Pe, 20,

“When you click on one of the boxes in 4, a text diatog box will appear.
From the text dialog box, click on Insert, then Link. Select Category Page
from the Link to ‘tem and type 05/390 Redbooks in the Linked Textfield.
The Merchant Reference number should already be filled in. Leave the
Category Reference number blank for now. Click OK andthe text d'aloz box
will be filled in with some HTML link text. Hit Fie and Close - Save Changes.
Ifusing our example, you will need to repeat th:s step for the AIX Redbooks
link” Pg, 119.

“Take into account the dynamic nature of the Intemet and of Net.Commerce,
Think about putting specials and sales offerings directly on your home page cr in
your lriml page footer.” Py.

 
we

“TP most customers do not need the information vou ate disp-aying on the product
page, you may even offer a shortcut button on the category page.” Pg. 18,

“This is the first thing a shopper sees when surfing to your shoppingsite.
Besides using graphical elements to lure the shopper into your store, you may
consider putting special sales offerings on this page.” Pg, 20.

“The category pages link shoppers to the groups of products or services
aval-able ‘n the store, You can compare them to a tab.e of coments ‘n a
paper cata.og or signs in areal store. They have to include category titles
and ‘mages, descrptions, and of course hyperinks to subcategories or
product pages.”Po. 21,

 
“The product pages include descriptions, attributes, ‘mages and price of the
products, They might also contain a link to re.ated products or to deta‘led
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An example ofa first web page and a second web page.

 
Po. 130. Alsa see-pes. 124-130.
“6.1,13.1 Category Template Assignment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Categories. Se-ect your store, then click the
arrowbeside the store name that appears belowthe selection list, Th's Lists the
Categories available in your stare. Click the category you wish to assign a
ternplate to, then click the Ternplate button at the bottom of the page. Enter the
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product eva.uations. Additional'y, the product pages should include a l:
addingthe product to the shopping cart. Pg. 21,
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femplate name in the Category Template Assignment formwhich appeat
ignre 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed it. Save the form and

ensure you get a confirmation message. You can view the Template after vou
ave saved it by clicking the View Template button.” Pg, 140,

“6.1.13.2 Product Template Assignment
Goto Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;

e Search button at the bottom of the page will search your stote database for
all products if vou cannot remember the product SKU. The results of the search
are displayed in a window at the bottom of the page. You can select one of

ese and it will fi] the entries in the product form for you. Next cick the
templates button on the task bar on the Left side of the admin‘strator page,

under Product Information. You will see a form similar to that in Fignre 82 on
page 142. Enter the product ternpate macro name you created in the Product

template section ear-ier in this chapter, in the Template form. Save the form,
and check for the confimmation message.

iil in the temp:ate name (file name with *.d2w ending), save the form and click
on View Template This show.d show you howthe product template actua.ly looks

mi the browser.” Pg, 141

     
3
 

6.1.15.3 Accessing Your Store From A Web Browser
Finally, there is one Last but very important Link that we need to fnish creating so
that someone accessing your Internet shop can access the category and product
template macros you have butt.

 
The Link to a Category Page is an extremely ‘mportant link, as ‘t allows you to
move from your home page in HTMLthat any browser can access by typing ‘na
simple URL (for examp.e ntp./wwrwitsoshop.convrbga.ore.htil) to a macro that
is notasimple URL. Ifyou havea Self-Contained Store and you do not wish
your customers to pass through an intermediate Ma‘l frontpage, you wi.] need a
link Like this ‘n your home page.

  
Goto Store Manager and open the Temp.ate Des:gner. Select your store (in our 
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case it's Redbooks Galore) and hit Load. Select File, Qpen, thenselect your
saved HTML image. Double-cl:ck on the box that reads 08/390 Redbooks and a
text dialog box will appear. This is the same text dialog box that was built in
Fignre 57 on page 119. Weare going to replace the HTML ‘ink logic in this text
dialog box, so go ahead and erase al. the text in the dialog box. After all the
ATML link logic text is erased, do the following:
-Secect Insert, then Link. A Link dialog box wit] appear,
Select Category Page from the Link to item and type OS/390 Redbooks ‘n the
Linked Text fied. The Merchant Reference number should already be filledin

Next, fill in the CategoryReference number that was created in 6.1.11.1,
“Enter Basic Product Information” on page 134. In our example ‘tis S01. If
you do not know what your Category Reference number is you can click on
Browse and a Web browser windowwill display all the defined product
categories,
* Click OK and the text dialog box wil be filed in with some HTML link taxt, as
shown in Fignre 83, Hit File and Close - Save Changes. Ifus:ng our
example, you will need to repeat this step for the AIX Redbooks Lnk,

From Template Designer you can see what the page will ‘ook like by se-ecting
File, then Viewin Browser. By clicking the link we have just created you should
be taken to apage simni.ar to that in Fignre 69 on page 130.

With this final link in piace, you can nowaccess vour entire Intemet shop from a
Web browser, The footer fi-e that we copiedinto the page allows youto access
the shopp'ng cart and other Net. Commercefunctions,

You can make the home page of your newWeb site the defauit welcome page
for your Webserver byediting the Web server confignrat:on file httpd.conf and
changing the Welcome Directive to match the nameofyour homepage.
Altematively, vou can s:mply spec:f¥ the full name for the home page ‘n your
Weh browser URL. To access the site we have tust created vou would spec:fy
http://wwwitzoshop.com/rbzalore. html.” Pgs. 142-4.

 

  
 

The method of claim 1 where’n at ‘east one of

the plurality of v:sua‘lypercept:ble elements
ine-udes a set of nav:gational links on the source
pave.

“Think about putting specials and sales offerings directlyon your home page or in
vour html page footer.” Pe. 18

“Tryto use a basic and consistent layout on all your pages, one that is unique for
your company. This ‘ncludes headers and footers, colors, fonts, ‘ocation of
images, and so on.

Ifyou decide to design your site yourse:f, you can des'gn most macros (dynamic
HTMLpages that interact with the Ne.Commerce database) using the Template
Designer, provided by Net.Commerce.” Pe, 14

“2.2.4 Use Headers andFooters

Create headers that include vour logo, colors and slogans that you also use in
other media in order to -et shoppers know which store theyare in atall times.
You can use the footer to offer -inks to the shopp:ng cart, the order pages, and
back to the product and category pages. You can also use the footer ‘ine to add
links to sales offerings or to general product categories that might be interesting
for al. shoppers (for exampze, candies or fancy mousepads),”Pg, 14.  
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 The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of

the plurality of v'sua‘ly perceptible elements
ine“udes the appearance of the top and left side
of the source page.

“Tryto use a basic and consistent layout on all your pages, one that is unique for
your company. This ‘ncludes headers and footers, colors, fonts, ‘ocation of
images, and so on.

If-vou decide to design your site yourse-f, you can des:gu most macros (dynamic
HTMLpages that interact with the NetCommerce database) using the Template
Designer, provided by Net.Commerce.” Pe, 14

“2.2.4 Use Headers andFooters

Create headers that include vour logo, colors and slogans that you also use in
other media in order to ‘et shoppers know which store theyare ‘n at all times.
You cant use the footer to offer ‘inks to the shopp:ng cart,the order papes, and
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back to the product andcategory pages, You can also use the footer line to add
links to sales offerings or to general product categories that might be interesting
for all shoppers (for example, candies or fancy mousepads)” Pe. 14,

“The Template Designeris a Java applet-based, sraphical chiect-oriented editing
toolthat allows you to create Web pages for an on-ine mall orstore, and to
des'gn and modifytempates with a graphical HTMLeditor. You can useit to do
the folow.ng:
- Create and update home pages, product pages, category pages, and Product
Advisor pages,
~ Design headers and footers for the pages.
~ Modify the supplied sample category, product, and Product Advisor
templates (:f you save them with a new file name).” pg, 80.

  
tool that allows you to create Web pages for an online mat! or store, and to
design and mod:fy templates with a graphical HTML editor. You can use ‘t to do
the folowing:
- Create and update home pages, product pages, category pages, and Product
Advisor pages.
Design headers and footers for the paves.
~ Modifythe supplied sample category, product, and Product Adv‘sor
templates (if vou save them with a newfi.e name).”py. 80. 

   The method of claim | wherein at least one of

the plurality of visually perceptible elements
includes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page.  “Try touse a basic and consistent layout on all your pages, onethat is unique for

your company, This includes headers and footers, colors, fonts, Location of
images, and 30 on

 
Ifyou decide to des.en vour site yourself, you can design most macros (dynamic
HTML pagesthat interact with the Net. Commerce database)us:ng the Template
Designer, provided by Net. Commerce.” Pg, 14

“2.2.4 Use Headers and Footers

Create headers that include your .ogo, colors and slogans that you also use in
other media ‘n order to let shoppers know which store they are in at all times,
You can use the footer to offer Links to the shopping cart, the order pages, and
back to the product and category pages. You can also use the footer line to add
links to sales offer:ngs or to general product categories that might be interesting
for all shoppers (for example, candies or fanev mousepads).” Pg. 14 
“The Template Designer is a Java applet-based, oraphical chiect-oriented editing

The method of claim 1 wherein at Least one of

the plurality of visuallypercept‘ble elements
ine-udes a logo associated with the owner of the
source page.

“Tryto use a basic and consistent lavout on all your pages, one that is unique for
your company. This ‘ncludes headers and footers, colors, fonts, ‘ocation of
images, and so on.

f'vou decide to design your site yourse.f, you can des:gu most macros (dynamic
TMLpages that interact with the Net.Commerce database) using the Template
signer, prov.ded by Net.Commerce.” Py, 14

“2.2.4 Use Headers andFooters

‘eate headers that include vour logo, colors and slogans that you alzo use in
other media in order to ‘et shoppers know which store theyare in atall times.
You can use the footer to offer ‘inks to the shopp:ng cart, the order pages, and
ack to the product and category pages. You can also use the footer -ine to add

links to sales offerings or to general product categories that might be interesting
for al. shoppers (for exampze, candies or fancy mousepads),”Pg, 14.   

 

 
The method of claim 1 where:n the commerce

object associated with the link that has been
activated comprises ‘nformation defining an
electronic cata.og having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se-ectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchica. set of additional
second web pages, each perta‘ning to a subset of

2.1.2 Product Categories

‘octeate a shoppingenvironment where customers can eas‘ly fee. at home, you
should make sure theycan find the products they need in the places they expect

et, But, contrary to a real-life store, you can put products electronically in
more than one place w-thout us:ne expensive shelf space.
Use multiple “parents” :f you want to snclude the product in multiple categories,

ot example, you could include milk in the cold drinks cateoory as well as in the
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   the offerings‘nthe catalog, airy products category. That way, you can make sure that a product (in this
case milk) will be found by customers who take d:fferent paths while browsing

rough vour onine store.

 

Most experienced users knowwhat they want, and they want to get to it fast.
Therefore, be sure to mclude a fast path for them to get 10 the products they
ave bought before, and to re.ated products. Especially on s.ow connections,
aving to browse rmu-tiple categories ‘s not a good idea.
lepending on the products vouare selling, customers accept differing shopping

and order processes,

   
 
 

For example, when shopping for groceries, customers do not want to browse two
catewor:es and one product page for every product they want to buy. They may just
need a “grocery list” in which they can check items and spec-fy the amount

 
 

  
ey need,

However, for more expensive products, people are willing to invest time and “He menses
effort in the process of finding the r:ght product. In these cases, offer all Pe. 13
information the shopper needs to make a dec‘sion, and build an easybut logical
navigation structure around it “The category pages link shoppers to the sroups of products or services

avallab-e in the store. You can compare them to a table of contents ina
paper catalog or signs in ateal store, They have to include category titles
and images, descriptions, and of course hyperlinks to subcategories or
product pages.” Pg. 21.

NetCommerce provides you with ereat flexibi:ity to find and ‘mplementthe
appropriate design for products and cavegories and also for mu‘tiple variationsof
the sane product (also referredto as attributes or items), F-gnre $ iLustrares
how such structures and relations are reflected in the Ne.Commerce database.”pg, 12- : , oo.
4 “The product pages include descriptions, attributes, images and price of the

products, They might also contain a link to related products or to detai-ed
product eva.uations. Add:tonal-y, the product pages should :nclude a Link for
adding the product to the shopping cart. Pg. 21
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119,

“6.1.9.1 Create a Category Temp.ate
Open Template Designer as described before. This time select Fle, New, and

ategory Template from the ‘ist. As with the home pagecreation Web page
escr'ption earlier in this chapter, we w'll go through the individualelements,
ignte 65 shows the Template Designer CategoryTemplate os390rbk.d2w that we

created for the OS/390 Redbooks category. 
shows a Text Box with a Category Name Database tag, This corresponds to

H e text dialog box shown in F-gnre 66 on page 127,
  

  tng SSE yim = DOW
\ ' One difference in Temp.ate Designer between the HTML files and temp-ate files
fearing = ley = entonn is the addition of a database pull-down menu in the menu bar of the text dialog

box. This menu has a st of database entry names that comespond to entries
at arétnade in the Net Commerce adm‘nistrator pages. By se.ecting one of

FORT SiROeSISTemn eemnmEFem ese, a database tae is placed in the text box which ‘s translated into an SQL
Pp. 21. command in the macro. In the case of the sample text box displayed in

ignre 66 on page 127, the Category Name will be pul-ed from the database and
isplayed in the text box. This makes the template dynamic,in thatit coud be

used with many different categories

@ elements ‘n the database specific to that categoryw:l. be pulled out by the
atabase tag. Th's Category Template Macro will be associated with a particu.ar

category in a form ‘ater on ‘n the building process.” Py. 126, Alsa see pg, 127-131

   
 

8 The method of claim 1 where:n the second web “The daemon dsplays store pages dynamically byretrieving the current data from a
page's generated dynamically. Net. Commerce database,” Py, 3

“The Net.Commerce Server daemon then communicates with DB?using the Net Data
product(shipped with NetCommerce) and builds a dynarnically created HTML page
This HTMLpagecontains catalog data pu-led from DB2. The dynamica.ly built
HTMLpage's sent back through the Ket.Commerce D:rector program, which then
supplies itto the Domino Go Webserver. The Domino Go Webserver then presents the
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page to the client browser.” Pe, 145 -Q)Disab.es usage of the cache, Product and catewory pages wil all

be dynamically generated. “Use the Net Commerce Caching wility to cache dynamicallygenerated 1 Enables read and write usage of the cache. Product and category
pages pages will be read fromn the cache if they have been cached.

When a shopper clicks a link to view a product or category page, oily Otherwise,they wi.l be dynamécally generated and then written to the
smal. amounts of system time and resources ate actually spent within cache,
the server; the rest of the time is spent parsing the HTTP request, “2 Enables read usage on-y of the cache, Product and catewory pages
accessing the database, and dynam‘cal-y creating the HTML page the will be read from the cache if theyexist there. Otherwse, they will
shopper wants to see. If your system receives heavy traffic and your be dynamically eenerated. No HTMLpages will be written to the
database has a large number of products and category entries, this can cache.” Pg. 149-$0.
sigttficant.y slow the shopping exper-ence.
 

9 The method of claim 1 where‘n the owner of the

  Most HTTP requests on the server wil be for the product and category source pave is party to a contract providingfor
pages (those created by the ;displayritem and :display/category receipt of a commission as a tesult of a
commands, respectively). Since the content of product and category transaction involving the commerce object
pages usually do not change frequently, it is not necessary for them to be d’splayed on the source page.
dynamically recreated each time theyare accessed, 10 The method of claim 9 further compr'sing “2.5 Post-Order Processes

computer-facilitaing automatic payment te the—Crder fulfilment is an ind:vidual process that var‘es fromm companyto company.
The NetCommerce Caching utility speeds up the serving of HTML. owner of the source page, once the ransactiois Typical-y, the following tasks have to be dealt with:
documents to the shopperby saving them in ASCII formatin the completed, + Accounting
NC_CACHE table ‘n the database. Bystoring the product and category Tax ca‘culation
pages as plain HTMLpages in the database and serving those pages - Shipping
without needing to dynamtcal.y recreate them, the Caching utility can “Inventory
signficant.y reduce the CPU time and :ncrease the throughput on your a at Ne.Commerce does for you ‘s put a!! necessary information into the

        
  

server. It wi.l a'so speed the download process for the shopper database, Itis your tespons:bility to use th:s ‘nformation. At the momentthere
signficantly, is no toalprovided by NetCommercefor view-ne that data, so you have to

choose another way for further processing,
The Net.Commerce Caching utility uses values of NCDMNCACHEin the Whichever way vou decide to go from there is largelydependent on whether or
confignration fie of each Net.Commerce instance to control the caching not you already have backend systems in place to take care of the fulfilment
of generated pages. This value comtro:s cachingforal. stores in a mall. processes, and what interfaces those systems prov'de to exchange information

with NetCommerce, The folowing list provides some examp-es:
Thepossible values of NCDMN_CACHEare: Use tie-tn applications such as Taxwate or Progisties Merchant,

26- 27
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- Save cuputin a flat file to be picked up by other processes or batch design and mod:fy templates with a graphical HTML editor. You can use :tto do
programs. the folowing:

~ Send extracted information as an e-mail, - Create and update home pages, product pages, category pages, and Product
~ Send extracted information as a fax. Advisor pages.
- Convert data to Eectronic Data Interchange format (EDT), which is sometimes Design headers and footers for the paves.
used for communications between existing merchant applications, ~ Modifythe supplied sample category, product, and Product Adv'sor
- Export information toother database systems templates (if you save them with a newfi.e name).”po.£0
- Develop your own APIs to send information online to existing backend
applications (for ‘nstance CICS, IMS and ERP systems such as SAP R/3), “Take nto account the dynamic nanure of the Intemet and of Net.Commerce,
Develop your own APIs 10 send information to backend systems using Think about putting spec:a's and sa:es offerings direct-y cn your home page or in
MQSeres, your html pave footer.” Pe. 18,
Most of these options rely on the trans‘ation of the information from one format
to another, even to flat fies. This operation can be done online or as a batch
process, depending on the fulfillment system you choose.”Pes. 24-§  

 

 

IL|The method of claimn 1, wherein the second web|The NetCommerce book teachesthe home pages, categories pages, and the product sateenmrtg
page appears to the computer userto be pages are all designed using templates. Furthermore, the Net. Commerce book teaches ,generated by a server associated with the source|using a consistent ‘ayout for all web pagesin a Store i
page:

“Try to use a basic and consistent layouron all your pages, ome that is unique for
your company. This includes headers and footers, colors, fonts, locaticn of
images, and so on,

Ifyou decide to des'gn vour site yourself, you can design most macros (dynamic
HTML pages that ‘nteract with the Net. Commerce database)using the Template sect waneiougens
Designer, provided by Net Commerce.” Pg, 14 Pe, 119.
“Whether the store will lock I'ke a single store or 'ke a mall ‘s a marketing
decision, Some big stores might prefer ‘coking like many smal‘er, specialized
compan:es.” Pg. 25.

Anexamp.e of a host webs:te and a second website,

  
 

“The Template Designer is a Java applet-based, eraphical object-oriented editing
toolthat allowsyou to create Web pages for an on-ine mall orstore, andto
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Pp. 130. Also see-pps. 124-130,
“6.1,13.1 Category Template Assignment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Categories. Se.ect vour stare, then click the

    
 

30.
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  Tfusing our example, youwillneed to repeat th:s step for the ATX Redbooks
link” Pg, 119.

“2.1.2 Product Categories

o create a shopping environment where customers can easily feel at home, you
should make sure they can find the products they needin the places they expect

ern. But, contrary to a real-life store, vou can put products e:ectronically ‘n
more than one place without using expens-ve shelf space.
Use multip.e “parents” if you want to inc-ude the product ‘n multip:e catepories.
For example, you could inc-ude m:lk :n the cold drinks category as wel. as in the
airy products category. That way, you can make sure that a product(in this

case milk) will be found by customers whe take different paths while browsing
rough vour onine store.

Mostexperienced users know what they want, and they want to get to it fast.
Therefore, be sure to include a fast path for them to get to the products they
ave bought before, and to re.ated products. Especially on s.ow connections,
aving to browse mutple categories ‘s not a goodidea
pending on the products vouare selling, customers accept differing shopping

and order processes,

For example, when shopping for groceries, customers do net want to browse two
catevories and one product page for every product they want to buy. They may just
need a “grocery list” in which they can check items and spec‘fv the amount

ev need.

  
However, for more expensive products, people are willing to invest time and
effort in the process of finding the right product. In these cases, offer all
information the shopper needs to makea dee’sion, and build an easybut logical
navigation structure aroundit.

    
Net.Commerce provides you with great flexibi.ity to find and ‘mplementthe
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   arrow beside the store name that appears be.owthe selection list. This lists the
ategories availab‘e in your store, Click the category you wish to assign a

template to, then click the Template button at the bottom of the page. Enter the
template name in the Category Template Assignment form which appears
ignre 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed it, Save the formn and

ensure you get a confirmation message. You can view the Template after vou
ave saved it by clicking the View Template button.” Pg, 140,

“6.1.13.2 Product Template Assignment
Goto Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;

e Search button at the bottom of the page will search your stote database for
all products if vou cannot remember the product SKU. The results of the search
are displayed in a window at the bottom of the page. You can select one of

ese and it will fi] the entries in the product form for you. Next cick the
templates button on the task bar on the Left side of the admin‘strator page,

under Product Information. You will see a form similar to that in Fignre 82 on
page 142. Enter the product temp-ate macro name you created in the Product

emplate section ear-iet in this chapter, in the Template form, Save the form,
and check for the confimmation message.

iilin the temp:ate name (file name with *.d2w ending), save the form and click
on View Template Thig shoud show you howthe product template actua‘ly looks
on the browser.” Pg, 141

   
  

12 Thetmethod of claim 1, wherein the sink “Tn the defaut shopping process, this home page tsa flat HTML file. Foreasier
activated by the web browsers stored in a maintenance, a dynamic page would be preferable for stores with frequently
database associated with the source page. changing products that still want to make offers from the home page.” Pg. 20.

“When vou click on one of the boxes in 4, a text dialog box will appear.
From the text d'a.og box,click on Insert, then Link. Select Category Page
from the Link to item and type 08/390 Redbooks in the Linked Textfield.
The Merchant Reference number should a'readybe filled in. Leave the
Category Reference mumber blank for now. Cick OK and the text dialog box
will be filled in with some HTMLlink text, Hit Fle and Cose - Save Changes,
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 appropriate des‘gn for products and categories and a.so for multip.e variationsof
the same product (also referred to as attributes oritems), Fignre 5 i-luscrates
how such structures and relations ate ref-ected in the Net Commerce darabase:”pg. 12-4J

“6.1.9.1 Create a Category Temp.ate
Open Template Designer as described before. This time select Fle, New, and

ategory Template from the ‘ist. As with the home page creation Web page
descr:prion earlierin this chapter, we will go through the individualelements.

ignte 65 shows the Template Designer CategoryTemplate os390rbk.d2wthat we
created for the OS/390 Redbooks category.

shows a Text Box with a Category Name Database tag, This corresponds to
e text dialog box shown in F.gnre 66 on page 127.

One difference in Temp.ate Designer between the HTML files and temp-ate files
is the addition of a database pull-down metu in the menu bar of the text dialog

ox. This menu has a l'st of database entry names that correspond to entries
at are madein the NetCommerce admu:nistrator pages. By se.ecting one of
ese, a database tag is placed in the text box which ‘s translated into an SQL,

command in the macro. In the case of the sample text boxdisplayed in
ignre 66 on page 127, the Category Name will be pulled from the database and
isplaved in the text box. This makesthe template dynamic,in that it coud be

used with many different categor‘es,

elements ‘n the database specific to that category wil. be pulled cut by the
atabase tag. Th's Category Template Macro will be associated with a particular

category in a form ‘ater on ‘n the build:ng process.” Py. 126. Also see pg. 127-131

  
“6.1.13.3 Accessing Your Store From A Web Browser
Finally, there is one last but very importantlink that we need to Enish creating so
that someone accessing your Interuet shop can access the category and product
template macros you have buit,

  
 

we oS
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The link to. Category Page is an extremely important -ink, as it allows you 0
move from your home page in HTML that any browser can access by typ‘ng ina
simple URL (for example bttp:i'vww.‘tsoshop.com/tbgalore.frml) to a macto that
isnotasimple URL. Ifyou have a Self-Comtained Store and you do not wish
Your customers to pass through an intermediate Mal: frompage, you will need a
link like this in your home page.

Go to Store Manager and open the Template Desiguer. Select your store (in our
case it's Redbooks Galore) and hit Load. Select File, Open, then select your
saved HTML image. Double-click on the box that reads 08/390 Redbooks and a
text diacog box will appear. This is the same text dialog box that was built in
Figure 57 on page 119, We are going to replace the HTML ‘ink log:cin this text
dialog box, so go ahead and erase al. the text in the d:a.og box. After all the
HTML link logic text is erased, do the following:
- Se-ect Insert, then Link. A Link dialog box will appear,
-Sevect Category Page from the Link to item and type 08/390 Redbooks ‘n the
Liked Text fied, The Merchant Reference number should already be filledit.

Next, fill in the Category Reference numberthat was created in 6.1.11.1,
“Enter Basic Product Information” on page 134, In our example ‘t is SOL. If
you do not knowwhat your CategoryReference numberis you can click on
Browse and a Web browser windowwill display all the defined product
categor:es.
Click OK and the text dialog box wil be filed in with some HTML link text, as
shown in Figure 83, Hit File and Close - Save Changes. Ifusing our
example, you will need to repeatthis step for the ATX Redbooks ink.

From Template Desiguer you can see what the page wl. ‘ook like by se:ecting
File, then View‘n Browser. By clicking the link we have just created you should
be taken to a page sitni.ar to that in Figure 69 on page 130.

With this final link in p'ace, you can nowaccess vour entire Intemet shopfrom a

Web browser. The footer file that we copied into the page allows you to access
the shopping cart and other Net.Commercefunctions.

You can makethe home page of your new Web site the default welcome pave
for your Web server byediting the Web server configuration file htrpd.conf and
changing the Welcome Direct've to match the name of your home page.
Altemative-y, you can simplyspecifythe full namefor the home page in vour
Web browser URL, To access the site we have just created vou wou.dspecify
hitp:/‘warw itsoshop.combga.orehtml.” Pgs. 142-4

   The method of claim 1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link associated with the
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the link that has been activated,
which ‘ink, when act-vated by the web browser,
paces data represent:ng the commerce cbiect
into a viral shopping cart

2.3.1 Offering a Shopping Cart Factity

Theshopping cart contains products that the shopper bought before, or at least
found interesting. Otherwise the shopper cou.d use the search macro. In order
to really make use of the search capab‘l:tes of NetCommerce you may want to
inc-ude additional :nformation in the custom fields of the database or in the

product attributes. A gift shop could inc-ude the target group 80 you can just
specify buying something for your grandmother andthe system w:L. come up
with ideas, or vou cou.d add some extra keywords on the use of a product, or
the problemsit solves.” Pp. 16

“Tf typical shoppers of your store buy several products during one shopping tr:p,
or if they usually want their orders shipped to more than one address, then
mnake this easyfor them. Ifthey buymore than one product from the same
category then link the “add to shopcart/shipto” button straight back to the
category page. Todo so, pass the category number ‘nto the product macro, and
use tin the URL section of the HTMLform around the “add”button, If a product
uses accessories, then route the shopper to a page where these are offered,
To sherten the order process, critically examine the “database” structure and
tab-e relationsh‘psfor the ordering process. An example structure is shown in
Figure 6 on page 19.” Pg. 18
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Pg. 19
“When a shopper puts a productin his or her shopping cart, a record for this wT.
becreated in the SHOPPINGS tab‘e. When the shopper issues a SHIPTO
command, an entry in the SHIPTOtable wi.l be made, At the moment of
ordering, a shipto address (SHADDRtable), a shipmode (MSHIPMODEtable} and
att amount must be added.

When a customer is placing an order, a row in the ORDPAYMTHDtab’ will be
made with the credit card deta‘le; a tow in the ORDERPAYtable will contain the
tax data; and a rowin the ORDERS table will be made containing the tota’s, The
ORDERStable also contains the ORLOCKcolumn to ‘ack orders.

In general, a Net Commerce shopping process consists of seven tasks:
Looking at mal. and store home pages
+ Catalog browsing
» Adding products to the shopping cart
- Registration
Filling ouran address book entry
- Providing shipping information
- Ordering and pavment”pp. 10

  
 

 “The product pages include descriptions, attributes, images and price of the
products, They might aso comain a Link to related products of to detailed
product eva.uations. Additionally, the product pages should includea ‘ink for
addingthe product to the shopping cart.”Pp. 21

“2.43 Shopping Cart
Theshopping cart or basket displays the items that the shopper potential.v
wants to order. You should regard it as a too. for shoppers to gather interesting
Products with,not as a necessary step ‘n the shopping process. It should be
there for the shoppers that need it, and opt:onal for people that do not needit It
should not be in the typical order process,
Items remain in the cart until they are removed by the shopper. For registered
users, the shopping basket is not only va‘id for the current sess‘on, but also for
all subsequent sessions. Anonymous or guest shoppers lose their shopping cart
information after ‘eavineg the store. However customers can select products and
register Laver during theit session without losing their products,
You also have to decide on the scope of the shopping cart. The shopping cart
may be made va‘id for the whole mall, or for only one store in the ma‘l.” Po, 22

“Figure 80 on page 140 shows a screen shot of the Product Template with the
Forms Pacette and Form dialog box visib.e, These are used in the creation of an
Add to Shopping Cart type button. First you click the Form Palette icon to get the
Form Patette box. Next click the Insert Form Box icon, Draw outa box where

you want yourbutton. Make ‘tsl:ghcly bigger than the actual button size vou
want. Double click the box and the Form dialog box appears. In here select the
Add To Shopping Cart radio burton and the D:splay Store Shopping Cart radio
button, Close the dialog box.Click the Insert Submit Button icon on the Forin
Palette, Draw a box within the form box you have already created. This creates
asubmit button that will add the product information you have se‘ectedto the
Shopping Cart, You can change the SUBMITto somethinge'se within the submit
button by double clicking ‘t and the name ‘n the subsequent dia.og box.” Pg, 139
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14|The method of claim 13, wherein the second

web pave contains a checkout Link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp_etion ofa transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart,

   
  
2.3.1 Offering a Shopping Cart Facility

Theshopping cart contains products that the shopper bought before, or at east
found ‘nteresting. Otherwise the shopper could use the search macro, In order
totealy make use of the search capabilities of NetCommerce you may want to
include additional information in the custom fields of the database or in the

product attributes, A gift shop cou.dinclude the target group 20 you can just
specify buying something for your grandmother and the system will come up
with ‘deas, or you could add some extra keywords on the use of a product, or
the problems it so:ves.” Pg. 16

“Tftypical shoppers of vour store buy several products during one shopping trip,
or if they usually want ther orders shipped to more than one address, then
make this easy for them. If they buy more than one product from the same
category then link the “add to shopcart/shipto”button straight back to the
category page, To do so, pass the category number into the product macro, and
use it in the CRL section of the HTML form around the “add” burton. Ifa product
uses accessories, then route the shopper to a page where these are offered.
To shorten the order process, critical.y examine the “database” structure and
table re.ationships for the ordering process. An examp.e structure is shown in
Figure 6 on page 19.” Pe. 18

  
  

Pe19
“When a shopper puts a product in his or her shopping cart, a record for this will
be created ‘n the SHOPPINGS table. When the shopperissues a SHIPTO
command, an entry in the SHIPTOtab.e will be made. At the moment of
ordering, a shipto address (SHADDRtable}, a shipmode (MSHIPMODEtable) and
an amount must be added,

When a customer ‘s p.acing an order, a towin the ORDPAYMTHD table wil. he
made with the credit card details: a rowin the ORDERPAYtable w‘l. contain the
tax data; and a rowin the ORDERS tab‘e will be made containing the totals. The
ORDERStab-easo contains the ORLOCK colunm to lock orders

In general, a NetCommerce shopping process consists of seven tasks:
- Looking at mall and store home pages
+ Catalog brows.ng
+ Adding products to the shopping cart
- Regstrat:on
Eling out an address book entry
- Providing sh:pp:ng information
- Ordering and payment”pg. 10

 
  

 

‘The product pages include descriptions, attributes, images and price of the
products, They might a.so contain a link to related products orto detailed
product eva‘uations, Additionally, the product pave: should includea ‘ink for
addingthe product to the shopping cart.” Pe. 2L

“2.4.3 Shopping Cart
The shopping cart or hasket displays the items that the shopper potemtial-y
wants to order. You should regard it as a too. for shoppers to gather interesting
products with,not as a necessary step ‘n the shopping process. It should be
there for the shoppers that need it, and optional for people that do not need i. It
should not be in the typical order process.
tems remain in the cart until they are removed by the shopper. For registered
users, the shopping basket is not only va‘id for the current sess‘on, but alsofor
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  a] subsequent sessions, Anonymous or guest shoppers‘ose their shopping cart
information after leaving the store. However customers can select products and
register later during their session w:thout losing their products,
You aso have to decide on the scope of the shopping cart. The shopp:ng cart
may be madevalid for the who.e mall, or for on-y one store in the mall.” Pg. 22

“Figure 80 on page 140 shows a screen shotofthe Product Temp.ate with the
Forms Palette and Form dialog box vis‘ble. These are used ‘n the creation of an
Add to Shopping Cart type button, First you click the Form Palete icou to get the
Form Palette box. Next click the Insert Form Box ‘con. Drawout a box where

you want your button. Make it sight-y bigger than the actual button size you
want, Double cick the box and the Form dialog box appears. In here select the
AddTo Shopping Cart radio button and the Disp-ay Store Shopp'ng Cart radio
button. C.ose the dialogbox. Click the Insert Submit Button icon on the Form

alette. Drawa box within the form box vouhavealready created. This creates
asubmit button that will add the product information you have selected to the
Shopping Cart. You can change the SUBMIT to something else within the submit

wutton bydoub.e click:ng it and the name in the subsequent dialog box,” Pg, 139

 

 

1§|The method of claim 14, further comprising atter
the transaction is completed,
computer-faccl:tating payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated with
the activated “ink,  “2.3.1 Offering a Shopping Cart Facility

The shopping cart contains products that the shopper bought before, or at least
found interesting. Otherwise the shopper could use the search macto, In order
(0 tea-ly make use of the search capabilities of NetCommerce you maywant to

include additional information in the custom fields of the database orin the

oduct attributes, A eift shop could include the target group so you can just
specify buving something for your grandmother and the system will come up
with ideas, ot you could add some extra keywords on the use of a product, or

problems it so.ves.” Pg. 16

  
“Tf typical shoppers of vour store buy several products during one shopping trip,
or if they usually want ther orders shipped to more than one address, then

   
make this easy for them. If they buy more than one product from the same

  
   

category then Link the “add to shopeart/shipto” button straight back to the
category page. Todo so, pass the category number ‘nto the product macro, and
use tin the URL section of the HTMLform around the “add”button, If a product
uses accessories, then route the shopper to a page where these are offered,
To sherten the order process, critically examine the “database” structure and
tab-e relationsh‘psfor the ordering process. An example structure is shown in
Figure 6 on page 19.” Pg. 18

  
  
 

  
Pe. 19
“When a shopper puts a product in his cr her shopping cart, a record for thig will
be created ‘n the SHOPPINGS table. When the shopperissues a SHIPTO
command, at entry in the SHIPTO tab-e will be made. At the moment of
ordering, a shipto address (SHADDRtable), a shipmode (MSHIPMODE table) and
an amount must be added,

When a customer ‘s pacing an order, a towin the ORDPAYMTHD table wl. be
made with the credit card details; a rowin the ORDERPAYtable wil. contain the
tax datas and a rowin the ORDERS tab-e will be made conraining the totals. The
ORDERStab-e a.so contains the ORLOCK column to lock orders,
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In general, a Ne. Commerce shopping process consists of seven tasks:
Looking at mal. and store home pages
* Catalog browsing
~ Adding products to the shopping cart
- Registration
Filling ouran address book entry
- Providing shipping information
- Ordering and payment”pg.10

“The product pages include descriptions, attribures, ‘mages and price of the
products. Theymight also contain a link to related products or to detailed
product evaluations. Addtonally, the product pages should ‘ne-ude a Link for
adding the product to the shopping cart.” Pp. 21

“2.4.3 Shopping Cart
The shopping cart or basket displays the items that the shopper potentially
‘watts to order, You show.d regard :t as a tool for shoppers to eather interesting
products wth, not as a necessary step in the shopping process, It show.d be
there for the shoppers that need 1, and optional for peop.e thar donot need ‘t It
shou.d not be in the typical order process.
Ttems remain in the cart until they are removed bythe shopper. For registered
users, the shopping basket is not only valid for the current session, but also for
a subzequent sessions. Anonymous or guest shoppers ‘ose the: shopping cart
information after leaving the store. However customers can select products and
register Later dur:ng their session w:thout losing their products,
You a'so have to decide on the scope of the shopping cart.The shopp:ng cart
may be madevalid for the who.e mall, or for on-y one store in the mall.” Pg. 22

 
“Fignre 80 on page 140 showsa screen shotof the Product Temp.ate with the
Forms Palette and Form dialog box viscble, These are used in the creation ofan
Add to Shopping Cart type button, First you click the Form Palete icou to get the
Form Palette box. Next click the Insert Form Box :con. Drawout a box where

you want your button. Make its‘ight’y bigger than the actual button size you
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   Develop your own APIs to send information online to existing backend

applications (for ‘nstance CICS, IMS and ERP systems such as SAP R/3),
Develop your own APIs 10 send information to backend systems using
MQSer:es,
Most of these options rely on the trans.ation of the information from one format
toanother, even to flat files, This operation can be done online oras a hatch
process, depending on the fulf:llment system you choose.”Pes. 24-8 

   17|The method of claim 13, further comprising “Tftypical shoppers of vour store buy several products during one shopping trip,
displaying the second web page again, after the|or if they usually want the:r orders shipped to more than one address, then
commerce objectis placed into the shopping|make this easy for them. If they buy more than one product from the same
cart. categorythen link the “add to shopcart/shipto”button straight back to the

catewory pave. To doso, pass the category number into the product macro, and
use it in the CRL section of the HTML form around the “add” burton. Ifa product
uses accessories, then route the shopper to a page where these are offered.” Pg.18

18|The method of claim 1, wherein the visually|The NetCommerce bookteaches the homepages, categories pages, and the product
perceptib-e elements d'splaved on the second
web paveare retrieved from a database stor:ng
data associated with visually perceptible
elements for each of the first web pages  pages are all desioned using templates. Furthermore, the Net. Commerce book teaches

using a consistent Layout for all web pagesin a Store.

“Try to use a basic and consistent layout on all your paves, one that is unique for
your company, This includes headers and footers, colors, fonts, Location of
images, and 30 on,

Ifyou decide to des.gn vour s:te yourself, you can design most macros (dynamic
HTML pagesthat interact with the Net. Commerce database)using the Template
Designer, provided by Net Commerce.” Pg. 14

“Whether the store will lock I'ke a single store or ke a mall 's a marketing
decision, Some big stores might prefer coking like many smal-er, speccalized
companzes.” Pg. 25,
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want, Double click the hox and the Form dialog box appears, In here select the
Add To Shopping Cart radio button and the D:splay Store Shopping Cart radio
button. Close the dialog box.Click the Insert Submit Button icon on the Ferm
Palette. Draw a box within the form box you have already created. This creates
asubm:t button that will add the product information you have se-ectedto the
Shopping Cart, You can change the SUBMITto something e-se within the ubm:t
button by double clicking :t and the name :n the subsequent dia.og box.” Pg, 139
  The method of claim 14, further comprising after

the transaction is comp.eted,
computer-facilitaring payment of a commdssion
tothe owner of the source page.

See 10, supra.

“2.5 Post-Order Processes

Order fu-filment is an ind'vidual process that varies from companyto company.
Typical, the following tasks have to be dealt with:
- Accounting
Tax ca.culation

- Shipping
‘Tnventory
What NecCommerce does for you :s put all necessary information into the
database. Tt is your respons:bility to use this ‘nformation. At the moment there
is no tool provided by NetCommerce for view'ngthat data, so you have to
choose another way for further processing.
Whichever wav vou decide to go from there is Largely dependent on whether or
ot you alreadyhave backend svstems in place to take care of the fulfilment
processes, and what interfaces those systems provide to exchange information
with NetCommerce, The folowing list provides some examp:es:
- Usetie-in applications such as Taxware or Progistics Merchant.
~ Save outputin a flat fice to be pickedup by other processes or batch
programs,
~ Send extracted :nformation as an e-mai.
~ Send extracted information as a fax,

- Convert data to Electronic Data Interchange format (EDI), which is sometimes
used for communications betweenex‘sting merchant applications,
~ Export information to other database systems,
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  ‘The Template Designer is a Java applet-based, graphical object-oriented

tool that allows you to create Web pages for an online ma! or store, and to
design and mod:fv templates with a graphical HTML editor, You can use ‘tto do
the following:
- Create and update home pages, product pages, category pages, and Product
Advisor pages.
~ Design headers and footers for the pages.
~ Modifythe supplied sample category, product, and Product Adv‘sor
templates (if vou save them with a newfi.e name),”py. £0.

“Take into account the dynamic nature of the Intemet and of NetCommerce,
Think about putting specia's and sales offerings direct’y on your homepage or in
vour html page footer.” Pe. 18.

 
 

Pe. 119.

Aliso see pps. 124-130.

“6.1.13.1 Category Template Assignment
Goto Store Manager, then Product Categories, Select your store, then click the
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arrowbeside the store name that appears belowthe selection list. ts the
Categories ava:lable in your store. Click the category you wish to assign a
template to, then click the Template button at the bottom of the page. Enter the
template name in the Cavegory Template Assionment form which appears.
Figtire 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed i. Save the form and
ensure you get a confirmation message. You can viewthe Temp.ate after you

ave saved it by clicking the ViewTemplate button.” Pg. 140.

“6.1,13.2 Product Template Ass:gnment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;

Search button at the bottom of the page wi.l search your store database for
a] products if you catmot rememberthe product SKU. The results of the search
are displayed in a windowat the bottom of the page. You can select one of

ese andit wll Ail the entries in the product form for vou. Next click the
emplates button on the task bar on the left side of the administrator page,

under Product Information. You will see a form similar to that in Fignre 82 on
page 142. Enter the product template macro name you created in the Product

emplate section earlier in this chapter, :n the Template form. Save the form,
and check for the confirmation message.
Fill in the template name (file name with *.d2wending), save the form and click
on ViewTemplate This should showyou how the product template acwual-y looks
on the browser.” Pg. 141.

     
   A system useful in an outsource provider serving

web pages offering commercial opportun'ties,
the system comprising:  See |, supra.

“Electronic commerce is one of the answers. One benefit that we can getfrom the
Internet is to make ‘t a primary profit sourceby creating a marketp_ace where
companies wil want to ‘nvest, The time has come to urn the Intemet into a major
business center for vour company.

In this book we cover Net.Commerce, a product that finally makes it possibe to
engage m‘Lions of users, anytime, anywhere in the age-old process of buying and
selling goods, thus making the Internet truly the world's biggest marketplace.” Pg. 1.
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perceptib‘e elements correspond to the plurality
of first web pages; (i) wherein each of the first
web paves belongs to one of a plurality of web
page owners; (:1) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active link associated
with a commerce chject associated with a buying
opportunity ofa se:ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (ii!) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, aud the owner
of the first web page d:splay:ngthe associated
link are each third parties with respect to one
ather,

 

 
   the categories page (“e,, the se:ected commerce objectisthe product categor:

different example, the categories page can be the first web page and the second web
page cau be the subcatepor‘es page (Le., the selected commerce object is the product
subcategories). In a third example, the subcategories page can be the first web page
and the second web page can hethe product page(i.z., the selected commerce object is
the product).

The Net.Commerce book teaches the home pages, categories pages, and the product
pages are all designed using templates. Furthermore, the Net. Commerce book teaches
using a consistent Layout for all web pages in a Store, Accordingly, as far a8 the scope
of the claimed “look and fee.”can be determined, the home page,categories pages,
and the product pages in a Store would have a “a plurality ofvisua‘ly perceptible
e-ements derived from the retrieved pre stored data and v'sua‘ly corresponding to the
source page.”

“Try to use a basic and consistent layouron all your pages, ome that is unique for
your company. This includes headers and footers, colors, fonts, location of
images, and so on,

Ifyou decide to des'gn vour site yourself, you can design most macros (dynamic
ATML pagesthat interact with the Net. Commerce database)us-ng the Template
Designer, provided by Net. Commerce.” Po, 14

“Whether the store will lock I‘ke a single store or 'ke a mall ‘s amarketing
decision, Some big stores might prefer -coking like many smal-er, specialized
companies.” Pp. 25.

“The Template Designer is a Java applet-based, eraphical cbiect-orlented editing
toolthat allowsyou to create Weh paves for an om-ine mall cr store, andto
des'gn and modifytemp-ates with a graphical HTMLeditor. You can useit to do
the following:
- Create and update horne pages, product pages, cateworypages, and Product
Advisor pages,
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“Companies that se.] products or serv-ces to wholesalers and manufacturers need
stroncustomer re-ationships, which often means secure communications as well as
secure transactions, After al., there is no need to let the competition knowwhat you
and your partners aré up to.

On the other hand, compantes se.l:ng directly to consumers may be more concemed
with a Web presence that is more open and inviting, thus making customers feel as
though they are rece‘ving more personal attention. Some companies will achieve this
by duplicating the shopping exper‘ence that consumers are a-readyfamiliar with, for
examp.e,by creating an online virtua.tall. Yet, although the virtual mal. must be
open-y accessib.e to all, the customer must ultimately have enough confidence :n the
Tetailer to engage in e.ectronic commerce. This paradox of accessihil:ty and security
must be overcome :f the Internet is to real:ze its full bus:ness potent:a.. IBMhas

fferent products and services for each aspect/sector of electronic commerce, but
there is one that can fitall of them, namely, Net Commerce.
Net. Commerce s easy-to-use software that allows youto have onl’ne stores with

Iynamic pages. It works with the highest standards of Intemet secur:tv incud:ng
the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Secure Electronic Transaction (SET)
protoco.s, and works with DB? in order to imegrate existing systems. It is hoth
flexible and scalable. It can be used for business-to-business transactions, as
well as for direct consumer sa‘es, ‘n both cases providing state of the art
transaction security

=

a

Ket Commerce al-cwsyou to be part of the electron:c business wor.d, from store
setup of thall home page, and to secure transactions with the newest methods
and techniques of secur:ty on the Intemet, You can access gateways that work
with companies internal systems, or gateways that work direct:y with financial

stitutions for payment methods.” Pp. 2.

  
ee
 

19a)

 
(a} a computer store containing data, for each of
aplurality of first web pages, def'ning a p-urality
of visually perceptible elements, which visual.v

See L(a}-I(h), supra.

 
The first web page can be the home page of the store and the second web page can be
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~ Design headers and footers forthe pa
~ Modifythe supplied sample category, product, and Product Adv‘sor
templates (if vou save them with a newfi-e name),”py. 80.

 

2.4.8 Default Shopping Trip
The shopping tr’p that is provided by Ne.Commerce ‘n the demonstration
shopping mal. ‘s out.ined in F'gure & Depending on the store you are bu‘lding,
vou may have to mod‘fy it.” Pg. 24,
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Pe 24,

“Tn the defau‘t shopping process, this home page is a flat HTML file. For easier
maintenance, a dynamic page would be preferable for stores with frequently
changing products that still want to make offers fromm the home page.” Pg. 20.

 
“When vou click on one of the boxes in 4, a text dialog box will appear.
From the text dia.og box,click on Insert, then Link. Select Category Page
from the Link to item and type 08/390 Redbooks in the Linked Textfield.
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The Merchant Reference number should already he filed in. Leave the

Category Reference number blank for now. Click OK andthe text dialog box
will be ElLed in with some HTML link text. Hit Fie and Close - Save Changes.
fusing our example, you wi.l need to repeat th's step for the AIX Redbooks
ink.”Pg. 119.

“Take into account the dynamic nature of the Intemet and of Net.Commerce.
Think about putting specials and sales offerings directly on your homepage or in

your huml page footer.” Pg. 18.

 

   
“Tf most customersdo not need the information vou are disp-aying on the product

 
   
 

‘eomotyte LEMON catanng fe Bi| i setwotytn [3 oe 1 ae
page, you may even offer a shortcut button on the category page.” Pe. 18. : '

owmtae LEIA ILseach
“This is the first thing a shopper sees when surfing to your shoppingsite.
Besides using graphical elements to lure the shopper into your store, you may
consider putting special sales offer:ngs on this page.” Pg, 20. Fea DRT ga RON

“The category pages link shoppers to the groups of products or services
avalable ‘n the store, You can compare them to a tab.e of coments ‘n a
paper cata.og or signs in areal store. They haveto include category titles
and ‘mages, descr‘ptions, and of course hyper‘inks to subcategories or
product pages,” Pg. 21

“The product pages include descriptions, attributes, ‘mages and price of the
products. They might also contain a link to re.ated products or to deta‘led
product evaluations, Additionally, the product pages should include a link for
adding the product to the shopping cart. Pg. 21.
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       Pg, 119, , 130. Also see pos. 124-130.
“6.1.13.1 Category Template Assignment

An example ofa first web page and a second web pave. Goto Store Manager, then Product Categories, Select your store, then click the
arrow beside the store name that appears beLowthe selection list. This lists the

ategories availab‘e in your store, Click the category you wish to assign a
template to, then click the Template button at the bottom of the page. Enter the
template name in the Category Template Assignment form which appears
ignre 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed it. Save the form and

ensure you get a confirmation message. You can view the Template after vou
ave saved it by clicking the View Template button.” Pg. 140,

“6.1.13.2 Product Template Assignment
Goto Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;

e Search button at the bottom of the page will search your store database for
all products if vou cannot remember the product SKU. The results of the search
are displayed in a window at the bottom of the page. You can select one of

ese and it will fi] the entries in the product form for you. Next cick the
templates button on the task bar on the left side of the admin‘strator page,
mder Product Information. You will see a form similar to that in Fignte 82 on

page 142. Enter the product ternpate macro name you created in the Product
emplate section earier in this chapter, in the Template form, Save the form,

and check for the confirmation message.
iLL in the temp-ate name (file name with *.d2w ending), save the form and click

on View Template This show.d show you howthe product template actua‘ly locks
m the browser.” Pg, 141

s     
3s

 
6.1.13.3 Accessing Your Store From A Web Browser

Finally, there is one last but very important Link that we need to fnish creating so
that someone accessing your Internet shop can access the category and product
template macros you have butt

  
The Link to a Category Page is an extremely ‘mporant link, as ‘t allows you to
move from your home page in HTMLthat any browser can access by typing ‘a a
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simple URL (for example http::‘www-:tsoshop.comthgalorehtml) to a macro that You can makethe home page of your new Web site the default welcome pave
isnotasimple URL, Ifyou have a Self-Contained Store and you do notw'sh for your Web server byediting the Web server configuration file httpd.conf and
Your customers to pass through an intermediate Mal: frompage, you wil: need a changing the Welcome Directive to match the name of your home page

zBltemative-y, you can simplyspecifythe full name for the home page in your
Web browser URL. To access the site we have just created vou woud specify

Go to Store Manager and openthe Template Designer. Select vour store (in our http./Avwwitsoshop.convrbgaorehtml.” Pos, 142-4,
case it’s Redbooks Galore) and hit Load, Select File, Open, thenselect your
saved HTML image. Double-click on the box that reads 05'390 Redbooks and a
text dialog box will appear. This is the sametext dialog box that was built in
Fignre 57 on page 119. We are voing to replace the HTML ‘ink logic in this text
dialog box, so go aheadand erase al. the text in the diatog box. After all the
ATML link logic text is erased, do the following:
-Se.ect Insert, then Link. A Link dialog box wit] appear,
* Setect Category Page from the Link to item and type OS/390 Redbooks :n the
Linked Text fied. The Merchant Reference number should already be filled
m (amen
Next, fill in the Category Reference numberthat was created in 6.1.1.1, a
“Enter Basic Product Information” on page 134. In our example :tis S01. If
you do not knowwhat your Category Reference number is you cau click on
Browse and a Web browser windowwill display all the defined product
categories
Click OK and the text dialog box wil be filed in with some HTML link taxt, as
shown in Fignre 83, Hit File and Close - Save Changes. [fusing our
example, you will need to repeatthis step for the AIX Redbooks Link,

link likethis in your home page.

 

  
From Template Designer you can see what the page wil. ‘ook like by se:ecting
File, then Viewin Browser. By clicking the link we have just created you sheuld
be taken to apage simni.ar to that in Fignre 69 on page 130.

  
 
Fgue 

 With this final link in p.ace, you can nowaccess vour entire Intemet shop from a Ped,
Webbrowser, The footer fice thar we copiedino the page allows youto access

the shopp-ng cart and other Net Commerce functions 19(b)(b} acomputerserver at the outsource provider, See Iia)-I{c), supra

      
which computer serveris coupled to the
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computer store and programmed to: (i) receive) The first web page can be the home page of the store andthe second web page can be Advisor pages.
from the web browser of a computer user a the categor‘es page (the se-ected commerce cbjectis the product categor‘es), In ~ Design headers and footers for the pages.
sigtal indicating activation of one of the links|different example, the categories page can be the first web page and the second web - Modifythe supplied sample category, product, and Product Adv:sor
displayed byone of the Est web pages; (1) page can be the subcatewor-es page (Le., the selected commerce object is the product templates (if vou save them with a newfi-e name),”pg. £0.
automatically identify as the source page the one|subcategories). In a third example, the subcategories page can he the first web page
of the first web pages on which the ‘ink has been|and the second web page can he the product page (ie., the selected commerce object is 2.4.8 Default Shopping Trip
activated; (ii) ‘n response to identification of the|the product). The shoppingtr'p that is provided by Net.Commerce ‘n the demonstration
source page, automaticaly retrieve the stored shopping mal. ‘s out.ined in F'pure & Depending on the store you are bu‘lding,
data corresponding to the source page; and (iv)|The Net.Commerce book teaches the home pages, categories pages, aud the product youtay have to mod:fy it.” Pg. 24,
usitig the data retrieved, automatically generate|pages are all desioned using templates. Furthermore, the Net. Commerce book teaches
and transmit to the web browser a second web|using a consistent Layout for all web pages in a Store, Accordingly, as far as the scope
page that disp‘ays: (A) information associated|ofthe claimed “look and fee.”can be determined, the homepage, categories pages,

  with the commerce object associated with the—/and the product papes in a Store would have a “a plurality ofv'sua‘lyperceptible & see of
link that has been act:vated, and (B) the p.ural:ty)cements derived from the retrieved pre stored data and v:sua.ly comesponding to the cwst onset Oba
of visually perceptible elements visually source page.” ( Oo
comespond:ngto the source page, “

“Try touse a basic and consistent layout on all your pages, onethat is unique for
your company. This includes headers and footers, colors, fonts, locaticn of
images, and so on  
Ifyou decide to des.en vour site yourself, you can design most macros (dynamic
ATML pagesthat interact with the Net. Commerce databage)us-ng the Template
Designer, provided by Net. Commerce.” Pg, 14

 
“Whether the store wi.llock I‘ke a single stote or I:ke a mall ‘s a marketing =

decision, Some big stores might prefer -cokinglike many smal-er, specialized Py, 24,
compan:es.” Pg. 25.

 

“Tn the defau‘t shopping process, this home page iz a flat HTML file. For easier
“The Template Designerisa. Java applet-based, graphical object-oriented editing ma‘ntenance, a dynamic page woud be preferable for stores with frequently

 
toolthat allows you to create Web pages for an on-ine mall orstore, and to changing products that tll want to make offers fromm the boine page” Py. 20.
design and modifytempzates with a graphical HTMLeditor. You can useit to do “

the folowing ‘When you click on one of the boxes in 4, a text dialog box will appear.

      
“Create and update home pages, product pages, categorypages, and Product From the text d'aLog box, click on Insert, then Link. Select Category Page
  

56 -ST-
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from the Link to ‘tem and type 05/390 Redbooks in the Linked Textfield,
The Merchant Reference number should already he filed in. Leave the
Category Reference number blank for now. Click OK andthe text dialog box
will be filled in with some HTML link text. Hit Fie and Close - Save Changes.
Ifusing our example, you will need to repeat th:s step for the AIX Redbooks
link” Pg. 119.

“Take into account the dynamic nature of the Intemet and of Net.Commerce.
Think about putting specials and saleg offerings directly on your home page cr in
your huml page footer.” Pg. 18.

“Tf most customers do not need the information vou are disp-aying on the product
page, you may even offer a shortcut button on the category page.” Pg. 18,

“This is the first thing a shopper sees when surfing to your shopping site.
Besides using graphical elements to lure the shopper into vour store, you may
consider putting special sales offerings on this page.” Pg.20.

“The category pages link shoppers to the groups of products or services
avaiable ‘n the store, You can compare them to a tab.e of comtents ‘na
paper cata‘og or signs in areal store. They have to include category titles
and ‘mages, descr-ptions, and of course hyper-inks to subcategories or
product pages,” Pg. 21

“The product pages include descriptions, attributes, ‘mages and price of the
products. They might also contain a link to re.ated products or to detailed
product evaluations. Additiona‘ly, the product pages should include a link for
adding the product to the shopping cart. Pg. 21.
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Pe. 119,

An example ofa first web page and a second web pave.

 
PAWNS

Po, 130, Also see pps. 124-130.
“6.1.3.1 Category Template Assignment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Caregories. Se:ect your store, then click the
arrowbeside the store name that appears belowthe selection list, This “ists the
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ategories availab‘e in your store. Click the category you wish to assign a
template to, then click the Template button at the bottom of the page. Enter the
template name in the Category Template Assignment form which appears,
ignre 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed it, Save the forrm and

ensure you get a confirmation message. You can view the Template after you
ave saved it by clicking the View Template button.” Pg, 140,

“6.1.13.2 Product Template Assignment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;

e Search button at the bottom of the page will search your store database for
all products if vou cannot remember the product SKU. The results of the search
are d'splayed in awindow at the bottom of the page. You can select one of

eee and it will fil the entr’esin the product form for you. Next click the
templates button on the task bar on the Left side of the admin‘strator page,
iider Product Information. You will see a form similar to that in Fignre 82 on

page 142. Enter the product temp.ate macro name you created in the Product
template section ear-ier in this chapter, in the Template form, Save the form,

and check for the confirmation message.
{1 in the temp‘are name (file namewith *.d2w ending’, save the form and click
m View Template This shou.d show you how the product template actualy Looks
mt the browser.” Pe, 141,

s      
s°8g

 
6.1.15.3 Accessing Your Store From A Web Browser

Finally, there is one last but very important link that we needto finish creating so
that someone accessing your Intemet shop can access the category and product
template macros you have buitt

 
The link to a Category Page is an extremely ‘mportant link, as:tallows youto
move from your home page in HTML that any browser can access by typing :n a
simple URL (for examp:e hutp.//www.ttsoshop.convtbga‘cre.html) to a macro that
is nota simple URL. Ifyou have a Self-Contained Store and you do not wish
vour customers to pass through an intermediate Ma‘l frontpage, you wi.l need a
Link Like th:s ‘n your home page.
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Go to Store Manager and open the Template Designer. Select your store (in our
case it's Redbcoks Galore) and hit Load. Select File, Open, then select your
saved HTML image, Double-click on the box that reads 08/390 Redbooks and a
text d'aog box will appear. This is the same text dialog box that was built in
Figure 57 on page 119, We are going to replace the HTML ‘ink log:cin this text
dialog box, so go ahead and erase al. the text in the dialog box. After all the
HTML link logic text is erased, do the following:
- Se-ect Insert, then Link. A Link dialog box will appear,
~ Select Category Page from the Link to item and type OS/390 Redbooks ‘n the
Linked Text fied. The Merchant Reference number should already be filledin,

Next, fill in the Category Reference numberthat was created in 6.1.11.1,
“Enter Basic Product Information” on page 134. In our example ‘tis S01. If
you do not knowwhat your CategoryReference numberis you can click on
Browse and a Web browser windowwill display all the defined product
categor:es.
Click OK and the text dialog box wil be filed in with some HTML link text, as
shown in Fignre 83, Hit File and Close - Save Changes. fusing our
example, you will need to repeatthis step for the ATX Redbooks ink.

From Template Designer you can see what the page wil. ‘ook like by se:ecting
File, then Viewin Browser. By clicking the link we have just created you should
be taken to a page simi.ar to that in Fignre 69 on page 130.

With this final link in p.ace, you can nowaccess vour entire Intemet shopfrom a
Weh browser, The footer fi-e that we copiedinto the page allows youto access
the shopp'ng cart and other Net. Commercefunctions

You can make the home page of your new Web site the defautt welcome page
for your Web server by editing the Web server confignrat.on file httpd.conf and
changing the Weleome Directive to match the nameofyour homepage.
Altematively, you can simply spec’fy the full name for the home page ‘n your
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 comesponding to the source page.

  
 

 
NetCommerce allows youto be part of the electronic business world, from store
setup or mall home page, and to secure transactions with the newest methods
and techn’ques of security on the Intemet. You can access gateways that work
with companies intema. systems, or gateways that work directly with Financia.
institutions for payment methods,”Pg. 2.

The first web page can be the home page of the store and the second web page can be
the categories page (e., the se-ected commerce cbject is the product categories), In
different example, the categories page can be the first web page and the second web
page can be the subcategories page (i.e,, the selected commerce object is the product
subcategories). In a third example, the subcategeries page can be the first web page
and the second web page can be the product page (i.., the selected commerce objectis
the product).

The Net.Commerce book teaches the home pages, categories pages, and the product
pages are all desioned using templates. Furthermore, the Net. Commerce book teaches
using a consistent ‘ayout for all web papesin a Store, Accordingly, as far as the scope
of the claimed “look andfee-”can be determnined, the home page, categories pages,
and the product pages in a Store wou.d have a “a plurality ofv:suallyperceptible
cements derived from the retrieved pre stored data and v:sua.ly comesponding to the
source page.”

“Try to use a basic and consistent layout on all your paves, one that is unique for
your company, This includes headers and footers, colors, fonts, Location of
images, and 30 on

Ifyou decide to design your site yourself, you can design most macros (dynamic
HTML pages that interact with the Net.Commerce database) us'ng the Template
Designer, provided by Net. Commerce.” Pg, 14

 
“Whether the store will lock I'ke a single store or [ke a mall 's a marketing
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Web browser URL, To access the site we have just created vou wou.dspecify
http://www itsoshop.comvrhga.orehtml.” Pgs, 142-4, 

u

pagesoffering commercial opportunities, the

 
20, A computer-readable memory adapted for

2 by an owsscurce provider ‘n serving web

8
computer-readable memory used to direct a

imputer of the outsource provider to perform
8Cl

the steps of: (a) in response to activation, by a
webbrowser of a computer user, of a link
dsplaved by one of a plurality of first web
pages, automatically recognizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated; (°) wherein each of the
frst web pages be:ongs to one of a pluralityof
web page owners; (it) wherein each of the first
web pages displays at least one active link
assoc.ated with a commerce object assoc:ated
with a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
puurality of merchants; and (iit) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web pave are each third

arties with respect to one ancther; (b)
wutomatical’y retr:ev:ng from a storage coup.ed

the computer of the outsource provider
-stored data associated with the source page;
then (c} amomatically computer-generating
transmitting to the web browser a second

eb page that ‘ncludes: (i) information
sociated with the commerce obiect associated

ith the Link that has been activated, and (42) a

=a2aa  
eo

aayes
B=

   
=

purality of visuallyperceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored data and visually

“Eectronie commerce is one of the answers, One benefit that we can get from the
Intemet is to make it a primary profit source by creating a marketplace where
companies w:ll want to invest. The time has cometo turn the Internet into a major
business center for your company,

In this book we cover NetCommerce, a product that finaly makesit possible to
engage mi:lions of users, anytime, anywhere in the age-old process of buvingand
selling voods, thus making the Internet tly the world’s biggest mnarkerplace.” Po. 1.

“Companies that se’! products or services to wholesalers and manufacturers need
stroncustomer re-ationships, which often means secure communications as well as
secure transactions, After al., there is no need to let the competition knowwhat you
and your partners aré up to.

On the other hand, compantes se.l:ng directly to consumers may be more concemed
with a Web presence that is more open and inviting, thus making customers feel as
though they are rece‘ving more personal attention. Some companies will achieve this
by duplicating the shopping experience that consumers are a-readyfamiliar with, for
exatap.e, by creating at online virtua. tall. Yet, although the virtual mal: must be
open-y accessib.e to all, the customer must ultimately have enough confidence :n the
Tetailer to engage in e.ectronic commerce. This paradox of accessihil:ty and security
tnust be overcome ‘fthe Internetis to teal'ze its full bus‘ness potentia. IBMhas
different products and services for each aspect’sector of electronic commerce, but
there is one that can fitall of them, namely, Net Commerce.
Net. Commerce s easy-to-use software that allows youto have onl’ne stores with
dynamic pages. It works with the highest standards of Intemet secur:tv incud:ng
the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Secure Electronic Transaction (SET)
protoco.s, and works with DB? in order to imegrate existing systems. It is hoth
flexible and scalable. It can be used for business-to-business transactions, as
well as for ditect consumer sa.es, ‘n both cases providing state of the art
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 sion, Some big stores might prefer ‘ooking like manysmaller, specialized

companies.” Pg. 2

“The Template Designeris a Java applet-based, eraphical object-or-ented ed:ting
tool that allows you to create Web paves for an online mall or store, and to
design and mod:fy templates with a graphical HTML editor, You can use ‘tto do
the folowing:
- Create and update homepages, product pages, category pages, and Product
Advisor pages.
~ Design headers and footers for the paves.
~ Modifythe supplied sample category, product, and Product Adv:sor
templates (if you save them with a newfi:e name).”pg.£0,

2.4.8 Default Shopping Trip
The shoppingtrp that is provided by NetCommerce ‘n the demonstration
shopping mal. :s outined in F-oure & Depending on the store you are bu:lding,
you may have to mod:fy i” Py, 24.

 
 ymgasarok:  Suycigeat Peet

Bn8wares aster
 

 
“Tn the defau‘t shopping process, this home page iz a flat HTML file. For easier
maintenance, a dynamic page woud be preferable forstores with frequently
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     changing products thatstillwant to make offers from the home page.” Pe,

“When you click on one of the boxes in 4, a text diatog box wil! appear.
From the text dialog box, click on Insert, then Link. Select Category Page
from the Link to ‘tem and type 05/390 Redbooks in the Linked Textfield,
The Merchant Reference number should already be filed in, Leave the
Category Reference number blank for now. Click OK andthe text d:alog box
will be fled in with some HTML link text, Hit Fice and Close - Save Changes.
Ifusing our example, you wi.l need to repeat th's step for the AIX Redbooks
link” Pg, 119.

“Take into account the dynamic nature of the Intemet and of Net.Commerce.
Think about putting specials and sales offerings directly on your home page or in
your html page footer.” Py. 18,

“Tf most customersdo not need the information vou are disp-aying on the preduct
page, you may ever offer a shortcut button on the category page.” Pe. 18.

“This is the first thing a shopper sees when surfing to your shopping site.
Besides using graphical elements to lure the shopper into your store, you may
consider putting special sales offer'ngs on this page.”Pg, 20.

“The category pages link shoppers to the groups of products or services
avalable ‘n the store, You can compare them to a tab.e of coments ‘n a
paper cata.og or signs in areal store. They haveto include category ttles
and ‘mages, descr‘ptions, and of course hyper‘inks to subcategories or
product pages.” Pg, 21.

“The product pages include descriptions, attribures, ‘mages and price of the
products. They mnight also contain a link to re-ated products or to deta‘led
product evaluations. Additiona‘ly, the product pages should include a link for
adding the product to the shopping cart. Py. 21.
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Po. 130. Alsa see-pps. 124-130,
“6.1,13.1 Category Template Assignment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Categories. Se-ect your store, then click the
arrowbeside the store name that appears belowthe selection list, Th's ists the
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An examp.e of a first web page and a second web page. 
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ategories availab‘e in your store. Click the category you wish to assign a
template to, then click the Template button at the bottom of the page. Enter the
template name in the Category Template Assignment form which appears,
ignre 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed it, Save the forrm and

ensure you get a confirmation message. You can view the Template after you
ave saved it by clicking the View Template button.” Pg, 140,

“6.1.13.2 Product Template Assignment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;

e Search button at the bottom of the page will search your store database for
all products if vou cannot remember the product SKU. The results of the search
are d'splayed in awindow at the bottom of the page. You can select one of

eee and it will fil the entr’esin the product form for you. Next click the
templates button on the task bar on the Left side of the admin‘strator page,
iider Product Information. You will see a form similar to that in Fignre 82 on

page 142. Enter the product temp.ate macro name you created in the Product
template section ear-ier in this chapter, in the Template form, Save the form,

and check for the confirmation message.
{1 in the temp‘are name (file namewith *.d2w ending’, save the form and click
m View Template This shou.d show you how the product template actualy Looks
mt the browser.” Pe, 141,

s   
3s

   
s

 
6.1.15.3 Accessing Your Store From A Web Browser

Finally, there is one last but very important link that we needto finish creating so
that someone accessing your Intemet shop can access the category and product
template macros you have buitt

 
The link to a Category Page is an extremely ‘mportant link, as:tallows youto
move from your home page in HTML that any browser can access by typing :n a
simple URL (for examp:e hutp.//www.ttsoshop.convtbga‘cre.html) to a macro that
is nota simple URL. Ifyou have a Self-Contained Store and you do not wish
vour customers to pass through an intermediate Ma‘l frontpage, you wi.l need a
Link Like th:s ‘n your home page.
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Go to Store Manager and open the Template Desiguer. Select your store (in our
case it's Redbcoks Galore) and hit Load. Select File, Open, then select your
saved HTML image, Double-click on the box that reads 08/390 Redbooks and a
text d'aog box will appear. This is the same text dialog box that was built in
Figure 57 on page 119, We are going to replace the HTML ‘ink log:cin this text
dialog box, so go ahead and erase al. the text in the dialog box. After all the
HTML link logic text is erased, do the following:
- Se-ect Insert, then Link. A Link dialog box will appear,
~ Select Category Page from the Link to item and type OS/390 Redbooks ‘n the
Linked Text fied. The Merchant Reference number should already be filledin,

Next, fill in the Category Reference numberthat was created in 6.1.11.1,
“Enter Basic Product Information” on page 134. In our example ‘tis S01. If
you do not knowwhat your CategoryReference numberis you can click on
Browse and a Web browser windowwill display all the defined product
categor:es.
Click OK and the text dialog box wil be filed in with some HTML link text, as
shown in Figure 83, Hit File and Close - Save Changes. fusing our
example, you will need to repeatthis step for the ATX Redbooks ink.

From Template Desiguer you can see what the page wl. ‘ook like by se:ecting
File, then Viewin Browser. By clicking the link we have just created you should
be taken to a page simi.ar to that in Figure 69 on page 130.

With this final link in p.ace, you can nowaccess vour entire Intemet shopfrom a
Weh browser, The footer fi-e that we copiedinto the page allows youto access
the shopp'ng cart and other Net. Commercefunctions

You can make the home page of your new Web site the defautt welcome page
for your Web server by editing the Web server configurat.on file httpd.conf and
changing the Weleome Directive to match the nameofyour homepage.
Altematively, you can simply spec’fy the full name for the home page ‘n your

 

Web browser URL, To access the site we have just created vou wou.dspecify
http://www itsoshop.comvrhga.orehtml.” Pgs, 142-4,
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no mS The compuer-teadable memory of claim 20. See 7, supra.
wherein the commerce chiect associated with the
link that has been activated comprises “2.1.2 Product Categories
information defining an electronic catalog
having a multiude of merchant offerings, and To create a shopping environment where customers can eas‘lyfee. at home,you
wherein the second web page contains one or should make sure they can find the products they need in the places they expect 

-7-
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more se.ectab‘e navigation links connecting
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings in the
catalog.

  
 

 
em. But, comrary to a teal-life store, you can put product

more than one place without using expensive shelf space,
Use multip.e “pares” if you want to inc-ude the product ‘n multip:e catepories.
For example, you could inc-ude m:lk ‘n the cold drinks category as wel. as in the
airy products catevory. That way, vou can make sure that a product (in this

case milk) will be found by customers who take d:fferent paths while browsing
rough your onine store.

Mostexperienced users knowwhat they want, and they want to get to it fast.
Therefore, be sure to mclude a fast path for them to get 10 the products they
ave bought before, and to re.ated products. Especially on s.ow connections,
aving to browse muttple categories ‘s not a goodidea,
pending on the products vouare selling, customers accept differing shopping

and order processes,

For example, when shopping for groceries, customers do not want to browse two
categories and one product page for every product they want to buy. They may just
need a “grocery list” in which they can check items and spec:fy the amount

ev need

  
However, for more expensive products, people are willing to invest time and
effort in the process of finding the rigit product. In these cases, offer all
information the shopper needs to make a dec‘sion, and build an easybut logical
navigation structure aroundit.

NetCommerce provides you with ereat flexibi-ity to find and ‘mplementthe
appropriate desigu for products and cavegories and also for muttiple variations of
the sane product (also referredto as attributes or items), F-gure $ iLustrares
how such structures and relations are reflected in the Ne.Commerce datahase:”pg, 12-3

 
  

 

  
  
   

 
 

Pe. 13,

“The category pages link shoppers to the sroups of products or services
ava‘lab’e in the store. You can compare them to a table of contents ina
paper catalog or sigus in ateal store. They have toinclude category titles

images, descriptions, and of course hyperlinks to subcategor:es or
product pages.” Pg. 21.

B

‘The product pages include descriptions, attributes, images and price of the
products, They might also contain a link to related products or to detai:ed
product eva‘uations. Additional-y, the product pages should ‘nclude a Link for

ing the product to the shopping cart, Pe. 21,

  
a
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Pe. 119,

    
“6.1.9.1 Create a Category Template
 

“14.
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 no tool provided by Net. Commerce for viewing that data, 80 you have to
choose another way for further processing,
Whichever way you decide to go from there is large-y dependent on whether or
not you aready have backend systems in place to take cate of the fulfillment
processes, and what interfaces those systems provide to exchange ‘nformation
with Net. Commerce. The fol.owing list provides some examples:
- Cse tie-in applications such as Taxware or Progistics Merchant.
- Save cumputin a flat file to be picked up by other processes or batch
programs.

~ Send extracted information as an e-ma‘l
~ Send extracted information as a fax,

Convert data to Eectronic Data Interchange format (ED), which is sometimes
used for communications between existing mercham applications
- Export information to other database systems
Develop your own APIs to send information online to existing backend
applications (for ‘nstance CICS, IMS and ERP systems such as SAP R/3},
“Develop your own APIs to send information to backend systems using
MQSer:es,
Most of these options rely on the trans‘ation of the information from one format
to another, even to flat fies. This operation can be done online or as a batch
process, depending on the fulf'limemt systetn you choose.” Pes. 24-5 

24|The computer-teadable memory of c:aim 20, (i)|See 13-16, supra.
where'n the second web page contains a further
link aszociated with the information asscc:ated|“2.3.1 Offering a Shopping Can Facility
with the commerce object, which, when
activated by the web browser, places dara The shopping cart contains products that the shopper bought before, or at least
Tepresenting the commerce cbiect into a virtual|found ‘nteresting, Otherwise the shopper could use the search macro, In order
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when|to rea‘ly makeuse of the search capabilities of NetCommerce you maywant 10
activated by the web browser, facilitates include additional information in the custom fields of the database or in the
competion of transaction associated with the|product attributes. A gift shop cou.d include the target group eo you can just
commerce object in the shopping cart; and (i)|specify buying something for your grandmother and the system wi.l come up
where:n the computer-teadab.e memory ‘s used|with ideas, or you could add someextra keywords on the use of a product, or
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Open Template Desiguer as described before. This timeselect F:
ategory Template from the ‘ist. As w:th the home page creation Web page
escr'ption earlierin this chapter, we w'll go through the individual elements.
igure 65 shows the Template Desiguer CateporyTemplate os390rbk.d2wthat we

created for the OS/390 Redbooks category.

shows a Text Box with a Category Name Database tag, This corresponds to
e text dialog box shown in F.gure 66 on page 127.

One difference in Temp.ate Desiguer between the HTML files and temp:ate files
is the addition of a database pull-down menu in the menu bar of the text dialog
box. This menu has a st of database enury names that comespond to entries

at are tnadein the Net Commerce adiu:nistrator pages. By se.ecting one of
ese, a database tag ts placed in the text box which ‘s translated into an SQL.

command in the macro. In the case of the sample text box displayed in
igure 66 on page 127, the Category Name will be pulted from the database and
isplaved in the text box, This makes the template dynamic,in thatit coud be

used with many different categor‘es,

elements ‘n the database specific to that categoryw:l. be pulled out by the
atahase tag. Th's Category Template Macro will be associated with a particu.ar

category in a form ‘ater on ‘n the build‘ng process.” Pe. 126. Also see pg, 127-131

   
 

23 The compuer-eadable memory of claim 20.©See 10, supra,
wherein the computer-teadable memory ts used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider “2.5 Post-Order Processes
to perform the further step of Order fu-fi-lment is an ind:vidual process that var‘es from companyto company.
computer-facilitaing automatic payment to the—Typical-y, the following tasks have to be dealt with:
owner of the source page, once the transaction is - Accounting
completed. Tax cacculation

- Shipping
‘Tnventory
What Net.Commerce does for you ‘s puta‘! necessary information into the
database, It is your respons:bility to use th's ‘nformation,At the momentthere

  
 

5.
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to ditect the computer of the outsourceprovider the problems it solves.” Pg, 16
to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction is comp:eted, computer-fachitaring “If twpica. shoppers of your store buysevera. products during one shopping tr'p,
payment from the computer user to the merchant or if they usuallywant their orders shipped to more than one address, then
associated with the activated link and make th’s easyfor them. If they buy more than one product from the same
computer-facilitating payment of a commission category then l'nk the “add to shopeart/shipto” button straight back to the
to the owner of the sourcepage category page. Todo so, pass the category number ‘nto the product macro, and

use ‘t in the URL section of the HTMLform aroundthe “add” button. Ifa product
Uses accessories, then route the shopper to a page where these are offered,
To shorten the order process, critically examine the “database” structure and
tab-e relationsh:psfor the ordering process, An example structure ts shown :n
Figure 6 on page 19.” Pg. 18

 

     
po ee eAa

Pe 19

“When a shopper puts a product in his or her shopping cart, a record for this will
be created :n the SHOPPINGS table. When the shopper issues a SHIPTO
command, an entry in the SHIPTOtab.e will be made. At the moment of
order‘ng, a shipto address (SHADDRtable}, a shipmode (MSHIPMODE table) and
an amount must be added.
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When a customer is placing an order, a row in the ORDPAYMTHD tabiwil be
made with the credit card deta‘ls; a tow in the ORDERPAYtable will contain the
tax data; and a rowin the ORDERS table wi] be made containing the tota’s, The
ORDERStable also comaing the ORLOCKcolumn to ‘eck orders.

In general, a NetCommerce shopping process consists of seven tasks:
Looking at mal. and store home pages
- Catalog browsing
- Adding products to the shopping cart
- Registration
Filling out an address book entry
- Providing shipping information
- Ordering and pavinent”pg. 10

“The product pages include descriptions, attributes, ‘mages and price of the
products. Theymight also contain a link to related products or to detailed
product evaluations. Additionally, the product pages should ‘ne-ude a Link for
adding the product to the shopping cart.” Pe. 21

“2.4.3 Shopping Cart
The shopping cart or basket displays the items that the shopper potentially
‘wants 10 order, You shou‘d regard ‘t as a toolfor shoppers to eather interesting
products wth, not as a necessary step in the shopping process. It shou.d be
there for the shoppers that need ‘t, and optional for peop’e that do not need ‘t. It
shou.d not be in the typical order process.
Items remain in the cart until they are removed bythe shopper. For rev:stered
users, the shopping basket is not only valid for the current session, but also for
a] subsequent sessions. Anonymous or guest shoppers -ose the:r shopping cart
information after leaving the store. However customers can select products and
register later dur-ne their session w:thout losing their products
You aso have to decide on the scope of the shopping cart. The shopp:ng cart
may be made val:d for the who.e mnall, orfor on-y one store in the mal.” Pg. 22

  
“Figure 80 on page 140 shows a sereen shot of the Product Temp.ate with the

   

Forms Paette and Form dialog box visib.e, These are used in the creation of an
Add to Shopping Cart type button. First you c.ick the Form Palette icon to get the
Formn Patete box. Next click the Insert Form Box icon, Draw outa box where

vou want yourbutton. Make ‘tsl'ehcly bgeer than the actual button size you
want, Double click the box and the Form dialog box appears, In here select the
Add To Shopping Cart radio burton and the D:splay Store Shopping Cart radio
button, Close the dialog box.Click the Insert Submit Button icon cn the Form
Palette, Draw a box within the form box you have already created. This creates
asubmit button that will add the product information you have se‘ectedto the
Shopping Cart, You can change the SUBMITto something e'se within the submit
button by double clicking ‘t and the name ‘n the subsequent dialog box.” Pg. 139
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The computer-readable memery of claim 26,
wherein the v'sually perceptible elements
dsplavedon the second web page are retrieved
from a database storing data associated with
vsually perceptible elements for each of the first
webpages.

See 18, supra.

The Net.Commerce book teaches the homepages, catagories pages, and the product
pages are all designed us‘ng templates, Furthermore, the NetCommerce book teaches
using a consistent layout for a.l web pages in a Store.

“Tryto use a basic and consistent layout on all your pages, one that is unique for
your company. Ths ‘ncludes headers and footers, calors, fonts, -ocation of
images, and so on.

If-vou decide to design your site yourse-f, you can des:gu most macros (dynamic
HTMLpages that interact with the NetCommerce database) using the Template
Designer, provided by NetCommerce,” Pe, 14

“Whether the store will look ‘ike a single store or like a mall is a marketing
decision. Some big stores might prefer ooking like many sma‘ler, specialized
companies.” Py, 2$,

‘The Template Designeris a Java applet-hased, oraphical object-or‘ented editing
tool that allows you to create Web pages for an online ma! or store, and to
design and mod:fy templates with a graphical HTML editor. You can use ‘t to do
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the following:

- Create and update horne pages, product pages, cateworypages, and Product
Advisorpages,
~ Design headers and footers for the pages.
~ Modify the supplied sample catewory, product, and Product Advisor
templates (:f you save them with a new file name).” pe, 80.

“Take into account the dynamic nature of the Intemet and of Net.Commerce
Think about putting specials and sales offerings directly on your home page or in
your lriml page footer.” Py. 18,

 
 uh0g Sm

Also see pgs. 124-130.

“6.1,13.1 Category Template Assignment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Categories. Se-ect your store, then click the
arrowbeside the store name that appears belowthe selection list, Th's ists the
Categories ava‘lable in vour store. Click the category you wish to assign a
template to, then click the Template button at the bottom of the page. Enter the

 
  

 
  template name in the Category Template Assignment formwhich appears,

ignre 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed it. Save the form and
ensure you get a confirmation message. You can view the Template after vou

ave saved it by clicking the View Template button.” Pg, 140,

“6.1.13.2 Product Template Assignment
Goto Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;

e Search button at the bottom of the page will search your stote database for
all products if vou cannot remember the product SKU. The results of the search
are displayed in a window at the bottom of the page. You can select one of

ese and it will fi] the entries in the product form for you. Next cick the
templates button on the task bar on the Left side of the admin‘strator page,

under Product Information. You will see a form similar to that in Fignre 82 on
page 142. Enter the product ternpate macro name you created in the Product

template section ear-ier in this chapter, in the Template form. Save the form,
and check for the confimmation message.

iilin the temp:ate name (file name with *.d2w ending), save the form and click
on View Template This show.d show you howthe product template actua.ly looks
on the browser.” Pg, 141
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Comparison of U.S, Patent No, 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/995,278 by Saliba (“Saliba °278"}!

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Pla‘nt:ff's Infringement Contentions served April 15, 2011, United States Patent Application 09/995,278 anticipates and‘or
renders obvious, alone or in combination with other prior art identfied in Defendants’ Amended Invalidity Contentions, the asserted claims as

in part be‘ow.describe

 
 

     
 A method of an ouscurce

prow.der serv:ng web pages
offering commercial
opportunities, the method
comprising:

‘This invention re

Telates to systems and methods for present:ng e-ectronic bills to customers of a financ:a :nstituticn, such
asabank.” Saliba’278 § 0002.

Saliba "278 0068.

    
lates to electrontc financ:al systems for the Inmemet. More part.cularly, this invention

According to one aspect of this invention, the financial institution has a Web server to
support its Web site, The server presents a home page that allows its customers to se-ect
differenserv-ces, such as examining a checking or savings account balance, or conducting
a funds transfer, These services are supported Locally at the financial institution's Web site.
The homepage also offers, however, an option to viewcustomer-specific data, such as the
customer's personal bilLing statements that are collected from a variety of different billers
(eg., phone bil, gas bil cable TVbil.etc.)

 
7278 7.0009.

At step 148 in FIG.6, the service center server 110 offers a set of bill management and
payment options to the customer, The customer may elect to examine the billing statements
in detail by clicking on a particular bi.! in the list, The server 110 provides anew HTML
page showing the billing statement framed within the bank's branding indic‘a, as shown ‘n
FG. 4, The customer may further elect to payall of the bil, part of it, or noneof it. The
customer maychal-enge part, or enter into a dialog with customer service.

 

Ia)

  
automaticalyat aserver of the “Accordingly, when the customeract:vates the option cn the financial institution's home page for
outsource provider, :n response viewing the customer-spec:fic data, the financial :nst:tution's Web server links to the third party's server
to activation, bya web browser to access the customer-spec‘fic data w:thout exposing this transfer to the customer.” Saliba "278 ¥ 0010.
of a computer user, of a link

 
 

Uncess noted, all citations in this chart are to United States Patent Application 09/995,278 by Bassam A. Saliba, at a.. (Eled November 26, 2001),
[DENDTO000295-0000314]
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Saliba "278 0063,

Saliba "278 0054-56.

 the bank server 90 addresses the URL (universal resource locator) of the service center
Web site 46 (step 132), The bank's server 90 attaches its ID to the URL address (step 134).
At the simplest level, the bank omy submits its ID,as follows:

SCSite.com?from=Bank1

where "SCSite, com"is the URL for the service center site, the tag “from=bark1" indicates
that the customeris being forwarded from bank 1, The serv'ce center inserts the
appropriate bank's name when presenting the customers bills. At th’s basic level, the
customer maybe asked to -ov on or enter some sort of ID. Since this may be the second
time the customer is asked for such information,:t would be advantageous to prov.de more
information :n the transfer, including the customer ID (described below’,

At step 142 in FIG.6, the service center's server 110 extracts the bank's ID, any brand:ng
indicia, and the customer ID token. The service center's server 110 uses the customer ID in
the token to Locate and retrieve the customer's personal billing statements (step 144). The
service cemter's server 110 then uses the branding indicia to create a user interface (CT) that
presents a list of the customer's billing statements under the pnise of the bank's genre (step
146).
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 S898

displayed by one of a pluraity
of first web paves, recognizing
as the source page the one of
the first web pages on which
the link has been activated:

 

 
 

According to one implementation for a ‘owlevel of integration, the financéal institution's
server hands off the customer to the third party's serverby addressingthe third party's site
URL (universa: resource ‘ocator), The financial ‘nstitution's server sends alongits own
identity, some branding indicia (e.g, logo, background, colori, and a customer 1D. The
third party's server uses the customer ID to retrieve the data belonging to the customer. The
thitd party's server then employs the bank's ID and branding indicia to preseart the data in a
Web page that is formatted, branded, and styled to resemb.e the financ:al ‘nst:tution's own
Web pages.

Saliba "278 0011

Uponactivating the “Billing Statements’ option 60, the bank’s Web server links to the
service center's server without exposing this transfer to the customer. The customer still
believes that he’she is connected to and communicating with the bank's Web site 44, A
new Webpage that incorporates the customer's bi-]s is then presented to the customer.

Saliba °278 0040

“The two servers are loosely coupled viaa data commection 128. This data connection mav be as simple
as a handoff from the bank server 90 to the service center server 110 as a tesult of following a link
presented on the bank's Web page.”Saliba 278 | 0052,

The banks and service center can enter into various -eve's of integration, ranging from a
lowleve. of innegration in which the banks’ Web sites provide L'nks to the service centers’
Web site to.a high level of integration in which the banks and service center communicate
over secure connections using the Open Financ:al Exchange (GFX) protocelto exchange
financial data,

Saliba "278 4 0083

FIG, 6 shows a method for inp.ement:ng the low‘evel of :megration between the bank and
the service center. The process begins at step 130 when a customer activates the "B:Ling
Statements"option 6()in the bank's home page $0 (FIG. 2). In response to this activation,

 
 

no
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wherein each of the first web

pages belongs to one ofa
plurality of web page owners:

 
Cy
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49

7iy |
FIG. | shows an e‘ectronic billing system 20 that enables multiple billers to e‘ectronical.y
éstr'bute their bi‘ling statements to consumers over a network, such as the Imemet. The
electronic biLing system 20 has tu-tiple participating billers 22(1), 22(2),..., 22(M), a
service center system 24 resident at a third party bill’ng service, multip.e participating
banks 26(1), 26(2), ..., 22(N), and multiple bank customers as represented by customers
28(1) and 28(2),

 
Saliba 278 40024
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 merchants; and

wherein each of the first web

pages displaysat least one
active link assoc‘ated with a

commerce object associated
with a buy'ng opportunity of a
selected one of a pluralityof

Mo

 
2 Gthecsing
‘Savings Accoutt Betancs
Transfer Funds

 
“Upon activating the “Billing Statements’ option 60, the bank's Web server links to the service center's
server without exposingthis transfer to the customer. The customersti] bel:eves that he’she ts connected
toand communicating with the bank's Web site 44. 4 newWeb page that incorperates the customer's
bil’s ‘s then presented to the customer.” Saliba °278 0040,

At step 148 in FIG.6, the service center server 110 offers a set of bill management and
payment options to the customer, The customer may elect to examine the billing statements
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Ib)

 
 Cectronic bi-ing system 20 has mubtip.e participating bilers 22(1), 22(2),.... 22(Mi,a

service cemer system 24 res'dent ata third party billing service, multiple partic:pating
banks 26(1), 26(2),..., 22(N), and mu-tiple bank customers as represeated bycustomers
28{1)and 2862)

Saliba "278 0024,
automatically retrieving from a “The home page 50 includes various branding indicia, such as the bank's name and logo $2 and the
storage coupled to the server
pre stored data associated with
the source page; and then

bank's address 54. In addition, the branding ‘ndic‘a might comprise a particular format or styl'stic
schema, background color or texture, slogans, and so forth.” Saliba °278 9 0038.

The service cemer's server 110 mns a branding software modus 126, which are stored in
program memory 118. The branding module 126 runsatop the operating system 124
dur'ng execution ‘n the processing un‘t 112. The branding module 126 extracts the
branding indicia passed from the bank and uses :t to create a Web pagethat appears [’ke
the bank's own Web pages. It is noted that the branding modute 126 may be integrated as
partof the Web server software, rather than executed as a standalone app-ication.

Saliba 278 7 0051.

As one examp-e, the serv:ce center server 110 has an HTML document that contains data
fields for holding biLing data retrieved Locally from the bils database 40) and ‘ndicia fie.ds
for holding the brand:ngindicia rece:ved remotely from the bank. The HTML document :s
rendered by the customer's browser program to present a Ul that appears as though the
bankitself presented the billing statements. This is shown in FIG. 3, for examp’e, where
the service center server 110 provides an HTML Web pave 70 that contains a billing
statement ‘ist 72 with data from the bills database 40, along with branding indicia 52, 54
received from the bank.

Saliba °278 90064.

 

wherein the se.ected merchant,
the cutsource provider, and the
owner of the first web pageare
cach third parties with respect
to one other,  

 in deta!l by clicking on a particular bill ‘n the list. The server 110 provides a new HTML
page showing the billing statement framed w:thin the bank's branding indicia, as shown in
FIG. 4. The customer may further electto pay all of the bill, part ofit, or none of 't. The
customer may cha.lenge part, or enter into a dialog with customer service,

  

Saliba "278{0065. 
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HIG. | shows an e‘ectronic billing eystem 20 that enables multiple billers to e-ectron‘cal-y
istr'bute their bitling statements to consumers over a network, such as the Imeret. The
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  includes:
 
  third party's server uses the customer TD to retrieve the data belonging to the customer. The

third pary's server then employs the bank's ID and branding ‘ndicia to present thedata in a
Web page that is formated, branded, aud styled to resemb.e the finane‘al ‘nst:tution's own
Webpages. In this manner, the data ‘s presented in such a waythat the customeris led to
believe that the financial institution is stll sponsoring the customer-specific dara rather
than the third party.”

Saliba "278 0011

“Upon activating the “Bill:ne Statements’ option 60, the bank's Web server links to the service center's
server without exposing this transfer to the customer. The customerstil. be-ieves that he’she is comected
to and commumn:cating with the bank's Web site 44. A new Web page that incorporates the customer's
biils is then presented to the customer.” Saltha *278 | 0040.
 

 

I(c)

  
automaticalywith the server
computer petterat-ng and
transmitting to the web browser
a second web page that

“According to one implementation for a low level of integration, the financial institution's
server hands off the customer to the third party's server by addressing the third party's alte
URL(universalrescurcelocator). The financial institution's server sends a.ong its own
identity, some branding indicia (e.g. logo, background, coor), and a customer ID. The

   
 

(1) ‘formation associated with
the commerce object associated
with the link that has been
activated, and  Sok Address 
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FIG, 3 shows an exemp-ary new Web page 70, which displays the billing data as it's

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary new Web page 70, which displays the bill:ne data as it is tendered on a customer's home computer monitor 48, The Web pave 70 presents a List 72
rendered on a customer's home computer monitor 48. The Web page 70 presents a l'st 72 of the customer's bils. The page 70 also includes the bank's branding indicia, such as the
of the customer's bil’s. The page 70 also includes the bank's branding indicia, such as the bank's name and logo 52, bank's address 54, format or stylistic schema, background color
bank's name and logo 52, bank's address $4, formator stylistic schema, backeround co.or or texture, slogans, and so forth. In this manner, the new Web page 70 appears to have
or texture, slogans, and so forth, In th's manner, the new Web page 70 appears 10 have been provided by the bank's Web site 44, whi-e the idemrityof the service center 24 is
been provided by the bank's Web s:te 44, while the identity of the service center 24 ts veiled, to ‘ead the customer to believe that the billing data is prov-ded by the financial
veiled, to lead the customerto believe that the billing data ‘s provided bythe financial institution rather than the service center, At th's point, the customer may open any
institution rather than the service center. At this point, the customer may open any particular bill, reviewthe ‘temized purchases, the amount due, and due date,
particu.ar bill, rev‘ewthe itemized purchases, the amount due, and due date,

Saliba ‘278 9 0041
Saliba "278 0041. 3|The method of claim | wherein The bil.ing statement 80has multiple softkeys or buttons &4 that form tabbed navgation

Lot) (i) a pluraity of visually atleast one of the plurality of points to faci:itate quick movement from one section of the bill to another. In this example,
perceptible e:ements derived visua‘ly perceptible elements there ig a "Summary"tab that references the biling page shown in the figure, Activation of
from the retrieved pre stored includes a set of navigationa. a "Details" tab (via a mouse pointer, for example) changes the screen from the summary
data and visually corresponding links on the source page. page to one or more pages itemizing the biling transactions. A "Customer Service"tab
to the source page. ‘ switches to a page giving ‘nstructions on howto access customer service.

: Bans Fares a! fg Bank Addnnss,
Saliba "278 { 0043.
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    4|The method of c.aim | wherein

at least one of the plurality of
visual’yperceptib.e elements FIG, 3 shows an exemp-ary new Web page 70, which displays the bill’ng data as i1:s

schema, background color of texture, s.ogans, and so forth.” Saliba °278 ¥ 0038,

‘ncludes the appearance of the
top and left side of the source
page.

tendered on a customer's home computer monitor 48. The Web page 70 presents a ist 72
of the customer's bills, The page 70 also includes the bank's brand:ne indicia, such as the
bank's name and logo $2, hank's address $4, format orstylistic schema, backeround color
or texture, slogans, and so forth. In this manner, the new Web page 70 appears to have
been provided by the bank's Web site 44, whi-e the identity of the service center 24 is
veiled, to ‘ead the customer to believe thatthe billing data ‘s provided by the financial
institution rather than the serv:ce center, Atth's poimr, the customer may open any
particular bill, reviewthe :temized purchases, the amount due, and due date,
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“The home page 50 includes various branding indicia, such as the bank's name and logo $2 and the
bauk's address 54, In addition, the branding ‘nd:cia might comprise a particu.ar format or styl'stic
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 The method of c:a:m 1 wherein

atleast one of the plurality of
visual-y perceptib'e elements
‘ncludes the appearance of the
header and footer of the source
pave,  
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“The home page 50 includes various brandingindicia, such as the bank's name and loge $2 and the
bank's address 54, In addition, the branding ‘ndicia might comprise a particu‘ar format or styl'stic
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  The method of c’aim 1 wherein

at least one of the plurality of
visual’yperceptib.e elements
‘ncludes a logo associated with
the owner of the source page.
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“The home page 50 includes various branding indicia, such as the bank's name and logo $2 and the
bauk's address 54, In addition, the branding ‘nd‘c‘a might comprise a particucar formator stylistic
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 schema, background color or texture, s.ogais, and so forth.” Saliba "278 | 0038,

FIG. 3 shows an exemp_ary new Web page 70, which displays the billing data as it's
tendered on a customer's home computer monitor 48. The Web page 70 presents a ‘ist 72
of the customer's bis. The page 70 also includes the bank’ branding indicia, such as the
bank's name atid logo 32, bank's address 54, format orstylistic schema, backeround color
or texture, slogans, and so forth. In this manner, the new Web page 70 appears to have
been provided by the bank's Web site 44, whi-e the identity of the service center 24 is
veiled, to ‘ead the customer to believe that the billing data is provided by the financial
institution rather than the service center, At th's point, the customer may open any
particular bill, reviewthe ‘temized purchases, the amount due, and due date

  
Saliba "278 {O01
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  schema, background color of texture, s.ogans, and so forth.” Saliba °278 ¥ 0038,

FIG, 3 shows an exemp-ary new Web page 70, which displays the billing data as its
tendered on a customer's home computer monitor 48. The Web page 70 presents a “ist 72
of the customer's bills, The page 70 also includes the bank's brand:ne indicia, such as the
bank's name and logo $2, hank’s address $4, format orstylistic schema, backeround color
or texture, slogans, and so forth. In this manner, the new Web page 70 appears to have
been provided by the bank's Web site 44, whi-e the identity of the service center 24 is
veiled, to ‘ead the customer to believe thatthe billing data is provided by the financial
institution rather than the serv:ce center, At this poimr, the customer may open any
particular bill, reviewthe :temized purchases, the amount due, and due date,

 
Saliba "278 (0041.   The method of claim | wherein

the commerce object associated
with the link that has been

activated comprises
information defining an
e-ectronic catalog having a
multitude of merchant

offerings, and wherein the
second web page contains one
of more selectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchical
set of additional second web

pages, each pertaining to a
subset of the offerings in the
catalog,

 Sok Address 
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  The method of c:a:m 1 wherein

the second web page is
generated dynamically.

Saliba 278 0041.

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary new Web page 70, which displays the bill:ne data as it is
rendered on a customer's home computer monitor 48. The Web page 70 presents a l'st 72
of the customer's bil’s. The page 70 also includes the bank's branding indicia, such as the
bank's name and logo 52, bank's address $4, formator stylistic schema, backeround co.or
or texture, slogans, and so forth, In th's manner, the new Web page 70 appears 10 have
been provided by the bank's Web s:te 44, while the identity of the service center 24 ts
veiled, to lead the customer to believe that the billing data ‘s provided bythe financial
institution rather than the service center. At this point, the customer may open any
particu.ar bill, rev‘ewthe itemized purchases, the amount due, and due date,

At step 142in FIG.6, the service center's server 110 extracts the bank's ID, any brand:ng
indicia, and the customer ID token. The service center's server 110 uses the customerID ‘n
the token to -ccate and retrieve the customer's personal billing statements (step 144). The
service cetiter's server 110 then uses the branding indicia to create a user interface (CT) thar
presents a list of the customer's billingstatements under the guise of the bank's geure (step
146).

 
As one examp.e, the servce center server 110 has an HTML document that contains data
fields for holding bil:ing data retrieved ‘ocally from the bils database 40 and ‘ndicia fie'ds
for holding the branding indicia rece:ved remotely from the bank. The HTML document ‘s
rendered by the customer's browser program to present a Ul that appears as though the
bank itself-presented the billing statements. This is shown in FIG.3, for examp.e, where
the service center server 110 provides an HTML Web pave 70that contains a billing
statement ‘ist 72 with data from the bills database 40, along with branding indicia 32, 34
receivedfrom the bank.

At step 148 in FIG.6, the service center server 110 offers a set of bill management and
payment options to the customer. The customer may elect to examinethe billing statements
in detail by cicking on a particular bil in the list. The server 110 provides anew HTML
page showing the billing statement framed within the bank's branding ‘ndic‘a, as shown in
FIG. 4. The customer may further elect to payall of the bi), part of it, or none ofi. The
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      and a customer ID, The third party's server uses the customer ID to retrieve the data
be‘onging to the customer. The third party's server then emnp.oys the bank's ID and
branding indicia to present the data in a Web page that is formatted, branded, and stvled to
resetnble the financial institution's own Web pages. In this manner, the data ‘s presented in
such a wav that the customer is led to believe that the fnanctal institution is stil
sponsoring the customer-spec'fic data rather than the third party.

According to another impementation that ‘nvolves a higher level ofintegration, the
financial inst:tuion's serverestablishes a secure connection with the third party's server
and employs the OFX (Open Financial Exchange)protocol, and extensions to this protocol,
to retrieve information from the third party's server. The OFX extensions enable the
financial inst:tution's server to request such ‘nformat:on as b:Ling summaries,status and
type of bills, customer enrolment and logon information, and payment information. The
information retrieved from the third party's server can then be presented ‘n new Web page
atthe financial institution's Web site that contains the financ’a: ‘nstitution's name and

branding indicia. Through integration, the thind party provides extended services for the
financial inst:turion that are branded as belonging to the financla: :nst:tution, From the
customer's perspective, he/she only vs:ts one location--the financial institution's Web site-
to examine his/her financial records

 
Saliba "278 0010-12.

When a customer of the financia. ‘nst‘tution wishes 10 access the customer-specific data
supp-ied by the third party, the financ‘a: institution Links to the third party without
exposing this transfer to the customer. At this point, the third party might actualy host the
customer and present the customer-specific data, However, the third party presents the data
in such a waythat the customer isled to betieve thatthe financial institution provides the
customer-specific data rather than the third party. Thus, the third party provides an
extended servceto the financia. ‘nst:tution and brands that service as helongng to the
financial inst:tution. From the customer's perspective, he’she only v:sits the fnanc:a.
institution's Web site for all of his‘her financial tasks,

Saliba "278 0022.
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   customer may chalenge part, or enter into a C.alogwthcustomer serv-ce.ae

Saliba °278 ¥ 0063-0065.
 

9|The method of claim | wherein
the owner of the source pages
party to-a contract provid-ng for
Teceipt of a commission as a
result of a transaction invo.ving
the commerce object displayed
ont the source page.
 

10|The method of claim 9 further

comprising
computer-facilitating automatic
payment to the owner of the
source page, once the
trangaction ‘s completed.

11|The method of claim 1,
wherein the second web page
appears to the computer user to
be generated by a server
associated with the source
page,

    The third party also has a server that supports its own Web site. The server stores the
customer-specific data offered by the financia: institution and can provide that data to a
customer of the financial institution anv timethe customer accesses the third partv's Web
site. The same data is also made availab-e to the customer through the financial institution's
Web site, When the customeris logged onto the financial institution's Websita, the
financéal institution wou.dL’ke to offer this same data without having the customer feel like
he’she has left the financial institution's Web site to access the third party's Web site
Accordingly, when the customer activatesthe option on the nancialinstitution's home
page for viewing the customer-specific data,the fnanc‘al institution's Web server ‘inks 10
the third party's server to access the customer-specific data without exposing this transfer
to the customer,

There are manydifferent degrees of integration between the financial institution's server
and the third party's server. According to one implementation for a ‘ow level of itregration,
the Financia. ‘ustitution’s server hands off the customer to the third party's server by
addressing the third party's site URL (universal resource ‘ocator), The financial institution's
server sends a.ong ‘ts own identity, some branding indicia (e.g. logo, background. color), 
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The home page 50 provides a menu $6 listing options 58 for var‘cus services provided by
the bank, such as checking account ba-ance, savings account balance, funds transfer, and 80
forth. The home page menu 56 also offers an option 60 to viewthe customer's bi.ls
However, as noted above, the billing statements are phvs:cal-y located on the bi-ls database
4) at the remote service center 24,

Upon activating the "Billing Statements" option 60, the bank's Web serverlinks to the
service center's server without exposing this transferto the customer, The customerstill
believes that he’she is connected to and communicating with the bank's Web site 44, A
newWeb page that incorporates the customer's bills is then presented to the customer.

FIG. 3 shows an exemp:ary new Web page 70, which displays the billing data as it's
tendered cn a customer's home computer monitor 48. The Web page 70 presents a “ist 72
of the customer's bils. The page 70 also includes the bank's branding indicia, such as the
bank's name atid logo $2, bank's address $4, format orstylistic schema, backeround color
of texture, slogans, and so forth. In this manner, the new Web page 70 appears to have
been provided by the bank's Web site 44, whi-e the identity of the service center 24 is
veiled, to ‘ead the customer to believe that the bill:ng data is provided by the financial
institution rather than the service center, At th's point, the customer may open any

  

 
 particular bill, reviewthe ‘temized purchases, the amount due, and due date

Saliba "278 (0039-41.

“The biLing statement 80's rendered within a branding frame 88 that identifies the bank. The frame 88
contains at least some of the branding ‘ndicia, such as the bank's name and ‘ogo $2. Ae a result, the
ability to open and reviewa personal bilLing statement 80 appears to be part of the services offered by the
bank, even though the bill:ne data is being providedby the remote service center system 24.” Saliba
"YR F006.

The service center's server 110 runs a branding software module 126, which are stared in
program memory 118. The branding module 126 runs atop the operating system 124
during execution in the processing unit 112. The branding module 126 extracts the
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branding indicia passed fromthe bank and uses ‘t to create a Web pavethat appears [’ke
the bank's own Web pages.It is noted that the brand:ng modute 126 may be integrated as
part of the Web server software, rather than executed as a standalone app:ication.

Saliba "278 0051.

At step 142in FIG.6, the service center's server 110 extracts the bank's ID, any brand:ng
indicia, and the customer ID token. The service center's server 110 uses the customerID in
the token to Locate and retrieve the customer's personal billing statements (step 144). The
service center's server 110 then uses the branding indicia to create a user interface (CT) that
presents a list of the customer's billing statements under the guise of the bank's genre (step
146),

As one examp.e, the serv:ce center server 110 has an HTML document that contains data
fields for holding bil:ing dana retrieved ‘ocally from the bills database 40 and indicia fieids
for holding the branding indicia rece‘ved remotely from the bank. The HTML document ‘s
rendered by the customer's browser program to present a UI that appears as though the
bankitself presented the billing statements. This is shown in FIG. 3, for examp’e, where
the service center server 110 provides an HTML Web page 70 that contains a billing
statement ‘ist 72 with data fromm the bills database 40, along with branding indicia $2, 54
received from the bank.

Saliba "278 0063-64.
   The method of c:aim 1,

wherein the “ink activated by
the web browser is stored in a
database assoc‘ated with the
source page.

There are many d:fferent degrees of integration betweenthe financial ‘nst:tution's server
and the third party's server. According to one implementation for a lowlevel of integration,
the financial institution's server hands off the customer to the third party's server by
addrese'ng the third party's site URL (universal resource locator). The financia. ‘netitution's
server sends alone its own ‘dent:ty, some branding indic‘a (e.g, logo, background,color),
and acustomer ID, The third party's server uses the customer ID to retrieve the data
be.onging to the customer. The third party's server then etmp.ovs the bank's ID and
branding indicia to present the data in a Web page thatis formatted, branded, and styled to
resetnble the financial institution's own Web pages. In this manner, the data ‘s presented in
such a way that the customer is led to bel:eve that the financial mstitution ts sti
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[4|The methodof c.a'm 13, At step 148 in FIG.6, the service center server 110offers a set of bill management and

wherein the second web page paytnent options to the customer, The customer may elect to examine the billing statements
contains a checkout Link whch, in detail by cicking ou a particular biin the list. The server 110 provides anew HTML
when activated by the web page showing the billing statement framed within the bank's branding indic‘a, as shown ‘n
browser, facilitates completion FIG. 4, The customer may further elect to payall of the bi, part of it, or none of it The
of a transaction associated with customer maychal-enge part, or enter into a dialog with customer service.
the commerce object n the
shopp'ng cart, Saliba "278§0068.

15|The method of cam 14, At step 148 in FIG.6, the service center server 11) offers a set of bill management and
further comprisingafter the payment opt:ons to the customer. The customer may elect to examinethe hilling statements
transaction is completed, in detail by c‘icking on a particular bil in the list, The server 110 provides anew HTML
computer-fac‘litating payment page showing the billing statement framed within the bank's branding ‘ndic‘a, as shown in
from the computer userto the FIG. 4. The customer may further elect to payall of the bi, part of it, or none of it. The
tmerchant associated with the customer maychal-enge part, oretter into a dialog with customer service.
activated ‘ink.

After the bi‘ler is finished reviewing his/her b‘L-ing statements, the service center server
110 returns the customerto the bank server 90 via the return URL for the bank (step 150),
The customer maythen continue to explore other services offered by the bank's, such as
transferring funds between accounts to cover paymentof the bi-1s

Saliba ’278 0065-66.

16|The methodof c.a'm 14, See 10, supra
further comprising after the
transaction is completed,
compurer-fac‘litating payment
of a commission to the owner

of the source page.
17|The tnethod of c-a'm 13, At step 138, the bank server 90 attaches a retum URL address for the bank so that the

further comprising dsplav-ne service cemter can return the customer to the bank when the customer fin:shes his/her
the second web page again, reviewofthe billing statements. The composite message stringis forwarded to the service
after the commerce chiectis center's server 110to thereby transfer controlto the service center Web site (step 140), The
placed into the shopping cart composite string may appear, for example, as follows:
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sponsoring the customer-specitic data rather than the third party.

Saliba °278 { 0011

MIG. 6 shows a methodfor imp.ementing the low‘evel of ‘mesration between the bank and
the service center. The process beving at step 130 when a customer activates the "B:Ling
Statements" option 60) in the bank's home page $0 (FIG.2), In response to this activation,
the bank server 90addresses the URL (un:versal resource Locator) of the service center
Web site 46 (step 132). The banks server 90 attaches its ID to the URL address (step 134),
At the sinnpest level, the bank on‘y submitsits ID, as fol-ows:

SCS:te.com?from=Bank]

where "SCS:te.com”is the URL for the service centerste, the tag ftom=hankl"indicates
that the customeris being forwarded from bank |. The service center inserts the
appropriate bank's name when presenting the customers bills. At this basic ‘evel, the
customer may be asked to log on or enter some sort of ID. Since this may be the second
timethe customer‘s asked for such information, it would be advantageous to provide more
information in the transfer, including the customer ID (described be.ow),

Saliba "278{0084-56.   The method of claim 1,
wherein the second web page
contains a further link
associated with the information
associated with the commerce

object associated with the link
that has been activated, which
Link, when activated bythe web
browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce
object into a virwal shoppingcal,

 Atstep 148 in FIG.6, the service cemer server 110 offers a set of bil. management and
payment options to the customer. The customer mayelect to examine the biLing statements
in deta!l by clicking on a particular bill :n the list. The server110 provides anew HTML
page showing the billing statement framed within the bank's brandingindicia, as shown in
FIG. 4. The customer may further electto pay all of the bill, part ofit, or none of :t. The
customer may cha-lenge part, or enter into a d:alog with customer service.

 
Saliba "278{0065.
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cover payment of the bills” Sa.iba "278 {0066

 SCSite.com?from=Bank] &branding=Bank1Brandingindicia&
token=customer] &returm=Bank1 com

where SCSite.com is the URL forthe service center site, the tag " backsash.from=bank1"
indicates that the customeris being forwarded from bank1, the tag
"brand:ng=Bank|BrandingIndic‘a" contains certain branding items custom to the bank, the
tag Moken=customer!"identifiesthe customer, and the tag "retum=Bank |.com'is the
return URL 10 the bank.

Saliba °278 { 0059-61.

“After the b‘Ler ‘s finished reviewing his/her billing statements, the service cemter server [10 retums the
customerto the bank server 90 via the retum URL for the bank (step 150). The customer may then
continue to explore other services offered by the bank's, such as transferring funds beoween accounts to

 

 

  18|The method of claim 1, The service center's server 110 mns a branding software module 126, which are stored in
wherein the visually perceptible program memory 118, The branding module 126 mns atop the operating system 124
c-ements displayed on the during execution in the processing unit 112, The branding module 126 extracts the
second web page are retrieved branding ‘ndic‘a passedfrom the bank and uses it to create a Web page that appears ‘ike
from a database storing data the bank's own Web paves. [t's noted that the branding module 126 mav be imegrated as
associated with visualy partof the Web server software, rather than executed as a standalone application,
perceptib.e elements for each
of the first web pages. Saliba °278 § 0051,

19|Asysten usefulin an outsource|See 1, supra.
provider serving web pages
offering commercia.
opportunities, the system
comprising:

1a)|(a} a computer store contain:ng|See I{a)-1(b), supra.
data, for each of a plurality of
first web pages, defining a
plurality of visually perceptible
cements, which visually
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perceptible eemen
correspondto the p.urality of
first web pages; (7) where'n
each ofthe first web pages
belongs to one of a plurality of
web page owners; (if)wherein
each of the first web pages
displaysat least one active link
associated with a commerce

object associated with a buying
opportunityof a selected oneof
apluraity of merchants; and
(i) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource
provider, and the owner of the
first web pagedisplaying the
associated link are each third

parties with respect t one
other;
(b) a computer serverat the
outsource provider, which
computer server is coupled to
the computer store and
programmed to: (i) receive
from the web browser ofa

computer user a signal
‘nd:cating activation of one of
the “inks displaved by one of
the frst web pages; (11)
automaticaly ‘dent:fy as the
source pagethe one of the first
web pages on which the ‘ink
has been activated; (it) in

 
See 1(a)-I(ci, supra  
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   wherein each of the first web

pages belongs to one of a
pluralityof web page owners:
ii) wherein each of the first
web pages dsplavs at Least one
active link associated with a

commerce object associated
with a buying opportunity of a
selected one of aplurality of
merchants; and (iii) wherein the
selected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the
owner of the first web page are
each third parties with respect
to one another; (b)
automaticalyretrieving from a
storage coupled to the
computer of the outsource
provider pre-stored data
associated with the source

page; and then (c)
automaticaly
computer-generating and
transmitting to the web browser
asecond web page that
‘neludes: (3) information
associated with the commerce

object associated with the link
that has been activated, and(ii)
apluraity of visually
perceptible e-ements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored
data and visually comesponding
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 : S898

Tesponse to identification of the
source page,automatically
Tetrieve the stored data

corresponding to the source
page; and (iv) using the data
Tetrieved, automatically
generate and transmit to the
web browser a second web

page that disp.ays: (A)
information associated with the

commerce object astociated
with the link that has been

activated, and (B) the plurality
of visua!

visua'ly corresponding to the
sourcepage.

Ly perceptible elements

 
2)  A computer-readab.e memory

adapted
Providerin serving web paves
offering commercia.
opportunities, the
computer-teadable memory
used to direct a computer of the
outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to

 
activation, bya web browser of
acomputer user, of a “ink
displayed by one of a pluraity
of first web paves,
automaticallyrecoonizing as
the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the
[ink has been activated; (1)

for use by an cutsource
See |, supra.  
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to the source page,
 

re BS The computer-teadable
memory of claim 20 wherein
the commerce object associated
with the link that has been

activated comprises
information defining an
e-ectronic catalog having a
tultitude of merchant

offerings, and wherein the
second web page contains one
of more selectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchical
set of additionalsecond web

pages, each pertaining to a
subset of the offerings in the
catalog,

 
See 7, supra.

 

4

  The computer-teadable
memory of claim 20 wherein
the computer-teadable memory
is used 10 direct the computer
of the outsource provider to
perform the further step of
computer-facilitating automatic
payment to the owner of the
source page, once the
transaction ‘s completed.
The computer-teadable
memory of claim 20, (i)
wherein the second web page
contains a further link
associated with the information
associated with the commerce

See 10, supra.

See 13-16, supra.
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object, which, when activated
by the web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce
object into a virtual shopping
carl, and a checkoutlink which,
when activated by the web
browser, fac‘litates completion
ofa transaction asscc‘ated with

the commerce object in the
shopping cart; and (it) wherein
the computer-readable memory
Sused to direct the computer
of the outsource provider to
perform the further steps of,
afterthe transaction ‘s

completed,
computer-fac‘litating payment
from the computer userto the
tmerchant associated with the
activated ‘ink and

computer-fac'litating payment
of a commissicn to the owner

of the source page.
 

nh cA  The computer-teadab.e
memory of claim 20, wherein
the visual’yperceptible
elements disp_ayed on the
second web page are retrieved
from a database storing data
associated with visualy
perceptible e-ements for each
of the first web pages

See 18, supra,  
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., Ellsworth & El:sworth 316-29 (QUEST).

[éayGi)|Where:n each of the frst web pages displays at|each of the pages displays at least one active .ink associated with a commerce object;
"| Teast one active link associated with a commerce|for instance a product for sale or a Light sepment that can be reserved from one of a

cbiect associated with a buying opportunityofa|pluraity of atrl:nes
selected one of a plura.ity of merchants; and

See, ¢.¢., Ellsworth & El-sworth 316-29 (IQUEST).

Lia)(i)|Wheve:nthe selected merchant, the outsource|A selected merchant (eg. Delta Airlines) C1S and Travelshopper are each third parties
provider, and the owner of the first web page are|with respect to one another,
each third parties with respect to one other,

IQUESTservers provide products to C1S users from a pluralityof merchants located at
remote servers using a look and feelspec‘fic to CIS. See, e.g. Elsworth & Ellsworth
316-29 (IQUEST).

10) automaticallyretrieving from a storage coupled|CIS automatically uses the appropriate DPPdialogfrom pre-stored data associated
to the server pre stored data associated with the|with the source page;
source page: and then

IQUESTuses information pre-stored about the CIS enviroumen. See, eg, Elsworth
& Ellsworth 316-29 (QUEST).

Lig) automaticallywiththe server computer CIS server generates & transmits to the CompuServe Information Manager browsera
generating and transmitting to the web browser a|2nd page that includes:
second web pavethat ‘ncludes:

IQUESTservers automatically generate and transmit to CIS clients pages that ‘nc:ude:

{{o\G)_|formation associated with the commerce object|Flight or product detais
associated with the link that has been activated,
and For the IQUESTexample, commerce object might bea catalog of objects available or

an individua: product. Sze, 2¢., Elsworth & El'sworth 316-29 (QUEST).
Liat)|a plurality of visuallyperceptible elements The CIS server sends a plura:ity of visually perceptible elements (menus, lists, buttons,
~~|derived from the retreved pre stored data and|ete) based on pre-stored dara and comesponding to the source page

visually corresponding to the source page.
For the IQUESTexample, the visuallyperceptible e.ements derivedfrom the pre-
stored data ‘uclude a prompt ar the bottom of each page that accepts CIS nav:gation
commandsand other choices. See, e.¢., Ellsworth & Elsworth 316-29 (QUEST).

3|The method of claim | wherein at least one of|In the CIS Electron‘c Mall, each merchant catalog was stored in a relational database
the pluratity of visually perceptible elements|in a mariner such that object assoc’ated with an activated link could be a dynamic

  
4-}-

Comparison of U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and the CompuServe Information Service (“CIS”)

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appears to be asserting and the al.eged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Plaintiffs Infringement Contentions served Apr:] 15, 2011, The CompuServe Information Service (“CIS”) antic:pates and/or
tenders obvious, alone or in combination with other prior art idemified in Defendams’ Amended Invalidity Contentions, the asserted claims as
descr'bed ‘n part below.

 
   
  

TS is built on a multi-leve. client-server architecture mode. wherein CIS perforins, it
different scenarios, as a Host Site and an Outsource Provider as described in the'135
patent,

1 |. A method ofan cutsoutee provider serving
web pages offering commerc:al opportun-ties,
the method comprising:

In a first scenario, CIS incorporates links to e-commerce outsource providers into CIS
content pages. Forinstance, CIS ‘neorporates Inks to EasySabre, Trave:shopper and
other gateway service providers, each of which performs the role of Outsource
rovider as described ‘n the '135 patent. EasySabre, Travelshopper and other gateway

services providers provide a p.atform for e-commerce support for a plurality of sites in
acustomer-transparent manner. In this scenario, visitors accessingsites operated by
EasySabre, Traveshopper and other gatewayservice providers ate presented with a
look and feel similar to CIS

In a second (alternative) scenario, CIS provides e-commerce services to a plurality of
merchants and other third parties in a customer-transparent manner wherein .ook and
ee. 8 adapted for each merchantsite,

 
See, é.g., Chares Bowen & David Peyton, How io Get the Most Oui of CompuServe
(Sth ed. 1993) (“Bowen & Peyton”); ELH, Elsworth & Matthew V, Ellsworth, Using
CompuServe (1994) (El-sworth & Ellsworth’),
ACISserver recognizes which DPPdialogs to use for each Mall Store or Travel{(q)|aulomat:cal-y at a server ofthe outscurce: Service.provider, in response toactivation, bya web

browser of a compuner user,of a link displayed
byone of a plurality of first web pages,
tecopnizing as the source page the one of the
First web pages on which the link has heen
activated,

1(a)()_|Whetein each ofthe fist web pages belongs to
one ofa p.uraltty of web page owners;

In an alternative implementation, an IQUEST server recognizes that a CIS user has
Tequested information. See, eg, Eleworth & Elsworth 316-29 (QUEST).

 

Each DPPdialog belongs to one of a p-urality of Mal. Stores and Trave. Services.
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   see dlicalor. For instance,inthe Brooks Brothers store in the Electronic Mall. a

page. user could se:ect Mens' Shirts, which activated a dynamic se’ection and created a
dynamic page listing on-y the Mens! Shirt products ava‘lable for purchase from the
Brooks Brothers store.

See, ¢g, [DFDNTCD0001],

Forthe IQUEST examp.e, many links activate dynamic searches of different databases
or services. See, e.g., El'sworth & Ellsworth 316-29 (QUEST),
Many CIS pages were rendered with a pluraityof visually perceptible elements,
inc.uding navigational links.

4|The method of claim 1 wheretn at Least one of

the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes the appearance of the top and left side
of the source page. See, ég, Bowen & Peyton, Ellsworth & Ellsworth, [DFDNTO001349-65) and

[DEDNYCD.(00,

For the QUEST examp:e, the visually perceptible elements der:ved from the pre-
stored data include a prompt at the bottom of each page that accepts CIS navigation
commands and other choices. See, e.g., Ellsworth & Ellsworth 316-29 (QUEST)
 

5) The method of claim 1 where:n at Least one of

the plurality of visually percept-ble elements
ine-udes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source pave

§—|The method of claim 1 where:n at -east one of

the plurality of visually perceptible elements
inc-udes a logo asscciated with the owner of the
source page.

 

Each CIS page tendered ‘neludes a header and footer.

See, e.g, Bowen & Pevton, Ellsworth & Ellsworth and [DEDNTCD_0001].

For the IQUEST examp.e, a header, footer and prompt s'milar to those used by CIS
arcincluded. See, eg, Ellsworth & Elsworth 316-29 (QUEST).
Picture objects, including logos, were just some of the visually perceptible elements
availabe via CIS,

 
7|The method of claim 1 where:n the commerce

object associated with the Link that has been
activated comprises ‘nformation defining an
electronic cataog having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web_|[DFDNT CD 0001].

See, é.g., Elsworth & Elsworth (EasvSabre), [DFDNT0001429-1529] (p. 9-57) and
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page contains one or more selectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchical set of additional
second web pages, each pertaining to a subset of
the offerings ‘n the catalog,

8|The method of claim | wherein the second web|Iu the CIS Electron:c Mall, each merchant catalog was stored in a relational database
pageis generated dynam:cal-y, in amanner such that, object assoc:ated w:th an activated link could be a dynamic

selection indicator. For instance, in the Brooks Brothers store in the Electronic Ma.l, a
user could select Mens’ Shirts, which activated a dynamic selection and created a
dynamic page listing only the Mens’ Shirt products available for purchase from the
Brooks Brothers store.

See, e.g, [DFDNTCD_0001].
J|The method of claim | wherein the owner of the|In the CIS Electron‘c Mall, each merchant catalog was stored in a relational database

source page is partyto a contract providing for|in a mariner such that object assoc‘ated with an activated link could be a dynamic
Teceipt of a commiss:on as a result of a selection indicator. For instance, in the Brooks Brothers store ‘n the Electronic Ma.l, a
transaction ‘nvolw:ngthe commerce cbject user could select Mens’ Shirts, which activated a dvnatnic selection and created a
displayedon the source page. dynamic pagelisting only the Mens’ Shirt products available for purchase from the

Brooks Brothers store.

See, e.g, [DFDNTCD0001].
10|The method of claim9 further comprising Many CIS content prov:ders received pavmentas a result of online

computer-facil:tating autornatic payment tothe|transactions.
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
competed. See, é.¢., [DFDNTOODLS30-35

IL|The methed of claim1, wherein the second web|Many CIS content prov:ders received payment as a tesult of online
page appears to the computer user to be transactions.
generated by a server associated with the source
page See, e.g, [DFDNTOG01530-38].

12|The method of claimn 1, wherein the Link H ‘ncluding ‘ovos, were just some of the visual-y perceptible elements
activated by the web browser is stored ‘n a aval-able via CIS, thus giving the appearance that the pave 1s associated with the
database asscciatad with the source page. merchant rather than CIS

See, e.g, Ellsworth & Elsworth (EasySabre}, [DFDNT0001429-1529) (p. 9-57)
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 pages offering commercial op;
the system compris:ng:

 
  

19a) (a) a computer store coma:ning data, for each of
a plurality of first web pages, defining a pluraity
of visually perceptible elements, which visually
perceptib:e elements correspond to the plurality
of first web pages; (i) wherein each of the first
web pages belongsto one of a plurality of web
page owners; (1) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at ‘east one active Link assoc:ated
with a commerce cbject associated with a buying
opportunityofa se‘ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (ii) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, aud the owner
of the first web page d:splay:ngthe associated
link are each third parties with respect to one
ather,

   
See [fa}-1(0), supra.

 

190)  (b) a computer server at the outsource provider,
which computer server is coup-ed 10 the
computer store and programmedto:(1) receive
from the web browser of a computerusera
signalindicating activation of one of the links
displayed byone of the first web pages; (3)
autornaticallyidentify as the source page the one
of the first web pages om which the ‘ink has been
activated; (iif) :n response to identification of the
source page, automatical-y retrieve the stored
data comesponding to the source page: and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automatically generate
and transm:t to the web browser a second web

pagethar disp-ays: (A) information assoc‘ared
with the commerce object asscciated with the
link that has been activated, and (B) the p-ural:ty

  See Ial-L(c), supra,  
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and [DFDNT_CD_0001}..
13|The method of claim 1, wherein the second web|In the CIS Electon‘c Mal’, each merchant catalog was stored in a relationa. database

page contains a further link associated with the|in a manner such that object associated with an activated ‘nk could bea dynamic
information associated with the commerce object|se-ection ‘ndicator. For instance, in the Brooks Brothers store in the Electronic Mall, a
assoc.ated with the Link thar has been activated,|user could se:ect Mens’ Shims, which activared a dynamic se-ection and created a
which ‘ink, when act:vated by the web browser,|dynamic page listing on-y the Mens' Shirt products ava‘lable for purchase from the
paces data representing the commerce obiect|Brooks Brothers stare.
into a viral shopping cart,

See, eg, [DFDNTCD0001],
14|The method of claim 13, where:n the second|In the C18 Electronic Mal’, pages contain a [nk (e.¢., an ORDERbutton) that when

webpage contains a checkout link which, when|activated places data representing the selected product into a virtual shopping cart.
activated by the web broweer, facil‘tates
completion of a transaction aszociated with the|See, e.g, [DFDNT_CD0001].
commerce object in the shopping cart.

15|The method of claim 14, further comprising after|In the C18 Electronic Mal’, pages contain a nk (e.¢., a CHECKOUTbutton) that
e transaction is comp.eted, when activated faci:itates completion of a transaction associated with the commerce

computer-faci-itaing payment from the objectsin the shopp'ng car.
computer user to the merchant associated with

e activated Lok, See, eg, [DFDNT CD 0001].
16|The method of claim 14, further comprising after|In the CIS Electronic Mal., as part of the checkout process, credit card or other

e transaction is comp.eted, payment information ‘s collected from the userto fac‘litate payment to the merchant.
computer-faci-itating payment of a commission
0 the owner of the source page. See, g, [DFDNT CD 0001],

17|The method of claim 13, further comprising Many CTS content providers received payment as a result of online
displaying the second weh page aga‘n, after the|transactions,
commerce cbiect is p-aced ‘nto the shopping
cart. Seg, 2.g., [DFDNT0001530-35].

18|The method of claim 1, wherein the visually—_|In the C18 Electronic Mal, after placing an object in the shopping cart, the user has to
erceptible elements disp.ayed on the second|option to continue shopping, in which case the page from which the last item was

webpage are retrieved from a database storing|se.ected is displayed avain.
ata associated with visually perceptibie

elements for each of the first web pages. See, eg, [DFDNT CD 0001].
19|A system usefu. in an outsource provider serving|See 1, supra,
 

aan
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of visually perceptible elements visually
correspondingto the source page.

 
 

  
A computer-readable memory adapted for use by
an outsource provider in serving web paves
offer:ng commercial opportunities, the
computer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, by a
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displayed by one of a plurality of first web
pages, automaticaly recognizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has beenactivated; (i) wherein each of the

web paves be-ongs to one of a pluralityof
web page owners; (:i) wherein each of the first
web pages displays at least one active link
associated with a commerce object associated
with a buying opportunity of a se-ectedone of a
puurality of merchants; and (3) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third
parties with respect to one another, (h)
automatical’y retrieving from a storage coup.ed
tothe computer of the outsource provider
pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generating
and transmitting to the web browser a second
web page that includes: (i) information
assoc.ated w:th the commerce obrect assoc:ated
with the Enk that has been activated, and (‘i) a
purality of visual-y perceptible elements derived
from the retr:eved pre-stored dara and visually
corresponding to the source page.

mh

aa  
       

See 1, supra,
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The computer-teadable memory ofc-aim 20
where:n the commerce object associated with the
link that has beenactivated comprises
information def:ning an electronic catalog
having a multitude of merchant offerings, and
where:n the second web page contains one or
more se-ectab-e navigation links connecting a
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings in the
catalog.

See 7, supra.

   The computer-teadable memory ofc-aim 20
where:n the computer-readab.e memory‘3 used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider
to perform the further step of
computer-fac'l:tating autornatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
comp.cted.
The computer-teadable memory of c:aim 20, (1)
where'n the second web page contains a further
link associated with the information asscciated

with the commerce object, which, when
activated by the web browser, places dara
Tepresenting the commerce object into a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
competion ofa transaction asscciatad with the
commerce object in the shopping cart; and (2)
where:n the computer-readab.e memory‘s used
to d:rect the computer of the outsource prov-der
to-perform the further steps of, after the
transaction ‘s completed, computer-fac‘l:tat’ng
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated ‘ink and

  See 10, supra.

See 13-16, supra.  
Invalidity Contentions for U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399

35 U.S.C, §112

Based upon the claim interpretations Plainitf appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of

 

  

 

 

       
 

Defendants’ products in Pa:ntiff's Infringement Contentions served Apri. 15, 2011, the claims of U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 are invaLid under 35
USC. §112 for the reasons stated below.

1|| Amethod of anoutsource provider serving
web pages offering commercial opportun'ties,
the method comprising:

Léa) automatically at a serverof the outsource The limitation of claim | :s ‘ndefinite, is not enabled or otherwise supported bythe
provider, :n response to activation, by aweb|Specification. The Specification does not teach a web page (1.e., “one of a pluraity of
browser ofa computer user, of a link displayed|first web pages,” and “each of the first web pages”) with: (L) a link; and (2) at least
by one ofa pluraiity of first web pages, one active link
Tecooriizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the ‘ink has been The phrase “the source page” is indeftnite because of a lack of antecedent basis.
activated; (1) wherein each of the fist web paves
belongs to one of a plura.ity of web page The phrase “the first web page(s)”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis.
owners; (it) wherein each of the first web pages
displays at least one active link associated with a|The phrase “commerce object”is indefinite
commerce object associatedwith a buying
opportunity ofa se.ected one ofa plurality of|The phrase “a plurality of merchants” is ‘ndeftnite.
merchants; and (tit)wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page are each third parties with
respectto one other:

10) automatically retrieving froma storage coupled|The phrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent hasis,
tothe server pre stored data associated with the
source page; and then

lie) automatically with the server computer The phrase “a plurality of visually perceptible elements” is indefinite.
generating and transmitt:ng to the web browser a
second web page that includes: (i} information|The phrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis,
associated with the commerce abject associated
with the “ink that has been activated, and (i!) The phrase “commerce object”is indefinite
pluraity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre stored dara and visualy|The phrase “visual-v perceptible elements der:-ved from the retrieved pre-stored data

6646 -|-
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  computer-faci-itaing payment of a commdssion
tothe owner of the source pape.

The computer-readable memory of claim20,
wherein the visually perceptible elements
dsplaved on the second web pageare retr:eved
from a database storing data associated with
visually perceptible e:ements for each of the first
webpages.

 See 18, supra.
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35 U.S.C. §112

corresponding to the source page. and visually corresponding to the source page” is indefinite.

3 The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of phrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a Lack of antecedent basis.
the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes a set of nav‘gational links on the source The phrase “the plurality of visually perceptible elements”is indefinite
pape.

4 The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of phrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis.
the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes the appearance of the top and left side The phrase “the plurality of visually perceptible elements”is indefinite
of the source page.

2 phrase “the appearance” ‘3 ‘ndefinite,

3 The method of claim 1 wherein at ‘east one of phrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis.
the plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes the appearance of the header and footer The phrase “the plurality of visually perceptible elements”is indefinite,
of the source page,

phrase “the appearance” ‘s :ndefinite,

6—The method of claim 1 where:n at east one of @ phrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis.
the plurality of v:sua‘ly percept-ble elements
inc-udes a logo associated with the owner of the The phrase “the plurality of visually perceptible elements”is indefinite,
source page.

7 ‘The method of claim 1 where’n the commerce phrase “commerce abject” is ‘ndefinite,
object assoc‘ared wth the Link that has been
activated comprises :nformation defining an
electron:c cata.og having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se.ectable navigation
links commecting a bierarchica. set of additional
second web pages, each pertaining to a subset of
the offerings in the cata.og,

8 The method of claim 1 where‘n the second web

page 's generated dynamically,
ssoot6 rary
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The method of claim | wherein the owner of the

source page is party toa centract providing for
Teceipt of a commission as a result of a
transaction ‘nvolving the commerce object
displayed on the source page,

a
ase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis

a
ase “commerce object”is indefinite,

the activated link, 

he method of claim 14, further comprising after
the transaction is comp.eted,
computer-facilitating payment of a commission
0 the owner ofthe source page.

Thephrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis.

 
 

1 The method of claim 9 further compris:ng
computer-fac:l:tating autornat:c payment to the
owner of the source page, oncethe transaction is
comp.eted.

a
ase “the source page” is indefnite because of a lack of antecedent basis,

he method of claim 13, further comprising
dsplavine the second web page aga‘n, after the
commerce chrect is paced :nto the shoppingcart,

The phrase “commerce object” is ‘ndefinite.

 
 

The method of claim 1, wherein the second web
page appears to the computer user to be
generated by a server associated with the source
page.

a
ase “the source page” is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis,

The phrase “appears to the computer user’ is indefnite.
a
 

The method of claim1, wherein the Link
activated by the web browser is stored ‘na

 
a

ase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis

he method of claim 1, wherein the visually
perceptible elements disp-ayed on the second
webpage ate retrieved from a database storing
data associated with visually perceptib.e
elements for each of the first web pages,

Thephrase “the visually perceptible elements”is indefinite.

 

 
database asscc:ated with the source page.
The method of claim 1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link assoc‘ated with the
information assce:ated with the commerce object
associated with the link that has beenactivated,
which Link, when activated bythe web browser,
places data representing the commerce object
inte a virtual shopping cart.

 
The phrase “which link” is indefinite because ‘t is not clear‘f the phrase “which link”

refers to “a further link” of claim 13 or “the link” of claim 1.

ase “commerce object”is indefinite,
a

A system usefu. ‘n an outsource provider serving
web pages offering commerc:a. opportunities,
the system compr'sing:

 
 

 

The method of claim 13, wherein the second
web page contains a checkout Link which, when
activatad by the web browser, facilitates
competion ofa transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart

eS

    
a

ase “commerce object”is indefinite,

 

    
‘

Themethod of clain 14, further comprising after
the transaction is completed,
computer-fac‘l‘tating payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated with

     
The plrase “the activated “ink”is indefin‘te because it's not clear if “the activated
link? refers to “a check out link,” “a further link,”or “a link displayed by one ofa
plura‘ity of first web pages.”

19a) (a) a computer store containing data, for each of
aplurality of first web pages, defining a p-urality
of visually perceptible elements, which visual-v
perceptible elements correspondto the p-ural:ty
of first web pages; (:) wherein each of the first
webpages belongs to one of a pluratity of web
page owners; (1°)wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active ‘ink asscc:ated
with a commerce object associated with a buving
opportunity of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and (iii) whereinthe selected
merchant, the curscurce provider, and the owner
of the first web pave dispaying the asscc‘ated
link are each third parties with respect to one
other,

       
The limitation of claim 19 is indefincte, is not enab‘ed or otherw'se supported by the
Spec’fication. The Spec‘fication does not teach a web page(i.e., “one of a p-urality of
first web pages,” and “each of the first web pages”) with at least one active Link,

The phrase “v:sua.lyperceptible elements, which visual-y perceptibce elements
correspond to the plura:ity of first web pages” is indefinite,

The phrase “commerce object” is ‘ndefinite.

The phrase “a pluralityof merchanrs”is indefinite,

 

 
15¢b} (b) a computer server at the outsource provider,

 
The phrase “the source page”is indetin‘te because of a lack of antecedent basis.
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which computer server is coup-ed to the
computer store and programmed to:(i) receive
from the web browserof a computer usera
signalindicating activation of one of the links
displayed byone of the first web pages; (3)
autornatically ident'fy as the source page the one
of the first web pages on which the ‘ink has been
activated; (Lif) :n response to identification of the
source page, automat.cal-y retrieve the stored
data corresponding to the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automatically generate
and transm:t to the web browser a second web

page that disp-ays: (A) information assoc‘ated
with the commerce object associated with the
link that has been activated, and (B) the p-ural:ty
of visually perceptible elements visually
comespond:ngto the source page.

 
This ‘innitation of cla‘m 19 is indefinite, is not enabled or otherwise supported by the
Specification. The Specification does not teach a web page (ie, “one of the first web
pages,”and “each of the first web paves”) with: (1) “at least one active link”, (2) “the
associated link”” (3) “the links;” and (4) “the link.”

Thephrase “the plura.ity of visually perceptib'e elements”is indef'n'te.

The phrase “the web browser” is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis,

Thephrase “commerce object”is indefinite,

  
with a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
p-ural:ty of merchants; and (ii) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web pave are each third
parties with respect to one another,
(b)automatica‘ly retr‘eving from a storage
coup.ed 10 the computer of the outsource
provider pre-stored data associated with the
source page; and then (c) amomaticaly
computer-generating and transmitting to the web
browser a second web page that includes: (i)
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the [:nk that has been activated,
and(i!) a p-urality of visually perceptible
elements derived from the retrieved pre-sored
data and visually correspondingto the source

age. 
   20. A computer-teadable memory adapted for

use by an outsource provider in serving web
pages offering commerc:a. opportunities, the
computer-teadab.e memoryusedto direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) ‘n response to activation, by a
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displayed byone of a plurality of first web
pages, automaticaly recogn:z‘ng as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated; (i) wherein each of the
first web pages belongs to one ofa p-ural:ty of
web page owners; (i) wherein each of the first
web paves displays at least oneactive -ink
associated with a commerce object associated

 This ‘invitation of claim 20 is indefinite, is not enabledorotherwise supported by the
Specification. The Specification does not teach a web page (Le, “one of a plura.ity of
first web pages,” “each of the first web pages”) with: (1) a link; and (2) at Least one
active link.

The phrase “a plurality of visually perceptible elements”is indefin:te.

The phrase “the source page” is indeftnite because of a lack of antecedent basis,

Thephrase “commerce object”is indefinite

Thephrase “a plurality of merchants” is ‘ndefinite,

nm as} e computer-readable memory of claim 20
whereia the commerce cbiect associated with the
ink that has been activated comprises
informat:cn defining an electronic catalog
aving a multiude of merchant offerings, and

wherein the second web page contains one or
more selectable navigation [inks connecting a

-eratchical set of additional second web pages,
ach pertaiting to a subset of the offerings :n the

catalog,

 
a

The phrase “commerce object” is ‘ndefinite.

   
 

69646

he computer-readable memory of claim 20
whereia the computer-teadable memory is used
0 direct the computer of the outsource provider
‘0 perform the further step of

computer-facilitating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is

    Thephrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis.
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comp.eted.

24|The computer-readable memory of c:aim 20, (i)|The phrase “the source page”is indefinite because of a lack of antecedent basis,
where:n the second web page contains a further
link associated with the information assce‘ated|The phrase “the activated “ink”is indefin:te because it's not clear whether the phrase
with the commerce object, which, when refers to “the link”of claim 20 or the “further Link”or the “checkout link”of cla:m 24,
activated by the web browser, places data
representing the commerce cbiect into a virtual/The phrase “commerce object”is indefinite
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp-etion of a transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart; and (ii)
where'n the computer-readab.e memory ‘s used
to direct the computer of the ouscurce provider
to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction ‘s completed, computer-facil‘tating
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated Link and

computer-facil:tating payment of a commission
to the owner of the source page.

 

 

     
 

25|The computer-teadable memory of c.aim 20,|The phrases “the visually perceptib‘e elements” and “visually perceptible elements”
wherein the visually perceptibe elements areindefinite,
displayed on the second web pave are retrieved
from a database stor'ng data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the first
web pages,

646 7.
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plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the revrievedpre storeddata and visually
comespond:ngto the source page,

3|The method of claim|whereinatleastone of—|See Ex. 17C, at 3.
the plurality of visually perceptible elements|See Ex. 3C, at3.
includes a set of navigational “inks on the source
page:

4|Themethod of claim|whereinatleast oneof—)See Ex. 17C, at 4.
the pluraity of visually perceptible elements|See Ex. 3C, at 4.
includes the appearance of the top and ‘eft side
of the source page.

$|The method of claim|whereinatleast one of—|See Ex. 17C, at 5.
the plurality of visually perceptible elements|See Ex. 3C, at 5.
includes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page.

6|The method of claim1whereinatleast one of—|See Ex. 17C, at 6.
the plurality of visually perceptible elements—_/See Ex. 3C, at 6.
includes a Logo associated with the owner of the
source page.

7|The method of claim1wherein the commerce|See Ex. 17C, at 7.
object associated with the link thathas been] See Ex. 3C, at 7.
act:vated comprises information defining an
electronic catalog having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more selectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchical set of additional
second web pages, cach pertaining to a subset of
the offerings ‘n the catalog,

8|The method of claim1 wherein the second web|See Ex. 17C, at 7.
page is generated dynam:cal-y, See Ex. 3C, at 8.

 

 

 

 

      
 

            
 

 

9|The method of claim 1 wherein the owner of the|See Ex. 17C, at 7.
source page is party to a contract providing for|See Ex. 3C, at 9.

    
 

no

Comparison of U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and U.S. Patent No, 6.141,666 to Tobin (“Tobin”) combined with U.S. Patent No. 7,565,308 to
Bollay (“Bollay*)

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appearsto be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Plaintiff's Infringement Comentions served Apr'] 15, 2011, U.S. Patent No. 6,141,666 to Tobin combined with U.S. Patent
No, 7,565,308 to Bollayrenders obvious the asserted claims as described in part below. See Defendants’ Invalidity Contents for an explanation of
the reasons for combining Tobin and Bollay.

 

  
| 1. Amethod ofan outsource provider serving See Ex. 17C, at 1.

webpages offering commerc‘a. opportunities, See Ex. 3C,at L.
the method comprising:

Ha) automaticaly ata server ofthe outsource
provider, in responseto activation, by a web
browser of a computer user, of a link displayed
byone of a pluralityof first web pages,
tecognizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the link has been

(i) where'n each of the first web pages
longs to one of a plurality of web page

wherein cach of the first web pages
'splavs at ‘east one active link associated with a
commerce object associated with a buying
opportunity of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and (iii) where:n the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web pave are each third parties with
espect to oneother,
utomaticaly retrieving froma storage coup.ed See Ex. 17C, at 1(b).

tothe server pre stored data associated with the See Ex. 3C,at L(b}.
source page; and then
wutomatical’y with the server computer See Ex. 17C, at If),

penerating and transmétring wo the web browser a See Ex. 3C,at L{6).
second web page that includes: (i) information

sociated with the commerce obiect associated See also 3-6, infra.
with the Enk that has been activated, and (‘i) a

 

See Ex. 17C,at Lf,
See Ex. 3C,at La),

 

 

s
2

 
 

ae
Pe
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 receipt of a commission as atesult of a
msaction involving the commerce object

displayed on the source page.
10 e method of claim 9 further comprising

computer-facilitating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
completed

ul e methodof claim 1, wherein the second web See Ex. 17C, af 11.
page appears to the computer user to be See Ex. 3C, at U1
venerated by a server associated with the scurce

age.
2 e methodof claim 1, wherein the Sink

activated by the web browsers stored in a
atabase associated with the source page.

3 e method of claim 1, wherein thesecond web See Ex. 17, at 13.
ave contains a further link associated with the See Ex. 3C,at 13.

information associated with the commerce object.
associated with the [ink that has been activated,
which “ink, when activated by the web browser,D
i

 

See Ex. 3C, at 10.

 

 

See Ex. 17C, at 12.
See Ex. 3C, at 12   

.aces data representing the commerce cbject
into a virtual shopping car.

14 The method of claim 13, where'n the second==See Ex. 17, at 14.
webpage contains a checkout ‘ink which, when See Ex. 3C,at 14
activated by the web browser, fac'l:tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart.

15 The method of claim 14, further comprising after See Ex. 3C,atLS
the transaction is comp.eted,
computer-facilitaring payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated with
the activated link,

16—The method of claim 14, further comprising after See 10, supra
the transaction is comp.eted,
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  computer-f 2 payment of a comm:

tothe ownerofthe source page.
 
 

The method of claim 13, further comprising
displaying the second web page agait, after the
commerce object is placed into the shopping
catt.

See Ex. 3C, at17.

 

The method of claim 1, wherein the visually
perceptib-e elements d'splaved on the second
web pave are retrieved from a database stor:ng
data associated w:th v:suallypercept-ble
elements for each of the first web pages,

See Ex. 17C, at 18
See Ex. 3C, at 18.

 

A system useful in an outsource provider serving
web paves offering commercial opportun:ties,
the system comprising:

See Bx. 170, at 19,

See L, supra. 

19{a) (a) a computer store conta:ning data, for each of
a plurality of first web pages, defining a plura:ity
of visually perceptible elements, which visually
perceptib.e elements correspond to the pluratity
of first web pages; (i) wherein each of the first
web pages belongsto one of a plurality of web
page owners; (i) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active link associated
with a commerce cbject associated with a buying
opportunity of a se.ected one ofa plurality of
merchants; and (iit)wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page d'splay'ng the associated
link are each third parties with respect to one
other,

      See Ex. LC, at 19(a).
See Ex. 3C, at 19(a).

See [(a)-1(), supra.

 

1900)

  
(b) a computer server at the outsource provider,
which computer server is couped to the
computer store and prosrammed to: (i) receive

  
from the web browser of a computer useta

See Ex. 19C,at 190).
See Ex. 3C, at 19(b),

See [fa}-llo), supra.
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 parties with respect to one another; (b)

autornatically retrieving from a storage coupled
tothe computer of the cursource provider
pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generating
and transmitting to the web browser a second
web page that includes: (i) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the ‘ink that has been activated, and (i) a
plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored data and visually
corresponding to the source page,

 

 

The computer-teadable memory ofc-aim 20
where:n the commerce object associated with the
link that has been act:vated comprises
information def:ning an electronic cata.og
having a multitude of merchant offerings, and
where'n the second web pave contains one or
more se-ectab-e navigation links conmecting a
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings in the
catalog.

See Ex. 17C, at 22,
See Ex. 3C, at 22.

See 7, supra.

 

The computer-teadable memory of c:aimn 20
where:n the computer-teadab.e memory‘3 used
to d:rect the computer of the owtscurce provider
to perform the further step of
computer-fac:l:tating autornatic payment to the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
comp.eted.

See 10, supra.

 

 
Thecomputer-teadahle memory ofc.aim 20, (7)
wherein the second web page contains a further
link associated with the information assce‘ated

 
with the commerce object, which, when

See 13-16, supra.
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signal indicating activation of one of the links
displayed by one of the first web pages; (ii)
automatical'y identifyas the source page the one
of the first web pages on which the ink has been
activated; (i:) in response to identification of the
source page, automatically retrieve the stored
data corresponding to the source page; and (iv)
usingthe data retrieved, automatical-y generate
and transmit to the web browser a second web

pagethat displays: (A) information associated
with the commerce obiect associated with the
link that has been activated, and (B)the pluraity
of visually perceptible elements visually
corresponding to the source page.  A computer-teadable memory adapted for use by See Ex. 17C, at 20.
an outsource providerin serving web pages See Ex. 3C, at 20,
offer:ng commercial opportunities, the
computer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, by a
webbrowser of a computer user, of a link
dsplaved by one of a plurality of first web
pages, automatically recognizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated; (°) wherein each of the
frst web pages be:ongs to one of a pluralityof
web page owners; (ii) wherein each of the first
web pages displays at least one active link
assoc.ated with a commerce object assoc:ated
with a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
p-ural:ty of merchants; and (iit) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third

a   
 

en
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activated by the web browser, p.acesdata
epresenting the commerce object‘nto a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout ink which, when
activated by the web browser, faccl:tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce chiect in the shopping cart; and(i!)
wherein the computer-readable memory is used
to ditect the computer of the outsource provider
to-perform the further steps of, after the
transaction is comp:eted, computer-fact-itaring
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated link an

computer-facilitating payment of a commission
to the owner of the source page  The computer-readable memory of claim 20, See Ex. 170, at 25.
wherein the visually perceptible elemen
displaved on the second web page are retrieved Sze 18, supra
from a database storing data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the first
web pages,

Ss     
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Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 7,818,399 with U.S. Patent No. 5,870,717 “System for orderingiterms over computer network using an

electronic catalog” combined with the Travelocity Prior Art

Based upon the claim interpretations Plainiff appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those inerpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in P-a‘ntiff's Infringement Contentions served Apri. 18, 2011, U.S, Patent No. 5,870,717 combined with U.S. Patent No, the
Travelocity Prior Art renders obvious the asserted claimns az described ‘n part below.

According to P-aintiff's Infringement Contentions regarding Travelocity, there is a motivation to combine the Travelocity’s Prior Art with Wiecha
because both are related to e-commerce outsourcing processes for sel.ing commerce ‘tems over a computer network and thus are in the same field of
endeaver. The Travelocity Prior Art brought together merchants, retailers, and customers enabling them to sel: and deliver products via the Intemet
through vendor websites, See Exhibit 8C. Similarly, Wiechadiscloses a corporate computer network for ordering products from numerous electronic
catalogs that are access‘ble by emp-oyeesof that corporation. See Wiechaat Abstract. The emp.ovees may tesearch, select, and process the purchase
of the products provided :n the electronic catalogs. Borh the Travelocity Prior Art and Wiecha disclose electronic commerce svstems that are directed
to efficiently selling commerce cbjects through a computer nerwork,

 

1

la}

1. A method of an outsource provider serving
web pages offering commercial opportun'ties,
the method comprising:
automatically at a server of the outsource
provider, ‘n response to activation, by a web
browser ofa computer user,of a link displayed
by one ofa plurality of first web pages,
Tecourlizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the ‘ink has been
activated; (1) wherein each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a plurality of web pave
owners; (it) wherein each of the first web pages
displays at least one active link associated with a
commerce object associated with a buying
opportunity of a se.ected one ofa plurality of
merchants; and (iit)wherein the selected
merchant,the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page are each third partieswith
respect to one other;

See Ex. &C, at 1.
See Ex. 6C, at 1.

See Ex. &C, at I(a),
See Ex. 6C, at I(a),

 

 

  
automatically retrieving from a storage coupled

 
See Ex. &C,at Ih),
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Comparison of U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/995,278 by Saliba (“Saliba 278”) combined with the
Digital River Secure Sales System(“Digital River $88")

Based upon the cla‘m interpretations Plaintiff appears to be asserting and the al.eged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Plaintiff's Infringement Comentions served Apr'] 15, 2011, U.S. Patent App-ication 09°995,278 combined with Digital River
SSS renders obviousthe asserted claitns as described in part be-ow.

There is motivation to combine Saliba *278 and Digital River $88 because they are both related to e-commerce cutscurcing processes forsel.ing
products over the Intemet and thus are in the samefield of endeavor. Saliba “278 discloses an e-ectronic financia. system for providing financial
services overthe Intemet has rnu:tiple billers, a service center, muttiple financial ‘nstitutions. See Saiiba’278 al Abstract. The Digital River Secure
Sa.es System browsht together manufacturers and dealers enabling them to sel. and del:ver products via the Internet through vendor websites. See
Exhibit 94. Both Saliba °278 and Digtal R:ver $85disclose electron:c commerce systems that are directed to offering commerce objects over the
Internet.

||Amethod ofan outsource See Ex, 9C, at 1,
provider serving web pages|See Fx. 31, at.
offering commercia.
opportunities, the method
comprising:

L{a)|automaticallyata server of the|See Ex. 9C,at I(a)
outsource provider, in response|See Ex. 31C, at Lfai.
to activation, by a web browser
of a computer user,of a -ink
displayed by one of a plura.ity
of first web pages, recognizing
as the source page the one a
the first web pages on which
the nk has been activated;

[fay| wherein each of the first web|See Ex, 9C, at 1(a\i).
"| pages belongs to one of a See Fx. 31C, at lfaiti).

plurality of web page owners;

L(ayii)|Wheresneach of the first web|See Ex. 9C, at a).
pages d:splays at least one See Ex. 31C, at (aye).
active ‘ink associated with a

commerce object associate
with a buying opportunityof a
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selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and

Lay)|Wherein the selected mercham,|See Ex. 9C,at l(a)
the outsource provider, and the|See Ex. 31C, at Ia}fii).
owner of the first web page are
each third parties with respect
to.one other,

1¢b) automaticaly retrieving from a|See Ex. 9C,at 1(b),
storage coupled to the server|See Ex. 31C, at 1(h).
pre stored data associated with
the source page; and then

Ic)|automatically with the server|See Ex. 9C,at l(c}
~~|computer generating and See Ex. 3IC, at le).

transmitting to the web browser
asecond web page that
includes:

Lei (1) information associated with|See Ex. 9C, at 1(C)C).
the commerce object associated|See Ex. 31C, at Ife}(i).
with the “ink that has been
activated, and

To (ii)a plura.iy of visually See Ex. 9C,at I(c}(4),
perceptible cements derived|See Ex. 31C, at Ifc}fit).
from the retrieved pre stored
data and visually corresponding
to the source page.

3|The method of c:a:m 1 wherein|See Ex. 9C, at 3.
atleast one of the plurality of|See Ex. 31C, at 3.
visual-y perceptib.e elements
‘neludes a set of navigational
“inks on the source page.

4|The method of c'aim 1 wherein|See Ex. 9C, at 4
atleast one of the plurality of|See Ex. 31C, at4.

  
 

no

Comparison of U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/995,278 by Saliba (“Saliba 278”) combined with the
Digital River Secure Sales System (“Digital River $88”) 
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generated dynamically.
 

he method of c-aim 1 wherein

the owner of the source page is
party to a contract providing for
rece‘pt of a commissiona3 a
result of a transaction involving
the commerce object displayed
onthe source page.

The method of c!aim 9 further

compr'sing
compurer-fac‘litating automatic
payment to the owner of the
source page, once the
transaction is completed,

 
See Ex. 9C, at 9.
See Ex. 31C, at 9,

See Ex. 9C,at 10
See Ex. 31€, at 10.

   he tnethodof c.a'm 1,
wherein the second web page
appears to the computer user to

e penerated bya server
associated with the source
age
he method ofc-aim 1,

wherein the ‘ink activated by
the web browser is stored ina

tabase assoc‘ated with the
source page.

he method of c.a:m 1,
wherein the second web pave
contains a further link
associated with the ‘nformation
associated with the commerce

object associated with the link
that has been activated, which

   See Ex. 9C,at 11,
See Ex. 310, at 11.

See Ex. 9C,at 12,
See Ex. 31€, at 12.

See Ex. 9C,at 13,
See Ex. 31C,at 13.

 

Comparison of U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/995,278 by Saliba (“Saliba 278") combined with the
Digital River Secure Sales System (“Digital River SSS”)

visua ly perceptible elements
includes the appearance of the
top and left side of the source
page
The method of claim|wherein

atleast one of the plurality of
visualy perceptible elements
includes the appearance of the
header and footer of the souree

on

6|The method of claim|wherein

atleast one of the plurality of
visua‘ly perceptible elements
includes a ‘ogo associated w:th
the owner of the source page.

7|The method of claim|wherein

the commerce object associated
with the link that has been
activated comprises

information defining an
e-ectronic catalog having a
multitude of merchant

offerings, and wherein the
second web page contains one
of more selectable nav:gation
Links connecting a hierarchical
set of additional second web

pages, each pertaining to a
subset of the offerings in the

    
&|The method of claim | wherein

the second web page is

   
 

See Ex. 9C, at 5,
See Fx. 31, a3,

page.
See Ex. 9C, at 6
See Fx. 310, a6.

See Fx. 9C, at 7
See Ex. 31C, av.

catalog.
See Ex. 9C, at 8.
See Bx. 31C, at 8.
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link, when activated bythe web
browser, places data
representing the commerce
object into a virwal shoppingcat

14|The methodof claim 13,
where'n the second web page
contains a checkout ‘ink which,
whenactivated bythe web
browser, facilitates completion
of a transaction associated with

the commerceobject in the

13|The methodof claim 14,
further comprising after the
transaction ‘s completed,
computer-facilitating payment
from the computer user to the
merchant associated w:th the
activated link,

See Bx, 9C, at 14.
See Ex. 31C, at 14.

shoppingcart,
See Ex. 9C, at 13.
See Fx. 31, at 1S.

 

16|The method of claim 14,
further comprising after the
transaction ‘s completed,
computer-facilitating payment
of a comm’ssion to the owner

of the source page.

See 10, supra.

 

17|The methodof claim 13,
further compr'sing disp-aying
the second web page aga‘n,
after the commerce objectis

      
18|The methodof claim1,

 
See Ex. 9C, at 17.
See Ex. 31C, at 17.

placed into the shopping cart
See Ex. 9C, at 18.

on
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wherein the visually perceptible
elements disp_ayed on the
second web page are reirieved
from a database storing data
associated with visual-y
perceptible e-ements for each
of the first web pages,
A system useful in an outsource
provider serving web pages
offering commercial
Opportunities, the system
compr'sing

Digital River Secure Sales System (“Digital River S8S”)

See Ex. 31€, at 18.

See |, supra.

  
Comparison of U.S. Patent No. 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/995,278 by Saliba (“Saliba 278”) combined with the

Digital River Secure Sales System (“Digital River $88”)

19(a)  (a) a computer store containing
data, for each of a pluraity of
first web pages, defining a
plurality of visually perceptib.e
elements, which visualy
percepttble e:ements
correspond to the plurality of
first web pages; (1) where'n
each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a plurality of
web page owners: (ii)wherein
each ofthe first web pages
disp.ays at least oneactive link
associated with a commerce

object associated with a buving
opportunityof a se-ected one of
apluraity of merchants; and
it) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource
provider, and the owner of the

  See 1(a)-L(b), supra.  
 

183
 
  

mo S

  
visual-y corresponding to the
source page.
A computer-readable memory
adapted for use by an outsource
provider ‘n serving web pages
offering commercial
opportunities, the
computer-readab.e memory
usedto direct a computerofthe
outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to
tivation, by a web browser of

a computer user, of a Link
disp.ayedby one of a plural:ty
offirst web pages,
automaticaly recogn'z:ng as
the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the
“ink has been activated; (°
wherein each of the first web

pages be.ongs to one ofa
pluralityof web page owners,
(ii) wherein each of the firs
web pages displays at ‘east one
active link assoc‘ated with a

commerce object associated
with a buying opportunity of a
selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and (iii) wherein the
selected merchant, the
outsource provider, and the
owner of the first web page are

Pa  
  

See 1, supra.
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19)

  
first web page disp-aying the
associated Link are each third

parties with respect to one
other;
(h).a computer serverat the
outsource provider, which
computer server is coupLed to
the computer store and
programmed to: (°) receive
from the web browser of a

computer user a signal
indicating activation of one of
the links displayed by one of
the first web pages: (i:)
automaticallyidentify as the
source page the one of the first
web pages on which the link
has heen activated; (it) in
Tesponse 10 identification of the
source pape,automatically
retrieve the stored data

corresponding to the source
page; and (iv) usingthe data
Tetr:eved, automatically
penerate and transmit to the
web browser a second web

pagethat disp-ays: (A)
information associated with the

commerce object associated
with the link that has been

activated, and (B)the plurality
of visua‘ly perceptible elements

 
Digital River Secure Sales System (“Digital River SSS”)

 

See [fal-l(c), supra.
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each third parties with respect
to one another; (b)
automaticallyretrieving from a
storage coupled to the
computer of the cutscurce
provider pre-stored data
associated with the source

page; and then (c)
automatically
computer-generating and
transmitt:ng to the web browser
asecond web pagethat
includes: (i) information
associated with the commerce

object assoc‘ated with the link
that has been activated, and (ii)
ap.ural:ty of visually
perceptib:e elements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored
data and visually corresponding
tothe sourcepage.
The computer-teadable
memory of claim 20 wherein
the commerce object associated
with the link that has been

activated comprises
information defining an
e-ectronic catalog having a
multitude of merchant

offerings, and wherein the
second web page contains one
of more selectable nav:gation

   See 7, supra.  
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no oS

  
 

‘Inks comect:ng a hierarchical
set of additional second web

pages, cach pertaining to a
subset of the offerings in the
catalog,{Jr

The computer-readab.e
memory of claim 20 wherein
the computer-readable memory
‘sused to direct the computer
of the outsource provider to
perform the further step of
computer-fac'litating automatic
paymentto the owner of the
source page, once the
transact:cn is completed.
The commputer-readab.e
memory of claim 20, (3)
wherein the second web pave
contains a further link
associated with the ‘nformation
associated with the commerce

object, which, when activated
by the web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce
object into a virtual shopping
cart, and a checkoutlink which,
when activated by the web
browser, fac‘litates completion
ofa transaction asscc‘ated with

the commerce object n the
shopping cart: and (i) wherein
the computer-readable memory

See 10, supra.

See 13-16, supra,  
Comparisonof the U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and U.S, Patent No. 6,330,575 to Moore (“Moore”) combined with U.S,Patent No. 7,565,308 to

Bollay (*Bollay”)

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaimiff appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Jaint'ff's Infringement Contentions served Apri. 18, 2011, U.S. Patent No, 6,330,575 combined with U.S. Patent No.
7,565,308 renders obv:cus the asserted c.aims as describedin part below.

There ‘s amotivation to comb:ne Moore with Bollay hecause they both are re.ated to e-commerce outscurc:ng processes for selling products over the
Internet and thus are in 1 @ same field of endeavor, Moore d'sc.oses development applications for a merchant to uti:ize in the design of its Web page
or Website that al-owthe merchant to become part of a d'str:buted Intemet commerce systern for selling its products. See Moore at Abstract,
Similary, Bolay discloses a network conf:guration of a number of affiliate web sites and a number of vendor web sites designed to execute sales of
vendor products feature
the vatious products, research information about the products,
systems that are directed to efficiently sel'ing commerce objects over the Intemet.

ont the affiate websites. See Bollay at Abstract. The affiliate webs:tes feature vendor products where a buyer can browse
andpurchase the products. Both Moore and Bollaydisclose electronic commerce

 

1b)

 
 

1. A method of an outsource provider serv:ng
web pagesoffering commercial opportun'ties,
the method comprising:
automaticallyat a serverof the cutsource
provider, ‘n response to activation, by a web
browser ofa computer user, of a link displaved
by one ofa pluraiity of first web pages,
Tecooriizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the \ink has been
activated; (i) wherein each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a plura.ity of web page
owners; (3) wherein each of the first web pages
displays at least one active link associated with a
commerce cbject associated with a buying
opportunity of a se.ected one ofa plurality of
merchants; and (iit)wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page are each third partieswith

 
respect to one other;
automaticallyretriev.ng from a storage coupled
to the server pre stored data associatad with the

  
See Ex. 1C,at 1.
See Ex. 3C, at 1.

See Ex. 1C, at Ia},
See Ex. 3C,at I(a)

See Ex. 1C, at 1(b),
See Ex. 3C, at 1(b),
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Digital River Secure Sales System (“Digital River SSS”)

is used to direct the computer
of the outsource provider to
perform the further steps of,
afterthe transactionis

completed,
computer-facilitating payment
from the computer user to the
merchant associated wth the
activated link and

computer-facilitating payment
of a commission to the owner

of the source page.
The computet-readable
memory of claim 20, wherein
the visually perceptible
crements displayed on the
second web page are retrieved
from a datahase storing data
associated with visually
perceptib:e elements for each
of the first web paves.

See L&, supra. 
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source page; and then 

3

automat:cal-y with the server computer
venerating and tansm:tting to the web browser a
second web page that includes: (1) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the nk that has been activated, and (‘i) a
purality of visual-y perceptible elements derived

om the retr:eved pre stored data and v'sually

e method of claim|where’n at \east one o

e plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes a set of nav:gational Links on the source

See Ex. 1C, at Lf),
See Ex. 3C, at Ufc}.

See alsa 3-6, infra.

correspondingto the source page, See Ex. 1C, at 3.>

See Ex. 3C, at 3.

age.

                    
activated comprises ‘nformation defining an
electronic cata.oe having a mulitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se-ectable navigation

    
links comecting a bierarchica. set of additional

    4 e method of claim|where’n at east oneof|See Ex. 1C, at 4.
e plurality of visually perceptible elements|See Ex. 3C, at 4.

ine-udes the appearance of the top and left side
of the source page.

5 e method of claim1where’n at .east oneof|See Ex. 1, at 8.
e plurality of visually perceptible elements|See Ex. 3C, at §.

ine-udes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page,

6 e method of claim1where’n a Least oneof|See Ex. 1C, at 6.
e plurality of visually perceptible elements|Sze Ex. 3C, at 6.

ine-udes a logo associated with the owner of the
source page,

7 e method of claim1where'n the commerce|See Ex. 1C, at 7.
object associated with the link thathas been] See Ex. 3C, at 7.

 
 

ro
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8|The method of claim | wherein the second web|See Ex. 1C, at 8.

page is generated dynam:caly, See Ex. 30, at 8.
9|The method of claim | wherein the owner of the|See Ex. 1C, at 9.

source page is partyto a contract providing for|See Ex. 3C, at 9.
Teceipt of a commiss:on as a result of a
transaction ‘nvolw:ngthe commerce cbject
displayed on the source page.

10|The methodof claim9 further comprising See Ex. 1C, at 10.
computer-faccl:tating autornatic payment tothe|See Ex. 3C, at 10,
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
comp.eted.

IL|The methodof claim 1, wherein the second web|See Ex. 1C, at II.
page appears to the computer userto be See Ex. 3C, at IL.
generated by a server associated with the source
page.

12|The method of claim1, wherein the link See Bx. 1C, at 12.
act:vated by the web browseris stored ‘na See Ex. 3C, at 12.
database asscciatad with the source page.

13|The methodof claim 1, wherein the second web|See Ex. 1C, at 13.
page contains a further link associated with the
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the link that has been activated,
which Luk, when activated bythe web browser,
places data representing the commerce object

 
into a virtual shopping cart.

 
The method of claim 13, wherein the second
web page contains a checkout Link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilizates
comp.etion of a transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart,

       
See Bx. 3C, at 13.

See Ex. IC, at14,
See Ex. 3C, at14,
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19(b)

merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page displaying the associated
link are each third parties with respectto one
ther,

(b) a computer server at the outsource provider,
which computer server is coup.ed to the
computer store and proerammedto: (i) receive
from the web browser of a computer usera
signal indicating activation of one of the links
displayedbyone of the first web pages; (3)
autornaticallyidentify as the source page the one
of the first web pages on which the “ink has been
activated; (iif) ‘n response to identification of the
source page, automat.cal-y retrieve the stored
data corresponding to the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automatically generate
and transm:t to the web browser a second web

page that disp-ays: (A) information assoc‘ated
with the commerce object asscciated with the
link that has been activated, and (B) the p-ural:ty
of visually perceptible elements visually
comespond:ng to the source page.

 See Ual-L(c), supra,

   A computer-readable memory adapted for use by
ant outsource prov:der in serving web pages
offering commerc:a. opportunities, the
computer-teadable memoryused to direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, by a
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displayed byone of a plurality of first web
pages, automaticaly recogn:z:ng as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the

See Ex. IC, at 20.
See Ex. 3C, at 20.  
 

Comparison of the U.S. Patent No, 7,818,399 and U.S, Pai

 
he method of claim 14, further comprising after
e transaction is comp.eted,

computer-faci:itaing payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated with

e activated nk,

he method of claim 14, further comprising after
e transaction is comp.eted,

computer-faci.itating payment of a commission
o the owner ofthe source page

ent No. 6,330,575 to Moore (“Moore”) combined with U.S. Patent No. 7,565,308 to
Bollay (“Bollay”)

See Ex. 1C, at 15,
Ex. 3C, at 15<8

See 10, supra,
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      17|Thetmethod of claim 13, further comprising See Ex. 1C, at U7.
'splaving the second web page aga‘n, after the)See Ex. 3C, at 17

commerce cbiect is p-aced ‘nto the shoppingcart.

18|Themethod of claim 1, wherein the visually|See Ex. 1C, at 18.
perceptible elements disp-ayed on the second—_|See Ex. 3C,at 18
web page are retrieved from a database storing

ata associated with visually perceptib:e
elements for each of the first web pages.

19|Assystem usefu: in an outsource provider serving|See 1, supra,
web pages offering commerc'al opportun‘ties,
the system comprising:

19{a)|(a)a computerstore containing data, for each of|See 1fa)-I(b), supra.
aplurality of first web pages, defining a p-urality
of visually perceptible elements, which visual.y
perceptible elements correspond to the p-urality
of first web pages; (°) wherein each of the first
web pages belongs to one of  plura.ityofweb
page owners; (1) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active ‘ink asscciated

ith a commerce object associated with a buying
opportunity of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and (iii) wherein the selected

   
=
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nm mS  
link has beenactivated; (i) wherein each of the
frst web pagesbe:ongs to one of a pluralityof
web page owners; (‘i) wherein each of the first
web pages displays at least one active link
associated with a commerce object associated
with a buying opportunity of a se-ectedone of a
puurality of merchants; and (3) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web pave are each third

parties with respect to one another, (h)
automat:cal-y retr:eving from a storage coup-ed
tothe computer of the outsource provider
pre-stored data associated with the source page;

then (c} amtomatically computer-generating
and transmitting to the web browser a second
web page that ‘ncludes: (1) information
assoc.ated w:th the commerce obrect assoc:ated
with the Enk that has been activated, and (‘i) a
puurality of visual-y perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored data and visually
corresponding to the source page.
The computer-readable memory of claim 20
wherein the commerce chiect associated with the
link that has been activated comprises
information defining an electronic catalog
having a multiude of merchant offerines, and
wherein the second web page contains one or
more selectable navigation Links connecting a
heeratchical set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings ‘n the
cata.og,

The computer-readable memory of claim20

Ss        
See 7, supra,  
See 10, supra, 
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where:n the computer-teadab.e memory‘s used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider
to perform the further step of
computer-fac'l:tating automatic paymentto the
owner of the source page, oncethe transaction is
comp.cted,
Thecomputer-teadahle memory ofc.aim 20, (i)
where'n the second web page contains a further
link associated with the information associated

with the commence object, which, when
activated by the web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce object :nto a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when
act:vated by the web browser, facilitates
comp.etion ofa transaction asscciatad with the
commerce object in the shopping cart; and (2)
where:n the computer-readab.e memory‘s used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider
to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction ‘s completed, computer-fac‘l:tat’ng
paymentfrom the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated Link and

computer-fac:l:tating payment of a comm:ss.on
tothe owner of the source page.

 

ent No, 6,330,575 to Moore (“Moore”) combined with U.S, Patent No, 7,565,308 to
Bollay (“Bollay”)

See 13-16, supra.

 
ne

  
The computer-teadable memory of c:aimn 20,
wherein the visually pemeptib.e elements
displayed on the second web page ate retrieved
from a database stor:ng data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the fist
web paves.

 
See 18, supra.
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source page: and then
 

automaticallywith the server computer
generating and transmnitt:ng to the web browser a
second web page that ‘ncludes: (i} information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the “ink that has been activated, and (15) a
pluraity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre stored data and visualy
comespond:ng to the source page.

See Ex. 9C,at I(c),
See Ex. 6C, at I(c),

See also 3-6, infra.

                  
3|The method of claim|whereinatleast one of|See Ex. 9C, at 3.

the plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements|See Ex. 6C, at 3.
includes a set of navigational ‘inks on the source
page.

4|The method of claim|whereinatleast one of|See Ex. 9C, at 4.
the plura.ity of visually perceptible elements|See Ex. 6C, at 4.
includes the appearance of the top aud Left side
of the source page.

5|The method of claim1whereinatleast one of|See Ex. 9C, at 5.
the plura.ity of visually perceptible elements|See Ex. 6C, at 5.
includes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page.

6|The method of claim|whereinatleast one of|See Ex. 9C, at 6.
the pluratity of visually perceptible elements—_|See Ex. 6C, at 6.
includes a Logo assoc’ated with the owner of the
source page.

7|The method of claim|wherein the commerce|See Ex. 9C, at 7.
object associated with the link that has been|See Ex. 6C, at 7.

 
act:vated comprises information defin:ne an
electronic catalog having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more selectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchical set of additional

      
 

no

Comparison of the U.S, Patent No, 7,818,399 and Digital River Secure Sales System Prior Art combined with U.S. Patent No, 5,870,717 to
Wiecha (“Wiecha”)

Based upon the clam interpretations Plaintiff appears to be asserting and the al.eged applications of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Plaintiff's Inftingement Comentions served Apr:] 15, 2011, Digital River Secure Sales System Prior Art combined with U.S.
Patent No. 5,876,717 renders obvious the asserted claims as

According to Plaintiff's Infringement Contentions regarding
Sales System Prior Arr with Wiecha because both are related
network and thus are in the same feld of endeavor. The Digit
thern to se'l and de‘iver products via the Intemet through ven
network for ordering products from numerous electronic catal
emnp.ovees may research, select, and process the purchase of

escr‘bed ‘n part below.

 Digita. River System, there is a motivation to combine the Dip‘tal River Secure
0 é-commerce outsourcing processes for selling commerce items over a computer
tal River Secure Sales System brought together manufacturers and dea.ers enabling
lor websites. See Exhibit 9C. Similarly, Wiacha discloses a corporate computer

logs that are accessible by employees of that corporation. See Wiecha at Abstract. The
products provided in the electronic cataogs. Both the Disital R'ver Secure Sales

System and Wiecha disclose electrou:e commerce systems that are directed to effic:ently seLing commerce objects through a computer network,

 
1, A method of an outsource provider serving

webpages offering commerc'al opportun‘ties,
the method comprising:

 
See Ex. 9C, at L.
See Ex. 6C, at L.
 

automat:cal-y at a server of the outscurce
provider, in response to activation, bya web
browser of a computer user,of a link displayed
byone of a plurality of first web pages,
tecogniz'ng as the source page the one of the
frst web pages on which the link has been
activated; (i) where:n each of the Erst web pages
belongs to one of a plurality of web page
owners; (ii)wherein each of the first web pages
displays at least one active link associated with a
commerce object associated with a buying
opporunty of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and (iii) where’n the selected
‘merchatr, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page are each third parties with
respect toone other,

See Ex. 9C,at [fa),
See Ex. 6C,at fa),
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automatical'y retrieving from a storage coup-ed
tothe server pre stored data associated with the

 
See Ex. 9C,at Lb).
See Ex. 6C,at Lb),

-L-
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second web pages, each perta‘ning to a subset of

e offerings in the cata.og,

 

 

 

      
 

 
8 he method of claim 1 where:n the second web|See Ex. 9C,at &

ape ‘s generated dynamically. See Ex. 6C, at &
9 he method of claim 1 where:n the owner of the|See Ex. 9C, at 9.

source page is party to.a contract providing for|See Ex. 6C, at 9.
receipt of a commission as a resuct of a

misaction involving the commerce object
'splavedon the source page.

10 e method of claim 9 further comprising See Ex. 9C, at 10,
computer-faci-itating automatic paymentte the|See Ex. 6C,at 10.
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
completed

Ul je method of claim 1, wherein the second web|See Ex. 9C,at LL.
age appears to the computer user to be See Ex. 6C, at U1.

venerated by a server associated with the scurce
ape,

L e method of claim 1, wherein the “ink See Ex. 9C, at 12.
activated by the web browser's stored ina See Ex. 6C,at 12.
database associated with the source page.

B e methodof claim 1, wherein the second web|See Ex. 9C, at 13
page cotttains a further link associated with the|See Ex. 6C,at 3.
inforrmat:on associated with the commerce object
assoccated with the Link that has been activated,
which ‘ink, when activated by the web browser,
paces data representing the commerce cbiect
into a viral shopping car.

14|Themethod of claim 13, where:n the second=|See Ex. 9C,at 14.

    
webpage contains a checkout link which, when
activated by the web broweer, facil:tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart.

    
See Ex. 6C, at 14,
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The method of claim14, further comprising after
the transaction ‘s completed,
computer-fac'l:tating payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated with
the activated ‘ink.

The method of claim 14, further comprising after
the transaction ‘s completed,
computer-fac'l:tating payment of a comm‘ssion
to the owner of the source page.
The method of claim 13, further comprising
displaying the second web page again, after the
commerce objectis placed into the shopping

River Secure Sales System Prior Art combined with U.S. Patent No. 5,870,717 to
Wiecha (“Wiecha”)

See Ex. 9C, at 13.
See Bx. 6C, at18.

See 10, supra.

See Ex. 6C, at 17,

   The method of claim 1, wherein the visua‘ly
perceptib‘e elernents displayed on the second
web page are retrieved from a database ster'ng
data assoc‘ated with visually perceptible
elements for each of the first web pages.

A system useful in an outsource provider serving
web pages offering commercial opportun:ties,
the system compris'ng:
(a).a computer store coma:ning data, for each of
aplurality of first web pages, defining a plura:ity
of visually perceptible elements, which visually
perceptib:e elements correspond to the plurality
of first web pages; (i) wherein each of the first
web pages belongsto one of a plurality of web
page owners; (i) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at ‘east one active Link assoc:ated
with a commerce cbject associated with a buying
opportunityofa se:ected one of a plurality of

    
=

 

      
merchants; and (iii) wherein the selected 

Comparisonof the U.S. Patent No, 7,818,399 and Digital

See Ex. 9C, at 18,
See Ex. 6C, at 18.

See L, supra.

See [fa)-1(b), supra.  
River Secure Sales System Prior Art combined with U.S. Patent No. 5,870,717 to

Wiecha (“Wiecha”)
 

 

nz BS  
link has been activated; (i) wherein each of the
first web pages belongs to one ofa p-ural:ty of
web page owners; (i:} wherein each of the first
web paves disp-ays at least one active ‘ink
associated with a commerce object associated
with a buying opportunityof a selected oneof a
plura‘ity of merchants; and (ii!)wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each thir
parties with respect to one ancther; (b)
automaticallyretriev:ng from a storage coupled
tothe computer of the outsource provider
pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generating
and transm:tting to the web browser a secon
web pavethat includes: (7) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the ‘ink that has beenactivated, and(i!) a
plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrievedpre-stored data and visually
comespond:ngto the source page,
The computer-teadable memory of c:aim 20
wherein the commerce object associated wi
link that has been activated comprises
information defining an electronic catalog
having a multitude of merchant offerings, and
wherein the second web page contains one or
more se.ectab.e navigation links connect:ng a
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offer'ngs in the

   
> ec

catalog.

   
The computer-teadable memory of cam 20

See 7, supra.  
See 10, supra. 
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20  
 

merchant, the outsource prov:der, and the owner
of the first web pave disp_aying the asscc‘ated
link are each third parties with respect to one
other;
(b} a computer serverat the outsource provider,
which compurer server is coupled to the
computer store and programmed to: (:) rece:ve
fromthe web browser of a computer user a
signal indicating activation of one of the links
d'splavedby oneof the first web pages; (ii)
automat:cal-y identifyas the source pagethe one
of the first web pages on which the Link has been
activated; (iit) in response to identification of the
source pave, automatically retrieve the stored
data corresponding to the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automatical-y generate
and transmit to the web browser a second web

page that displays: (A) information associated
with the commerce cbiect associated with the
link that has been activated, and (B) the pluraity
of visually perceptible elements visually

 
corresponding to the source page,
A computer-readable memory adapted for use by
an outsource provider in serving web pages
offering commercial opportunities, the
computer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource prov:der to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to activation, by a
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displavedby one of a plurality of first web
pages, automaticaly recognizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the

 
Comparison of the U.8, Patent No. 7,818,399 and Digital
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See Lfa)-Ifc), supra,

See Ex. 9C, at 20
See Ex. 6C, at 20  
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wherein the computer-readable memory is used
to ditect the computer of the outsource provider
to perform the further step of
computer-faci-itaring automatic payment to the
owner of the source page, once the transaction is
complete
 

  The compurer-readable memory of claim20, (7
whereia the second web page conrains a further
link assoc:ated with the information associated

with the commerce cbiect, which, when
activated by the web browser, p.acesdata
tepresenting the commerce object into a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout ‘ink which, when
activated by the web browser, facil-tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce chiect in the shopping cart; and (ii)
wherein the computer-readable memory is used
to ditect the computer of the outsource provider
to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction is comp:eted, computer-faci-itanng
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated link an

computer-faci.itating payment of a commission
to the owner of the source page
The computer-readable memory of claim26,
wherein the visually perceptible elements
displaved on the second web page are retr'eved
from a database storing data associated with
visually perceptible e:ements for each of the first

       
See 13-16, supra

See 18, supra,

 
web pages.
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Comparison of U.S, Patent No, 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/995,278 by Saliba (“Saliba 278”) combined with United
States Patent Number 6,330,575 to Moore (“Moore °575”)

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those interpretations to one cr more products of
Defendants’ products in Pla‘nt:ff's Infringement Contentions served Apri. 18, 2011, U.S. Patent Application 09/995,278 combined with United States
Patent Number 6,330,575 renders obvious the asserted claims az described ‘n part below

There ‘s motivation to combine Saliba °278 and Moote °$75 because theyare both related to e-commerce outsourcing processes for sel-ing products
over the Intemet and thus are in the same field of endeavor, Saliba '278 discloses an e-ectronic financial system for providing Financia. serv:ces over
the Internet has multiple billers, a service center, mu-tiple financial institutions. See Saliba*278 at Abstract. Moore °578 discloses development
applications for a merchant to utilize ‘n the design of its Web page or Web site that allowthe merchant to become part of a distributed Intemet
commerce system for se“ling its products. See Moore $75 at Abstract. Both Saliba ‘278 and Moore ’57$ disclose e:ectronic commerce systems that
are directed tooffering commerce objects over the Intemet, 

1333  
1|Atmethod of an outsource

prov:der serv.ng web pages
offering commercial
opportunities, the method
compr'sing

[ay|automatically ata server ofthe
~~|outsource provider, in response

toactivation, by a web browser
of a computer user, of a link
disp.ayedby one of a plurality
offirst web pages, recognizing
as the source page the one o!
the frst web pages on which
the ‘ink has been activated;

See Ex. IC, at 1.
See Ex. 31C,at 1.

See Ex. 1C, at 1(2),
See Ex. 31¢,at Ia},

 

Lfa)¢i)|Wherein each of the first wel
pages be.ongs to one ofa
pluralityof web page owners;

See Ex. 1C, at 1a).
See Ex. 31,at Ifa). 

Ufa)| Wherein each ofthe first we
pages displaysat least one
active link assoccated with a

commerce object associate
with a buying opportunity of a

    
See Ex. 1C, at 1fa}(it)
See Ex. 31C,at I(a)fii).
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visual-y perceptib.e elements
‘neludes the appearance of the
top and left side of the source
page.

5|The method of c'aim1wherein

at least one of the plurality of
visual-y perceptib.e elements
‘neludes the appearance of the
header and footer of the source
page

See Ex. IC, at §.
See Ex. 310, at $

 
6|The method of c.aim1wherein

atleast ong of the plurality of
visual-y perceptib-e elements
‘neludes a logo associated with
the owner of the sourcepage.

See Ex. 1C, até.
See Ex. 310, at 6.

 
7 |The method of c.aim1wherein

the commerce object associated
with the “ink that has been
activated comprises

‘nformation defining an
electronic catalog having a

   See Ex. IC, at,
See Ex. 310, at?,

Comparison of U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/995,278 bySaliba (“Saliba 278”) combined with United

seected one of a plurality of
merchants; and

States Patent Number 6,330,575 to Moore (“Moore 575”)

 
 

1(a)(i}|Where.n the se.ected merchant,
te cutsource provider, and the
owner of the first web page are
each third parties with respect
0 one other,

See Ex. UC, at Lia}(ii.
See Fx. 31C,at L(ai(i,

 

If}|automaticaly retiev-ng from a
storage coupled to the server
re stored data assoc‘ated with

he source page; and then

See Ex, 1C, at 1(b),
See Ex. 31C,at 1(b),

 

1{o)|automatically with the server
computer venerating and
ransmnitting to the web browser
asecond web page that
includes:

See Ex. UC, at Lie).
See Fx. 31C,at Uc.

 

I(cy4)|() :nformat.on associated with
"| the commerce object associated

with the link that has been

See Ex. UC, at (cht),
See Ex. 31C, at (c(i),

 

om the retrieved pre stored
data and visually corresponding
0 the source page.

3°|The method of claim | wherein

atleast one of the plurality of
visualy perceptible elements
includes a set of navigationa.
links on the source pape.

 activated, and

Lic\ii)|(4) a purality of v:sually See Ex, 1C, at Lic)
~~|perceptibie elements derived|See Fx. 31C, at L(ci(), 

See Ex. 1C,at3.
See Fx. 31, at3,

 

4|The method of claim | wherein

atleast one of the plurality of

    
See Ex. 1C, at 4,
See Fx. 31C, at4,

 
 

ro
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generated dynannicaly.
 

9|The method of claim | wherein
the owner of the source pages
party toa contract providing for
receipt of a commission as a
result of a transaction involving
the commerce object displayed
on the source page.

10|The method of claim 9 further

comprising
computer-facilitating automatic
payment to the owner of the
source page, once the
transaction ‘s completed.

See Ex. 1C, at 9,
See Ex. 310, at 9.

See Ex. 1C, at 10.
See Ex. 31C, at 10.

 

IL|The methodof claim1,
wherein the second web page
appears to the computer user to
be generated by aserver
associated with the source
page.

12|The methodof claim1,

 
tmu.titude of merchant

offerings, and wherein the
second web page contains one
or more se-ectable navigation
‘inks connecting a hierarchical
set of additional second web

pages, cach pertaining to a
subset of the offerings in the
catalog.ai|

8|The method of caim 1 wherein|See Ex. IC, at &
the second web page is See Ex. 31C, at 8,

     wherein the link
the web browser
database associat
source pape.

13°|The method of cl
where‘n the seco

associated with t
associated with f

   
that has been act

activated by
is stored ‘na
ted with the

aim1,
md web page

contains a further link
¢ information
¢ commerce

object assoc:ated with the nk

 
vated, which

 See Ex. (Cat LI.
See Ex. 31, at IL.

See Ex. 1C, at 12.
See Fx. 31C, at 12.

See Ex. 1C, at 13.
See Fx. 31C, at 13.
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Ik, when activated by the web

browser,paces data
Tepresent.ng the commerce
object into a virtual shopping
cart,

The method of caim 13,
wherein the second web page
contains a checkout link which,
when activated by the web
browser, fac‘litates completion
of transaction asscc:ated with

the commerce object :n the
shopp'ng cart,

States Patent Number 6,330,575 to Moore (“Moore °575”)

See Ex. IC, at 14.
See Ex. 31€, at 14.

 

The method of claim 14,
further comprisingafter the
transaction is completed,
computer-fac‘litating payment
from the computer userto the
merchant associated with the
activated ‘ink.

The method of claim 14,
further comprising after the
transact.on is completed,
compurer-fac‘litating payment
of a commission to the owner

of the source page.

 
See Ex. 1C, at 15.
See Ex. 310, at 13.

See 10, supra,

 

Themethod of c:aim 13,
further compris:ng dsplav-ne
thesecond web page again,
afer the commerce ohrect is

placed into the shopping cart.

See Ex. 1C,at 17
See Ex. 310, at 17.

 

    
The method of c.aim 1,

  
See Ex. IC, at 18.
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1900)

  
first web pagedisplaying the
associated link are each third

parties with respect to one
other;
(b) a computer serverat the
outsource provider, which
computer server is coupled to
the computer store and
programmed to: (i) receive
from the web browserof a

computer user a signal
indicating activation of one of
the “inks displayed by one of
the frst web pages; (11)
automaticaly ‘dentify as the
source pagethe one of the first
web pages on which the ‘ink
has been activated; (ii) in
response to ‘dent:fication of the
source page, automatically
retrieve the stored data

correspondingto the source
page; and(iv) using the data
retrieved, automatically
generate and transmit to the
web browser a second web

page that displays: (4)
:nformation assoc:ated with the

commerce object associated
with the “ink that has been

activated, and (B) the plurality
of vigual-y perceptib.e elements

  
See 1(a}-L(ci, supra.

 

Comparison of U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/995,278 bySaliba (“Saliba 278”) combined with United

where.n the visually perceptible
e-ements displayed on the
second web page are retrieved
from a database storing data
associated with visualy
perceptib.e elements for each
of the first web pages.
A system useful in an outsource
provider serving web pages
offering commercia.
opportunities, the system
comprising:

States Patent Number 6,330,575 to Moore (“Moore 575”)

 
See Ex. 31C, at 18.

See |, supra.

   (a) a computer store contain:ng
data, for each of a plurality of
first web pages, defining a
plurality of visually perceptible
evements, which visually
perceptib.e elements
correspond to the plurality of
first web pages: (1) wherein
each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a plurality of
web page owners: (ii) wherein
each of the first web pages
displays at ‘east one active link
associated with a commerce

object assoc:ated with a buying
opportunity of a selected one of
ap.urality of merchants; and
(iii)wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource
provider, and the owner of the

  See I(a}-L(bi, supra.  
Comparison of U.S, Patent No. 7,818,399 and United States Patent Application 09/993,278 bySaliba (“Saliba 278”) combined with United

States Patent Number 6,330,575 to Moore (“Moore 575”) 
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visua‘ly corresponding to the
source page.
A computer-teadabe memory
adapted for use by an cutsource
provider in serving web pages
offering commercia.
opportunities, the
computer-teadable memory
used to direct a computer of the
outscurce provider to perform
the steps of: (a) in response to
activation, by a web browser of
acomputer user, ofa ink
displayed by one of a pluraiity
of first web paves,
automaticallyrecognizing as
the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the
link has been activated; (1
wherein each of the first web

pages belongs to one of a
plurality of web page owners;
(i) wherein each of the first
web pages dispays at least one
active ‘ink associated with a

commerce object associated
with a buying opportunityof a
seected one of a plurality of
merchants, and (4°) wherein the
se-ected merchant, the
omsource provider, and the
owner of the first web page are

  
See |, supra.
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each third parties with respect
to.cne another; (b)
automaticaly retrieving from a
storage coupled to the
computer of the outsource
prow:der pre-stored data
associated with the source

page; and then (c)
automaticaly
computer-penerating and
transmitting to the web browser
asecond web page that
‘ncludes: (2) information
associated with the commerce

object associated with the link
that has been activated, and(ii)
apluraity of visually
perceptible cements derived
from the retrieved pre-stored
data and visually corresponding
to the source page.

22|The computer-teadab:e See 7, supra,
memory of claim 20 wherein
the commerce object associated
with the “ink that has been

activated comprises
“nformation defining an
electronic catalog having a
tmu.titude of merchant

offerings, and wherein the
second web page contains one
or more se-ectable navigation
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‘sused to direct the computer
of the outsource provider to
perform the further steps of,
after the transaction ‘3

completed,
computer-fac‘litating payment
from the computer userto the
merchant associated with the
activated “ink and

computer-fac‘litating payment
of a commission to the owner

of the source page.
25|The computer-teadab.e See 18, supra,

memory of claim 20, wherein
the visual-y perceptible
elements disp.ayed on the
second web pageare retrieved
from a database storing data
associated with visual:y
perceptible cements for each
of the first web pages,
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3

  
'nks connecting a hierarchical

set of additional second web

pages, each pertaining to a
subset of the offerings in the

The computer-readable
memory of claim 20 wherein
the computer-readable memory
is used to direct the computer
of the cursource provider to
perforin the furher step of
computer-facilitating automat:c
payment to the owner of the
source pape,once the
transaction ‘s completed,
The computer-teadable
memory of claim 20, (i)
where’n the second web page
contains a further ink
associated with the information
associated with the commerce

object, which, when activated
by the web browser, places data
Tepresenting the commerce
object into a virwal shopping
cart, and a checkout link which,
whenactivated bythe web
browser, facilitates completion
of a transaction associated with

the commerceobject in the
shopping cart; and (it) wherein
the computer-readable memory

 See 10, supra.

See 13-16, supra.

 
  

catalog.

-|d-

 
Comparison of U.S. Patent No. 7,818.399 and Sextoys.com Prior Art (“Sextoys”) combined with U.S. Patent No.7,565,308 to Bollay

(“Bollay”)

Based upon the clatm interpretations Plaint!ff appears to be asserting andthe alleged appl:cations of those interpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Plaiwiti’s Infringement Comentions served Apr:] 15, 2011, Sextoys combined w:th U.S. Patent No, 7,568,308 to Bollay
Tenders obvious the asserted claims as described in part below. See Defendants’ Inva.idity Contents for an exp-anation of the reasons for combining
Sextoys and Bollay.
 

  
1 1, A method of an outsource provider serving

web pages offering commerc:a. opportunities,
the method comprising:

See Ex. 24C, at 1.
See Ex. 3C, at L. 

automatical'y at a server of the curscurce
provider, in response to activation, by a web
browser of a computer user,of a link displayed
by one of a plurality of first web pages,
Tecognizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the link has been
activated; (i) where’n each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a plurality of web page
owners; (‘T)wherein each of the first web pages
displays at Least one active link associated with a
commerce ohrect associated with a buying
opportunty of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and (iii) where’n the selected
merchatn, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web pave are cach third parties with
Tespect to one other,

See Ex. 14C,at Ifa)
See Ex. 3C,at [fal

 

automatical'y retrieving from a storage coup.ed
to the server pre stored data associated with the

 
source page; and then

See Ex. 24€, at 1(0).
See Ex. 3C,at Lb). 

automatical-y with the server computer
venerating and transm‘tting to the web browser a
second web page that includes: (4) information
associated with the commerce oblect assoclated

See Ex. 24C, at Ife),
See Ex. 3C,at l(c.

See also 46, fajra.
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 with the ‘ink that has beenactivated, and

luraity of visually perceptible elements derived
from the retrieved pre stored data and visually
comesponding to the source page.

  receipt of a commission as a tesult of a
misaction involving the commerce ohect

‘splayedon the source page.
 

 
The method of claim1whereinatleast one of

ihe pluraity of visually perceptible elements
includes a setof navigational ‘inks on the source

age

See Ex. 24C,a
See Ex. 3C, al be moos

fe method of claim 9 further compr'sing See Ex. 3C, at 10,
computer-facilitating automatic payment to the
owner of the scurce page, once the transaction is
completed,
 

 
The method of claim|whereinatleast one 0

¢ pluraity of visually perceptible elements
includes the appearanceof the top and ‘eft side
of the source page.

See Ex. 24C,a
See Ex. 3C, at 4,

_
e method of claim 1, wherein thesecond web See Ex. 24C,at 11.

age appearstothe computer user to be See Ex. 3C, at U1.
venerated by a server associated with the source

ape,

s

 
 

The method of claim|whereinatleast one o

¢ pluraity of visually perceptible elements
includes the appearanceof the header and footer
of the source page.

  See Ex, 24C,a
See Ex. 3C, at

e method of claim 1, wherein the Sink See Ex. 24C, at 12.
activated by the web browser's stored ina See Ex. 3C, at 12.
database associated with the source page. 

 

 
The method of claim1whereinatleast one o

¢ pluraity of visually perceptible elements
includes a .ogo associated with the owner of the
source page.

          
aSee Ex, 24, a

See Ex. 3C, at a>

 

 
The method of claim1wherein the commerce

cbiect associated with the link that has been
activated comprises information defin:ng an
electronic catalog having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more selectable navigation
links connecting a hierarchical set of additional
second web papes, each pertaining to a subset of
the offerings ‘n the catalog,

        
See Ex, 24C,at 7.
See Ex. 3C, al

 
za

e methodof claim 1, wherein the second web See Ex. 3C,at 13
page contains a further link associated with the
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the [ink that has been activated,
which ‘ink, when act.vated by the web browser,

.aces data representing the commerce cbiect
into avirtwal shopping cart

  
 

  
he method of claim 13, where:n the second=»See Ex. 24C, at 14.

web page contains a checkout ‘ink which, when See Ex. 3, at 14.
activated by the web broweer, fac'l:tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart,

    
 

 
The method of claim | wherein the second web

page is generated dynamical-y
See Ex. 3C, at 8

  
The method of claim 14, further comprising after See Ex. 24C,at 15.
the transaction is comp.eted, See Ex. 3C, at LS,
computer-facilitaing payment from the
computer user 0 the merchant associated with
the activated link  

  
The method of claim | wherein the owner of the

source page is party to a contract providing for

 
See Ex. 24C,at 9,
See Ex. 3C, at 9.

  
The method of claim 14, further comprising after See 10, supra,
the transaction is comp.eted,
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to the owner of the source page.
 
 

The methed of claim13, further comprising
displaying the second web page again, after the
commerce objectis placed into the shoppingcarl

See Ex. 3C, at 17,

 

The method of claim1, wherein the visualy
perceptib.e elements dsplayed on the second
web page ate retrieved from a database stor:ng
data associated with visually perceptible
elements for each of the first web pages

See Ex. 24C,at 18,
See Ex. 3C, at 18,

 

A system useful in an outsource provider serving
web pages offering commercial opportun'ties,
the systam comprising:

See Ex. 24C,at 19,

See |, supra.

 
signal indicating activation of one of the links
displavedby one of the first web pages: (ii)
automat:cal-v idennifya8 the source pagethe one
of the first web pages on which the Link has been
activated; (i) in responseto identification of the
source page, automatically retrieve the stored
data correspondingto the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automatical'y generate
and transmit to the web browser a second web

page that displays: (A) information associated
with the commerce chiect associated with the
link that has been activated, and (B) the pluraity
of visually perceptible elements visually
corresponding to the source page.

 

  

(a) a computer store coma‘ning data, for each of
a plurality of first web pages, defining a plura.ity
of visually perceptible elemems, which visually
perceptib‘e elements correspond to the plurality
of first web pages; (i) wherein each of the first
web paves belongs to one of a plurality of web
page owners; (:1) wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active link associated
with a commerce chject associated with a buying
opportunity ofa se:ected one of a plurality of
merchants; and (ii!) wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, aud the owner
of the first web page d:splay:ngthe associated
link are each third parties with respect to one
ather;

  

     See Ex. AC,at 19a),

See Ua}-L(b), supra.

 

190)

  
(b)a computer server at the outsource provider,
which computer server is coup-ed 10 the
computer store and programmedto:(1) receive
from the web browser of a computer user a

  
See Ex. 40,at 19(b),

See [fa}-l{c), supra.

  A computer-teadable memory adapted for use by See Ex. 24C,at 20.
an outsource providerin serving web pages See Ex. 3C,at 20,
offering commercial opportunities, the
computer-readable memory used to direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of(a) in response to activation, bya
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displayed by one of a plurality of first web
pages, automatically recognizing as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated: () wherein each of the
First web pages be.cngs to one of a pluralityof
web page owners; (Ii) wherein each of the first
web pages displays at least one active link
associated with a commerceobject associated
with a buying opportunityof a selected one of a
puurality of merchants; and (iit) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third

aa    
  

can
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   parties with respect to one anther; (b)
automatically retrieving from a storage coupled
to the computer of the curscurce provider
pre-stored data associated with the source page;
and then (c) automatically computer-generating
and transmitting to the web browser a second
web pagethat includes: (1) information
associated with the commerce abject associated
with the ‘ink that has beenactivated, and (i!) a
plura‘ty of visually perceptible elements derived
from the revrievedpre-stored data and v'sually
comespond:ng to the source page,
The computer-readable memory of c:aimn 20
where'n the commerce object associated with the
link that has been activated comprises See 7, supra.
information def-ning an electronic cata.og
having a multitude of merchant offerings, and
where:n the second web page contains one or
more se.ectab-e navigation links connecting a
hierarchica. set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offer:ngsin the
catalog,
The computer-teadable memory ofc.aim 20
where'n the computer-readab.e memory ‘s used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider
toperform the further step of
computer-fac:l:tating autornat:c payment to the
owner of the source page, oncethe transaction is
comp.eted,

24|The computer-teadable memory of caim 20 (1)|See 13-16, supra.
where:n the second web page contains a further
link associated with the information asscc:ated

with the commerce object, which, when

 
Ba BS See Ex. 24C, at 22

 
r2 Led See 10, supra.

 

    
 

Comparison of U.S, Patent No, 7,818,399 and IBM.com Prior Art (“IBM”) combined with U.8. Patent No. 7,565,308 to Bollay (“Bollay”)

Based upon the claim interpretations Plaintiff appears to be asserting and the alleged applications of those inerpretations to one or more products of
Defendants’ products in Pa:ntifP's Infringement Contentions served Apri. 18, 2011, IBM combined with U.S. Patett No.7,565,308 to Bollay renders
obv-ous the asserted claims as described in part below. See Defendants’ Invalidity Convents for an exp-anation of the reasons that Sextoys and Bollay
can be combined,

 

 
  
 

1|| Amethod of an outsource provider se we
web pages offering commercial opportunities,/See Ex. 3C, at 1.
the method comprising:

Lig)|automaticaly at a server of the outsource
provider, 'n response toactivation, by a web
browser ofa computer user, of a link displayed
by one ofa pluraity of first web pages,
Tecooriizing as the source page the one of the
first web pages on which the Link has been
activated; (1)wherein each of the first web pages
belongs to one of a plurality of web pave
owners; (it) wherein each of the first web pages
displays at least one active link associated with a
commerce object associated with a buying
opportunity of a se.ected one ofa plurality of
merchants; and (tit)wherein the selected
merchant, the outsource provider, and the owner
of the first web page are each third partieswith
respect to one other;

1b) automatically retrieving froma storage coupled|See Ex. 27C, at 1(0),
tothe server pre stored data associated with the|See Ex. 3C, at Ih).
source page; and then

Lig)|automatically with the server computer See Ex. 27C,at I(c).
generating and transmitting to the web browser a|See Ex. 3C, at I(c),
second web page that includes: (i} information
associated with the commerce object associated|Sze also 3-6, anfra
with the ‘ink that has been activated, and (15) a
plura‘ity of visually perceptible elements derived

QD

 

See Ex. 27C, at Iai,
See Ex. 3C,at I(a)
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activated by the web browser, p.aces data
Tepresenting the commerce object ‘nto a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout ‘ink which, when
activated by the web browser, fac'l:tates
completion of a transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart; and(i)
wherein the computer-teadable memory ts used
to direct the computer of the outsource provider
to perform the further steps of, after the
transaction is comp-eted, computer-fact-itating
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated link an

computer-facilitating payment of a commission
to the owner of the source page.
  The computer-readable memery of claim20,

whereit the visually perceptible elements
displayed on the second web page are retr:eved
from a database storing data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the first
web pages,

    See Ex. 24C, at 25.

See 18, supra,
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com the retrieved pre stored data and v:

corresponding to the source page.
 

we e method of claim1where‘nat ‘east one 0

e plurality of visually perceptible elements
ine-udes a set of nav‘gational links on the source

ape.

See Ex. 27C, at 3,
See Ex. 3C, at 3.

 

e method of claim1where:n at ‘east one

e plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes the appearance of the top and left side
of the source page.

See Ex. 27C, at 4,
See Ex. 3C, at 4.

 

e method of claim1whereinat ‘east one

e plurality of visuallyperceptible elements
ine-udes the appearance of the header and footer
of the source page.

See Ex. 27C, at 5,
See Ex. 3C, at §.

 

fe method of claim1whereinat ‘east one

e plurality of v:sua.ly perceptible elements
ine-udes a logo associated with the owner of
source page.

      
a

See Ex. 27C, at 6,
See Ex. 3C, at 6,

 

         
e method of claim1wherein the commerce

object assoc:ated w.th the link that has been
activated comprises ‘nformation defining an
electronic cata.og having a multitude of
merchant offerings, and wherein the second web
page contains one or more se.ectable navigation
links commecting a hierarchica: set of additional
second web pages, each pertaining to a subset of
the offerings in the cata.og,

       
iSee Ex. 27C, al

See Ex. 3C,at

  
=

 
The method of claim 1 where’n the second web

page's generated dynamically.
See Ex. 27C, at 8
See Ex. 3C, at & 

 
The method of claim 1 wherein the ownerof the

source paveis party to a contract providingfor
teceipt of a commmiss:on as a tesult of a

See Ex. 3€, at 9.

 
 

rary
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transaction ‘nvolving the commerce object
  

to the owner of the source page.
 

 
10

i)

displayed on the source page.
The method of claim 9 further compris:ng
computer-faccl:tating autornat:c payment to the
owner of the source page, oncethe transaction is
comp.eted.

See Ex. 3C, at 10.
The method of claim 13, further comprising
displaving the second web page aga‘n, after the
commerce object is paced ‘nto the shoppingcal

See Ex. 3C, at 1?

 
 

The method of claim1, wherein the second web
page appears to the computer user to be
generated by a server associated with the source
page.

See Ex. 27C,at U1
See Ex. 3C, at IL.

 

The method of claim 1, wherein the link
activated by the web browser is stored ‘na

See Ex. 3C, at 12.

The method of claim 1, wherein the visually
perceptible elements disp-ayed on the second
web page ate retrieved from a database storing
data associated with visually perceptih.e
elements for each of the first web pages.

See Ex. 27C, at 18.
See Ex. 3C, at 18

 

A system useful ‘n an outsource provider serving
web pages offering commerc:a. opportunities,
the system compr'sing:

&&& Ex. 27C, at 19.

See 1, supra.
  

database asscc:ated with the source page.
The method of claim1, wherein the second web
page contains a further link assoc‘ated with the
information associated with the commerce object
associated with the link that has beenactivated,
which Link, when activated bythe web browser,
places data representing the commerce object
into a virtual shopping cart.

 See Ex. 3C, at 13.

 

 
The method of claim 13, wherein the second
web pave contains a checkout Link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp:etion ofa transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart

  
See Ex. 3C, at 14,

 

  
The method of claim 14, further comprising after
the transaction is completed,
computer-facil:tating payment from the
computer user to the merchant associated with
the activated “ink,

See Ex. 3C, at 15.

1a) (a} a computer store containing data, for each of
aplurality of first web pages, defining a p-urality
of visually perceptible elements, which visual-v
perceptible elements correspondto the p-ural:ty
of first web pages; (3) wherein each of the first
web pages belongs to one of a plura.ity of web
page owners; (1°)wherein each of the first web
pages displays at least one active “ink asscciated
with a commerce object associated w:th a buving
opportunity of a selected one of a pluralityof
merchants; and (iit) where:n the selected
merchant, the cutscurce provider, and the owner
of the first web pave dispaying the asscc‘ated
link are each third parties with respect to one

other,

   
See Ex. 27C,at 15a),

&8  
Se&< &

(a)-I(b), supra,

 

 

  
Themethod of clain 14, further comprising after
the transaction is completed,
computer-fac'l‘tating payment of a comm‘ssion

  
See 10, supra.

  
19(b) (b} a computer serverat the outsource provider,

which computer serveris coupled to the
computer store and programmed to: ("} rece've
from the web browser of a computer user a
signal indicating activation of one of the links

    See Ex. 27C,at 13(h),

See La)-I{c), supra
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 displayed byone of the Erst web pages;

autornatically ident:fy as the source page the one
of the first web pages om which the ‘ink has been
activated; (iit) :n response to identification of the
source page, automatical-y retrieve the stored
data corresponding to the source page; and (iv)
using the data retrieved, automaticallygenerate
and transm:t to the web browser a second web

page thar disp-ays: (A) information assoc‘ared
with the commerce object associated with the
link that has been act:vated, and (B) the p-ural:ty
of visually perceptible elements visually
comespond'ng to the source pase

   y ¢ froma storage coup.ed
to the computer of the outsource provider
pre-stored data associated with the source pages
and theu (c) automatically computer-generating
and transmitting to the web browser a second
web page that includes: (i) information
associated with the commerce object associated
with the nk that has been activated, and (‘i) a
p-ural:ty of visually perceptible elements derived

com the retr:eved pre-stored dara and visually
corresponding to the source page.
 

   A computer-teadable memory adapted for use by
an outsource prov-der ‘n serving web pages
offering commercia. opportunities, the
computer-teadab.e memoryusedto direct a
computer of the outsource provider to perform
the steps of: (a) ‘n response to activation, by a
web browser of a computer user, of a link
displayed byone of a plurality of first web
pages, automatica.ly recogn:z-ng as the source
page the one of the first web pages on which the
link has been activated; (i) wherein each of the
first web pages belongs to one of a p-ural:ty of
web page owners; (i:) wherein each of the first
web paves displays at least one active ‘ink
associated with a commerce chject associated
with a buying opportun'ty of a selected oneof a
plura‘ity of merchants; and (ii!) wherein the
selected merchant, the outsource provider, and
the owner of the first web page are each third
parties with respect to one another; (b)

 See Ex. 27C, at 20,
See Ex. 3C, at 20.

no cs} he computer-readable memory of claim 20
whereia the commerce object associated with the
ink that has been activated comprises

informmat:on defining an electronic catalog
aving a multitude of merchant offerings, and

wherein the second web page contains one or
more selectable navigation links connecting a

‘erarchical set of additional second web pages,
each pertaining to a subset of the offerings ‘n the
cata.og,

See Ex. 27C, at 22.

See 7, supra,

 

he computer-readable memory of claim 20
wherein the computer-readable memory is used
0 direct the computer of the outsource provider
‘o-perform the further step of

computer-facilitating automatic payment to the
owner of the scurce page, once the transaction is
completed

See 10, supra.

 

  
 

he computer-readable memory of claim20, (2)
wherein the second web page contains a further
ink assoc‘atedwth the information associated

with the commerce cbiect, which, when
activated by the web browser, p.acesdata

 
See 13-16, supra.
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Tepresenting the commerce cbiect into a virtual
shopping cart, and a checkout link which, when
activated by the web browser, facilitates
comp_etion ofa transaction associated with the
commerce object in the shopping cart; and (12)
where:n the computer-teadab.e memory ‘s used
to d:rect the computer of the outsource provider
to-perform the further steps of, after the
transaction ‘s completed, computer-facil:tating
payment from the computer user to the merchant
associated with the activated ‘ink and

computer-faccl:tating payment of a comm:ss:on
tothe ownerofthe source page.
The computer-readable memory ofe‘aim 20,|See Ex. 27C, at 28
where'n the visually perceptibie elements
displayed on the second web pape ate retrieved|See 18, supra.
from a database stor:ng data associated with
visually perceptible elements for each of the first
web pages.
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!The World Wide Web (the Webfor short) is a massive media revolution, producing not only a massive spike :
:in the US and world economiesin the last years of the 20th century, but also empowering individuals and : Are you an author or
: organizations with self-publishing capabilities and a ready-made world-wide audience. Where the printing { publisher? Interested in
‘ press gave us the ability to record and distribute information, the Web increased thoseabilities ; Seeing a sample chapterof |:i . . . . ra . . bookonth
i exponentially, removing the barrier of the commercial publishing system to the production of self-published Aepahonescom website?
: materials. : Click here to list your: :samplechapter, :
: Due to its revolutionary nature, the Web has been the subject of massive hype, commercial gold-digging, leneeseeeeeeneeeeeacsnnseseeseeaeeneeneees :
‘and genuine advances in human communications; and not in equal amounts. But in spite of the abuses, the
: Web has blossomed as both a modeofself-expression for countless self-publishers, as well as a viable
icommercial center and a powerful digital library. purer itsereeesee ieee necneeceneeneeey

: However, the Webis certainly not without its problems. After enjoying half a decade of optimistic growth,
; the web economyhas beenfed a doseofreality. Gone are the days of the dot com millionaire made over
:night with a web server and a good idea. Gone are the days of abundant high-salaried dot com jobs. These
:are the days of struggling web businesses,fighting to find the proper model that works in these uncharted
i waters of the Web, slashing costs and cutting payroll.

: The economic troubles are not the only challenges facing the Web; there are also technological hurdles that
:must be leapt, for in the Web's early growth, expediency and pizzazz won over wisdom andsolid
i developmentpractices. Some of the blocks that werelaid in the early explosion of web growth were faulty ati best, and remain unsuitable as foundations for future building.

: Recall that the Webis an interconnected group of computers, from the army of small iMacs and PCs on the
: desktops of homes and offices around the world, to massive web server farms that feed pages to an :

ver-increasing audience. On these web servers are documents(web pages), each of which can be connected to :

: other documents via hyperlinks. Web surfers use web browsers,like Netscape's Navigator, Microsoft's : Solar Energy‘Internet Explorer, or the Opera browser, to retrieve and view these web pages from the web servers that :

: serve them. : Charity
s you know, the web pages themselves are constructed with a markup languagecalled HyperText Markup:

#iLanguage (HTML). Using a markup language, an author "marks up" a document with structural and other
: meta-information right along side the document's content. As innocuous as that may sound, HTML is at the : . .
‘ center of one of the technological struggles the Web now faces, a struggle which is quickly reaching a : Helping Relieve

rossroads: is HTML to be used as a presentation language, used to define the visual appearance of a web : Poverty Though
age, or is it to be used as a traditional markup language, defining the structure of documents and leaving The Provision ofayout and visual design to a style language. It's a complicated question, and at its heart lies the subject of ;
his book: Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). : Solar Energy.

Join Us!

 
 

 

 
 
 

  

To understand the difference between "structure" and "presentation", consider the following sentence:

"William Faulkner's Sanctuary is one hell of a scary book."

Structurally speaking, the word "Sanctuary"is a book title; in terms of presentation, on the other hand,
the word is underlined. This distinction is lost on many because of the ubiquity of word processing
applications such as MS Word, which blur the line between structure and presentation. In a word
processing application, we don't select the text "Sanctuary" and hit the "book title" button. We hit the
“U" button, which underlines it as we wish. In the following sections you'll see why marking up text
structurally produces more powerful documents.

  
 

CSS is a style language that can be used in conjunction with HTML to define the visual presentation of a web :
page. "If that's the case", you might ask, "then why is there any question of using HTML as a presentation =:
language?" The short answeris that CSS did not exist until 1996, five years after the birth of the Web, and
even nowis not fully supported by the dominant web browsers. Thus, web professionals have taken to
twisting HTML to suit their own design and presentation purposes, misusing the markup language and
adding elements to pages that contribute nothing to the content.

Public Service Ads

Style languages may also be used to control more than just the visual presentation of documents; for
instance, aural browsers can use stylesheets to guide inflection and intonation when reading documents
aloud to sight impaired persons. This book will deal nearly exclusively with stylesheets used for visual
browsers, but it is important to note that the markup practices recommended herein will also allow you to
attach other types of stylesheets to your documents. The Webis bigger than what we can see. 
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As we'll see shortly, this situation has improved dramatically in recent years, and CSS now represents great
hope for the Web's future.

A Short History of the Web
In order to understand why using CSS is vital to the health of the Web, one must knowalittle history. You
may be tempted to skip this section, having probably read similar accounts of the Web's short life countless
times. But I encourage you not to skip ahead, but to instead read on and think about the implications of the
Web's short but rapidly evolving past.

qoeeonermorornennernnenene,£‘
In 1990, Tim Berners-Lee released the world's first web browser and launched the world's first web server,
on which he published for discussion the specifications of many of the technologies that run the Web today
over ten years later. His goal in releasing this software wasto facilitate the sharing of research documents
amongstscientists. He created an SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) application that he called HyperText
Markup Language (HTML), which was a documentformat suitable for transmission over his new protocols.

The truly distinctive element of his whole system was the hyperlink, which put the "hyper" in HyperText
Markup Language. The hyperlink may not seem all that revolutionary to you now, and in fact even before the
Webit had been around as a concept for decades, and experiments in hypertext systems were not new; but
before Berners-Lee, no hypertext application had been a part of a networkthe size of the 1990 Internet, and
it was the combination of the network and hypertext that made his experiment a success.

As you know, the hyperlink's poweris that it allows random connections between disparate bits of data. It
escapes the traditional hierarchical data storage systems of computers, and allows documentsto be "linked"
to one anotherin arbitrary ways. It mimics the associative nature of the human brain, which connects
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anyone can read web pages with any software running on any hardware. This is what makes the Webitself."
(Quote from an email between Tim Berners-Lee and CNET.) As opennessincreases, so does the powerof
hypertext, and therefore the Web as a whole.

Berners-Lee invented HTML in order to maximize openness. This simple text document format could be
transmitted easily using his new Internet protocols to any computer platform that implemented those
protocols. Using standard ASCII text as a file format ensured that existing computer platforms would have
no problem handling HTML documents, and choosing to build HTML as an SGML application, which was a
platform neutral system for describing the contents of a document, created an open environment for
platform specific browser makers.

HTML documents in 1990 were radically different from how they are today. The familiar look of the Web
today, with flashing images, animations, and multimedia files, was an unimagined thing of the future. In
order to understand how HTML got whereit is now, we haveto take a closer look at where it came from.

Where did HTML come from?

As stated above, Berners-Lee based his new markup language on SGML, which has a wonderful history ofitsown.

In the late 1960's Charles Goldfarb left the legal profession to work with IBM where heestablished the
principles of modern markup languages. His goal was to create a system that would enable the specification
of documents that could be stored in a database, edited, and output for printing with a minimum of
difficulty. The documents themselves were to be stored without any presentational information, containing
only content and structural information.

His work, together with that of Ed Mosher and RayLorie, resulted in GMT. (Generalized Markup Tanguage), and was
an ambitious effort that overcame incredible obstacles. The task at hand was to apply his knowledge of
computing to the storage, retrieval and editing of legal documents. As he remembers it:

"That project required integrating a text editing application with an information retrieval system and a page
composition program. The documents had to be kept in a repository from which they could be selected by
queries, The selected documents could be revised with the text editor and returned to the database, or
rendered for presentation by the composition program."

As you've learned, a markup language is used to markup, or tag, a document's elements with information
regarding the elements’ structural position in the document. A page header in a markup document,for
example, might look like this:

<header>On the Nature of Markup</header>

However, before GML, markup (then called procedural markup) was application specific - the text editor and the
page composition program of Goldfarb's project required their own unique markup to process the
documents. What GML did wasto establish a uniform set of markup tags. Documents so marked up could
then be "understood"by a// the different applications needed to process the documents. The goal was
platform and application neutrality, a system whereby different applications on different platforms could
share documentsfreely.

SGML, the next step in the evolution of markup languages, pushed GML even further with the introduction of
Document Type Definitions (DTDs), which allowed the creation of new sets of markup tags for any given set of documents. A
validating parser could then read the documenttype definition, which defined a specific markup system, and
ensure the accuracy of the marked up document. Applications could use the documenttype definition to
make sense of the document.

So what does that have to do with HTML, you ask? Well, HTML is an SGML application, a markup language
defined according to the rules of SGML. As such,it is intended to communicate the structural meaning of
HTML document elements with a set of tags defined in the HTML documenttype definition. The following is a
simple example of a web page, starting with the documenttype declaration (see the "<!SCCTEPER") and
followed by the HTML markup.

 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

"DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd" >

<html>

<head>

<title>An HTML document</title>

</head>

<body>

<p>Herein is the lone content of our web page.</p>

</body>

</html>

As you can see, the content of the page is contained within a nested series of tags, which provide a
structural framework for the content. The markup of the pageis intended to communicate the semantic
relationships of the page's elements to one another.

In this book, we'll be using XHTML as our markup lanquagein all examples. XHTML is a reformulation of the
HTML vocabulary as an XML application, which is itself an SGML application. XML was developed tosit in
between HTML and SGML,retaining the simplicity of the former while providing some of the power and
flexibility of the latter. The Web of the future will rely heavily on XML, and so the W3C has discontinued the
development of HTML, recommending instead the migration to XHTML, whichwill allow documents authored
today to be forward compatible with the XML heavy Web of the future.

What Happened to HTML?

As I've already mentioned, when the Web wasbut a toddler, there was no style language available to web
authors to instruct browsers on how to display the elements of a page. Instead, browsers had internal rules
that governed all presentational aspects of a web page.For instance, a piece of content marked as a header
would be typically rendered in a relatively large font with bold text, and something tagged as a «tice >
would usually appear with indented left and right margins.

 

The user was given access to someof these rules through the browser's preferences. For example, a web
surfer could select what color a link should be, and what typeface the browser should use. These preference
settings applied globally, to all web pages, not to specific pages or sites.
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However, web authors had no way to control layout or typography; they weretotally at the mercy of the
browser's internal page rendering engine, and these engines differed from browser to browser. For instance,
take the <«,:.tag, which is used to markup up a bit of text intended to be emphasized. Some browsers
choose to representthe -2n: element with italicized text, while others use boldedtext.

Now,this situation wasn't particularly problematic to the first web audience; the scientists that shared the
first web pages were much moreinterested in the content of the documents than the typeface and color with
which they were displayed. But, as the Web beganto build an audience that was not exclusively research
scientists sharing scientific results, the desire to control visual design of web pages grew accordingly. Early
extensions to the HTML language, therefore, included <b: and <i; tags, which allowed the author to specify
whether text should be bold or italic, respectively. Such minor additions were relatively benign, not seriously
affecting the structural value of a document, but many more additions were to come, which would have
more problematic results.

When Netscape introduced its 1.1 version of the popular Navigator browser, a new element was added to the
HTML author's arsenal: the «teits» element. An HTML <tshiee is intended to hold tabular data, with column
and row headers organizing a grid of information, like so:

ba Eggs
Chocolate milk Cadbury Creme Eggs

Batter Dough  
The <table> tag was a great addition to the HTML language, especially useful for displaying scientific results
data, but it quickly becamean innocentvictim in a nefarious plot to twist the usage of the HTML language,
resulting in the dot com collapse of the year 2000, and the loss of thousands of web related jobs. Well, not
really... However, web authors did see somethingin the statis: tag that it was not intended for: a <tshic:
could be used to create multi-column web page layouts.

 

Tables were quickly put to use controlling page layouts; instead of containing tabular data, web authors
used tables to contain whole pages. But with no other way to define page layouts, and with an army of web
authors arriving on the burgeoning web design scene without an inkling of what a markup languageis
supposedto be, the «tatkie> quickly became the poster child for abused HTML elements. 

In addition, Netscape and Microsoft, still today the dominant web browser makers, engagedin an all out
battle to win users to their browser. As the Web rose to prominence in the computing world, the browser
quickly became one of the most important pieces of software on a computer. Somesaid it would replace the
OS, others said the Webitself was a new platform. Also, the dot com explosion of the 1990's brought
commercial interests to the Web with a force that no well-meaning technologist could combat: the need for
companies to maintain a consistent brand image on their new websites was greater than any concern for
the integrity of HTML as a markup language.A better-looking web site was more important than correct
markup.

Sensing this need of the commercial web page authorto control page presentation, and using that as a way
to attract both developers and users to their software, both Microsoft and Netscape encouraged the use of

: s+ for layout, and introduced a series of HTML extensions such as the abominable «bisxk: and the
obnoxious «n2ecuse:. These elements were, of course, not universally supported, and represented a willful
disregard for HTMLas a structural markup language. The <iiank> element communicates nothing of
structural value about the text it tags; it merely instructs the Netscape browser on how todisplayit.

  
 

Perhaps the worstofall such extensions, however, was the most egregious ¢fx.+:: element. Although all
browsers support the tag today, which allows a web author to define the color, size and typeface for text, its
use encourages the commonthinking that HTML is intended to communicate document presentation.
Combine the «fst + element with the «taki: element, and the fact that the once dominant Netscape
browser did not carry <tsnt> specifications into <tahle+ elements, and you find the explanation for the
morass of markup, nearly devoid of structural information, that passes for an HTML document even today. As
an example of the muddied markup I am talking about, I found the following markup within about five
minutes of looking on the home pageof a major website (it has been modified to protect the guilty):

 

<TABLE BORDER=0 CELLPADDING=2 CELLSPACING=2 >

<TR VALIGN=TOP>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=LEFT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana,Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="s1cB">

<A HREF="http://example.com" >
<NOBR>

<B>Dow</B>

</NOBR>

</A>

</FONT>

</TD>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=RIGHT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="size1">

9698.30

</FONT>

</TD>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=RIGHT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="size1">

<SCRIPT TYPE="text/javascript" LANGUAGE="JavaScript" >

setFontColor({11.21);</SCRIPT>

11.21
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</FONT>

</FONT>

</TD>

</TR>

<TR VALIGN=TOP>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=LEFT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="sicB">

<A HREF="http://example.com" >< NOBR><B>Nasdaq</B></NOBR></A>

</FONT>

</TD>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=RIGHT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="size1">
1850.43

</FONT>

</TD>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=RIGHT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana,Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="size1">

<SCRIPT TYPE="text/javascript" LANGUAGE="JavaScript" >

setFontColor(-5.10); </SCRIPT>
-5.10

</FONT>

</FONT>

</TD>

</TR>

<TR VALIGN=TOP>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=LEFT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana,Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="sicB">

<A HREF="http://example.com" >
<NOBR>

<B>S8&amp;P 500</B>

</NOBR>

</A>

</FONT>

</TD>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=RIGHT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="size1">
1092.50

</FONT>

</TD>

<TD BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH="33%" ALIGN=RIGHT>

<FONT FACE="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1 CLASS="size1">

<SCRIPT TYPE="text/javascript" LANGUAGE="JavaScript" >

setFontColor(-1.94); </SCRIPT>
-1.94

</FONT>

</FONT>

</TD>

</TR>

<TR VALIGN=BOTTOM>

<TD COLSPAN=3 ALIGN=CENTER>

<FONT FACE="Verdana,Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE=1

COLOR= #003366 CLASS="s1cB">

Quotes delayed by 20 minutes.

</FONT>

</TD>

</TR>
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</TABLE>

Notice that a total of 2454 characters are used to display a grand total of less than 60 characters worth of
actual content. Such is the state of modern markup without CSS.

  
Bow 9698.30 11.21

Nasa 1850.43 -5.10
See FOG 1092.50 -1.94

 
Quotes dalayed fy 20 minutes,

 

In addition to using non-standard tags like the «és, element and abusing tables for page layout purposes,
web authors have attempted to overcome the shortcomings of HTML by placing text in images that are then
loaded into the page via the <1»g> element, or building whole sites in proprietary technologies such as Flash,
a plugin application that loads in a browser window. Both of these techniquesafford the designer much
greater control over presentation than HTML does - especially typographically speaking, basically giving free
reign on typeface, color, and layout. When compared to the meager presentation control HTML affords, even
when using <font: and «tables, a web site built with images instead of text is indeed very attractive.

However, such practices have negative consequences. They destroy the structural validity of a web page's
markup. This results in the following problems:

ay Inaccessibility

Q) Degraded performance

QB) Increased production work

Inaccessibility

Something notat all immediately apparent to most webprofessionals, even experienced ones,is that the
Web's audienceis not limited to users of Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator. In addition to these
premier visual browsers, there are a plethora of other visual browsers that have smaller but not insignificant
groups of users. The Opera browser, Konqueror, Icab, Omniweb, and countless other browsers are used by
many web surfers, chosen because theyare typically faster at rendering pages than the big two, have a
smaller disk footprint, or are less prone to security hole exploits.

In addition, the Web has already spread to the TV with the Webtv browser, and web browsers are now a
standard feature on digital phones. Browsers are currently being built into appliances, so you can shop for
groceries online from your refrigerator, or call up a recipe from an online recipe archive right in your kitchen.
Perhaps most importantly, special software, such as a screen reader, helps the blind to access web content.
With good solid structural XHTML markup, each of these various Internet devices can have equal access to
yoursite's content.

In addition, the US federal government has even taken steps to ensure the accessibility of all federally runwebsites. The site htzg:-'% s5%% guy details these federal requirements, and many states are
currently enacting similar legislation to ensure these are fulfilled on their state run sites. Such guidelines,
though unfortunately smacking of bureaucratic red-tape and regulations, are forward-looking and actually
quite in keeping with the spirit of the Web.

 

Degraded Performance

Bad HTML practices used to achieve your layout and page design goals can actually make your pages load
more slowly in the browser. Using <teble: and <fsat> elements or inserting site copy into images adds bulk
to each web page. Not only does that bulk require more time to download, it slows the browser's rendering
engine down whenit tries to display the page. It's a double whammy. Nested tables, which were almost a
necessity when trying to achieve complicated table layouts, increase rendering time logarithmically in many
common browsers as tables are added to the markupof a page.

Increased Production Work

Website maintenance is an often overlooked consideration in the world of web development and design. All
too often, client pressure to quickly produce a site that looks the same in IE and NN results in negligence on
the part of the web professional, who pushes to complete the work quickly and easily, often testing the site
only in browsers likely to be used by theclient. It is often a difficult task to educate the client on the
importance of any factors other than how the page looks in IE, although the lesson is sometimes learned
later when site maintenance costs accumulate.

The fact is that reliance on HTML presentation hacks can seriously affect the maintainability of a site; not
only does thesite risk future obsolescence as newerbrowsers are introduced, but simple changesto a large
site can become a nightmare of "search and replace", with fingers crossed.

Inserting presentation rules directly into HTML documents with <fcnt>and <takie: tags creates a
maintenance headache, as any changesto the site presentation must be made on each document. Even
before the site launches, implementing client-requested changes to a site under development can be a
headache if a hundred HTML documents need to be changedfor simple layout tweaks.

Introduction to Cascading Style Sheets
The full adoption of Cascading Style Sheets for web page layout and typographical design is the next step in
the evolution of the Web. Tired of abusing HTML by using it to control the presentation of web pages, web
professionals are turning en masse to a technology nearly seven years old in the hopes of rescuing the Web
from fracture, and the Web's content from unnecessary obsolescence.

CSS has finally garnered enough support from browser makers, and generated enough excitement from web
professionals to start making a difference on the Web. With the helpful nudging of advocacy groupslike the
Web Standards Project (the WaSP), browser makers like Microsoft and Netscape have recently released versions of
their Internet Explorer and Navigator browsers with CSS support improvementsin the order of magnitudes
over previous releases. And Opera, the other main browser maker, hasof its own initiative put forth arguably
the most complete CSS implementationin its flagship browser, owing in no small part to the fact that Hakon
Lie, the company's founder chief engineer, was a memberof the group which issued thefirst CSS
recommendation.
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Even with great strides in CSS browser support, the adoption of CSS by the developeris no simple task,
especially for those that have earned their bread and butter relying on the ubiquitous <tahie; hack and
“single pixel gif" tricks (which use invisible images inserted in a page's markupto stretch page elements to
the desired dimensions) to force browsers to present their page designs consistently in a varied and
inconsistent field of browsers. For such a group of wizened developers, deciding to use CSS is more than a
decision to change methods of defining page presentation. To be successful and rewarding, the use of CSS
must be motivated by a thorough understanding of the deficiencies of the Web as we knowit, as well as the
promise that CSS and new design methodologies hold as we try to push the world's largest and most
important media revolution forward into the 21st century.

 

For young developers, the generation of people who arethe first to have grown up with the Web as a
household word, we must find ways to teach proper developmentpractices, lest they continue the
unfortunate trend of the early Web towards the useof proprietary HTML extensions and invalid markup. The
view-source school of web design, once a great boon as webprofessionals learned from, shared, and
expanded upon the work of their peers, has become a dangerous teacher. Its classes are filled with bad
examples and sites destined for obsolesce and irrelevance as the Web pushes forward; creaky old markup
and questionable development techniques hinder progress.

That is why this book has been written: to train and educate the builders of the Web to use the appropriate
technologies for the task at hand, in order that the Webin ten years will be the Web that Tim Bemers-Lee
intended whenheinvented it, and not an ever increasing morass of unstructured information.

The Birth of CSS

It may seem to you at this point that stylesheets are an afterthought, a changein plans for the Web. But the
world's first web browser called "The WorldWideWeb browser" and built by Tim Berners-Lee, included an
internal style language used by the browser when rendering HTML pages. In fact, many ofthe first
generation of web browsers had their own style languages, some of which were even considered when the
CSS recommendation wasfirst under development. A style language is a natural, even necessary, partner
for a markup language, for as we know, a markup languageis not intended to define presentation.

However, these early HTML style languages were internal, used by the browser and not available to the
document author. It quickly became apparent to the Web's early architects that control of presentation must
in some way be wrested from a browser's internal presentation rules and handed to the web author. In
1994, Hakon Lie published the first draft of Cascading HTML Style Sheets.

As H&kon envisionedit, the style language for the Web must somehow combine author and user
preferences. His proposal accomplished this with a "cascade" which allowed for multiple sets of style rules
and a well-defined system for determining the weight of competing rules. It was the cascade that set his
style language apart from other style languages of the day, and madeit the natural choice for a presentation
language to accompany HTML.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) was formed in 1994 in order to establish technical standards for the
growth and development of the Web,and it published the first CSS recommendation in December of 1996,
known as CSS1. In May of 1998, the W3C released CSS2, which improved and expanded uponthefirst
recommendation. CSS3 is currently under development.

These recommendations, while not actually "standards", provide browser makers with the necessary
information to implement CSS in a uniform manner. Internet Explorer version 3 was thefirst browser to
implement CSS, in August of 1996, before CSS was evenanofficial recommendation. Netscape followed
suit, and since then nearly all web browsers have implementedit.

As you'll learn, browser implementations of CSS vary widely, a problem that causes many webprofessionals
to run screaming away from stylesheets with their hair afire. We hope in this book to keep you from that fate
by presenting CSSas it currently works in modern browsers, advising you where older browsers may fail,
and suggesting where future browsers may improve on CSS support. In the next section we'll take a look at
CSSas it exists in its natural environment, the web page.

Whatis CSS?

CSS at its very core is extremely simple and powerful. It allows you to attach style rules t@ HTML markup elements,
such as <g> 0r <4>elements. These rules define the presentational aspects of the HTML elements to which they apply, such as color or
typeface.

(These Take a lookat the following sample page, ¥' hes, which includes style rules embedded in the page markup: 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

“http: //www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html xmins="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en">

<head>

<title>Ye Olde Cheese Shop</title>

<style type="text/css">

body {

font-family: Verdana, Arial, sans-serif;

t

af

color: red;

text-decoration: none;

font-weight: bold;

t

#Header{

position: absolute;

left: 25px;

top: 10px;

t

#MainText {
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position: absolute;

left: 225px;

top: 100px;

margin-right: 25px;

}

#SiteNav {

position: absolute;

left: 25px;

top: 100px;

width: 175px;

}

</style>

</head>

<body>

<div id="Header" >

<h1>Ye Olde Cheese Shop</h1i>

</div>

<div id="SiteNav">

<h3>Choose a Cheese</h3>

<ul>

<li><a href="">Beaufort</a> </li>

<li><a href="">Bleu d'Auvergne</a> </li>

<li><a href="">Brie de Meaux</a></li>

<li><a href="">Brillat Saverin</a></li>

<li><a href="">St Maure de Touraine</a> </li>

<li><a href="">Chabichou de Poitou</a></li>

<li><a href="">Camembert</a>< /li>

<li><a href="">Cantal Entre Deux</a></li>

<li><a href="">Chaource</a></li>

<li><a href="">Comte</a></li>

<li><a href="">Crottin de Chavignol</a></li>

<li><a href="">Emmenthal</a></li>

<li><a href="">Epoisses</a></li>

<li><a href="">Langres</a></li>

<li><a href="">Mimolette</a></li>

<li><a href="">Morbier</a></li>

<li><a href="">Munster</a></li>

<li><a href="">Picodon</a></li>

<li><a href="">Pont I'Eveque</a></li>

<li><a href="">Reblochon</a></li>

<li><a href="">Rocamadour</a></li>

<li><a href="">Roquefort</a></li>

<li><a href="">St, Marcellin</a></li>

<li><a href="">St Nectaire</a></li>

<li><a href="">Tommede Chevre</a> </li>

</ul>

</div>

<div id="MainText" >

<h2>Cheese: it's not just for the French anymore</h2 >

<p>Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ulliam corper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem veleum
iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel willum lunombro dolore eu
feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum
zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.</p>

<p>Li Europan lingues es membres del sam familie. Lor separat existentie es un myth. Porscientie,
musica, sport etc., li tot Europa usa li sam vocabularium. Li lingues differe solmen in li grammatica, li
pronunciation e li plu commun vocabules. Omnicos directe al desirabilitaé de un nov lingua franca: on
refusa continuar payar custosi traductores. It solmen va esser necessi far uniform grammatica,
pronunciation e plu sommun paroles.</p>
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</div>

</body>

</html>

This page displays as follows:

Ye Olde Cheese Shop

chouse a Cheese Cheese: it's nat just fer the
fesutact French anymoree 

Now,let's take a closer look at the markup and style rules. We'll be going into much greaterdetail in future
chapters, so don't worry if not everything makes sense. It is enough now to get a general sense of how
stylesheets interact with XHTML markup.

 
The first thing to notice is the «2: elementitself:

Sapte},  

<style type="text/css">

</style>

The <24yle> element appears in the shes: element of an XHTML document. Its tyze attribute declares that
the style language is CSS, and overrides the default stylesheet language used by the browser when
rendering stylesheets. Actually, there are no other style languages in use by browsers today, except for
Netscape Navigator 4.x's proprietary "JavaScript Stylesheets", which use the tise attribute value
“tase javesceipt". However, as with many things in CSS, the tye attribute looks forward to a time when
browsers provide support for multiple style languages.

 

 Contained within the <= :: element are the style rules that define certain presentational aspects of the
page. Each rule contains two main parts: a selector followed by a list of declarations. The selector defines which
XHTML page element(s) the rule applies to, and the declarations define the presentational aspects that are
to be applied to those elements.

The first rule in our sample page (seen below) selects the <bxdy element and declares that text within it
should be presented with the Yexdsxa typeface. If that font is not installed in the system, then arial should
be used; if this typeface is not available either, a =a: x£ typeface is to be used. 

body {

font-family: Verdana, Arial, sans-serif;

}

The next rule in our stylesheet declares that all <a> elements are to be displayed with bold, red text with no
text decoration (underlines, overlines, etc.).

af

color: red;

font-weight: bold;

text-decoration: none;

t

The final three rules in our stylesheet are quite different from the first two:

#Header{

position: absolute;
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left: 25px;

top: 10px;

}

#MainText {

position: absolute;

left: 225px;

top: 100px;

margin-right: 25px;

}

#SiteNav {

position: absolute;

left: 25px;

top: 100px;

width: 175px;

}

Each of these three rules do not apply to all elements of any one type, such asall links in the preceding
example, but instead apply to elements with a specific id attribute value. The # character is used to indicate
this type of rule, followed by thei: attribute value itself. So, the following rule:

#Header{

position: absolute;

left: 25px;

top: 10px;

}

applies to the following element:

<div id="Header">

<hi>Ye Olde Cheese Shop</h1i>

</div>

and instructs the browser on the exact location that the -di+» element should appear on screen.

The example aboveis of course quite simple, and does not even really scratch the surface of what CSS is
capable of. In subsequent chapters we'll explore how CSS gives you powerful typographic control over your
pages, allowing you to specify not only the font, but the relative size, the line height, and numerous other
presentational aspects of your text. You'll also learn how to select broad areas or certain specific elements of
your document with a given rule, along with how to use CSSto define complex page layouts.

The Separation of Structure and Presentation

In this chapter I've given youa short history of the Web, told you how using HTML as a presentation
languageis injurious to your sites and the Web as a whole, and introduced you to the basics of using CSS
for web page presentation. I want to leave you with perhaps the most important information so far: the
reasons you as a webprofessional should want CSS. Whatwill you get out ofit?

An importantprinciple that underlies all the arguments in favor of CSS is referred to as "The Separation of
Structure and Presentation" or sometimes "The Separation of Content and Presentation".

This separation of markup (structure and content) and style rules (presentation) is valuable to the web
professional in many ways, as you'll soon see.

Earlier I told you how HTML used as a presentation languageresults in several negative consequences,
including decreased accessibility, degraded performance, and increased production work. Now I'll detail how
“The Separation of Structure and Presentation", using sound structural HTML markup with CSS for
presentation, results in the following benefits:

qd) Increased accessibility

Q Improved performance

63) Decreased production work

Accessibility

Accessibility is all about making your web page available to the maximum number of users and Internet devices. With sound structural
markup, your HTMLpagesare accessible and understandable to the widest possible audience, including site visitors with older browsers,
next year's visitors using newbrowsers that are yet to be released,blind visitors who rely on screen readers to accessyoursite, and last but
not least, indexing agents.

"What is sound structural markup?"you ask. Well, let's take a look at an example of 6ad markup:

<font size="5" face="Arial" color="green">My Page Title</font ><br /><br />

In the above example, the «icnut+ element has been used to give a page headera certain typeface, color,
and size. Two shy -; elements follow to give the text the proper bottom margin. This will look as desired in
most major browsers today, which gives the false impression that all is well. In fact, by using the <fent +
element, which communicates no information about the text "My Page Title" other than presentational
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directions, you've rendered the text less intelligible to both old browsers, screen readers, and indexing
agents.

On the other hand, the following markup communicates a great deal of information:

<h2>My Page Title</h2>

By using the <hz:element, you've instructed all devices that parse the HTML that "MyPage Title" is a header.
Screen readers can give special emphasis to the text; old, current, and future browsers can renderit
appropriately on screen (with or without further style rules); and indexing agents, such as the spiderfor
search engine Google that crawls the Web to add pages to the Google database, can give extra weight to the
header text in their search result algorithms, which leads to your pages appearing higher in the search
results for the most relevant search terms.

“But you've removed the presentational cues, and now the text is no longer green, or displayed with the
Arial typeface", you say. Adding the following style rule to the documentsolves this problem:

h2 {

font-family: Arial;

color: green;

font-size: 1.4em;

}

In addition, now that the rule has been declared, all #h2% elements will share the same presentation without
the need to surround each one with extraneous markup. This leads us to another benefit of the "The
Separation of Structure and Presentation".

Improved Performance

By providingonelevel of indirection, or abstraction, CSS embedded in the head of a document streamlines
document markup, improving download times and speeding up page rendering. Instead of relying on
markup to instruct browsers on how to display each separate instance of an element, CSS allows us to
declare a style rule once and havethat presentational cue apply to all such elements. Let's take the bloated
HTML example from early in this chapter and see how much space we can save by applying CSS and the
principle of the separation of presentation and structure:

<style type="text/css">

td {

background: #FFF;

font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;

font-size: .6em;

text-align: right;

}

td.left {

text-align: left;

}

af

font-weight: bold;

}

</style>

<table border="0" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">

<tr valign="top" >

<td width="33%" class="left" >

<a href="http://example.com">
<nobr>

Dow

</nobr>

</a>

</td>

<td width="33%'">

9698.30

</td>

<td width="33%'">

11.21

</td>

</tr>

<tr valign="top">
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<td width="33%"class="left" >

<a href="http://example.com"> <nobr>Nasdaq</nobr></a>

</td>

<td width="33%">

1850.43

</td>

<td width="33%'">

-5.10

</td>

</tr>

<tr valign="top">

<td width="33%" class="left" >

<a href="http://example.com">
<nobr>

S&amp;P 500

</nobr>

</a>

</td>

<td width="33%">

1092.50

</td>

<td width="33%">

-1.94

</td>

</tr>

<tr valign="bottom">

<td colspan=3 align="center">

Quotes delayed by 20 minutes.

</td>

</tr>

</table>

 I've removed all the <t2x2t> elements and teyceiicx attributes from the table cells, and replaced those
presentation directions with three style rules. In so doing, I've cut the size of the HTML markup down from
2456 characters to 954 characters, and that's even after adding in missing quotation marks around attribute
values, which were missing in the original markup. Even after including the style rules in with the markup,
I've still cut the size of the file by more than half to 1169 characters, and the look of the table remains
virtually identical in all major browsers.

In more complex situations, even morefile size savings can be achieved. For instance, advanced CSS rules
allow us to group selectors, so that one mule can apply to multiple elements, like so:

hi, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6 {

font-family: Arial;

color: green;

}

Furthermore, anotherlevel of indirection can be added by usingexternal stylesheets, creating even greater
download time reductions. The examples you've seen above have used embeddedstylesheets, which are
contained within the <head> element of the page to which they apply. Using external stylesheets allows you
to link a stylesheet to multiple XHTML pages. This can significantly improve performance on a site, since the
stylesheet needs only to be downloaded oncepervisitor. It is then stored in the visitor's browser cache, and
subsequent page loads from thesite by that visitor require only the download of the XHTML markup.

Smallerfile sizes and cached external stylesheets not only mean a speedier site, which makes your visitors
happy, but can also result in lowered hosting costs for you, as your site takes less bandwidth to serve.

In addition to bandwidth savings and the speed increases your site visitors will enjoy when you use
well-structured markup and CSS, you as a web professional will have at your disposal a powerful style
language that allows much greater control over the appearance of your pages than «font and <t
elements could ever provide.

 

As if that wasn't enough, CSS and solid markup are the foundation for DHTML, with which you can add
dynamic behaviors to your web documents. With DHTML, JavaScript is used to manipulate page elements
and their style properties to create dynamic pages that can react to user input, animate page elements, and
provide new and innovative interfaces to your site visitors. We won't be talking much about DHTML in this
book, but the skills you'll learn here will set you well on the path to understanding how to build dynamic
sites with DHTML.

Decreased Production Work

It may be hard to believe, but not only does the use of CSS and soundstructural markup improve the
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experience of your site visitors and provide you with cost savings and a powerful style language,it actually
makes your job easier as a web professional. By separating presentational directions from your HTML,
especially when using external stylesheets, you make it easier to build and maintain sites. Your clean
markupwill be easier to develop initially, since the job of marking up the information in your HTML pages
can be a discreet task, unfettered with concerns about color and typeface. Maintaining pages with clean
HTML becomesa simple task also, saving you from the headache of searching through lines of bloated HTML
for that one simple link you want to change.

Redesigning a site also becomes a much simpler task. When using an external stylesheet for a wholesite,
redesigning involves changing only that one documentinstead of editing each individual HTML page.

All of these improvements, which you gain with the use of CSS, result in cost savings that make your clients
happier, and your pocketbookfatter.

Summary
CSS is an important part of the future of the Web. It is unfortunate that a style language was not available
to the Web's early document authors, as it might have helped change the problematic route that HTML took,
driven by author desire to control page presentation and fueled by short-sighted browser vendors eager to
attract developers to their platform. But CSS is ready for the masses now, and provides a great
improvement to the web professional in many areas.

In coming chapters, you'll get a detailed look at the ins and outs of developing pages with Cascading Style
Sheets. You'll learn good markup practices, how to control typography, and how to use CSS tolayout pages.
When you've finished this book, you'll be prepared to develop the Webas it was intended to be developed,
not only making your job easier and your clients happier, but also making the Web a better and more useful
place.
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Internet Scrapbook:
Automating Web Browsing Tasks by Demonstration

Atsushi Sugiura Yoshiyuki Koseki
C&C Media Research Laboratories, NEC Corporation

4-1-1 Miyazaki, Miyamae-ku, Kawasaki 216-8555, JAPAN
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a programming-by-demonstration
system, called Internet Scrapbook, which allows users
with little programming skill to automate repetitive
browsing tasks. With the system, the user can create a
personal page by clipping only the necessary portions
from multiple Web pages. Once the personal page is
created, the system updates it on behalf of the user by
extracting the specified parts from the latest Web pages.
The data extraction method in Scrapbook 1s based on the
regularity in modifications of Web pages, 1e. that
headings and positionsof articles are rarely changed even
though the articles themselves are modified. In the
experiments to examine the accuracy of the data
extraction algorithm, 96 percent of user-specified
portions were correctly extracted.

KEYWORDS: World Wide Web, Web_ browsing,
programming by demonstration, programming by
example, end-user programming.

INTRODUCTION

WWW (World Wide Web) browsers, such as Netscape
Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer, allow users to
easily access Internet information sources. While the
operation of these browsers 1s simple, users need to spend
much time and care in the daily access to the Web
information they desire, for the following reasons:

@® The information that users need is usually
distributed across several different pages. In cases
where users need to obtain a weather forecast, cyber
news and sports results from different pages, for
example, they have to access all the necessary pages
by repeatedly specifying URLs (Uniform Resource
Locators) or by selecting them from bookmarks.

@® Users often need to browse only a portion of a Web
page. On a nationwide weather forecast page, for

Permission to makedigital or hard copies ofall or part of this work for
personalor classroom useis granted without fee provided that copies are not
madeordistributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on serversorto redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
UIST ’98. San Francisco, CA
© 1998 ACM 0-58113-034-1/98/11... $5.00

example, users probably want the forecast only for
the area they are living in. Consequently, they are
often required to search the page for the desired
information either by eyes or by using the string
search capability provided by the browser.

If users’ target pages are frequently modified, it is a
heavy burden for the users to keep up with the latest
information by repeating these Web browsing operations.

To reduce the operational cost of the browsing tasks, we
have developed a programming by demonstration (PBD)
[3] system, called Internet Scrapbook (referred to simply
as “Scrapbook” in this paper), that allows users with little
programmingskill to automate their daily browsingtasks.
In Scrapbook, a user can demonstrate which portions of
Webpageshe/sheis interested in by creating an example
personal page, that is, by copying only the necessary data
from multiple pages and pasting them onto a single
personal page. Once the personal page is created, the
system automatically updates it by extracting the user-
specified portions from the latest Web pages. The user
can thus browse only the necessary information on a
single page and avoid repetitive access to multiple Web
pages.

A major challenge here is how Scrapbook can extract
specific portions from frequently modified Web pages in
the demonstration-based (example-based) framework.
The system hasto find the correct portions on many types
of Web pages, using only a small number of given
examples (a single example, tf possible). The data
extraction method in Scrapbook is based on certain
regularity observed in frequently modified Web pages,Le.
that article headings and positions in the Web pages are
rarely changed. So, by using the heading andthe position
of an article specified in a user demonstration, the system
finds the target portion in the latest Web page.

In the following sections, we first give an overview of
Scrapbook. Next, we explain the basic idea for extracting
specific portions from frequently modified Web pages
and describe details of the PBD process in Scrapbook.
Finally, we show experimental results and discuss related
work.
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Figure 1: Overview of System usage.

INTERNET SCRAPBOOK

Overview

Internet Scrapbook 1s a programming-by-demonstration
system to automate daily Web browsing tasks. One
characteristic of Scrapbook is its ease of use due. to its
programming-by-demonstration facility.

The user’s main task in Scrapbook is to demonstrate
his/her desired information by using actual Web pages.
Specifically, the user creates a personal Scrapbook page!
by repeatedly selecting data ina Web browser (Figure 1a)
and copying it to the Scrapbook page (Figure 1b), The
selected data can be copied simply by -clicking the
Scrapbook’s “Copy” button. Once the personal
Scrapbook page is created, the user has only to click the
“Update” button to browse the latest Web information.
The system updates the Scrapbook page reflecting the
modifications of the source Web pages (Figuré 1c).

Figure 2 shows the programming-by-demonstration
architecture in Scrapbook. Given a single example of a
user selection in the Web browser, Scrapbook infers a
matching pattern to identify the selected region in the
source Web page. Unlike PBD systems for text editing
and graphical editing tasks that allow users various
operations, Scrapbook permits. only two user operations
performed in turn: the selection of Web data and the
copying of the selected data. Therefore, it is not required
to infer a program, which 1s a sequence of generalized
user operation, by considering relationships ameng the
operations, Scrapbook simply infers a matching pattern
for each selected portion.

Using the generated patterns, the system updates the
user’s Scrapbook page. That is, it extracts portions that
match the patterns from newly downleaded Web pages 

" Multiple Scrapbook pages can. be created in Scrapbook.
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Figure 2: System architecture.

and reconstructs the Scrapbook page with the extracted
data. However, a portion that completely matches the
pattern cannot necessarily be found in the modified
version of the Web page. In the case of no complete
match, the system performs partial matching to find
possible candidates for extraction and selects the most
plausible one by applying heuristics,

Although the heuristics for selecting the user-desired
portion are sophisticated enough, it is impossible ‘to
always. select correct. one in various types of Web pages.
To recover from the failure, Scrapbook has an interactive
learning framework that allows a user to revise the
system’s heuristics by choosing the correct extraction
result from a candidate list provided by the system.

In addition to the PBD. framework, another important
design issue in Scrapbook is the data copy mechanism
used when creating Scrapbook pages. Scrapbook 1s
designed:so that Web data can be copied directly from the
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most commonly used Web browsers, Netscape’ Navigator
3:0, Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 and their newer
versions for Windows95/NT3.51, rather than forcing
users to use a special browser only for Scrapbook. Since,
however, this mechanism is not the main issue in this

paper, we explain it in the appendix.

Basic Idea for Extracting Specific Portions of Web
Pages
The key ‘to success for Scrapbook is to be able to
correctly extract user’s. target portions from ‘the latest
versions of source Web. pages. One of difficulties is in
predicting the future modifications that will be done to
the pages.

As we mentioned, Scrapbook generates a matching
pattern at demonstration time and uses it to extract the
user-desired portion fromthe future versions of the page.
Therefore, 1t is required that patterns should be described
using information that is expected to remain constant
even after the page has been modified.

According te our observations, there is certain regularity
in modifications to Web pages, and two kinds of
information persist over these modifications: a heading of
an article and a position of an article. In practice, we
found four major types of information provided on Web
pages. No matter which. type is used, either the headings
or the positions are preserved among updated versions of
the page.

Type 1: Categorized articles.
Articles are often categorized by information
providers into predefined clusters, and they are
provided together with headings that explain
categories and contents of these articles. In such
eases, the headings are rarely changed. Figure 3a
shows. an example of this type of imformation
provision. In the Web page of Figure 3a, the
headings, “Football”, “Soccer”, and “Basketball”,
are preserved while the articles (indices) following
these headings keep changing. This is not only true
for news articles, colurnns and periodical reports
also have headings to make it easy for readers to
find their target information. In a sense, even
company namesin stock quote pages and city names
in weather pages can be regarded as unchanged
headings.

Type 2: Top-newsarticles.
In some pages, important articles are treated as top
news, regardless of their categories. Although the
heading of the top news is replaced every day, its
position remains unchanged. As:shownin Figure 3a,
the heading of the top news, “Tiger im Japan”, will
be changed, but the position will always be the same.
Also, when the article category is obvious in a. Web
browsing context, it 1s likely te be provided without
using permanent headings. However, positions are
kept in many cases.

1]

Type 3: Chronological ordering (1).
Articles are sometimes chronologically ordered, and
the newest one appears together with the older ones
on a single page. The newest articles are usually
added to the top as shown in Figure 3b. In this case,
the position of the newest one 1s always the same. In
addition, in some cases, there is an unchanged
heading in the previous line of the newest
information, e.g. “Article History” in Figure 3b.

Type 4: Chronological ordering (2).
In a few cases, the newest. articles are added to. the

bettom as shown. in Figure 3c. In this type of Web
page, neither the heading of the target (newest)
article nor its position relevant to the top of the
decument remains constant. Even in this case,

however, the position relative to the end of the
documentis still preserved. In Figure 3c, the newest
information is always located just before the last
horizontal rule,
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Figure 4: Data extraction from-a Web page.

Based on such regularity, the ‘system generates a
matching pattern that consists of both the heading and the
position of the user-specified article, although only one of
them might be preserved in future revisions of the Web
page. The system does not try to anticipate the type of
information on a Web page and infer a precise
description for explaining a user-intended region at
demonstration time. This anticipation is difficult before
the page has been actually modified.

The user intended portion 1s inferred when updating the
Scrapbook page. In order to extract a user’s target. from
the latest page, the system first tries to find a portion that
completely matches the pattern. Since, however, such a
portion cannot necessarily be found, the system
determines: the extraction result by applying heuristics.
Specifically, it creates a list of possible candidates for
extraction by partial matches and chooses the most
plausible one by considering the type of information on
the Web page.

12

Figure 4 shows the process for extracting Web data. In
the following sections, we explain it in detail,

Generating Matching Patterns
Every time the user selects and copies Web data from a
Web browser, the system generates a matching pattern
used for identifying the selected region in a souree Web
page. As we mentioned in the previous subsection, the
pattern contains descriptions of both the article headings
and positions. These descriptions are called a heading
pattern and a tagpattern, respectively.

Heading Pattern: The heading pattern consists of text
that the-system regards as the heading of the user-selected
article (data). Actually, Scrapbook simply infers ‘that
headings are likely to be in the lines previous to, first in
and following the user selection. For example, if the user
selects the data as shown in Figure 4a, the system
generates the heading pattern shown bythe bold text in
Figure 4b. This heading pattern gives an abstract
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interpretation that a user selects the region from “Soccer”
(the first line of the selection), whose previous line is
“MU won 30-15”, to just before “Basketball” (the text
following the selection).

This inference is based on some characteristic of the

regions selected by users. Users usually select the whole
article from the beginning to the end. They do not start in
the middle of the article. Since, as we mentioned above,

many articles in Web pages are preceded by headings that
explain the contents or the category of each article, there
is a high probability that the first line of the user selection
is a heading’.

The line previous to the selection may become a heading
because of slight variations in the selected region. Since
users sometimes select articles without including the
heading, the previous line of the user-selected region 1s
also included in a matching pattern to identify the starting
position.

In many cases, the heading of the next article appears in
the next line after the user-selected article. Since it would

be useful for determining the end position, the system
includesthe text in that line.

For the sake of simplicity, we call the parts of the heading
pattern that are derived from the previous, first and next
lines of the user-selected region, PrevlLineHeading,
FirstLineHeading and NextLineHeading, respectively.

Tag Pattern: The tag pattern represents a position of
selected data in a Web page. It consists of HTML
elements each of which has an nth parameter and an
nthFromEnd parameter. The mth parameter represents the
appearance order of the HTML element counted from the
document top, and the nthFromEnd parameter is the
order from the document end. The m#thFromEnd

parameter is useful for extracting data from pages of
Type 4 (the newest information is added to the bottom).
Figure 4b shows an example of a tag pattern. The nth
parameters of this tag pattern indicates a region from the
second H3 to the third H3 embodied in the second cell

(the second TD in the first TR) of the second TABLE.

To identify the starting position, the tag pattern contains
all the HTML elements that mark up the text at the
starting position of the user selection. Only layout
elements that affect the page layout, such as TABLE, TR,
TD, UL, LI, H1-H6, P and HR, are included in the

pattern, while font style elements, such as FONT and B,
are not considered. Since the tag pattern has the nested
structure of the HTML elements, the wth and the

nthFromEnd parameters are hierarchically counted from
their parent elements. 

* The system might be able to find headings more precisely if it
relied on H1-H6 elements. Since, however, headings are not
necessarily tagged by H1-H6 elements (instead FONT and B
are often used), we currently employ the simple method of
relying on the selected region.

13

To identify the ending position, Scrapbook uses HTML
elements that affect the NextLineHeading (the heading of
the next article after the user-selected article). In addition
to the wth and the nthFromEnd parameters, these
elements have the mnthFromSelStart parameters that
represent the position relative to the starting position of
the user selection, such as the first appearance of an H3
element after the starting position. It 1s set to the number
of elements counted from the starting position.

Note that the system ignores the markup structure within
a selected region. This 1s because the structure, e.g. the
number of list ttems and line breaks, 1s likely to be
changed within the region and might cause undesired data
extraction during an update phase.

Data Extraction from Web Pages

Scrapbook extracts the user’s target portions from the
latest Web pages by using a matching pattern described
by the headings and positions of a user-specifiedarticle.
However, there 1s no guarantee that both the headings
and the positions remain unchanged, and the pattern
might not completely match any portion of the page. For
example, if the Web page in Figure 4a is modified to
Figure 4c, the pattern in Figure 4b does not completely
match any portion of the page because the position of the
“Soccer” section moved up.

To deal with various modifications of Web pages, the
data extraction process consists of two steps: (1) finding
candidate portions of the extraction result by partial
matching, and (2) choosing the correct one among a
numberof possible candidates by applying heuristics.

Generating Candidate Portions by Partial Matching:

Scrapbook finds starting positions and ending positions
of candidates separately and generates the candidate
regions from all combinations of the starting positions
and the ending positions found.

The starting positions of the candidates are listed by
matching any of the following parts of the pattern:

® FirstLineHeading (heading pattern).

® PrevLineHeading (heading pattern).

® HTML elements with nth parameters (tag pattern).

@® HTML elements with nthFromEnd parameters (tag
pattern).

The end positions are found by matching with one of the
following:

® NextLineHeading (heading pattern).

® HTML elements with nth parameters (tag pattern).

@® HTML elements with nthFromEnd parameters (tag
pattern).

® HTML elements with nthFromSe/Start parameters (tag
pattern).
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For example, by applying the matching pattern in Figure
4b to the modified Web page in Figure 4c, three starting
positions, P7, P3 and P4, are listed. Pi and P3 are found
by matching with the FirstLineHeading “Soccer”. P4
where the soccer indices were originally located is found
from the nth parameter of the tag pattern. P4 also matches
the nthFromEndparameter.

Also, three ending positions, P2, P4 and Ps, are found. P2
1s listed by the nthFromSe/Start parameter becauseit is in
the position where the first H3 element exists (counted
from the starting position Ps). P4 matches the
NextLineHeading “Basketball” and the nthFromSel/Start
parameter, and Ps matches the nth and the nthFromEnd
parameters.

By using all possible combinations of the starting
positions and ending positions, the system generates a
total of six candidate portions, as shown in Figure 4d, P7-
P2, P1-P4, P1-P5, P3-P4, P3-P5 and P4-P3.

If no candidate pair can be found, the system displays a
messageto tell the user that the extraction failed. In this
case, as shown in Figure 5, a hyperlink to the source Web
pageis inserted so that users can immediately accessit.
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Figure 5: Messageforfailure of data extraction.

Choosing One Candidate using Heuristics:

Scrapbook chooses one portion from the generated
candidates, using a set of sophisticated heuristics.
Basically, the system prefers portions identified by a
heading pattern to those found by a tag pattern. This 1s
because the headings are expected to reflect the user
intent in the selection and explain the contents of articles
more clearly than the article position. In a_ sense,
Scrapbook assumes information is provided as
categorized articles (type 1) by default.

In the example in Figure 4, the system chooses the region
P3-P4, where both the starting position and the end
position were found by the heading patterns “Soccer” and
“Basketball”. Although the region P7-P4is also identified
by the heading pattern, P3-P4 1s consequently chosen
because the structure of HTML elements that markup P3
also match that of the tag pattern.

In the case of top-newsarticles (type 2), a portion found

by tag patterns is naturally chosen as the extraction result
because headings of top newsarticles keep changing and
no portion is found by a heading pattern.

However, when the system sees Web pages providing
information of types 3 and 4, portions found by a tag
pattern are preferred even if some other portions are
found using a heading pattern. The types of information
are inferred based on the difference between the data

extracted by the heading pattern and the data before the
update.

Let us consider the type 3 case where the newest
information is added to the top. If a user selects the data
intending to obtain the news with the latest date as shown
in Figure 6a, the generated heading pattern contains a
FirstLineHeading “98.4.14” and a NextLineHeading
“98.4.13”. Since these headings remain in the page even
after the news on “98.4.15” has been added, the same

data will be extracted using the heading pattern (Figure
6b). Whenever the heading pattern extracts exactly the
same data as before the update, the system infers that the
page type is of type 3 andit selects the region found by
the mth parameters of a tag pattern as the update result.
Thus, the target portion (the latest news for “98.4.15”)
can be extracted.

Next, consider the type 4 case where the newest
information is added to the tail. If a user selects the data

as shown in Figure 7a, the heading pattern contains a
FirstLineHeading “98.4.14” and a NextLineHeading
“Back to Home”. This heading pattern produces the
candidate portion containing both the old news on
“98.4.14” and the latest news on “98.4.15” (Figure 7b). If
the heading pattern extracts both the old information and
the new information following the old one, the system
infers that the page is of type 4. To extract only the
newest data, the system gives priority to a candidate
found by the nthFromEndparameters of a tag pattern.
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Figure 6: Data extraction from a type 3 page.
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Figure 7: Data extraction from a type 4 page.
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Interactive Learning

The heuristics in Scrapbook are sophisticated enough to
extract appropriate portions from various types of Web
pages. However, the system cannot always update the
scrapbook page as the user desired. Consider a case
where the page in Figure 4c is modified to that in Figure
8, that is, a “Golf” section is inserted between “Soccer”

and “Basketball”. Using the matching pattern in Figure
4b, the system extracts the region from “Soccer”
(FirstLineHeading) to “Basketball” (NextLineHeading),
which contains both the soccer and golf sections. This
would ‘be inappropriate if the user wanted only the
“Soccer” section.

To recover from such failures, Scrapbook has an
interactive learning framework. When the result of an
update is incorrect, a user can request the system to show
a list of all extraction candidates and then select the

correct one manually (Figure 9). Selecting one candidate
in the dialog means giving a second example of his/her
desired portion of the Web page, The candidates, shown
to the user, are the ones generated by the partial matching
described in the previous subsection.

Through this interaction, the system learns the correct
puiority in choosing candidates for extraction. Consider
the case where the user chooses the candidate containing
only the soccer indices, as shown in Figure 9, whose end
position 1s identified by the tag pattern “the first H3 after
the starting position”. In the next update, the system will
consequently prefer the region whose end position 1s
determined by using the tag pattern, instead of the usually
favored heading pattern.
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Figure 8: Modifications to Web page that cause
inference problems.
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Figure 9: Dialog to revise update results.

EXPERIMENTS

We. conducted two experimerits in order to evaluate the
accuracy of the data extraction method in Scrapbook. In
these experiments, however, we excluded Web sites
where the newest information 1s provided on a newly
created Web page with a new URL (Figure 10). Since the
system knows only the onginal URL at demonstration
time, it is unable to access the newest information if the

URL changes.
  
Click date for which you
wish to see information. 981114-html  981113 html

981112.himl     
a        

 
A page where a user selected
data in a demonstration

Figure 10: A Web site where a URLfor the latest
page-changesis. not handied by our system.

Experiment on Pages from Yahoo! Categories

We. first created a Scrapbook page by selecting 430
portions from 193 Web pages and updated it seven days
later. The 193 pages were randomly chosen from
categories in Yahoo! [17] and Yahoo! Japan [18], which
includes news, sports, magazines, stocks, weather, ete.
Weselected all sections of these pages, which might be
selected by users.

Table I shows the results. The system was able to
properly update 88.4%. of the selected portions without
using interactive learning. With learning, another 8.1%
could be properly updated. However, the system could
not extract correct. portions for the remaining 3.5%.

Table 1: Experimental result on pages selected from
Yahoo! and Yahoo! Japan. 

With

interactive learning

Without

interactive learning 

88.4% (380/430) 96.5% (415/430)
&1% revised

Accuracy     

15

Experiment with Subjects

In a second experiment, we had 18 subjects create their
ewn Serapbook pages by selecting portions of their
favorite Web pages, update the Scrapbook pages for two
weeks, and revise the update results wheneverthe results
were inappropriate,

In this experiment, 155 portions were selected and copied
to Scrapbook pages by all subjects. They were selected
mainly from news sites (any kinds of news, such. as
general, weather, sports, technical news, etc.), and some
of them were selected from company home pages, a
music CD sales ranking page, novels written in. a personal
home page. None of the subjects selected the portions
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starting in the middle of sections.

During the experimental period, a total of 887 updates
were made. As shown in Table 2, 92.1% of the updates
were made as the subjects desired without the need for
interactive learning, while another 3.3% were made by
using the learning in the revision phase. 132 out of the
155 selected portions did not need any revisionsat all. In
six portions, no correct results were obtained.

According to our observation and the subjects’ own
views, most of the subjects could easily determine
whether the update results were appropriate without
displaying the whole source of the Web pages for
comparison.

Table 2: Table 2: Experimental result with 18 subjects.
 

      
Without With

interactive learning interactive learning
Accuracy|92.1% (817/887) 95.4% (846/887)

3.3% revised

DISCUSSION

The experimental results show that the headings and
positions of articles are very useful for finding the
specific portions of Web pages. Although the system
could not properly update 4% of the selected portions,
many of them weretrivial failures, such as extracting one
line more than expected. We believe that our data
extraction method can be ofpractical use.

Wespeculate that there are two reasons that the article
headings and positions are preserved. First, changing the
structure of Web pages is a heavy burden for information
providers and, furthermore, this is costly. Second, Web
sites must ensure the readability of their Web pages. If
the document structure is changed often, readers cannot
easily find their target information.

The robustness of the data extraction method against the
various ways of modifying Web pages is supported
mainly by the partial matching process for generating
candidates of the extraction. The partial matching allows
the system to generate a matching pattern without
precisely predicting the future modifications of a Web
page, and to find some candidates for extraction as long
as the Web page keeps either the same heading or
position of the user-specified article. Even when the
system is unable to select the right one from the
candidates, the user can correct the extraction result by
using the interactive learning mechanism.

Scrapbookfails to extract user’s target portion, if partial
matching cannot find any candidate portions in the latest
Web page, or the candidate list generated by the partial
matching does not contain the user-desired portion.

Finding no candidate portions means that neither
headings nor positions of the article, selected in the user
demonstration, are preserved. Typically, such cases occur

16

when Web pagesare totally rewritten.

A typical case of no user-desired portion is observed in
schedule-result pages where the schedules are replaced
with the results one by one (Figure 11). Since both the
heading and the position of the newest result (target
information) keep changing, the system can never extract
the portion that the user needs.
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OO User ee) System

Back to Home selection| Back to Home extraction       
    
 

(a) (b)
Figure 11: Schedule-Result page.

The interactive learning framework of Scrapbook allows
a user to revise the system’s inference for extracting Web
data by giving the second example of his/her desired
portion. However, the choices for the second example are
limited to the ones generated by the system. Another
possibility 1s to allow users to freely select the second
example in the latest Web page. In this method, however,
it is not guaranteed that the given new example can
indicate the proper way for inference. The appropriate
Web data might still not be extracted in the next update
of the Scrapbook page. In order to avoid this problem,
Scrapbook permits limited choices. A candidate list
generated by the system shows the data extraction
capability of Scrapbook. Since the candidate portions in
the list could surely be extracted after the system learns
the correct heuristics, the user never gives useless
examples.

A critical issue remaining concerns the copyrights of
source Web pages. To protect copyrights, personal pages
created using Scrapbook should never be republished.
Currently, Scrapbook relies only on the user’s sense of
responsibility. This problem might be settled by related
research, such as Transcopyright [13], which provides a
framework for making legal arrangements for reusing
portions of network resources.

RELATED WORK

Many attempts have been made to reduce the operational
costs for Web access. One of them is an auto-pilot system,
such as WebClip [16], which automatically downloads
Web pages whose URLs have been specified by users.
Although the users do not have to repeatedly specify the
URLs, they are still required to search the downloaded
page for their necessary information, because the auto-
pilot systems do not extract portions of Web pages.
Although Nabbit [9] allows users to create pages by
clipping portions of Web pages, it does not have the
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capability of updating the created pages.

My Yahoo! [11], Pointcast Network [14], and SIFT [19]
are news clipping services which provide information
filtered by topics and keywordsthat the user has specified
in advance. The notable difference among the clipping
services and Scrapbook is their information sources.
While the clipping services limit the users’ choice of
topics and information providers, Scrapbook can gather
the user-desired information from the whole World Wide

Web.

Crayon [2] is also a personalized news service. Unlike
other personalized services, it allows users to specify free
news Web pagesas the information sources and it clips
newsindices from the specified pages. Crayon is similar
to Scrapbook in terms of clipping the parts of Web pages
and using Web pages as information sources. However,
the pages the users can specify are still limited to the ones
where Crayon has defined the clippingrule.

Scrapbook is a programming-by-demonstration (PBD)
system, and many PBD systems, such as Eager [4],
SmallStar [5], Chimera [7], Peridot [12] and DemoOffice
[15], have been developed because of the advantage of
easy-to-use interfaces. Among these PBD systems,
Turquoise [10] is the most similar to Scrapbook. It is a
PBD system that allows users to create dynamic Web
pages by demonstration. In Turquoise, however, users are
required to directly revise scripts and matching patterns
by themselves when the system’s inference is incorrect.
In contrast, Scrapbook users can correct the inference
simply by choosing a correct candidate from a list of
candidates generated by the system.

There have been many software agents that offer different
types of assistance from Scrapbook. While Scrapbook 1s
given explicit demonstrations from the users, these agents
are always observing user’s actions in Web browsers
and making inferences from the observations. WBI[1] 1s
an agent that watches user actions and personalizes global
Web pages by inserting personal information, such as
shortcut links for commonpaths, into them. WebWatcher
[6] and Letizia [8] suggest appropriate hyperlinks to
explore next, based on the past selection of hyperlinks by
the users.

CONCLUSION AND FUTUREDIRECTIONS

This paper describes a Web browsing system with a
demonstrational user interface, called Internet Scrapbook,
which enables users with little programming skill to
automate their daily Web accesses. One of the main
characteristics of Scrapbook is tts ease of use. Users have
only to perform data selection and copy operations to
create their personal pages and click an “Update” button
to update the pages. Experimental results showed that our
heuristic-based method to extract specific portions of
Web pages can operate well for many pages on the Web
and that it 1s of practical use.

In the future, we will improve the data extraction
methods. As mentioned in the Discussion section, our
current method cannot extract the newest information

from schedule-result pages (Figure 11). We believe that
this problem could be solved by finding the differences
between old pages and new pages. Also, Scrapbook has a
problem when the URL for the latest information changes
(Figure 10). However, it would be possible to find the
newly created page if URLs are named by using date
information and if some regularity in the naming exists.
Weare planning to investigate this issue further.

Scrapbook currently uses at most two examples of user
selection to update a Scrapbook page: one1s given at the
demonstration phase to first create a personal page and
the other is given at the revision phase, if necessary, to
learn the correct update method. Using more than two
examples might also enhance the capability of the data
extraction,

For PBD systems that infer user intent, it is important to
give users immediate feedback in terms of the system
interpretations for user demonstrations. Scrapbook should
provide abstract explanations of the system interpretation.

Another research direction is to incorporate push
technology into Scrapbook so that information extracted
by Scrapbook could be sent to a push-style viewer, such
as the Pointcast screen saver. This configuration would
enable users to browse arbitrary information on the Web
with minimum operational cost. We are currently
developing the functionality necessary for push-style
information browsing.
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1 <HTML><HEAD><TITLE>NewsAlert</TITLE>
2 </HEAD>
3 <!--start header-->

4 <BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">

5 <!-- BEGIN WAYBACK TOOLBAR INSERT -->
6

7|<script type="text/javascript” src="http://staticweb.archive.org/js/disclaim—
element.js" ></script>

8 <script type="text/javascript"™ src="http://staticweb.archive.org/js/graph-calc.js"
></script>

9|<script type="text/javascript"™ sre="http://staticweb.archive.org/jflot/jquery.min.js"
></script>

10 <script type="text/javascript">
11 //<! [CDATA[
12 var firstDate = 820454400000;
13 var lastDate = 1325375399999;

14|var woPrefix = "http://web.archive.org/web/";
15|var wbCurrentUrl = "http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/";
16

17 var curYear = -1l;

18 var curMonth = -1;

19 var yearCount = 16;
20 var firstYear = 1996;

21 var imgWidth=400;
22|var yearImgWidth = 25;
23|var monthImgWidth = 2;
24 var trackerVal = "none";

25|var displayDay = "11";
26|var displayMonth = "Dec";
27|var displayYear = "1997";
28 var prettyMonths =

["Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May", "Jun", "Jul", "Bug", "Sep", "Oct", "Nov", "Dec"] ;
29

30 function showTrackers(val) {
31 if(val == trackerVal) {
32 return;

33 }

34 if(val == "inline") {

35 document .getElementById("displayYearE1").style.color = "#ec008c";
36 document .getElementById("displayMonthE1l").style.color = "#ec008c";
37 document .getElementBylId("displayDayEL") .style.color = "#ecO08c";
38 } else {

39 document .getElementBylId("displayYearE1").innerHTML = displayYear;
40 document .getElementBylId("displayYearE1").style.color = "#ff0";
41 document .getElementBylId("displayMonthE1").innerHTML = displayMonth;
42 document .getElementByld("displayMonthE1").style.color = "#ff0";
43 document .getElementBylId("displayDayE1") .innerHTML = displayDay;
44 document .getElementById("displayDayE1") .style.color = "#f£f0";
45 }

46 document .getElementBylId("whMouseTrackYearImg").style.display = val;
47 document. getElementById("wbhMouseTrackMonthImg").style.display = val;
48 trackerVal = val;

49 }

50 function getElementX2(obj) {
51 var thing = jQuery(obj);
52 if( (thing == undefined)
53 || (typeof thing == "undefined"”)
54 || (typeof thing.offset == "undefined")) {
55 return getElementX (obj);
56 } .
57 return Math.round(thing.offset().left);
58 }
59 function trackMouseMove(event,element) {
60
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ol

 

 
 

var eventX = getEventX (event);
62 var elementX = getElementxX2 (element) ;
63 var xOff = eventX - elementx;

64 if(xoff < 0) {
65 xOff = 0;

66 } else if (xOff > imgWidth) {
67 xOff = imgWidth;
68 }

69 var monthOff = xOff % yearImgWidth;
70

71 var year = Math.floor(xOff / yearImqWidth);
72 var yearStart = year * yearImgWidth;
73 var monthOfYear = Math.floor(monthoOff / monthImgWidth);
74 if(monthoOfYear > 11) {

75 monthOfYear = 11;
76 }

77 // 1 extra border pixel at the left edge of the year:
78 var month = (year * 12) + monthOfYear;
79 var day = 1;
80 if(monthoff % 2 == 1) {
81 day = 15;
82 }

83 var dateString =
84 zeroPad(year + firstYear) +
85 zeroPad(monthOfYear+1,2) +
86 zeroPad(day,2) + "000000";
87

88 var monthString = prettyMonths [monthOfYear];
89 document .getElementByld("displayYearEl").innerHTML = year + 1996;
90 document. getElementBylId("displayMonthE1").innerHTML = monthString;
91 // looks too jarring when it changes..
92 //document.getElementById("displayDayHl").innerHTML = zeroPad(day, 2);
93

94 var url = wbhPrefix + dateString + '/' + whbCurrentUrl;
95 document. getElementById('wm-graph-anchor').href = url;
96

97 //document .getElementById ("wmtbURL") .value="evX ("+teventXkt") elX("telementX+") xO
("+x0ff+") y("+year+") m("+montht") monthoff("+monthoft+") DS ("+dateStringt+™) Moy
(*+monthOfYeart") ms("+monthString+")";

98 if(curYear != year) {
99 var yrOff = year * yearImgWidth;

100 document .getElementByld ("whMouseTrackYearimg").style.left = yrOff + "px";
101 curYear = year;
102 }

103 if(curMonth != month) {
104 var mtOff = year + (month * monthImgWidth) + 1;
105 document. getElementById ("woMouseTrackMonthImg").style.left = mtOff + "px";
106 curMonth = month;
107 }
108 }

109|//}]>

110|</script>
111

112 <style type="text /css">body{margin-top:0!important;padding-top:0! important;min-
width: 800px! important; }#wm-ipp a:hover {text-~decoration:underline! important; }</style>

113|<div id="wm-ipp" style="display:none; position:relative;padding:0 5px;min-

 
height: 70px;min-width:800px; z-index:9000;">

114 <div id="wm-ipp-inside” style="position: fixed;padding:0!important;margin:0!
important; width: 97%;min-width: 780px; border: 5px solid #000;border-top: none; background-
image:url (http://staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wm_tb_bktrns.png);text—
align:center;-moz-box-shadow: 1px 1px 3px #333;-webkit-box-shadow:1lpx 1px 3px #333; box-
shadow:lpx 1px 3px #333; font-size: llpx! important; font-family: ‘Lucida
Grande', 'Arial',sans-serif!important;"> ,

115 <table style="border-collapse:collapse;margin:0;padding:0;width: 100%; "><tbody><tr>
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149

about: blank

<td style="padding: 10px; vertical-align: top;min-width:110px; ">
<a href="http://wayback.archive.org/web/" title="Wayback Machine home page"

style="background-color:transparent;border:none; "><img
src="http://staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wayback-toolbar-logo.png"
alt="Wayback Machine" width="110" height="39" border="0"/></a>

</td>

<td style="padding: 0! important; text-align:center; vertical-align: top;width: 100%; ">

<table style="border-collapse:collapse;margin:0
auto; padding: 0;width:570px; "><tbody><tr>

<td style="padding: 3px 0;" colspan="2">
<form target="_top" method="get" action="http://wayback.archive.org/web/form-

submit.jsp" name="wmtb" id="wmtb" style="margin: 0!important;padding:0!
important; "><input type="text" name="url" id="wmtbURL"
value="http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/" style="width: 400px; font-size: 11px; font—
family: 'Lucida Grande', 'Arial',sans-serif;" onfocus="jJavascript:this.focus
();this.select();" /><input type="hidden" name="type" value="replay"” /><input
type="hidden" name="date” value="19971211094712" /><input type="submit" value="Go"
style="font-size:11lpx; font-family: 'Lucida Grande', 'Arial', sans~serif;margin-
left:5px;" /><span id="wm_tboptions" style="display:block;"></span></form>

</td>

<td style="vertical-align:bottom;padding:5px 0 0 O!important;" rowspan="2">
<table style="border-collapse:collapse;width:110px; color: #99a;font—

family: 'Helvetica','Lucida Grande', 'Arial',sans~serif;"><tbody>

 

<!-- NEXT/PREV MONTH NAV AND MONTH INDICATOR ~~>

<tr style="width:110px; height: 16px;font-size:1l0px!important;">
<td style="padding-right : 9px; font-size:11lpx!important; font-

weight :bold;text-transform: uppercase; text-align: right;white-
space :nowrap; overflow: visible;" nowrap="nowrap">

<a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971010145422/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/"
style="text-decoration:none; color: #33f; font-weight: bold; background-
color:transparent;border:none;" title="10 Oct 1997"><strong>OCT</strong></a>

</td>

<td id="displayMonthEl" style="background: #000; color: #ff0; font-size: 1lpx!
important; font-weight :bold;text-transform: uppercase; width: 34px;height :15px;padding-
top:lpx;text-align:center;" title="You are here: 9:47:12 Dec 11, 1997">DEC</td>

<td style="padding-left: 9px; font-size: 11px!
important; font-weight :bold;text-transform: uppercase; white-
space :nowrap; overflow:visible;" nowrap="nowrap">

<a

href="http: //web.archive.org/web/19980214141204/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/"
style="text-decoration:none; color: #33f; font-weight: bold;background-
color:transparent;border:none;" title="14 Feb 1998"><strong>FEB</strong></a>

</td>
</tr>

<!-- NEXT/PREV CAPTURE NAV AND DAY OF MCNTH INDICATOR ~->
<tr>

<td style="padding-right : 9px; white-space :nowrap; overflow:visible;text-
align:xight! important; vertical-align:middle! important;” nowrap="nowrap"™>

<a

href="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211093744/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/"
title="9:37:44 Dec 11, 1997" style="background-color:transparent ;border:none; "><img
sre="http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wm_tb_prv_on.png" alt="Previous
capture" width="14" height="16" border="0" /></a>

</td>
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about:blank

<td id="displayDayE1"
style="background: #000; color: #f£f0; width: 34px;height:24px;padding:2px 0 0 O;text-
align:center; font-size: 24px;font~weight: bold;" title="You are here: 9:47:12 Dec ll,
1997">11</td>

<td style="padding-left: 9px; white-
space :nowrap; overflow: visible;text~-align:left!important;vertical-align:middle!
important;" nowrap="nowrap">

<a

href="http://web.archive. org/web/19980214141204/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/"
title="14:12:04 Feb 14, 1998" style="background-color:transparent; border:none; "><img
src="http://staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wm_tbnxt_on.png” alt="Next capture”
width="14" height="16" border="0"/></a>

</td>

</tr>

<!-- NEXT/PREV YEAR NAV AND YEAR INDICATOR -->

<tr style="width:110px; height: 13px; font-size: 9px! important; ">
<td style="padding-right: 9px;font-size:llpx!

important; font-weight: bold;text-align:right;white-space:nowrap; overflow: visible;"
nowrap="nowrap™>

1996

</td>

<td id="displayYearEl" style="background:#000;color:#ff0; font-size:11px!
important;font-weight: bold;padding-top:lpz;width: 34px;height:13px;text-align:center;"
title="You are here: 9:47:12 Dec 11, 1997">1997</td>

<td style="padding-left: 9px; font-size: 11px!
important; font-weight: bold;white-space:nowrap;overflow:visible;" nowrap="nowrap">

 
<a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19981212033053/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/"
style="text-decoration: none; color: #33f; font-weight :bold;background-
color:transparent;border:none;" title="12 Dec 1998"><strong>1998</strong></a>

</td>

</tr>

</tbody></table>
</td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td style="vertical~align:middle;padding:0!important; ">
<a

href="http://wayback.archive.org/web/19971211094712*/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com
/" style="color: #33f; font-size: 1llpx; font-weight: bold; background-
color:transparent;border:none;" title="See a list of every capture for this
URL"><strong>14 captures</strong></a>

<div style="margin:0!important;padding:0! important; color: #666; font—
size: 9px;padding-top: 2px! important;white-space:nowrap;" title="Timespan for captures
of this URL">4 Apr 97 - 29 Apr 99</div>

</td>

<td style="padding:0!important ;">
<a style="position:relative; white-space:nowrap; width: 400px;height:27px;"

href="""id="wm-graph-anchor"™>
<div id="wm-ipp-sparkline" style="position:relative; white-space:nowrap;

width: 400px;height :27px;background-color: #f£ff£; cursor: pointer;border-right:lpx solid
#ccc;" title="Explore captures for this URL">

<img id="sparklineImgId" style="position:absolute; z-
index:9012; top:Opx; left:0px;"

onmouseover="showTrackers ('inline');"
onmouseout="showTrackers('none');"
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1s! onmousemove="trackMouseMove (event, this)"

 

188 , alt="sparklines"
189 width="400"

190 height="27"
191 border="0"
192 src="http: //wayback.archive.org/jsp/graph.j]sp?

graphdata=400_27_1996:-1:000000000000_1997:11:000202000102_1998:~1:010000000002_1999:~
1: 120100000000_2000:-1:000000000000_2001:-1:000900000000_2002:~1:000000000000_2003:-
1:000000000000_2004:-1:000000000000_2005:-1:000000000000_2006:-1:000000000000_2007:-
1:000000000000_2008:-1:000000000000_2009:~1:000000000000_2010:-1:000000000000_2011:-
1: 000000000000"></img> ~ ~ ~

193 <img id="wbMouseTrackYearImg"”
194 style="display:none; position:absolute; z-index:9010;"
195 width="25"
196 height="27"
197 border="0"
198 src="http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/transp-

yellow-pixel.png"></img>
199 <img id="wbMouseTrackMonthImg"
200 style="display:none; position:absolute; z-index:9011; "
201 width="2"
202 height="27"
203 border="0"
204 srce="http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/transp-

red-pixel.png"></img>
205 </div>
206 </a>
207

208 </td>

209 </tr></tbody></table>
210 </td>
211 <td style="text-align:right;padding: 5px;width: 65px; font-size: llpx! important; ">
212 <a href="javascript:;" onclick="document.getElementByld ('wm-

ipp').style.display='none';" style="display:block; padding-right: 18px;background:url 
(http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wm_tb_close.png) no-repeat 100%
0; color: #33f; font-family: ‘Lucida Grande', 'Arial',sans-serif;margin-
bottom: 23px; background-color: transparent;border:none;" title="Close the
toolbar">Close</a>

213 <a href="http://faq.web.archive.org/" style="display:block;padding-
right :18px;background:url (http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wm_tb_help.png)
no-repeat 100% 0;color:#33£; font-family: 'Lucida Grande', 'Arial',sans-serif;background-
color:transparent;border:none;" title="Get some help using the Wayback
Machine">Help</a>

214 </td>

215 </tr></tbody></table>
216

217|</div>

218 </div>
219|<script type="text/javascript">
220 var wmDisclaimBanner = document.getElementByld("wm-ipp") ;
221 Lf(wmDisclaimBanner != null) {
222 disclaimElement (wmDisclaimBanner) ;
223 }

224 </script>
225 <!-—- END WAYBACK TOOLBAR INSERT -->
226
227

228 <l-+-- GUIDEBAR-~--~->
229

230 <TABLE BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=4 VALIGN=TOP>
231 <TR VALIGN=TOP>

232 <TD WIDTH=125 VALIGN=TOP BGCOLOR="#000000" ROWSPAN=2><A
HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/"><IMG
SRC="http: //web. archive. org/web/19971211094712im_/http://gif.newsalert.com/gifs/lycos/n
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ew-logo.gif" width=125 height=48 border=0 alt="Lycos"></A><BR><IMG
SRC="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://gif.newsalert.com/gifs/lycos/st
ockfind-iconl.gif" height=76 width=125 alt="Stockfind"></TD>

 
 

 

 

    
      

 

  

  
 

   

  

233 <!--+- SERVICEBAR---->
234 <TD VALIGN=TOP>

235 <TABLE BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=0>
236 <TR>

237 <TD BGCOLOR="#6699FF" HETGHT="28" valign=bottom>
238

239 <MAP NAME=service>
240 <AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS= "6,0, 54,14”

HREF="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211094712/http://point.lycos.com/categories/">
241 <AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS= "57,0, 115,14"

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //cityguide.lycos.com/">
242 <AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS= "119,0, 181,14"

HREF="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. lycos.com/peoplefind/">
243 <AREFA SHAPE=rect COORDS= "184,0, 243,14"

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/">
244 <AREFA SHAPE=rect COORDS= "249,0, 307,14"

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/roadmap.htm1">
245 <AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS= "311,0, 386,14"

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph~bounce?
gtehome-button|http://yp.gte.net/ypform.phtml_QUES_SRC=lycos">

246 <AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS= "391,0, 467,14"
HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/ups/bridge.html">

247 <AREA SHAPE=default :
HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/">

248 </MAP>
249

250 <a

nref="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/servi
ce.map"><IMG
SRC="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://gif.newsalert.com/gifs/lycos/se
rvicebar.gif" HEIGHT=18 WIDTH=477 alt="Lycos Services" BORDER=0 usemap="#service"
ISMAP></a></TD>

251 </TR>
252 </TABLE>

253 <!---- END SERVICEBAR---->
254 </TD></TR>
255 <TR><TD>

256 <!---- AD ---->

257 <font size="-2">
258 <a nref="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-

adclick. exe/CID=00005b6550000a4ad00000000/ST=Lycos/SV=stockfind/A=.Lycos.stockfind_homepa
ge. "><img :
sre="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://ads.lycos.com/ads/d1j22.gif"
alt="Serious online investors trade up DLJ direct" width=468 height=60></a><br><a
href="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-
adclick. exe/CID=0000b6550000a4ad00000000/ST=Lycos/SV=stockfind/A=.Lycos.stockfind_homepa
ge.">Serious online investors trade up DLJ direct click here</a>

259 </font>

260 <!---- END AD---->
261 </TABLE>
262 <TABLE VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=600 CELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=4 border=0>
263 <TR VALIGN=TOP>
264 <TD WIDTH=125 BGCOLOR="#000000" VALIGN=TOP>
265 &nbsp; é&nbsp; énbsp;
266 <A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/redir
ect /d1lj"><IMG
SRC="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im/http://gif.newsalert.com/gifs/lycos/dl
3.gif" WIDTH=92 HETGHT=55 BORDER=0></A>

267 <TABLE WIDTH=125 BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=5 CELLPADDING=0 VALIGN=TOP BGCOLOR="#000000">
268 <TR VALIGN=TOP> <TD WIDTH=10 ROWSPAN=5>&#160; </TD>
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<TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=113 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33">&#160; <A

270|HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/"><FONT
FACE="ARIAL, HELVETICA,MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="-1"><B>Lycos
Home</B></FONT></A></TD></TR>

271 <TR>

272 <TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=113 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33">&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/webguides/webguide
s.html"><FONT FACE="ARIAL, HELVETICA,MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="—-
1"><B>Web Guides</B></FONT></A></TD></TR>

273 <TR>

274 <TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=113 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33">&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/search.htmi"><FONT
PACE="ARIAL, HELVETICA,MS SANS SERIF,SANS~SERIF™ COLOR="#000000" STZE="—

1"><B>Search</B></FONT></A></TD></TR>
275 <TR>

276 <TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=113 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33">&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.lycos.com/help/"><FONT
FACE="ARIAL, HELVETICA,MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="#000000" SIZR="-
1"><B>Help</B></FONT></A></TD></TR>

277+|<TR>
278 <TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=113 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33" VALIGN=TOP>&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //echomail.lycos,.com/echomail"><FO
NI FACE="ARIAL, HELVETICA,MS SANS SERIF,SANS-SERIF" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="~
1"><B>Feedback</B></FONT></A></TD>

279 <TD WIDTH=2 BGCOLOR="#000000" VALIGN=TOP ROWSPAN=5>&#160;</TD>
280|</TR>
281|</TABLE>

282|</TD>
283 <TD VALIGN=TOP>
284

285 <!---- END GUIDEBAR-~-->
286

287 <!--end header-->
288

289 <TABLE width=100% bgcolor="#FFFFFF" BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=3><TR><td
width=33% valign=TOP align=LEFT>

290 <font size=-1 FACE="Helvetica, Arial, MS Sans Serif, sans-serif"><A
HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
digest">Company Digest</A>&nbsp;<BR><A
HREF={"http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
mmpages?Type=MUT">Mutual Funds</A>&nbsp;<BR><A
HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
ipo">IPO Corner</A>&nbsp; <BR><A
HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockgames.com/">Global
Stock Games</A>énbsp;</font></td> <td width=33% valign=TOP align=LEFT>

291 <font size=-1 FACE="Helvetica, Arial, MS Sans Serif, sans-serif"><A
HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
mmpages?Type=MON">Money Mkt Funds</A>&nbsp; <BR><A
HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
mglance">Mkt at a Glance</A>énbsp; <BR><A
HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
portfolio/">My Portfolio</A>&nbsp;<BR><A
HREF="http: //web. archive. org/web/19971211094712/http://www. stockfind.newsalert.com/redi
rect/dljlink">$20 Trades</A>énbsp; </font></td> <td width=33% valign=TOP align=LEFT>

292 <font size=-1 FACE="Helvetica, Arial, MS Sans Serif, sans-serif"><A
HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/MGI/
HOT">What's Hot/What'’s Not</A>&nbsp;<BR><A
HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
industry">News by Industry</A>énbsp;<BR><A
HREF="http: //web. archive. org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
search">News Search</A>&nbsp;<BR><A
HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
zacks">Zacks</A>&nbsp; </font></td></tr></table>

293
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294

295 <center>

296|<table width=465 border=0 cellspacing=1 cellpadding=1>
297 <tr>

298 <td>

299 <font size=-1> <font color="#0000ff">Trades as of:</font><b>Dec 10, 1997</b></font>
300|</td>

 
301 <td colspan=3>
302|<font size=-1><font color="#0000ff">As of: </font><b>Dec 11, 1997</b> 04:48 AM</font>
303 </td>

304 | </tr>
305 <tr>

306 <td rowspan=6 width=255>
307|<img

src="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im /http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/gi
fs/charts/home12101630.gif" width=250 height=145>

308|</td>
309 <td><font color="#0000ff" size=-1L>DJIA</font></td>
310|<td><font size=-1>7978.79</font> </td>

311 <td><img
sre=http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im/http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/gif
s/cleardot.gif height=14 width=14><font size=-1> </font></td>

312 </tr>

313|<tr bgcolor="#ffffcc" >
314 <td><font color="#0000ff" size=-1>NYSE</font></td>
315|<td><font size=-1>507.70</font> </td>

316|<td><img
sre=http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im/http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/gif
s/cleardot.gif height=14 width=14><font size=-1> </font></td>

317 </tr>
318 <tr>

319 <td><font color="#0000fE£". size=-1>NASDAQ</font></td>
320|<td><font size=-1>1596.61</font> </td>
321 <td><img

src=http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im/http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/gif
s/cleardot.gif height=14 width=14><font size=-1> </font></td>

322|</tr>

323 <tr bgcolor="#ffffcc"™ >
324 <td><font color="#0000ff£" size=-l>Russell 2000 </font></td>
325|<td><font size=-1>432.81</font> </td>

326|<td><img
sre=http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/gif
s/cleardot.gif height=14 width=14><font size=-1> </font></td>

327 </tr> .
328 <tr>

329|<td><font color="#0000ff" size=-1>S&P 500</font></td>
330|<td><font size=-1>969 25/32</font> </td>
331 <td><img

src=http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/gif
s/cleardot.gif height=14 width=14><font size=-1> </font></td>

332|</tr>

333 <tr bgcolor="#fffficc"™ >
334|<td><font color="#0000ff" size=-1>AMEX MMI </font></td>
335|<td><font size=-1>836.57</font> </td>
336 <td><img

src=http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/gif
s/cleardot.gif height=14 width=14><font size=-1> </font></td>

337|</tr>
338|</table>
339|</center>
340

341 <center>

342 <NOBR>

343 <FORM NAME="SelForml" METHOD="GET"  
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ACTLON="http: //web. archive. org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin
/selector"™>

  
 

 
   

  
 

      
 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

344 <table border=0 bgcolor="#6699ff" cellspacing=0 cellpadding=5>
345 <tr>

346 <td align=center>
347 <FONT SIZE=-1l>Enter <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="SymType" VALUE="Symbol" CHECKED><b>Stock

Symbols</b> (eg: IBM, T, GM) or <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="SymType"
VALUE="CompanyName"><b>Company Name</b>.</FONT><BR>

348 <INPUT TYPE=TEXT SIZE=20 MAXLENGTH=50 NAME=Symbol VALUE="">
349 <SELECT NAME=DataType> <OPTION VALUE="Symbol">Quotes and News
350 <OPTION VALUE="Digest">Company Digest
351 <OPTION VALUE="StockChart">Stock Charts
352 <OPTION VALUE="Rarnings">Earnings/Forecasts
353 <OPTION VALUE="MGSnap">Market Guide Fundamentals
354 <OPTION VALUE="Zacks">Zacks Reports
355

356 </SELECT>

357 <INPUT TYPE="image"
SRC="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://gif.newsalert.com/gifs/lycos/go
getit.gif" HEIGHT=22 WIDTH=68 BORDER=0 ALIGN=ABSMIDDLE ALIGN=MIDDLE>

358 </td> ,
359 </tr>
360 </table>
361 </FORM>

362 </NOBR>
363 </center>
364

365

366 <P><font color="#f£0000"><b>Stock Markets and Latest Corporate Earnings
Announcements: </b></font>

367 <TABLE BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=4>
368 <TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>
369 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRN&nbsp;</TT></TD>
370 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 19:46</TT></TD>
371 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/s
tory?Storyld=Cni 4H0bWbtLLxu0uésFQ=c%25%25earningstindutcs25%25ernté
22american+Stock+Exchange+Daily+Report$22+c%25%325annrepttcs25%25qtrrept">NYSE CLOSING,
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10</A></TD></TR><TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>

372 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRN&nbsp; </TT></TD>
373 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 18:19</TT></TD>
374 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/s
tory?Storyld=Cni 4HO0bWbtLLxmt yX&FQ=c%25%25earningstindutct25%25ern+%
22americantStock+Exchange+DailytReport $22+c%25%25annreptt+c%25%25qtrrept">Photronics
Reports Record Fourth Quarter Results; Record Fiscal 1997 Sales Increase 23% and
Earnings Grow 22% 0</A></TD></TR><TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>

375 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRN&nbsp;</TT></TD>
376 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 18:00</TT></TD>
377 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/s
tory ?Storyld=Cni 4H0bWbtefxmdKX&FO=c%25%25earningstindutcs25825ernté
22AmericantStock+ExchangetDaily+tReport$22+c%25%25annrept+c%25%25qtrrept">Admor Memory
Reports Unaudited Results for the Year Ended June 30, 1997 and the Quarter Ended
September 30, 199</A></TD></TR><TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>

378 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRNénbsp; </TT></TD>
379 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 17:58</TT></TD>
380 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/s
tory?Storyld=Cni 4H0bWbg0Damdqy&FQ=c%$25%25earningstindutc%$25%25ernt%
22American+Stock+Exchange+Daily+Report$22+c%25%25annreptt+c325%25qtrrept">CPTV Announces
Fiscal Year-End Results; Company Sets Record Date for Initial
Distribution</A></TD></TR><TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>

381 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRNénbsp; </TT></TD>
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382
<TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 17:47</TT></TD>

  
  

 
   

 

  

 
 

   

 

383 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
story ?Storyld=Cni4HObWbud zxmdG3&FQ=c% 25% 25earnings+indutc%25%25ernt%
22AmericantStockt+ExchangetDaily+Report%22+c%25%25annrept+c325%25qtrrept ">GST
Telecommunications Reports Record Revenues of $31.0 Million for the Quarter and $106.0
Million for the Year</A></TD></TR><TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>

384 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRNénbsp; </TT></TD>
385 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 17:30</TT></TD>
386 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

HREF="http: //web. archive. org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
story?Storyld=Cni 4HObWbrevxmde4 &FQ=c%25%25earningstindutc%25%25ernt+%
22AmericantStock+tExchange+Daily+Report $22+c%25%25annrepttc%25325qtrrept">Secom General
Reports Higher Fiscal Fourth Quarter and Year-End Sales And Profits; Expects Operating
Loss for C</A></TD></TR><TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>

387 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRNé&nbsp; </TT></TD>
388 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 17:16</TT></TD>
389 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
story?Storyld=Cni4HObWotLLxumtyl 6FQ=c%25%25earningstindutc%25%25ern+%
22AmericantStockt+Exchange+Dailyt+Report$22+c%25%25annreptt+cs25%25qtrrept ">American
Stock Exchange Daily Report</A></TD></TR></TABLE>

330 <TABLE BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=4>
391 <TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>
392 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRN&nbsp; </TT></TD>
393 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 17:14</TT></TD>
394 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

BREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
story ?Storyld=Cni4HObWbtLLxmt y2 &FQ=c$25%25earningstindutc825825ern+%
22AmericantStock+ExchangetDaily+Report$22+c%25%25annreptt+c%s25%25qtrrept">CEM
Technologies Announces Fiscal 1997 Results Fiscal 1997 Earnings Per Share Increase 31%
</A></TD></TR><TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>

395 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRNénbsp; </TT></TD>
396 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 16:45</TT></TD>
397 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
story?Storyld=Cni 4HObWbrefxmde4 &FQ=c325%25earningstindutcs25%25ernt+%
22AmericantStocktExchange+Daily+Report $22+c%25%25annrepttcs25%25gtrrept">First
Investors Reports Second Quarter Results</A></TD></TR><TR VALIGN=top ALIGN=center>

398 <TD NOWRAP><TT>PRN&énbsp; </TT></TD>
399 <TD NOWRAP><TT>12/10 16:44</TT></TD>
400 <TD ALIGN="left"> <A ‘

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. stockfind.newsalert.com/bin/
story?Storyld=Cni4HObWhq0Xxmdi Y&FQ=c%325%25earningstindut+c%25%25ernt%
22americant+Stock+ExchangetDaily+tReport$22+c%25%25annrept+c$25%25qtrrept">E.W. Scripps
Co. November Revenues Up 7.5 Percent</A></TD></TR></TABLE>

401|<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.stockfind. newsalert.com/bin/
headlines?

Command=nexté&Title=StocktMarketstand+Latest +Corporate+Earningst+tAnnouncement s&FQ=c%25%
25earningstindutc$25%25ern+%22Americant+Stock+Exchange+Daily+Report%22+c%25%25annreptt+cs
25%25qtrrept &LastStory=Cni 4HObWhq0Xxmdiy">more headlines</A>

402
403
404 <center>

405|<NOBR>

406 <FORM NAME="Selform2" METHOD="GET"

ACTION="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/bi
n/selector">

407 <table border=0 bocolor="#6699ff" cellspacing=0 cellpadding=5>
408|<tr>

409 <td align=center>
410 <FONT ST2%E=-1l>Enter <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="SymType"™ VALUE="Symbol" CHECKED><b>Stock

Symbols</b> (eg: IBM, T, GM) or <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="SymType"”
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VALUR="CompanyName"><b>Company Name</b>.</FONT><BR>
 

  

 

    
 

  

  
 

  

 
 
 

 

 
 
  
 

  
 

411 <INPUT TYPE=TEXT SIZE=20 MAXLENGTH=50 NAME=Symbol VALUE="">
412 <SELECT NAME=DataType> <OPTION VALUE="Symbol">Quotes and News
413 <OPTION VALUE="Digest">Company Digest
414 <OPTION VALUE="StockChart">Stock Charts
415 <OPTION VALUE="Earnings">Earnings/Forecasts
416 <OPTION VALUE="MGSnap">Market Guide Fundamentals
417 <OPTION VALUE="Zacks">Zacks Reports
418

419 </SELECT>
420 <INPUT TYPE="image"

SRC="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://gif .newsalert.com/gifs/lycos/go
getit.gif" HEIGHT=22 WIDTH=68 BORDER=0 ALIGN=ABSMIDDLE ALIGN=MIDDLE>

421 </td>
422 </tr>

423 </table>
424 </FORM>

425 </NOBR>
426 </center>
427 <CENTER><font size=-2>News <i>powered</i> by News Alert Inc.
428 Delayed quotes <i>powered</i> by PC Quote Inc.
429 All stock quotes are 20 minute
430 delayed and are believed accurate but are not warranted or guaranteed
431 by News Alert Inc.
432

433 All times Eastern U.S.<p></font></CENTER>
434

435 <!--start footer-->
436 <CENTER>

437 <A HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www.newsalert.com/"><IMG
BORDER=0

SRC="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://gif.newsalert.com/gifs/power.gi
£" height=24 width=195></A><P>

438 <a href—"http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-
adclick. exe/CID=0000b6550000a4ad00000000/ST=Lycos/SV=stockfind/A=.Lycos.stockfind_homepa
ge. "><img
src="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712im_/http://ads.lycos.com/ads/dlj22.gif"
alt="Serious online investors trade up DLJ direct" width=468 height=60></a><br><a
href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-
adclick. exe/CID=0000b6550000a4ad00000000/ST=Lycos/SV=stockfind/A=.Lycos.stockfind_homepa
ge.">Serious online investors trade up DLJ direct click here</a>

439 </CENTER>
440

441 <table><tr valign=top><td width=460>
442

443 <P>
444 <FONT SIZE="-2" FACR="helvetica, arial, ms sans serif, sans~serif">
445 <CENTER>
446 <A

4REF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. lycos.com/lycosinc/legal. html
">Copyright</A>é&copy; 1997 Lycos,Inc. All Rights Reserved.<BR>

447 Lycos<font size="-3"><sup>&#174;</sup></font> is a registered trademark of Carnegie
Mellon University<BR>

448 <A
HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. lycos.com/contact.html">Quest
ions &amp; Comments</A> <A
HREF={"http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211094712/http: //www. lycos.com/lycosinc/legal.html
">Terms and conditions</A>

449 </CENTER>
450 </FONT>
451 </td>

452 </tr>

453 </table>
454 </TD></TR></TABLE>
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495|</BODY>
456 </html>
457 <i--end footer-->
458
459
460
461
462

463

464 <f--
465
466
467
468

469
470
471|7-7?
472
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OrAnDOFWNP
<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Lycos Money Guide</TITLE>
<meta http-equiv="pragma" content="no-cache">

</HEAD>

  
 

 

 

   

   
 

 

9 <BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFEFE">
10 <!-- BEGIN WAYBACK TOOLBAR INSERT ~->
11

12|<script type="text/javascript" srce="http://staticweb.archive.org/js/disclaim-
element.js" ></script>

13 <script type="text/javascript" src="http://staticweb.archive.org/js/graph-calc.js"
></script>

14 <script type="text/javascript" src="http://staticweb.archive.org/jflot/jquery.min.js"
></script>

15 <script type="text/javascript">
16 //<! [CDATA[
17 var firstDate = 820454400000;
18 var lastDate = 1325375999999;

19|var wbPrefix = "http://web.archive.org/web/";
20|var wbCurrentUrl = "http://www. lycos.com/money/";
21

22 var curYear = -1;
23 var curMonth = -1;

24 var yearCount = 16;
25 var firstYear = 1996;

26|var imgWidth=400;
27 var yearImgWidth = 25;
28 var monthImgWidth = 2;
29|var trackerVal = "none";

30 var displayDay = "11";
31 var displayMonth = "Dec";
32 var displayYear = "1997";
33 var prettyMonths =

["Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May", "Jun", "Jul", "Aug", "Sep", "Oct", "Nov", "Dec"];
34

35 function showTrackers(val) {
36 if(val == trackerVal) {
37 return;
38 }

39 if(val == "inline") {

40 document .getElementBylId("displayYearE1").style.color = "#ec008c";
4l document .getElementById("displayMonthE1") .style.color = "#ecO08c";
42 document .getElementById("displayDayE1") .style.color = "#ec008c";
43 } else {

44 document .getElementById("displayYearE1").innerHTML = displayYear;
45 document .getElementById("displayYearEl").style.color = "#ff0";
46 document .getElementById("displayMonthE1").innerHTML = displayMonth;
47 document .getElementById("displayMonthE1").style.color = "#f£f0";
48 document .getElementBylid("displayDayE1").innerHTML = displayDay;
49 document .getElementById("displayDayE1").style.color = "#ff0";
50 }

51 document. getElementBylId("whMouseTrackYearImg").style.display = val;
52 document. getElementByld("wbhMouseTrackMonthImg").style.display = val;
53 trackerVal = val;

54 }

55|function getElementX2(obj) {
56 var thing = jQuery(ob)j);
57 if((thing == undefined)
58 [| (typeof thing == "undefined")
59 || (typeof thing.offset == "undefined")) {
60 return getElementX (obj);
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ol
}

 

    
 

 

 

62 return Math.round(thing.offset().left);
63 }

64 function trackMouseMove(event,element) {
65

66 var eventX = getEventX (event);

67 var elementX = getElementX2 (element);
68 var xOff = eventX - elementxX;

69 if(xoff < 0) {
70 xOff = 0;

71 } else if(xOff > imgWidth) {
72 xOff = imgWidth;
73 }

74 var monthOff = xOff % yearImgWidth;
75

76 var year = Math.floor(xOff / yearImgWidth) ;
77 var yearStart = year * yearImgWidth;
78 var monthOfYear = Math. floor(monthOff / monthImgWidth) ;
79 F(monthOfYear > il) {
80 monthOfYear = 11;

81 }

82 // 1 extra border pixel at the left edge of the year:
83 var month = (year * 12) + monthOfYear;
84 var day = 1;
85 if(monthoff % 2 == 1) {

86 day = 15;
87 }

88 var dateString =
89 zeroPad(year + firstYear) +

90 seeded)4"00000 +91 zeroPad(day,2) + "000000";
92

93 var monthString = prettyMonths[monthOfYear];
94 document .getElementById("displayYearE1").innerHTML = year + 1996;
95 document. getElementById("displayMonthE1").innerHTML = monthString;
96 // looks too jarring when it changes.
97 //document.getElementByld("displayDayE1").innerHTML = zeroPad(day,2);
98

99 var url = whPrefix + dateString + '/' + whbCurrentUrl;
100 document.getElementByld('wm-graph-anchor').href = url;
101

102 //document.getElementBylId("wmtbURL") .value="evX ("teventX+") elX("telementxX+") xO
("+xOff+") y("+year+"™) m("tmonth+") monthofft("+monthOfft+") DS ("+dateStringt"™) Moy
("+monthofYeart+") ms("+monthString+”)";

103 if(curYear != year) {
104 var yrOff = year * yearImgWidth;
105 document .getElementById ("woMouseTrackYearImg").style.left = yrOff + "px";
106 curYear = year;
107 } ;
108 Lf(curMonth != month) {

109 var mtOff = year + (month * monthImgWidth) + 1;
110 document.getElementByld("wobMouseTrackMonthImg").style.left = mtOff + "px";
111 curMonth = month;

112 }
113 }

114 //\i>

115|</script>
116

117 <style type="text/css">body{margin-top:0!important;paddina~-top:0!important;min-
width:800px! important; }#wm-ipp a:hover{text-decoration:underline! important; }</style>

118 <div id="wm-ipp”™ style="display:none; position:relative;padding:0 5px;min-
height: 70px;min-width:800px; z-index:9000;">

119 <div id="wm-ipp~inside" style="position: fixed;padding:0!important;margin:0!
important; width: 97%;min-width: 780px;border:5px solid #000; border-top:none; background-
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image:url (http://staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wm_tb_bktrns.png);text-
align:center;-moz-box-shadow:1px lpx 3px #333;-webkit-box-shadow:1px lpx 3px #333;box-
shadow:lpx lox 3px #333; font-size:llpx!important; font-family: 'Lucida
Grande’, 'Arial',sans~seriflimportant;">

    

 
  
 

  

 

120 <table style="border-collapse:collapse;margin:0;padding:0;width: 100%; "><tbhody><tr>
121 <td style="padding: 10px; vertical-align: top;min~-width:110px; ">
122 <a href="http://wayback.archive.org/web/" title="Wayback Machine home page"

style="background-color:transparent;border: none; "><img
sro="http://staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wayback~toolbar-logo.png" alt="Wayback
Machine” width="110" height="39" border="0"/></a>

123 </td>

124 <td style="padding: 0! important;text-align: center; vertical-align: top;width:100%; ">
125

126 <table style="border-collapse:collapse;margin:0
auto; padding: 0;width:570px; "><tbody><tr>

127 <td style="padding: 3px 0;" colspan="2">
128 <form target="_top" method="get" action="http: //wayback.archive.org/web/form-

submit.jsp" name="wmtb" id="wmtb" style="margin: 0!important;padding:0!
important; "><input type="text” name="url" id="wmtbURL"
value="http://www.lycos.com/money/" style="width: 400px; font-size: 11px; font-
family: ‘Lucida Grande', 'Arial',sans~-serif;" onfocus="javascript:this.focus();this.select
();" /><input type="hidden" name="type"” value="replay" /><input type="hidden"
name="date" value="19971211191234" /><input type="submit” value="Go" style="font—
size:llpx; font-family: 'Lucida Grande', 'Arial',sans-serif;margin-left:5px;" /><span
id="wmtboptions" style="display:block; "></span></form>

123 </td>

130 <td style="vertical-align:bottom;padding:5px 0 0 O!important;" rowspan="2">
131 <table style="border-collapse:collapse;width:110px; color: #99a; font-

family: 'Helvetica'’, "Lucida Grande', 'Arial', sans-serif; "><tbody>
132

133 <!-- NEXT/PREV MONTH NAV AND MONTH INDICATOR ~-->

134 <tr style="width:110px;height:16px; font-size:LOpx! important; ">
135 <td style="padding-right: 9px; font-size:llpx! important; font-

weight :bold;text-transform:uppercase;text-align:right;white-
space:nowrap; overflow:visible;" nowrap="nowrap">

136

137 Nov
138

139 </td>

140 <td id="displayMonthEl1" style="background: #000; color: #ff0;font-size:1lpx!
important; font-weight:bold;text-transform:uppercase;width: 34px;height:15px;padding-
top: lpx;text-align:center;” title="You are here: 19:12:34 Dec 11, 1997">DEC</td>

141 <td style="padding-left: 9px; font-size:1ll1px!
important; font-weight:bold; text-transform: uppercase; white-
sSpace:nowrap; overflow: visible;" nowrap="nowrap">

142

143 <a

href="http://web.archive. org/web/19980131124243/http://lycos.com/money/" style="text-
decoration:none;color: #33f; font-weight :bold;background-color:transparent;border:none;"™
title="31 Jan 1998"><strong>JAN</strong></a>

144

145 </td>
146 </tr>
147

148 <!-- NEXT/PREV CAPTURE NAV AND DAY OF MONTH INPICATOR -->
149 <tr>

150 <td style="padding~-right : 9px; white-space: nowrap; overflow: visible; text-
align:right!important;vertical-align:middle!important;" nowrap="nowrap">

151
152 <a

href="http://web. archive. org/web/19971210230231/http: //lycos.com/money/"
title="23:02:31 Dec 10, 1997" style="background-color:transparent; border:none; "><img
src="http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wm_tb_prv_on.png” alt="Previous
capture” width="14" height="16" border="0" /></a>
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153

154
155

156

157
158

159

160
161
162
163
164
165

166
167

168
169
170

171

172
173

174
175

176
177
178

179
180
181

182
183

184

185
186

187

188

189

about:blank

</td>

<td id="displayDayE1"
style="background: #000; color: #f£f0; width: 34px;height:24px;padding:2px 0 0 O;text-
align:center; font~-size:24px; font-weight: bold;" title="You are here: 19:12:34 Dec 11,
1997">11</td>

<td style="padding-left: 9px;white-
space :nowrap; overflow: visible;text-align:left!important;vertical-align:middle!
important;”" nowrap="nowrap">

<a

href="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191250/http: //www.lycos.com/money/"
title="19:12:50 Dec 11, 1997" style="background-color: transparent ;border:none; "><img
scec="http://staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wmn_tbnxt_on.png" alt="Next capture"
width="14" height="16" border="0"/></a>

</td>

</tr>

 <{-- NEXT/PREV YEAR NAV AND YEAR INDICATOR -->

<tr style="width:110px;height:13px; font-size: 9px!important;">
<td style="padding-right: 9px; font-size:lipx!

important; font-weight: bold;text-align:right;white-space:nowrap; overflow: visible;"
nowrap="nowrap">

1996

</td>

<td id="displayYearEl" style="background: #000; color: #£f£0; font~size:1llpx!
important; font-weight: bold;padding-top:1lpx;width: 34px;height:13px;text~align:center;"
title="You are here: 19:12:34 Dec 11, 1997">1997</td>

<td style="padding-left: 9px; font-size:11px!
important; font-weight: bold;white-space:nowrap;overflow:visible;" nowrap="nowrap">

 
<a

href="http: //web. archive. org/web/19990129000035/http: //www.lycos.com/money/"
style="text-decoration:none; color: #33f; font-weight :bold;background-
color:transparent;border:none;" title="29 Jan 1999"><strong>1999</strong></a>

</td>

</tr>

</tbody></table>
</td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td style="vertical-align:middle;padding:0! important; ">
<a

href="http: //wayback. archive.org/web/19971211191234*/http: //www.lycos.com/money/"
style="color: #33f; font-size: 11px; font-weight : bold; background-
color:transparent;border:none;" title="See a list of every capture for this
URL"><strong>144 captures</strong></a>

<div style="margin: 0! important; padding: 0!important;color: #666; font—
size: 9px;padding-top: 2px! important;white-space:nowrap;" title="Timespan for captures
of this URL">10 Dec 97 - 28 Mar 06</div>

</td>

<td style="padding:0!important; ">
<a style="position:relative; white-space:nowrap; width:400px;height:27px;"

href=""" id="wm-graph-anchor">
<div id="wm-ipp-sparkline" style="position:relative; white-space:nowrap;

width: 400px; height :27px;background-color: #fff;cursor:pointer;border-right:lpx solid
#ccc;" title="Explore captures for this URL">

<img id="sparklineImgId" style="position:absolute; z2-
index:9012; top:0px; left:0Opx;"
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19U
onmouseover="showTrackers ('inline');"

 

 

 

191 onmouseout="showTrackers ('none');"

192 onmousemove="trackMouseMove (event, this)"

193 alt="sparklines"
194 width="400"

195 height="27"
196 border="0"

197 sre="http: //wayback. archive.org/jsp/graph.jsp?
graphdata=400 27 1996:-1:000000000000 1997:11: 000000000003 1998:-1:200000000000 1999:-
1:1000100000002000: -1:00000002010£|2001:-1:d000041101612002: -1:110001000101|2003:-
1:010100000101~2004:-1: 0000000000002005: -1:0000000000002006: -1: 011000000000_2007:-
1:0000000000002008:-1:000000000000~2009: -1:0000000000002010:-1: 000000000000__2011:-
1:000000000000"></img>

198 <img id="wbMouseTrackYearImg"
199 style="display:none; position:absolute; z-index:9010;"
200 width="25"

201 height="27"
202 border="0"

203 srce="http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/transp-
yellow-pixel-.png"></img>

204 <img id="wbMouseTrackMonthIimg"
205 style="display:none; position:absolute; z-index:9011; "
206 width="2"

207 height="27"
208 border="0"
209 src="http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/transp-

_ red-pixel.png"></img>
210 </div>
211 </a>
212

213 </td>

214 </tr></tbody></table>
215 </td>

216 <td style="text~align:onpadding: 5px;width: 65px; font-size: llpx!important;">217 <a href="jJavascript:;" onclick="document.getElementById ('wm-
ipp').style.display='none';" style="display:block; padding-right :18px; background: url
(nttp://staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wmtb_close.png) no-repeat 100%
0;color:#33£; font-family: 'Lucida Grande', 'Arial',sans-serif;margin-
bottom: 23px;background-color:transparent;border:none;" title="Close the
toolbar"™>Close</a>

218 <a href="http://faq.web.archive.org/" style="display:block;padding-—
right :18px;background:url (http: //staticweb.archive.org/images/toolbar/wm_tb_help.png)
no-repeat 100% 0;color:#33£; font-family: 'Lucida Grande’, 'Arial',sans-serif;background—
color:transparent;border:none;" title="Get some help using the Wayback
Machine">Help</a>

219 </td>

220 </tr></tbody></table>
221

222|</div>
223 </div>

224 <script type="text/javascript">
225 var wmDisclaimBanner = document.getElementBylId("wm-ipp") ;
226 if(wmDisclaimBanner != null) {
227 disclaimElement (wmDisclaimBanner) ;
228 }

229|</script>
230 <!-- END WAYBACK TOOLBAR INSERT -->
231
232

233 <TABLE BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=4 WIDTH=600 VALIGN=TOP align=bottom>
234 <TR VALIGN=TOP>

235 <TD WIDTH=125 BGCOLOR="#000000" Valign=Top rowspan=2>
236
237.
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238

239
240

241
242

243

244
245
246

247

248

249
250
251

252
253
254

255

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263
264

265

266
267
268

269
270

271
272

273

274

about:blank

<A HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/"><IMG
SRC="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234im/http://www.lycos.com/assist/graphics/
new-logo.gif" width=125 height=48 border=0 alt="Lycos"></A>

<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/money/"><IMG
SRC="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234im/http: //www.lycos.com/assist/graphics/
money-~icon.gif" WIDTH=125 HEIGHT=75 border=0></A>

<!-- END LOGO & ICON -->

</TD>

<TD BGCOLOR="#6699FF" VALIGN=BOTTOM>

<MAP NAME=service>

<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="6,0, 54,14"

HREF="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //point.lycos.com/categories/">
<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="57,0, 115,14"

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http://cityguide.lycos.com/">
<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="119,0, 181,14"

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/peoplefind/">
<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="184,0, 243,14"

HREF="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http://www.stockfind.newsalert.com/">
<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="249,0, 307,14"

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/roadmap.html">
<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="311,0, 386,14"

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi~bin/nph-
bounce?gtehome-button|http://yp.gte.net/ypform.phtmlQUESSRC=lycos">

<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="391,0, 467,14"

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/ups/bridge.html">
<AREA SHAPE=default

HREF="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/index.html">
</MAP>
<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/assist/maps/servic
e.map"><IMG
SRC="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234im/http://www, lycos.com/assist/graphics/
servicebar.gif" HEIGHT=18 WIDTH=473 alt="Lycos Services" BORDER=0 usemap="#service"
ISMAP></A>

 

   
  
 

         
</TD>

</TR>
<TR>

<TD>

<!----AD---->

<CENTER><FONT FACE="Helvetica, Arial, MS Sans Serif, 

Sans-Serif" SIZE="-2">
<a

href="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi~bin/nph-
adclick. exe/CID=00003d330000009a00000000/ST=lycos/SV=lycos/A=.lycos.money. "><img
sre="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234im/http://ads.lycos.com/ads/datek10.gif"
alt="Free Real Time Stock Quotes" width=468 height=60></a><br><a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-
adclick. exe/CID=00003d330000009a00000000/ST=lycos/SV=lycos/A=.lycos.money.">Click here
to visit site</a>

</font></CENTER>
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2/5

276

277

278
279
280
281

282

283
284
285

286
287

288
289

290
291

292
293

294
295
296
297

298
299

300

301
302

303

304

305

306

307
308

309
310

311
312

313
314

about:blank

<l-- /AD -->
</TD>

</TR>

</TABLE>

<TABLE BORDER=0 CBELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=4 WIDTH=600 VALIGN=TOP>
<TR VALIGN=TOP>

<TD BGCOLOR="#000000" VALIGN=TOP ROWSPAN=10 WIDTH=125>
<TABLE BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=4 CELLPADDING=0 VALIGN=TOP

BGCOLOR="#000000" WIDTH=125>
<TR VALIGN=TOP>

<TD WIDTH=1C0 ROWSPAN=6>

&#160;

</TD>
<TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=110 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33">

&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/"><FONT
FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="-1"><B>Lycos
Home</B></FONT></A>

</TD>

</TR>
<TR>
<TD>

<!-- Navigation for Web Guide -->

 
 

<TABLE BORDER="0" CELLPADDING="2" CELLSPACING="0" WIDTH="100%">
<TR>

<TD BGCOLOR="#FFCC33" VALIGN="top">
&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/autos/"><FONT
FACE="helvetica, arial, ms sans serif, sans-serif" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Autos</B></FONT></A>

<BR>

&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/business/"><font _
face="helvetica, arial, ms sans serif, sans~serif" color="#000000"
size="2"><b>Business</b></font></a>

<BR>

   

&#LOO;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/careers/"><font
face="helvetica, arial, ms sans serif, sans-serif" color="#000000"
size="2"><b>Careers</b></font></A>

<BR>

&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/computers/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" ST2ZE="-
1"><B>Computers</B></FONT></A>

<BR>

&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/education/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Education</B></FONT></A>

<BR>

 

  

&#L6O;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/entertainment/"><F
ONT FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Entertainment</B></FONT></A>

<BR>

&#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/fashion/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
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1"><B>Fashion</B></FONT></A>

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 

  

315 <BR>

316 &#160;7<A

HREF="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/games/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Games</B></FONT></A>

317 <BR>

318 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/government /"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif™ color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Government</B></FONT></A>

319 <BR>

320 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/health/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Health</B></FONT></A>

321 <BR>

322 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/homegarden"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="—-
1"><B>Home /Garden</B></FONT></A>

323 <BR>

324 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/internet/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Internet</B></FONT></A>

325 <BR>

326 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/kids/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Kids</B></FONT></A>

327 <BR>

328 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/money/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Money</B></FONT></A>

329 <BR>

330 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/news/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="~-
1"><B>News</B></FONT></A>

331 <BR>
332 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/people/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>People</B></FONT></A>

333 <BR>

334 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/realestate/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-1"><B>Real
Estate</B></FONT></A>

335 <BR>
336 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/commerce/shopnet/">
<FONT FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="—

1"><B>Shopping</B></FONT></A> .
337 <BR>

338 &#1L60;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/space/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Space/Sci-Fi</B></FONT></A>

339 <BR>

340 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/sports/"><FONT
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FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Sports</B></FONT></A>

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

341 <BR>

342 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/techtoys/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="~1"><B>Tech
Toys</B></FONT></A>

343 <BR>

344 S#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/travel/"><FONT
FACE="Helvetica, Ariel, MS Sans Serif, Sans Serif" color="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Travel</B></FONT></A>

345 </TD>

346 </TR>

347 </TABLE>
348

349 </TD>
350 </TR>
351
352
353
354 <TR>

355 <TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=110 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33">

356 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/search.html"><FONT
FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIE" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="-
1"><B>Search</B></FONT></A>

357 </TD>
358 </TR>
359 <TR>

360 <TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=110 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33">
361 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/help/"><FONT
FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="—

1"><B>Help</B></FONT></A>
362 </TD>
363 </TR>
364 <TR>

365 <TD VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=110 BGCOLOR="#FFCC33"
VALIGN=TOP>

366 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //echomail.lycos.com/echomail"><FON
T FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="—-
1"><B>Feedback</B></FONT></A>

367 </TD>
368 <TD WIDTH=2>

369 </TD>
370 </TR>
371 <TR>

372 <TD VALIGN=BOTTOM WIDTH=110 BGCOLOR="#CCCCCC">
373 &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/missingkids/"><FONT
FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="#000000" SIZE="-1"><B>Search

For<BR>&#160;Missing Kids</B></FONT></A>
374 </TD>
375 <TD WIDTH=2>
376 </TD>

377 </TR>
378 </TABLE>
379
380
381

382 </TD>
383
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384

385
386
387
388
389

390
391

392
393
394
395
396
397

398

399
400

401
402
403
404
405
406
407

408
409
410

411
412
413
414
415

416

417

418

419
420
421
422

423

424
425
426

427
428
429
430
431

432
433

about:blank

<TD VALIGN=TOP>

<!--Column 1 Content -->

<TABLE BORDER=0 VALIGN=TOP WIDTH=297>
<TR VALIGN=TOP>

<TD VALIGN=TOP>

<FONT SIZE="-1"

FACE="ARIAL, HELVETICA,MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF">

<B>Thursday, December 11,

 

 

1997</B></FONT>
<BR>

<FONT COLOR="#CCOO000" FACE="HELVETICA, 

ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF,SANS-SERIF" SI2ZE="4+1">

<b>Money</b></font>
</TD>
<TD WIDTH=4>

: <BR>&#160;
</TD>

<TR>
<TD>

</TD>
</TR>

<TR>
<TD>

<TABLE WIDTH=100%>
<TR>

<TD WIDTH=50%

VALIGN=TOP>
<IMG

SRC="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234im_/http://www.lycos.com/assist/graphics/
lilarrow.gif" border=0>

 
<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/wquide/network/net
969115. htm1l"><FONT COLOR="#CC0000" FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF"
SIZE="—-1"><B>Investments</B></font></A>

 

<BR>

</TD>
<TD>

<IMG

SRC="http: //web. archive. org/web/19971211191234im/http://www.lycos.com/assist/graphics/
lilarrow.gif" border=0>

<A

HREF="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/wguide/network/net
969116. html"><FONT COLOR="#CC0000" FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF"
STZE="-1"><B>Resources</B></font></A>

<BR>

</TD>
</TR>

</TABLE>
</TD>

</TR>
<TR>

<TD>

</TD>
</TR>
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434 <TR>

 

  

 
   
 

 

 
 
 

  

 

 

 

435 <TD BGCOLOR="#003333">

436 <FONT FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS
SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="FFFFFE" SIZh="-1">

437 &#160;<B>FEATURED COMMUNITY
GUIDE</B></FONT></TD>

438 <TD>

439 </TD>
440

441 </TR>
442 <TR>

443 <TD>

444 </TD>
445 </TR>
446 <TR>

447 <TD VALIGN=TOP>

448 <FONT FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS
SERIF, SANS-SERIF" SIZE="-1"> ,

449 &#149; 6#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/wguide/wire/wire9
69116599782O.html"

450 >Make a List, Check it Twice</A>
451|<BR>You made the list, but is the shopping done? The jolly, fat man is
452 no help here. Christmas is closing in. Get to work!
453
454

455 <BR>& #160;
456 </FONT>
457 </TD>
458 <TD>
459 </TD>
460

461 </TR>
462 <TR>
463 <TD BGCOLOR="#003333">
464 <FONT FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL,

MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="FFFFFF" SIZE="-1"> .
465 &#160;<B>COMMUNITY

GUIDES</B></FONT></TD>

466 <TD>
467 </TD>
468

469 </TR>
470 <TR>
471 <TD></TD>
472 </TR>
473 <TR>
474 <TD VALIGN=TOP>
475 <FONT FACE="helvetica, arial,

ms sans serif, sans-serif" SIZE="-1">
476 &#149; GFLOO; <A

HREF="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/wquide/wire/wire_9
69116522232O.html"

477 >On the Market</A>

478 <BR>Selling a house is as big a step as buying <BR>
479 &#149; &ELEO; <A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http://www. lycos.com/wquide/wire/wire_9
69192581282O.html"

480|>The Many Forms of Taxes</A>
481 <BR>There's a form for every taxable occasion <BR>
482 &#149; &GELOO; <A

BREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/wguide/wire/wire 9
69116472382O.html” |

483 >Working in the Black</A>
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484

485

486
487
488

489

490
491

492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499

500
501

502

503

504
505

506
507
508
509

510
511
512

513

514

515
516

517
518

519
520

521
522
523
524
525
526

527

528
529

530
531
532

533

about: blank

<BR>Do accountants make the world turn?

&#149; &#160;<A

<BR>

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/wguide/wire/wire9
692085221220.html"

>Before You Give Them Your Money</A>
<BR>Shop for the right bank<BR>
&#149; &#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/wguide/wire/wire9
69116472462O.html"

>Give Yourself Some Credit</A>

<BR>Credit services can help you out of a bind<BR>

</TD>
</TR>
<TR>

<TD>

</TD>

</TR>
<TR>

<BR>

</FONT>

<TD BGCOLOR="#003333">

 

 
  <FONT FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL,

MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" COLOR="FFFFFE" STZE="-1">

&#160;<B>RESOURCES</B></FONT></TD>
<TD>

</TD>

</TR>
<TR>

<TD></TD>
</TR>
<TR>

<TD VALIGN=TOP>

<FONT FACHK="HELVETICA, ARIAL, 

SIZE="-1"> MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" 

 

&#1L49G#160;<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //point.lycos.com/topics/MoneyOve
rall.html">TOP 5% Money Sites</A>

taxes

<BR>

Find it all from investing to

<BR>

&H1498#160;7<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/resources/investor 

s/">Investor's Resource Guide</A>

advice and more

</TD>

</TR>
<TR>

<TD>

CELLSPACING=0 BORDER=0>

<BR>

Thousands of links to financial

<BR>&#160;

<!--START OF SEARCH BOX~-> 

 

 
<TABLE WIDTH=280 CELLPADDING=2

<tr>

<TD BGCOLOR="#6699FF" WIDTH=3>

&#160;
</td>

<TD BGCOLOR="#6699FF" colspan=3>
<form

Page 12 of 18
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action="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/pursuit"
method=GET>  

   
 

  

  

 

 

 

534 <input type="hidden"

name="cat" Value="lLycos">
535 <FONT FACE="ARIAL,

HELVETICA, MS SANS SERIF, SANS SERIF" size="-1"><B>Search the Web for:</B>
536 </TD>

537 </TR>

538 <TR colspan =4>
539 <TD BGCOLOR="#6699FF" width=3>
540 &#160; </TD>
541 <TD>

542 <INPUT TYPE="text"

NAME="query" VALUE={"""STZE=25>
543 </TD>
544 <TD BGCOLOR="#6699FF" width=2>
545 &#160;
546 </TD>
547 <TD BGCOLOR="#6699FEF">
548 <input type="image"

SRC="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234im/http://www.lycos.com/assist/graphics/g
ogetit(R).gif" height=22 width=72 BORDER=0 ALIGN=absmiddle></A>

549 </TD>
550 </TR>
551 <TR>

552 <TD BGCOLOR="#6699FF" WIDTH=3>
553 &#160;
554 </td>
555 <TD BGCOLOR="#6699FF"

colspan=3>
556 &#160;
557 </TD>
558 </FORM>
559 </TR>
560 </TABLE>
561 <!--END OF SEARCH BOX--

>

562

563 </TD>
564 </TR>
565 </TABLE>
566 </TD>
567 <TD>

568 <!-- EYEBROW AD -->
569 <TABLE BORDER=0 WIDTH=175>
570 <TR>

571 <TD VALIGN=TOP>
572 <table width=160 bgcolor=#DDDDDD

cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0>
573 <tr cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0><td><table>
574 <tr><td><a href=http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi-

bin/nph~adclick.exe/CID=00006d4 90000953e00000000/ST=lycos/SV=lycos/A=.lycos.money.><img
srce="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234im/http://ads.lycos.com/ads/30d1jd4.gif"/
align=middle border=0></a>

575 </td><td><font FACE="Helvetica, Arial, MS Sans Serif, sans-serif" size="-1">
576 <a href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-

adclick.exe/CID=00006d490000953e00000000/ST=lycos/SV=lycos/A=.lycos.money.">DLJdirect<BR
>Online<nobr> Investing<nobr>

577 </td></tr></a></table>
578 </font></td></tr></table>
579

580 </TD>
581 </TR>
582 <TR>
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983

584 <table width=160 bgcolor=#DDDDDD
cellpadding=4 cellspacing=0 border=0>

585|<tr>

586 <td>
587

588|<a href=http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http://www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-
adclick.exe/CID=0000c3620000954e00000000/ST=lycos/SV=lycos/A=.lycos.money. >

589 <img .
sre="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234im/http://ads.lycos.com/ads/gsgtextlink.
gif" width=30 height=30 border=0 align=absmiddle></a>

590 </td><td><font FACE="Helvetica, Arial, MS Sans Serif, sans-serif" size="~-1">
591|<a href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-

adclick.exe/CID=0000c3620000954e00000000/ST=lycos/SV=lycos/A=.lycos.money. ">Bet&nbsp;on
énbsp; Stocks énbsp; &amp; <BR>Win$$! énbsp;Clickénbsp; Now<BR>

592|</a>
593 </FONT>

594|</td></tr></table>
595

596
597

598
599
600

601 </TD>
602 </TR>
603 <TR>
604 <TD>
605

606 </TD>
607 </TR>
608 <TR>
609 <TD>
610 </TD>
611 </TR>
612 <TR>
613 <TD VALIGN=top BGCOLOR=#003333><FONT SIZE=-1

COLOR=#FFFFFF FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF">
614

&#160;<B>MONEY NEWS</B></CENTER></FONT>
615

616 <TABLE BORDER=0 CELLPADDING=0
CELLS PACING=0 WIDTE=100% BGCOLOR=#003333>

617 <TR>
618 <TD VALIGN=top><CENTER>
619 <TABLE BORDER=0

BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH=100% CELLPADDING=10 CELLSPACING=0>

620 <TR>
621 <TD

VALIGN=top WIDTH=100%>
622

<FONT FACK="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF” SIZE="-1">
623

<A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //news.lycos.com/headlines/Busines
s/default.asp">The latest headlines from our news service</A>

624

</FONT>

625 </TD>
626 </TR>
627 </TABLE>
628 </TD>
629 </TR>
630 </TABLE>
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ost </TD>
632 </TR>
633 <TR>
634 <TD>

635 </TD>
636 </TR>
637 <TR>

638 <TD VALIGN=top BGCOLOR=#003333><FONT SIZH=-1
COLOR=#FFFFFF FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF">

639

&#160;<B>LYCOS PICKS</B></CENTER></FONT>
640

641 <TABLE BORDER=0 CELLPADDING=0
CELLSPACING=0 WIDTH=100% BGCOLOR=#003333>

642 <TR>

643 <TD VALIGN=top><CENTER>
644 <TABLE BORDER=0

BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF WIDTH=100% CELLPADDING=10 CELLSPACING=0>

645 <TR>
646 <TD

VALIGN=top WIDTH=175>
647

<FONT FACE="HRLVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" SI4E="-1">
648

<!--powersearcn-->
649 <meta name=money content=invest><A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/resources/investor
s/index.html">

650:|Guide to Investing on the Web</A>
651 <P><meta name=sig content=aro><meta name=money content=financialaid><A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www. lycos.com/resources/college/
1000000. htm1">

652 Learning to Cope with College<br>Costs</A>
653 <P><meta name=sig content=aro><meta name=money content=topl0><A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/money/top10/invest
ment. html">

654 Browse the Top 10 Investment<BR>Sites</A>
655 <P><meta name=sig content=aro><meta name=money content=personalize><A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //personal.lycos.com/">
656 Your Stocks, Warm<BR> 'N' Fresh When You<BR> Get Personalized</A>
657 <P><meta name=sig content=aro><meta name=money content=chat><A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //chat.lycoschat.com/">
658|Money Talks: <BR> Chat About Investing</A>
659 <P><meta name=sig content=aro><meta name=money content=stocktips><A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/miniguide/money/in
vesting. html">

660|Stock Research Tips</A>
661 <P><meta name=sig content=aro>
662

</FONT>

663 </TD>
664 </TR>
665 </TABLE>
666 </TD>
667 </TR>
668 </TABLE>
669 </TD>
670 </TR>
671 <TR>
672 <TD>

673 </TD>
674 </TR>
675 <TR>

676 <TD VALIGN=top BGCOLOR=#003333><FONT SIZE=-1
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COLOR=#FFFFFF FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF"™>

 
 

    
 
 

 

  
   
 

 
  

 

 

   
 
 

677

& #160; <B>SERVICES</B></CENTER></FONT>
678

679 <TABLE BORDER=0 CELLPADDING=0
CELLSPACING=0 WIDTH=100% BGCOLOR=#003333>

680 <TR>
681 <TD VALIGN=top><CENTER>
682 <TABLE BORDER=0

BGCOLOR=#EEEBEEE WIDTH=100% CELLPADDING=10 CELLSPACING=0>

683 <TR>
684 <TD

VALIGN=top WIDTH=175>
685

<FONT FACE="HELVETICA, ARIAL, MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" SIZE="-1">
686 <A

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/commerce/shopnet /bo
oks/bookswg2.html">Save Big! Free Shipping from Barnes and Noble for the Holidays</A>

687
<P>

688

689 <A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.stockfind.newsalert.com/">Sto
ckFind Free Quotes</A>

690
<P>

691
<A

HREF="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.companiesonline.com/">Compani
es Online Listings</A>

692
<P>

693
<A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //barnesandnoble.bfast.com/booklink
/click?sourceid=4353éis_search=Y&keyword=Moneyématch=exact soptions=and" >Buy Books About
Money</A>

694

</FONT>

695 </TD>
696 </TR>
697 </TABLE>
698 </TD>
699 </TR>
700 </TABLE>
701 </TD>
702 </TABLE>
703 </TD>
704 </TR>
705

706 <TR>
107

708 <TD WIDTH=470 COLSPAN=2>
709 <p>
710 <!----begin footer.inc---->
711
712.0 <!---- FOOTER---->
713

714 <FONT FACE="ARIAL,HELVETICA,MS SANS SERIF,SANS-SERIF" SIZE="-2">
715  <nobr><a href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www. lycos.com/">New

Search</a> <strong><FONT SIZE="+1">&#46;</font></strong>
716 <a

href="http: //web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.topnews.com/index.htm1">TopNe
ws</a> <strong><FONT SIZE="+1">4#46;</font></strong>
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fli <a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //point.lycos.com/categories/index
-html">TOP 5%</a> <strong><font size="4+1">&#46;</font></strong>

         
   

 

718 <a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //cityguide.lyccs.com/index.html">
City Guide</a> <strong><font size="+1">&#46;</font></strong>

719|<a href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-
bounce?stockfind-button|http://www. stockfind.newsalert.com/">StockFind</a></nobr><BR>

720 <nobr><a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www. lycos.com/peoplefind/">Peopl
eFind</a> <strong><font size="4+1">&#46;</font></strong>

721 <a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www. companiesonline.com/">Compan
ies Online</a> <strong><font size="4+1">8#46;</font></strong>

722|<a

nref="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/roadmap.htm1">Road
Maps</a> <strong><font size="+i">&#46;</font></strong>

7123 <a

href="http://web. archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/software/">Softwar
e</a> <strong><font size="4+1">a#46;</font></strong>

724 <a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/info/index.htm1">A
bout Lycos</a> <strong><font size="+1">&#46;</font></strong>

725 <a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/help/">Help</a></n
obr><BR>

726 <nobr><a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/addasite.html">Add
Your Site to Lycos</a> <strong><font size="+1">s#46;</font></strong>

727|<a

href="http://web.archive. org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/lycosinc/advertisi
ng. html">Advertise with Lycos</a> <strong><font size="+1">&#46;</font></strong>

728 <a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/lycosinc/lycosjobs
-html">Jobs4You</a> <strong><font size="+1">&#46;</font></strong>

729|<a nref="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/cgi-bin/nph-
bounce ?gtefooter|http://yp.gte.net/lhome">GTE Yellow Pages</a> <strong><font
size="4+1">4#46;</font></strong>

730|<a

href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/new2net .html">New2
Net</A></FONT></nobr>

731

732

733 <FONT FACE="ARTAL,HELVETICA,MS SANS SERIF, SANS-SERIF" SIZE="-2">
7134 <P>

735|<nobr><a href="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.de/">Lycos
Germany</a> <strong><font size=+2>&#46;</font></strong>

736|<a href="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www. lycos.se/">Lycos
Sweden</a> <strong><font size=+2>&#46;</font></strong> <a
href="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www-uk.lycos.com/"> Lycos
UK</a></nobr>

737 <P><font size="-2">
738|<A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/lycosinc/legal.htm
L">Copyright</A>&copy; 1997 Lycos, Inc.<BR>

739 |All Rights Reserved.<BR>
740|Lycos<font size="-3"><sup>a#174;</sup></font> is a registered trademark of<BR>
741|Carnegie Mellon University<BR>
142 <A

HREF="http://web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/contact.html">Ques
tions &amp; Comments</A><BR>

743 <A

HREF="http: //web.archive.org/web/19971211191234/http: //www.lycos.com/lycosinc/legal.htm
1">Terms and conditions</A>
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144 </font>
745

746 <i---- END FOOTER---->
747

748

749 <!----end footer.inc---->
750

751
752
753
754

755 </TD>
756 </TR>
757 </TABLE>

758 </BODY>
759

760 </HTML>
761
762
763
764
765
766

767 <l--

768 FILE ARCHIVED ON 19:12:34 Dec 11, 1997 AND RETRIEVED FROM THI
769 INTERNET ARCHIVE ON 22:01:36 May 26, 2011.
770 JAVASCRIPT APPENDED BY WAYBACK MACHINE, COPYRIGHT INTERNET ARCHIVE.
771

772 ALL OTHER CONTENT MAY ALSO BE PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT (17 U.S.C.
773 SECTION 108 (a) (3)).
774 -->
775

 

 | 

  
 

 
 

 
7]
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Home

InterNIC 
Home Registrars FAQ ‘Whois

  

Whois Search Results

Search again (.aero, .arpa, .asia, .biz, .cat, .com, .coop, .edu, .info,.int,
Jobs, .mobi, museum, .name, .net, .org, .pro, or .travel) :

 
© Domain (ex. internic.net)

© Registrar (ex. ABC Registrar,Inc.)
© Nameserver (ex. ns.example.com or 192.16.0.192) 
 

Whois Server Version 2.0

Domain names in the .com and .net domains can now be registered
with many different competing registrars. Go to http://www.internic.net
for detailed information.

Domain Name: LYCOS.COM

Registrar: MELBOURNE IT, LTD. D/B/A INTERNET NAMES WORLDWIDE
Whois Server: whois.melbourneit.com

Referral URL: http://www.melbourneit.com
Name Server: NS1.LYCOS.COM
Name Server: NS2.LYCOS.COM

Name Server: NS3.LYCOS.COM
Name Server: NS4.LYCOS.COM

Status: clientTransferProhibited

Updated Date: 13-aug-2009
Creation Date: 13-apr-1995
Expiration Date: 14-apr-2012

>>> Last update of whois database: Fri, 27 May 2011 21:02:30 UTC <<<

NOTICE: The expiration date displayed in this record is the date the
registrar's sponsorship of the domain name registration in the registry is
currently set to expire. This date does not necessarily reflect the expiration
date of the domain name registrant's agreement with the sponsoring
registrar. Users may consult the sponsoring registrar's Whois database to
view the registrar's reported date of expiration for this registration.

TERMS OF USE: You are not authorized to access or query our Whois
database through the use of electronic processes that are high-volume and
automated except as reasonably necessary to register domain names or
modify existing registrations; the Data in VeriSign Global Registry
Services' ("VeriSign") Whois database is provided by VeriSign for
information purposes only, and to assist persons in obtaining information
about or related to a domain name registration record. VeriSign does not
guarantee its accuracy. By submitting a Whois query, you agree to abide
by the following terms of use: You agree that you may use this Data only
for lawful purposes and that under no circumstances will you use this Data
to: (1) allow, enable, or otherwise support the transmission of mass
unsolicited, commercial advertising or solicitations via e-mail, telephone,
or facsimile; or (2) enable high volume, automated, electronic processes
that apply to VeriSign (or its computer systems). The compilation,
repackaging, dissemination or other use of this Data is expressly
prohibited without the prior written consent of VeriSign. You agree not to
use electronic processes that are automated and high-volume to access or

http://reports.internic. net/cgi/whois?whois_nic=lycos.com&type=domain Page 1 of 2
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query the Whois database except as reasonably necessary to register
domain names or modify existing registrations. VeriSign reserves the right
to restrict your access to the Whois database in its sole discretion to ensure
operational stability. VeriSign may restrict or terminate your access to the
Whois database for failure to abide by these terms of use. VeriSign
reserves the right to modify these terms at any time.

The Registry database contains ONLY .COM, .NET, .EDU domains and
Registrars.

Report Inaccurate Whoislisting

This page last updated 01/24/2003

http://reports.internic.net/cgi/whois?whois_nic=lycos.com&type=domain Page 2 of 2
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Home
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 SEARORETIN 

Whois Search Results

Search again (.aero, .arpa, .asia, .biz, .cat, .com, .coop, .edu, .info, .int,
jobs, .mobi, .museum, .name,.net, .org, .pro, or .travel) :

i
i 

© Domain (ex.internic.net)

© Registrar (ex. ABC Registrar,Inc.)
 Nameserver (ex. ns.example.com or 192.16.0.192)

 
Whois Server Version 2.0

Domain names in the .com and .net domains can now be registered
with many different competing registrars. Go to http://www.internic.net
for detailed information. ,

Domain Name: NEWSALERT.COM

Registrar: NETWORK SOLUTIONS, LLC.
Whois Server: whois.networksolutions.com

Referral URL: http://www.networksolutions.com
Name Server: NY-NS1.MARKETWATCH.COM
Name Server: NY-NS2.MARKETWATCH.COM
Name Server: SB-NS.MARKETWATCH.COM

Status: clientTransferProhibited

Updated Date: -01-jul-2009
Creation Date: 04-aug-1994

Expiration Date: 03-aug-2011

>>> Last update of whois database: Fri, 27 May 2011 21:05:48 UTC <<<

NOTICE: The expiration date displayed in this record is the date the
registrar's sponsorship of the domain name registration in the registry is
currently set to expire. This date does not necessarily reflect the expiration
date of the domain name registrant's agreement with the sponsoring
registrar. Users may consult the sponsoring registrar's Whois database to
view the registrar's reported date of expiration for this registration.

TERMS OF USE: You are not authorized to access or query our Whois
database through the use of electronic processes that are high-volume and
automated except as reasonably necessary to register domain names or
modify existing registrations; the Data in VeriSign Global Registry
Services' ("VeriSign") Whois database is provided by VeriSign for
information purposes only, and to assist persons in obtaining information
about or related to a domain name registration record. VeriSign does not
guarantee its accuracy. By submitting a Whois query, you agree to abide
by the following terms of use: You agree that you may use this Data only
for lawful purposes and that under no circumstances will you use this Data
to: (1) allow, enable, or otherwise support the transmission of mass
unsolicited, commercial advertising or solicitations via e-mail, telephone,
or facsimile; or (2) enable high volume, automated, electronic processes
that apply to VeriSign (or its computer systems). The compilation,
repackaging, dissemination or other use of this Data is expressly
prohibited without the prior written consent of VeriSign. You agree not to
use electronic processes that are automated and high-volume to access or
query the Whois database except as reasonably necessary to register

http://reports.internic. net/cgi/whois?whois_nic=newsalert.com&type=domain Page 1 of 2
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domain names or modify existing registrations. VeriSign reserves the right
to restrict your access to the Whois database in its sole discretion to ensure
operational stability. VeriSign may restrict or terminate your access to the

Whois database for failure to abide by these terms of use. VeriSign
. reserves the right to modify these terms at any time.

The Registry database contains ONLY .COM, .NET, -.EDU domains and
Registrars.

Report Inaccurate Whoislisting
 

This page last updated 01/24/2003
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Questions

How can | get
my Site included
in the Archive?

How can 1

remove my
site’s pages
from the

Wayback
Machine?

Whatisthe
Internet Archive

Wayback
Machine?

Can[link to old

pages on the
Wayback
Machine?

Why isn't the
site I'm looking
for in the

archive?

Whatdoesit
mean when a
site's archive
data has been1

"updated"?

Who was

involved in the
creation of the

Internet Archive

Wayback
Machine?

How wasthe

Wayback
Machine made?

http://www.archive.org/about/faqs.php
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[ The Wayback Machine | Texts and Books | Audio
Movies | FreeCache | DocuComp| About the Movies | About the Prelinger Movies | Contributing to the

Archive | Forums

  ecarsecanaeanernansiennmanniendurukenuttin.rei

  {| The Internet Archive | Downloading and Playing  
  

 | Virtual Library Cards (AKA Accounts) | SFLan ]
 

 

The Wayback Machine

How can| get mysite included in the Archive?

Alexa Internet has been crawling the web since 1996, which has resulted in a massive
archive. If you have a website, and you would like to ensurethat it is saved for posterity
in the Internet Archive, and you've searched wayback and found no results, you canvisit
the Alexa’s "Webmasters" page at
http://pages. alexa.com/help/webmasters/index.html#crawl site.

Method 2: if you have the Alexa toolbarinstalled, just visit a site.

Method 3: while visiting a site, use the 'show related links’ in Internet Explorer, which uses
the Alexa service.

Sites are usually crawled within 24 hours and no more then 48. Right now there is a 6-12
month lag between the date a site is crawled and the dateit appears in the Wayback
Machine.

 
How can | removemysite's pages from the Wayback Machine?

The Internet Archive is not interested in preserving or offering access to Websites or
other Internet documents of persons who do not wanttheir materials in the collection. By
placing a simple robots.txtfile on your Web server, you can exclude your site from being
crawled as well as exclude anyhistorical pages from the Wayback Machine.

Internet Archive uses the exclusion policy intended for use by both academic and non-
academicdigital repositories and archivists. See our exclusion policy.

You canfind exclusion directions at exclude.php. If you cannot place the robots.txtfile, opt
not to, or have further questions, email us at info at archive dotorg.

Whatis the Internet Archive Wayback Machine?

The internet Archive Wayback Machineis a service that allows peopleto visit archived
versions of Websites. Visitors to the Wayback Machine can type in a URL, select a date
range, and then begin surfing on an archived version of the Web. Imagine surfing circa
1999 andlooking at all the Y2K hype,orrevisiting an older version of yourfavorite Web
site. The internet Archive Wayback Machine can makeall of this possible.

Can I link to old pages on the Wayback Machine?

Yes! The Wayback Machineis built so that it can be used and referenced. If you find an
archived page that you would like to reference on your Web page or in an article, you can

2/9/2006
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How largeis the
Archive?

Whattype of
machinery is
used in this
Internet

Archive?

How do you
archive dynamic
pages?

Why are some
sites harderto
archive than
others?

Somesitesare
not available

because of
robots.txt or
other

exclusions.
What doesthat
mean?

How can | help
the internet
Archive and the

Wayback
Machine?

Can | search the
Archive?

Why am | getting
broken orgray
images ona
site?

How do i contact
the Internet
Archive?

Whatis the

Wayback
Machine's

Copyright
Policy?

Whyis the
Internet Archive
collecting sites
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copy the URL. You can even use fuzzy URL matching and date specification... but that's a
bit more advanced.

Whyisn't the site I'm looking for in the archive?

Somesites may not be included because the automated crawlers were unaware oftheir
existence at the time of the crawl,It's also possible that some sites were not archived
because they were password protected, blocked by robots.txt, or otherwise inaccessible
to our automated systems. Siteowners might have also requested that their sites be
excluded from the Wayback Machine. Whenthis has occurred, youwill see a “blocked
site error" message. Whena site is excluded because of robots.txt you will see a
“robots.txt query exclusion error’ message.

Whatdoesit mean whena site's archive data has been “updated”?

Whenour automated systems crawl the web every few monthsorso, we find that only
about 50% of all pages on the web have changed from our previous visit. This means that
muchof the content in our archive is duplicate material. If you don't see ""*"" next to an
archived document, then the content on the archived pageis identical to the previously
archived copy.

Whowasinvolvedin the creation of the Internet Archive Wayback Machine?

“The original idea for the Internet Archive Wayback Machine beganin 1996, when the
Internet Archive first began archiving the web. Now,five years later, with over 100
terabytes and a dozen web crawls completed, the Internet Archive has madethe Internet
Archive Wayback Machine available to the public. The Internet Archive hasrelied on
donations of web crawls, technology, and expertise from Alexa Internet and others. The
Internet Archive Wayback Machine is owned and operated bythe Internet Archive."

How was the Wayback Machine made?

Alexa Internet, in cooperation with the Internet Archive, has designed a three dimensional
index that allows browsing of web documents over multiple time periods, and turned this
unique feature into the Wayback Machine.

Howlargeis the Archive?

The Internet Archive Wayback Machine contains approximately 1 petabyte of data andis
currently growing at a rate of 20 terabytes per month. This eclipses the amountof text
contained in the world's largestlibraries, including the Library of Congress.If you tried to
place the entire contents of the archive onto floppy disks (we don't recommend this!) and
laid them endto end, it would stretch from New York, past Los Angeles, and halfwayto
Hawaii.

Whattype of machinery is usedin this Internet Archive?

Muchof the Internet Archive is stored on hundredsofslightly modified x86 servers. The
computersrun on the Linux operating system. Each computer has 512Mb of memory and
can hold just over 1 Terabyte of data on ATA disks. Howeverwe are developing a new
wayof storing our data on a smaller machine. Each machinewill store 1 terabyte. For
more information go to www.petabox.org.

from the How do you archive dynamic pages?
Internet? What

makestheThere are many different kinds of dynamic pages, some of whichare easily stored in an
information archive and someof which fall apart completely. When a dynamic page renders standard
useful? html, the archive works beautifully. When a dynamic page contains forms, JavaScript, or

http://www.archive.org/about/faqs.php 2/9/2006
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protect my
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‘failed

connection’ and
other error

messages
mean?
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Wayback
Machine?

How doesthe
Wayback
Machine behave

with Javascript
turned off?

How did | end up
onthelive
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other elementsthat require interaction with the originating host, the archive will not
contain the original site's functionality.

Why are somesites harderto archive than others?

If you look at our collection of archivedsites, you will find some broken pages, missing
graphics, and somesites that aren't archived at all. Here are some things that makeit
difficult to archive a website:

© Robots.txt -- We respect robot exclusion headers.
¢ Javascript -- Javascript elements are often hard to archive, but especiallyif they

generate links without having the full name in the page. Plus,if javascript needs to
contactthe originating server in orderto work,it will fail when archived.

® Serverside image maps -- Like any functionality on the web,if it needs to contact
the originating server in order to work,it will fail when archived.

e Unknownsites -- The archive contains craw's of the Web completed by Alexa
Internet. If Alexa doesn't know aboutyour site, it won't be archived. Usethe Alexa
Toolbar (available at www.alexa.com), andit will know about your page. Or you
can visit Alexa's Archive Your Site page at
http://pages.alexa.com/help/webmasters/index.html#craw! site.

e Orphan pages-- If there are no links to your pages, the robot won'tfindit (the
robots don't enter queries in search boxes.)

As a generalrule of thumb, simple htmlis the easiest to archive.

Somesites are not available becauseof robots.txt or other exclusions. What does
that mean?

The Standard for Robot Exclusion (SRE) is a means by which website owners can
instruct automated systems notto crawltheir sites. Web site owners can specify files or
directories that are disallowed from a crawl, and they can even create specific rules for
different automated crawlers.All of this information is containedin a file called robots.txt.
While robots.txt has been adopted as the universal standard for robot exclusion,
compliance with robots.txt is strictly voluntary. In fact most websites do not have a
robots.txtfile, and many web crawlers are not programmed to obeythe instructions
anyway. However, AlexaInternet, the companythat crawls the web for the Internet
Archive, does respect robots.txt instructions, and even does so retroactively. If a web site
ownerdecides he / she prefers not to have a web crawlervisiting his / herfiles and sets
up robots.txt on the site, the Alexa crawlers will stop visiting thosefiles and will make
unavailableall files previously gathered from that site. This means that sometimes, while
using the Internet Archive Wayback Machine, you mayfind a site that is unavailable due
to robots.txt (you will see a "robots.txt query exclusion error" message). Sometimes a web
site ownerwill contact us directly and ask us to stop crawling or archiving a site, and we
endevorto comply with these requests. When you come accross a "biockedsite error"
message, that meansthat a siteowner has made such a request and it has been honored.

Howcan [ helpthe Internet Archive and the Wayback Machine?

The Internet Archive actively seeks donationsof digital materials for preservation. If you
have digital materials that may beofinterestto future generations, please let us know by
sending an email to info at archive dot org. The Internet Archiveis also seeking additional
funding to continue this important mission, You canclick the donate tab above orclick
here. Thank you for considering us in your charitable giving.

Can | search the Archive?

Usingthe Internet Archive Wayback Machine,it is possible to search for the names of
sites contained in the Archive (URLs) and to specify date ranges for your search. We
hopeto implementa full text search engine at somepointin the future.

2/9/2006
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version of a . . .
site? or | clicked||Why am | getting broken or gray images onasite?
on X date, but
now | am on Y Broken images (whenthere is a small red "x" where the image should be) occur when the
date, how is that||images are not available on our servers. Usually this means that we did not archive them.
possible? Gray imagesare the result of robots.ixt exclusions. The site in question may have blocked

robot accessto their images directory.

 
Howdo I contact the internet Archive?

All questions about the Wayback Machine, orother Internet Archive projects, should be
addressedto info at archive dot org.

Whatis the Wayback Machine's Copyright Policy?

The Internet Archive respects the intellectual property rights and otherproprietary rights of
others. The Internet Archive may, in appropriate circumstancesand atits discretion,
remove certain contentor disable access to content that appearsto infringe the copyright
or other intellectual property rights of others. If you believe that your copyright has been
violated by material available throughthe Internet Archive, please provide the Internet
Archive Copyright Agent with the following information:

Identification of the copyrighted work that you claim has beeninfringed;
An exact description of where the material about which you complain is located
within the internet Archive collections;
Your address, telephone number, and email address;
A statementby you that you have a good-faith belief that the disputed use is not
authorized by the copyright owner,its agent, or the law;
A statement by you, made underpenalty of perjury, that the above information in
yournotice is accurate and that you are the ownerof the copyright interest involved
or are authorized to act on behalf of that owner,

* Yourelectronic or physical signature.

Internet Archive uses the exclusion policy intended for use by both academic and non-
academicdigital repositories and archivists. See our full exciusion policy.

The Internet Archive Copyright Agent can be reached asfollows:

Internet Archive Copyright Agent
Internet Archive
Presidio of San Francisco
P.O. Box 29244

San Francisco, CA 94129
Phone: 415-561-6767

Email: info at archive dot org

Whyis the Internet Archive collecting sites from the Internet? What makes the
information useful?

Mostsocieties place importance on preservingartifacts of their culture and heritage.
Without suchartifacts, civilization has no memory and no mechanism to learn from its
successes andfailures. Our culture now produces more and moreartifacts in digital form.
The Archive's mission is to help preserve those artifacts and create an Internetlibrary for
researchers, historians, and scholars. The Archive collaborates with institutions including
the Library of Congress and the Smithsonian.

Do you archive email? Chat?

No, we do not collect or archive chat systems or personal email messagesthat have not

http://www.archive.org/about/faqs.php 2/9/2006
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been posted to Usenetbulletin boardsor publicly accessible online message boards.

Do you collect all the sites on the Web?

No, wecollect only publicly accessible Web pages. We donot archive pages that require
a password to access, pages tagged for "robot exclusion" by their owners, pages that are
only accessible when a persontypes into and sends a form, or pages on secure servers.
if a site owner properly requests removal of a Website through
http:/Avww.archive.org/about/exclude.php, wewill exclude that site from the Wayback
Machine.

Is there any personal information in these collections?

Wecollect Web pagesthat are publicly accessible. These may include pages with
personalinformation.

Whohas accessto the collections? What about the public?

Anyone can accessour collections through our website archive.org. The web archive can
be searched using the Wayback Machine.

The Archive makesthe collections available at no cost to researchers,historians, and
scholars. At present, it takes someone with a certain level of technical knowledge to
accesscollections in a way other than our website, but there is no requirement that a user
be affiliated with any particular organization.

‘How can | get a copy of the pages on my Website? If my site got hacked or
damaged,could | get a backup from the Archive?"

Our terms of use do not cover backups for the general public. However, you may use the
Internet Archive Wayback Machine to locate and access archived versions of your web
site. We can't guarantee that your site has been orwill be archived. For siteowners only
weoffer limited backup capabilites. Send your requestto info at archive dot org for more
information.

  

Can people downloadsites from the collections?

Our terms of use specify that usersof the collections are not to copy data from the
collections.If there are special circumstances that you think the Archive should consider,
please contact info at archive dot org.

How do you protect my privacy if you archive my site?

The Archive collects Web pagesthat are publicly available — the same ones that you
mightfind as you surfed around the Web. We do not archive pages that require a
password to access, pages taggedfor "robot exclusion" by their owners, pages that are
only accessible when a person types into and sends a form, or pages on secure servers.
We also provide information on removing a site from the collections. Those who use the
collections must agree to certain termsof use.

Like a public library, the Archive provides free and open accessto its collections to
researchers,historians, and scholars. Our cultural norms have long promoted access to
documents that were, but no longerare, publicly accessible.

Given the rate at which the Internet is changing — the averagelife of a Web pageis only
77 days — if no effort is madeto preserveit,it will be entirely and irretrievably lost. Rather
than let this momentslip by, we are proceeding with documenting the growth and content
of the Internet, using libraries as our model.

http://www.archive.org/about/faqs.php 2/9/2006
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If you are interested in these issues, please join and contribute to our announcement and
discussionlists.

Whatdoes ‘failed connection’ and other error messages mean?

Below is a list of the main error messages you will see while searching the Wayback
Machine. If you see an error message that does not have the Internet Archive Wayback
Machine logo in the upperleft corner, you are mostlikely looking at an archived page or
the live web.

Failed Connection: The serverthat the particular piece of information lives on is down.
Generally these clear up within two weeks.

Robots.txt Query Exclusion: A robots.txt is something that a site ownerputs on their site
that keeps crawlerslike our own from crawling them. TheInternet Archive retroactively
respects all robots. txt.

Blocked Site Error: Site owners, copyright holders and others whofit Internet Archive's
exclusion policy have requested thatthe site be excluded from the Wayback Machine.For
exclusion criteria, please see our exclusion policy (we use the same one used and
developed by other digital repositories and archivists both academic and’ non-academic).

Path Index Error: A path index error messagerefers to a problem in our database wherein
the information requestedis not available (generally because of a machineorsoftware
issue, however each case can bedifferent). We cannot always completely fix these errors
in a timely manner.

Not in Archive: Generally this meansthatthe site archived has a redirect onit and thesite
you are redirected to is notin the archive or cannot be found on the live web.

Whyare there no recent archives in the Wayback Machine?

We do not add pagesless than 6 monthsafter they are collected, because ofthe time
delayed donation from Alexa. Updates can take up to 12 months in some cases.

There is no accessto files before they appear in the Wayback Machine.

How does the Wayback Machine behave with Javascript turned off?

If you have Javascript turned off, images and links will be from the live web, not from our
archive of old Webfiles.

How did | end up onthelive version ofa site? or | clicked on X date, but now fam
on Y date, how is that possible?

Not every datefor every site archived is 100% complete. When you are surfing an
incomplete archived site the Wayback Machinewill grab the closest available date to the
one you arein for the links that are missing. In the event that we do not havethelink
archived atall, the Wayback Machinewill look forthe link on the live web and grabit if
available. Pay attention to the date code embeddedin the archivedurl. Thisis the list of
numbersin the middle:it translates as yyyymmddhhmmss. For examplein this url
http:/Aweb.archive.org/web/20000229123340/http:/Avww.yahoo.com/ the date the site was
crawled was Feb 29, 2000 at 12:33 and 40 seconds.

Questions Texts and Bocks

How do I view How do | view the DJVU books? 
http://www.archive.org/about/faqs.php 2/9/2006
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DJVU is a open format for scanned documents. There are free readers available at:

http://wwwJizardtech, com/download/?x=2&p=1&o0=1 &titl=Download*20DiVu%
20Browser%20Plug-in

for windows, mac,linux, mac OS-X,solaris.
Try it. Welike this compact, searchable, good looking, and open format.

Whatis the status of the Internet Bookmobile?

Internet Archive's Internet Bookmobile is currently out of commission. HoweverEric
Eldred it currently (May 2004) touring the U.S.with his bookmobile. You can contact him
by writing to: ericeldred at usa.net. You can also post questions, stop requests,etc to the
bookmobile forum as well. There is also a new organization called Anywhere Books
(anywherebooks.org) thatis working to put bookmobiles in struggling nations.

How do | view the PDF books?

Booksthat are available in PDF format require Adobe Acrobat. The softwareis free to
download and use.

How do | download a bookin tk3 format?

This is a beautiful format, and well worth trying. To download a reader for Windows and
Mac (pre OSX) go to http: /Awww.nightkitchen.com/download/reader/index.phtml

What equipment does the Bookmobile use to print and bind books?

You can findalist of all the hardware and software used in the bookmobile here:
http://www.archive.org/texts/bookmobile-in_it.php

You can also see a movie of a book being made here:
http:/Avww.archive.org/details/HowToMakeABookmov

The directory structure for the texts?

in orderto store all the texts that the archive has, andwill eventually acquire, the directory
structureis:

IDENTIFIER/IDENTIFIER.extension(tif, djvu, pdf)

IDENTIFIER: Uniquein Archive's collection, alphanumeric (URLsafe), this is the original
name adopted bythe originating collection (alphanumeric characters and _-. Best if from 5
to 80 characters). One formatis [title:8-16][vol:2][author:4]flibrary:4]
EXTENSIONS:

e If the originalfiles aretif files, then:
¢ IDENTIFIER_orig.tif: All the orginal tiffs are stored in the form of multi pagetiff.
Demoware windowsviewerInformatik Image Viewer.If it goes over 2GB, then it is stored
as a tar of singlepagetifs the directory named
IDENTIFIER_orig_tifADENTIFIER_orig_XXXX.tif resulting in a file called
IDENTIFIER_orig_tif.tar
© |DENTIFIER.tif: All the cleaned uptifs (usually cropped, despeckled, deskewed) are
Stored in the form of multi pagetiffs.If it goes over 2GB, thenit is stored as a tar of a
directory named AIDENTIFIER_tifADENTIFIER_XXXXtif resulting in a file called
IDENTIFIER_tif.tar

° [If the originalfiles are JPEG JP2 or CR?files, then:
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e All the original jpg files are used to make a zipfile named IDENTIFIER_orig_jpg.zip
where the namesof the pagesin the zipped directory are
IDENTIFIER_orig_jpg/IDENTIFIER_orig_XXXX.jpg.If the resulting file is greater than
2GB(thus breaking the zip format until zip64 is common), then the file will be in tar format
named IDENTIFIER_orig_jpg.tar. If the originals are jp2 or er2 files, then substitute these
extentions above.

* Similarly all the processed jpgfiles (cropped and deskewed) are used to make a zipfile
named IDENTIFIER_jpg.zip where the namesof the pagesin the zipped directory are
IDENTIFIER_jpg/IDENTIFIER_XXXxXjpg. If the resulting file is greater than 2GB (thus
breaking the zip format until zip64 is common), thenthefile will be in tar format named
IDENTIFIER_jpg.tar
e Inthe case wherethere is a small jpg versionof the files for on-screen access then a
similar naming convention is used from the _orig.jpg version above, but with 200KB
resulting in a file named IDENTIFIER_200KB_jpg.zip where the namesof the pagesin the
zipped directory are IDENTIFIER_200KB_jpg/IDENTIFIER_200KB_XXXxX.jpg. An
equivalent version can be done with other sizes and different formats such as jp2.
¢ IDENTIFIER.djvu:A nifty open scanned bookformat created by AT&T Labs and
enhanced by LizardTech.com enabling compression and easeof reprinting. This file will
also be ocr'd to makethe text searchable.( /djvu/bin/documenttodjvu --filelist.txt
temp.djvu, /djvu/bin --ocraatttt.djvu)
e IDENTIFIER_djvu.xmithis is an xml version of the OCR output which has the word
positions (as a bounding box). this is used for building the djvu file, and is used for
searching the flip books, and maybe constructing a searchable pdf in the future.
¢ IDENTIFIER.pdf: Adobe acrobatformat that is derived from the .tif file if present.
e IDENTIFIER.txt.tar.gz or .art.tar.gz: If there are OCR'edtextfiles associated with each
page, these are tarred and gzippedin txt format or art which is sakhr format.
¢ IDENTIFIER_cover.doc or .sxw:
coverof the book, somein legal and someletter. doc is Microsoft Word, and sxw is
OpenOffice.

¢ IDENTIFIER_xxxx_bookplate.jp2 or Jpg: is thefile that has a bookplate that
acknowledgesthose behind creating the digital version. xxxx is the page thatit will
replace in the access formats.

e IDENTIFIER_meta.xmi: This has the catalog data(title, author, publisher, copyright
information) and information about the book found while scanning (size, who scannedit)
stored in a dublincore-like XML. format.

¢ IDENTIFIER_meta.mre: This will be the MARC (Machine Readable Cataloging) records
for the book which provides the mechanism by which computers exchange, use and
interpret bibliographic information andits data elements make up the foundation of most
library catalogs used today.
e IDENTIFIER_marc.xml: marcxml format of marc record
e IDENTIFIER_metasource.xml: where the metadata information came from (metadata
about the metadata:)).
LEGACY FORMATS:This could be OTIFF | PTIFF | TXT.

¢ OTIFF: Theseare the original tiff images of the scansofthe books. (to create
multipagetifs we used a unixutil: tiffep OTIFF/*.tif aaaittt_orig.tif)

e PTIFF: These are processed images (cropped,desqewed,depeckled) from the
originaltiffs.

¢ TXT: These are the textfiles that have been created by doing Optical Character
Recoginiton (OCR) on thetiff images.

* Weplan to eventually remove OTIFF|PTIFF|TXTdirectories,

How do you removeline breaks from the Gutenberg texts?

in Word usefind and replace 3 times:

Step 1. Find two paragraph markers - “pp
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Replace with a neutral character ~ or # or @

Step 2. Find one para markers - “p

Replace with a single space

(This might take about 10-15 minutes on largefiles)

Step 3. Put 2 para markers back in - find ~

Replace “p*p

Whatis the best wayto link to a book?

Every bookin the Archive has anidentifier. For example, RomeoAndJuliet. To link to the
book, you should use the following URL:

http://www.archive.org/download/RomeoAndJuliet

Can | volunteer for the book project?

Volunteers are welcome to come to our San Francisco location during business hours and
help make books. These books are given out as calling cards and thank yougifts to help
raise awarenessfo the Internet Archive. Please write to info at archive dot org for more
information or to make an appointment.

Audio

Whatis the Live Music Archive all about?

This audio archive is an online public library of live recordings available for royalty-free,
no-cost public downloads. We only host materia! by trade-friendly artists: those who like
the idea of noncommercial distribution of someorall of their live material. Live recordings
are a part of our culture and might belost in 100 years if they're not archived. We think
music maiters and want to preserveit for future generations.

The LMA drawsstrength from the membersof etree.org and other online communities of
music fans devoted to providing public access to high-quality digital recordings of tradable
performances. Typically, recordings are made by the fans themselves, Recordings are
preserved in "Lossless" archival compression formats such as Shorten or FLAC (MP3 is
not Lossless) for highest quality preservation.

Patrons may download from the LMA with the understandingthat the artists still hold their
copyrights. All materialis strictly noncommercial, both for access here and for anyfurther
distribution.

| noticed a recording | uploaded and markedfor ‘no lossy formats' somehow had
them created (mp3, ogg, m3u,etc...) and they are being hosted here. How can |
remove them so only the lossless formatis available?

if you come acrossthis situation and you are the uploader, click [edit] and then ‘Update’.
You should see the message "Format Options Updated Successfully". Within 10 minutes
the system will create a "_rules.conf'file in the recording's folder. Then, the next time the
system performs an automatic sweep looking for changes,it will notice the new rulesfile
and removethe lossyfiles automatically. The sweep occurs approximately twice a day, so
you should seethe files removed within 12-24 hours. :
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If you are notthe uploader,fill out an error report letting us know that the derivatives
shouldn't be there and an admin will remove them whentheygetto the error report.

Can | log into an FTP server to download these concerts?

Yes, you can log into audioXX.archive.org (where XX is a number), with the username
anonymous and use your email address as the password. Each recordingwill have a link
for FTP information thatwill tell you which number server the showis on, and in which
directory.

What are SHNfiles?

SHN standsfor shorten. It is a lossless compression algorithm for digital music.It was
developed by SoftSound and it compresses music files to 50-60% of their original size,
with no lossin quality. See this FAQ.

What are MD5files?

MD5files contain checksums,strings of characters used to uniquely representa file.
These checksumsenable usersto verify that musicfiles downloaded correctly.

How can| listen to SHNfiles?

Macintosh: Download andinstall MacAmpLite, a multi-format audio player, and then
install the Shorten Plugin for MacAmp.

Windows: Download andinstall WinAmp, a multi-format audio player, and theninstall the
ShnAmpPlugin for WinAmp.

Linux or any other UNIX-basedarchitecture: Download and install the xmms-shn plugin
for the XMMS media player.

How do | burn SHNfiles to CD as audio tracks?

Youwill first need to convert the SHN files to another formatthat your burning program is
familiar with. The following programswill convert SHN files to WAVfiles, which can be
burned to a CD. More resourcesarelisted in this FAQ.

Macintosh: Download andinstall Doug Hornig's tool, appropriatelytitled, Shorten for
Macintosh.

Windows: Downloadandinstall Michael K. Weise's tool, mkwACT. Or, another good tool
is Foobar2000 - make sure you get the "Special" version to have Shorten compatibility!

 

Linux or any other UNIX-based architecture: Download andinstall shorten. 

There's no setlist for this show - OR - The setlist does not match upwith the
numberoffiles. Should | submit an error report?

There has been an increasing number of shows uploaded to the Live Music collection
without setlist information, or the setlist was not properly matchedto the files. When you
notice a recordinglike this, please submit an error report only if you have an updated
setlist, or you are able to matchthefiles up correctly.

We would prefer that you do not submit error reports letting us know that thereis no setlist
- tracking downsetlists for every concert and matching them up to the recordingsis a
monumental task that has grown beyond the capabilities of the small group.of Archive.org
admins. We wouldlike fans that are familiar with each artist's material to help us with this
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project - in your error report, please give us specific instructions on what changes to make
and wewill do so.

Whatare FLACfiles?

FLAC stands for free lossless audio codec.It is an open source, lossless compression
algorithm for digital music. It compresses musicfiles to 50-60% oftheir Original size, with
no loss in quality. More FLAC information can be found on the FLAC sourceforge site and
in this etree FAQ.

If you upload FLACfilesets to the LMA, pleasefollow the naming standards to help the
checking program here. Directories should be namedwith .flac16 or.flac24 suffix,
not.flac, Otherwise, the program will report failures.

Whatare FFPfiles?

FFP files contain checksums,strings of characters used to uniquely represent a FLACfite.
These checksumsenable usersto verify which particular source a file comesfrom.

How can| listen to FLACfiles?

Macintosh: Download andinstall MacAmpLite, a multi-format audio player, and then
install the FLAC Plugin for MacAmp.

Windows: Download andinstall WinAmp,a multi-format audio player, and then install the
FLAC Plugin for WinAmp.

Linux or any other UNIX-based architecture: Download and copy "libxmms-flac.so" to your
XMMS media playerinput plugins folder.

How do | burn FLACfiles to CD as audio tracks?

You will first need to convert the FLACfiles to another format that your burning program is
farniliar with. Windows users can use the FLAC Frontend, to convert FLACfiles to WAV
files, which are suitable for burning programs. For Macintosh OS X users, Dan Greuel has
created a too! called MacFLAC.

 

Whyare there no shows by band X?

We'd like to make sure that a trade-friendly band would not mind having their showsin the
Archive for public download. The best way for usto find outis by getting permission from
a band representative or by the band's having an explicit policy that coversthis type of
site. If there are no showsby the band, either we don't have enoughof this information to
go forward with archiving, they have declined participation, or we are ready to accept
showsbut no one has uploaded anything yet. You can check onthe status of bands in the
Archive here (and see next FAQ question).

Trade-unfriendly bandswill not be foundin the Archive, norwill otherwise trade-friendly
bands who have declined to have material archived here.

Bands,see other relevant FAQs here and here. Patrons, see more about how you can
help here.

Whatis the status of band X for the Archive?

You can check on the status of a band relative to the Archive on the Trade-Friendiy Band
Information page. We have 3 categories: .
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May be Archived- Band sections have been activated by Archive admins. Shows can be
hosted here to the extent permitted by the band. Click on the band name and thentheir
Noteslink to see whatlimits they may have placed on taping, trading or archiving.

Pending- When a patron addsa fresh entry for an an additional trade-friendly band, the
new band section is placed in the Pending category, with default status "Not contacted"in
its Notes. Adminswill update the contact status based on information that people send to
etree at archive dotorg.

Opted Out- Some bandsthat may be otherwise trade-friendly may have explicitly said,
"No, thanks" to our project. We respecttheir wishes. Westill keep notes oftheir
taping/trading policies for reference.

If there is no listing for a band here, maybe they are not trade-friendly, or no one has
thought to create a pending section for them yet. In the latter case, chances are no one
hastried contacting the bandyet(orif a person hastried, he hasn't told us aboutit yet
(email etree at archive dot org)).

Bands, see other relevant FAQs here and here. Patrons, see more about how you can
help here.

I'm an artist who wouldlike to be included in the Archive, what do | need to do?

We'd love to have you!Just write to us at etree at archive dot org in English giving some
kind of permission for us to archive your showsfor public download and noncommercial,
royalty-free circulation. {t does not need to be a formally worded declaration, and can
come from anyone youfeel has the "say-so.” We just need to be clear on how you feel
aboutthe project. We will put relevant quotes in our Band information section, along with
a link to your official website.

If you happen to make your own BandInformation section,it is still necessary to email us
in orderto activate the section. We wantto be sure that the desired listing really is coming
from you (more discussion here).

You can give as muchoraslittle scope for archiving as you like. Some bandsplace limits
on what can be hosted, and we can accomodate those. Archive Curators, volunteer fans
who haveproven to bein line with the spirit of this archive, will attempt to screen
contributions for OK’ed material only.

At the sametime you give the go-ahead, feel free to pass along any notesorpolicy links
on your general taping/trading stance as well. You don't need to have a formalwritten or
posted policy before inclusion, but we'd like to know how you feel about the topic.

Besides fans' sending their copies of your shows, you can also prepare and upload your
ownlive recordings to the Archive, if you like. In fact,if you'd like to limit your material to
selected contributions from you only, pleasejustlet us know.

If you have any questions aboutthe project, please ask us anytime at etree at archive dot
org.

Can | upload concert videos?

Atthis time, video uploads are not being accepted, namely because mostof the bands
archived prohibit the video taping of their shows. Moreover, unlike audio, where we
actually have a shotat archiving the vast majority of any given band's live concerts (in
very high quality format), video is scarce and, unless made by the artist (in which case,it's
typically for commercial purposes), is not of particularly good quality.

The progress of my upload says ‘File metadata XMLinvalid. Waiting for user to
correct.’ How can| fix this?
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Thisis typically causedbyillegal symbols being used somewherein the information that
wasputinto one of the forms submitted with the show (either the import form or "File
Options"). Double checkthat the only characters being used are thosevisible on a
Standard 104 key keyboard. More information and a few examples are here.

If you have trouble finding the cause, please post to the forum for help. An admin will have
to resubmit the recording for anothertry, so please send an email including a link to the
recording to etree AT archive DOTorg if you believe you have cleared the issue.

How do | upload a show to the LMA?

Be sure that you are logged in as an Internet Archive member,then click here. The
directories and files you upload should be namedin accordancewith etree.org standards,
which can be found here. Additionally, to facilitate the importing of shows, name the top
directory like this: bbyyyy-mm-dd.source. shnf
Each show mustbein its own, nameddirectory in order to be seen by the importing
system.

{Special Admin Note for uploads containing a numberin the band abbreviation prefix: In
these cases only, please add a dash betweenthe prefix and date in the directory name
(foo4tet-2002-02-02.shnf) so the import softwarewill work. Usually, directory names must
not have the dash (footet2002-02-02.shnf) to be imported. Numbers in the abbreviation
are special cases.]

| have more audio questions...who do | ask?

Feelfree to email etree at archive dot org with any questions, and we'll do our best to post
the answers here as soon as possible. Also, the message board is a great resource; with
so manykind, knowledgablefolks out there, you can often get a speedy answer to your
question.

| have a different source for a showthat is already in the archive, should | uploadit
anyway?

Yes! in keeping with the nature ofthis Archive,it is appropriate for multiple sources of the
same showto be available for download. When you upload the new source, be sure to
namethe source in the show'stoplevel folder to avoid confusion. Some bandsdo place
limits on the types of sources allowed (such as soundboard recordings), so please check
the policy for any given band.

How can | help get bands into the Live Music Archive?

If you know of a trade-friendly live-performing band that is a good candidate for the
Archive, you caninitiate contact. Sometips and letter templates can be found here. When
you write, makeit clear you are asking about the Live Music Archive at archive.org. Don't
just ask about their general taping/trading stance. We want bandsto know what's up.

Next, follow up with a messageto etree at archive dot org. Mention when youtried to
contact the band and whai contact point you used. These are important in order to update
our contact records. You can create a new "pending" section for the band on the Band
Information page if one isn't listed there yet. Admins will update the contactstatus in that
section based on the message you send us.

 

if you receive a reply from the band, positive or negative, send a complete copyof the
email, complete with its sender's address, to etree at archive dotorg.It's a good idea to
send a copy of what you asked them as well (if not quoted in the reply), sinceit will give
context to the answer. We need to havefull info in hand in order to set up the band
appropriately in the Archive, and we may need to contact them for followup. questions.
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If you are hesitant to make contact yourself, you can mention the band to Archive admins
(send email to etree at archive dot org) and they cantry a contactas time permits. To help
out, first add the band to the Trade-Friendly Band Information pageif it is notlisted
already.

When I download concerts, | constantly get disconnected before the download
completes. What can| dotofix this?

If you are downloading large files from the collection with your Internet Browser and
experience trouble maintaining a reliable connection to our servers, we recommend that
you use FTP instead (File Transfer Protocol). Almost all FTP clients will allow your
download to resumeif the connection get broken. In addition, many will allow you to set
up a queueoffiles that will automatically reconnect and resume whenit notices that the
transfer has stopped.

Fora list of recommended free FTP clients, see this FAQ.

What's the deal with WAV MD5files?

MD5 cheksumsfiles are not exclusive to SHNfiles, in fact, an MD5 checksum can be
used to ensure the accuracyof any datafile (e.g. .doc, .mp3, .mpeg). Some seeders
produce MD5 checksumsfor their WAVfiles, as well as the SHNfiles. This is just an extra
level of protection to ensure exact copies of the original WAVfiles are being burned from
the SHNfiles. Checking a WAVfile with a MD5 cheksumis nodifferent than checking a
SHNfile. if you use mkwACT,you canjustright click on the wav MD5 and choose "verify."

| just uploaded a directory that contained WAV MD5 checksums,is that OK?

The WAV MD65checksumsare ignored by our robot and will not cause problems for your
recording.

My failure email is indicating that the text file failed. What can | do?

Unlike FLAC or SHN,textfiles do not translate identically from 1 platform to another.
Since the archive.org servers run Unix,textfiles created on other Operating Systemswill
fail their MDScheck. We recommend uploaders removeanytextfiles from their MD5'sif
they are having this problem.

When| try to connectto a server via FTP, | get the error “connection timeout." How
can I fix this?

This error is caused by a setting in your FTPclient, thatlimits the amountof time your
FTP client will wait for a server to respond.In orderto fix this problem, increase the
“servertimeout" setting; a setting of 180 seconds should be enoughtime to connect to the
archive.org servers. If you use SmartFTP, the "servertimeout" setting can be found in
Tools > Settings > Connections.

Can bandspiace restrictions on material to be archived?

Yes. Each bandcantailor the extent of their permission to the Archive. We quote the
band's wishesin their section of the Band Information page. Here are some examplesof
special restrictions bands have requested.

Wehave a contribution system set up to accomodate individual bands’ requirements.
During the upload process, contributors are urged to double check the band's policy notes
at different stages. Archive Curators, volunteer fans who have provento beinline with the
Spirit of this archive, will attempt to screen contributions for OK'ed material only. in
-should|addition, access to a particular item can be removedif it becomesrestricted later (for

include it?
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Wherecan| find le adat ly ch fi ial rel tb d undother recordings||&X@mple, a date newly chosen for commercial release must be removed under some
by [trade- band's policies).
friendly band

Bands, please contact us at etree at archive dot org anytime to let us know how we canthat ti
aarontn the work with you to make things happen. 

| just uploaded a show andall the files fail the MD5 check, what's the deal?

Check to make sure the FTP program you used to upload the files is set to "binary" mode.
if you try to upload .shn or.flac files in "ASCII" mode the files will fail the MD5 check.
ASCIl is the standard format for encoding plain text files (actually a subset of binary),
while binary is used to encode almost all other types offiles. More information on binary
vs. ASCII can be found here.

\f this does not solve the problem,be surethat all the file namesin the MD&file match
the .shn file names. Be aware that the UNIX system the Internet Archive runs on is case-
sensitive.

If you upload FLACfilesets to the LMA, please follow the naming standards to help the
checking program here. Directories should be named with -flac16 or .flac24 suffix,
not .flac. Otherwise, the program will report failures.

Wherehaveali the Dave Matthews Band concerts gone? Will they be back?

At the request of the band's managementand as a result of the band's 2003 policy
change, Dave Matthews Band concerts (as well as Dave Matthews solo concerts and
Dave and Tim shows) have been removed from the Internet Archive. We're very sorry
about this unfortunate turn of events but feel like it is important to honor the wishes of the
band and its management.

For more information and discussion see this post:
http:/Avww. archive.org/iathreads/post-view.php?id=3670

Whyis there no Phish? What about Widespread Panic?

Phish has decided not to participate in the Archive at this pointin time. Their official
response can be viewed here.

Similarly, Widespread Panic has opted outof the project for the time being. They were
last contacted on 11/9/2004. Their response can be seen here.

] used to use a download manager and now it stopped working. What's the deal?

Download managers increase your download speed by connecting to the server multiple
times. Doing this does not significantly increase download speeds but dramatically hurts
the performance of the server. If you wish to use queue to download from the HTTP
servers, be sure you set your download program to only use one connection at a time.

How do | help make corrections to shows?

Sometimes people maketypos or other mistakes on uploads, or leave gapsin info that
can befilled in later. You can help supply good information for archived items. Here is the
current best method to submit corrections:

If you uploaded the show, you can make the changesto the details page yourself. Make
sure you are logged in as the user who uploaded the show and go to the details page of
the show youare trying edit. Click on the “edit" link next to the band nameat the top of the
details page and youwill be able to edit the show details including venue,location,
source,setlist, etc. Be aware that editing thesefield will only change the show details of
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the Archive's database.If you need to make changesto thetextfile, please follow the
steps below and contact an archive administrator.

If you did not upload the show,please click the 'Report Error’ button and state concisely
and precisely what the problem with that particular show is(If the problem is a missing
setlist, please see this FAQ). If there are one or more missing or brokenfiles that you can
provide, please re-upload and re-import the entire show under a new directory name, and
then hit ‘Report Error’ for the old, broken show, asking for that show to be removed.

Whatfile formats are accepted for contributions to the Live Music collection here?

Currently, the Live Music Archive will only accept audiofiles in 2 formats: Shorten (.shn)
and FLAC (flac). Please Note that MKW files (.mkw) are *NOT* an acceptable file format
for your contributions becausethey lack cross-platform compatibility (Mac users are
unable to play or decode MKWfiles)

In addition, please do notupload thelossyfiles (MP3 or OGG) next to your FLAC or SHN
formatfiles - the Archive creates those files automatically, provided that the contributor
agrees to having them available. This ensuresthatall the files here have uniform quality
options selected.

Please follow Etree.org's Seeding Guidelines when preparing your contributions for
addition to the collection. Pay particular attention to the Naming Standards section. If your
contribution does notfollow the Naming Standards they setforth,it will be frozen before
becoming available to the public and youwill be contactedto fix the filenames.

I like adding concerts. Do you have a preference on the wayI put in information?

First of all - thank you so much for contributing to the Archive. Yes, here are some
guidelines thatwill heip us maintain good records for each concert.

© Do not include HTMLin the source andlineage fields.
e Do not repeat information in the notesfields (such as source information, or

numberof discs). Only include information in the notes fields that is not already in
any otherfield.

¢ Ifatall possible, keep absolutely nothing but song namesin the setlist (even things
like disc splits, set splits, etc. should not bein this field). If possible, putting all song
names on oneline, separated by commasis wonderful.

© Do notfill in unknown field with questions marks or N/A - just leave them biank.
The exceptionto this guideline is the setlist and source fields (which are
mandatory) - in the eventthatthis information is not known, simply write
"unknown".

Once again, thank you so much!

Good FTPclients for downloading music

While HTTPis more popular, some usersfind their downloads are much morestable with
FTP. Here are a few FTP clients that users have found to work well:

For Windows Users

 
© Filezilla (support open source!)
© SmartFTP

e FTP Commander

For Mac Users

e Cyberduck (support open source!)
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e Transmit
e Fetch

® Interarchy

 

What's the deal with magic numbererrors?

if you get a magic numbererror whenlistening to or decoding a SHNfile, the SHN file is
mostlikely corrupt. First, make sure the SHN file passes MD5verification: if it does not,
redownloadthefile.If the file passes MD5 verification and youarestill getting the magic
numbererror, leave am error report via the show details page noting the magic number
error and whichtrack the error occurs on. Hopefully others who have download the show
will confirm or denythe error.If the error occurs for all downloaders, the seederwill be
contacted to provide a new, uncorrupted track. Please note that there is nothing the
Internet Archive administrators can do about a magic numbererror, becuase the only
solution to the error is re-encoding the SHN file from the original WAVfile.

Do you provide an RSSfeed of new updates to the LMA?

indeed! The URLofthe feedis http:/Awww.archive.org/services/collection-rss.php?
mediatype=etree&collection=etree You canplug this into a front end like AmphetaDesk
(available at: http:/Avww.amphetadesk.com)

Whatdoesthe "Transferred by"field mean?

This field indicates the person whodid the original DAT/MD/Cassette to WAV conversion.
Also, note that in the case of recordings madedirectly to laptops thereis no transfer.

Why don't I get an email when my uploads fail MD5 checksums?

The system currently only sends emails when MDSfiles are included. This means that, if
you're uploading FLACfiles, youstill need to generate and include an MD5file if you want
to receive informational emails aboutthe failures.

A recommendedtoolfor creating thesefiles is MDS5summer. Please note that before
uploading the MD5createdwith this tool you should open the MDSin a text editor and
remove the top 3 lines sothefirst signature is now flush with the top ofthefile.

How canI get iTunesto create a new playlist when | stream MP3s?

As an iTunes user, you might have noticed that iTunes loads the Archive's streaming
MP3s (M3Ufiles) into your library, and subsequentially the files get shuffled and are out of
order. We have comeupwith a solution to this problem.

Step by step instructions:

© Download this AppleScript application.
® Copy the m3uPlayerapplication to a permanentlocation
e Choose somerecording in the Archive to stream. This will cause an M3U to

download to your default download folder (typically your desktop).
® Click on the downloaded M3Ufile, hit option-I (or option-click and select Get Info).

Change “openwith"from ITunes to m3uPlayer (locateit wherever you savedit)
® Click changeall so thatall future M3U files will open this way .

That's it! If you have trouble, post a messageto this forum

Thanks to http:/Avww. balnaves.com/archives/000092. phpfor the code, instructions, and
inspiration
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How to play OGGfiles?

On the mac, there is a free component to ogg-ify itunes. Also vic playsit.
http:/Avww.macosxhints.com/article.php?story=20020424233612407 Otherinfo to follow.

Whatis the Laszio Flash widget?

The Laszlo Flash widget is a program which can be embedded in a web page to play MP3
files. It requires Macromedia Flash.

Currently the widget does not work in IE on the Macintosh.

Whatare the options for downloading a full recording?

Lossless: A Z!P file containing Shorten files or Flac files. Unlike formats like MP3,
lossless formats are true to the original - there is no degradation in quality.

Hi-Fi: A ZIP file containing MP3 files encoded with a variablebit rate to deliver high
quality at roughly 160kilobits per second.

Lo-Fi: A ZIP file containing MP3 files encoded at a constantbit rate of 64 kilobits per
second. Thesefiles are ideal for users with slower Internet connections.

FTP: Using an FTPclient you can log in to the Archive's servers and downloadall of the
files at once.

Whatare the options for streaming a full recording?

Hi-Fi: An MP3 playlist, readable by most players, that has the addresses of MP3files
encodedwith a variablebit rate.

Lo-Fi: An MP3 playlisi, readable by most players, that has the addresses of MP3files
encoded with at a constantbit rate of 64 kilobits per second. Thesefiles are ideal for
users with slower Internet connections.

What are the P2P Optionslinks?

The P2P,or peer to peer, option takes advantage of a technologycalled "magnetlinks"
which distributes the file and may speed up your download.If you have a peer to peer
client (such as Shareaza, Kazaa, Gnutella, LimeWire, Morpheus, Bearshare, Xolox, etc.)
installed that is configured to handle Magnetlinks (most do by default), clicking on one of
the links under the “Download via P2P” option will automatically launch your P2P client
and download the appropriate file. Internet Archive uses the powerof peer to peer and
magnetlinks to more efficiently and economically distribute files with the full approval and
permission of the artists who createdthe files.

You generally have three options for downloading, depending on the quality you want and
the speed of your connection. The higher the quality - the bigger the file - the longer the
downloadtime.

Lossless: A ZIP file containing Shortenfiles or Flac files. Unlike formats like MP3,
lossless formats are true to the original - there is no degradation in quality.

Hi-Fi: A ZIP file containing MP3files encoded with a variable bit rate to deliver high
quality at roughly 160kilobits per second.

Lo-Fi: A ZIP file containing MP3 files encoded at a constantbit rate of 64 kilobits per
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second. Thesefiles are ideal for users with slower Internet connections.

My in-progress upload says ' No metadata describingfiles found. Waiting for user
to enter metadata’ - what do I do?

There are 2 XML files that get created during the import of any recording in the collection:

showfolder_meta.xml
showfolder_files.xml

Thefirstfile gets created when you submit the import form to the collection. If thatfile
does not exist, you can createit by editing the details page and clicking Update.

The second file gets created byfilling out File Options. Justclick the link on theleft side of
the details page andfill out the form as accurately as you can.

if either of these files are missing, your Contribution may give you this message. Please
note that oncethe files get created, it takes 5-10 minutes before the system notices them
and moves on to the next stage.

I'm having trouble with a ‘blank'/corrupted ZIP file. What do I do?

There are a variety of problems that may be causing this. Here are a couple of the most
common. If you have a Mac running OSX,the default unzip utility (Stuffit) does not deal
well with those Archive ZIP files that are ‘compressed onthefly'. You may see an empty
directory - if so, then try downloading Zip Tools for Mac OS X and using the drag and drop
software within that to unzip your download. [Make sure you save your download to your
desktop beforetrying things onit.] If you're having any trouble with downloadstiming out
or being incomplete, especially on Windows, then you may be able to use download
managers such as GetRight. Thesewill restart your downloadifit fails. However, some
‘ZIP onthe fly’ downloads don't play well with download managers.If you find that to be
the case, the safest thing to do is to download each track individually in a download
manager, or use FTPto login.

When| try to import my upload, | am getting the error message ‘This directory or
files contained within the directory haveillegal characters in the name’ What does
this mean?

Thefolderorfiles that you sent to the upload server have characters in the name that
cause problems with the system - so we have designated them "illegal". This includes the
following characters in the name:

“()CPLTING % @#4&[<>'~ 1?

In addition, files and folders may not have spacesin their names.

You will need to remove any of theseillegal characters in orderfor the system to accept
your contribution.

Can| uploadlive recordings that were broadcast on XM RadioorSirius Satellite
Radio?

At this point in time, Archive.org cannot host recordings that were broadcastovereither of
these services. Subscribers have informed us that they were required to sign a "Terms of
Use” documentthat forbids the recording/hosting/rebroadcasting of any material received
from these services. Until we hear otherwise, these recordings cannot be hosted here.

The Grateful Dead is here, when will we see Jerry Garcia Band recordings?
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The taping policy of the Grateful Dead does not extend to recordings of Jerry Garcia
Band. Jerry's solo work is controlled by his estate. Representatives have said No to the
idea of hosting showsin the Live Music Archive.

How do | downloadthe files? My browserjust starts playing the file when | click the
links, I'd like to save them forlater.

To downloadthefiles on a PC, right click the link to the file, and select “Save Target As".
On the Macintosh, hold the button down while the mouseis overthelink, and when the
menu comes up, select “Save Target As".

Regarding removingthelossyfiles ... | edited my show, checked the box to remove
them and clicked update. Now whenI click update again, the boxis still not
checked. Why?

It takes 2-10 minutes for your checking of that box to 'stick’ ... see this discussion board
post: htto:/Awww.archive.org/iathreads/post-view.php?id=22816 for an explanation of why.

About Grateful Dead concerts on the Archive

Audience-made Grateful Dead concert recordings are available as downloads while
available soundboards are accessible in streaming format.

The Grateful Dead will soon be separated from the Live Music Archive into its own
collection to avoid confusion about lossless availability. The metadata and reviews for
showsand recordings, even those not available for regular download, will remain
available for those who maintain direct links. No filesets have been deleted from the
Archive; certain items are simply not public now. Prior to our completing the changes,text
files are easily referenced at a separate database.

At this time, the Grateful Dead collection is not open to public uploads. The Grateful Dead
internet Archive Project (GDIAP)will continue its direct managementofthis collection for
the time being.

Asfar as we know,there has been no changeto standard GDfan trading.It is common
for bandsto havepolicies that differ between fan trading, versus archiving here.

The upload instructions require a ‘FLAC Fingerprint’ file with my recording - how
can I create this?

In Windows:

1. Open FLAC Frontend
2. Dragall of the FLACfiles of your recording into Flac Frontend window. (you can also
use the "add" button to do this)
3. Click the “Fingerprint" button.
4. Savethefingerprintfile with a namelike this: bandYYYY-MM-DD.ffp

I've got a great ‘filler’ for the recording | am about to upload to the collection -
should | include it?

A ‘filler’ is music from a different performancein addition to the main recording, typically
usedto fill up extra space on a CD. Sometimesthefiller is a different artist, other timesit
is the sameartist, but a different show and date.

While this is convenient for burning full CD's, it is not appropriate to includefillers on
recordings herein the collection since they get filed under the artist and date of main
performance. Please only include the performancefor the artist and date you are
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importing. Fillers should be filed under their own entries elsewhere in the collection.

Wherecan| find other recordings by [trade-friendly band] that aren't in the
collection?

If the artist is OK with Internet trading, you may be able to find downloadable recordings
through http://bt.etree.org or http://Awww.furthurnet.net. Also, check http://db.etree.org to
find people who have copies of shows and who maybewilling to trade. Etree.org has
additional trading forumsat http://forums.etree.org Lastly, you can check out a band’s own
fan forums and mailinglists. Good luck!

In contrast, the Live Music Archive forum at the Internet Archive is not a good place to
post abouttrades, or to ask for shows that are not yet archived here, whether or not the
band presently has a section here. Moderators may delete these posts. More posting
etiquette tips for that forum are here.

Questions The Internet Archive

What's the

significance of What's the significance of the Archive's collections?
the Archive's

collections? Societies have always placed importance on preserving their culture and heritage. But
much early 20th-century media -- television and radio, for example -- was not saved. The

Whatis the Library of Alexandria -- an ancient centerof learning containing a copy of every book in
nonprofit status the world -- disappeared whenit was burned to the ground.
of the Internet

Archive?Where||Whatis the nonprofit status of the Internet Archive? Where doesits funding come
doesits funding from?
comefrom?

The internet Archive is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.It receives in-kind and financial
Doesthedonations from a variety of sources, including, but notlimited to: Alexa Internet, the
ArchiveissueKahle/Austin Foundation, the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the William and Flora Hewlett
grants? Foundation, and you.

HowdoIcontact]}Does the Archive issue grants?
the Internet

Archive? No; although we promote the developmentof otherInternet libraries through colloquia,
and other means, the Archive is not a grant-making organization.

Whatis thefile

layoutforHow do | contact the Internet Archive?
General questions about the Internet Archive should be addressedto info at archive dot
org. For technical assistance and information please see the FAQs and search the
forums.

Whatis thefile layout for items?

== For web crawl files (ARC format)
Containing dir of item:
/(drive] /items/(identifier]
user.group ==> root.root
permissions ==> 0555 (ugotrx, ugo-w)

File in item:

/{drive]/items/[identifier]/[file]
user.group ==> web.web
permissions ==> 0440 (ugtr, o-r, ugo-wx)
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== For all other items and files

Containing dir of item:
/ [drive] /items/ [identifier]
user.group ==> root. root
permissions ==> 0555 (ugotrx, ugo-w)

File in item:

/{drive] /items/[identifier]/[file]
user.group ==> root.root
permissions ==> ugotr, ugo-w

Downloading and Playing Movies

Whatsoftware can play the downloaded movies?

For Windows:

MPEG1 (VCD) mostplayers;
MPEG2 (DVD)freeware VLC, shareware player from http:/Awww.elecard.com,or for-pay
quicktimes plugin: http:/Awww.apple.com/quicktime/products/mpeg2playback/ ;
MPEG4 quicktime6 from www.apple.com

For Mac OSX and 9:

MPEG1 (VCD) mostplayers;
MPEG2 (DVD)freeware VLC ( http://www.videolan.org/ ) the for-pay quicktime6 add-on
(see http://www.apple.com/quicktime/products/mpeg2playback/ ).
MPEG-4 Quicktimes.

some mac users have written to us suggesting MPlayer (OS X), BBDEMUX, and
MPEG2DECxX-- free on www.versiontracker.com.

Please contact us at info at archive dot org if you have information about players.

What other software and equipment can | use?

You cantry any of various players available for downloading.In addition, for better
performance, you can add decoder board hardware to your computer.

PLAYERS: Try the evaluations of players at coolstf.com. Unfortunately, because
computers can be set up in so manydifferent ways and becausedifferent standards exist
for playing video, finding a playerthat will work is a hit-and-miss process.If you have
trouble playing the movies,try another player, post your question on our discussionlist
(moviearchive-subscribe@yahoogroups.com), or write to us at info at archive dot org.

Besides freeware VLC ( http://www.videolan.org/ ) and Quicktime, see above for other
Macintosh players. See http:/Avww.apple.com/quicktime/ for the free QT6 player for
MPEG4 anc the for-pay quicktime6 add-on for MPEG2 (DVD). We will update this page
as players becomeavailable. Please contact us at info at archive dot org if you have
information about Macintosh-compatible players or decoder boards.

HARDWARE:Using a decoderboard shifts all the responsibility for decoding the video
into hardware and lets you watchfull-screen, full-motion video on just about any PC

suchhigh- running Windows.Most decoderboardsalsoinclude a video-out jack so that you can
copiesthatcan'twatch the output on a TV monitor or even record a film directly to a VCR. The Archive

be easily plaved can't take responsibility for recommending any hardware solutions, but we've been happyly play ° : : : : .
by everyone? with the Sigma Designs RealMagic Netstream 2000 card (for Windows machines).y ry 2

How can 1 At present, we know of no hardwaresolutions for the Macintosh. Please contactus at info
searchforearch for at archive dororg if you have information about hardware for that platform.
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Why does my computer hang or give me errors when| try to download orplay a
movie?

1. There is heavytraffic to our site. If you experience a delay, please try again later or ata
different time of day.

2. You're behind a firewall and the firewall software is attempting to modify incoming bits.
Contact your network or firewall administrator (to test, try downloading from outside the
firewallfirst).

3. Your Internet connection went downortimed out. Check with your [SP or network
administrator to see if there's a special policy about keeping a connectionlive.

4. If your browser seems to hang after a'"100% downloaded" message, check to see that
you have sufficient hard-disk and TMP disk space. Rebooting the system sometimes
helps.

If you still have trouble, post your question on our discussionlist (moviearchive-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com)or write to us at info at archive dot org.

Can | download movies via FTP?

Yes — via anonymous FTP.

Onthe details page fora film, look for the FTP link next to “all files" on the left side of the
page. You can then FTPto the serverindicated and navigate to the directory and
downloadthe files you want.

Whydo| get errors when | try to play a movie?

1. You are trying to play an MPEG-2file on a platform other than Windowsor Linux. At
present, you need the freeware VLC( htto:/Awww.videolan.org } or the for-pay quicktimes
add-on to play MPEG-2 files on the Macintosh. We will update this page as players
becomeavailable. Please contact usat info at archive dotorg if you have information
aboutplayers that work on platforms other than Windows.

2. Your player tried to stream the movie. (You may get a display of odd-looking text in the
browserinvolving "application/octet-stream.") Try downloadingthe file again, but right-
click the link to savethefile to disk so that the player won't try to stream it. Our files will
not stream.

3. Someconflict exists between your computer's configuration and the player you're
using. Unfortunately, because PCs can be set up in so manydifferent ways and because
different standards exist for playing video, finding a player that will workis a hit-and-miss
process. Try Rod Hewitt's evaluations of a numberofplayers.

lf youstill have trouble, post your question on our discussionlist (moviearchive-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com)or write to us at info at archive dot org.

Can | use these movies in FinalCutPro -- in the Quicktime format?

You can Re-encode Mpeg2 movies to quicktime for FinalCut Pro using Cleaner5.0.2 using
the following settings. There is no de-interlacing, so you don’t lose anything. Thefiles
increase in size 10 fold, so make sure you have enough HD space. This procedure gives
you quicktime movies suitable for use with final cut.

Cleaner5 -- if you don't have 5.0.2, you can download.0.2 from the terran.com site.
~ output > quicktime, .mov
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- tracks > process everything
- image > image size constrain to 720*480, display size normal, do not deinterlace,field
dominance-SHIFT DOWN

- encode > apple DV-ntsc codec, millions of colors, spatial quality 100%, frame rate, same
as source

~ Audio > we're still not sure about whichis best. start with mono, 48kb, experiment.

Some have had goodresults with their decoder cards. compare a few films done both
ways on a good monitor with scopes and see which methodis best.

if you still have trouble, post your question on our discussionlist (moviearchive-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com)or write to us at info at archive dot org.

Sometimes when | play a movie, the video is choppy or very pixelated. Why is that?

When weencodethe video in MPEG-4,wefirst reduceits size to 320 x 240 — a quarter
of the resolution of NTSC video. We then translate it at 350 kbps, whichis really
borderline for that resolution. You see errors occasionally because there simply isn't
enough bandwidth available, so the MPEG-4 encodereither drops frames — resuiting in
jerky or choppy motion — or draps macro blocks — resulting in blurred or pixelated video.
Thatis the price we pay for the small file size —- 80 MB for a 1/2-hourclip is really very
small in the digital video world.

Whydoesthis site only offer such high-resolution copies that can't be easily played
by everyone?

MPEG-2, a widely accepted standard for video playback,is a full-screen, full-motion
compressed video format, most familiar to consumers as the format underlying the digital
video disc (DVD) and digital satellite television (DBS). The image quality of MPEG-2
encodedfiles is far superior to files encoded in other formats, especially low-bandwidth
streaming video.

The Archive's goal is to make high-quality video copies of the movies available to
everyone. Unlike the thumbnail (less thanfull-screen, full-motion) quality offered by many
sites, whose movies are usually subject to manyrights restrictions, our videofiles can
actually be downloaded, recordedto videotape, and displayed on TVs or monitors or even
projected. We have soughtto prove that the Internet can be a delivery medium for high-
quality video without paymentorrestrictions. The high quality of the video files we offer
makes them too large to stream, but technology marches on and this may be possible
within the next few years.

How can | search for movies?

You can search from the navigation bar on any page in the Moving Images section of the
site. You can also perform a more sophisticated search from the advanced search page.

How did you digitize the films?

Almost all the films in the Internet Moving Images Archive are held (by Prelinger Archives)
in original film form (35mm, 16mm, 8mm, Super 8mm, and various obsolete formats like
28mm and 9.5mm). Films werefirst transferred to Betacam SP videotape, a widely used
analog broadcastvideo standard, on telecine machines manufactured by Rank Cintel or
Bosch. Thefilm-to-tape transfer processis not a real-time process:It requires inspection
of the film, repair of any physical damage, and supervision by a skilled operator who
manipulates color, contrast, speed, and video controls.

The videotape masterscreatedin the film-to-tape transfer suite were then digitized at
Prelinger Archives in New York City using an encoding workstation built by Rod Hewitt.
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The workstation is a 550 MHz PC with a FutureTel NS320 MPEG encodercard. Custom
software, also written by Rod Hewitt, drove the Betacam SP playback deck and managed
the encoding process. The files were uploaded to hard disk through the courtesy of
Flycode,Inc.

The files were encodedat constantbitrates ranging from 2.75 Mbpsto 3.5 Mbps. Most
were encoded at 480 x 480 pixels (2/3 D1) or 368 x 480 (roughly 1/2 D1). The encoder
dropshorizontal pixels during the digitizing process, which during decoding are
interpolated by the decoder to produce a 720 x 480 picture. (Rod Hewitt's site Coolstf
shows examples of an image before andafter this process.) Picture quality is equal to or
better than most direct broadcastsatellite television. Audio was encoded at MPEG-1
Level 2, generally at 112 kbps. Both the MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 movies have mono audio
tracks.

 

 

To convert the MPEG-2 video to MPEG-4, we used a program called Flask MPEG.This
is an MPEG-1/2 to AVI conversiontoo! that reads the source MPEG-2 and outputs an AVI
file containing the video in MPEG-4 format and audio in uncompressed PCM format. We
then use a program called Virtual Dub that recompresses the audio using the MPEG-1
Level 3 (MP3) format. This process is automated by the software thatruns the system.

An article on re-coding Prelinger Archive films to SVCD so you can watch them on
your DVD player.

See http:/Avww.moviebone.com/

Wherecani find more information on how to play movies on the macOS?

See above

Wherecani find more information on howto play movies on other operating
systems?

For more details, troubleshooting, and how to play movies on other operating systems,
see this how to page.

Is there a discussionlist for technical issues?

Yes — our list is about both technical issues and movie content. You can subscribe at
moviearchive-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

How can | use the MPEG2files to make my own movie?

This has been challenging in the past, but we are told that Final Cut Pro on Mac OS-A
10.2 (jaguar) will import the MPEG2file with the optional MPEG2plugin module
( http://www.apple.com/quicktime/products/mpeg2playback/ ) Please send a note to
moviearchive@yahoogroups.com if it does not. ,

What about streaming the movies?

You can watch the movies without downloading using RealPlayer from Real Networks
(www.real.com). We support twobitrates: 32Kbps-192Kbps for modem and ISDN users
plus 256Kbps-450Kbps for DSL and cable-modemusers.

To stream MPEG4files you will need to use QuickTime.

Whatis an editable file?
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An editabiefile is a file which can be downloaded and used in an editing program. The
MPEG-~-4 are the highestbitrate versions we could do with the linux mpeg-2 to mpeg-4
conversion tools we use. Thesefiles can be read directly into FinalCut-Pro from Apple,
and can be converted to mov using Quicktime-pro and read directly into iMovie from
Appie.

Whatis the "EU"link?

Theseare links to downloadfiles from a mirror in Europe. These are often very fast.

How do I make DVD's from internet Archive movies?

The following was postedin the Internet Archive forums. You can view the entire thread
here: http:/Awww.archive.org/iathreads/post-view.php?id=26467. If you have further
information to add, please email us.

Excellent resource websites for DVD creation and videofile format conversion:

http:/Avww.doom9g.net
http://www.videoheip.com

Before we get started, you should know that some DVDplayers will actually play MPEG-2
files without having to go throughall the hassles listed below. You just burn the MPEG-2
or MPEG-1 file to a CD-R or DVD-R and the DVDplayerwill automatically know how to
play it. | picked up such a DVDplayerat a local departmentstore for less than $50. Here
is link to a list of DVD players will play MPEG-2files:
http:/Avww.videohelp.com/dvdplayers.php?
DVDname=&Search=Search&mpegiso=1&dvdmpegiso= 1

Also, you really shouldn't have to do lots of converting to get these files on a DVD. For
example, converting the files to a Quicktime DV stream and then back to an MPEG-based
VOB usesa lot of time and degradesthe quality of the video. Ideally, the software you use
should know how to handle an MPEG-2file without having to recompressthefile.

There are a couple of ways to make a DVD from the MPEG-2files that are available on
the Internet Archive -depending on what software you have available. Here are the basic
steps:

1) Download the MPEG-2file. This will be the best quality video file since it has the least
compression and hasfull resolution (like 720 x 480, 704 x 480 or 352 x 480).
Consequently, this file will be big - usually over a couple of gigabytes (GB) in size - and
will take several hours to download. | recommenda fast internet connection (DSL, Cable
or faster) and software that will resume downloadingif the processis interrupted.

2) Create the accompanying DVDfiles. To make a DVD from MPEG-2, you'll need a
program that will make the appropriate files needed by a DVD player to properly play a
disc. There are a few that | have worked with beforelisted below. Butfirst let me explain a
bit about the DVD burning process.

If you everlooked at a DVD in a computer, you'll see a VIDEO_TSfolder. In that folder,
you'll see a bunch of VOB, IFO and BUPfiles. In general, the VOB (Video OBject) files
contain the video and audio streams and menu graphics. The IFO (InFOrmational) files
contain navigational and information about the streams in VOBfiles. BUP (BackUP)files
are backupsofthe IFO files. So, in order to make a DVD,you'll need a program that
converts the MPEG-2 file into appropriate VOB, IFO and BUP files. Almost all DVD
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authoring programswill do this, but some have hurdles that have to be confronted. For
instance, some programsrequire that you demux (separate the video and audio streams
into two separatefiles) the MPEG-2file before you import it into the program. There are
manyfree utilities that will do that (do a Google search for "demux MPEG-2"). Another
hurdle is that some DVD authoring programsare particular about the type of audio stream
encoding they will handle. We tried to pick the most universally used encoding - MPEG-1
Layer 2. Some programs might want you to use AC3 or PCM.If your software requires
this, there are utilities that will do the converting. Since there are many different DVD
authoring programs out there, | won't describe them in this document. | hope others will
posttheir step-by-step instructions for using the software.

3) Burn thefiles to recordable DVD media. Of course, this means that your computerwill
have to have a DVD burner, appropriate media (DVD-R, DVD+R,etc.), and software that
will burn the files to the drive. The software doesn't need to be a DVD authoring package
(like MyDVD, DVDit, DVD Studio Pro, iDVD,etc.), it just needs to copy thefiles from your
hard drive to the DVD media (software like Nero, Toast, Easy Media Creator, RecordNow,
etc. doesthis) - often such software will be bundled for free with the DVD burning drive.
Also someof the DVD authoring programswill also allow you to burn the files to a DVD
burner.

Below I've listed a couple of programsthatI've used and had successwith. Since my
studio is Windows-based,there will be a lack of Mac or Linux programslisted,butI'll try to
dig up someinfo for those platforms. | hope others will chime in with their solutions too.

VSO DivxToDVD(freeware) http://www.vso-software. fr/divxtodvd/divxtodvd.htm This
program easily creates the IFO and BUP files.It also creates the VOBfiles. You'll need to
burn the files to a DVD with another program though.Also, this program doesn't work the
352 x 480 Prelinger Archivefiles for some reason.

IFOEdit (Freeware) http://www.ifoedit.com/ Before using this software, you need to
rename the downloaded MPEG-2 file to 'VTS_01__1.VOB' and placeit in a folder named
‘VIDEOQ_TS'. Then IFOEdit will allow you to create [FO and BUPfiles. You'll need to burn
the files to a DVD with another program though.

DVDLab(offers a free trial period, $99 for full version) http:/Avww.dvdlab.net This program
is a little more advanced but offers the ability to combine multiple short MPEG-2 files onto
one disc with sophisticated menu options - or no menuif you prefer. DVDLab will also
burn thefiles to a DVD-R (or DVD+R)drive.

Other Windowsprogramsto investigate:

Roxio Easy Media Creator 7
There are a fot of DVD authoring products for this platform - too many for metolist.

Mac programsto investigate:
Apple iDVD
Sizzle

Apple DVD Studio Pro
Roxio Toast 6

fimpegx

Linux:
dvdauthor

fimpeg

Since | do a lot of the encoding for the Internet Archive,I'd be interested to hear from you
folks about software that you use to make DVDsandif there’s anything that we could do
to make this process easier. | know this documentisn't perfect, but | hopeit's a good
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Both Squid and mod_proxy are great for reducing the load on web servers, and we
encourage everybody to use them. The disadvantageof these caching proxies are that
they only work "vertically’, i.¢., they reduce the bandwidth downstream from the
originating website to the users' browsers. That websitestill gets 1 download per (non-
cascading) proxy. The FreeCache system works more "horizontally", i.e., FreeCachesfill
themselves up from neighboring FreeCachesif at all possible. Hence, the load on the
originating web site is much lower. FreeCache and caching proxies are complementary
technologies. Both can be used to reduce the impact on websites.

Why
FreeCache?

Why not
BitTorrent?

Whatfiles are

being served by
FreeCache? Why FreeCache?

 What's a good
download

manager?

FreeCache is a demand-driven, distributed caching system. Cooperating caches
exchangefiles without burdeningthe original site too much.

 
Whynot BitTorrent?

 BitTorrent is good andsimilar to FreeCachein that it balances download “horizontally”.
BitTorrent uses other BitTorrentclients for this balancing; these clients often become un-
available after a particularfile is not popular anymore. The FreeCache system utilizes
permanent FreeCachesthat don't go away (although particularfiles get flushed out after a
while). Unlike BitTorrent, the FreeCache system is transparent to the end-user. No new
client or server software is required, and the files do not need to be converted. To offer a
file via the FreeCache system,all you need to do is prefix the URL with
http://freecache.org/

Whatfiles are being served by FreeCache?

 

 
FreeCache canonly servefiles that are on a website.If the link to a file on that web site
goes away, so will the file in the FreeCaches. Also, there is a minimum size requirement.
We don't bother with files smaller than 5MB, as the saved bandwidth does not outweigh
the protocol overhead in those cases.

What's a good download manager?

Welike wget, because you cantell it to play nice and go siow.It’s highly configurable and
very powerful. Wget runson all Unix platforms(incl. Mac OS X), and it comes standard
with Cygwin on Windows.If you prefer something graphical, Mozilla's built-in download
managerworksfine.

Questions DocuComp

Whatis
DocuComp?

 
 What is DocuComp?

DocuCompis a sophisticated technology that comparesinserted, deleted, replaced and
moved text and content in Web pages.It's patented algorithm has beenspecially
designed andlicensed for use in the Wayback Machine.

What do Ii need |
to know to use

DocuComp)in
the WayBack
Machine? Whatdo | need| to know to use DocuCompin the WayBack Machine?
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WhatArchive You only need to know the basic functions of the Wayback Machine. Begin bytyping in a
Pagesare> URLto searchforinto the Wayback Machineandhit the 'Take Me Back’ button. Once
comparable? you've found your choices on the results page,click the ‘Compare Archive Pages’ button

in the upperright hand cornerof the page. The reloaded pagewill have a series of check-
Whyshould|boxes before each page date. Check any two dates and select the ‘Compare two dates’

compareresults|}button in the upperleft-hand cornerof the screen. The system is designed to
ofpastWebautomatically generate results for any URL's indexed by the Wayback Machine.

pages?

What Archive Pages are comparable?
Where can | find
out more about

DocuComp?
You can compare any two pages from the Archive's library dating from 1996 to the
present (approximately 10 billion pages).

Some images 2are missina in Why should j compare results of past Web pages?
my comparison? . . . . :

Accessto the Archive's Collections is provided at no cost to you and is granted for
scholarship and research purposes only. The DocuCompfeature is intended to provide
interesting insight into how content on pagesin every field-- from the government to
entertainment to business sites-- changes overtime.

Certain links or
actions are not

working in the
comparison .
results? Wherecan | find out more about DocuComp?

Can I copyand Pleasevisit the ww.docucomp.com site. DocuCompis a widely-used technologythatis
use myresults?||licensed byit's parent company, Advanced Software,into manyof the software products

and content management systems available today. Formerly a standalone application for
Advanced Software, the company now focuses exclusively on licensing the DocuComp

Guidelinesfortechnology and patent to software vendors.
Press

Magazines and . woo .
General Media Some imagesare missing in my comparison?

 
In certain cases, images within the Web pages are not available. Not all images are
archived norare retrievabie from the originalsite. if they no longer exist on the original
site then the imageswill not be available and not displayed within the archived pages.

Certain links or actions are not working in the comparison results?

Links to other pages may notbelive if those pages(or links) no longer exist and are notin
the archive library. Also, javascript enabled links and actions are disabled in the
comparison results to prevent errant scripts from being run.

Can I copy and use my results?

The results of any comparison done on the Intemet Archive site are governed by the
terms of uselisted at: http:/Avww.archive.org/about/terms.php. Additionally, any use of the
DocuComptrademark or logo without express written permission by Advanced Software,
inc and anyofit's affiliates is prohibited by law.

Guidelines for Press, Magazines and General Media

DocuCompis a registered trademark of Advanced Software, Inc. Please contact the
companyat (866) 329-7480 or info@docucomp.com for background information on the
company's history, technology data, or to schedule executive interviews.

Questions About the Movies

Who owns the

rights to these
movies? Who ownsthe rights to these movies? 
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Is there a
discussion list

about the
movies?

Are there other
similar archives
on the Web?

Why doesthis
site contain only
movies

producedin the
United States?

What are those
animations
associated with
each movie and

howdidyou
make them?

How are images
compared?

How can | report
problems?

Whatis the

proposed
directory
structure for

uploading
movies?

Encoding
Parameters

Nipeg4 encoded

What

parameters were
usedwhen

making the Real
Media files on
the website?
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Each collection has come from some donor and may impose somerestrictions on use and
re-use. We are endevouring to make it easy to understand what you can do with these
movies, but this is a work-in-progress. Many of the movies andcollections are licensed
with Creative CommonsLicenses. Look for the Creative Commons logoto theleft of the
screen on a movie's detail page. Click on this link to find out exactiey what the
permissionsare for the particularfilm. Many other films have the contact information listed
for the filmmaker. If the information is provided, feel free to contact the filmaker or
organization the film comes from.

Is there a discussion list about the movies?

Yes — our list is about both movie content and technical issues. You can subscribe at

moviearchive-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

Are there other similar archives on the Web?

As far as we know,this is the only site that presents high-quality downloadable movie
data files practically free of use restrictions. See the Links page at Prelinger Archives fora
numberofsites that may be useful to researchers or those seeking specific films or
footage.

Why does this site contain only movies produced in the United States?

Again, the reason is copyright law. A great many ephemeral films produced in the United
Staies are not currenily protected by copyright, either because their original copyrights
have expired without renewal or because they were not properly copyrighted before
publication (for example, published without copyright notice in proper form). Films
producedin most other nations enjoy a greater degree of copyright protection and, for the
most part, could not be placed onthis site without the permission of the copyright owners
and other stakeholders.

What are those animations associated with each movie and how did you make
them?

The animations on the details pages and on the browse pages are animated GIF files. In
mostcases,still shots from each minute of the program were grabbed and saved as JPG
files (these are the thumbnails which you can reach by clicking on the "See movie scenes”
links). Then a tool called ImageMagick was used to create the animated GIF files from the
JPGs.

How are images compared?

When compared pages contain different images, only the new (orlatest) set of imagesis
shown. Imagesthat were either changed or removed are not displayed in the comparison
results.

How can | report problems?

After comparing two pages, the upperframe on the results page includes a hyperlink to
report results which return any page faults. By clicking this hyperlink, an automatic error
report is generated to both the Internet Archive webmaster and DocuComp'stechnical
team.If you wish, there is an additional help screen to describe the issue. Please keepin
mind that with over twobillion pages to index and compare, not all being created alike;
some pageswill differ greatly and not have a commonframeof referenceto effectively
compare.

Whatis the proposed directory structure for uploading movies?
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PROTOCOL://HOST/DIR/movies/TITLE/

TITLE.FORMAT

TITLE.gif - animated gif
TITLE.thumbs/TITLE_FRAME. jpg

PROTOCOL:rtsp| ftp | http
HOST: movies##.archive.org - The proposed upload machine is movies01 archive.org
DIR: 0} 1/2/3]4
TITLE: TTTTTTTTYYYY- Thefirst 8 letters ofthe title followed by the yearthe film was
produced.
FORMAT: mpg(mpeg-1) | mpeg(mpeg-2) | mp4(mpeg-4)
FRAME: HHMMSSFF(Hour,Minute,Second, Frame Number)

if there are multiple encodings on the same format, for instancefordifferent bitrates, then
this can be appended asthe last part of the basefilename e.g. TITLE_256kb.rm for a
256kilobit per second encodingofa file in real media format.

Encoding Parameters

We attempt DVD, VCD, and MP4 streaming for broadband. We want these parameters to
easily work with low-end video editors, but have had trouble.(pls commenton this on the
movies forum if you have any ideas on what we should do differently).

MPEG-2, DVD -- 720x480 or 702x480 interlaced. With a system header on each pack to
be compatible with DVD. (Prelinger movies are 1/2 D1 352x480 29.97 fps which causes
some players to make them look skinny)

MPEG-1, VCD-- Video Resolution SIF (352 x 288
PAL, 352x240 NTSC)
Framerate 29.7 or 25 for PAL

Video Compression MPEG-1
Video Bitrate Up to 1151 kbps constant bitrate (CBR)
Audio 224 kbit/sec MPEG~-1 Layer2
Stereo 44.1khz

MPEG-4(big) -- S00Kbps VBR 320x240 29.97 fps progressive video with 64Kbps AAC
audio. Hinted for streaming.

(We are having trouble finding a mpeg-2 to mpeg-4 converterthat works. QT6 loses the
audio, and mpegable doesnot handle 1/2 D1 correctly. Any help here would be
appreciated, especially linux converters.)

MPEG-4 (small) ~ 250Kbps VBR 160x120 29.97 fps progressive with 64Kbps AAC audio.
Hinted for streaming.

How can I view/stream Mpeg4 encoded films?

MPEG4

Mpeg4files can be viewed with Quicktime, Xine, VideoLan. Envivio TV provides a plugin
that will enable wmp or RealOneto stream or view mpegéfiles.
Editable MPEG4

Editable mpegéfiles can be directly imported into iMovie and Final Cut Pro on the
Macintosh.

Thesefiles are encoded at very high bandwidths, on the order of 2Mbps, and are
comparible in quality to the mpeg2 formatted films. Thesefiles are not yet provided.
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Do | need to
credit the
Internet Archive

and Prelinger
Archives when |
reuse these
movies?

Do I need to
inform the
Internet Archive

and/or Prelinger
Archives when |
reuse these
movies?

How can | get
accessto these
movies on

videotape or
film?

Are there
restrictions on
the use of the

Prelinger Films?

Can you point
me to resources

on the history of
ephemeral
films?

Whyare there
no post-1964
movies in the

Prelinger
collection?
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Whatparameters were used when making the Real Media files on the website?

Rod Hewitt posted some very useful information here
 

About the Prelinger Movies

Do | need to credit the Internet Archive and Prelinger Archives when| reuse these
movies?

We ask that you credit us as a source of archival material, in order to help make others
aware of this site. We suggestthe following forms of credit:

Archival footage supplied by the Internet Moving Images Archive (at archive.org) in
association with Prelinger Archives

or

Archival footage supplied by the Internet Moving ImagesArchive(at archive.org)

or

“Archival footage supplied by archive.org”

Do I need to inform the Internet Archive and/or Prelinger Archives when | reuse
these movies?

No. However, we would very muchlike to know how you have used this material, and
we'd bethrilled to see what you've made with it. This may well help us improvethissite.
Please consider sending us a copy of your production (postal mail only), and let us know
whether we can call attention to it on the site. Our addressis:

Rick Prelinger
clo Internet Moving Pictures Archive
PO Box 29064

San Francisco, CA 94129
United States

How can | get access to these movies on videotapeorfilm?

Accessto the movies stored onthis site in videotapeorfilm form is available to
commercial users through Archive Films, representing Prelinger Archives for stock
footage sales. Please contact Archive Films directly:

Archive Films/Archive Photos
75 Varick Street

New York, NY 10013
United States

+1 (646) 613-4100 (voice)
+71 (646) 613-4140 (fax)
+1 (800) 876-5115 (toll free in the US)
sales@archivefilms.com

Pleasevisit us at www.prelinger.com/prelarch. html for more information on access to
these andsimilar films. Prelinger Archives regrets thatit cannot generally provide access
to movies stored on this Website in other ways than through the site itself. We recognize
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that circumstances may arise when such access should be granted, and we welcome
email requests. Please address them to Rick Prelinger.

The Internet Archive does not provide access to these films other than throughthis site.

Are there restrictions on the use of the Prelinger Films?

The Prelinger movies are open and available to everyone without chargesor fees. You
are warmly encouraged to access, download, use, and reproducethesefilms in whole or
part, in any medium or market throughout the world, for any purpose whatsoever. We
would appreciate attribution or credit whenever possible, but do not requireit.

Can you point me to resources on the history of ephemeral films?

See the bibliography andlinks to other resources at www.prelinger.com/ephemeral.htmi.

Whyare there no post-1964 movies in the Prelinger collection?

Because of copyright law. While a high percentage of ephemeralfilms were never
originally copyrighted or(if initially copyrighted) never had their copyrights properly
renewed, copyrightlawsstill protect most moving image works produced in the United
States from 1964 to the present. Sincethis site exists to supply material to users without
mostrights restrictions, every title has been checked for copyright status. Thosetitles that
either are copyrighted or whosestatus is in question have not been made available. For
information on recent changesin copyright law, see the circular Duration of Copyright(in
PDFformat) published by the Library of Congress

Contributing to the Archive

How do | add my movies or music?How do Ladd my
movies or . ;
music? The easiest way to contribute movies or music to the archive is to use the Creative

Commons Publisher application. You can also follow the directionslisted on the site for

| want to add movies and music uploading.
LOTS of ; . . .
individual items Once an item is uploaded it can take up to 24-48 hours (usually less) for your itern to
to the archive becomelive. You can track your upload's progress in our Contribution Center.
how do ido

that? i want to add LOTSofindividual items to the archive, how do i do that?

Howcan|If you have a large collection of related items in single media type, like a radio show for
requestaexample, please contact the Internet Archive. You can email our collections staff at info at

featureorreport|}archive.org. Be sureto include the details of your collection; we want to know how many
abugfortheitems you have, what format they are in as well as any general information you can give

internet us aboutthe collection.
Archive?

How can | request a feature or report a bug for the Internet Archive?
Can youtell me

a_bitmoreabout|}You can use the form linked to from the To DoList
choosing a
license? . . .

Can youtell me a bit more about choosing a license?

I ing . . . .ren From theCreativeCommons website: "Creative Commonslicenses help you share your
uploading via work but while keeping your copyright. Other people can copy and distribute your work,
PIP.WhartieWhattips but only on certain conditions."
can you give . . . og oy . :
me? You can choosea license to associate with your contribution andthis licensewill be linked
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How should | :
namethefiles to when users see the details page.
for movies|

upload I'm having trouble uploading via FTP. What tips can you give me?

What kinds of Whenuploadingfiles that are not just text (such as sound files, movies, or images), be
formats do you sure that your FTPclientis in BINARY mode(orat least in automatic mode). Every FTP
want me to use clientis different, but usually this setting is in the connection settings.
for uploading?

 
If you cannot connectto the FTP server:
Make sure you've correctly entered the server you want to connect to (e.g. movies-
uploads.archive.org, etreeO5.archive.org, etc.). Be certain to use your email address (the
one you useto loginto this website) as your username, and your website password as the
password. If you still have trouble connecting, post to the forum with the error message
you get, and someonewill help you.

How should I namethefiles for movies | upload

Take for example a movie called My Home Video. Theidentifier (AKA base name)forthis
movie should be something like MyHomeVideo. The naming convention forthe files
depends on the encoding.

MPEG-2:

MyHomeVideo.mpeg

MPEG-1:

MyHomeVideo.mpg

Divx:

MyHomeVideo.avi

QuickTime:

MyHomeVideo.mov

Windows Media:

MyHomeVideo.wmv

Real Media:

MyHomeVideo.rm

MPEG-4:

MyHomeVideo.mp4

if you know the bitrate of the encoding (for QuickTime, Windows Media, Real Media,or
MPEG-4), please includein thefile name as such (using for example, 64 as the bitrate
and QuickTime as the format, for example):

MyHomeVideo_64kb.mov

Whatkinds of formats do you want me to use for uploading?

TheInternet Archive strives to archive content in open formats that are friendly to lang-
term storage and access.In addition to affecting long-term storage and access,giving us
media in these formats will assure that they are accessible now, since many problems
with long-term accessibility such as DRM andpropriatary codecs also cause problems
today.

However, if you have content that is not avaialable in an open/recommended format(see
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below), we will still happily archiveit. Our systems are not tied to specific media formats
and in fact are capable of archiving any typeof digital data that can be represented as a
file.

Format Recommendations:

We encourage users making contributions to the Archive to create as high quality
versions of their media as possible. As we Know accessis important and not everyone
has a high speed connection, we will take these archivable copies and create much
smaller version for users with slow connections. Remember, a WAV file may seem big,
but it won't be in 5 years. Further, you can always make lowerquality files (e.g. mp3s)
from higher quality files, but cannot go the othe way.

For video we typically recommend MPEG2 (DVD quality), or if you do not have MPEG2,
MPEG1 or MPEG4.

For audio we recommend WAVor FLAC(preferably 24 bit).

For text we recommendplain text, xml, or pdfs.

Forums

How can I makelinks clickable in my posts?

You may have noticed that some posts have highlighted links in them. Internet Archive
forums permit the use of HTML codes. Suppose you want to makea link to the Internet
Archive homepage, onethat lookslike this: Internet Archive home page. To dothis, you
would enter the following HTML code: <a href="http:/Avww.archive.org">Internet Archive
home page</a>.

How can | format text in my posts

Sincethe Internet Archive forum system accepts HTML codes, you can maketextbold,
italic, underlined, or even colored by using normal HTML codes. See WebMonkeyfor a
list of HTML codes.

Virtual Library Cards (AKA Accounts)

i forgot my password, what can | do?

As long as you rememberthe email address which you originally used when signing up
for yourvirtual library card, you can use this form to have your password emailed to you.
Bearin mind that your password will be sent in clear text, which means that anyone who
views the email (or anyone with sophisticated "packet sniffing” software) can obtain your
password. For this reason you should return to the Internet Archive website once you
have your old password and changeit to something new.

When| attempt to log in using my username and password, | am told that the
taeit usernameor password is invalid. What could be wrong?

could be wrong? : ae :
There are several things to keep in mind when you encounterthis error.

Witee® e Your usernameis your email address, not your screen name. Make sure you enter
betweenathe same email address that you supplied when signing up for your virtuallibrary
virtual library card. - . _ 4card and an e Your password is case-sensitive. Checkto see if the CAPS-LOCKkeyis engage
account? (typically a light would beilluminated on your keyboard).

http://www.archive.org/about/faas.phn 2/9/2006
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posts and
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my email
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changes?How
can | change my
email address?

How can |

remove my
account?

Questions

How can 1

connect to
SFLan?

Llive at 123 Main
St at Crossing;
do { have line of

sight access to
anode?

Whatis the cost
of a node?

If | get a node,
can my
neighbors
connect also?

Whatis included
in the node?

 
What are the

ower

requirements of
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e You might have forgotten your password.If you think this is the case, you can have
your password emailed to you here

Whatis the difference betweena virtual library card and an account?

These two terms are used interchangably.

How do i change my password?

You can use this form to change your password.

How do I change my screen name?

You can use this form to change your screen name.

What happensto my forum posts and movie, software, audio, and book reviews
when | change my screen name?

Yourold reviews and posts will be updated with your new screen name.

What happensif my email address changes? How can | change my email address?

You can use this form to change your email address

How can | remove my account?

 
You can usethis form to remove your account.

SFLan

How can | connect to SFLan?

With a laptop: Bein the vicinity of a SFLan node. Associate with it: The SSIDis sflanNN,
where NNis the numberof node, e.g. sflan13. No WEP. You'll get an IP number assigned
via DHCP. With a house: Contact us atinfo at archive dot org. (Please include your
address and a phone number.) Find outif you haveline of sight to another SFLan node,
buy a node, and we'll put it on yourroof. :

I live at 123 Main St at Crossing; do I have line of sight access to a node?

Go to our mapat: http:/Avoody.archive.org/nagios/cgi-bin/statusmap.cgi and see how
close you areto an existing node. Also you cantry something like netstumbleror kismet
to look for a SFLan ssid.

Whatis the cost of a node?

The nodes cost $1100, which includes the price of parts and installation. Discounts are
potentially available depending on the location.

How can I get a node?

 
Send an email with your name, exact address and phone numberto info at archive dot
org. Be sure to write "SFLan node" (or something similar) in the subjectline. The
information will be passed on to our fantastic installation team whowill contact you.

If | get a node, can my neighbors connect also?

2/9/2006
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? : wo:
anode? Yes, a SFLan node can connectyour neighbors and co-condo association members. 
What are the
connection
characteristics
of the network?

Whatis included in the node?

 
  
 
 

  
 
 
 

  
  
 
  
 

Mostof our nodes are composed oftwo radios, but some have three. The components
are in a weather tight box with a four foot coax cable and two antennas attached. The
wholeunit is mounted on your roof (generally) on a pole. Thereis a picture of our lovely
5'3" spokesmodelholding one here: http:/Avww.archive.org/iathreads/uploaded-
files/AstridB-PICT0017.JPG

Whatis the
percentage of
uptime?

j ?

What about IP Whatare the power requirements of a node?
addresses?

Anode takes on average 5 watts.

i still have more

questions, what
should | do?

What are the connection characteristics of the network?

 
There are no average characteristics, but 2MBs shared among 20 or so people would be
an example.

Whatis the percentage of uptime?

 SFLanis an experimental network, so the uptime varies. Right now uptime averages
around 90% or more.

What aboutIP addresses?

 
 SFLan uses real, routable IP addresses. These are usally given out dynically via DHCP.

The nodes themselves use static addresses. We can also assign static addresses for
servers. For the techies: We use tunneling, layer 2 and layer3 bridging in parts on the
network to makeit all appear as a "flat" LAN. There are pros and cons aboutthis
approach. It has worked bestfor us so far. However, it is a moving target, and might
changein the future.

| still have more questions, what should | do? 
SFLanis a work in progress. If you have more questions,try the SFLan forum.If you still
need help, write to info at archive dotorg.
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| FAQ Forum 4 gH] i New Post}
[SubjectSSS*diPstor———~S—=*Replies[views[Date|

i SHIN files couldn't be opened Plooker 1 29 ebruary 07,
j 006 03:07:10pm |

Re: SHN files couldn't be opened rsadier 20 ebruary 07, L
006 04:34:22pm

Need Education on FLAC alablues 4 39 February 07, E
| . 2006 12:05:33pm |

Re: Need Education on FLAC pattiepie 4 23 February 07,
2006 04:36:13pm |

Re: Need Education on FLAC alablues { 19 February 07,
2006 05:42:16pm |

Re: Need Education on FLAC Diana Hamilton 4 20 February 08,
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2006 04:58:00am |

Re: Need Education on FLAC DEADBUCK 4 19 February 08,
2006 07:32:19am

Re: Need Education on FLAC Diana Hamilton 11 February 08,
: 2006 09:27:14am

j How can | update information Manager 1 100 {February 05,
| 2006 09:30:34am |

j Re: How can | update LMA information Diana Hamilton February 05,
2006 04:59:25pm |

buddies and sharingfiles i¢sn2202 1 129 |February 04,
2006 04:32:10pm }

i Re: buddies and sharing files Diana Hamilton 94 February 05,
2006 08:32:48am

iesn2202 2i 120 {February 04,
2006 04:26:24pm

170 '
2006 09:56:03am |}

186|February 01,
2006 06:17:44am

 

 

sQ Oo D cn a°— =p3° Cc a oO iccn ~NBo io ho

vanta] — —iOo <a

7oO oT 5c® < oO —_o Sound: virtualwhispers

John Krautnerolplz Ooom 3:32 om3.o Ox2om <oO om [o} 242

Hosting/Formatting Service Providers?

Eilename error Captain Mikee 247|January 26, 2006 |
12:39:31pm

222|January 29, 2006 |
04:25:19am

200 {January 29, 2006
08:24:26am

January 30, 2006 ;
08:59:32am

Re: Filename error

qe
Qo m5aezs&< TGNM 32

nN OQ °o oO

Re: Filename error  eatoO3}2a(2)oy
io im =

Re: Filenameerror Captain Mikee = ~~

Re: Filename error Captain Mikee 178 |January 30, 2006 ;
02:11:47pm :

need hel singergirl 328 jJanuary 22, 2006
12:33:43pm

Flac (Mac OS X Atz 395 |January 16, 2006OR
Mt

03:32:20om

405 {January 16, 2006
05:46:52am

January 15, 2006 |
08:26:27pm

19 |January 14, 2006 |
11:27:34am :

January 14, 2006
11:30:06am

407|January 14, 2006 |
12:07:57pm [

427|January 12, 2006
08:06:28am

220 January 29, 2006

iz

12>> oODY~n <>>QR}|Za==

How do | allow WebArchive in my oybo
3oa—aSex~

Will updating my robots.txt remove gray SydLexia
images?

ASARIM_ history post

380

mS

Re: about forums Diana Hamilton 4 Ww oo ~I

Re: about forums
 

Fitting shows on to CDs
 

Re: Fitting shows on to CDs iS
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05:50:24am

organizing faves psychedellic 412 |January 10, 2006|~
4 wallflower 11:20:31am

jaudio derivations earshelter 1 444|January 09, 2006
11:49:51am

| Re: audio derivations tracey pooh 2 424 {January 10, 2006
| 09:25:28am
| Re: audio derivations earshelter 1 406 |January 10, 2006

12:06:10pm

Re: audio derivations

Re: audio derivations

Downloads Cut Off

Re: Downloads Cut Off

Re: downloads

Re: downloads

Re: downloads

Re: downloads

Re: GD FAQ

{Why my contributions
“returnofthecrusaders" and "shifa-us-
sudoor" were removed?

Re: Why my contributions
‘returnofthecrusaders' and 'shifa-us-sudoor’
were removed?

Re: Why my contributions
‘returnofthecrusaders' and ‘shifa-us-sudoor'
were removed?

Re: Why my contributions
‘returnofthecrusaders' and ‘shifa-us-sudoor'
were removed?

Re: Why my contributions
‘returnofthecrusaders' and 'shifa-us-sudoor'
were removed?

Re: Why my contributions
‘returnofthecrusaders’ and 'shifa-us-sudoor
were removed?

Re: Why my contributions
treturnofthecrusaders’ and ‘shifa-us-sudoor'
were removed?

http://www.archive.org/about/faqs.php

traceypooh

=}

=f

396 |January 10, 2006 |
01:55:25pm

409 |January 10, 2006 }
12:08:35pm

646 December 30

2005 10:56:19pm

125 |February 04,
2006 04:28:54pm |

860 December22
2005 08:59:46am |

Diana Hamilton 3 646 December22,
2005 09:49:07am

4 December23,
2005 07:52:42am |

gratefuljohn

Diana Hamilton

apos:Candy-

Lady&apos:

Diana Hamilton

great498

billmoye

ARossi

great498

r

 581 December 23
2005 09:31:09am |

586 December28
2005 04:34:23am

73 December 28
2005 07:42:47am

December 18,
2005 17:35:25pm

December 19,

2005 06:01:02am |

December19,
2005 11:11:13am }

December21,
2005 11:13:40am

December21,
2005 05:07:35pm

December27,
2005 10:23:50am

January 10, 2006 |
11:38:35am
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{md5 failure but no e-mail woj 0 666 |December 14,
2005 04:31:19pm

Update site info NickiMS 4 736 |December 12,
2005 08:42:02am

| Re: Updatesite info Diana Hamilton 665 December12, j
2005 08:41:35am |

{Automatic Podcast Archiving salimfadhley 742 December09,
2005 01:52:49pm }

jadding thumbnails orly yadin 747 ~+|December08,
2005 12:58:50am

item not yet public.. Brian Chiappa 805 |December05,
2005 07:12:19am

Mac user can't download mpgfiles - yme 1 893 |December04,
befuddled 12005 10:40:37am

Re: Mac user can't download mpg files-|tracey pooh 771 {December05,
befuddled 2005 09:52:49am

Removing movies from the Archive friscolex 925 November30,
2005 11:17:44pm |

1 847 |November30, |
2005 03:18:49pm |

 

 

tycountdown leaders

i Re: countdown leaders Diana Hamilton 858 November30,
. 2005 04:40:06pm

{ETP Imports raindog November 25,  [
2005 03:15:55pm

ithe grateful dead lurch68 5 1384|November 24,
2005 06:36:10am

Re: the grateful dead November 24,
2005 07:48:29am |

916 November24,
2005 08:10:47am |

964 November24, :
2005 08:24:00am |

950 November27,
2005 04:06:20pm

November24,
2005 04:14:39pm |}

842 November30,
2005 05:41:07pm

November19, :
2005 06:01:11pm

November19,

2005 07:12:11pm |
November 24,
2005 08:28:30am

 
© ooOo

Re: the grateful dead

| Re: the grateful dead- no FAQ update yet|Diana Hamilton 1

Re: the grateful dead- here's the FAQ Diana Hamilton

co~~Re: the grateful dead
 

lic
e0mto 33ioryim)oO—>OoxaoO°3}8~

i)=
| Re: the grateful dead

 

awilco lead reckoning 2 ©©~

Re: wilco Diana Hamilton oO ~!A

Re: wilco oxle|!
'

i Error when submitting new movies or ultragreat 875 November19,
i Editing Details 2005 05:49:52am }

November 13,
2005 06:56:33am |

;Re-encoding usingCleaner 6.0.1 Robert Penn wo = =
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= 929 November 12,

2005 07:15:54pm }

1 Re: recreate account tracey pooh 1 933 November13,
2005 10:53:04am |

i Re: recreate account Russ Sargent 919 November 13,
2005 04:15:05pm

iflicker/strobe when | convert mpeg2 to dvd|boutitboutit 1113 [November03,
2005 11:33:01am |

i Only Downoads part of Movie mikesim 1146 {November 01,
2005 06:56:43am |

1 1243|October 27, 2005 |
01:57:34pm

1155 |October 27, 2005 |

jrecreate account Russ Sargent

imOo Oo Pal oD oD
 

Re: Add CD Covers... Diana Hamilton
oOw o& —_ = CG3

newerversions vanesa 1155|October 26, 2005 |
 

>Q. Q. Oo O CO oO<©=an

= N w~® x)3

lam having trouble burning RHMAMA 1257 {October 24, 2005
09:57:05am

1256|October 23, 2005
12:34:36pm

2027 {October 23, 2005
11:26:35am

1348}October 23, 2005 |
07:07:52pm :

| Carnatic Section ninjathegreat 1182|October 22, 2005
04:41:45am :

uploaded 8 archives and can only see 6 fernansu 1193|October 21, 2005
03:58:24am

|ETP from work bhsermons 1273|October 19, 2005
08:04:53am

| Statistics Question maka 1252|October 17, 2005 |
03:26:14pm

Filename Problem on Uploaded Show raindog 1300|October 15, 2005 |
07:32:47pm

| HELP PLEASE!! September 11 archives sagesoss 1372 |October 15, 2005
j 05:30:45pm

help with downloading movie captainpant 1 1478|October 14, 2005 |
06:42:32pm

Quicktime - screen size? bellaluna

a sockcrotch

HTti ne
Re: mp3 vs m4a kennyd

“3
oo <cn 3zB

 

 

Re: help with downloading movie captainpant 1 1278|October 14, 2005
07:52:38pm

Re: help with downloading movie kennyd 1 1281 |October 14, 2005
08:24:19pm

Re: help with downloading movie captainpant 1306|October 14, 2005
08:58:46pm

Newbie here.... question. bbackusp 1 1627 |Octaber 12, 2005
09:56:44am

Re: Newbie here.... question. Diana Hamilton 1 1336|October 12, 2005
03:10:37pm
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Re: Newbie here.... question. backus

traceypoohRe: Newbie here.... question. 
 

Re: Newbie here.... question. tracey pooh

Re: Newbie here.... question. bbackusp

Re: Newbie here.... question. tracey pooh

Re: Newbie here.... question. DickFlowsdorf

Re: Newbie here.... question. tracey pooon

Re: Newbie here.... question.

 Movies Posted using new contribution
sustem not shown in Completed
Contributions

reat498 
  
 Re: Movies Posted using new contribution
isustem not shown in Completed
Contributions

traceypooh

 
 
  
 

 

   
 

  
 

 

 

  
 

} Re: Movies Posted usingnew great498
icontribution sustem not shownin

Completed Contributions

Re: Movies Posted using new tracey pooh
{contribution sustem not shownin
Completed Contributions

Re: Movies Posted using new tracey pooh
i contribution sustem not shownin
i Completed Contributions

Re: Movies Posted using new
i contribution sustem not shown in

i Completed Contributions

Re: Movies Posted using new
i contribution sustem not shown in

Completed Contributions

Re: Movies Posted using new
‘contribution sustem not shown in

Completed Contributions

Need clarification in terms of uploading olivestreetprods
movies

 

  
 

great498
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=o elbe) ic(Wy oO Oo —_

Re: Need clarification in terms of racey pooh
uploadingmovies Htdeletingoldmovies olivierphilippeon
No Import your Movies Form great498
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1299|October 13, 2005
04:53:10am

1277 October 13, 2005
10:12:08am

1273 {October 13, 2005
11:22:48am

4269|October 13, 2005
10:25:02am

1239 |October 13, 2005
11:18:32am

1260|October 13, 2005
41:22:23am

49 February 06,
2006 12:05:43pm

53 February 06,

2006 12:13:36pm |
February 06,
2006 12:24:02pm

 

 

  

 
  

  
  
 

  

  
 

  

  
 

October10,
01:26:11pm

October11,
09:24:25am

October 11,
12:32:15pm

October11,
01:02:15pm

October11,
02:09:45pm

October27,
01:09:34pm

November16,
2005 08:16:21am |

November16,
2005 10:43:18am

  
 
  

 
  

 

2005 :

2005

2005

2005 |

2005 |

2005

1332|October 10, 2005 |
06:18:09am

1264 }|October 10, 2008|
09:28:49am

1378 |October 10, 2005
12:42:23am :

October 08, 2005 |1346

06:05:55pm
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Re: No import your Movies Form racey pooht

Re: No Import your Movies Form great498 1

Re: No Import your Movies Form y pooh

is soulfunkgroove 1

1292 October 09, 2005 |
= 4 oOaQo oOo3

1269 |October 10, 2005 

1294 }October 10, 2005 
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 | Re: My Live Show Posted, but the date is|Diana Hamilton 4352|October 07, 2005 |
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Re: My Live Show Posted, butthe date|soulfunkgroove 1265 |October 11, 2005

Re: My Live Show Posted, but the date|Diana Hamilton 4321|October 11, 2005
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Re: Dedicate to Public Domain Form ana Hamilton 1 1351 [October 07, 2005
Down? 08:30:33am

| Re: Dedicate to Public Domain Form tracey pooh 1 1319|October 07, 2005
i Down? 09:03:57am

Re: Dedicate to Public Domain Form tracey pooh 4268|October 08, 2005
Down? 12:24:04pm

.3GP Mobile video files supported? great498 1741|October 02, 2005
j 12:36:48am

1401 October 04, 2005
09:25:11am

1366|October 04, 2005
01:42:07pm

 

1

Re: .3GP Mobile videofiles supported? theNinthWeb 1

Re: .3GP Mobile video files supported? 1

Re: .3GP Mobile video files supported?|Diana Hamilton 2
12:22:57pm

| Re: .3GP Mobile video files theNinthWeb 4291 1|October 05, 2005
jsupported? 02:32:48pm

Re: .3GP Mobile videofiles tracey pooh 99 {October 06, 2005
supported? 09:31:45am

| Thanks to responce. taduoka 1

Re: Removal from web archive Diana Hamilton 1

Re: Removal from web archive
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Re: MD5/Checksum Error Issue 1433|September27,
2005 05:35:41pm

1448|September27,
2005 07:06:43pm

1405|September27,
2005 07:27:20pm

1424 |September28,
2005 05:59:25am |

raindog

{ Re: MD5/Checksum Error Issue Diana Hamilton

Re: MD5/Checksum Error Issue raindog

Re: Directory Mislabel Issue Diana Hamilton

Re: Directory Mislabel Issue raindog

  
  

1

 
 

 
 
 
 

4

1372 |September 28
2005 03:40:37pm

1457|September 24
2005 06:56:16pm

1453|September 24
2005 07:17:12pm }

1409 1September 24
2005 11:17:16am |

1521 {September22,
2005 03:25:16pm |

How can | movefiles into existing malaysia.podcaster }1
directory?

Re: How can | movefiles into existing Diana Hamilton
|directory?

Broken Thumbnails Page great498

| posted an audio show that | need to soulfunkgroove
remove

 

flash websites sheraroma 1506|September21
2005 08:15:57am }

September 21
2005 08:33:36am

1527 |September 21,
2005 07:06:23am

1477 |September21,
2005 07:52:38am

1450 {September 18,
2005 05:56:22pm

 
 
 

Re: flash websites Diana Hamilton = Lbo> BO

File deletion Jazzbro21

Re: File deletion Diana Hamilton
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Bay Feedback Pages
 

jautoload won't recognizefile that is there SpacinMason 1481 |September 16
2005 08:30:41 pm

1513 {September 17
2005 07:25:27am

1432 |September19,
2005 06:47:21pm

Re: autoload won't recognizefile thatis Diana Hamilton 1

Re: autoload won't recognizefile thatis |SpacinMason
there
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Home

InterNIC 
Home Registrars FAQ Whois

coat

Whois Search Results

 

Search again (.aero, .arpa,.asia, .biz, .cat, .com, .coop, .edu, .info,.int,
.jobs, .mobi, .museum, .name, .net, .org, .pro, or .travel) :

 
@ Domain (ex.internic.net)
© Registrar (ex. ABC Registrar, Inc.)
© Nameserver (ex. ns.example.com or 192.16.0.192)

 

Whois Server Version 2.0

Domain names in the .com and .net domains can now be registered
with many different competing registrars. Go to http://www.internic.net
for detailed information.

Domain Name: REI.COM

Registrar: DSTR ACQUISITION PA I, LLC DBA DOMAINBANK.COM
Whois Server: whois.dotster.com

Referral URL: http://www.dotster.com
Name Server: AUTHNS1.MPLS.QWEST.NET
Name Server: AUTHNS2.DNVR. OWEST.NET
Name Server: AUTHNS3.STTL. OWEST.NET
Status: clientDeleteProhibited
Status: clientTransferProhibited

Status: clientUpdateProhibited
Updated Date: 14-Jan-2011 ©
Creation Date: 13-mar-1996

Expiration Date: 14-mar-2016

 

 

 

>>> Last update of whois database: Mon, 16 May 2011 16:21:21 UTC <<<

NOTICE: The expiration date displayed in this record is the date the
registrar's sponsorship of the domain name registration in the registry is
currently set to expire. This date does not necessarily reflect the expiration
date of the domain name registrant's agreement with the sponsoring
registrar. Users may consult the sponsoring registrar's Whois database to
view the registrar's reported date of expiration for this registration.

TERMS OF USE: You are not authorized to access or query our Whois
database through the use of electronic processes that are high-volume and
automated except as reasonably necessary to register domain names or
modify existing registrations; the Data in VeriSign Global Registry
Services! ("VeriSign") Whois database is provided by VeriSign for
information purposes only, and to assist persons in obtaining information
about or related to a domain name registration record. VeriSign does not
guarantee its accuracy. By submitting a Whois query, you agree to abide
by the following terms of use: You agree that you may use this Data only
for lawful purposes and that under no circumstances will you use this Data
to: (1) allow, enable, or otherwise support the transmission of mass

unsolicited, commercial advertising or solicitations via e-mail, telephone,
or facsimile; or (2) enable high volume, automated, electronic processes
that apply to VeriSign (or its computer systems). The compilation,
repackaging, dissemination or other use of this Data is expressly
prohibited without the prior written consent of VeriSign. You agree not to

 

http://reports. internic. net/cgi/whois?whois_nic=rei.com&type=domain Page 1 of 2
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Home

use electronic processes that are automated and high-volume to access or
query the Whois database except as reasonably necessary to register _
domain names or modify existing registrations. VeriSign reserves the right
to restrict your access to the Whois database in its sole discretion to ensure

operational stability. VeriSign may restrict or terminate your access to the
Whois database for failure to abide by these terms of use. VeriSign
reserves the right to modify these terms at any time.

The Registry database contains ONLY .COM, .NET, .EDU domains and
Registrars.

Report Inaccurate Whoislisting
 

This page last updated 01/24/2003

http://reports.internic. net/cgiAwhois?whois_nic=rei.com&type=domain Page 2 of 2
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1|SiewProguctbudpageMLETemplete00=~ >
2 ——

3 -
4 >

5 >
6 ——

7

8
9

E ="http://rel.comwsatub.archive.erg/shopping/stere3/CLIMBING/ROPES CORDS/UYNAMTC.ROP
E/bud/ 472021. htm"> —

10

11 ATITLESREI - Mammut Flex Nondry Rope Page</TITLE>
12|</HEAD>

13 <Body bgcolor="#PFFFFF" LINK=#1A7635>
14 <table>

15 <tro<td vallgqn=top>
16 <IMG 8hO="/shopping/store3/images/leaflogo.gif" hepace=30>
17 <,

ie|<t =tor

19 <A Et shoepping/store3/map/ygqearkar,.map”™>20|<IMG SRC=n/shoppind/store3/images/gjearbar.gif"™ bordar=0 wid | heLgnh=

21 x SRG="/shopping/store2/images/leafrule.gif"

22|<4

23|<P

24 |<

25|4
26|<IMG Shee" ></td>

7 <td 4

28. font.- e=+2 Mammut Flex Nondry Ropex/font>
29|<br>

30|<uL><ii>A workhorse of a ropé--éxcellént for most climbs<ii>Large diaméteéer is durable
and eliminates the need for a double rope</ul></td>

Bl|</tr>

32 ktro<td rews: mi=bottbom slign=center>ww472021</td>
33 K<tde<font }
34

35|Price - $ 145.00
36

37|</td>

38
39 /table>
40

41|<IMG SPC="/shopping/steres/images/leatrule.gif" width
42 <br>

43 <tahle wie n= 5 80>
44 <tro<ted yvalliqoa=top>
45 <p>A real workhorse of a rope--great for guiding, big walls and working a route. Large

limm diameter providés excellent abrasion resistance, and is lighter weight than 2

double rope--a real plus on long routes. Kernmantle design combines durable hraided
sheath and shock-absorbing core. No "dry" treatment makes it. best for dry climates,
Imported

46 <p>
AT </tds

48 <br

4g atd vallign=top><table
border=l><hr><thespecification</th><th>Description</the</tro<tro<td>Impact

force</tdar<tdad, 4 kN</td></tro<tr><td>Working elongation</td><td>5.6
<itdos/trs<tr><td>Weight per foot</td><td>23.16 g</td></tr></tablep</id>

50 </table
51|<br>

52|<IMG £ko="/shopping/stores/images/leafrule.gif” width=580 helubt=2><br>
53|<p>
Ra
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55

56
a7

58

59
60
61

62
63

64
65

66
67

68

694

71

72
73
5

TS:
76
TT
4

79
80

81
82
83:
84

85
86
87

88
89

90
91

G2

93
94

95
96
97

98
39

101

102

104

106

107

108

110

Lil 
114

Los

105

 alilen=center>

<form

 r= "https://mere.rei.com:444/bin/fadd_item.cgi/shopping/store3/CLIMBING/ROPESCORDS/
DYNAMEC ROPE /leaft/472021 html" methed=get>

<input CVE hidden namea="bud_page™
velue="/shopping/store3/CLIMBING/ROPESCORDS/DYNAMICROPE/bud/472021.html">
<input

 
  

 

 

 “input typeshidden name="prd_id"

<table barder=0 cellspening=0 cellpaddi 

<te><boSelect. Item</b></td>

<option>TOPAZ 11MMX50M $145.00

/select></td>

oeae<IMG SkC="/shopping/stere3 C ‘
<td valign=hettom><a href="/shopping/store3/ORDER/order,h
Information</b><ja>

<ftd>

 
   

</tr>

 2="/shopping/store3/images/Leafrule.gif" align=ecenter 

<table widta=5805<tr><td>

<peQuantity</b>
<Anp
Kftd>
<hde<iMG SF

<td>

ub type=text nane="quant" size=4 maxiength=4 walue="1">
 

 c="/shopping/store3/images/white.gif" hepace=55</td>

<input value="Place in Basket"> 

</form>

<f td>

<td on<iT>re

<j tail
Kbr>
<IMG

gn=centers<kboShow me <a Aret="/bin/psearch?MS—-prad id=1553">
ed products</i></h></a></td>«8coB 

=centec
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<center>

115 <be>Shop online, <a bref=“http://mere.réi.com/MORESTORE/STORE/storeloc.html"ovisit a
store</a>, or call <a href="/shopping/store3 /ORDER/phoneorder html"> (800) 426-
4840</a>, international <a href="/sheopping/ store’ /ORDER/theneerder. html"> (206) 891-
2500</ar</b>

116 <pre>

117 Please read this important information about <a href="/pricing.html">REI prices</a>
118 <bro<br>

L139 ga href="/index,.htimlL">Home</a> |

120|<a Href="/bin/review_cart.cgi">Shopping Basket</a> |
121 <a i ‘/help.html">Help</a> |
122 <a "/pin/psearch">Product. Search</a> |
123 ka heref="/feedback. html">Feedback</a>
124 <or>

125 <a href="/copy.html">Copyright &#169 REI - All rights reserved</a>
126 <foanterc>
127 </td>

128 </tabLe>
129

130. “SCRIPT

131|«!
132

133 ** FILE ARCHIVED ! oeae RETRIBVED FROM THE134 ff UNTERNET 3 EVE 2013
135|#4 BY
136|#f ° MAY

1327 ¢*¢ SECTION Losia }
138.

139 var sWayBackCGI = "http://elassic-web. archive .org/web/ 19970222 143138/";
140

141 Eunetion xResolveUrl (url) {

142 var image = new Image(};
143 image.sre = url;
144 return image. src;
145 }

146 funetion xLateUrl (aCollection,; sProp) {
147 yar 1 = 0;

148 for{il = Of L < aCollection.léength; i++) {
149 var url = acollection[i] [sProp]; if (typeof(url) == "string”) {
150 if (url.indexof ( ") == -l &&

151 url.indexOf ("javascripts") == <1
152 && url.length > &) {
153 if (url.indexof ("http") f= ¢) {
154 url = xResolveUrl (url);
155 }

156 url = url.replade(’*.wstub archive.org’, ?');
157 aColléction[i] [sProp] = sWayBackCGI + url;
158 }
159 }

160 }
161 }
162

163 xLateUrl (document .getHlementsByTagName ("IMG"), “are™);
164 xLateUrl (decument. getElement sByTagName ("A"), "hreat™) ;
165 xLateUrl (document. getElement sByTagName (“AREA”) ,"href™) 7

166 xLateUrl (document. getElement sByTagName ("OBJECT") , "codebase™) ;
167 xLateUrl (document. getElement sByTagName ("OBJECT") , “data™) +

168 xLateUrl (document. getHLementsByTagName ("APPLEnh) Weadebase™) ;
162 xLateUrl (document. getElementsByTagName (“APPLET”), c170 xLateUrl (document. gethlementsByTagName ("EMBED"), Nee) y
L171 xLateUrl (document. getElement sByTagName ("BODY") , “backgreund”) ;
L772 xLateUrl (decument. getElement sByTagName ("TD"), "bhackground”) ;

173 xLateUrl (document . getELement sByTagName ("INPUT") ,"sno™) ;
L74 ver forms = document.getElementsByTagName ("FORM") ;
175 if {forms) {
TFG
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177 for (7 = 0; 3 < forms.length; j++) {
178 f = forms[j]?
L179 lf (bypeof(f.action) == "“string™) {
180 LE(typeof (f.method) == "string”™) {
181 LE (typeof (f.method) != “psost™) {
182 f.action = sWayBackCGI + f.action;
183 }

184 }

185 }

187 }
188

189
190 fpr

191 </SCRIPTS
192

193 </htmb>
194
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 e¥="http:/ i.com.wstub.archive.oarg/shopping/store3/CLIMBING/ROPESCORDS /DYNAMICROP
E/fleaaf/product1.rtm">

 

<TITLESREL Product Comparison</TITLE> 

  

 

 

</HEAD>

<Body hackaround="/shopping/stare3/images/bkgrndfd. jpg" Link=#1A7635>
<table>
<LE>
<td>

<IMG SRC="/shopping/stores/images/leaflogo.gif™ he e=30><br>
<IMG Spc="/shopping/store3/imayes/white.gif"™ hspace=90>
K<ftd>
<td>

<& HREF="/shopping/store3/map/gearbar.map">
<IMG Spc="/shopping/store3/imayes/gearbar.gif" border=0 width=370 height=50 TSMAP
s<fare} td>

<tr>
hel » >
<IMG Spc="/shopping/store3/imayes/leafrule.gif" width=580 height=2>vf
<ftd>
</table>

<PO
<table>
<tr>

<td vals top> 

 

 

 

<font =+]»Page 1 of 2 of eonhobE><IMG c="/shopping/store3/imagjes/leafintr.gif"™ vapace=20e<br>%/ tds<IMG SRt="/shopping/store3/images/white. gus nspacen100><td rowapan=80><IMG sec=" /shopping/store3/images/white. jpg" hspece=LO></td>
Lign=top>

<a nrers"../pud/472011.htmi">

New England Maxim limm Non-Dry Rope </a><font. Zee >

Sale & 89.99*/foerto<br>

<font sige=8><ulp<lipGood for sport climbing and top-roping, the Maxim is a general
workhorse of a rope</ul></fent>

<a hoete"../bud/472021.htmi">

Mammut Flex Nondry Rope </a><font sizge=4>

$ 145.00</font><br>

<font giza=3><ule<1li>A workhorse of a rope--excellent for most climbs</ul></font>

<a »feud/472033 .html"> 
  New England Maxim 10.5mm Dry Rope </a><font

$s 129.00</ font><br>

about:blank Page 1 of 4
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<font siza=3><ul><li>1l0.5mm diameter makes this rope ideal for leading, mountaineering
and sport climbing</ulo</ fent>

  

 

 

 

 

63
64

65 Ka Reefs". ./bud/472067. htmi">

66 Mammut Flash Duodess 10.5mm Dry Rope </a><fent size=4>
67

G8 s 185. 00¢/ fente<br>
69

70 <fent size=S3><uls<li>Use the lightweight Ducdess for all single-rope applicatiotis

including gym, lead and sport climbing</ul></font>
71

72

73 <a href="_./bud/472024. html ">

74 Mammut Flex llmm Dry Rope </a><font size=4>
75

76|5 109. 99</font><br>
TT

78 <font size=3><ul><li>A workhorse of a rope that's perfect for leading, big walls and
working a reute--in wet or dry conditions</ul></font>

T9

80
81|<a href=". ./pud/472037.htmi">

82 New Enngland Maxim 10.5mm.Non-Dry Rope </a><font «:
83

B84 5 119. 00</ font><br>
85

86 <font genS><ul><li>This general-purpose rope is ideal for leading, mountaineering andsport.Climbingé</ul+</tont>
87
88

89 <a f=". ./bud/472061 html
90|Mammut Flash 10.5mm Non-Dry Hope <fa><font size=4>
91
92 |8 135.00¢/ font><br>
93:

94 <font size=3><ul><Li>A good general-purpose rope that works well for sport climbing,
léading and working routes</ul></font>

95

97|<a href="../bud/472063 html
$8|Mammut Flash 10.5mm Dry Rope
OO

100|$ 195.00</font><br>
LOL

L102 <font siza=3><ul><li>Dry treatment gives this general-purpose rope added versatility
while leading, on big walls and working routes--in wet or dry conditions</ul>«</font>

103

104

105 Ka href=". ./bud/607693.htmi">
106|New England Maxim Bi-Color 10.5mm Dry Rope </a><font sizge=4>
107

106|3 167. 00</ fente<br>
LOS

110 <fent size=3><ula<li>Use this lightweight all-purposé rope for all singlé—rope
applications, including gym, lead and sport climbing</ul></font>

111

112
113|<a Bref="_./bud/614750.html">

114|New England Escalade 10.5mm Non-Dry Rope </a><font sgize=4>
115

116 $ 99,95</ Font><br>
117

118 <font size=3><ul><li>A fantastic value in a basic climbing rope!</ul></font>
119
TOO
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125
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176

178
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126

128
129

132

143

155:

L73

175

183

TRA

<a href="product2.htmL">
Ske="/shopping/store3/images/hikebk.gif" horder=0 align=left»</a>

*oroduct2 .htial"> 
KIMG SEC="/shopping/store3/images/hikeaah.gif" boerdar=9 align=right></a><br>
<pE>

<pre>
<center>

<IMG SEC="/shopping/store3/images/leatrule.gilfi™ wi

sire>
 

 

 
 

="f/index.html">Home</a> |

="/bin/review cart.cgi">Shopping Basket</a> |
céf="/help. htmL">Help</a> |

<& nref="/bin/psearch">Product Search</a> |
<a hrets"/feedback. html "»>Feedback</a>

<br

<a href="/eoepy-html”’>Copyright &#169 REI - All rights reserved</a>
</center>

</td>

 

 

<SCRIPT langquage="Javascript">

RETRIEVED FROM THE 

 

 
(f PILE ARCHIVED ON LasTOs22120
  

 
 

ff BR ON 2

ff GEN. PRENDED BY WAYRACHK MACHINE, COBYRIGHT INTERNET ARCHIVE.
ff Bi iy MAY AESO BE PRE nO BY £ Soc 

PROM LOa8¢a} (S3}}. 

 evar sWayBackCGI = “http: //classic-web.archive.org/web/19s70Z2Z2Z1201107";

function xResolveUrl(url) {

Var imagé = new Image) 7
image.sre = url;
veturn image.sre;

}

function xLatéeUrl facollection, sProp) {
var 1 = 0;

for(i = O87 1 < aCollection.length; i++) {
var url = aCollection[i][sProp]; if (typeof(url) == “string™) f
if (url. indexOf ("mailtes") == -1 &&

url.indexof (“jJavaseript:™) == -1

&& url.length > €) {
Lf (url.indexOf (“httpe") $= 9) {

url = xResolveUrl (url);

 

}

url = url.replace(*.wstub.archive.arg',;''*);
aCollection[i] [sProp] = sWayBackCGI + url;

 

  

 
 
  

 
 

   
  

     
xLateUrl (document. getElementsByTagName ("IMG"), "sre");

xLateUrl (document. getElement sByTagName ("A") , "hret");
xLateUrl (document. getElementsByTagName ("AREA"), “href 7
xLateUrl (decument.getELementsByTagName ("OBJECT") , "codebase”);

xLateUrl (decument.getHElementsByTagName (“GRdUECT") ,"data™) ;
xLateUrl (document. getELementsByTagName ("APPLET") , "codebase™) ;
xLateUrl (document. getElementsByTagName ("APPLET"), “archive™) ;
xLateUrl (decument.getELlementsByTagName ("EMBED"), "sra"y 7

xXLatéUrl (document. getELementsByTagName ("BODY") ,"baekgrouncd”) ;
xLateUrl (document. getElement sByTagName("TB"), "background"™) ;
xLateUrl (document. getElementsByTagName ("TNPUT"),“sre") 7
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var forms = document.gétHlementsByTagName ("FORM") ;

186 if (forms) f
187 var J = U
1e¢ for (j = 0; 7 < forms.length; j++) {
189 £ = forms[3];
190 Le (typeof(f.action) == “atring™) f{
191 Li(typeof(f.method) == "string™) {
192 Li(typeot(f.method) != “post™) {
193 f.acdtion = sWayBackcGI + f.action;
194 }

196 }

197 }

198 }
199

200

DOL|ffen>

202|</SCRIPTS
203

204
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Take Note!

Before using this information and the product it supports, be sure to read the general information in
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Preface

This redbook covers the planning and customization considerations for the |BM
Net. Commerce product for OS/390. To assist novice users, it offers a brief
introduction to electronic commerce and the productitself, as well as a section
on the basic steps of productinstallation, configuration and usage. The redbook
also provides examples of Net.Commerce implementations.
This redbook helps you understand advanced aspects of planning for and
designing an electronic shopping mall using the IBM Net.Commerce for OS/390
product. Planning and design issues related to the Domino Go Web Server,Version 4.6.1 and DB2 V5 for 08/390 are also discussed
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Chapter 1. Electronic Commerce - The Fundamentals
Increasingly, the Internet is becoming an essential tool for our time. Men,
women, and childrenall use it in their daily lives. The technology, now more
than ever, has given to the world the ability to access an enormous quantity of
information from different organizations from any part of the world. The Internet
is the new communication channel and arguably the easiest way to reach
people. With the emergence of this phenomenon, all societies will have to
re-think how to make the best use of this new medium in order to get from the
Internet an added value for institutions, organizations, and companies.

Electranic cammerce is one of the answers. One benefit that we can get fram
the Internet is to makeit a primary profit source by creating a marketplace
where companies will want to invest. The time has cometo turn the Internet into
a major business center for your company.

In this book we cover Net.Commerce, a product thatfinally makesit possible to
engage millions of users, anytime, anywhere in the age-old process of buying
and selling goods, thus making the Internet truly the world's biggest
marketplace
 
1.1 General Concepts

After becoming aware of, and familiarizing themselves with the World Wide Web,
companies generally pass through the following three phases: Presence,
integration, and commerce
Presence means the way business information is made available to the Internet
community, no matter what kind of business. Although a “wait-and-see” attitude
usually surrounds this stage of a company's Web strategy, they quickly realize
that they cannot ignore the almost 40 million (and growing daily) Internet users,
and must let them know who they are and what they can do for them
integration is the next step, whereby companies can set up their internal
systems such that they are compatible with the Internet. Thatis, their internal
systems and Internet presencewill have the same interface utilizing the facilities
of a Web browser, and thus making useful information available to anyone inside
or outside the company. Now, with Net.Commerce, integration is becoming even
easier, allowing companies to not only establish their corporate image over the
Internet, but also to sell merchandise directly throughout this new medium

Commerceis the final, and perhaps most anticipated phaseof the Internet
phenomenon, and is the main goal of any company. The potential business
value of the Internet has led to major changes in the way the Internet community
is trying to reach their audience, which includes both clients and partners.
Arguably, users of the WWW are the largest mass market in history, where
millions of users all over the world can be reached any time, anywhere, in a very
easy way. For a relatively small capital outlay, any company, through its Web
presence, can engagein a dialog with the entire world, reaching out to potential
customers, distributors, and business partners alike
IBM has developed a set of products that will help you be part of this new
marketplace on the WWW. The term e-business refers to this strategy, which has

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1998
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Figure 1 The Net. Commerce System

Net.Commerce as a server has two main components: the Net.Commerce
Server and the Net.Commerce Administrator. Together, these components are
the heart of the system

The first main component, Net.CommerceServer, is composedof the
Net.Commerce Server daemon and the Net.Commerce Server Director, which
perform the following functions
Net.Commerce Server Daemon The daemon displays store pages

dynamically by retrieving the currentdata from a Net.Commerce
database. To achieve this, itmaintains a continuous connection
with the database. Each
Net.Commerce Server instance has
a separate daemon
The daemon, together with the Web
server, controls the process of
shopper registration, and provides
security based on the Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL} for transactions.The daemonis also referred to as
mserverd.
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different kinds of products for different business needs, depending on the
infrastructure and the sector of the Internet a business wants to reach, be it
selling to other businesses or directly to consumers, and all the while selling
securely
Companies that sell products or services to wholesalers and manufacturers need
strong customer relationships, which often means secure communications as
well as secure transactions. After all, there is no need to let the competition
know what you and your partners are up to.

On the other hand, companiesselling directly to consumers may be more
concerned with a Web presencethat is more open and inviting, thus making
customers feel as though they are receiving more personal attention. Some
companies will achieve this by duplicating the shopping experience that
consumers are already familiar with, for example, by creating an online virtual
mall. Yet, although the virtual mall must be openly accessible to all, the
customer must ultimately have enough confidence in the retailer to engage in
electronic commerce. This paradox of accessibility and security must be
overcome if the Internet is to realize its full business potential
IBM has different products and services for each aspect/sector of electronic
commerce, but there is one that can fit all of them, namely, Net.Commerce.

Net.Commerce is easy-to-use software that allows you to have online stores with
dynamic pages. It works with the highest standards of Internet security including
the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Secure Electronic Transaction (SET)
protocols, and works with DB2 in order to integrate existing systems. It is both
flexible and scalable. It can be used for business-to-business transactions, as
well as for direct consumer sales, in both cases providing state of the art
transaction security
Net.Commerce allows you to be part of the electronic business world, from store
setup or mall home page, and to secure transactions with the newest methods
and techniques of security on the Internet. You can access gateways that work
with companies’ internal systems, or gateways that work directly with financial
institutions for payment methods

In the following chapters we explain how Net.Commerce works, and whatit can
do for you, by working through some typical scenarios in which Net.Commercecan be used.
 
1.2 Net.Commerce Overview

2

4

Net.Commerce, the best solution for achieving this new marketplace goal, is a
complete product that allows you to set up a single store or multiple stores. It
works together with a relational database and secure Web server in order to
give users and companies a simple and secure environment to work with.

Figure 1 on page 3 showsthe complete Net.Commerce system
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Net.Commerce Server Director The director is a Go Web Application
Programming Interface (GWAPI}
program that enables two-way
communication between the Domina
Go Webserver and each mserverd.
It communicates using TCP/IP socketconnections with each daemon to
quickly access a Net.Commercedatabase. There is one director for
all NCS instances using the sameWeb server.

The second main component, Net.Commerce Administrator, allows you to easily
create and maintain a shop or mall. With the Net.Commerce Site Manager, the
Net.Commerce Store Manager, and the Net.Commerce Template Designer you
have the tools to manage your mall or shop. With Product Advisor, you can
create intelligent catalogs to help shoppers find the products that they want. In
addition, Net.Commerce supplies comprehensive online help information that will
show you how to plan, setup and manage electronic stores using the
Net.Commerce Administrator, and perform basic customization of your onlinestore.

Note that Net.Commerce needs to work together with the Domino Go Webserver
and IBM Database 2 (DB2),

Related System Components
As mentioned befare, DB2 and Domino Go Webserverare intimately related to
the performance of the Net.Commerce system, which is shown in Figure 2 on
page 5.
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Figure 2. Product Relationships

1.2.1.1 The Database
DB2 allows you to manage and retain the data you enter about the store and its
merchandise. The DB2 data management system consists of a collection of
tables that correspond to the forms in the Net.Commerce Administrator. Every
time you fill in a form and save it, the information is stored and/or updated in the
corresponding table in the database. This includes customer and orderinformation as well

1.2.1.2 The Web Server
The Domino Go Webserver is a very important part of your Net. Commerce
system, It controls the flow of secure transactions using the SSL protocol in
order to ensure that transactions are only performed by authorized users, which
gives shoppers and merchants confidence in the transaction
Note: Net.Commerce can also use other security systems for payments, for
example, the SET protocol, which is available for even more secure transactions.
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Figure 3. Net.Commerce Macro Structure

Basically, Net.Data macros can have four sections
1. The %DEFINE section assigns variables used in the macro.
2. The %SQL section defines an SQL statement and the HTML markup used to

display the results of the SQL query. Multiple %SQL sections can appear inthe same macro.
The %HTML_INPUT section represents a full HTML page containing Net.Data
statements to assign and reference variables, control the flaw and execute*SQL sections.
The %HTML_REPORTsection is similar to the %HTML_INPUT section; those
sections can be used as independent entry points into the macro.

For more information on the macros and commandsfor Net.Commerce
customization, see Net.Commerceonline help

1.3.3 Net.Commerce Application Program Interface (API)
Net.Commerce APIs, similar to Net.Data macros, are called and executed as the
resulting action of a Net.Commerce command (see Figure 4 on page 8). An API
is an external dynamic link library (DLL) which has been created by compiling
and linking a C or C++ program
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1.3. Customization

Another feature of the Net.Commerce productis its ability to give your shop or
mall a unique image. You can do this easily by customizing the macros and
commands that come standard as part of the Net.Commerce product

Commands and macros are statements in each home page thatallow the user’s
browser to interact with the Net.Commerce system. They are comprised of both
HTML and SQL statements, which work with the Net.Data macro statementsfound in Net.Commerceitself.

1.3.1 Net.Commerce Commands
Net.Commerce commandsare used to invoke the various mall and store
functions for the shopping process. Each time a shopper clicks a button or
hyperlink, a URL is sent to your system that has a Net.Commerce commandembedded within it.

There are two types of commands:
+ Ut commands (user interaction) cause a macro to be invoked which will

retrieve information from the Net.Commerce database and send a page to
the shopper's browser
Non-U} cammands (no user interaction} process and write information to the
Net.Commerce database. (They will then branch to a URL, which might be a
UI command)

1.3.2 Net.Data Macros
Net.Commerce includes the Net.Data run-time libraries (see Figure 3 on page 7).
The mserverd daemon uses these to execute macros for a range of mall and
store tasks. Macro execution is performed as follows

1, The macro file is loaded
2. Input parameters are passed from HTML forms, command parameters and

other global variables (for instance SESSION_ID). These can be used in the
macro to control processing

. Net.Data syntax controls macro flow, and one or more SQLstatements areexecuted to retrieve data from the database.
The data is formatted as an HTML page and returned to the browser.

Simple Net.Data macros can be created with the Template Designer, such as
those used for store home pages, category pages and product pages. More
complex pages can be created by customizing the samples supplied withNet.Commerce.
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The APIS and MACROS database tables contain information about which API
function or macro has to be used by a specific command. By customizing these
tables, you can specify different APIs and macros to be executed for most
commands. This is necessary if you want to use your customized macros or
APIs to perform certain functions, such as order processing, inventory checks, or
shipping 

b
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Figure 4. Nel.Commerce System Structure

For more information on the APIs for Net.Commerce customization, see
Net.Commerce online help.

1.3.4 Net.Commerce Online Help Information
The Net.Commerce system contains online information to show you howto plan,
set up and manage electronic stores using the Net.Commerce Administrator, and
perform basic customization of your online store. Net Commerce: Configuring
and Getting Started, GC24-5862 also contains related information.

The Net.Commerce Administrator contains a help button on the left frame of all
the screens you view. Clicking this button displays a separate help window with
a list of topics in the left frame. You can expand this list to increasingly specific
topics by clicking the triangle next to the topic. To collapse the section, click the
triangle again. To viewthe contents of a topic, click the topic name. The
information will appear in the right frame
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Chapter 2. Desig

The first topics provide an overview of the Net.Commerce system. In the “How
do I” section, you are then shown how to create, customize and manage your
store. Each topic contains links to related topics and reference information. To
find information about a specific topic, click the Index button in the top frame to
display a detailed index
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g Your Individual Shopping Site
This chapter discusses general topics that should be decided upon before
establishing an electronic store
 

2.1.1 Choosing the

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1998 1

2.1 Products and Their Classification
In order to set up an electronic store, the first thing you need to decide is which
products you want to sell and how to classify them in categories

There are some points to consider
» Which products are suitable?
+» Which group of shoppers do you address?
+ How can you keep your product table up-to-date to gain an advantage over a

paper catalog?
Do you intend to offer specials, sales, and so on?
Do you intend to provide cross references to related products, accessories,
detailed descriptions, and alternatives if sold out?
How can you leverage shopping information, analyze data, and react on
typical behavior?
How can you react on shoppers’ demographic information (income, age,
hobbies, and so on)?
How can you make the ordering process easy, both for first-time users as
well as for experienced users?
How can you give shoppers a reason to come back?
How can you set up your fulfillment system?
How can you integrate a virtual storefront to your backend systems?

Right Products
Some products are more suitable for selling over the Internet than others. For
most products, the shopping process on the Internetis different from the
traditional shopping process of going to a store, taking 4 product from the shelf,
feeling it, reading the labels and possibly asking a salesperson for advice. Most
customers want to feel, try, or get trusted advice about a new product before
buying it. For example, when buying a steak at a grocery store, you want to see
it before you buy it to make sure there is not much fat, that it is the right size
and so on. When buying a drill, you want to determine whether it feels solid and
fits your hands.

Consumers want to be sure they have chosen the right product. A product they
have bought before and like will probably be purchased again, possibly through
your Internet store. Generally, mass-produced pre-packaged products are more
suitable for electronic purchase than others, especially the well-known brands.

Why would a potential shopper choose your product over another product? This
is an essential question to the success of your online store, especially if you plan
on selling rather expensive products. Sa you might want to include product

12
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reviews, forums or newsgroups where you respond to questions or problemsfrom customers

If you are selling sports-related goods, such as sneakers, shirts, and so on you
could, for instance:

+ Add a page with links to sites where news about sports is presented
+ Run the highlights of the latest sports results (by yourself or in cooperation

with the source of the information)
Add a newsgroup where people can ask questions about the products.
Add a chat-environment, where people interested in sports could meet

This way you attract people interested in sports to your store that you can
seduce with offers. You also create an environment that is more than just a
companytrying to sell things
Information-intensive products are also suited for this medium. These products
can be transmitted over the same channel on which they have been ordered.
The problem of the customer being able to copy or even resell the information is
being tackled at the moment by technology such as Cryptolope. Cryptolope uses.
containers that secure and guarantee payment for intellectual property
Market research is another factor critical to the success of your online store, so
it is important to find out what the customers want, what your competition is
offering (probably over the Internet as well) and what your added values could
be over your competitors. No one is going to buy from you if they can get the
same product elsewhere (not necessarily cheaper, but in a more convenient
way), unless you have something extra to offer. People want information on
what to choose in order to be able to make a better choice. Therefore you might
consider offering customization options for individual product packages,
information on how to better use your products, or entertainment, as well

Product Categories
To create a shopping environment where customers can easily feel at home, you
should make sure they can find the products they need in the places they expect
them. But, contrary to a real-life store, you can put products electronically in
more than one place without using expensive shelf space.
Use multiple “parents” if you want to include the productin multiple categories.
For example, you could include milk in the cold drinks category as well as in the
dairy products category. That way, you can make sure that a product(in this
case milk) will be found by customers who take different paths while browsing
through your online store
Most experienced users know what they want, and they want to get to it fast.
Therefore, be sure to include a fast path for them to get to the products they
have bought before, and to related products. Especially on slow connections,
having to browse multiple categories is not a good idea
Depending on the products you are selling, customers accept differing shopping
and order processes.

For example, when shopping for groceries, customers do not want to browse two
categories and one product page for every product they want to buy. They may
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just need a “grocery list” in which they can check items and specify the amount
they need.

However, for more expensive products, people are willing to invest time and
effort in the processoffinding the right product. In these cases, offerall
information the shopper needs to make a decision, and build an easy but logical
navigation structure aroundit
Net.Commerce provides you with greatflexibility to find and implement the
appropriate design for products and categories and also for multiple variations of
the same product (also referred to as attributes or items). Figure§illustrateshow such structures and relations are reflected in the Net.Commerce database
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2.2 Graphical Page Layout
It is important to convey a professional impression with your store. To achieve
this, you need professional-looking pages that fit the image you want to create
for your shop. Just as in the real world, where you judge a shop by the
appearanceof its building, staff, catalog and advertising. your Web pages should
look good as well.
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You cauld also design a more complicated setup with frames, so you can show
your shopeart all the time, or show category and product pages together
Shoppers must be able to recognize you when browsing through the Internet
Note: Not all browsers support frames, so do not forget to include a notification

of some sort on your pages when using advanced HTML features. You
should also include pages without frames, for the benefit of those users.
whose browsers cannot support them

2.2.6 Use a Common Set of HTML Features
Try te use a subset of HTML that most browsers support. There are many HTML
extensions that can be used to produce fancy graphics, animations, and so on
but which can only be viewed with the latest browsers or special browser
plug-ins. You might deter shoppers from visiting your site if they are forced to
change to another browseror obtain and install additional code for viewing
Therefore, we suggest that you use HTML extensions only if that is the way you
need to make a certain impression, or only for “nice-to-have” features, not for
essential information. |t is also important to be aware of your target group. Are
you targeting young people that like keeping up with the latest technology, or are
your customers people that lock at browsers as a necessary evil?

2.2.6 Use Images and Image Formats
Perhaps the most important factor in the look of your catalog are the pictures, so
it is important to produce quality images
You should preduce images (photos) of all the products you want to sell via the
Internet. Do not underestimate the value of this step. These pictures must be of
good quality and contain just the product. Do not use photos of the whole family
of products on all product pages. Likewise, do not use badly scanned images
from brochures with some text across the picture
However, making pictures is both expensive and time-consuming, so you might
want to obtain good images of the products you are selling from the
manufacturer of those products. You will need these images in JPEG or GIF
format, in order to include them in your shopping site. Note that these two
formats are basically different.
JPEG images can contain up to 16 million colors, but they use “lossy”
compression. The image degrades during compression, but the file size is just a
fraction of the original. Some image-editing programs, such as PaintShop Pro
{available as shareware on the Internet) or Adobe Photoshop allow you to
specify the compression ratio. The higher the compression ratio, the lower the
file size, but also the lower the quality of the image. Also, in some programs
during the editing process, you lose quality every time you open a picture and
save it as a JPEG. Depending on the numberof pictures, the bandwidth, and the
type of picture, you can optimize this. In color photes, even larger compression
is hardly visible. You need to experiment to find the optimum solution

For graphics using plain colors, JPEG imagesare less suitable because of the
distortion that comes with the data compression. GIF images are better for
these types of graphics. GIF images can contain only 256 colors and use only
non-lossy data compression, so they can be fully reconstructed. Most programs
allow reducing the number of colors to 128 or even less, in order to further
decrease thefile size. Here also you have to experiment to find the bestsolution
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For selling products over the Internet, you need to find the right balance between
“hip” pages that look nice but are not very functional, and boring, business-like
pages that convey relevent information. Remember, you are selling products, so
make it easy to order those products.
Professional graphic designers who are trained in designing interactive media
and are aware of the image you want to create should create the page layout for
you. Shoppers browsing the Internet are used to high quality images and
well-designed pages, and a good graphical design makes them come back more
often, so do not underestimate the influence of the graphical design of your Web
pages!
In general, consider the following things before designing a Web page.

2.2.1 Use Recognizable Styles
Try to use a basic and consistent layout on af your pages, one that is unique for
your company. This includes headers and footers, colors, fonts, location of
images, and so on
If you decide to design your site yourself, you can design most macras (dynamic
HTML pagesthat interact with the Net.Commerce database) using the Template
Designer, provided by Net.Commerce. However, for designing
professional-looking HTML pages, the Template Designer contained in
Net.Commerceis not very well-suited. You might be better off using dedicatedHTML editors for this task.

These programs offer more control over the layout of the page and also offer the
latest HTML additions. Although some editors claim WYSIWYGcontrol over the
pages they create, it is still the browser that does the final formatting, so check
the appearance of your pages regularly, using popular browsers, to avoid
surprises

2.2.2 Use Graphics and Colors
Do not design your pages like lists on a 3270 screen. Take care however, to
avoid overloading your pages with too many fancy pictures and with animations
that take a long time to load. Keep in mind that many users still have slowconnections to the Internet.

2.2.3, Use Templates
Use different layouts far different product categories. For example, you would
certainly want to use a different background picture or text font for winter coatsthan for swimsuits.

2.2.4 Use Headers and Footers
Create headers that include your logo, colors and slogans that you also use in
other media in order to let shoppers know which store they are in atall times
You can use the footer te offer links to the shopping cart, the order pages, and
back to the product and category pages. You can also use the footer line te add
links to sales offerings or to general product categories that might be interesting
for all shoppers (for example, candies or fancy mousepads)
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GIF images allow for a “transparent color.” Some editars allow you to designate
one color to be transparent, so that the background (color or image) will shine
through. This gives the picture a nice, integrated look. When designing your
own graphics, use the anti-aliasing option that most editors have in order to get
the edges mere fluent. When using a transparent background, anti-alias to the
color that best describes your background.
Keep in mind that, while you might be able to omit images for self-explaining
items (for example, a memory extension for a PC) in general your customers.
prefer buying things they have seen in advance, soit advisable to provide
images for all products you offer for sale

2.2.7 Use Different Layouts for Different Customers
If your shoppers have registered and have entered personal information such as
age, gender, income, address, job, ete., you can use this data te show special
sales offerings to them, or to use different page layouts. You may also want to
put your best customers in a special shopping group.
 

2.3 Preliminary Aspects of Operation
Before you get serious about implementing an electronic store, there are other
issues to consider apart from Web page design and product classification.
Imagine yourself as a user who wants to shop at your site and try te find
answers to the following questions:

+» How will users learn about the existence of your store?
+ What problems might a user encounter while shopping online?
+ Howwill users like the shopping process you offer them?
» What are the users’ expectations towards order fulfillment?

The following sections provide guidance on how to approach these issues.

2.3.1 Offering a Shopping Cart Facility
The shopping cart contains products that the shopper bought before, or at least
found interesting. Otherwise the shopper could use the search macro. In order
to really make use of the search capabilities of Net.Commerce you may want toinclude additional information in the custom fields of the database or in the
product attributes. A gift shop could include the target group so you can just
specify buying something for your grandmother and the system will come up
with ideas, or you could add some extra keywords on the use of a product, or
the problemsit solves

2.3.2, Updating Your Contents
Consider adding headlines, including the latest news of your company or your
products. It is very annoying to hear about a product and then not find anything
about it on the Web site, or to find announcements for events that happened a
month ago. Show on your pages the date of the last updates so that shoppers
know that they have retrieved the latest information. They want to know what
has changedsince their last visit. Most shoppers like dynamic shops, as long as
they still can find their way.
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2.3.3. Keeping Your Links Accurate
If you remove information, don’t forget to remove the dependentlinks to this
information. Would you likeit, if when youclicked on a link you got the following
message?
Error 404
Not found - file doesn’t exist or is read protected
[even tried multi]
You probably wouldn’t. Avoid expired links! Within Net.Commerce the program
only shows up-to-date links, but hardcoded pages such as the home page and
additional HTML pages are static and prone to expiration. Especially be aware
that pages with external links that are not under your control (links to
manufacturers, user organizations, etc.) can change without notice

2.3.4 Define an Adequate Order Process
Organize the order process so itis easy. Guide the shopper unambiguously
through the steps of order preparation and ordering by using easy-to-understand
symbols and avoiding unnecessary links to other pages. The user interface
should accommodatefirst-time users, as well as experienced shoppers

For first-time users, it is important to be able to find the products they like in an
easy way. The Net.Commerce catalog, with its categories and products, is quite
suitable for this approach
lf the speed of their Internet connection is appropriate, most new shoppers like
to browse by images. However, offering a text-only page also can speed up
shopping for shoppers who do not need images to make their selections.

2.3.5 Define an Adequate Fulfillment Process
Choose the most appropriate system to get your products to the customer. For
example, people expect pizzas within 30 minutes, but a $2000 computer can be
delivered some days after ordering. In some cases you can use an existing
parcel service, but in other cases, you have to set up your own
Being faster than the competition can be a selling point as well. In some
situations you might even want customers to pick up the goods themselvesafter
ordering through your system

2.3.6 Some Words on Publicity
Let potential customers know you are there. Perhaps the most easily forgotten
step is letting customers know you exist. Use part of your budget for promoting
your store

+ Advertise in your existing documentation and packaging.
+ Advertise on radio or TV.
+ Have clickable ads on popular (among potential customers) Web sites.

Consider offering the owners of these Web sites a percentage of the sales
generated from links to your site.
Consult with your suppliers regarding advertising. Quite often you will see a
product supplier listing places to buy their product. Try to get your Web siteadded to this list
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+ Look for free sources of advertising. If you have something special to offer,
tadio stations, TV, newspapers or magazines may be interested in writing
about you. However, advertising in newsgroups and unsolicited e-mail is not
a good idea unless you have something really good to offer.
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Figure 6. Data Mode! fo. 1 the Ordering Process

When a shopper puts a product in his or her shopping cart, a record fer this will
be created in the SHOPPINGS table. When the shopper issues a SHIPTO
command, an entry in the SHIPTO table will be made. At the moment of
ordering, a shipto address (SHADDR table), a shipmode (MSHIPMODE table) andan amount must be added.

When a customer is placing an order, a row in the ORDPAYMTHD table will be
made with the credit card details; a row in the ORDERPAYtable will contain the
tax data: and a row in the ORDERS table will be made containing the totals. TheORDERS table also contains the ORLOCK column tolock orders.

In general, a Net.Commerce shopping process consists of seven tasks:
+ Looking at mall and store home pages
+ Catalog browsing
+ Adding products to the shopping cart

Registration
Filling out an address book entry
Providing shipping information
Ordering and payment
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2.4 The Anatomy of a Net.Commerce Shopping Trip
You have to decide on the design of the shopping trip that your shoppers will be
confronted with. This can be compared to the arrangement of aisles inside a big
supermarket, where you will try to guide your customers through most of the
departments

Make the shopping trip exciting, uncomplicated and straightforward for shoppers
Assume that shoppers are not used to the Internet, nor to buying goods via the
World Wide Web. They need to be guided carefully, and must not be confronted
with unnecessary complex tasks or technical terms

Take into account the dynamic nature of the Internet and of Net.Commerce
Think about putting specials and sales offerings directly on your home page or in
your html page footer, If you have collected shopper demographic data, you can
use this to design pages individually, according to age, gender or income. You
may also include cross-references to detailed product descriptions or te product
evaluations. You might also offer optional add-on products or accessories, and
add links to alternative products when you are out of stock for a specific item

For small shops especially, the shopping process needs to be easy, short and
clear. This is true not only for the categories, but also for the ordering process
If it is common fer customers to just buy one product for themselves and then
leave the store, they do not need other options such as an address book
Simply offer them a button to jump from the product page to the page where
they can enter their payment information. (Remember that they must be known
to the system before they can place an order, so design your process
accordingly)
If most customers do not need the information you are displaying on the product
page, you may even offer a shortcut button on the category page

Even for big shops or malls, the order process should be kept simple. However,
because the shop is more complex and there are more options, this may be
harder to achieve. As a general rule, try to adapt the order process to the
shopper's behavior and not to the shop's organizational structure

If typical shoppers of your store buy several products during one shopping trip,
or if they usually want their orders shipped to more than one address, then
make this easy for them. If they buy more than one product from the same
category then link the “add to shopcart/shipto” button straight back to the
category page. To do so, pass the category number into the product macro, and
use it in the URL section of the HTML form around the “add” button. If a product
uses accessories, then route the shopper to a page where these are offered

To shorten the order process, critically examine the “database” structure and
table relationships for the ordering process. An example structure is shown in
Figure 6 on page 19.
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2.4.1. Home Page
This is the first thing a shopper sees when surfing to your shopping site.
Besides using graphical elements to lure the shopper into your store, you may
consider putting special sales offerings on this page
Do not make your home page too busy and crowded. You must makeit simple
for your customer to get into your store
Let the shoppers into your store without having to register in advance. A
registration process might be a barrier for shoppers and might cause them to
leave without even having seen your products. Place the registration process
toward the end of the shopping trip. Of course, if you do not know who your
shoppers are, you will not be able to present special offers to them, so give
registered shoppers the opportunity to log on, right up front
In the default shopping process, this home pageis a flat HTML file. For easier
maintenance, a dynamic page would be preferable for stores with frequently
changing products that still want to make offers from the home page.

The URL of the dynamic home page is quite complicated. The Net. Commerce
installation adds the following Service directive in the httpd.conffile to execute
the Net.Data program whenever a URL has a path that matches /egi-bin/msrvr/*
Service /cgi-bin/msrvr/* /usr/1pp/NetConmerce/cgi-bin/cmnicapi :Service/*
The following shows another way to create a static HTML introduction page from
where you transfer shoppers te the dynamic page
<html>
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Refresh” CONTENT="5;

URL=http: //www. itsashap.com/cgi -bin/msrvr/;
execmacro/mall_dir.d2w/report”><head>

<title>Welcome</title>
</head>
<body bycolors"#FFFFFF” LINK="#O09C00" ¥LINK="4FFO000" ALINK="#FFFFOO">
<p><center>
<a href="http: //ww, itsoshop.com/cgi-bin/msrvr/;

execmacro/mall_dir.déw/report">
<img src="/logo.gif” border-0></a> Bq]</center>
</body>
</html>
The following is an explanation of the points highlighted in the preceding HTML
example:

HI This tells your browser to refresh this page after 5 seconds with the mallpage

ithe clickable image gives the customer the opportunity to enter the mallearlier

Include a nice graphic, but make it small enough so it is not annoying and slowto download.
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2.4.2 Catalog Browsing
The catalog offers access to product categories, subcategories and products. It
consists of two sets of pages

+ The category pages link shoppers to the groups of products or services
available in the store. You can compare them to a table of contents in a
paper catalog or signs in a real store. They have to include categorytitles
and images, descriptions, and of course hyperlinks to subcategories or
product pages
The product pages include descriptions, attributes, images and price of the
products. They might also contain a link to related products or to detailed
product evaluations. Additionally, the product pages should include a link for
adding the product to the shopping cart

Figure 7 shows a simple example of the hierarchical structure of category and
product pages. This is one branch of the demomall that is included withNet, Commerce.
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Hammer ‘— Socket Wrench  
 
Figure 7. A Simple Set of Category and Product Pages

Catalog browsing works much the same way as browsing a paper catalog, but
the electronic version has the significant advantage of placing hyperlinks to
totally different pages
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2.4.5 Address Book
The address book is quite a useful feature if shoppers want to order items not
only for themselves but also for others, such as friends or family members. It
offers the possibility to enter those friends and relatives into the database, refer
to them via a short nickname, buy products for them, and have the products
shipped directly to them.

It is up to you to decide (or to discuss with whoever you are planning an
electronic shopping site for) whether it should be possible to ship products to
addresses other than that of the person who places orders, and whether
shoppers can use the address book or be required to enter shipping addresses
manually.

Having the ability to maintain an address book makes the shopping process
flexible, but might confuse some people

2.4.6 Shipping Information
Shipping information consists of three parts:

+ Entering the shipping address (fram the address book or manually)
+ Entering the items from the shopping cart to be shipped to this address
+ Selecting the shipping provider

Once again, you have to decide which options would be appropriate for the type
of store that you want to set up on the Internet. A small store might easily
suffice without an address book and with just one shipping provider for all
orders. A big department store selling products from a variety of manufacturers
or a large mall hosting a number of individual stores might need the ability to
choose from a range of shipping providers.

2.4.7 Ordering and Payment
The last steps after assigning shipping information to the selected products is to
confirm the order and to initiate the payment process
The shopper is presented with an order form listing the selected products, prices
{including shipping costs and applicable taxes) and recipients. In addition, the
payment method must be selected at this point. The standard procedure is to
use a credit card payment. If you have a relationship with an eTill service
provider (or a Gateway if you are going to be your owneTill) you can invoke the
SET-based payment process. The SET protocol provides you with an almost
certain way of identifying the shopper. The credit card payment method does
not. Anyone who has accessto credit card details (a waiter in a restaurant,
someone at the store where the customer bought something previously, or even
between a customer and an old-fashioned non-secure Internet shop) could enter
these details and order merchandise. So you might want to check these before
you ship the products.

Alternatively, you can choose any other payment method which can be invoked
by calling user-defined functions or programs from within the Net.Commerce
macros. (For example, CyberCash, DigiCash, First Virtual and others)
You will find the complete order information in the Net.Commerce database for
further processing.
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2.4.3 Shopping Cart
The shopping cart or basket displays the items that the shopperpotentially
wants to order. You should regardit as a tool for shoppers to gather interesting
products with, not as a necessary step in the shopping process. It should be
there for the shoppers that need it, and optional for people that do not need it. It
should not be in the typical order process

Items remain in the cart until they are removed by the shopper. For registered
users, the shopping basket is not only valid for the current session, but also for
all subsequent sessions. Anonymous or guest shoppers lose their shopping cart
information after leaving the store. However customers can select products and
register later during their session without losing their products.

You also have to decide on the scope of the shopping cart. The shopping cart
may be made valid for the whole mall, or for only one store in the mall

2.4.4 Registration
When shoppers “register,” they get a unique user ID and password, which can
be used for subsequent visits to the store. This unique user ID and password
can be stored in DB2, in a security access facility (such as RACF), or in a
passwordfile in the HFS
Notes:

1. When an instance uses a security access facility such as RACFto store
passwords, you cannot use the registration and administration forms to
change shopper and administrator user IDs and passwords. The changes
must be made by the security access facility administrator.

. Both DBZ and RACF support sharing of this information in a sysplex:
passwordfiles do not

The merchant decides when the customer should register. As stated before, you
may want to wait to ask the customer to register until he or she is close to really
buying goods. Registration at this time is more natural than asking for
identification when entering the shop, since the customer has to specify a shipto
address anyway.
However, some functions will not be possible until a shopper is registered:

+ Maintaining an address book
+ Keeping items in the shopping cart
+ Being a memberof a shopper group (and thus getting discounts)

For merchants it can be an advantage to know who they are dealing with. Take
this into account when deciding on the shopping trip anatomy. Makeit attractive
for customers to register, but also leave the option for shopping as an
anonymoususer.

The default registration page contains many fields. You may want to leave some
data out, the demographic data for example, and concentrate on the necessary
data for delivering the product to the customer. This way the registration form
looks less overwhelming.
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2.4.8 Default Shopping Trip
The shopping trip that is provided by Net.Commerce in the demonstration
shopping mall is outlined in Figure 8. Depending on the store you are building,
you may have to modify it

Store Home Page Categories Subcategory

“Ine j

 

 

  
 

 

af
Prepare an Order Shopping Cart

 

 

ie 7    
Place an Order Acknowledgment

  
 
Figure 8. Net.Commerce Default Shopping Trip

Once you have designed your shopping site, including page layout and product
pages, it is a good idea to perform usability tests on the site prior to makingitlive on the Web.
 
2.5 Post-Order Processes

Order fulfillment is an individual process that varies from company to company
Typically, the following tasks have to be dealt with

« Accounting
+ Tax calculation
+ Shipping
+ Inventory

What Net.Commerce does for you is putall necessary information into the
database. It is your responsibility to use this information. At the moment there
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is no tool provided by Net.Commerce for viewing that data, so you have to
choose another way for further processing.

Whichever way you decide to go from there is largely dependent on whether or
not you already have backend systems in place to take care of the fulfillment
processes, and whatinterfaces those systems provide to exchange information
with Net.Commerce. The following list provides some examples:

+ Use tie-in applications such as Taxware or Progistics Merchant
+ Save output inaflat file to be picked up by other processes or batch

programs
Send extracted information as an e-mail
Send extracted information as a fax.
Convert data to Electronic Data Interchange format (EDI), which is sometimes
used for communications between existing merchant applications
Export information to other database systems
Develop your own APls to send information online to existing backend
applications (for instance CICS, IMS and ERP systems such as SAP R/3)
Develop your own APIs to send information to backend systems using
MQSeries

Most of these options rely on the translation of the information from one format
to another, even to flat files. This operation can be done online or as a batch
process, depending on the fulfillment system you choose
 
2.6 Possible Store Scenarios

To give you an idea in what kind of situations Net.Commerce could be used, and
how it could be used, examine the following three scenarios

1. Large single store
2. Small mail
3. Large mall

2.6.1 Large Single Store
+» 1 shop
+ 10 main categories
+ 100 subcategories
+ 10000 products
+ Connection to backend fulfillment systems

A big store will typically be an existing department store or mail order company
They already have a database with specifications of the products to sell. The
system will be maintained by a dedicated staff. The company will host the
system itself

Whether thestore will look like a single store or like a mall is a marketing
decision. Some big stores might prefer looking like many smaller, specialized
companies.
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Administering the mall (site manager)
Writing applications to run in the mall or connecting to backend fulfillment
systems.
Helping merchants design their shops
Running a help desk for merchants and/for customers

In a big mall, the possibility of merchants offering the same kind of products is
very great. Using search tools across the mall is interesting to customers,
possibly more than for most merchants themselves, because it encourages
campetitian, especially on price. As a result, you may have merchants
competing over whose products are located first by the Web server's search
engine
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2.6.2 Small Mall

2.6.3 Large Mall

The question whether the company wants to use the existing database or set up
a new one depends on the security of the system. Especially for mission-critical
systems, speed and reliability should not be much affected by adding an online
Net.Commerce application.
For maintaining the information in the database, the merchant probably will not
rely on the HTML-based customization forms provided by Net.Commerce. This
system is complicated (for updating a product you may need to change up to 5
pages} and not very fast. For maintaining 10000 preduects, an administrator will
need direct access to the database(s). He or she will want to directly manipulate
columns and tables for changing prices, availability and so on. Net.Commerce
currently does not provide a tool to directly manipulate the database. However,
the online help documents each field in each base table to help facilitate this.
Product Advisor can also be used to search through the 10000 products to aid
the administrator when organizing product updates

3 shops
15 categories
60 subcategories
300 products

This mall will be maintained by a dedicated staff, probably a small content
hosting company doing this as their main business. The shops could be
considered as three small shops, but they could have commonparts and share a
common database. server, security setup, and so on. Some shops will want
their own shopping cart, navigation and ordering process, while some may not
For customizing this you can use the Task Manager to specify which macro or
API to use for which task for which shop
The merchants could use a common promotion site, where products of all
companies are featured. This could be a macro that searches the database for
all current specials
A combination of shops that complement each other and have a common
fulfillment system could resemble a department store. If they make an
integrated look, they could compete as a high-quality shop/mall where
customers can buy all they need in one stop

50 shops in 5 categories
500 categories in 50 main categories
28000 products
Some conversions of existing databases
Connection to backend fulfillment systems

A big mall could consist of 50 shops or more. Big malls will host their own site
The hosting company will run a large single server or run a Parallel Sysplex with
the following main tasks

+ Keeping the hardware running and up-to-date
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Chapter 3. Advanced Planning
This chapter discusses planning aspects for Net.Commerce and its related
products. It is our intention to illustrate that, though Net.Commerce comes on a
3480 cartridge, there is a lot more to consider about this product than just
installing it out of the box, connecting to the Internet, and being ready to receiveorders
 
3.1 Planning a Net.Commerce Project

To set up a Net.Commerce shop you need a variety of specific skills, because
the quantity of required resources depends on the level of customization needed
for the shop. In the simplest case, the system has already beenset up for you,
and all you have to do is build a small, simple store that is similar to the default
or the demomall provided. In this situation, you may need only the time and
skills necessary to design your static and dynamic pages and customize the
shopping processa little.

3.1.1 Skills Profile for Advanced Scenarios
However, if you have more ambitious plans and would like to get started on your
own, you have a greater challenge ahead since you need all of the following
skills for this project:

+ OS/390 UNIX System Services skills
+ Web server setup, customization and tuning skills
+ HTML skills for the static pages

DB2 setup, administration and problem determination skills
SQL and Net.Data programming skills for the macros
Graphical design skills including photography
User interface/interaction design skills and information design
Java, JavaScript and multimedia application development skills
API programming skills using the C language and compiler under UNIX
System Services
Payment system (SET) skills
Network skills (TCP/IP, security, Internet access)
Marketing and sales experience
Project management experience

As you can see, unless you happen to have mostofthe listed skills or know
someone who does, the design and development efforts for a complex
Net.Commercesite should be given to a team of specialists. You might also
want to add a business consultant to that team to assist in the transition process
from your existing store to selling over the Internet.
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3.1.3. Who Will Be Your Service Provider?
For a Net.Commerce project and shopping site, you can certainly choose to
develop and host everything at your own location. Or you may want to have a
service provider, for instance IBM, do everything at their site, Or you maychoose a combination of the two

One solution would be that the merchant has the content hosted by a dedicated
service company. That way, setup and maintenance of the hardware, the
network, and the customization and connection of mast of the software and
security components are done elsewhere. This is not as easy as hosting a
normal (passive) Web site, though, because a connection to the database is
needed, and testing and updating macros and APIs can be difficult

3.1.4 Marketing and Design
Graphical design, Java, and multimedia programming are highly specialized jobs
that are best left to professionals. User interface and information design for the
simplest shops can be done by common sense, but for larger shops professional
advice might substantially improve the appearance on the Web. User interface
and information designers can help decide what information to include for
products and categories, as well as design a useful and attractive layout of the
pages. This makes the shop more transparent and makesit easier to find the
products the customer wants.
Last but not least, you need to think about marketing. Many shops are set up
from the technical point of view. Much can be improved by having a good
marketing vision before setting up the shop

So while it is possible to build your own shop as a small merchant, it is just not
realistic to expect a single person to establish a large shopping site without
help; the range of necessary skills is just too wide.
 
3.2 Database Considerations

The Net.Commerce databaseis a relational database. It contains all the
information that is used by the Net.Commerce system, from basic information
needed to run the Net.Commerce server, to information that pertains to
individual shoppers, items, and prices. The database also includes pointers to
images, macros, AP| programs, and HTML files

The Net.Commerce database consists of a collection of tables. Every time you
perform a task from the forms in the Net.Commerce Administrator, such as
adding a new product or entering information in the forms and then click Save,
you are storing the information in one or more tables in the database. Every
time a customer registers, selects and orders products the database tables are
automatically updated with the new data. The database contains customizable
merchant-reserved columns. Merchants can also customize the database by
adding new tables.
Database features include:

+ An index mechanism
+ Database views

Delete cascade mechanismsto preserve the referential integrity of the
relationships between tables in the database
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Figure 9. Net.Commerce implementation Team

3.1.2 Time Schedule

30

As with all IT projects, the time schedule involved very much depends on the
knowledge available about the topics to be covered. If you have to acquireall
neededskills before or while creating the shop, it will be a long and difficult
process. Even if you possess (or have accessto) mostof the skills, hardware
and software, it may be a several weeks before you can get a shop online.
Other factors to consider are:

+ Connections to backend systems
+ Connections to payment systems

Amount of customization required, especially programming work to be done
Completeness of the information
Availability of product images, logos, and so on
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3.3. Web Server Considerations
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When planning the setup of your Net.Commerce Server, one challenge you face
is determining the right “size and strength” of the hardware so that it can
provide the best response time to a client’s request. There are a number of
things to consider
The publication Net. Commerce: Configuring and Getting Started, GC24-5862
discusses the specifics and minimal considerations in hardware and software
you need in order to set up and run Net.Commerce for OS/390. In this redbook,
however, we will explain the more general factors that have to be considered fora Web server in the Internet environment. These include:
Hits per day: A ‘hit’ is anything that the Web server catches whenever a home

page. or element within the home page, is accessed. This includes
everything from HTML code, graphics, and animations, to multimedia
sources such as video or sound. The hit has become the main measure by
which a Web server's accessibility and functionality are judged
Quite often, however, the numberof hits on a Web server reflects the
design of the pages, rather than the actual number of people accessing
your page. While such numbers may be good for the advertising
department, it is recommended to reduce the number of hits per page in
order to have faster access. Caching heavily accessed pages in either the
Web server's cache or the Net.Commerce cache in DB2 can also help
improve performance

Sizes and types offiles: |\t is always important to know how many resources you
need in order to store all the information in your server, and to also know
what kind of information and applications are going to be placed on the
server, that is, whether they are static pages or dynamic pages.
Static pages are those that are going to be stored on the server without
making changesto them every time someone wants to access them. Such
pages include most HTML text, graphics, video, sound, and so on
Dynamic pages are those that must be created anew whenever someone
hits them (CGI, forms, macros, and so on). Dynamic pages will always
require much more server resources because the server, instead of
returning an existing file, will have to first create the file to be returned

On average, a WWW transaction takes from 1 to 5KBif it is only text, 10KB for
text and graphics, 100KB with multimedia, and more than 100KB for multimedia
and applications
It is important to note here that Net.Commerce most often uses dynamic pages
Regarding your Net.Commerce Web site, there are even more factors toconsider:
Numberof concurrent users:It is always useful to have at least a rough idea of

how the hits on your server will be distributed over a 24-hour period. This
will allow you to identify, for example, your peak usage periods for
concurrent users, and as a result give you a better idea of your serverhardware needs
For example, consider the difference between a server handling one million
hits per day spread over 24 hours, and one that has to handle the same
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volume (or even 80%) over an 8-hour “peak” period. Obviously, the latter
scenario would require a much more powerful machine.
Of course, concurrent use is not the only parameter you will have to
consider. As noted earlier, file size and type (dynamic or static), as well as
peak hit periods must all be considered, and they must be considered
together as part of an interactive process.
For more information about capacity planning, you can visit the followingURLs
http: //www.s390. ibm. com/products/oe/dgwpert .htm1
http://www. ics.raleigh. ibm. com/capacity/howfast .htm

Gonnection speed: This factor is one of the most important in the performance of
an electronic-commerce Web server system, and the one where quite often
good results do not depend directly on the design of the solution. Here you
have to consider bandwidth, internal network speed, and the Internet
Service Provider (ISP). The bandwidth recommended for any Web server
with commerce applications on the Internet is at least T1
Ultimately, the end user will receive information from your server according
to the speed at which his or her ISP allocates it; thus, some factors will
always be beyond your control

Network backup and recovery: Consider using Virtual IP Address Support (VIPA),
a feature of TCP/IP for network backup and recovery. VIPA allows for the
definition of a virtual IP interface and a virtual IP address independent of
physical interfaces (communication adapters). A virtual device will always
be active and never seesafailure. VIPA provides tolerance offailures ofOS/390 network attachment hardware.
The RouteD application running on the OS/390 system provides Routing
Information Protocol(RIP) support to broadcast routing paths to adjacent
routers so that they can reroute inbound traffic in case of physical interfacefailures

Security and integrity: A major concern of commercial and government
enterprises is the security and integrity of their data. This concern is
magnified when connections to the Internet, or even extended access
through an intranet, are considered. OS/390 provides a very strong
framework for control of data access. and for maintaining the integrity of
data. Security is controlled by the System Authorization Facility (SAF),
which checks all access requests to system resources, using an external
security manager (such as the OS/390 Security Server, formerly known as
RACF) to grant or deny access to resources
All requests made to the Domino Go Webserver are given a user ID, and
work is done in the server on behalf of that user 1D. Therefore you can use
the Security Server to restrict access to system resources, and be
confident that a Web user cannot compromise the security of your system

Availability: OS/390 systems are used in environments where high availability is
crucial. For example, many banks run their ATM machines from OS/390
servers, with very high levels of availability. For Web applications like
Net.Commerce, availability becomes very important for several reasons,
including:

+ The Web “culture” has caused us to become very impatient consumers
of information. If a particular Website is not available or is responding
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To provide for a transition period for the development of this key management
infrastructure, this rule permits the export and re-export of 56-bit key length DES
or equivalent strength encryption items under the authority of a License
Exception if an exporter makes satisfactory commitments to build and/or market
recoverable encryption items and to help build the supporting international
infrastructure. This policy applies to hardware and software.

3.4.1.2 California Assembly Bill 3320 (1996)
This bill regulates sales over the Internet, and other electronic media, in the
state of California. It is the expansion of an existing bill regulating the sale,
lease, or offering for sale or lease of goods or services by telephone, mail order,
or catalog. The bill requires a vendor conducting business through the Internet
or any other electronic means of communication to make specific disclosures to
a buyer.
A merchantin California who wants to do business over the Internet would
therefore have to do, among other required actions, one of the following within
30 days (or an otherwise clearly specified period of time) of payments received

+ Ship ordered goods or services
+ Mail a full refund or credit the account where payments have been

transferred from if merchandise is not available or has not been shipped.
+ Send a letter to the buyer advising of a delay in shipment, or offering a

substitution of the goods or services ordered (which would have to be of
equivalent or superior quality), or offering a full refund

When a merchant outside the state conducts business electronically with a buyer
in California, the merchant would then have to disclose to the buyer, in writing or
electronically, the merchant's return and refund policy, the legal name under
which the business is conducted, and under certain circumstances, the businessaddress of the merchant.

It is likely that similar legislation will be introduced in other states and countries
The full text of the bill can be obtained from the California Legislature Website
at the following URL
http://www. leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/postquery?hous e=Aasess=PREVAbnumber=3320

3.4.1.3, Requirements for the Use of Cryptographic Software inFrance
In France, cryptographic systems are regarded as weapons

By law any product capable of enciphering/deciphering user data must obtain a
license from the French administrative government service named Central
Service for Information Systems Security (SCSSI) before being marketed. Then
customers need to be authorized to use them on a case-by-case basis. It
usually takes around six months before any such authorizations are granted

In reality, two major and useful exceptions exist
1. Routinely, licenses are granted that allow banks to use DES products on a

global basis (no case-by-case authorization is needed)
2. Routinely, global licenses are granted that allow anybody to use weak

encryption (RC2/RC4 with 40-bit keys)
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slowly, clients will tend to shift their attention to another site, pernaps
that of a competitor.
The Web extends the “hours of opening’ for your enterprise to 24 hours
a day, since clients can be spread across the world. In addition, even
in your own time zone, clients will require connections to your site
outside of your regular business hours.

OS/3980 servers are already designed and configured to deliver the levels of
system availability required, especially in a Parallel Sysplex environment.
 

3.4 Examples of Aspects of Local Legislature
In this section we briefly look at same legal implications that you may have to
face when you intend to set up a Net.Commercesite.
Depending on the state or country where your store or mall is located, you are
subject to local laws that regulate electronic commerce, if such laws are in
place. It is your responsibility as the planner or ownerof an electronic shopping
site to obtain information on such regulations before you go online with your
system, Places to turn to for more details on that matter would be, amongothers:

+ City, County or District Chambers of Commerce
+ The local association of lawyers
+ The state legislative library, or equivalent, whereall bills can be found that

have either passed or otherwise been brought forward to those legislativebodies

No matter what products you are going to sell over the Internet, it is more than
likely that there are certain regulations in place and applicable to your business.
The legal issue is especially important if you plan to install sites in different
states or countries, or if you are operating in a multi-cultural society where
several official languages are spoken and/or required. If you are uncertain if or
to what extent your online store would be affected by local legislation, we
strongly advise that you contact a lawyer.
We have done a little research on that matter and found some examples which
we have included in the following sections. We have also tried to separate those
issues that are primarily related to Internet commerce from such regulations that
affect any kind of commercial interaction between merchants and customers

3.4.1 Regulations for Electronic Commerce on the Internet
The following sections list examples of legal acts dealing specifically with
electronic commerce or information exchange over the Internet.

3.4.1.1 New US Export Regulations for Encryption Keys
On October 1, 1996, the US Government announced a plan to makeit easier for
Americans to use stronger encryption products to protect their privacy,
intellectual property and other valuable information. The plan envisions a
worldwide key management infrastructure, with the use of key escrow and key
recovery encryption items, to promote electronic commerce and secure
communications while protecting national security and public safety
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You have to carefully review the issue of electronic commerce in France or with
any business partners in France because the products are evolving faster thanlicenses can be obtained.

Whenyouplan or have a business need to exchangeciphered data with French
partners, you have to check which options you are allowed to use. Normally
56-bit DES keys are allowed for banks and 40-bit keys are allowed for other
users. Currently, itis also uncertain when DES keys will be allowed for SET
protocols.

3.4.1.4 Acceptance of Electronic Transactions As Court Evidence
Other issues relate to repudiation of a transaction and electronic contracts in
court. To date, no one has taken anyone to court as far as we are aware, but an
electronic contract was still non-binding, for instance, in South Africa, at the time
this book was written. This issue has been raised by contacts from othercountries as well

3.4.2 General Regulations for Commerce
The following sections list examples of legal acts dealing more generally with
business requirements for commercial enterprises

3.4.2.1 National Language Requirements in Quebec, Canada
Canada has twoofficial languages, French and English. The majority of
French-speaking people in Canada reside in the province of Quebec, and the
Quebec provincial government pays close attention to French language issues
The laws affect merchants who wish to do business in their province. Ifa
business has more than 35 employeesin the province, they must provide the
ability to do business in French. This affects merchants who have stores in the
province. They may be requested by the Quebec governmentto provide
shopping services (both the products in the store, which is the responsibility of
the merchant, and the site itself, which is the responsibility of the site host, and
includes the shopping basket and checkout capabilities) in French
Although this does not prevent merchants from opening stores and going online,
written requests from customers have been received in some cases to provide
this service, with the expectation that this function would be available in the nearfuture.

In such environments, the ability to select a language for checkout, driven by a
table of terms such as “add to shopping basket,” “name,” "address,” and so on
would be a differentiating feature to a shopping site.

3.4.2.2 Bottle Return and Refund System in Sweden
In Sweden, according to our information, a merchant who sells bottled goods
such as mineral water or juice is required by law to provide means to take back
empty bottles and refund a certain amount of money to the customer who
returns the bottles. Such regulations are likely to be in place in other countriesas well

In this case, and in comparable situations, you have to develop your own macros
and APIs for Net.Commerce because the system does not provide you withroutines to handle such return and refund situations.
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3.4.2.3 Inclusion of Applicable Taxes in Product Prices
Some countries require, very much in contrast to the U.S., that the price for any
item sold must includeall applicable taxes and duties so that it constitutes the
effective amount of money that a customer will have to pay for that item. Some
countries also require merchants to explicitly specify any applied tax rates

3.4.2.4 Monetary Control in South Africa
Monetary control has the affect that any monies leaving the country, typically via
the Internet, would first have to be cleared by the Central Reserve Bank of South
Africa. This method is and has been found to be cumbersome, and as such is
generally ignored, butit still is a legal requirement
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Chapter 4. Net.CommerceInstalla
The Net.Commerce Program Directory, GI10-4657, contains details of the
requisite software and hardware for the product as well as installation
instructions. This chapter serves as a supplementary guide to that document
You can find all the Net.Commerce documentation along with sample code for
CICS/ESA and IMS/ESAto help in accessing back-end databases, order entry
applications, and customer-service applications at the following Website
http://www. $390. ibm, com/nc/ecommerce/ index.html
Note: It is very important that you check the Net.Commerce Preventive Service
Planning (PSP) bucket before starting the installation. Check the Net.Commerce
Program Directory, Gl10-4657 for the PSP bucket upgrade and subset names
 
4.1 Product Requirements

The Net.Commerce product is made up of a number of elements, some of which
are optional. Depending on whether or not you choose to install these elements,
you may need toinstall additional requisite products. For example, eTill is an
optional element that provides secure electronic transfer of money over the
Internet by exploiting the SET protocol. If you wish to usethis facility, you will
need to install CommercePOINT eTill for OS/390. For more information on eTill,
see efit Administrator's Guide, $C24-5869.
 
4.2 Installation Steps

The Net.Commerce productdistribution tapes provide sample JCL to aid with the
installation of the product. After you run the SMPE RECEIVE job for the product,
the sample JCL will be in the smpttib-Afg.IBM.HO1B310.F1 data set. You should
copy these pre-APPLYinstallation jobs to your own JCL library, where you can
customize them to suit your site’s requirements
 
4.3, Pre-APPLY Installation Jobs

On the whole we found these jobs quite self-explanatory. However, they take
into account sites that may already have installed Net.Commerce V1.1 by
splitting the job into sections referring to H24G111 - the FMID for Net.Commerce
V1.1, and HO1B310 - the FMID for Net.Commerce V3.1

For example, the DDDEFALC job in member CMNISDDD hastwosteps for
defining the dddefs for the Net.Commerce product. The first step adds dddets
that existed in V1.1 of the product, and the second step adds new dddefs.introduced in V3.1.

It is worth pointing out that if you already have V1.1 installed, the job would
receive the following error message and a return code of 8
GIM35601E - data set subentry was not added because it already exists
You may wish to change the ADD statements to REP to avoid this message.
Note, however, that this will result in a return code 4 for the job and a warning
message stating that entries were replaced instead of added
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Table 1 on page 40 lists the sample pre-APPLY jobs
 

Table 1. Net.Commerce Installation Sample Pre-APPLY Jobs. 
Member Jt ]OB Name Description 
CMNISDDD DDDEFALC Sample JOB to define SMP/E DDDEFs 
CMNISALC DSALLOC Allacates the Target and Distribution Libraries 
CMNISHFS HFSALLOC
CMNISMKD MKDIRS

Allocates HFS space and sets mountpoint
Sample JOB to invoke CMNMKDIR   CMNMKDIR: n.   ia Sample script to create directories and symbolic links. 

4.3.1 CMNISDDD

4.3.2, CMNISALC

4.3.3, CMNISHFS

The job is split into different sections for defining dddefs for the
Net.Commerce V1.1 and Net.Commerce V3.1 products, as described
The JCLis written to split the target data sets over two DASD volumes. If
you want the data sets on a single volume, change the volsers accordingly.
This is the approach we took.
Note: A new set of guidelines on data set placement has been introduced
by IBM. Data set placement recommendations are not mandatory, but
provide a good foundation for many recent functional and system
management enhancements(such as sharing a master catalog, indirect
volume serial support, UNIX System Services, and Parallel Sysplex). For
more information, see OS/390: Planning for installation, GC28-1726.
The DEFPATH step will allow you to change the dddeffor the root directory
HFS from / to /SERVICE/, for example. Note that this step is written to cater
to a mixed environment where some directories are already under a
‘SERVICE/ path, but some are not. This step would change any already
existing /SERVICE/ entries to /, then convert afi / entries to /SERVICE/.
If you do not have a mixed environmentlike this, then you would only want
to run the first part or second part of this step, because running both would
revert you back to the original dddef.

This job allocates and catalogs the target and dlib data sets. Note that, as
with the previous job, the JCL is split to allocate data sets from V1.1 of the
product and V3.1. The target data sets are also defined over two volumes.

This job will allocate an HFS for the Net.Commerce product and mount this
newfilesystem at a new mountpoint. We used /usr/lpp/NetCommerce as our
mountpoint, which is the default.
If you are installing the product into the root directory, as we did,
then remove the -ROOT-entry in this job.

Remember to add the relevant entries to your BPXPRMxx member to make
the mount permanent
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4.3.4 CMNISMKD
+ This job runs the CMNMKDIR exec which builds symbolic links and HFS

directory structures for the product. Again, we changed -ROOT-to /

4.3.5 SMP/E APPLY and APPLY CHECK
« We found we had to increase the region size for this job; otherwise we

received the message
BPXF1O3E RETURN CODE 00000004 WAS RECEIVED DURING AN ATTEMPT TO.
OBTAIN STORAGE FOR A BUFFER.

4.3.6 Add SCMNLMODto LNKLSTxx or PROGxx Member of SYS1.PARMLIB
Generally it is advisable, from a performance perspective, to use the linklist
rather than to steplib to a library that is required by a user under UNIX System
Services. The SCMNLMOD library can either be placed in a STEPLIB in the Web
server started procedure, or it can be placed in the linklist. The latter is the
option we chose.
The system we used in Poughkeepsie exploits dynamic linklist, so the addition of
a new library was a relatively simple task. The following describes the steps we
performed to add the CMN.SCMNLMOD library to the linklist dynamically.

+ Temporarily add the library to the current LNKLST set and activate the new
set using the following commands:
SETPROG LNKLST,DEFINE,NAME=TEMP.LNKLST,COPYFROM=CURRENT
SETPROG LNKLST,ADD,NAME=TEMP.LNKLST,DSNAME=CMN.SCMNLMOD
SETPROG LNKLST,ACTIVATE, NAME=TEMP.LNKLST
Add the library to the LNKLST member that is read at IPL time, either in the
LNKLSTxx memberor in a PROGxx member where you may keep
dynamically defined libraries. On our system, dynamically defined libraries
are kept in SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGCOQ). Authorized Program Facility libraries
are kept in SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGAQ}, and both members are referenced in
the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASY S00) entry. The entry in PROGCO looks like:
LNKLST Add Name(LNKLST00)

Dsname (CMN.SCMNLMOD)
 

4.4 Configuring a Net.Commerce Instance
This section describes how to set up the demomalf which is a sample mall that is
supplied with the Net.Commerceproduct. Refer to Net Commerce. Configuring
and Geiting Started, GC24-5862 for further information about this topic. In order
to configure your Net.Commerceinstance, you will need to know some
information related to your system environment as shown in Table 2 on page 42.
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4.4.1 Getting Started - Demomall
The demomall is an example of a Net. Commerceinstance. An instance is a
Net. Commerce server with its associated DB2 database interacting with a Web
server. The demomall provides HTML pages, CGI scripts and all the other
goodies that make up an Internet shop. Net.Commerce for OS/390 also provides.
a second sample mall: the business-to-business mall. But for now we will
concentrate on demomall, which is a consumer to business mall

The sample demomall provided with Net-Commerce is based on the idea of a
shopping mall, or arcade. You enter a shopping mall by the main entrance and
have a selection of shops providing different goods within the mall to choose
from. These shops may be hardware stores, clothing stores, shoe stores, or
even department stores. Each store has its own entrance within the mall and
once inside the store, it will have different sections for the different goodsit
sells. In the case of a departmentstore, it will have departments and sections
within departments. For example, it might having a clothing department, and
within that have sections for ladies’ and gentlemen's fashions
The demomall provides an Internet version of this shopping mall scenario. The
mall is called The Metropotitan, and its main entrance is the URL for the Web
site, for example http://www, itsoshop.com (the instance hostname). Qnce you
have entered the mall, you are presented with a number of stores you can shop
in by clicking the store’s name. Each store has further links to the different
product sections. 6th Avenue is one such stare inside the mall

The demomall has been designed to provide you with a wide range of possible
shopping scenarios. It is probably morein line with a service provider’s Web
site, providing the Internet access and resources for a number of companies who
want their goods available on the Internet, rather than with an individual
campany that just wishes to have its own products accessible by Internet
shoppers. Thus, the concept of "malls" and “stores” can get confusing. In this
redbook we use the following naming for the Internet shop we will build.

To allow us to provide examples of multiple Net.Commerce instances or
merchants accessing the same Net.Commerce database later on in this book, we
use the following terminology to differentiate between the Net.Commercedatabases and instances

+ ITSODB is the name used for the mall database wewill use. In our example,
this will be the sample demomall provided with Net.Commerce.

+ ITSODBUis the name used for the user ID that owns this database. This is
the user ID under which all the instances or merchants that access the
ITSODB databasewill run.

+ ITSOINSTis the name used for the initial instance wewill define.

Firstly, you will need to have some information about your OS/380 and DB2
systems. It is worth collecting these details at this point

+ The name of the DB2 subsystem you intend to use for the Net.Commercedatabase. We used DBS?
The HLQs used for your DB2 data sets. We used D&2V510.
The HLQs used for the Domino Go Webserver. We used /MW.
The TCP/IP data set naming convention. For TCP/IP for OpenEdition, some
of these files may be in the HFS structure under /usr/Ipp/internetor /etc
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 informationYouWillNeedToHaveAtYourFingertips.
Table2.

Yourinstallation 

Ourinstallation DB2V510
Jusr/lpp/NetCommeree/html/en_US/itsoinst/ete/httpd.conf.imwebsryMSERVER ITSODB ITSODBU WEBSRV fetefresolv.cont wtsc580e.itso.ibm.com www.itsoshop.com ITSOINST mserver.conf mserver.envvars  

Description

 HighLevelQualifier(hiq)ofNet.Commercedatasets  er(hig)ofDB2datasets
HighLevelQu

 HighLevelQualifier(hiq)ofWebServerdatasets  
DB2SubsystemName

 HTML_PATH

owntheDB2database(s) FullyqualifiedTCP/IPnameofthemachineonwhichtheNet.Commerce Namingconventionyou'llusefortheNet.Commerceinstances(‘inst1’,"inst2’)
instanceswillrun LocationoftheNCSinstanceconfigurationfilesWWW. Net.DatainitializationfileusedbytheNCSinstanceNameoftheNCSinstanceenvironmentfileNameoftheOS/390datasetthatcantainstheTCP/IPconfig.information NameoftheNCSinstanceconfigfileNameyouwishtouseforNet.Commercedatabase(s) NameoftheuserIDunderwhichtheWebServerwillrun NameandlocationoftheWebServerconfigurationfileNameyouwishtouseforNet.Commerceplan NameoftheuserID(s)that WebServerInstanceHostName

             
 

Net.Cormerce for OS/390

The fully qualified TCP/IP name of the OS/390 machine on which theNet.Commerce Server instances will run. We used wtseS8oe.itso.ibm.com. If
you do not know the fully qualified hostname, try looking in the TCPIP.DATA
data set or in the fete directory for a hostsfile
The HLQsfor the data sets in which you installed the Net.Commerce productWe used CMN.
The user ID under which the Web server runs. This is the user ID associated
with the Web server started task. We used WEBSRV.
 

4.5 Enabling Access to Resources
After you have installed the Net.Commerce product, you need to prepare to
configure the system. This section describes the follawing procedures:

4. Allowing PUBLIC access to your Web server
Enabling Program Control

Updating the sample Net.Commerce startup procedure.

2
3. Enabling Net.Commerce Database access
4
5. Defining the started task

Updating the Web server startup procedure.
7. Binding the DBRM to the Net.Commerce plan.
8. Configuring the Net.Commerce system
9. Granting database administrator authority to the Web server.

Some of the examples and descriptions used in this book reflect assumptions
that may not apply to your environment. Following are descriptions of these
assumptions, along with guidance on how to use the book if they do not apply to
you

+ We refer to the security product RACF, or Security Server. However, you can
use any OS/390 external security manager that provides equivalent support,
substituting the appropriate procedures where necessary
The default name /usr/lpp/NetCommerce is used for the directory in which
Net.Commerce was installed. If you used a different name, it must be
substituted where necessary, in particular, in the Access Control panel in the
Configuration Program. See Figure 18 on page 57.

4.5.1 Allowing PUBLIC Access to Your Web Server
Ensure that the Userld directive in the httpd.conffile for your Web server is set to
PUBLIC. The httpd.conf file is usually in the /etc directory

4.5.2 Enabling Program Control

44

lf you are using the BPX.DAEMON facility class in RACF, then you will most likely
have Program Control enabled. This is an area that can cause problems when
configuring the Web server. A situation known as a dirty adaress space can
occur if a program without Program Control defined is called into the
program-controlled Web server address space. RACF sets the “dirty bit” on and
an error message of errno2: Obe802af is received
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This problem is usually caused when the definition for the data set that is to be
program controlled is set up incompletely. It can occur particularly when two
SYSRES volumes are in existence, where one is an IPL volume and the other is
a maintenance volume which, once successfully tested with the new
maintenance, becomes the new IPL volume. The dirty address space problem
arises when the data set which was program-controlled on the original IPL
volume is called from the new IPL volume, but has not been defined to RACF as.
program controlled on this new volume
To answer this issue, the ability to define a data set on a non-specific volume
was introduced. This enhancement has been provided in APAR OW24881 and is
integrated in OS/390 Security Server R4 and above
The commands we used to enable Program Control
RALTER PROGRAM * ADDMEM(’ CMN.SCMNLMOD'// NOPADCHK) UACC (READ)
SETROPTS WHEN(PROGRAM) REFRESH
Note the lack of a specific volser between the forward slashes. Also note that if
this is the first time you are using Program Control, the command would be
RDEFINE as opposed to RALTER

Refer to OS/390 OpenEdition Planning, SC28-1890 for more details on Program
Control and the BPX.DAEMON facility class.
Note: lf you get a dirty address space refer to OS/390 OpenEdition

Planning, SC28-1890 for information on how to set up a SLIP
trace to identify modules which are not program-controlled and
may be causing the dirty address space.
It is worth noting that files in the HFS can also be
program-controlled, and if a non-program controlled file is
accessed, in much the same way as a non-program-controlled
module is accessed, you may also get a dirty address space
The error messagedisplayed is 090cO2af, which is slightly
different from the non-program controlled module error.
There are informational apars which describe in detail how to
trace these error conditions. At the time of writing, these
APARS were 1108176 and 1110548 for tracing dirty address
spaces in the OS/390 environment and in the OMVS
environment, respectively

4.5.3 Net.Commerce Database Access
Every Net.Commerce database you build requires access definitions to be set up
to allow data to be read from and written to the database by shoppers accessing
your mall, as well as by your own site administrators. This is achieved by
creating unique user IDs that own each Net.Commerce database, and by
granting database administrator authority to the Web server for each database.
Each Net.Commerce database owner user ID must have the following attributes

+» A UID of 0 to provide superuser authority
+ Read access if you have defined the BPX. DAEMON facility class
+ Update access if you have defined the BPX.SERVERfacility class
«» Read access to the data sets defined in the startup procedure for theNet.Commerce instance
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parameter string is too long to fit on one line, and the technique shown hereshould be used.
 

I/TISCINST PROC P1=!f-tr’,
ff P2=" -1 fusr/Tpp/NetComerce/html en_US/itsoi ast’tie
I/TISCINST EXEC PGMMSERVERD,
1} PARM=(’&P1 8P2"),{7 REGTON=0M, TTMF=(1440)ie
ZASTEPLIB DD DSN=DB2¥510 .SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR.
! DSN=DB2¥519 .SDSNEXIT ,DISP=SHRDSN=IMM. SIMMOD1 ,OLSP=SHR

DSN=CMN.SCMNLMOD ,DISP=SHRDSN=-BBBBBBB- .SCOTLMOD ,DISP=SHRDSN=-CCCCCCC- .SCLBDLL, DISP=SHR
DUMMY! SYSOLT=*

{/SEECUMP DD SYSOLT=*
  
 
Figure 10. Updated Startup Procedure for instance [TSOINST

4.5.4 Defining the Started Task
The startup procedure for each instance must run under the user ID that owns
the Net.Commerce database used by the instance. The started task associates
the startup procedure with the database owner.
For example, to define a started task for our startup procedure ITSOINST, and
database owner ITSODBU, enter the following commands for RACF:
RDEFINE STARTED ITSOINST.* STDATA(USER(ITSODBU))
SETR RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

4.5.5 Web Server Startup Procedure
Since we placed the CMN.SCMNLMOD data set in the LNKLST, the data set does
not need to be placed in a STEPLIB in the Web server startup procedure

4.5.6 Binding the DBRM to the Net.Commerce Plan
This is where a little DB2 knowledge will come in handy. To allow the
Net.Commerce instances to communicate with the Net.Commerce databases,
you must bind your DBRM to the Net.Commerce plan. The Net.Commerce
product provides two sample BIND jobs: one for the demomall and one for the
business-to-business sample mall. In order to submit these jobs, you will need
DB2 SYSADM authority. The following describes the steps you should take touse the demomall

1. Start the DB2 subsystem you intend to use for the Net.Commerce databaseIssue
-dsn start db2
where dsn is the DB2 subsystem name. We used D857.
Copy the CMNBIND sample job from the hig. SCMNSAMPdata set to your
JCL library and edit it as follows

+ Update the JOB statement to conform to your site requirements
+ Change the HLQsof the DB2 data set names from -XXXXXXX- to the

HLQs of your DB2 data sets. We used DB2V5T0.
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We used the following RACF commandsto define the security environmentfor a
new Net.Commerce instance. Note that the group need only be defined once,
whereas the user and permission definitions will be required for each database
owner user ID.
ADDGROUP CMNGRP SUPGROUP(SYS1) OMVS(GID(2)}
Note that the value for the GID here is arbitrary. The value you choose will
depend on whether or not you have already used the GID of 2 for another OMVS
group. The GID here should be unique. Refer to OS/390 OpenEdition Planning,SC28-1890 for more details
ADDUSER ITSODBU DFLTGRP(CMNGRP) OMYS(UID(O) HOME(' /usr/Ipp/NetComerce’)
PROGRAM(' / bin/sh’ ))
PERMIT BPX.DAEMON CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ITSODBU) ACCESS(READ)
PERMIT BPX, SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ITSODBU) ACCESS(UPDATE}
SETR RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
RACF user ID ITSODBU must also have read access to the data sets accessed
by the Net. Commerce Server (NCS) instance startup procedure. The sample
procedure is discussed in 4.5.3.1, “Update the Sample Net.Commerce StartupProcedure.”

4.5.3.1 Update the Sample Net.Commerce Startup Procedure
Each NCS instance must have its own startup procedure. This procedure defines
the data sets and startup parameters that the instance will use while running. A
sample startup procedure is supplied in Aig SCMNSAMP(CMNMSERY), where A/q
is the HLQ you chosefor the Net.Commerce target data sets
We made the following changes to our startup proc:

+ Changedall occurrences of CMNMSERYto ITSOINST.
+ Changed the startup parameters on the EXEC statementso that tracing is

active. This is highly recommended as even with very verbose switched on
in the Web server configuration (-vv parameter in httpd.conf), littleinformation about the NCS instance is sent to the Web server SYSLOG. We
allowed the output of the trace to go to stdout. See section 4.9, “Using
Traces To Debug Net.Commerce System Problems” on page 69 for more
information on tracing Net.Commerce when we run the Configuration
Program, CMNCONF
Changed -AAAAAAA- to fusr/lpp/NetCommerce/html/en_US/itsoinst.
Changed -XXXXXXX- to CMN, the HLQ for our Net.Commerce data sets,
although, since we placed CMN.SCMNLMODin the LNKLST, we commentedout the line with this data set
Changed -YYYYYYY- to DB2V510, the HLQ for our DB2 data sets.
Changed -ZZZZZ2ZZ- to IMW, the HLQ for our Domino Go Webserver datasets.
Atthis stage we are not using eTill support, so we comment out those lineswith -BBBBBBB- and -CCCCCCC-.

Figure 10 on page 47 showsthe updated startup procedure for our instance,
ITSOINST. Notice also that this sample exploits the ability to split the
parameters that are passed to the procedure over multiple lines. In this
particular example, a single line would have sufficed, but in many cases the
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Change the HLQs of the Net.Commerce data set names from -YYYYYYY-
to the HLQs of your target Net.Commerce data sets. We used CMN.
Change the DB2 subsystem name from -ZZZZ- to match your DBZ
subsystem name. We used DB5?.

3. Submit the job
4. Check the job output to ensure the BIND completed successfully. You should

get a return code 0.
Note that this job uses the default sample Dynamic SQL Program DSNTIAD, and
the default plan name associated with this program, DSNTIAS1 (for DB2 V5). If
this plan name has been altered at your site, you will have to alter the JCL in the
CMNBIND job accordingly
Note: Each NCS instance database requires a unique plan name. If

the same plan name is used for more than one database, it is
possible to get database deadlocks. You can use any name
you wish for the plan, so long as it is unique

4.5.7 Configuring the Net.Commerce Server
The Net.Commerce system uses several configuration files at run time. Some of
these are updated by the Net.Commerce configuration program, cmnconf. In this
section we briefly describe these configuration files, and the configuration
program which updates them
The configuration files for each Net.Cammerce instance are located in
directories unique to each instance. These directories take the form
fusr/Ipp/NetCommerce/html/locale/instname
where focale is the language (for example, en_US) and instname is the name of
the NCS instance (for example, itsoinst). The directories are defined in the
WWW_HTML_PATH(also known as the document root) parameter in themserver.conffile for each instance

Each Net.Commerce Server (NCS) instance has its own NCS configuration file
(mserver.conf), environment variable file (mserver.envvars}, and Net.Data
configuration or initialization file (db2www.ini). These are the files that exist in
the directory pointed to by WWW_HTML_PATHin mserver.conf. As
Net.Commerceuses the Web server, it updates the Web server’s configuration
files, httpd.conf and servlet.conf, as well. These files usually exist in the /etc
directory.
Net. Commerce: Configuring and Getting Started. GC24-5862 discusses the
creation of a modef NCSinstance configuration file. The cmnconf configuration
program dynamically builds an mserver.conf file in the configuration directory for
each instance you create
The concept is to specify values that are common to all instances but for which
there is no default or the default is not desired. For example, the DB2
subsystem id (MS_DBSSID) value has no default.

In order for the program to use the modelfile, you must specify the directory in
which the file resides in the first panel in the cmnconf program. We cover the
emnconf program in section 4.5.8, "Starting the Configuration Program" on
page 61
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4.5.7.1 mserver.conf
This file is the Net. Commerce Server instance configuration file. Each NCS
instance has its own unique configuration file. This file contains parameters
such as the name of the DB2 database used by the instance, the owner ofthis
database, the database plan name, the instance hosiname, and macro paths
used by the instance. A complete table of the parameters can be found in
Net.Commerce: Configuring and Getting Started, GC24-5862.

4.5.7.2 mserver.envvars
This file contains the environment variables for the NCS instance. During
installation of Net.Commerce, the file mserver.envsampis created in the
/usr/pp/NetCommerce/install directory. This file is read by the cmnconf
configuration program during the configuration of a NCS instance
Net.Commerce: Configuring and Getting Started, GC24-5862 suggests that you
should copy the sample file to mserver.enyvars and place it in the fete directory
or in a model NCS configuration directory before running the configuration
program. When you invoke emnconf and create a new instance, there is no
envvars file yet for that instance. A problem occurs when you continue through
the configuration steps. The Database Create step invokes cmndb2, which
requires the NLSPATH to be set. Creating an /etc/mserver.envvarsfile (with a
NLSPATH setting) avoids this problem

4.5.7.3, db2www.ini
This is the Net. Data initialization file that is used by a NCS instance

by a NCS instance

4.5.7.4 httpd.conf
This file is the Web server configuration file. It contains many parameters to
define the environment under which a Web serverwill run. The cmnconf
configuration program updatesthis file with a number of Passdirectives
of these directives are specific to each instance, and some are common to all
instances for a particular Web server. The configuration program copies the
current httpd.conffile to httpd.confold and updates the file in two blocks
delimited by comments. Figure 11 on page 50 shows a section from the
httpd.conf file we used.
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Figure 11. Net.Commerce Sections from the httpd.conf File
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E#BHH2 IBN Net Commerce #8888
ESERVLET icnserver icmserver {configf*Te=nserver cont
SERVICE icmserver /servlet/icmserver
ESERVLET icviewer icviewer {configf’le=nserver confcontent=text /htm]

whit. i tsoshop .com=/usr/1 pp/NetConmerce/htrl fen_US/itsoinst
SERVICE icv’ewer /serv’ et/icviewer348882 End of IBM het.Commerce ##se¥¢   

Figure 12. Net.Commerce Section from serviet.conf.imwebsrv

4.5.8 Starting the Configuration Program
To start the configuration program, perform the following steps:

1, Log on to a TSO user ID that has write access to the Net.Commerce and
Web server directories. If you intend to perform database activities with th:
configuration program (as you will if you are configuring the system for the
first time), this user |D must have DB2 SYSADM authority. You also need
read and execute access to the HTADM utility (typically,
fusr/ippfinternet/sbin/htadm) if you are going to use a Net.Commerce
passwordfile.
If you intend to perform database activities, ensure that DB2is started
is not, start it as follows
- dsn start db2
where dsn is the name of the DB2 subsystem that you are using for theNet.Commerce database.
Ensure that you have added the panel library (hig. SCMNPENU) to the
ISPPLIB concatenation and the message library ( hla. SCMNMENU) to the
ISPMLIB concatenation, where Aig represents the high-level qualifiers of th
data set in which you installed the Net.Commerce product
If you have not added the SCMNLMODdata set to your link list
concatenation, activate the data set at the READY prompt as follows:
TSOLIB ACT DSN('HLG.SCMNLMOD’) where hig represents the high-level
qualifiers of the data set in which you installed the Net.Commerce product.
Start ISPF, and select the option to run TSO commands
On the command line, type the following command
CMNCONF {"ncdata_file”}
where ncdaia_fife is the fully qualified name of the Net.Commerce
configuration data file. If you do not specify a name, the configuration
program uses /ete/neconfig.dat. (Note that the first time you run the
configuration program, an neconfig.datfile will be created in the /ete
directory, dynamically).

The /etc/ncconfig.datfile contains the names of the existing Net Cammerce
Server instances, along with the path to the mserver.conffile for each instance.
This configuration data file is updated by the configuration program as you add
modify, or delete instances.
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4.5.7.5 serviet.conf
This file contains the directives required for Java and serviet support. JavaPath,
JavaClassPath, ServietLog and Eservlet directives are all defined here. At the
time of writing, the Net.Commerce product does not allow you to specify a Web
server-specific serviet.conf file for updating by the cmnconf configuration
program, in the way that you can with the httpd.conf file. When the configuration
program is invoked, there must beafile called serviet.conf in the same directory
as the server-specific httpd.conffile that you specify on the SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION panel. If you have a Web server-specific file, for example,
serviet.conf.imwebsrv, the configuration program will not be able to find it and
will tell you so
We got around this by copying our servlet.conf.imwebsrv file to servlet.conf and
then manually copying any updates madeto this file by the configuration
program back into the servlet.cont.imwebsrv. (The updates made by the
configuration program are easy to spot, as they are delimited by comments
referring to Net.Commerce). Figure 12 on page 51 showsthe lines added to
serviet.conf by the configuration program
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The configuration program reads the fetc/ncconfig. dat file to create a list of
existing Net.Commerce Server instances and then obtains configurationinformation about each of the instances from that instance’s mserver.conf file
The configuration program then displays a panellisting each of the existing
instances and prompting for a specific instance name and action (configure a
new instance, modify an existing instance configuration, or delete an existing
instance configuration)

4.5.9 Creating or Modifying a Net.Commerce Server Instance Configuration
When configuring a new instance or modifying the configuration of an existing
instance, the configuration program reads the values from an instance
configuration file (mserver.conf), and instance environmentvariable file
(mserver.envvars), if they exist. For a new instance the files are dynamically
built, or, if model files have been built and the model configuration directory is
specified in the Config and Envar File Path Field, they are read from that
directory (see Figure 13 on page 53). For an existing instance, the path
containing these files is specified in the Net.Commerce configuration data file.

The next few pages showthe creation of our new instance, ITSOINST. and new
database ITSODB. Keys in bold denote either parameters entered by the user,
or messages returned by the system
Note: The configuration files are not updated until the second step in

the configuration program, Access Controi, is completed. This
is important to note because if you wish to modify an instance,
and only wish to alter details in the first panel, you still have to
enter the Access Control panel and exit it again to trigger the
update of the configuration files.

Figure 13 on page 53 showsthe initial panel yau will see when you start the
Contiguration Program. Here you can define a newinstance or modify or delete
an existing one. The Existing Instances section will list any instances you have
already defined. This information is kept in the neconfig.dat file in the fete
directory. Select option 1 and specify the name of your new instance. for
example, |TSOINST.
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CMNTAB-------------- CONFIGURING THE NET.COMMERCE SYSTEM ----------------------
COMMAND >JipSeruiiniorinsrieiiiioidiiineiiiohiniabipniiioniainioriiiuiibiabiiariniorpiibiirsniiratise

* Licensed Materials - Property of IBM ** 5697-D32 +
*—(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1997 All Rights Reserved *IESGSEISOSSISSIES SE GACCAGAGIS I IOS IS ISSNSEEGERormix ICI

This panel allows you to configure a new instance of a Net.Conmerce Server or
modify or delete the configuration of an existing instance.
Instance Operation > 1 (1 = new, 2 = modify, 3 = delete)Instance Name > itsoinst
Optional Config and Envar File Path for configuring a new instance:>

- Existing Instances -Name Host Name
Thdobdbobirohdanobbnancnesobhd: Bottom of data Sbbbblektibdiintiikidotmbianiitisie 

Figure 13. The NCS Instance Configuration Program, CMNCONF,Initial Panet

Figure 14 shows the second panel you will see when you choose to create a
new instance. It prompts you te choose option 1, a. for System Configuration

CMNMAIN-----~- - NET.COMMERCE INSTANCE CONFIGURATION New instance: choose 1
SELECT OPTION ===> 1
Instance Name ss=> itsoinst

To configure a new instance of a Net.Commerce Server, select choices 1 through
4 (except do not select 3 or 4 if you want to use an existing database).
These panels prompt for information that is then used to update the various
configuration files used by the Net.Commerce Server instance and to create,
load, or delete a Net.Commerce database.

1, System Configuration-change settings of your Net.Commerce instance
2. Access Control change Web server directories and password access3. Database Create create or delete a Net.Conmerce database
4. Database Load load a Net.Conmerce database from del files

Enter END COMMAND to return to the main panel. 

Figure 14. Configuration Program-instance Configuration Panel

Figure 15 on page 55 shows the System Configuration panel. Here you specify
a numberof parameters for your new instance. Within Figure 15 on page 55

. B Web Server Instance Host Name. This is the URL Web site address thatInternet shoppers will use to access your mall. It does not have to be the
same as your instance name. However, in order for your Web browser to be
able to find the address you will have to do one of the following:
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These user IDs may be associated with other data already stored in the
DB2 database. So keeping everything together will prevent any out of
syne conditions in cases of backup and restore
A passwordfile in the HFS may be moreprone tofile lockouts if many
people are accessing the password file at once.
There is no automatic mechanism within Net.Commerce to add user IDs
to a security product like RACF. You will have to manually add users.
Storing passwords in DB2 facilitates running in a Parallel Sysplex.

nenne ee SYSTEM CONFIGURATION - PART 1 OF 2 -----------------------

Instance Name = itsoinst
Web Server Instance Host Name

ww. itsoshop.comNet Commerce Machine Host Name
wtsc580e. itso. ibm.com

Port Number 10010
Number of Processes 2

DB2 Subsystem Name dblDB2 Plan Name mserver
DB2 Database Owner itsodbu
DB2 Database Name itsodb

Password Storage

Enter END COMMAND to return to the INSTANCE CONFIGURATION menu.

  
 

Figure 18. Configuration Program - System Configuration Panel - Part 1
Figure 16 on page 56 shows the second part of the System Configuration option.
Here you specify:

+ [MJ The Locale Name for the language you are using on your Web server.Use the default

ou Cache Centrol, which defines what caching, if any, should be done by theNet.Commerce database (DB2) with the HTML pagescalled by a customer
\f caching is enabled for read (1 or 2 is specified), the next time an HTML
page is requested, the cached version is used(if the page was cached}
This can improve performance. If 1 is specified, you also enable caching for
write as well as read operations. Net.Commerce saves a copy of each
product or category HTML page that is requested by a customer. This can
improve performance as well.
For a store with a large number of products: set cache control to 4
(read/write), use a browser to view popular items (specials, sales, seasonal
products, best seller list, and so on) to cache these HTMLs, then set cache
control to 2 (read only). The idea is to avoid caching items that only interest
a small number of shoppers.
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- Place an entry in the hosts file on your Web browser workstation. On
Windows 95, the hosts file is found in the Windows directory. This will
allow your Web browser to find the URL, but onty your Web browser. For
others to access the URL, they too will have to update their hosts file
Following is the hosts file we used on our workstations:
127.0.0.1 localhost # localhost ip address9.12.2,22 wtsc580e. itso. ibm.com # wtsc580e TCPIPOE host
9.12.2.22 www. itsoshop. com # itsoinst instance hostname
Update the Domain Name Server (if you are using one) for your TCPIPnetwork

Ultimately you will have to register this domain name with InterNIC (the
InterNetwork Information Center) at http://www. internic.net in order that
people outside your intranet can access your mall or store
a Net.Commerce Machine Host Name. This is the fully qualified TCP/IPmachine host name that is associated with the IP address that both the Web
server and the Net.Commerceinstance will bind to.

Ef Port number. This is automatically allocated
a Number of Processes. This is automatically allocated.

DB2 Subsystem Name. This is the subsystem name you chose when
binding the Net.Commerce plan earlier in this chapter.
Fl 082 Plan Name. The default is mserver. You will need to change theplan name here if you have multiple instances. It is recommended that each
instance have its own plan name. In all cases, the plan name here should
match the plan name specified in the bind procedure.
O DB2 Database Owner. The database owner you defined to RACF earlier.
Hi 082 Database Name. The name you wish to give to the Net.Commercedatabase you will create for this instance.

Password Storage. The location of the information used to determine
which users have access to restricted HTML files. When shoppers register
with your store, their user ID and password need to be recorded. You can
specify one of the following values for the Password Storage:
- *%%DB2%% - the passwords will be kept in a DB2 database table.

%%*SAF%% - the passwordswill be kept in an OS/390 Securityfacility
(such as RACF). If you choose *%*SAF%%, then you cannot use the
Net.Commerce administration forms to update the user IDs and
passwords. You will have to use the normal security interface and
commands
A fully-qualified name of a password file. This is the default setting when
using the emnconf program. If you specify a password file name, itcannot be '." and the file will be created if it does not exist’ The usual
value is /usr/lpp/NetCommerce/instance/instname/password/netc. pwd,
where /usr/Ipp/NetCommerceis the install directory for Net.Commerceand instance is the instance name.

Note: We recommend to use DB2 for password storage. Using
%%DB2%% has some advantages
- User IDs and passwords stored in DB2 can be cached.
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O HTML Path, which specifies where the configuration files for the newinstance will reside. This path is also referred to as the HTML document
toot. This value must be the same as is specified in the -i option in the
instance startup procedure
Oo Web Server Config File. This is the configuration file for your Webserver. We used a file called httpd.conf imwebsrv. This value must be the
same as is specified in the -r option in the Web server startup procedure
oO Log File Location. This specifies the directory where the variousNet.Commerce instance logs will be written. The default path for the
instance “itsoinst" is shown in the figure. If you used a different instance
name, then that should go here
a SSL Control. These options define which elements of Net.Commerce willuse SSL. Where SSLis active for a particular element, the user will be
prompted by his or her Web browser to accept or decline the security
certificate that is sent by the host site. (They will only have to do this once
per session). We cover setting up a test certificate, in section 4.6, “Enabling
SSL on the Web Server for Testing” on page 62. We kept the default
options.
 
CMNCNF2------------- SYSTEM CONFIGURATION - PART 2 QF 2 -----------------------
COMMAND >

Locale Name ===> en_US
ED Cache Control > 1 (0 = disable, 1 = read/write, 2 = read only
Hf #™L Path > fusr/1pp/NetCommerce/html/en_US/itsoinst

HI Web Server Config File ===> /ete/httpd. conf .imwebsrv

BI Log File Location ss=> /usr/1pp/NetCommerce/ instance/itsoinst/logs

Bi SSL Control (0 = disable SSL, 1 = enable SSL, 2 = no SSL change)Address Book 1 Display 0 Execmacro
Register 1 ShipTo 1 Shopping Cart

Enter END COMMAND to return to SYSTEM CONFIGURATION - PART 1 OF 2. 

Figure 18. Configuration Program - System Configuration Panel Part 2

Figure 17 on page 57 shows the confirmation panel after completing the System
Configuration option. If everything is OK you will get a Server Config Successful
message. [J Note that the only file that has been updatedat this point is themserver.canf file. The db2www.ini, httpd.conf, and the servlet.conffiles are
updated when the next panel. Access Control is completed, Select option 2.
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CMNMAIN----~: NET.COMMERCE INSTANCE CONFIGURATION Server Config SuccessfulSELECT OPTION > 2
Instance Name ===> itsoinst

To configure a new instance of a Net.Conmerce Server, select choices 1 through
4 (except do not select 3 or 4 if you want to use an existing database).
These panels prompt for information that is then used to update the various
configuration files used by the Net.Commerce Server instance and to create,
load, or delete a Net.Commerce database.

1. System Configuration - change settings of your Net.Commerce instance
2. Access Control - change Web server directories and password access3. Database Create - create or delete a Net.Commerce database
4. Database Load - load a Net.Conmerce database from del files

Enter END COMMAND to return to the main panel.

Figure 17. Configuration Program - Server Config Successful

Figure 18 shows the Access Control panel. This panel defines the paths used to
access macros, the Web server administration program, cgi-bin programs and
the server install path, for your new instance. We kept the defaults.

CMNACC] ------------------------ ACCESS CONTROL --------------------------------
COMMAND

 

Instance Name ss=> itsoinst

Macro Path > /usr/]pp/NetCommerce/macro/en_US

Web Server Admin Program ===> fusr/Ipp/internet/sbin/htadm

Net .Commerce CGI-BIN Path ===> /usr/1pp/NetCommerce/cgi-bin

Server Install Path > fusr/1pp/NetCommerce

Enter END COMMAND to return to the INSTANCE CONFIGURATION menu.

  
 

Figure 18. Configuration Program - Access Control Panel
Figure 19 on page 58 shows the panel you will see if the configuration program
successfully updated the instance configuration files. Select option 3 to create anew Net.Commerce database
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Figure 21 on page 59 showsthe panel you will see if the database was
successfully created. Next you need to populate the database. Select option 4,Database Load.
 
CMNMAIN----~: - NET.COMMERCE INSTANCE CONFIGURATION DB Create Successful
SELECT OPTION >
Instance Name ss=> itsoinst

To configure a new instance of a Net.Commerce Server, select choices 1
through 4 (except do not select 3 or 4 if you want to use an existing
database). These panels prompt for information that is then used to
update the various configuration files used by the Net.Commerce Server
instance and to create, load, or delete a Net.Conmerce database.

System Configuration - change settings of your Net.Commerce instance
Access Control - change Web server directories and password accessDatabase Create - create or delete a Net.Commerce database

. Database Load - load a Net.Commerce database from del files

Enter END COMMAND to return to the main panel. 

Figure 21. Configuration Panel - DB Create Successful Panei

Figure 22 shows the Net.Commerce Database Load panel. Select option 1 for
Database to Load. The “Convert Del Files” option relates to whether or not yourdatabase is extracted from del files on an OS/390 database. For more
information see Net. Commerce ontine hep.
Note: If one or more tables do not load correctly, you should diagnose and fix
the prablems, then invoke database load again, specifying the names of thetables that did not load in the Tables to Load field. The database load took
about five minutes on our system.
 
CMNDBL1----------------- LOAD A NET.COMMERCE DATABASE -------------------------
COMMAND

This panel allows you to load a Net.Conmerce database from del files extracted
from a database. When loading a custom database, a second panel is displayedto obtain additional information.
Instance Name itsoinst
DB2 Database Owner itsodbu
Database Name itsodb

Database to Load => 1 (1=demomall, 2 = Net .Commerce base,
3=business-to-business, 4 = custom)

Convert Del Files = yes, 2 = no)
Tables to Load

Enter END COMMAND to return to the INSTANCE CONFIGURATION menu. 

Figure 22. Configuration Panel - Net.Commerce Database Load Panei
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CMNMAIN----. NET.COMMERCE INSTANCE CONFIGURATION Access Control Succeeded
SELECT OPTION 3
Instance Name ===> itsoinst

To configure a new instance of a Net.Commerce Server, select choices 1 through
4 (except do not select 3 or 4 if you want to use an existing database).
These panels prompt for information that is then used to update the various
configuration files used by the Net.Commerce Server instance and to create,
load, or delete a Net.Commerce database.

1. System Configuration - change settings of your Net.Commerce instance
2. Access Control - change Web server directories and password access3. Database Create - create or delete a Net.Commerce database
4. Database Load - load a Net.Commerce database from del files

Enter END COMMAND to return to the main panel.

Figure 19. Configuration Program - Access Control Successful Panel

Figure 20 shows the Net.Commerce database creation/deletion panel. For the
creation of a demomall database, select option 1 for Database Type and option 1
for Database Operation. You should also change f¥q ta the hiq you gave the
sample Net.Commerce data set. Leave the script name blank to use the default
script.

This operation can take several minutes. On our systemit took approximatelyfive minutes to create a demomall database
 
CMNDBC- ---- CREATE OR DELETE A NET.COMMERCE DATABASE --------------------
COMMAND

This panel allows you to create or delete a Net.Conmerce database.
Instance Name itsoinst
DB2 Database Owner itsodbu
Database Name itsodb

Database Type 1 (1=demomall, 2 = Net.Conmerce base,
3=business-to-business, 4 = custom)

Database Operation 1 (1=create, 2 = delete)
For Creating or Deleting demomall, Net .Commerce base, or business-to-business:Data Set Name > (MN .SCMNSAMP
For Creating or Deleting a Custom Database:

Custom Script Name ===>

Enter END COMMAND to return to the INSTANCE CONFIGURATION menu.

  
 

Figure 20. Configuration Program - Net. Commerce Database Creation/Deletion Panet
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Figure 23 on page 60 showsthe panel you get if the database load completed
successfully. Press PF3 to exit from this panel and you will return to the
Configuration Program initial panel. You should nowsee an entry in the Existing
Instances section of this panel with your new instance (see Figure 24 on
page 60). 

CMNMAIN---- NET.COMMERCE INSTANCE CONFIGURATION Database Load Successful
SELECT OPTION
Instance Name ===> itsoinst

To configure a new instance of a Net.Commerce Server, select choices 1 through
4 (except do not select 3 or 4 if you want to use an existing database).
These panels prompt for information that is then used to update the various
configuration files used by the Net.Commerce Server instance and to create,
load, or delete a Net.Commerce database.

1. System Configuration-change settings of your Net.Commerce instance
2. Access Control - change Web server directories and password access3. Database Create - create or delete a Net.Commerce database
4. Database Load - load a Net.Commerce database from del files

Enter END COMMAND to return to the main panel. 

Figure 23. Configuration Program - Database Load Successful Pane!
 
(MNTAB-------------- CONFIGURING THE NET.COMMERCE SYSTEM ----- Row 1 to 1 of 1>

JESSSEESSHSSEESRSSSSEECSSSIESESSESCHEERIo
* Licensed Materials - Property of IBM ** 5697-D32 *
* (C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1997 All Rights Reserved *Hebtseiheedebanininidnieaiiemibemineiteihirerbiembniskdoiciesnibisiseisecarcibiescibsescdeesboedee

This panel allows you to configure a new instance of a Net.Commerce Server or
modify or delete the configuration of an existing instance.

Instance Operation se=> 1 (1 = new, 2 = modify, 3 = delete)Instance Name ===> itsoinst
Optional Config and Envar File Path for configuring a new instance:

soccer eee Existing Instances ---------------------------------------------------Name Host Name
jtsoinst waw. itsoshop.comHACERSERETEEREESEeneOeoeBottom of data (ontnthtnsnnenerenenneresenennnn:

  
 

Figure 24. Configuration Program- Initial Pane! with New instance
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4.5.10 Granting Database Administration Authority to the Web server
The Web server you use must have database administration authority to the
Net. Commerce database used by this Net.Commerce Server instance. Use
SPUFI (or an equivalentutility) and enter the following command, substituting the
database name for dbname (for example, ITSODB), and the user ID under which
the Web server runs for webid (for example WEBSRV)

grant dbadm on database dbname to webjid;

4.5.11 Testing the Net.Commerce Server Instance
Your Net.Commerce Server (NCS) instance is now defined. Next we will test the
instance by accessing it from a Web browser:

1, Start (or stop and restart) your Web server.
2. Wait until the server has completed its startup procedure, then start the NCS

by issuing the Start command from the MVS console or SDSF log. For our
ITSOINSTinstance, the command on the console would be: $ ITSOINST

3. Start your Web browser and specify http: //www.itsoshop.com as the URL
Depending on how your Web server configuration directives are set up, you will
either now see your default welcome page for your Web server, or you may get
an error 403 message stating directory browsing failed - access forbidden.

If you get this message, copy your welcome page to your instance HTMLdocument root or HTML Path. This is
fusr/lpp/NetCommerce/html/en_US/instname by default (that is, unless you
altered it when defining the instance in the Configuration Program). The
welcome page that is supplied with Domine Go Webserver V4.6.1 is called
Frntpage.html, and exists in the /usr/Ipplinternet/server_root/pub/C directory. It
is worth editing this document once copied to your NCS HTML path sothatit is
not identical to the one in the Web server root. This helps to avoid confusion
when accessing the instance from a Web browser. If the welcome pages are

 

4.6 Enabling SSL on the Web Serverfor Testing
Net.Commerce: Configuring and Getting Started, GC24-5862 describes a
step-by-step procedure for enabling SSL on the Web server. You should follow
that procedure nowto:

1. Create a security key ring for testing
2. Set your test key ring as the current key ring
3. Receive and test the test key ring certificate.

We ran into one problem when we were using the Configuration and
Administration forms to create the server’s public-private key pair and CA
certificate. When we selected Create keys, Other and then Apply, we got the
following message
UserId not defined in configuration file
We found that adding the HostName directive ta our Web server configuration file
fixed this problem.

You will also need to have the ssimode directive set on, if you had previously
turnedit off. (If you change the Web server configuration file, you will of course,
have to stop and start the Web server for the change to take effect)

4.6.1.1 Running Multiple Net.Commerce Instances on a Single WebServer
The Domino Go Webserver supports multi-homing (the ability to service multiple
different hostname/IP addresses from a single Web server). The server is ableto serve different Web content based on what hostname/IP address combination
is used to access the Web server. In the case of Net.Commerce, you can run
multiple instances (multiple stores} from one Web server because the Web
server can parse and service different requests based on the hostname/IP
address that is used to contact the server as shown in Figure 25.

identical for both the NCS and the Web server root, it can be difficult to ra
determine where exactly the Web server has served the document from. #4f4e# TBM Net Conmerce (Pass) HitePass /*  fusr/1pp/NetCommerce/ntml/en_US/itsoinst/* wew.itsoshop.com

Pass /*  /usr/|pp/NetCommerce/html /en_US/insttwo/* www. insttwo.com
If you have copied the Domino Go Webserver's welcome page to the NCS HTML #8482 End of IBM Net-Conmerce (Pass) #4732path, then when you now enter the NCS hostname URL on your Web browser (or
refresh the page, if the Web browser is still active), you should now see the
welcome page. (Note that this does not prove that the NCS instance is working
yet. It just proves that the Web server configuration file has been updated with
the correct Pass directives. For hints on following the flow of a document
through the Web server configuration directives, see section 4.9, “Using Traces
To Debug Net.Commerce System Problems" on page 69.)

 
Figure 25. Pass Directives for Multiple instances

In order for this to work correctly, we recommend each hostname be associated
with a unique IP address on your OS/390 system
In the current implementation of Domino Go Webserver 4.6.1, it is NOT possible
to assign a different security certificate to each Net. Commerceinstance (or

This page has a link to the Web server Configuration and Administration forms, logical Web server). Unlike the Pass directives shown in Figure 25, for multiple
which we use in the section 4.6, “Enabling SSL on the Web Server for Testing” instances you can only have one keyfile directive in a httpd.conffileon page 62 to enable SSL on the Web server.

This one keyfile directive can only have one certificate which can only be signed
by one hostname/IP address combination, for example, www.itsoshop.com. Thisname is stored in the certificate. All Net Commerce instances must share this
same certificate.

If SSL is already active on your Web server, you can skip section, 4.6, “Enabling
SSL on the Web Server for Testing” on page 62.

When you access a page on the Internet in secure mode by specifying a URL
and a document on your Web browser (for example,
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https://www.itsoshop.com/Welcame.html), the Web server sees that a request fora document has been made in secure mode and asks the server to use SSL.
The server sends its security certificate to the Web browser, which checks the
name stored in the certificate against the hostname of the Web server (the first
half of the URL). If these do not match, the Web browser will display a pop-up
panel telling you that they do not match, as shown in Figure 26

S$LServerCert ‘DGW $/390 Server Key I’ 125.25.116.87
SSLServerCert ‘DGW S$/390 Server Key 2’ 125.25.116.89   Figure 27. Multiple Certificate Support tn Domino Go Webserver VS

Separate certificates prevent the browser pop-up warning that the host nameof
the request does not match the host name presented in the certificate during theinitialization of the SSL session.
 

4.7 Testing Your Net.Commerce Server System - Accessing Demomall
So far we have only performed a very limited test on the new Net.Commerce
system. In this section we will test a number of functions of the demomall,
namely:

+ The display of the mall home page.
+ The registration process
« Access control

Note: Before we start the testing, stop and restart the Web server and the
Net.Commerce Server instance if you have made any changes to their
configuration files since last starting them

4.7.1 Testing the Display of the Demomall Mall Home Page
The demomall homepage is accessed by typing the following URL in your Webbrowser

http: //host_name/demoma11/basema1] .htm
where host_name is the Web server hostname for the instance you configured in
the configuration program. In our example, the URL would be
http: //www. itsoshop.com/demomal1 /basemal1.htm
You should see the home page of a mall called The Metropolitan (see Figure 28
on page 65).

Figure 26. Certificate Name Check
A level of support has been implemented in the Domino Go Webserver V5.0 by
the use of IP matching with keyfile directives, much like you can with Pass
directives today

If your server is configured with multiple IP addresses, you can send different
certificates from each IP address. If you have a different hostname assigned to
each IP address, you can configure SSL ta send a different certificate far each
hostname. For example, if your server is configured to have the two IP
addresses 125.25.116.87 and 125.25.116.89 with DNS entries of www.Mall.com and
wew. SuperShopper.com, respectively, each hostname/IP address combination could
have a separate key and certificate. Because the IP session connections for
wrw.Mal1.com and wew.SuperShoper.com are coming in on different IP addresses for
the requests, the server can serve the corresponding certificate for each host
name. Figure 27 on page 64 shows the new support in the Domino Go
Webserver V5.0
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Figure 28. The Metropolitan Home Page

4.7.2 Testing the Registration Process
You can access the registration page in one of two ways: either click the
Register icon on the mall home page, or enter the following URL on your Web
browser (using our example host name)
http://www. itsoshop.com/cgi -bin/msrvr/;register/form
You will be taken to the registration page (see Figure 29 on page 66) where you
can enter name and address details. Complete the mandatory information (the
fields in bold text). Click submit and when prompted enter the user ID and
password you specified in the registration form. If successful you should see a
confirmation page
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Figure 30. Shopping Cart Empty Page

4.7.4 Creating Net.Commerce Databases in Batch
The Configuration Program is not the only way you can build Net.Commerce
databases, as two batch utilities are also provided. This can be useful if you
have large custom databases you wish to create and populate which, if created
using the configuration program, would lock up your TSO sessionfor a long time
The two utilities provided for the creation of a Net.Commerce database are
CMNDB2, which is used to create the database, and mys_builddb.sh, whichis a
shell script used to load the database with the required tables.

4.7.4.1 CMNDB2
CMNDB2is provided in Aifg. SCMNLMOD(CMNDBZ2}, where fig. is the HLQ of your
target Net.Commerce data sets. It is also provided in
fusr/lpp/NetCommerce/bin/emndb2. It is this utility that is run, under the covers,
when you execute the cmnconf configuration program
Net.Commerce: Configuring and Getting Started, GC24-5862 describes the
parameters used with the CMNDB2utility. You can run it in batch using JCL
similar to that provided in Alig SCMNSAMP(CMNCRTDL)
Figure 31 on page 68 shows a modified version of this sample job, which will
create the demomall database. Note that the Product Advisor Intelligent Catalog
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Figure 29. The Registration Page for Demomalt

4.7.3 Testing Access Control
To test access control you can display the shopping cart for the user ID you
created in the previous section. You can access the shopping cart in one of two
ways: either click the shopping cart icon on the mall homepage or enter the
following URL (again using our example hostname)
http: //www. itsoshop.com/msprotect/msrvr/;shopcart/display
If you are prompted for a user ID, enter the one you created in the previous
section. You should see a page that indicates your shopping cart is empty,
similar to that shown in Figure 30 on page 67
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tables are created as part of the second sample member listed in the job,
ICATMALL. These tables are created automatically when the configuration
program is used.
 

¢#CMNCRTDL JOB (ACCT) ,&SYSUID’ , CLASS=A,REGION=32M,i MSGCLASS=1 ,MSGLEVEL= (1,1) ,NOILFY=8SYSULUfa
ue¢#CMNCRTDL EXEC PGM=1KJEFTO1,COND={4,LT)#ISYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*¢/STFPITR NN QSN=CMN.SCMNI MOM ,NTSP=SHR
Ap DD 3SN-DB2¥510.SDSNLOAD,DISP-SHR-ft DD DSN=DB2¥510.SDSNEXIT ,DISP=SHR-Whe/ICEEDUMP DD SYSCUT=*FISYSTSIN DD *
CMNDB2 ENVAR(* LANG=en_US', +*NLSPATH=/usr/Ipp/NetCommerce/msg/%L/¥N')¢+

<1 /usr/1pp/NetConmerce/htnl /en_US/itsoinst/mserver con? +{f° (MN. SCMNSAMP(CEMONALL}* 11° CMN. SCHNSAMP(ICATMALL)*i}
  
 
Figure 31. Modified Sample CMND82 Job For Creating Demomalt Database
You can also invoke the utility directly from within the UNIX System Services
shell though this may be less useful than the batch implementation. If you
decide to execute it from the shell you will need to export the NLSPATH
environment variable. See 4.7.4.2, “mvs_builddb.sh" for more information.
The sample CMNDB2 input files DEMOMALL, ICATMALL, B2BMALL and
DEMCDELcan be used to create a Net.Commerce demonstration retail mall, add
Product Advisor demonstration mall elements, change the demonstration retail
mall to a business-to-business demonstration mall, or delete a Net. Commerce
database, respectively. The samples can be used as models for building your
own scripts.
You can also usethefiles as input to the DB2 SPUFI utility.

4.7.4.2, mvs_builddb.sh
This utility is used to load the Net.Commerce databases with tables. It is
provided only as a shell script (in /ust/Ipp/NetCommerce/bin/mvs_builddb.sh),
but can be run in the background in an OMVS session by using the ampersand
(&) switch. You must also export the Net.Commerce NLSPATH before executing
the shell script, so that if any errors occur, you get the correct error message. If
you do not do this and an error occurs, you will get a message similar to the
following
Message # cannot be retrieved since no message file could be found.
where # is a number.

A sample sequence of commands might look like this
echo $NLSPATH
To find out what NLSPATH is currently in use, you should append the follawing to
your Net.Commerce NLSPATH:
export NLSPATH=/usr/1pp/NetCommerce/msg/%L/%N: /usr/1ib/n1s/msg/%L/N
where the path after the colon is the appended NLSPATH found from the echo
command
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Note: If you have the LANG environment variable set to C then we recommend
export NLSPATH=/usr/1pp/NetCommerce/msg/en_US/%N: /usr/lib/nls/msg/%L/4N
Next, run the mys_builddb.sh shell script. Type the following at your shell
prompt, all on one line
/usr/|pp/NetComnerce/bin/nvs_builddb.sh -v -i /usr/1pp/NetConmerce/htm1/
en_US/itsoinst/mserver.conf > /u/armiges/stdout &
Note:
This command will load the database created for itsoinst with the default DB2
tables: the demomall tables. It will print the output of the commandin the
/ufarmiges/stdout file due to the -v switch and the redirection switch >. The &
will make the script run in the background
The shell script is a front end for the LOADTBLSutility, which does the actual
loading of the tables from input that is in mvsdel file format. Details on the
parameters used with these two shell scripts are in Net.Commerce: Configuring
and Geiting Started, GC24-5862.
 

4.8 Use of the Database CleanupUtility
The Net.Commerce Database Cleanup utility allows you to delete a number of
unneeded records out of the database. You can delete the following record
types

Guest shoppers
Temporary shopper addresses
Old orders
Products that have been marked for deletion
Records in the NC_CACHE table that identify cached html pages that have
been modified or are no longer needed

When the database cleanup utility deletes a record in a table, it also deletes the
corresponding records in other tables that are linked to that table, to preserve
the referential integrity of the database
The database cleanup utility, ncclean, is installed in

/usr/1pp/NetCommerce/bin
By default, the database cleanup utility will write toalogfile in the current
directory. Make sure the directory is writable or use the “-log” option to define
a new location for the log file. For more information on the ncclean utility see
Net.Cammerce ontine help.
 

4.9 Using Traces To Debug Net.Commerce System Problems
There are many tracing and debugging options which can be setin the various
elements that make up a Net.Commerce system. When youfirst build a
Net.Commerce system, we highly recommend that you switch on the maximum
tracing function possible within each element. In the following section we
discuss the various options available
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4.9.2.2, SHOWSQL
Displaying the SQL that is being executed can be helpful when debugging and
testing your Net.Data macros. Add the following to the macro you want to
debug

“define {
SHOWSQL="YES”
4}

At the browser youwill see all the SQL statements your macro is executing, for
example

select mhthead, mhtfoot, mhtbase from mall
When you are finished, set SHOWSQL=NOto stop displaying the SQL calls.

4.9.3 DB2 CLI Trace Settings
The DB2 CLItrace captures information to use in DB2 CLI problem
determination. The trace specified by the DB2 CLI TRACE keyword is intended
for debugging user applications
We used this trace when debugging some problems with Product Advisor
Interestingly enough, we found that the DB2 CLI trace records were being written
to the Web server's verbose trace log which was allocated to SYSOQUT and that
some of these records were being written in ASCII. This is a problem thatis
being addressed
The trace can be activated by either the DSNAOTRC command orby the
presence of the TRACE keyword in the DB2 CLI initialization file. For more
information DB2 CLI traces, see DB? Calf Level interface Guide and Reference,$C26-8959.
 

4.10 Hints and Tips
In this section we describe some hints and tips that we discovered

4.10.1 Browser and Computer Settings
When you run Net.Commerce Administrator, make the following adjustments to
the settings in Netscape

+ Set the browser's memory cache and disk cache to a value greater thanzero.
Enable the Java and JavaScript languages
Select Times New Roman 12 point for variable font, and Courier 10 point for
fixed fonts. Other fonts may affect the layout of the Net.Commerce
Administrator forms on your screen
Choose Once per Session for Verify Documents

The following computer settings are recommendedfor optimal results. In
Windows NT, these settings are found in the Display Settings tab of the Control
Panel, from the Start menu

+ Screen resolution: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher
+ Numberof colors: 256
+ Small fonts
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4.9.1 Web Server Trace Settings
The following trace setting are used to trace the Web server.

4.9.1.1 Very Verbose, -vv
For the Web server, setting the very verbose switch -vv in the startup parameters
of the started procedure for the server provides you with a great deal of output,
but the data is invaluable when determining why a particular document has been
served, or has failed to be served. The redbook, Enterprise Web Serving with
the Internet Connection Secure Server for OS/390, SG24-2074 provides details on
how to work out what will happen to a requestfor a file from a Web browser. Itdescribes the function of the various Pass and Service directives in the Web
server configuration file, httpd.conf, and how a request for a file from a Web
browser will be interpreted by these directives.

4.9.1.2 ICAPI or GWAPI trace, CMN_TRACE=1
You can get a further level of tracing information if you specify CMN_TRACE=1
in the Web server environmentfile, httpd.envvars. This tracing option traces the
activity of the Net.CommerceDirector which is a Go Web API (GWAPI) program
Information on URLs and commands requested, session IDs and cookies, and
SQL commands are captured in the trace
With APAR PQ15846, the GWAPI trace output goes to SYSOUT,as defined in the
Web serverstartup procedure. The MS_LOGPATH value in mserver.confis not
used for GWAPItracing.
Note: Add /usr/lIpp/NetCommerce/msg/en_US/%N (assuming the
Net.Commerce message catalogs have not been moved) to the directories in
NLSPATH. This will avoid messagesin the trace like
Message xx could not be retrieved since no message file could be opened!

4.9.2 Net.Commerce Instance Trace Settings
The following trace setting are used to trace the Net.Commerce server

4.9.2.1 Daemon Trace,-tr -d
+ To enable tracing of Net.Commerce daemon program activity, add -tr -d to

the PARM statement in the Net.Commerce Server instance startup
procedure, normally in SYS1.PROCLIB. The startup procedure and the
Net Commerce: Canfiguring and Getting Started, GC24-5862 have instructions
on how to do this. If MS_LOGPATHis specified in the instance configuration
file, (mserver.cont) then the trace output is directed to a file in that path
Otherwise, the trace output is directed to SYSPRINT as specified in the
startup procedure.
If you are directing the trace output to a logfile, make sure that there is
enough spacein the file system. Performancewill be severely degradedif
the file system is near full.
This trace provides information on elements like DB2 calls and spawn
processes
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Notes:
1. When running Net.Commerce Administrator, it is recommended that you

maximize your browser window
Resizing the window while using a form may cause data to be lost
Do not hit the Reload button in the Netscape browser while using the
Net Commerce Administrator. If you reload the window after you have
entered some data, your data will be lost.
When using the Product Advisor, if recent changes you made to a metaphor
do not appear when you use the File - View in Browser option, the browser
is displaying an older version of the data from the cache. Click the Reload
button in the browser to refresh the cache for the page and the updated
information should appear.

4.10.2 Editing a HFS File With Records Greater Than 255 Characters
The OEDIT commandsets the width to a percentage greater than the longestline
or 255, whichever is greater. If you are editing a newfile, first make a line 255
characters in length in the file, then exit and get back into the file again. The
second time MAX to the right and you should be able to add characters past the
255 column. A set of ISPF edit macros, Appendix C, “Splitit and Join ISPF
Macros” on page 189 have been written to help when using cedit to edit these
types offiles

4.10.3 Net.Data Macro Information
There are several restrictions to note about Net.Data macros

+ When creating Net.Data macros, use spaces instead of tab characters to
indentlines of code. If you use tab characters, you may receive an SQLreturn code of -104 when the macro is executed.
The sample macros that are provided in the demonstration mall and the
Net.Cammerce base mall da not check for all possible input errors. In
particular, if you enter a double quote (") in an entry field where double
quotes should not be allowed, and later retrieve the contents of the field, the
contents may not match what you entered
The Net.Commerce Administrator tool does not handle single quotes (’)
correctly in some input fields. Single quotes are also not handled correctly
by some sample macros that are provided in the demonstration malls andthe Net.Commerce base mall
A Net.Data macro can generate an html which includes unnecessary blanksthat increase the size of the html and slow downits transmission. The
DTW_REMOVE_WSrecord in the Net.Data configuration file controls whether
the blanks are removed. The sample Net Data configuration file, installed as
fusr/lpp/NetCommerce/html/en_US/db2www ini, is used to create the
Net.Data configuration file for each new instance during configuration of the
instance. To eliminate the extra blanks, specify the following record in the
sample Net.Data configuration file

DTW_REMOVE_WS YES
For an instance that is already configured, add the record to the Net.Data
configuration file for the instance, normally
/ust/lpp/NetCommerce/html/en_US/instname/db2www.ini, where instname isthe name of the instance
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Administration Information
A couple things a Net.Commerce Administrator should watch for

+» Depending on the browser used by the Net.Commerce V3 administrator, the
administrator may have to reload the frame in the browser to see changesin
the frame after clicking on a frame tab. Netscape on AIX has this problem
When an instance uses a security access facility such as RACFto store
passwords, you cannotusethe registration and administration forms to
change shopper and administrator user IDs and passwords. The changes
must be made by the security accessfacility administrator.
 

4.11 Problems We Experienced
The following lists some common problems we ran into during the residency,their causes and in most cases solutions.

db2_load_caffailed return_code 8 , reason_code f30055; We were getting this
message with a SQL RC of -991 in the ICAPI trace and an SQL Failure error pageon our browser.

This indicates a DB2 resource shortage problem. We raised the following values
in the Threads Management Panel (DSNTIPE) on our test system

Default Change To
Max Users 200
Max Remote Active 128
Max Remote Connected 128
Max TSO Connect 80
Max Batch Connect 80

For more information see Increasing DB2 connections on page 160.
Plan name conflicts: We experienced Web server abends and DB2 locks after a
second NC instance was created using the demomall definitions. At first the
same plan name, mserver, was used for both instances. A newplan, identical to
the mserver plan (but with a different name) was used for the second
Net. Commerce instance. After making this change, both instances could run the
demamall without experiencing problems.
System exception when using NC Administrator: System exception at entry
point SSL_Set_Cipher_Specs in the Web server's SSL module IMWYWSEXare
logged in the Web server log. The Web server must be recycled after the abend
This occurred at different stages when using the NC administrator and was more
evident when administration tasks are done against two instances at the same
time. This prevented reliable use of the NC Administrator tool. The problem can
be bypassed by disabling SSL for the administration tasks, MS_ADMIN_SSL = 0
in all the Net.Commerceinstance configuration files (mserver.conf)
Messages could not be retrieved: We kept getting the following statement in theICAPI trace
Message xx could not be retrieved since no message file could be opened
This was fixed by adding the following to the NLSPATH variable in the Web
server's httpd.envwvars file
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«= The massimpt and neclean utilities use the DTWIODLL module. To enable
the system to find this module, ensure that the LIBPATH environment
variable includes fusr/Ipp/NetCommerce/lib
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/usr/Ipp/NetCommerce/msg/%L/%N
Use of DB2 Storage Groups: The database create statements in
SCMNSAMP(DEMOMALL) build the Net.Commerce demomall database. If you
use storage groups, you will have to add parameters to the database creation
step in this job. Add storgroup and catalog statements to control the placement
of the database created in CMNCONF option 3.
Getting message: Command Execution Failure (CMNO96TE}: We were getting
this message on the browser. This also shows up in the ICAPI trace log

DB2LINK(execute_sql): PREPARE failed! Return code -551.
-> The query returned <-551>

Error occurred while checking if shopper is registered.
UpdateShopperCache: id=admin, registered=0, size=0

--- user admin is a guest
This occurred because wefailed to give our Domino Go Webserver user ID,
WEBSRV, dbadm authority to the Net.Commerce database for a particular
Net.Commerce instance. To avoid this, from SPUFI issue:
GRANT DBADM ON DATABASE -your dbname- TO -websrv id-
where -your dbname- is the nameof the database that you assignedtothis
instance and -websrv id- is the RACF user ID associated with your Web server
started procedure. After doing this, we had to stop and restart the Web server
and the Net.Commerce instance for the change to take place

Getting DB2 focking error when stopping a Net.Commerce instance:
TEA989I SLIP TRAP [D=XEC6 MATCHED. JOBNAME-ITSOINST , ASID=005C.DSN32011 @ ABNORMAL EOT IN PROGRESS FOR USER=ITSOINST 067
CONNECTION-ID=DB2CALL CORRELATION-1D=ITSOINST JOBNAME=ITSOINST
TCB=G08D7E88

Even though we got this message, it did not cause us any problems. We were
able to start the Net.Commerceinstance back up without problems
Template Designer: A few problems related to the Template Designer:

+ If you receive an SQL return code of 100 when executing macros that were
built with the Template Designer, check the SQL statement for any
unnecessary predicates, such as CRPCGNBR=CGRFNBR
If you receive the following status message when loading the Template
Designer:

"Applet TEditor can’t start: security violation”
you need either JDK 1.1.4 (available fram
http: /fhelp.netscape.com/filelib.html) or the Netscape JDK 1.1.1 Support
Update on the client (available from the Netscape website)

Ufilities: Things to check before running the Net. Commerceutilities
+ The massimpt, neclean, cmndb2, loadtbls, mvs_builddb.sh, and pwmigrall

issue messages that are contained in the Net Commerce message catalogs,
normally in directory /usr/lpp/NetCommerce/msg/en_US/. Before running
any of these utilities, ensure that the value of the NLSPATH environment
variable includes a path like /usr/Ipp/NetCammerce/msg/en_US/%N. If
NLSPATHis not updated, you will receive the following:
Message xx could not be retrieved since no messaye file could be opened!
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Chapter 5. The Net.Commerce Administrator Suite
The Net.Commerce Administrator consists of a suite of tools for creating and
maintaining electronic stores for selling products and services over the World
Wide Web. These tools are called Site Manager, Store Manager, Template
Designer, and Product Advisor. Net.Commerceonline help is also available
either from the administrator forms or by accessing
nehost_name/nchelp/findex.html! from your Web browser.
Note: In order to use Net.Commerce, Administrator, a Web browser thatis.

+ $SL-compliant
+ Capable of handling cookies
« Jaya-enabled and JavaScript enabled
+ Capable of supporting tables and frames

must be used. Netscape Communicator 4.04 (Standard Version with Java patch)
meets all of these requirements
 
5.1 Net.Commerce Site Manager

The Net.Commerce Site Manager, referred to as the Site Manager, is a collection
of online forms that you use to manage some high-level functions for electronic
commerce. You need to use the site manager to establish your site, whether
you are creating a single store, or a mall. With this tool you specify the location
of the files for the mall's home page, the access control and store authorities,
and the shopper information. You can also create a list of the shipping
companies that will work with the system. These are the options you will find on
the Site Manager home page configuration with a brief description of each:
Mai information: Sets up the mall home page and directory (or

category list) of stores, and specifies the various
directories for the appropriate files. Also, tax rates
are defined

Access Controf: Displays the access control form and the store
authorities form. Manages user accessto the mall
and store information. Security features such as
passwords and challenge questions are used

Store Records: Displays and keeps the store records formMaintains a record of stores in the mall. New stores
can be added, or existing stores can be deleted if
they are no longer in business.

Task Management: Customizes how shopping tasks function within the
site. Also, individual stores can be given access to
control certain shopping tasks

Shopper Information: Maintains information about shoppers provided
during registration time. Demographic information is
also provided.

Shipping Providers: Maintains a master list of shipping companies and
types of shipping services to be used byall storeswithin the site.
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ProductInformation: Enter information about products, services and itemsin the store into the database. Provide such details
as product numbers, descriptions, and prices.

Discounts: Provide percentageor fixed amount discounts to
shoppers. Discounts can be offered on entire orders
or individual products.

Shipping Services: Define codes that are associated with shipping
providers and services. Assigns the code to each
product to specify how it can be shipped.

Template Designer: Design Web pages for the store
Shopper Groups: Target specific markets by creating shopper groups

Discounts or other incentives may also be offered
Customer Information: View information about shoppers provided during

registration time. Demographic information is also
provided

Order Information: View details about orders. Update the status or
quantity of orders upon a shopper's request or for
your own business needs

Product Advisor: Create intelligent catalogs to help shoppers find the
products that they want, even if they havelittle
product knowledge. To narrowtheir search,
shoppers can select features, compare similar
products, or answer a series of questions

Payment Configuration: Add and configure eTILL (if installed} to use Secure
Electronic Transactions (SET}

Payment Processing: Process authorization, capture and credit
transactions and reversals using SET.

Figure 33 on page 80 shows the Store Manager frontpage
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Template Designer: Designs Web pages for the stores in the mall
Payment Configuration: Configures eTILL providers for stores in the mall
Figure 32 shows the Site Manager page
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Figure 32. Net.Commerce Site Manager

Once you have the Net.Commerce product installed, you can start using Site
Manager right away as it does not require any additional customization.
 
5.2 Net.Commerce Store Manager

The Store Manager allows you to create and maintain the catalogs for the online
store. You can enter and updatethe store information and catalogs, create
product categories, assign shopper groups, and view shopper information among
other things. Here is a brief description of the options you will find on the Store
Manager home page:
Store information: Provides information about a store, company, and

contact person. The store home pagefile informationis also stored here.
Product Categories: Organizes the store's products into categories in

order to help shoppers navigate through the storeeasier.
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Figure 33. Net.Commerce Store Manager
Once you have the Net.Commerce product installed you can start using Store
Manager right away as it does not require any additional customization
 
5.3 Net.Commerce Template Designer

The Template Designer is a Java applet-based, graphical object-oriented editing
tool that allows you to create Web pages for an online mall or store, and to
design and modify templates with a graphical HTML editor. You can use it to do
the following

+ Create and update home pages, product pages, category pages, and Product
Advisor pages
Design headers and footers for the pages.
Modify the supplied sample category, product, and Product Advisor
templates (if you save them with a new file name)

For security reasons, site administrators and store administrators can open and
modify templates and HTML files only for the mall or store to which they have
been assigned access. Site administrators can modify mall pages as well as
store pages that belong to any store that they may administer.

Store administrators can access only the store pages that belong to the store or
stores that they administer.
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Note: The purpose of the Template Designer is to help you create some basic
pages. It is not exactly a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editor, but
it translates your design into HTML. Also, you can customize the macros that
work with SQL and HTML for accessing information on the database. In this way
your Net.Commercesite will work with dynamic pages, so you can quickly and
easily set up and maintain the mall or store on the World Wide Web
For production requirements, you may need to perform additional customization
using the Net.Data macros, which define the microflow of your Web site and
support your business rules. Figure 34 shows a sample Template Designer
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Figure 34. Template Designer

Once you have the Net.Commerceproduct installed youcan start using
Template Designer right away as it does not require any additional
customization on the OS/390 server. However, we did find that we needed to
have JDK 1.1.4 installed on our workstation. For more information see 6.5.2.1,
“Java on Your Workstation” on page 87.
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There are currently three shopping metaphors in the Product Advisor:
1. Product Exploration

The Product Exploration metaphor is intended for shoppers who are familiar
with the features and feature values for a given category of products. The
shopper selects from these features the values that they want, and thenalist
of the appropriate products that contain those feature values can be
displayed

. Product Comparison
The Product Comparison metaphor displays related products side by side, so
that shoppers can identify the similarities and differences between them. It
can be opened from either Product Exploration or Sales Assistance, and
allows the shopper to compare products selected in the previous metaphor.
Sales Assistance
The Sales Assistance metaphor is intended for shoppers who are not sure
where to start. It presents them with a series of multiple-choice questions,
where each answer determines the next question. You can create as many
answers as you want for a given question. For each answer, you can create
one subsequent question.
As the shopper works through the questions, the information provided by
each answer is collected and an increasingly refined list of products is
determined. The shopper can choose to viewthis list at any time or to
continue with the questions. When the last question is answered, the list of
products appears automatically
Sales Assistance is the only metaphor that is not automatically deleted when
you delete a catalog: thus, if you delete and recreate a catalog in order to
update it, you do not have to recreate the Question and Answer tree
However, any links that you assigned will have to be reassigned to the new
products
The Sales Assistance metaphor is the only metaphor that can be prepared
without having a prepared catalog

Product Advisor requires some additional customization, as we see in 5.5,
“Product Advisor Planning and Configuration.”
 

§.5 Product Advisor Planning and Configuration
Implementing Product Advisor requires additional program functions on both the
OS/390 Net.Commerce system and administrators workstation. The shopper’s
workstation does not require any additional programs to shop in a store thatuses Product Advisor.

This section covers the following topics
+ Product Advisor Technical Overview
+ Installing Java servlet support
+ Configuring Domino Go Webserver Java support

Configuring the DB2 Distributed Data Facility
Enabling the DB2 Call Level Interface
Installing the DB2 Connect product on the admnistrator’s workstation
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5.4 Product Advisor

The Product Advisor provides an interactive environment for shoppers, by
creating an “interactive catalog.” It adds the following elements to an electronic
catalog:

+ Marketing knowledge, such as that possessed by a sales professional
+ Technical knowledge, such as that possessed by a productspecialist or

subject matter expert.
“Shopping metaphors," to provide shoppers with different ways offinding
what they want. Shoppers with little knowledge of a product category can
use the Sales Assistance metaphor, which guides them toward appropriate
products through a series of questions and answers.
Those with more knowledge can use the Product Exploration metaphor,
which lets them select desired product features from a list. Once the
selection has been narrowed down through either of these methods,
shoppers can use the Product Comparison metaphor to compare similar
products side by side

The Product Advisor consists of the following components
+ The Catalog Builder, which prepares the product data for use in the

electronic catalog
Three shopping metaphor builders, which let you set up different
presentations of the catalog data

5.4.1.1 Catalog Builder
You use the Catalog Builder to select the product features that will be displayed
and to indicate how this information will be used by the metaphors. The
shopping metaphor builders define how the catalog will be presented to
shoppers
The catalog keeps track of how many products are offered in each product
category. If a category contains subcategories, the count indicates the total
number of products in all subcategories

The Catalog Builder does not add, change, or delete information about your
products: it allows you to choose which data to display in the catalog and how
you want it displayed

5.4.1.2 Shopping Metaphor Builders
People shop in different ways depending on their needs and their product
knowledge. The Product Advisor organizes and presents your catalog data in
different ways, so that shoppers can search for products in the manner that is
best for them. The different styles of presentation are called shopping
metaphors, and the tools that you use to set up the metaphors for each category
of products are called shopping metaphor builders.
For each metaphor, you use the corresponding metaphor builder to define
settings that determine which data from the catalog will be presented and how it
will be presented, and to specify a template, which determines the overall
appearance of the Web pages that the shopper will see. If you set up the
templates with metaphor links, the shopper will be able to switch to a different
metaphor for the same category at any time.
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+ Configuring the Product Advisor administrator workstation and startingProduct Advisor

There are quite a few things that need to be checked. To help us with this task,
we used the following books

+ WOW! DRDA Supports TCP/P: DB2 Server for 08/390 and DB2 Universat
Database, SG24-2212
DB2 for OS/390 Version 5: Installation Guide, GC26-8970
Lotus Domino Go Webserver, Pianning for installation, SC31-6642
Lotus Domino Go Webserver, Webmaster's Guide, SC31-8643
/BM DB2 Connect Personal Edition: Quick Beginnings, S10J-8162

Product Advisor Technical Overview
Product Advisor is made up of Java applets and servlets that interface with the
Web browser, Web server, as well as the Net.Commerce database as shown in
Figure 35. 
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Figure 35. Product Advisor System Components
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5.5.1.1 Product Advisor Applets
When you invoke Product Advisor from the Net.Commerce Administrator forms a
set of Java applets (BuildTool java is the anchor class) and some Java classfilesfound in:
/usr/|pp/NetCommerce/www/ Servlets /Public/COM/ikm/ict/netcatalog
are downloaded to your workstation. There is no OS/390 JDBC (Java Database
Connectivity) driver support for directly accessing a DB2 database from an
applet, so Product Advisor requires that the DB2 Connect product be installed on
your workstation. The Product Advisor applets use the JDBC driver support in
DB2 Connect to access the OS/390 DB2 database via a DRDA(Distributed
Relational Database Architecture) connection through DDF (Distributed Data
Facility) using the CLI (Call Level Interface) running on the OS/390 host
Ordinarily, Java has built-in security functions that restrict what an applet can do
on your workstation. However, Netscape has developed the Java Capabilities
APi that allows (among other things) developers to leave the “sandbox,” so that
they can write powerful applications on top of Java (given the users permission,
of course). The sandbox is the Java term for the carefully defined limits within
which Java applets must otherwise operate. The Capabilities classes add
facilities to and refine the control provided by the standard Java
SecurityManager class. Java developers can use these classes to exercise
fine-grained control over an applet’s activities beyond the sandbox. For moreinformation see:
http: //developer.netscape.com/docs/manuals/signedobj /capsapi .htm]
Product Advisor provides a Netscape SmartUpdate script to install a class,
LoadDB2,java. Prior to trying to establish a JDBC connection, LoadDB2 java
uses the Netscape Capabilities API to request permission to “break out” of the
applet sandbox to load a DLL as shown in Figure 38 on page 86.
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5.5.1.3 Product Advisor Common Components
Product Advisor ships some common components that are used on the OS/390
server and at the workstation. The Java_ClassLib is a set of Product Advisor
Java classes that perform the work against the Net.Commerce database. They
contain the SQL code that access the database using JDBC.

5.5.2 Installing Java Servlet Support
The Product Advisor administration tool requires Java serviet support to be
active. In order to run Java servlets, you need to have the Java Developers
Toolkit (JDK) V1.1 and Lotus Domino Go Webserver installed. A serviet is a Java
program thatis invoked by a Web server. Servlets run on Web server systems,
just as applets run on Web browser systems. One key difference between a
servlet and an applet is that serviets do not access any Java classes that
directly provide graphical presentation services

Like Java applets, serviets are generally platform-independent. This is a great
advantage over Common Gateway Interface (CGI) or Go Webserver Application
Programming Interface (GWAPI) programs, since at the very least, CGI and
GWAPI programs must be recompiled when moving from one hardware platform
or operating system platform to another. Often, CGI and GWAPI programs must
also be modified at the source level when moving from one operating system
platform to another.
In comparison, Java servlets can be moved from one platform to another without
making any changes (in nearly all cases).
Serviets also benefit from the strengths of Java, such as the ability to easily use
object-oriented programming techniques
Serviets are supported beginning with Domino Go Version 4.6.1 for OS/390. The
Java Virtual Machine is required to use serviets. The Java DevelopersKit is
required to create servlets.

To ensure that the JDK is correctly installed and the Domino Go Webserver Java
serviet support is activated, refer to the JDK documentation and to Domino Go
Webserver. Planning for installation, SC31-8642.

5.5.2.1 Java on Your Workstation
Having the correct level of the JDK on your workstation is just as important as
having the correct JDK level running on the OS/390 server. Net.Commerce
requires that you have JDK 1.1.4 (or later) installed on your workstation. To
check your Netscape Java level on a workstation running Windows 95, open the
Java console fram the Window option on the Netscape browser menubar (see
Figure 37 on page 88). The update changed the level from Java 1.1.2 to 1.1.4 on
our machine. The JDK is available for downloading from
http: //help netscape. com/filelib.html
Follow the instructions on that page to download and install the update.
The WIN32 JDK update will enhance your Java functionality with the Java
Developers Kit version 1.1 update. This download improves Java supportin
Netscape Communicator to run the very latest applets. Without this update, you
will get a failure when trying to run the Product Advisor administrator function on
your workstation
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Figure 36. Product Advisor Applets and DB2
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A Verisign certificate is used te guarantee the owner and authenticity of
LoadDB2. java. See 6.5.2.1, “Java on Your Workstation” on page 87 for
information about specific levels of Java required to run Product Advisor.
5.5.1.2 Product Advisor Servlets
Product Advisor supplies three shopping servlets that run on the OS/390 host:

+ jomserver.java - reads the requested variables from the mserver.conffile
« iestfile java - uses the value in NC_TEDITOR_PATHte find Product Advisor

templates.
« icviewerjava - renders a metaphor for a shopper. Also called from the build

tool applets to view

They are found in
/usr/1pp/NetCommerce/www/Servlets/Public/
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Note: When we suspected that something was going wrong with Java, we used
the Java console window in Netscape for debugging. Select Window Java
Console to start it. Press ? for help. For example, you can set the Java
debugging level by selecting levels 0-9. Level 9 is the highest debugging
level. The Java console can be used to help debug problems. Figure 37
showsall the debugging options you can use from the Java console

 
   

Netscape Java Console Commands:
break into the debugger @Vindows anhClear console window
dump applet contest state to console

finalize objects on finalization queue
garbage collect
print this help message

capture all classes loaded by an appletto a directory
mi: print current memory use to console
q: hide console
s. dump memory summary to “memory.aur
to dump thread info to "Memory.our
x dump memory to "mermoryout"
x dump memory (detailed) to “memory.aut
0-9: set applet debug level ta <n>

pores debug level setto 9

 

Figure 37. Netscape Java Window
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5.5.2.2 Java on OS/390
On our OS/390 server, we had Java JDK 1.1.1 installed in directory
/usr/Ipp/dava/J1.1.1/bin. You can get the latest Java for 08/390 code fram theS/390 Web site

http://www, $390. ibm. com/java
To verify that the installation process had completed successfully, we first
updated our /HOME/ profile file as follows:
#
# Start of JAVA section
#
export PATH=/usr/1pp/Java/J1.1.1/bin:$PATHecho "--> PATH set for JAVA”
echo $PATH
export JAVA_HOME=/usr/Ipp/Java/J1.1.1
echo “--> JAVA_HOME path set”
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echo $JAVA_HOME#
#
# Added classpath for JAYA classes#
CLASSPATH=/usr/|pp/Java/J1.1.1/lib/classes.zip:.
export CLASSPATHecho “--> CLASSPATH set”
echo $CLASSPATH
We then re-accessed the shell and tested with the command shownin Figure 38

5647-A01 (C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1993, 1997
(C) Copyright Mortice Kern Systems, Inc., 1985, 1996.

5.6.3 Configuring Domino Go Webserver Java Support for Product Advisor
In this section, we use the same step numbering as in the Nef Commerce.
Configuring and Getting Started manual

4 There are some changes that must be made to the Domino Go Webserver
configuration files httpd.conf and servlet.conf, and also to the environment
variables file httpd.envvars. Refer to the Domino Go Webserver
documentation for an explanation of these files. These files are usually
located in the /etc directory in the hierarchical file system
Net. Commerce. Configuring and Geiting Started uses the variables shown in
Table 3 to define where the JDK, Domino Go Webserver JDBC andNet.Commerce files are installed
 

(C) Copyright Software Development Group, University of Waterloo, 1989. Table 3. installation Paths 

All Rights Reserved. Replace
Our installation Your installation 

<JavaHome> The directory /usr/Ipp/dava/d1.1.1
U.S. Government users - RESTRICTED RIGHTS - Use, Duplication, or where Java is installed 

--> PATH set for Java

Disclosure restricted by GSA-ADP schedule contract with IBM Corp. <LGWHome> The directory
. . where Dornino Go Webserver isIBM is a registered trademark of the IBM Corp. installed

/usr/|pp/internet
 

--> JAVA_HOME path set
/usr/Ipp/Java/d1.1.1--> CLASSPATH set
fusr/Ipp/Java/d1.1.1/lib/classes.zip

ee pa <JDACHome> The directory Just/\pp/db2/db2510
fusr/Ipp/Java/J1.L.1/bin:/bin: .:/u/jarmo: where Java DatabaseConnectivity (JDBC) class

libraries (db2jdbcclasses.zip) areinstalled  
<NCHome> The directory /usr/|pp/NetCommerce

#:JARMO: /u/jarmo: >java -version where Net.Commerceis installed.

   
 

java version “JDK1.1,.1 IBM build m111-19970926"
#: JARMO: /u/jarmo: >=>

RUNNING
ESC=¢=1=Help 2=SubCmd 3=HIpRetrn§4=Top 5=Bottom 6=TS07=BackScr=8=Scroll 9=NextSess 10-Refresh 11=FwdRetr 12=-Retrieve

  
 

Figure 38. The Verification of Java installation an OS/390

To verify that the Java servlet support is activated in the Domino Go Webserver,
see Lotus Domino Go Webserver, Planning for Installation, SC31-8642 chapter
“Installing Your Secure Server" and Lotus Domino Go Webserver, Webmaster's
Guide, SC31-8643 chapter “Using the servlet configuration file.” You have to
check that the Domino Go Webserver configuration file httpd.conf includes
directives ServerInit, ServerTerm, and Service. The actual path statements may
be different in your installationBos =

‘+t JAVA Seevlet Support direct‘ves ***2 = -
ServerInit Jusr/Ippiinternet/b’n/libjavsetup.so:Setup fetc/servlet.contServerInit Jusr/Ippfinternet/sbin/libservlet .50: Init WEBSRYServerTerm /usr/Ippfinternet/sbin/1ibservlet so:Term
Service /servlet/* /ust/Ipp/internet/sbin/libservlet.sorservlet*Service Jadmin-b’n/RastartJ¥M—/usr/Ipp/internet/sbin/Tibservlet.so:Restart]M
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she whbhhhiot mthTop of Data “erttHtAe#8déd# IBM Net Commerce see
Authentication BASIC /usr/Ipp/NetCommerce/cai -bi n/omni capi :Authenticati cation
Protect /msprovect/* ww.itsoshop.con {Serverld PrivateAuthorizationAuthtype BasicGetlask An o(~PutYask AN o(~PostMask AL1O(*Mask Alo(~PassndT ile
}
Pass /te_html/*—/usr/1pp/NetConmerce/ instance/itsoi nst/tedi tor/te_html/* www. itsoshop.comPass /ca_html/* —usr/pp/NetConmerce/ instance/itsoi nst/teditor/ca_html/* «ww. itsoshop.com
Serverinit Jusr/1 pp/NetConmarce/egi-bin/onni capi :ServerInitService /nsprotact /* Jusr/1 pp/NetCommarce/cgi =bin/emnicapi :Service/*Service Jcgi-binfmsrvr/* —fusr/Ipp/NetComner ce/cgi -bin/cmnicapi :Service/*
Pass /storemgr/* fust/1pp/NetConmerce/html fen_US/ncadmin/storenar/*Pass /sitengr/*  fust/1pp/NetConerce/htnil fen_US/ncadmin/sitemgr/*Pass /ncacom/*—/ust/Ipp/NetComrerce/htnl /en_US/ncadmin/ccnmon/*Pass /ncsample/* fusr/1pp/NetConnerce/html fen_US/nesample/™Pass fncagif/*—fusr/1pp/NetComrerce/htni /en_US /ncadmin/gi f/*Pass fbutnbars/* /usr/Ipp/NetComrarce/htmi /en_US/ncadmin/butnbars/*Pass fncaduin/™—fusr/Tpp/NelComerce/htail fer_US/icadiuin/® aww. iCsoshep comPass fnchelp/~ —fust/Ipp/NetComrerce/html /en_US/nchelp/~Pass fncerror/*—fust/Tpp/NetComrerce/htail /en_US/ncerrar/*Pass fnebooks/*—/ust/Tpp/NetComrerce/htail /en_US/nebooks /*Pass fdenonall /* /ust/Tpp/NetComrerce/henil /en_US /demoma 1/~Pass /bus2bus/~—/usr/Ipp/NetConmerce/html /en_US /bus2bus/*Pass fhs/™ Zust/1pp/NetComrerce/henil fen_US /bus2bus /*Pass /nextgeneration/* _/usr/Ipp/NetConmerce/html /en_US/nextgenerationPass fca_ivons/*  /usr/Tpp/NeLComerce/htail /er_US/ea_ivons/*
AddType Js appl ication/x-javascript ebedic 1.0 #Net.Cormerce java#48848 End of IBM Net.Cormerce ##atté

~ JAVA Servlet Support directives *#*
ServerInit Just/Ipp/i nternet/bin/ibjavsetup.so:Setup /ete/servlet.contServerInit fusr/\pp/internet/sbin/1 ibservl nit WEBSRYServerTern fusr/1pp/i nternet/sbin/l ibservlet.so:Tert
Service iservlet/* Jusr/ Ippfinternet/stin/]ibservlet.sc:servlet*Service Jadnin-bin/Restartd¥M—fusr/\ppfinternet/stin/]ihserviet sc :Restartltm

  
 
Figure 39, Directives for Net.Commerce Serviets

3. In this step, you need to update five directives in the servlet configuration
file, servlet.conf. This file is located in the same directary as the httpd.conffile.
Note: Our examples are cut to fit in the page. Although the JavaLibPath
and JavaClassPath may be split in our example, enter them on one long line
ServietLog Specify the name and location of the logfile to which servlet

messageswill be written when the servlet log method isused.
Default: ServietLog <server_root>/logs/servlet-logSyntax:—ServletLog <filename>
For example
ServletLog /usr/|pp/internet /server_root /1ogs/serv] et-log

JVMLog Specify the name and location of the log file to which JVM
console messageswill be written. For example:
JVMLog /usr/|pp/internet /server_root/logs/jvm-log
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Ensure that the appropriate Protect and Java servlet support directives are
specified in the Web server configuration file httpd.conf, as shown in
Figure 38 on page 91

DFNDT0001183

JavaPath Specify the directory where the JDK executable to start the
JVM is located, which usually means <JavaHome>/bin
JavaPath—/usr/Ipp/Java/JL.1.1/bin

JavaLibPath Specify directories that need to be prependedto the
LIBPATH environment variable by setting this to
<Javatome/1 ib/mvs :<JavaHome>/1ib/mvs/nat ive_threads
JavaLibPath fusr/Ipp/Java/J1.1.1/1ib/mvs:

fusr/Ipp/Java/J1.1.1/1ib/mvs/native_threads
JavaClassPath Specify the servlet JYM classpath

Note: There is an error in Net. Commerce: Configuring and
Getting Started. The path for <NCHome>/servlets should be
<NCHome>/www/Servl ets/Pub] ic.
<JavaHome>/lib/classes.zip:
<LGWHome>/server_root/cgi-bin/icsclass.zip:
<LGwHome>/server_root/servlets/public:
<LGWHome>/server_root/cgi-bin:
<JDBCHome>/classes/db2jdbcclasses.zip:<NCHome>/www/Servlets/Public
JavaClassPath /usr/Ipp/Java/J1.1.1/lib/classes.zip:

/usr/Ipp/internet/server_root/cgi-bin/icsclass.zip:
fusr/Ipp/internet/server_root/servlets/public:
/usr/1pp/internet/server_root/cgi-bin:
/usr/1pp/db2/db2510/cl asses /db2jdbcclasses.zip:
/usr/1pp/Net Commerce /www/Servlets/Public

EServlet and Service directives specify the initialization parameters for
external servlets. These directives are added to servlet.conf by the
cmnconf configuration program during configuration of each instance. For
example, our directives were
t#t#é# IBM Net.Conmerce Ht#t
ESERVLET icmserver icmserver {

configfile=mserver.conf
}
SERVICE icmserver /servlet/icmserver

ESERVLET icviewer icviewer {
configfile=mserver.conf
content=text /htm1
www. itsoshop.com=/usr/1pp/NetCommerce/html /en_US/itsoinst

}
SERVICE icviewer /servlet/icviewer
dtdtdt End of IBM Net.Commerce #ittd
Note: At the time of writing new function is planned to add caching to the
icviewer serviet to take advantage of the multi-threading support in JDBC on
OS/390. Multi-threading support was introduced with DB2 APAR PQ09901
A newrecord will be added to the ESERVLET icviewer directive called
cachelevel. The following levels will be accepted

+ cachelevel=0 (turns off all caching}
+ cachelevel=1 (will keep the database connection alive)

cachelevel=2 (will cache connection and merchants, this is the default)
cachelevel=3 (will cache connection, merchants, and categories)
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4. Next you need to specify values for the following records in the Web server
environment variables file, httpd.envvars. This file is usually in the /etc
directory in the HFS.
Note: Our examples are cut to fit in the page. Enter it on one long line
PATH Specify the PATHs. Enter all on one line

<LGWHome>/bin:
<LGWHome>/sbin:
<Javatome>/bin
PATH=/bin: .: /usr/sbin:

/usr/|pp/ internet /bin:
fusr/Ipp/internet/sbin:
/usr/Ipp/dava/J1.1.1/bin

NLSPATH Specify the PATHs to the message catalogs. Enter all on one line.
<LGWHome> /%L/%N:
<NCHome>msg/%L /%N
NLSPATH=/usr/1ib/n1s/msg/%L/4N:

/usr/Ipp/internet /%L/%N:
/usr/1pp/NetComerce/msg/%L/%N

Note: NLSPATH gets the %L directory name from the LANG
environment variable in the httpd.envvars file. LANG or LC_ALL
environment variables must be equal to en_USin order for
Net.Commerceto find the message catalog You can substitute
(hardeode) en_US in the NLSPATH replacing %L if you like

LIBPATH§Specify the directories that contain DLL libraries. Enter all on oneline:
<LGWHome>/bin:
<LGWHome>/sbin:
<NCHome>/1ib:
<JavaHome>/1ib/mvs/native_threads:<JDBCHome>/1 ib:
<JDBCHome>/classes
LIBPATH=/usr/1pp/internet/bin:

/usr/Ipp/internet/sbin:
/usr/1pp/NetConmerce/1ib:
/usr/1pp/Java/J1.1.1/1ib/mys/native_threads:
/usr/1pp/db2/db2510/1ib:
/usr/|pp/db2/db2510/cl asses

JAVA_HOME Modify this to point to <JavaHome>
JAVA_HOME=/usr/1pp/dava/J1.1.1

CLASSPATHSet to the same value as JavaClassPath in servlet.conf (see
step 3 on page 91). Enter all on one line.
<JavaHome>/1ib/classes.zip:
<L@WHome>/server_root/cgi-bin/icsclass.zip:
<LGWHome>/server_root/servlets/public:
<LGWHome>/server_root/cgi-bin:
<IDBCHome>/classes/db2jdbcclasses .zip:
<NCHome> /www/Servlets/Public
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Menu List Mode Functions Utilities Help 

Enter TSO or Workstation commands below:
ss=> dsntinst

ISPF Command Shell

CLASSPATH=/usr/Ipp/Java/J1.1.1/1ib/classes.zip:
/usr/Ipp/internet/server_root/cgi-bin/icsclass.zip:
/usr/1pp/internet/server_root/servlets/public:
/usr/1pp/internet/server_root/cgi-bin:
/usr/|pp/db2/db2510/classes/db2jdbcclasses .zip:
/usr/1pp/NetConmerce/www/Serv]ets/Public

LD_LIBRARY_PATH Enterall on one line.
<JavaHome>/1ib/mvs:
<JavaHome>/1ib/mvs/native_threads:<JDBCHome>/classes:
<JDBCHome>/11b
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/Ipp/Java/J1.1.1/lib/mvs:

/usr/|pp/Java/J1.1.1/lib/mvs/native_threads:
/usr/1pp/db2/db2510/classes:
/usr/\pp/db2/db2510/1 ib

DSNAOINI Used for Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). We will discuss this
file later in 5.5.5.2, “Configuring the DSNAOINI Data Set" on
page 102
DSNAGINI=DB2¥510U.0B2CLI.CLIINI

5.5.4 Configuring the DB2 Distributed Data Facility
The DB2 Distributed Data Facility (DDF) allows applications running in a remote
application requester environment that supports DRDAto access data in DB2
subsystems. In our case DDF, when used in conjunction with the DB2 Connect
product on the workstation, allows the Product Advisor applets remote access todata in the DB2 database on the OS/390 server. To enable Product Advisor to
create new product metaphors, perform the following steps. For more
information on DDF see, DB2 for OS/390 Version & installation Guide, GC26-8970.

The following table, Table 4 contains a list of things you are going to need to
decide upon before starting to customize DDF 

Table 4. Configuring the D82 Distributed Data Facility (DDF) 
Description ‘Our installation Your installation 
hiq of DB2 Datasets DB2vS510 
DB2 Location Name SC58DDF  DB2 Network LUName    SC58DB2 

Configure DDF, specifying a DB2 location name and DRDA pert number.
We had DB2installed and running but DDF was not customized. To update
DB2 to customize DDF you need to first run the DB2-supplied customization
clist, DSNTINST as shown in Figure 40 on page 98.
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DSNTIPAL

1 INSTALL TYPE
2 DATA SHARING

Check parameters and reenter to change:

DFNDT0001187

INSTALL, UPDATE, AND MIGRATE DB2 - MAIN PANEL.

UPDATE—Install, Update, or Migrate
Yes, No, or blank for Update

Place cursor on choice and press enter to Retrieve command
0s
dsntinst
cmncont
setr raclist(facility) refresh
adduser instj] dfltgrp(cmngrp) omvs(uid(0) home('/usr/1pp/NetConmerce' }
setr raclist(started) refresh
ralter started db5ldist.* stdata(user(ddf))

Enter the following value for migration only:
3 DATA SET NAME(MEMBER) ===>

Enter name of your input data sets (SDSNLOAD, SDSNMACS, SDSNSAMP, SDSNCLST):4 PREFIX DB2¥510
5 SUFFIX >

Enter to set or save panel values (by reading or writing the named members
6 INPUT MEMBER NAME > DSNTIDXA Enter to read old panel values
7 OUTPUT MEMBER NAME Enter to write new panel values

Fl=Help F3=Exit Fl0=Actions F12=Cancel- PRESS: ENTER to continue RETURN to exit HELP for more information
Figure 40. The ISPF Command Shelf

  
 

Enter UPDATE on option 1 INSTALL TYPE, and check the other parameters, FI=HELP F2=SPLIT F3=END F4=RETURN F5=RFIND F6=RCHANGE
especially option 4 PREFIX for your input data sets (see Figure 41 on F7=UP F8=DOWN FO=SWAP FLO=LEFT FLISRIGHT=F12=RETRIEVE
page 96). You will find it useful to see the panel IDs by issuing command —
PANELID on the command line of any of these panels Figure 41. install, Update, and Migrate D2 - Main Panel

  
 

The next panel is where you define the data set where you will store the
customized JCL job, DSNTIJUZ. Enter the output data set for the sample
library (this might be the only line you are able to update on this panel). See
Figure 42 on page 97 for an example ofour installation
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DSNTIPT UPDATE DB2BSe>

Data sets allocated by the1 TEMP CLIST LIBRARY ===
* 2 SAMPLE LIBRARY

Data sets allocated by theCLIST LIBRARY
APPLICATION DBRM
APPLICATION LOAD
DECLARATION LIBRARY===

sets allocated by SMP/|LINK LIST LIBRARY
LOAD LIBRARY
MACRO LIBRARY

10 LOAD DISTRIBUTION
11 EXIT LIBRARY
12  DBRM LIBRARY
13. IRLM LOAD LIBRARY

PRESS: ENTER to continue

FI=HELP F2=SPLIT F
F7=UP F8=DOWN F

 
> DB2V510.NEW.SDSNTEMP

===> DB2V510.NEW.SDSNSAMP

> DB2V510.SRCLIB.DATA

- DATA SET NAMES PANEL 1

installation CLIST for edited output:

installation jobs:
DB2V510..NEW.SDSNCLST
DB2V510.DBRMLIB.DATA
DB2¥510.RUNLIB.LOAD

E and other methods:
DB2V510 .SDSNLINK
DB2V510.SDSNLOAD
DB2V510.SDSNMACS
DB2V510 .ADSNLOAD
DB2¥510.SDSNEXIT
DB2V510.SDSNDBRM
DB2V510 .SDXRRESL

RETURN to exit HELP for more information

3=END F4=RETURN
S=SWAP FLO=LEFT

F5=RF IND
F11=RIGHT

F6=RCHANGE
F12=RETRIEVE

 
 

Figure 42. Update DB2 - Data Sets Names Pane!
From the next panel, UPDATE DB2 - SELECTION MENU (panel not shown):
a Select option 1, DATA PARAMETERSto check and update volume

serial(s}
Select option 17. APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS PANEL1 andenter a non-zero value for the EBCDIC CODED CHARSETfield. We
entered 65533.
Select option 26, DISTRIBUTED DATAFACILITY:

+ Enter a DDF STARTUP OPTION. We defined AUTO because we want
DDF to start up when DB2 starts, as shown in Figure 43 on page 98.
Enter a name for your DB2 LOCATION NAME. The DB2 location
name is a unique name which application requesters use to connect
to this DB2 subsystem
The name must begin with a letter and must not contain special
characters. Wewill use this name again later when weinstall DB2
Connect. We used SCS8DDF as shown in Figure 43 on page 98.
Enter the DB2 NETWORK LUNAME parameter. The LU nameis used
to identify the DB2 subsystem to VTAM and to uniquely identify
logical units of work. Even if you are planning to use only TCP/IP to
communicate with remote sites, you still have to configure the LU
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DSNTIPS UPDATE DB2BSe>

Enter data below:
1 DRDA PORT

2 RESYNC PORT
3 TCP/IP ALREADY VERIFIED

PRESS: ENTER to continue

FI=HELP F2=SPLIT
F7=UP F8=DOWN

 
F3=END
FO=SWAP

- DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY PANEL 2

sss 446 TCP/IP port number for DRDA clients1-65534. 446 is reserved for DRDA.
> 33000 TCP/IP port for 2-phase commit. 1-65534
> NO Accept requests containing only a userid

(no password)? YES or NO

RETURN to exit HELP for more information

F4=RETURN
F1O=LEFT

F5=RF IND
F11=RIGHT

F6=RCHANGE
F12=RETRIEVE

 
 

Figure 44. Second Pane!for Distributed Data Facility
é Nowhit Enter and you should see the following messages

DSNT478I BEGINNING EDITED DATA SET OUTPUT
DATASET DB2V510.NEW.SDSNSAMP COMPRESSED AT 23:07:04
DSNT4891 CLIST EDITING ‘ DB2V510.NEW.SDSNSAMP(DSNTIJUZ)', INSTALL JCL
The new updated JCL is written to member DSNTIJUZ in theDB2V510.NEW.SDSNSAMP data set.

. Run the job DB2V510.NEW.SDSNSAMP(DSNTIJUZ) to add the DDF
configuration definitions.
Note: DB2 must be stopped before running job DSNTIJUZ.
The installation process generates the JCL needed to start the DDF
address space. The DSNTIJMV member of the SDSNSAMP data set
contains the steps to define the DB2 subsystem to 08/390. One of these
steps updates the OS/390 PROCLIB with the DB2 procedures. An
example follows
[PRB OOS RIE AIOIIIAIESIRIAORRAE
tr JCL PROCEDURE FOR THE STARTUP OF THE
it DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY ADDRESS SPACE
if
[PERERUEaAAAIARARORAAREAASAA
//DB51DIST PROC RGN=0k,
if LI B2¥510.SDSNEXIT’
//TEFPROC EXEC PGM=DSNYASCP ,REGION=&RGN
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&LIB
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name parameter and VTAM, because DB2 uses the network ID and
the LU nameto identify units of work. 

DSNTIPRsee>

Enter data below:

10
PRESS:

 
DDF STARTUP OPTION
DB2 LOCATION NAME
DB2 NETWORK LUNAME
DB2 NETWORK PASSWORD
RLST ACCESS ERROR
RESYNC INTERVAL
DDF THREADS

DB2 GENERIC LUNAME
IDLE THREAD TIMEOUT
EXTENDED SECURITY

F7=UP F8=DOWN

UPDATE DB2 - DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY

===> NO
ENTER to continue

AUTO NO, AUTO, or COMMANDSCSBDDF The name other DB2s use to
refer to this DB2

The name VTAM uses to refer to this DB2
Password for DB2's VTAM application
NOLIMIT, NORUN, or 1-5000000
Minutes between resynchronization period
(ACTIVE or INACTIVE) Status of adatabase access thread that commits or
rolls back and holds no database locks
or cursors
Generic VTAM LU name for this DB2
subsystem or data sharing group0 or seconds until dormant server ACTIVE
thread will be terminated (0-9999)
Allow change password and descriptive
security error codes. YES or NO.RETURN to exit HELP for more information

SC5BDB2
NOLIMIT
2
ACTIVE

FO=SWAP F1O=LEFT FIL=RIGHT=F12=RETRIEVE

 
Figure 43. First Panel for Distributed Data Facility

98

100
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Net.Commerce for OS/39¢

d. Select option 27, DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY PANEL2 and entervalues for DRDA PORT and RESYNC PORT. We chose the defaults of 446
and 33000, as shown in Figure 44 on page 99.
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if DD DISP=SHR, DSN=DB2¥510.SDSNLOAD
if DD DISP=SHR, DSN=CEE.SCEERUN
You will have to define the task that runs DDF to the Security Services
(Resource Access Control Facility (RACF). or equivalent) on OS/390. We
used the following commands
ADDGROUP DDFGRP OMYS(GID (0) }
ADDUSER ODF DFLTGRP(DDFGRP) OMVS(UID(O) PROGRAM(’/ bin/sh’) HOME(’/’))
RDEFINE STARTED DBSIDIST.* STDATA(USER(DDF) GROUP(DDFGRP) }
SETR RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH
lf your DDF user ID is not defined as a superuser, you will see the
following error message during startup of DDF:
DSNL5121 =DB51- DSNLILNR TCP/IP SETRLIMIT FAILED WITH RETURN CODE=139

AND REASON CODE=1148033C
Add a VTAM LU definition to match the value that you entered previously
in panel DSNTIPR. An example follows:

VBUILD TYPE=APPL*
SC58DB2 APPL ACBNAME=SC58DB2,

APPC=YES,
ATNLOSS=ALL,
AUTH=(ACQ),
AUTOSES=10,
DMINANL=25,
DMINNR=25,
DSESLIM-50,
EAS=509,
ENCR=NONE,
MODETAB=AGNTAB,
PARSESS-YES,
SECACPT=ALREADYV,
SONSCIP=NO,
SRBEXIT=YES,
SYNCLYL=SYNCPT,
VERIFY=NONE,
YPACING=2,VTAMFRR=NO

j. Both the DRDA PORT and RESYNC PORTparameters should specify
values that are reserved in the TCP/IP subsystem. Although DDF will
work if they are not defined to TCP/IP and not being used by other
applications, it is recommended that they be registered. To properly
register the DRDA and RESYNC ports, you must add them to your TCP/IP
PROFILE data set. Use the PORT statement to register port numbers inthe PROFILE data set as follows.
PORT

20 TCP OMVS
DELAYACKS.

21 TCP OMVS
23 TCP OMVS

3 OE FTP Server
3 Delay transmission acknowledgements
3 OE FTPD control port; OE Telnet Server

446 TCP OMS33000 TCP OMYS 3DRDA SQL port
3DRDA SQL resyne port
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k. Now when you start DDF with a START DDF command, or if you defined
AUTO, when the DB2 subsystem is started, you should see messages
similar to the following in the syslog
DSNLOO3I @ DDF IS STARTING
DSNL5191 @ DSNLILNR TCP/IP SERVICES AVAILABLE 317

FOR DOMAIN wtsc580e.itso.ibm.com AND PORT 446
DSNL5191 @ DSNLIRSY TCP/IP SERVICES AVAILABLE 318

FOR DOMAIN wtsc580e.itso.ibm.com AND PORT 33000
DSNLOO4T @ DDF START COMPLETE 319

LOCATION SC58DDF
LU USIBMSC .SC58DB2
GENERICLU -NONE
DOMAIN wtscd80e.itso.7bm.com
TCPPORT 446
RESPORT 33000

DSN9022T @ DSNYASCP ’ STA DB2’ NORMAL COMPLETION

5.5.5 Enabling the DB2 Call Level Interface (CLI)
To use the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) function, the DB2 CLI Runtime
Environment must be set up. Refer to "Setting Up DB2 CLI Runtime
Environment’ in DB2 for OS/390 Calf Level Interface Guide and Reference,
$C26-8959for instructions. See also 5.5.5.4, “Testing the JDBC Driver’ on
page 104
For Product Advisor, the “local” JDBC driver uses the DB2 CLI interface.
-— To Run Product Advisor

You will need:
+» APAR OW30206 for RRS AF logging support
+ Java Database Connectivity Support Feature
+ APAR PQ09901 for Open Database Connectivity Support    

The DB2 for OS/390 JDBC driver provides Java applications running on OS/390
the ability to access local DB2 data or remote data (TCP/IP or SNA) managed by
a distributed relational database architecture server (DRDA Server). The DB2 for
08/390 JDBC driver is implemented as a JDBC-ODBC bridge (known as a Type 1
JDBC driver), A Type 1 driver maps all JDBC method invocations to ODBC calls
Therefore, the DB2 for 0S/390 V5.1 JDBC driver requires that the DB2 for OS/390
Version 5.1 CLI driver support be installed prior to, or concurrent with, theinstallation of this driver

5.5.5.1 CLI Definitions for the Domino Go Webserver
As previously mentioned, update the LIBPATH, LD_LIBRARY_PATH, and
CLASSPATHvariables in the httpd.envvarsfile with the following additions. The
DB2 for OS/390 JDBC driver support contains the following files:

+ JDBC driver dynamic loadlibraries, libdb2jdbc.so (for java} and
libdb2jdbc_g.so (for java_g). The directory that you put these files in must be
added to both your LD_LIBRARY_PATH and your LIBPATH environment
variables in httpd.conf. Assuming that the JDBC driver was installed in
/usr/\pp/db2/db2510, you would add the following to both your
LD_LIBRARY_PATHand LIBPATH variables:
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3 This is a comment line...
; Example COMMON stanza
[COMMON]MVSDEFAULTSS ID=DB51
3 TRACE is for IBM DEBUGGING
3 CLITRACE is for application debugging
3 be sure trace is not started before the ini is read,
3 else this is missed.
; Be sure that you put this ini out just before the job you want to
; trace, that is, if you have a setup insert job. run that before.
3 Turn diagnosis trace on and increase trace buffer sizeTRACE=0
5 TRACE_NO_WRAP=1
3 TRACE_BUFFER_SIZE=2000000
3 turn user application trace on and direct to DD name CLITRACECLITRACE=0
3s TRACEFILENAME=DD: CLITRACE

; Example SUBSYSTEM stanza for DBS1 subsystem
(pBs1]MVSATTACHTYPE=CAF
PLANNAME=DSNACLI

  
 
Figure 45. Sample DSNAOINIData Set

Note: The square bracketsin the initialization data set must consist of the
correct EBCDIC characters. The open square bracket must use the hexadecimal
characters X'AD’. The close square bracket must use the hexadecimal
characters X'BD’. DB2 CLI does not recognize brackets if coded differently.
Also, the initialization data set cannot accept sequence numbers. All sequencenumbers must be removed

Add a DSNAOINI DD card to the Web server's procedure.
/{DSNAQINI. DD DSN=h1q.DB2CLI.CLIINI,DISP=SHR
We used a Aig. of DB2V510U on our system. The DSNAOCINI DD name must point
to the data set containing the CLI initialization data set. In addition, we added a
DSNAOINI environment variable definition to our httpd.envvarsfile.
The JDBC connection gets its DSN information from the CLI initialization dataset.

5.5.5.3 Enabling the CLI for Net.CommerceThe URL for a DB2 database defines LOCATION namesasfollows:
Jdbc:db20s390: location
where location is the DB2 LOCATION name asdefined in the DB2 catalog
(SYSIBM.LOCATIONS). We defined our DB2 LOCATION name earlier in 5.5.4,
“Configuring the DB2 Distributed Data Facility” on page 94
This variable is located in the mserver. conffile in the directory allocated for your
instance. In our example, the instance directory was.
fusr/ipp/NetCommerce/htmli/en_US/itsoinst. In mserver.conf we changed
IC_JDBC_URL jdbe:db20s390:LOC1
1¢_JDBC_NETURL jdbc :db2:LOC1
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/usr/1pp/db2/db2510/c1 asses: /usr/1pp/db2/db2510/1ib
JDBC classes jar file (db2jdbeclasses zip). This file must be added to the
CLASSPATH environmental variable. Assuming that the JDBC driver was
installed in /usr/1pp/db2/db2510, you would add the following to yourCLASSPATH
/usr/1pp/db2/db2510/cl asses/db2jdbcclasses.zip

Ensure that you run job SDSNSAMP(DSNTIJCL) to bind the CLI default packages
and plan.
Ensure that you grant PUBLIC to execute the plan for CLI (usually DSNACLI)
This can be done from SPUFI with the following command:
GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN DSNACLI TO PUBLIC;
Add three statements to your Web server startup procedure: The Domino Go
Webserver needs to access the CLI dynamic load library, so add the following
DD cards to the STEPLIB on your Web server startup procedure:
//STEPLIB DD DSN-h1g. SDSNLOAD, DISP=SHR
i DD DSN=h1q. SDSNEXIT, DISP=SHR
where iq is the high-level qualifier of the DB2 data sets. We used DB2V510 on
our system

5.5.5.2 Configuring the DSNAOINI Data Set
The DSNAOINI data set contains DB2 CLI initialization keywords. This data set is
read by programs using the JDBC driver to obtain things like the DB2 subsystem
ID and plan name.
The DB2 for OS/390 Call Level Interface Guide and Reference, SC26-8959 states
that the CLI ini file (DSNAOINI} can be a MVS PDS memberor sequential data
set, but it cannot reside in the HFS. We ran into problems when we defined the
DSNAOINI file as a MVS PDS. The only way we got it to work was to define
DSNAOINI as a sequential, fixed block, logical record length 80, data set. The
contents of the DSNAOINI data set is shown in Figure 45 on page 103.

Customize this data set for your environment. We used our subsystem name of
DB51 for the MVSDEFAULTSSID keyword, and DSNACLI for the PLANNAME
keyword. Substitute your subsystem name and plan name accordingly
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to:
IC_JDBC_URL jdbc: db20s390: SC58DDF
IC_JDBC_NETURL jdbc:db2:SC58DDF

5.5.5.4 Testing the JDBC Driver
You can run the following test to verify that the JDBC driver was installed
correctly. The JDBC driver test is done from the UNIX System Services shellenvironment.

Export the STEPLIB environmental variable to include the DB2 for OS/390
SDSNEXIT and SDSNLOADdata sets. Export the DSNAOINI environmentvariable to include the CLI initialization data set. These data sets are
required in order to execute the DB2 JDBC driver. For example, add the
following to your ‘homes. profile:

# Start of JAVA and JDBC section
usr/ Ipp/dava/J1.1.1/binecho "--> PATH set for JAVA"

echo $PATH
# Java Servlet support
export JAVA HOME=/usr/1pp/Java/J1.1.1echo “--> JAVAHOME path set for servlets"
echo $CAVA_HOME#
# Addec. LIBPATH for JDBC
export LIBPATH=/usr/1pp/db2/db2510/11echo “--> LISPATH path set fer JDBC DLLs"echo $LIBPATH

# Addec classpath for JAVA ard JDBC classes# Notice the new technique for a’ locatirg CLASS2ATH
usr/1pp/Java/JL.1.1/1‘b/classes zipCLASSPATH: /us/1pe/db2/dh2510/cl asses/db2idbec] asses.2"pCLASSPATH=SCLASSPATH:

export CLASS?ATII
cho "--> CLASSPATH set for JAYA and JDEC support”

LD_LI3RARY_PATH=/usr/1pp/db2/dbé->-LD PATH set for JDBC support”

export STEPLI
# tnd of JAVS and JUBC 1

  
 

1, Edit /usr/lpp/db2/db25 1 0/samples/sample01/sample01.java and make the
following change

String url = “jdbe:db20s390:$t11db2g”;

Our location name is SCS8DDF. So we changed the location name
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String url = "jdbe:db20s390:SC58DDF”; 2. After you have DB2 Connectinstalled, use the Client Configuration Assistant
within DB2 Connect to create a new DB2 Connect alias to point to DB2 on
OS/390. Start the program with Start - Programs - DB2 for Windows 95 -
Client Configuration Assistant if you are running Windows 95 on your

cd /usr/1pp/db2/db2510/samples/samp1e01 administrator’s workstationjavac sampleQl.java

2. Go into the OMVS shell and compile the Java code

During this phase, the program will ask you for the name of the server
system (which depends on the protocol you choose for the connection), the

3. From the OMVSshell, run the Java code DB2 location name, and the DRDAport specified during configuration of the
/usr/1pp/db2/db2510/samples/samp]e01: >java sample01 DB2 distributed data facility (DDF) on OS/390. In our example configuration,
wex* JDBC Entry within class sample0l. we used TCP/IP and entered our IP address and port number as shownin
*+JDBC Connection to DB2 for 0S/390. Figure 46.wee JDBC Statement Created
sees JDBC Result Set Created
Table NAME = SYSCOPY
Table NAME = SYSCOLAUTH
Table NAME = SYSCOLUMNS
Table NAME = SYSFOREIGNKEYS
Table NAME = SYSINDEXES
Table NAME = SYSINDEXPART
Table NAME = SYSKEYS
Table NAME = SYSLINKS
Table NAME = SYSRELS
Table NAME = SYSSYNONYMS.
Table NAME = SYSTABAUTH
Table NAME = SYSTABLEPART

“*** JDBC Result Set output completedxx* JDBC Statement Closed
**** JDBC Disconnect from DB2 for 0S/390.
**e* JDBC Exit from class sampleQl - no Errors.

If you get these results your JDBC connection is configured correctly.

5.6.6 Configuring Your Administrator's Workstation and Starting ProductAdvisor
Several changes need to be made to the administrator's workstation to use the
Product Advisor administration functions, they are as follows

1. Install DB2 Connect V5 on the administrator's workstation
DB2 Connect is required to be installed on the workstation where you will be
running Product Advisor Builder.
See /BM DB2 Connect Personal Edition Quick Beginnings, $10J-8162 forfull Figure 46. Cilent Configuration Assistant Communication Parametersinstallation instructions. The installation of DB2 Connect for a workstation is Also, the next t Is (Figure 47 107 and Figure 48
quite straight-forward, especially if you know the following: So, the next two panels (Figure47on page107and Figure48onPage 108} are required to define the nameof the database on OS/390 to

+ The type of host connectivity that you want to use which you want to connect. Each database on a server is cataloged using a
_ A direct connection using DB2 Connect Personal Edition unique name, so this is the name you must use to identity the database.In the target databasefield, type the name of the database, as specified on

the server. The parameter used to identify the target database is dependent
+ The protocol to be used for host connectivity on the type of server in which you are connecting. For DB2 for MVS, use

location name. The location nameis a unique name which applications use
to request a connection to this DB2 subsystem. We defined our location

— Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) name in 5.5.4, “Configuring the DB2 Distributed Data Facility” on page 94.
— Multiprotocol Transport Networking (MPTN) The name must begin with a letter and must not contain special characters

- Aconnection that uses an SNA gateway

Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC)
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See Figure 47 on page 107 for an example of the target database definition
for our configuration.

Figure 48. Client Configuration Assistant Database Alias
3. Set the following environmental variables on the administrator's workstation

Figure 47. Client Configuration Assistant Target Database Name We had Windows 95 on our workstation, so we added these lines into the
AUTOEXEC.BATfile in the C:\ root directory. In Net Commerce: Configuring
and Getting Started, the directory names use a forward slash (/). However,

The alias name (see Figure 48 on page 108) is the name used by since the directories in the Windows 95 operating system use a backward
applications running on your workstation to access the DB2 database. It is slash (), we changed them accordingly. <DB2Home>is the installation pointan arbitrary name that is also used to register the database as an ODBC. for DB2 Connect:
data source. The alias name can be 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. In aur eee
configuration we defined the database alias with the same name as the LD_LIBRARY_PATHSetit to <DB2Home>\sq11 ib\bin
target database (SC58DDF), as shown in Figure 48 on page 108. See /BM CLASSPATH Add <DB2Home>\sql lib\java\db2java.zip to the list ofD&2 Connect Personal Edition Quick Beginnings, S10J-8162, Chapter directories
“Configuring DRDA Host Connections on OS/2, Windows 95, or Windows NT
Workstations”for full installation instructions Add the following lines to the Netscape preferences file, normally prefs.js orpreferences.js. There is a warning in the beginning ofthefile not to editit,

but it is perfectly alright to do so.
Note: However do not edit the file when Netscape is running. And make a
backup of the file before editing. In our installation running with Netscape
Navigator 4.04, the prefs.js file was in directory C:Program
FilesNetscapeUsersdefault.
Note: The following definitions for prefs.js are incorrect as documented in
Net. Commerce. Configuring and Geiting Started. The following are thecorrect definitions
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user_pref(“signed.applets.local_classes_have_30_powers”, true);
user_pref("signed.applets.low_security_for_local_classes”, true);
user_pref("signed.applets.simulate_signatures_on_system_classes”, true);
To open Net.Commerce Administrator, do the following

a. Make the following changes to the settings in Netscape:
+ Ensure that the Memory Cache and Disk Cachesettings are greaterthan zero

Enable the Java and JavaScript languages.
For variable width fonts, select Times New Roman 12 point.
For fixed fonts, select Courier 10 point. (Other fonts and font sizes
mayaffect the layout of the Net.Commerce Administrator forms on
your screen. If you want to use other fants or other font sizes, you
should experiment to see which combination gives the best results.)

+ Enable Once per Session for Verify Documents.
For optimal results, make the following adjustments to your computer

+ Screen resolution: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher
+ Number of colors: 256

Maximize your browser window
To start, Net Commerce Administrator, type the following URL on your
browser's command line: http://<host_name>/ncadmin/ where <host_name>
is the TCP/IP name of your Net.Cammerce system. In our case
http://www. itsoshop.com/ncadmin/
When prompted, enter the user ID and password that were created
during installation. Initially, the user ID and password are both set to
admin. The Net.Commerce Administrator home page appears

6. Access the Product Advisor window through the Store Manager function ofNet.Commerce Administrator. The window shows two buttons on the bottom
line, LOAD and INSTALL.
After configuring Net.Commerce, you have to download a small file called
NetCommerceProductAdvisorClient.jar. This is a Java archive file, which is a
collection of Java classes and other files. When the components(classfiles,
images, and sound) of an applet or application are combined into a single
Java archive file (jar). they are downloaded by a Java agent (for example, a
Web browser) in a single HTTP transaction, rather than requiring a new
connection for each of the pieces. This improves dramatically the time
needed for downloading.
Note: This step is performed only once for each Product Advisoradministrator workstation. Select INSTALL to download the Java archive file
to the \download subdirectory under Netscape. On our Windows 95 system,
the file was downloaded into the following directory
C:\Program Files\Netscape\Communicator\Program\Java\down load
The directory download is automatically created during installation
You have to exit and restart the browser in order to activate this download.
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Chapter 6. Creating a Self-Contained Store
Now that you have built your Net.Commerce Server instance, you will probably
want to start creating your internet store. The online help within the
Net.Commerce administrator pages provides step-by-step instructions on how to
build various types of stores. However, it can be confusing to navigate around
the numerous hypertext links.
In this chapter we go through the process of building a very basic, self-contained
store. The purposeofthis is to demonstrate the use of the administrator forms
which are used to update the Net.Commerce database with information on the
structure of your store, and to demonstrate the use of Template Designer to
build a sample category and product template.

Firstly, access the Net.Commerce administrator and help pages using your Web
browser. On our system weused the following URL
http://www. itsoshop.com/ncadmin.
The default user ID and password, in good old tradition, are admin and admin.
You should see a page similar to the one shownin Figure 49
Note: You can use the SiteMgr Access Control form to change the default admin
password.

   

 aii Haeiaaes
Get. started building yoursite using the SiteManager. ‘Yoncan set npoue or more stores, undperlong a munnber vladministrative tacks withUs lool
build your imeraetivecatalog using toolsprovided in the StoreManager. Yoncan create
departuucans, slockshelv

“aaaaa

Figure 49. Net.Commerce Administrator Main Panet
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Start a help page session by clicking Main Help on the task bar on the left side
of the Web page. A separate session should start for the help. Click How Do I?
in the task bar at the top of the help page. Then scroll down the list on the left
hand side and select Create A Store Starting With Site And Store Manager. Now
select Create a Self-Contained Store. A flowchart detailing the steps required to
build a store is displayed in Figure 50 on page 113. Clicking on each of the
boxes from the online help will take you to additional help text on each item
At this point you may be wondering how we are going to build a single
Stana-Afone Store within the mall from the demomall database. The steps we
are taking here are designedto introduce you to someofthe functions within
Net.Commerce. We will be using someof the sample HTML and macros
provided by the demomall, so at this point basing the store on demomall is
useful. Once you have created your simple store, you can remove the other
stores from the mall. The online help provides details on how to do this

Trying to start with a blank database would be a challenging task, one that even
the most experienced Net.Commerce person would find difficult. Starting with
the demomall gives you a framework from which to start
From this point on, the section headings will match the steps in the flowchart in
Figure 50 on page 113. The subheadings match the titles of the Web pages you
are taken to when you click the steps in the flow chart. You should follow the
steps in the online help, and use the instructions in this chapter as
supplementary information
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Figure 50. Create a Stand-Afone Store Flowchart

6.1.1 Define the Store
Go to Site Manager, then Stere Records in the Net.Commerce administrator
pages. Fill in the required information, then click on the Save button. If you try
to save the form without completing a mandatoryfield, a pop-up windowwill
display and warn you. When you save thefile, make sure you get a confirmation
message in the window at the bottom of the page. This window is resizable, so
you may have to make it bigger to see the messages. (Sometimesit looks like
the file has saved, but the confirmation message does not display. If this
happens, save the form again, as you cannot be certain the database has been
updated). You should see a page similar to that in Figure 51 on page 114.
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6.1.3.1 Create a Home Page
Go to Store Manager and open the Template Designer. There are two methods
available to load the Template Designer

1. Via Store Manager, where you are presented with a selection box, where
you can select the store you wish to work with

2. Via Site Manager, where you have no such option of selecting the store youwish to work with

It is important to access the Template Designer via the correct store. This is
because Template Designer adds several records to the top of each file it
creates. One of these records is the Merchant Number, which corresponds to
the store. This ensures that only those pages created for a given store are
visible through Template Designer. In the case of a mall, you may have several
different stores available, and you may not want the store administrator for one
store to have access to the Web pagescreated for another store. If you access
Template Designer via the Site Manager and create Web pages, the merchant
number is stored as NULL and you will not be able to view these pages if you
later go into Template Designer via Store Manager after having selected your
store. Figure 52 shows the selection panel for Template Designer. SelectRedbooks Galore and hit Load

 
    
 
Template Designer

Roguumeugaeaeaas Select Store

 

 

Figure 52. Load Template Designer Via Store Manager by Selecting Store First
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Figure St, Store Records - Save Confirmation

6.1.2 Assign Access
In this section we will add additional user |Ds to perform administrator functions

6.1.2.1 Assign Site and Store Access
Assign a site administrator for the Self-Contained Store you are building. You
are probably accessing this page using the admin user ID. If you wish to add
another user ID for the person who will maintain the store you are building, this
is where you need to do it. You are granting site administrator access because
you are building a self-contained store. This is simply a single store within the
mall, so you need site (mall) access in order to maintain the store. Go into Site
Manager, then Access Control, to the access control form. Make sure you get
the database update successful message when you save the form.

6.1.3. Create the Store Front
In this section we will register a stare name and start to create a store front.
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When you load Template Designer, you will get an information window, which
you may minimize but must not close. It is a background process that is needed
to run Template Designer. See Figure 53 on page 116 for an example
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Figure 53. Template Designer Loaded

Select File, New, HTML File and click on OK from the subsequent pop-up window
in Template Designer. This creates a blank “canvas” for you to work with. The
next few pages and screen shots show the steps required to build a simple
HTML home page
Each element in the sample home page webuilt is numbered in Figure 54 on
page 117. The elements are selected by either clicking Insert (for example
Insert, Text) or Settings on the pull-down menu bar, or by clicking the icon
related to the element directly (the usual windows-type interface). The mouse
arrow changes to a cross-hair and you can then draw out a box on the web page
canvas. The box signifies roughly (and we mean roughly, the Template Designer
is not exactly a WYSIWYG interface) where the element will be in the final Web
page. Next you double-click the box you have just drawn out, and a dialog box
will appear after a few seconds. It is in this box that you enter details about theelement.

In our sample home page in Figure 54 on page 117, the numbers correspond to
the figures in the following pages. These figures show the dialog box for each of
the elements, what filenames and so on we used to create the final Web page
that you can see in Figure 60 on page 121
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The Show Border check box is selected so the image will appear to be
taised above the surface of the Web page.
We used a static image which we copied fram the real ITSO Redbooks home
page to the /usr/1pp/NetConmerce/instance/itsoinst/teditor/te_htm]
directory. This is the default directory where Template Designer saves all
the HTML-type pages for a given instance. In our case, itis itsoinst. In
order for the default Pass directives in the Web server configuration file to
“find” the file, you must place the /te_html/ subdirectory in front of the filename

 Note: A common problem when copying files into the HFS is not getting the
file permission bits set correctly. If you use surrogate user IDs, for example
PUBLIC, to access your Web content, you must make sure the other

fi permission bit group settings are set to give at least read access. Otherwise
ireea eyFeSosnstee 3 you will see a message similar to the following in the log

ICH408I USER(PUBLIC } GROUP(OMVSGRP ) NAME(WEB SERVER PUBLIC ) 543
/usr/1pp/NetCommerce/instance/itsoinst/teditor/te_html/test .jpgCL(FSOBJ =) FID(O1D6D7F1C&C6F10COF11000015EF0000)INSUFFICIENT AUTHORITY TO OPEN

 
    

You can modifyfile permission attributes by using the chmod command fromthe shell.

Bi and & are text elements. Figure 56 shows the corresponding Textdialog boxes used to create these text boxes. By typing in the text you want
displayed on the page, then highlighting it, clicking Insert on the pull-down
menu and then choosing one of the styles or headings, you can have the
Template Designer automatically wrap the correct HTML tags around yourtext.

 

Figure 54. Template Designer - Building the Redbooks Galore Home Page

. o is an image element. Figure 55 shows the corresponding Image dialogbox

eLISCBcK onove of Far “Tyee lnk brow o get a lofvali aedaooks oytel subjectis s
 

  
Figure 56. Text Dialog Boxes

. go is another text box. Figure 57 on page 119 shows the corresponding textdialog box and link dialog box. This selection differs from the other text
boxes in that it is a hypertext link to a macro. In this case it is a link to a
Category Page macro. At this stage in the building of our shop we do not
haveall the information we require to complete this link. (It requires the

Figure 55. Image Dialog Box for RedBooks Galore Home Page Header
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Merchant number and Category Reference number for the category we wish
to link to. We have not defined the Category Reference number yet). Wewill
start to build this link now and complete it in 6.1.13.3, “Accessing Your Store
From A Web Browser” on page 142, after we have defined the CategoryReference number.

When you click on one of the boxes in 4 a text dialog box will appearFrom the text dialog box, click on Insert. then Link. Select Category Page
from the Link to item and type OS/390 Redbooksin the Linked Textfield
The Merchant Reference number should already befilled in. Leave the
Category Reference number blank for now. Click OK and the text dialog box
will be filled in with some HTML link text. Hit File and Close - Save Changes.
If using our example, you will need to repeat this step for the AIX Redbookslink.

EdenSMeI,eeIDET="fegibininervaldisplaylealegoryfeamenby= 9001 dec arfalu=" IS/980 Tiedbooks=h?
Figure 58. Image Dialog Box for Your Friendly Redhead

Clicking on Settings then Page brings up the page dialog box, as shown in
Figure 59. You enter details on what, if any, background image you want for the
page, and also whattitle should appear in the Web browser title bar

 

 

Figure 57. Text and Link Dialog Bones Figure 59. Page Settings Dialog Box for Redbooks Galore Home Page
Gd is another image element. Figure 58 on page 120 shows the relevant dialog
box for our gif file Figure 60 on page 121 shows the HTML page asit looks fram a Web browser,Note: The Template Designer has a debug option from the File menu. This

shows the element boxes that you have drawn out superimposed onto the Web
page when you view it through the Web browser, so you can ensure you size the
boxes correctly for the images and text. If you save your HTML page with debug
mode on, it will be saved with the boxes superimposed. Therefore, you should
switch debug modeoff before saving your HTML page
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<P><BR><center>

<table border=0 cellpadding=0 cell spacing=0 width=500=str
<td colspanei3 widthd96 alignscenter><img sre=”/te_html/redfoot gif” width=d97 height=62 usemap=”#redfoot”sorder=O><p></td></tr>str
std width=62 align=center valign=top><A href=" /te_html /rbgalore-html"><font size=2 color=660033><b>Home</b></fant></td>etd wid align=center valign=top=<A href="/cgi -bin/irsrvr/sregister/ form's <font size=-Z>Reai ster</fonte</ar</td>std width=62 align=center valign=top=<A href="/cgi -bi n/irsrvr/ ;execmacro/adrbk .d2u/i rpt"==fontsize=-2>Address<br=Book=/font=</a>s/td>

Welcome te Redbooks. 2 bs <td width=62 align=center valign=top><A href="/cgi-bin/srvr/ sexecnacro/search .d2e/input":<font size=-29Search</font=</td>cag Tne a oe ee <td width=62 alignscenter valign=tope<h href=" egi -bi n/srvr/ ishorcart/display"=<fort
Galore!

 
   

 

| si ze=-2>Shopping<braCart</font></a></td>& it § 2 Pe : s : <td width=62 align=center valign=top><A href=" cgi -bin/msry ipto/list’»<fent size=-2>Prepere<br>Urders</font></a></td>: Ce ae <td width=62 align=center valign=tepe<h href=*/egi -bin/msrvr/jorder/1 is 2s€atus=P"=Fant
Vina ai tite whndertol wind n¢ Tocluaenl : alae size--25P lacesbroOnderse/font></am</td Micuous idiomore digi jasi tid WERED : : ee ye std midth=62 align=center valign=top><A href="/cgi-bin/msrvr/jorder/list?statuseC’»«Fant: as = Boe ae : ee sizes+2>Check«br=Order<braStatus</font=</am</td>ne SE EEE | ‘ =ftr>oe </table>

Clins on oneof the Typertest links betanto wet abst ofapailable : : </center>; P cap name’ redfoot”
aeolian area vact” 14.8,64,527 href=" /nesampla/base?. hear’<area ract” 123,55 hrof~"/cgi -bin/msrvr/sregi ster/ Fern”<area rect” 33.8.181,.55"href=" /cgi -bin/msrvr/sexscmacro/adrbk.d2x/ inputsarea rect” sar fogi -bin/msrvt/execmacro/ search .d2x/inpit”

ee ee : : : 4 fe <area rect" sar ogi -bin/msrvr/sshepeart /disp lay"
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Figure 61. Redfoot.htmi File Based on Footer2.htmi

 
6.1.5 Assign a Home Page

Here we will register the store front page.Figure 60. Redbooks Galore Home Page As Seen from Browser
6.1.5.1 Assign to a Mall or Single-Store Web Site
Go to Site Manager, then Mall Information. Figure 62 on page 123 shows the

6.1.4 Create Template Headers and Footers first page of the form asfilled in for our sample site. Make sure you completeUse Template Designer to create headers and/or footers for your website. Open the Home Page, Header and Footer sections. When you save the form, make
the file as HTML and saveit with the Save as Header or Save as Footer checkbox sure you receive the update successful message.marked

Wecreated a header that consisted simply of an image--the Redbooks image
that we used in the home page. However, it is very useful to have a footer that
has links to other pages. We copied the footer file fram
/usr/|pp/NetCommerce/html /en_US/ncsample/footer2.htm and also the footer2.giffrom the same directory into the
/usr/|pp/NetCommerce/instance/itsoinst/teditor/te_html directory and renamed
them to redfoot.html and redfoot gif, respectively. Figure 61 on page 122 shows
the HTML file with the changes we had to make soit pointed to redfoot.gif and to
the rbgalare.htm| home page.
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Figure 62. Malt Information Form Figure 63. Shipping Service Providers Form

6.1.6 Specify Shipping Providers 6.1.7 Enter Store Information
Go to Site Manager, then Shipping Providers. Add a new shipping provider by Go to Store Manager, then Store Information. Select your store from the list. All
filling in the fields and save the form. In our example, we created “Carrier fields in bold print are mandatory. These are the fields we completed:
Pigeon Express.” See Figure 63 on page 124 for our example of the Shipping
Service Providers form Store Name Redbooks GaloreCurrency usD

Store Home Page /te_html/rbgalore. html
Store Headerfile /te_html/redhdr.htm!
Store Footerfile /te_html/redfeot.htm!

Also City, State, and Country fields are needed. Save and make sure you get
the confirmation message

Create Product Categories
Use the forms provided in Net.Commerce Administrator to create categories oneat a time.
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6.1.8.1 Create Product Categories Using Net.CommerceAdministrator
Go into Store Manager, then Product Categories. Select your store from the
Product Categories form, and then select Add from the buttons on the bottom of
the page. You will see the Add New Category form. Fill in the fields and thenclick on Save to save the form.
Note: We only saw the category saved message flash on the screen just before
the program updated the page with our new addition. This is a known bug andwill be fixed in a future APAR.

You would repeat these steps for each category you create. In our example we
just created the OS/390 Redbooks and AIX Redbooks categories. Figure 64
shows the form as we completedit

 
     

Add KewCategoryame

SSE 
 

Figure 64. Add New Category Form

6.1.9 Create Category Templates
Before you begin, make sure that you have the graphics and text you want to
include on your category template, and that the product categories have already
been entered in the database
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Figure 66. Text Box Dialog with Category Name Database Tag Selected

EZ is a Product Table. In Figure 67 on page 128, [J shows the Product Tabledialog box with a Thumbnail Image File Database tag selected. The database
tags available arelisted in the list box on the rightof the dialog box. Selecting
the Thumbnail file will cause the macro to pull the product thumbnail file, as
defined in the Product Information form, to the requested HTML page from thedatabase. The Link to the Product radio button selection causes the thumbnail
file to be a hypertext-type link to the actual product. At this stage, these other
links may not have been set up. We will set them up in a later step

In Figure 67 on page 128, J shows another database tag selection. This timeit is for the Short Description database entry for the product. This description
has no link to the product.
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6.1.9.1 Create a Category Template
Open Template Designer as described before. This time select File, New, and
Category Template from the list. As with the home page creation Web page
description earlier in this chapter, we will go through the individual elements
Figure 65 shows the Template Designer Category Template os390rbk.d2w that we
created for the OS/390 Redbooks category

tr
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Figure 65. Create Category Template
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o shows a Text Box with a Category Name Database tag. This corresponds tothe text dialog box shown in Figure 66 on page 127.

One difference in Template Designer between the HTML files and template files
is the addition of a database pull-down menu in the menu bar of the text dialog
box. This menu has a list of database entry names that correspond to entries
that are made in the Net.Commerce administrator pages. By selecting one of
these, a database tag is placed in the text box which is translated into an SQL
command in the macro. In the case of the sample text box displayed in
Figure 86 on page 127, the Category Name will be pulled from the database and
displayed in the text box. This makes the template dynamic, in that it could be
used with many different categories.
The elements in the database specific to that category will be pulled out by the
database tag. This Category Template Macro will be associated with a particular
category in a form later on in the building process
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Figure 67. Product Table Dialogs

128

Figure 68 on page 129 shows the Edit SQL dialog box. This box is displayed if
you click the Edit SQL button in the Product Table dialog box. It shows you the
SQL that is generated by the database tags you have selected. If you edited the
macro that is produced by the Template Designerafter saving the file, you wouldsee this SQL statement.
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Figure 69 on page 130 shows how the template we have just built will look in a Q EE s SEA ieWeb browser. eae nue Pee
Note: You will not be able to view this via a Web browser at this stage, as we
have not completed all the steps. The figure is included purely to give you some
idea of how the template will look when it is completed

 
Figure 69. Category Template with Product Table As Seen through Netscape

Figure 70 on page 131 shows the Header and Footer dialog box. This is
accessed by clicking Settings, then Header and Footer from the pull-down menu
bar. By selecting Assigned in the Database, we are asking the template
designer to look in the database to see where we have stored the header and
footer file for this Category Template.
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6.1.10.1 Select Shipping Carriers and Modes
Go to Store Manager, then Shipping Services. Select your store from the list and
add a new supported shipping mode as described in the online help. Figure 72
shows the Shipping Services form as we completedit

 
   
 

Sepee  
Figure 70, Header and Footer Dialog Box skeet:

Figure 71 shows the Page Settings dialog box for the Category Template

Figure 72. Select Shipping Services Form

6.1.10.2 Create Shipping Codes
Go to Store Manager, then Shipping Services. Select your store from the list and
then select Product Codes from the menu on the left. Figure 73 on page 133
showsthe form as we completedit

Figure 71. Page Settings for the Category Template

6.1.10 Define Shipping Services
In this section we will define shipping services that will be used by a store and
define how each product in the store will be shipped
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Supported Hrodnct Shipping Code

 
 
The product shipping code record hus been successlully updatedinthe database
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Figure 73. Product Shipping Codes Form

6.1.10.3 Define Shipping Code Details
Go to Store Manager, then to Shipping Services, then to, Shipping Details.
Figure 74 on page 134 shows the form as we completedit
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Click on Save, then click the Update form button to see what Product/ltem
Reference Number has been generated for the product.
Note: We got these messages after saving:
The product/item record has been successfully added to the database.
Net .Data Parser error: I]legal symbol (0) at line 240 of file

/usr/1pp/NetCommerce/macro/en_US/ncadmin/storemgr/s_prdi.d2w
Although the Parser error message was displayed, the actual save process was
done successfully.
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Figure 75. Praduct/ttem information Form

The Select Parent Number form (Figure 76 on page 136} shows you the category
tree, after you have created categories (and subcategories) under the parentstore.

« An arrow pointing right indicates that more categories exist. Click on thearrow to see them
An arrow pointing down means the sub-categories are shown
A diamond means you are at the lowest level in the category tree
Any categorythat is highlighted in red means the level is the currentlyselected level
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The new shipping details record has been successtullyadded to the database.
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Figure 74. Shipping Details Form

6.1.11 Enter Product Information
Go to Store Manager and then to Product Information. Select your store

6.1.11.1 Enter Basic Product Information
Select Product from the Input For drop-down list. Enter the Product Number or
Stockkeeping Unit (SKU) number for the product you are entering in the
appropriate field as shown in Figure 75 on page 136. Click Select Parent and
from the panel that is displayed choose your store. Click on the pull-down next
to the words Redbooks Galore. You should now see a category called OS/390
Redbooks (501), as shown in Figure 76 on page 136. Go back to the
Product/ltem Information panel and enter the Parent Reference Number of 501 in
the appropriate field.
Note: This is an important step. It associates the product with the parent and
as such links the Product Template macro to the Category Template macro. (We
specify which macro in 6.1.13, “Template Assignments” on page 140).
Do nottry to fill in the Product/ltem Reference Number field. This will be filled in
automatically when you save the form
At this time you can also fill in some of the other optional fields like the
description fields and the tax code field. In the demomall, the US tax code
system is used. We picked a code at random
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Figure 76, Select Parent Number

6.1.11.2 Enter Prices
Go to Store Manager, then to Product Information, and then to Prices. First
select your product, then click on Prices on the menu bar on the left side of the
browser window. This way, you will update prices for the correct product. We
added price, precedence, and shopper group. The shopper group of none is the
default, which sets the same price for every shopper. Figure 77 on page 137
shows the form as we completed it.
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Figure 77. Updated Price Form

6.1.11.3 Enter Product Attributes
Go to Store Manager, then to Product Information, select product, and then go to
Attributes. The Product Attributes form is shown. First you must create an
attribute for a product, then you may define the value for the attribute. For
example, attribute is size, and the values might be small, medium, and large. In
our case we chose attributes of Hardcopy and Softcopy for the format of the
Redbook. Figure 78 on page 138 shows the form as we completed it.
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Figure 79. Template Designer - Product Template

o is a text box with MErchant SToare NAME Database tag
o is a text box with the PRoduct Short DESCription tag.
Ed is an image box which has a database tag for the Product Full SizedImage
B is a text box with two database field tags. The first pulls the productattribute names from the database, the second pulls the corresponding
values,

Figure 80 on page 140 shows a screen shot of the Preduct Template with the
Forms Palette and Form dialog box visible. These are used in the creation of an
Add to Shopping Cart type button. First you click the Form Palette icon to get theForm Palette box. Next click the Insert Form Box icon. Draw out a box where
you want your button. Makeit slightly bigger than the actual button size you
want. Double click the box and the Form dialog box appears. In here select the
Add To Shopping Cart radio button and the Display Store Shopping Cart radio
button. Close the dialog box. Glick the Insert Submit Button icon on the Form
Palette. Draw a box within the form box you have already created. This creates
a submit button that will add the product information you have selected to the
Shopping Cart. You can change the SUBMIT to something else within the submit
button by double clicking it and the name in the subsequent dialog box.
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Figure 78. Product Attributes Form
Repeat these steps for each product you wish to add to the category.

6.1.11.4 Enter Items and Attributes
We did not do this. It is not required, but provides another sub-level of
categorization

6.1.12 Create Product Templates
In this section we will create a product template using the Template Designer.

6.1.12.1 Create a Product Template
Start the Template Designer as before. Select File, New, Product Template. As
with the Category Template, the following pages show our Product Template with
the elements of interest numbered. Figure 79 on page 139 shows the Product
Template, rbprdtmp.daw, we created.
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Figure 80. Product Template: Add to Shopcart Button

6.1.13 Template Assignments
At this point the online help flowchart seems to miss an important couple of
steps: the assignment of the templates to the products and categories you have
created. The following describes these steps

6.1.13.1 Category Template Assignment
Go to Store Manager, then Product Categories. Select your store, then click the
arrow beside the store name that appears below the selection list. This lists the
Categories available in your store. Click the category you wishto assign a
template to, then click the Template button at the bottom of the page. Enter the
template name in the Category Template Assignment form which appears
Figure 81 on page 141 shows the form as we completed it. Save the form and
ensure you get a confirmation message. You can view the Template after you
have saved it by clicking the View Template button
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Figure 81. Category Template Assignment Form

6.1.13.2 Product Template AssignmentGo to Store Manager, then Product Information. Select your store and product;
the Search button at the bottom of the page will search your store database for
all products if you cannot remember the product SKU. The results of the search
are displayed in a window at the bottom of the page. You can select one of
these and it will fill the entries in the product form for you. Next click the
Templates button on the task bar on the left side of the administrator page,
under Product Information. You will see a form similar to that in Figure 82 on
page 142. Enter the product template macro name you created in the Product
Template section earlier in this chapter, in the Template form. Save the form,
and check for the confirmation message
Fill in the template name (file name with *.d2w ending), save the form and click
on View Template This should show you how the product template actually lookson the browser
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Select Insert, then Link. A Link dialog box will appear
Select Category Page from the Link to item and type OS/390 Redbooksin the
Linked Textfield, The Merchant Reference number should already be filledIn
Next, fill in the Category Reference number that was created in 6.1.11.1,
“Enter Basic Product Information” on page 134. In our example itis 501. If
you do not know what your Category Reference number is you can click on
Browse and a Web browser window will display all the defined product
categories.
Click OK and the text dialog box will befilled in with some HTML link text, as
shown in Figure 83. Hit File and Close - Save Changes. If using our
example, you will need to repeat this step for the AIX Redbookslink.

 

 
 

2] Uh Rebus So 
   

Figure 83. Link Dialog Boxto Create Link to Category Page

From Template Designer you can see what the page will look like by selecting
File, then View in Browser. By clicking the link we have just created you should
be taken to a pagesimilar to that in Figure 69 on page 130.
With this final link in place, you can now access your entire Internet shop from a
Web browser. The footer file that we copied into the page allows you to access
the shopping cart and other Net.Commerce functions.
You can make the home page of your new Website the default welcome page
for your Web server by editing the Web server configuration file httpd.conf and
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Figure 62. Product Template Assignment Form
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The footer file that we copied into our site has all the relevant links to the Home
Page, Shopping Cart, Registration Page and more. The site that we have
created should now allowyou to select a redbook, add it to your shopping cart,
and do all the other functions that Net.Commerce provides.

6.1.13.3 Accessing Your Store From A Web Browser
Finally, there is one last but very important link that we need to finish creating so
that someone accessing your Internet shop can access the category and product
template macros you have built.

The link to a Category Pageis an extremely importantlink, as it allows you to
move from your home page in HTML that any browser can access by typing in a
simple URL (for example http://www. itsoshop.com/rbgalore.html) to a macro that
is not a simple URL. If you have a Self-Contained Store and you do not wish
your customers to pass through an intermediate Mall frontpage, you will need a
link like this in your home page.

Go to Store Manager and open the Template Designer. Select your store (in our
case it is Redbooks Galore) and hit Load. Select File, Open, then select your
saved HTML image. Double-click on the box that reads OS/390 Redbooks and a
text dialog box will appear. This is the same text dialog box that was built in
Figure 57 on page 119. We are going to replace the HTML link logic in this text
dialog box, so go ahead and eraseall the text in the dialog box. After all the
HTML link logic text is erased, do the following:
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changing the Welcome Directive to match the name of your home page
Alternatively, you can simply specify the full name for the home page in your
Web browser URL. To access the site we have just created you would specify
http: //ww. itsoshop.com/rbgalore. html

6.1.14 Where Are My Files?

144

It may not be obvious where Template Designer is storing the files you create
The default directories for the files you create via Template Designer are all
prefixed with the path /usr/1pp/NetConmerce/instance/instname/teditor. Thesubdirectories are as follows:
HTML files fte_html/
Product templates /product/
Category templates /category/
General templates /general/
The /ca_htmi/ directory contains copies of the Product Advisor templates.
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Chapter 7. General Performance Considerations
Net.Commerce uses several critical underlying components that must be tuned
correctly for optimal throughput. These components are as follows

+ The Domino Go Webserver, which provides the “window" through which a
merchants’s online catalog and order fulfillment processes are provided to
the Internet community. Many of the Net.Commerce functions are GWAPI
programs that run in threads in the Domino Go Webserver address space
UNIX System Services, such as threads and I/O accesstofiles in the
Hierarchical File System
Language Environment (LE) services, that provide the execution run-timeenvironment

+ The services of products like TCP/IP or AnyNet for networking connectivity.
+ RACF services or equivalent that provide security functions.

This chapter discusses general performance considerations and suggests
strategies you can use to maximize both component and system performance
 

7.1 Net.Commerce Performance Tips
When you run Net.Commerce, the workload depends on usage. Generally
speaking, however, the Net.Commerce Server daemon communicates, via local
sockets, with the Net.Commerce Director. This director is a GWAPI program that
runs in a thread under the Domino Go Webserver. If you run multiple
Net.Commerceinstances you will have multiple Net.Commerce Server daemons.
Each Net.Commerce Server daemon creates a set of request handlers. Each is a
process within the Net.Commerce address space and each maintains aconnection to DB2.

Each request is first handled by the Net.Commerce Director, which sends the
request to one of the request handlers within the Net.Commerce Server daemonvia a local socket. The Net.Commerce Server daemon then communicates with
DB2 using the Net.Data product (shipped with Net.Commerce) and builds a
dynamically created HTML page. This HTML page contains catalog data pulled
from DB2. The dynamically built HTML page is sent back through the
Net.Commerce Director program, which then supplies it to the Domino Go
Webserver. The Domino Go Webserver then presents the page to the clientbrowser.

A numberof things can be done to help “tune” your Net.Commerce environment.

7.1.1.1 General Performance Suggestions When Designing Your
Pages and Macros

1. Limit the use of JavaScript
JavaScript is a simple interpreted programming language with
rudimentary object-oriented capabilities. JavaScript code is embedded in
HTML pagesthat are stored at the Web server. Regular Web content
such as HTML text and graphics can be intermixed with JavaScript in the
same HTML page
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When SSLis turned on, all objects on every page are encrypted including
graphics. For this reason, minimize the number of graphics on https
pages

. Avoid table joins in searches.
The capability to query data from multiple tables using a single SQL
statement is known as a “join.” SQL statements that retrieve data from
a single table are more efficient than table joins. To accomplish this may
require some redundant data be stored in DB2 tables.
When coding Net.Data macros, avoid coding searches that would require
a table join
Disallow searches that cause full database scans.

When coding macros that go against the database, do not allow searches
that will cause a full database scan (for example, searches of single
characters or words like “the”)
When coding Net.Data macros, minimize the use of imbedded macros
It is more efficient to execute multiple SQL statements in a single macrothan to “call” other macros.
Use Net.Data built-in functions sparingly.
Net.Data provides a large set of built-in functions to simplify Web page
development. Thesefunctions help you develop Web pagesby altering
data or accessing system services. Net.Data built-in functions are
divided into several categories, including general functions, math
functions, string functions, word functions and table manipulationfunctions.
This functionality comes at a great CPU and response time cost
Implement SQL stored procedures

A stored procedure is a compiled program, stored at a DB2 local or
remote server, that can execute SQL statements. A typical stored
procedure contains two or more SQL statements and some manipulative
or logical processing in a host language
The use of stored procedures requires only one invocation of the
Net.Data AP|. Stored procedures can run as static SQL, thus avoiding
costly prepares.
Static pages can be pre-loaded into the Domino Go Webserver cache.
Static store pages contain HTML tags and text, as well as other elements
suitable for the page, such as images and animation. They do not
contain database field tags. They are fixed in nature, meaning that the
contentof the page appears the same everytime it is accessed by a
shopper
Use the CacheLocalFile directive to load your most popular static files
into the server’s memory at startup time to eliminate file 1/O to the HFS.
You can specify the maximum amount of memory and maximum number
of files for caching with the CacheLocalMaxBytes and CacheLocalMaxFiles
directives respectively.
For this reason, try to use static pages as much as possible rather than
dynamic pages which involve more I/O to the HFS and the DB2 database.
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When the HTML page that contains JavaScript is downloaded to a
browser, the JavaScript code is executed at the browser. In essence,
JavaScript allows "executable content” to be distributed over the
Internet. You can also imbed JavaScript in Net.Data macros to do thingslike set cookies or to control fields in a HTML form at the browser.
Depending on how complex an operation your JavaScript is performing
at the browser, it may cause delay of the customer transaction

. Having fewer objects on HTML pages improves response time
Each object that you add to your HTML pages generates a separate
request to the Web server. Try to avoid adding too many objects (GIF,
JPEG) to your pages.
Always specify height and width for graphics
Normally, a graphical browser determines the size of an image and
hence, the rectangular space to reserve for it in the display window, by
retrieving the image file and extracting its embedded height and width
specifications. This is not the most efficient way to render a document
since the browser must sequentially examine each image file and
calculate its screen space before building adjacent and subsequent
document content. Furthermore, the browser cannot display any other
information until it has received the image and calculated its size. That
can significantly increase the amount oftime it takes to write the
complete document to the browser.
By specifying height and width in your HTML source for graphic images,
you allow the browser to calculate and reserve space before actually
downloading it, thus speeding document rendering.
Limit the use of server-side includes (SSI).
Server-side includes (SSI) allow you to insert information into CGI
programs and HTML documentsthat the server sendsto the client
When server-side include processing is enabled, your server has to
parse each byte of every HTML file and CGI program searching for the
existence of an SSI directive and, if found, it has to process it. This is a
great feature for processing dynamic content, but it requires a large
amount of CPU processing for any Web server.
SSI processing can be controlled by the use of the imbeds directive. If not
using SSls, set imbeds off in your Web server's /etc/httpd.conf file
Limit the use of the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) security protocol.
SSL allows the client to authenticate the server and all data and requests
to be encrypted. In addition, SSL client authentication requires the
server to request a certificate from each client that makes an https
request. SSL authentication increases overhead for any Web server, but
the biggest increase is to your network traffic.
When you configure your Net.Commerce instance, you can specify on
what transactions you will turn SSL on. Only enable SSL during the
purchase phaseof the shopping trip and always position the purchase as
the fast operation right before a customer leaves your store. Turn it on
only when the customer is sending sensitive information to your server,such as credit card information.
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7.1.1.2 Performance Suggestions When Customizing the
Net.Commerce System

4. Net.Commerce performance monitor and trace
IBM has developed a Net.Commerce performance monitor and trace that
reports the throughput and response time of each type of Net. Commercecommand. The monitor and its results can be viewed and controlled
from a Web browser. This data will be cumulative since the last time the
Web server was started
Someof the highlights include

+ Ability to turn the performance monitor on/off dynamically (not
requiring a re-start of the Web server or Net.Commerce)
Ability to turn the trace on/off dynamically
Ability to add timestamps to the trace to allow better analysis of what
took place and when
Cumulative report of all Net.Commerce commands showing
minimum, maximum and average response times.

+ Cumulative report showing Net.Commerce error page summary
If you are running a scalable server, (see 8.1.3, “Scalable Server” on
page 161) you can use this information as input when building your WLM
policies to control your Net.Commerce workload
The Net.Commerce performance monitor and trace will be available later
this year. Watch this site
http: //wew. $390. ibm. com/nc/ecommerce/ index.htm]
for an official announcement and information on how to get the code.
Eliminate contention for heap storage
The HEAPPOOLSrun-time option is used to control an optional heap
storage management algorithm known as heap pools. This algorithm is
designed to improve performance of multi-threaded C/C++ applications
(like the Net.Commerce daemon) with high usage of malloc(), calloc()
realloc() and free(). When active, HEAPPOOLS virtually eliminates
contention for heap storage. HEAPPOOLSwas introduced by APARS
PQ04514 and PQ04657. See Language Environment for OS/390 & VM
Programming Guide, SC28-1939 for more information on the HEAPPOOLS
run-time option
Controlling Net.Commerce request handlers
Control the number of request handlers in the Net.Commerce Server
daemon during configuration of each instance (MS_NUM_CHILD value in
mserver.conf). This number must be from 2 to 99. Increase this value if
you anticipate heavy traffic on this site. More request handlers will
increase throughput, but each request handler uses system storage and
CPU resources. The default is 2. Increasing this number may affect the
MS_PORT setting in mserver.conf. See Net.Commerce: Configuring and
Getting Started, GC24-5862 for more information

. Define a unique plan for each Net.Commerce database.
Each NCGS instance database requires a unique plan name. If the same
plan name is used for more than one database, it is possible to get
database deadlocks. You can use any name you wish for the plan, so
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long as it is unique. Having a unique plan name will reduce contention
for DB2 resources. Remember to bind your DBRM to this unique planname.
Control number of transactions between restart of request handlers
Each Net.Commerce Server daemon request handler will restart after it
hits the value in the MS_TRANS_COUNTparameter in mserver.conf. If
you expect high transaction volumes you can raise this value to 5000
The default setting in mserver.conf is 1000
Limit the use of Net.Commerce Director and Net.Commerce Server

tracing.
Specifying the CMN_TRACE=1 option in the httpd.envvarsfile will
produce a trace of the Net.Commerce Director. Specifying the -tr switch
in the Net.Commerce started procedure will produce a trace of DB2 calls
and spawn processes. For best performance, limit you use of these
options. As part of this, if tracing is enabled and directed to an HFS file,
ensure there is sufficient space in the HFS or you may experience a slowdownif the server cannot write its records out
Use the Net.Commerce Caching utility to cache dynamically generated
pages
When a shopper clicks a link to view a product or category page, only
small amounts of system time and resources are actually spent within
the server; the rest of the time is spent parsing the HTTP request,
accessing the database, and dynamically creating the HTML page the
shopper wants to see. If your system receives heavy traffic and your
database has a large number of products and category entries, this can
significantly slow the shopping experience.
Most HTTP requests on the server will be for the product and category
pages (those created by the ;display/item and ;display/category
commands, respectively). Since the content of product and category
pages usually do not change frequently, it is not necessary for them to be
dynamically recreated each time they are accessed
The Net.Commerce Caching utility speeds up the serving of HTML
documents to the shopper by saving them in ASCII format in the
NC_CACHE table in the database. By storing the product and category
pages as plain HTML pagesin the database and serving those pages
without needing te dynamically recreate them, the Caching utility can
significantly reduce the CPU time and increase the throughput on your
server. It will also speed the download process for the shopper
significantly.
The Net.Commeree Caching utility uses values of NC_DMN_CACHE in the
configuration file of each Net.Commerce instance to control the caching
of generated pages. This value controls caching for all stores in a mall
The possible values of NC_DMN_CACHE are

+ 0 Disables usage of the cache. Product and category pages will all
be dynamically generated
1 Enables read and write usage of the cache. Product and category
pages will be read from the cacheif they have been cached
Otherwise, they will be dynamically generated and then written to thecache.
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File IfO to the Hierarchical File System and to traditional MVS data sets is used
to serve Web pages to requesting client machines, unless those files have been
loaded into the RAM cache using the CacheLocalFile directive.
The Web server uses UNIX System Services POSIX threads with the
MEDIUM_WEIGHT and ASYNCHRONOUS attributes set. Medium weight threadsreuse MVS tasks.

In POSIX, a thread is an entity that allows multiple simultaneous paths within a
process. Threads allow multiple tasks to run in a single process/address space.
Threads can share the same storage. A thread can be thought of as a TCB
within a process. It allows for concurrent and asynchronous processing, without
the additional overhead associated with creating a new address space. In other
words, creating threads allows you to create independent units of work more
cheaply than by address space creation

The use of threads by the Domino Go Webserver can have significant
performance benefits. For example, each thread of a process can run on an
individual processor in a multiprocessor enviranment.
Even in a single processor environment, some performance gains can be
achieved by the overlapping of I/O and processing. For example, a thread may
be waiting for records from a database; while records are being retrieved from
secondary storage, a second thread can continue other processing actions
As with the Net.Commerce environment, a number of things can also be done to
help “tune” your Web environment. The following list is divided into those things
that will give you the greatest performance benefits, and those things that will
give you some performance improvement.
Greatest Benefit

1. Set DNS-Lookup Off in your /etc/httpd.conf file
If set to On, the server will perform a host name lookup of every client IP
address that accesses your server. If you have a requirement to resolve
client hostnames(setting DNS-Lookup On) then code the following
definition in your Web server's fetc/httpd.envvars file
_EDC_IP_CACHE_ENTRIES=50
The environment variable _EDC_IP_CACHE_ENTRIESsets the size of the
cache used for host names and IP addresses returned by gethostbyaddr()
and gethostbyname() calls that are resolved by a domain name server.
This cache is searched first before sending the next gethostbyaddr() or
gethostbyname() request to a domain name server. The size of the
cache is set only once. The first call to either gethostbyaddr() or
gethostbyname usesthe value of the _EDC_IP_CACHE_ENTRIES
environment variable to set the size of the cache. Setting the size to 0
disables the cache. If you do not specify a value for this environment
variable, the default size is 20.
Limit the use of the verbose tracing flags (-v, -vc, -vv)
These flags write trace data for debugging purposes. Do not use them
unless instructed ta do so by IBM support personnel or if you are
debugging your own Web server content on a test server

3. Make the Domino Go Webserver address space non-swappable
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+ 2 Enables read usage only of the cache. Product and category pages
will be read from the cache if they exist there. Otherwise, they will
be dynamically generated. No HTML pages will be written to the
cache.

For malls with a large number of products, the following is a strategy to controlthe size of the cache
1. Modify the Net.Commerce configuration file to enable reading and writing the

cache {NC_DMN_CACHE 1). The NC_DMN_CACHE value can be modified
using the System Configuration step of the Configuration Program,
CNMCONF, orit can be changed by editing the file directly
The file name of the Net.Commerce server configuration file is mserver.conf.
The default directory containing the file is
/usr/1pp/NetConmerce/html /en_US/<homel>
where <home1> is the name of the instance.
Restart the Web server to implement the change. You do not have to restartthe Net.Commerce server.

. Using your browser, display the categories and products that customers are
likely to be interested in, such as products that are new or on sale. This
places those pages in the cache
Modify the Net.Commerce configuration file to enable the cache for read only
(NC_DMN_CACHE2). The popular pages you have cached in step 2 are now
tead from cache, but no additional pages are cached
Restart the Web server to implement the change. You do not have to restartthe Net.Commerce server.

. There is no automatic purging of the cache, but you can use the ncclean
utility to purge cached html pages based on the number of days since last
update. You can also purge guest shoppers, temporary shopper addresses,
old orders, and products that have been marked for deletion. See the
Net Commerce online help for more information
Note: If there are multiple Net.Commerce servers using the same database,
all share the same cache table. Pages can be written to cache or read from
cache by any of the servers. There is no distinction between pages cached
by one server versus those of another server. The NC_DMN_CACHE value in
each server's configuration controls the usage of cache for that server.

7.1.2 Domino Go Webserver Performance Tips
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Each time the Domino Go Webserver receives a request fromaclient, it
activates a POSIX thread from a pool to perform the requested action. These
requests could be to access HTML pages, graphic files (gif, jpeg), Java class
libraries, and to execute programsor scripts.
If these programs are written to the Domino Go Web API (GWAPI) when
executed, a thread is activated and they are run in the same address space as
the Domino Go Webserver, if running as a stand-alone server. If running as a
scalable server with WLM, GWAPI programs can run in a WLM queue manager
or queue server address space

If these programs or scripts are written to the Common GatewayInterface (CGI)
when executed, the spawn (non-local) service is used to run those programs or
scripts in an WLM initiator (separate address space)
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Make the IMW.SIMWMOD1 data set an authorized library and add the
following the SCHEDxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB
PPT PGMNAME( IMMHTTPD)NOSWAP
Adjust Domino Go Webserver dispatching priority.
Set the dispatching priority for the Domino Go Webserver task as high as
possible. Ideally, the dispatching priority for Domino Go Webserver
should be just below the DB2 DBM1 address space if runningNet.Commerce
Eliminate contention for heap storage.
The HEAPPOOLSrun-time option is used to control an optional heap
storage management algorithm known as heap pools. This algorithm is
designed to improve performance of multi-threaded C/C++ applications
(like the Web server} with high usage of malloc(), calloc(), realloo() and
free(). When active, HEAPPOOLSvirtually eliminates contention for heap
storage. HEAPPOOLSwasintroduced by APARS PQ04514 and PQ04657
See Language Environment for 08/390 & VM Programming Guide,
$C28-1939 for more information on the HEAPPOOLS run-time option
Turn LE tracing off.
Only add the following language environment run-time options to the
IMWEBSRY procedure if you are debugging a problem since they have a
negative effect on performance
RPTSTG (ON), # report on storage usage
RPTOPTS(ON), # report LE runtime options in effect
STOrage (FF), # initialize heap storage
TRACE (ON, 8M, DUMP, LE=1) # runtime library tracing facility
If using PS/PO (MVSDS) support to hold Web server content, put thosedata sets behind a cache controller and turn DASD FAST WRITE on
Use GWAPI programs instead of CGls
GWAPI programs have a performance advantage over regular CGls in
that they are designed to specifically run in a thread in the same address
space as the Web server,if running a stand-alone server. CGI programs
run in a separate address space. Link your GWAPI programs into LPA
for additional performance benefits. Currently GWAPI programs need tobe written in C or C++
If writing CGls, write using a compiled language.
CGI programs written in a compiled language like C or C++ are more
efficient than interpreted languageslike REXX or shell scripts. Shell
scripts require a fark(} to run the shell and often additional fork{)s forshell commands.
Move static Web server pages to the server’s memory cache
Use the CacheLocalFile directive to load your most popular static files
into the servers memoryat startup time. You can specify the maximum
amount of memory and the maximum number offiles for caching with the
CacheLocalMaxBytes and CacheLocalMaxFiles directives respectively.

__ 11. Eliminate extraneous directives in your configuration file
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Understand the directives you have coded in your configuration file
Eliminate any directives you know are defaults and eliminate those
directives that you are not using
Arrange your PASS and EXEC configuration directives.
Arrange these statements so that the most frequently accessed pages
are listed first. The Domino Go Webserver logging feature can give you
page access information.
Pre-start WLM queue server address spaces
If you are running a scalable server in WLM COMPAT mode, make sure
you pre-start your queue server address spaces. Otherwise, Web server
requests will queue up. It may also be advantageous to pre-start your
queue server address spaces if running in WLM GOAL mode
The Domino Go Webserver can take several seconds or even minutes to
initialize, depending on what is in the configuration file and how many
static files are locally cached in memory. This overhead is seen as
latency on the first request if queue server address spaces are being
started by WLM in response to a load
lf queue server address spaces are pre-started, the initialization is
completed (or at least in progress) before the first request is scheduled
See 8.2.1.2, “Considerations When Using Domino Go Webserver Enabled
for WLM"on page 185 for more information

. Limit the use of Server-side includes (SSI)
Server-side includes (SSI} allow you to insert information into CG!
programs and HTML documents that the server sends to the client.
When server-side include processing is enabled, your server has to
parse each byte of every HTML file and CGI program searching for the
existence of an SSI directive and, if found, it has to processit. This is a
great feature for processing dynamic content, butit requires a large
amount of CPU processing for any Web server
SSI processing can be controlled by the use of the imbeds directive. If not
using SSIs, set imbeds off in your /etc/httpd.conf file
Keep your URL links current and up-to-date
URL suffix processing (multi support) is overhead for any Web server
This occurs when your URL does not exactly match the templates on the
PASSdirective. For example, if your URL is /oh_boy html and your file
name is actually /oh_boy.html.ascii, the Domino Go Webserver will do
suffix processing and eventually return the file on_boy.html.ascii. The
Web server appends all known suffixes to the file name looking for a
match. Eventually, the correct file will be returned, if it exists, but the
process uses much CPU time.
Investigate persistent connections for any Web server-enabled
applications you are writing
A persistent connection allows the server to accept multiple requests and
to send responses over the same TCP/IP connection. Overall throughput
is increased because the server does not have to establish a separate
TCP/IP connection for each request and response. Also, the TCP/IP
connection is used more efficiently because a client can make multiple
requests without waiting for the response to each request
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7.1.3 UNIX System Services Performance Tips
Net.Commerce runs as a UNIX System Services application, which meansit uses
function and resources provided as part of the UNIX System Services
environment such as hierarchical filesystem support and C runtime support, and
along with TCP/IP, provides AF_INET socket support as well.

The latest performancetuning information for UNIX System Services can befound on the WWW at
http://www. 5390. ibm.com/oe/bpxaltun. html
Here are a few additional tips

1. Install the latest maintenance levels for Domino Go Webserver, TCPAP,
LE and UNIX System Services
Where possible, performance improvements will be shipped out in APARfixes.

. Put RACF data set and all HFS data sets behind a DASD cache controller
and set DASD FAST WRITE on.

. Caching HFS datasets.
Put HFS data sets behind a DASD cache controller if possible and turn on
the DFSMS/MVS DASD read and fast write caching. Spreading your HFS
data sets across multiple DASD volumeswill also reduce contention and
Increase performance
Use UNIX System Services memory cache for R/Ofiles
Files that are read-only can be cached in virtual storage. Thesefiles can
include data, message catalogs, scripts, and executable programs
Identify files that may be accessed frequently, and then use the
/usr/sbin/filecache utility in your /etc/rc script to cache these files in
virtual storage. This virtual storage is in a data space associated with
the kernel address space.
HFSfiles should be owned by valid UIDs and GIDs.
Make sureall the files in the HFS are owned by a valid RACF user ID on
your system. Users are identified by an UNIX System Services user ID
(UID) kept in the RACF user profile, and an UNIX System Services group
D (GID) kept in the RACF group profile. If files are restored from another

system, the ownership (UID, GID) of those files is usually preserved.
lf the UID, GID number does not correspond to a valid RACF user ID on
the target system, it can create problems that impact file search
response times. Whenever you list these files in UNIX System Services.
(1s -1), RACF will search its entire database looking to match the UID,
GID with a valid user ID and group name. This can become a
performance problem
Code has been added in UNIX System Services to cache these invalid
UIDs and GIDs, but it is always better ta make sureall your files are
owned by valid RACF user IDs (UIDs) and are connected to valid RACF
groups (GIDs). The UNIX System Services changefile ownership (chown)
and change file group (chgrp) commands can be used to correctthis
Putting the RACF data set behind a DASD cache controller and turning
on the DFSMS/MVS DASD read and fast write caching will also help
speed up UID and GID checking.
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Most browsers automatically enable persistent sessions. The Web
server must also enable them, or they will not be active. Use the
PersistTimeout and the MaxPersistRequest directives to specify the
characteristics of a persistent connection. For more information on
persistent connections see, Enterprise Web Serving with the internet
Connection Secure Server for OS/390, SG24-2074
Clean-up your log files periodically
Cheek and clean-up your Domino Go Webserver log files on a regular
basis. If there is insufficient space available in your logging HFS data set
you will experience a slow downif the server cannot write its log recordsout.

Some Benefit
1 Increase the value of the MAXFILEPROCstatement in BPXPRMxx only ifconstrained.

This statement specifies the maximum number offiles that a single user
is allowed to have concurrently active or open. The IBM-supplied defaultis 64. This should be increased to at least 10000
Increase the value of the MAXSOCKETSstatement in BPXPRMxx
The IBM-supplied default of 64 is too low. The value invariably must be
increased. To estimate a reasonable value for your system multiply the
numberof web file (not web page) connections per second by 120 and
add 500. Note that a web file is a gif, a jpeg, or a htmlfile. Web pages
are composed of multiple files.
Store your Web content in ASCII
If you are using a workstation Web content building toollike NetObjects
Fusion to build your text Web content, you can copy those ASCII files into
the HFS on OS/390 (with NFS) and leave them as a set of ASCII files.
This saves on any ASCIl-to-EBCDIC translation overhead
If you already have files stored in EBCDIC in the HFS, you can use the
UNIX System Services iconv commandto convert them to ASCII if youwish.
Note: Convert any Domino Go Webserver and Net.Commerce suppliedHTML files as well
Mount your Web content directories close to the root
To cut down on directory lookups, locate your Web content in directories
that are mounted as close to the root as possible

The latest performance tuning information for Domino Go Webserver can befound at
http://www. ics. raleigh. ibm.com/pub/icstune htm
http: //ww.ics.raleigh.ibm.com/capacity
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6. Turn off recording of SMF type 92 records
SMF type 92 records are generated each time an HFSfile is opened or
closed. If you have a lot of activity to the HFS, you could be generating
many type 92 records, thus causing some CPU overhead. Unless you
need to track this activity, we suggest that you turn off recording of type92 SMF records.

7.1.4 TCP/IP Performance Tips
TCP/IP provides the transport for all HTTP requests. The following list contains
performance tips for TCP/IP. More specific MVS TCP/IP performance tuning
information can be found in TCPAP Performance Tuning Guide, SC31-7188.
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1 Adjust TCP/IP dispatching priority
Set the dispatching priority for the TCP/IP task as high as possible
Ideally, the dispatching priority for VTAM, TCP/IP and VMCF should be
the same, but slightly higher than that of TCP/IP applications like FTP.
The use of a higher dispatching priority for TCP/IP has, in many cases,
actually improved throughput and reduced CPU utilization. Remember
that TCP/IP and VMCF provides services for TCP/IP address spaces
consequently, its performance (or lack thereof) impacts the performance
of the TCP/IP applications
Tune your TCP/IP packet size values
When a connection is established between two TCP/IP hosts, the server
and client exchange information that specifies the maximum packet size
each can receive. If either the client or server has a small packet size
value defined, in most cases your connection will default to the smaller of
the two. Since small packet sizes generally result in poorer
performance, it is important to ensure that the largest packet size
possible, based on the network, be specified on both the client andserver.
Increase the pending queue for listening sockets.
The SOMAXCONN statementin the TCPIP.PROFILE data set is used to
specify a maximum length for the connection request queue created by
the socket call listen(). The default is 10. Set this to 1000 to increase the
pending queue.
Investigate maximum transmission unit (MTU) sizes
If using the BEDROUTINGPARMS statement in the TCPIP.PROFILE data
set, ensure that the MTUsizeis the largest that can be accommodatedfor each link,

7.1.4.1 TCP/IP 3.2 Performance Tips
Specific performance tips for TCP/IP 3.2

Net.Commerce for OS/39¢

1 Increase buffer pool sizes, if constrained.
For TCP/IP 3.2, buffer pools ACBPOOLSIZE and TCBPOOLSIZE may need
to be increased in TCPIP.PROFILE. We are running with 25000. Buffer
pools, DATABUFFERPOOLSIZE and LARGEENVELOPEPOOLSIZE may alsoneed to be increased
This is indicated by messages EZB64011, EZB6402W, and EZBE402E.
Check all the TCP/IP pool values by issuing the NETSTAT POOL TSOcommand
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7.1.4.2 eNetwork Communications Server for OS/390 V2R5 (aka
TCPIIP 3.4)
Specific performancetips for CS/390 V2R5.

7.1.5 DB2 Performance Considerations
DB2 provides the database that Net.Commerce usesto store things like paths to
files in the HFS, merchandise data, and shopper user IDs and passwords, to
name a few. The databaseis constantly being accessed during a typical
shopping trip. For this reason it is very important that your DB2 subsystem be

1. Communication Storage Manager (CSM) tuning
CSM is a component of YTAM that allows authorized host applications to
share data with VTAM and other CSM users without having to physically
copy the data. CS/390 V2R5 is a heavy user of CSM services. CSM is
provided as part of the HPDT (high performance data transfer) family of
services. HPDT optimizes system performancefor the transfer of bulk
data. By providing a means for authorized applications to share buffers,
CSM improves system performance during the transfer of bulk data by
reducing the processing required for data movement. As a result, CPU
resources (CPU cycles, memory bus, and cache} are conserved. CSM
tuning values are defined in the IVTPRMO0O member of SYS1.PARMLIB
Typical IVTPRMOO values are shown below:
FIXED MAX(120M)
ECSA MAX(120M)
POOL (4K,ECSA,200,20, 100)
POOL (4K,DSPACE,200,20, 100)
POOL (16K,DSPACE,50, 10,50)
POOL (32K, ECSA,20, 10,20)
POOL (60K,DSPACE,1,1,6)
POOL (180K,DSPACE,1,1,2)
See 08/390 eNetwork Communications Server: CSM Guide, SC31-8575for
more information
Adjust ECSA and ESQA values
CS/390 V2R5 requires increases in ECSA and ESQA values. ECSA and
ESQAvalues are defined in the IEASYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.
See OS/390 eNetwork Communications Server:CSM Guide, SC31-8575 for
more information
Increase Send/Receive buffer sizes.
Set the following in the TCPIP.PROFILE data set to override the default
Send/Receive buffer size setting of 16KB for better performance
TCPCONF IG

TCPSENDBFRSIZE=65535
TCPRCVBUFRSIZE 65535

UDPCONFIG
UDPSENDBFRSIZE 65535
UDPRCVBUFRSIZE 65535
NOUDPQUEUELIMIT

Disable the SNMP subagentif not using SNMP services
The SNMP subagentis started by default. There is a small bit of
overhead in running the subagent. If not using SNMP services then set
SACONFIG DISABLE
in the TCPIP.PROFILE dataset.
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+ The result table of the cursor is read-only. This applies to static and
dynamic cursors, except for read-only views

+ FOR FETCH ONLY wasnotspecified and the result table of the cursor
is not read-only, and no static DELETE WHERE CURRENT OFor
UPDATE WHERE CURRENTOFis in the query, and there are no
dynamic statements in the program.

You can also use block fetch with cursors that are ambiguous. A cursor
is ambiguous if DB2 cannot definitely determine whether or notit is
read-only. An ambiguous cursor is found only in applications containing
dynamic SQL statements. When you specify CURRENTDATA(NO) on
either the BIND PACKAGE or BIND PLAN commands, block fetching is
allowed for ambiguous cursors. For more information, see DB2 for
OS/390 Administration Guide, SC26-8957.
Bind with ISOLATION(CS) and CURRENTDATA(NO)
Typically, ISOLATION(CS) lets DB2 release acquired locks as soon as
possible. CURRENTDATA(NO) lets DB2 avoid acquiring locks as often as
possible. After that, in order of decreasing preference for concurrency,
use these bind options.

a, ISOLATION(CS) with CURRENTDATA(YES), when data you have
accessed must not be changed before your next FETCH operation

b. ISOLATION(RS), when rows you have accessed must not be changed
before your application commits or rolls back. However, you do not
care if other application processes insert additional rows
ISOLATION(RR), when rows you have accessed must not be changed
before your application commits or rolls back. New rows cannot beinserted into the answerset.

Specify all DB2 indices as type 2
An index is an ordered set of pointers to the data in a DB2 table. The
index is stored separately from the table. Each index is based on the
values of data in one or more columnsof a table. After you create an
index, DB2 maintains the index, but you can check, repair, or reorganizeit.
There are two different types of indexes, type 1 and type 2. With type 1
indexes, locks are acquired on index pages. With type 2 indexes, only
data pages are locked. If you have concurrent users of the same table,
locking problems are likely with multiple type 1 indexes. Type 2 indexes
can sometimes give high concurrency and better performance by locking
the underlying data page or record instead of locking the index page.
INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operations require a lock on every affected
page or subpageof a type 1 index, but not on pages of a type 2 index. If
there are no type 1 indexes on the data, only the affected data pages or
rows are locked. Because there are usually fewer rows to a data page
than there are index entries to an index page ar subpage, locking only
the data when you lack pages likely causes less contention than locking
the index. Locking only data rows would likely cause even less
contention. Use row level locking for the Net.Commerce KEYStable. if
your configuration is a sysplex with DB2 Data Sharing, create the KEYS
table with one row per page
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correctly tuned.
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Consider using hardware compression with DB2.
Compression is the attempt to remove redundancy from data without
losing any information. Rather than packaging datatighter, compression
attempts to analyze its contents and, by using a more efficient coding
scheme, reduces the storage requirements for the data. Compression is
selected using the COMPRESS parameter on the CREATE or ALTER
TABLESPACE statements in DB2. Once selected, an existing table is
compressed during subsequent LOAD or REORG operations, when a
dictionary customized to the data is created and then used to compress
the table. Compression decreases DASD cost but increases CPU
consumption.
Use the Prepared Statement Cache
DB2 can save prepared dynamic statements in a cache. The cacheis a
DB2-wide cache in the EDM poolthatall application processes can use
to store and retrieve prepared dynamic statements. After an SQL
statement has been prepared and is automatically stored in the cache,
subsequent prepare requests for that same SQL statement can avoid the
costly preparation process by using the statement in the cache. Cached
statements can be shared among different threads, plans, or packages
This performance improvement offers the most benefit for

+ Client/server applications that frequently use dynamic SQL for
repeated execution of SQL statements.

+ Relatively short dynamic SQL statements for which PREPARE cost
accounts for most of the CPU expended

For more information, see DB2 instatlation Guide, GC26-8970.
Use DB2 block fetch as much as possible.
DB2 has an important capability called block fetch that can significantly
affect the number of messages sent across the network. Used with
cursors that will not update data, DB2 groups the rows retrieved by an
SQL query into as large a “block” of rows as will fit in a message buffer,
and transmits it over the network without requiring a message for everyrow.
In general, DB2 can use block fetch for a queryif:

+ The declare cursor statement includes a SELECTthatis specified tobe FOR FETCH ONLY
EXEC SQLDECLARE THISEMP CURSOR FOR

SELECT EMPNO, LASTNAME, WORKDEPT, JOBFROM DSN8510. EMP
WHERE WORKDEPT = ’D11"
FOR FETCH ONLY

END-EXEC.
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Use type 2 indexes whenever passible. Type 2 indexes provide
increased concurrency and performance. They also provide the following
functions, which are unavailable with type 1 indexes:

+ Row locking on a table space
+ UR isolation for an access path
+ Processing of queries by multiple parallel tasks
+ Concurrent access to separate logical partitions

Run DB2 Runstats for static SQL.
The RUNSTATS utility collects statistics about DB2 objects. These
statistics can be stored in the DB2 catalog, and are used during the bind
process to choose the path in accessing data. If you never use
RUNSTATS and subsequently rebind your packages or plans, DB2 willnot have the information it needs to choose the most efficient access
path. This can result in unnecessary I/O operations and excessive
processor consumption
Consider running RUNSTATS whenever 10% or more of the data in a
table has been modified. This includes INSERTs, UPDATEs, DELETEs and
LOADs. Do not blindly REBIND every package and plan after executing
RUNSTATS. REBIND only if the data changes significantly and only if
performance is suffering
Update DB2 to increase the numberof connections that DB2 will allow.
This is done using the INSTALL DB2 - THREAD MANAGEMENT panel
provided with the DB2 product. The panel name is DSNTIPE. Ensure that
the values far the MAX USERS, MAX TSO CONNECT, and MAX BATCH
CONNECT fields are at least double the number of Net.Commerce
connections to DB2. The number of Net.Commerce connectionsis the
sum of:

The number of Web server threads (MaxActiveThreads value in the
httpd_conf file.AND.
The sum of the number of Net.Commerce processes specified during
configuration of each Net.Commerce instance that is using this Web server.
The number of Net.Commerce processes is stored as the value of
MS_NUM_CHILD in the mserver.conf file for the Net.Commerce instance.
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Chapter 8. Domino Go Webserver: Modes of Operation
In this chapter we provide information to help you decide how you want to run
your Web server, with special attention given to a scalable server to run yourNet.Commerce workload. There are three execution modes for the Domino Go
Webserver

+ A standalone server
+ Multiple server mode+ A scalable server

In any of these modes, your server can process HTTP requests, and you can
also set it up in “secure” mode to process HTTPS requests. Deciding which
execution mode to run depends upon your needs and your environment

8.1.1 Standalone Server
The standalone server mode is the simplest mode of operation. Domine Go
Webserver is in standalone mode when you havea single server address space
running in the system. The default name for the server address spaceisIMWEBSRV. It has a console interface so that the commandscan beissued at
the operator console to communicate directly with the IMWEBSRV address
space.

As a standalone server, Domino Go Webserver can meet the needs of customers
who require a single server with the features Domino Go Webserver contains. It
is best to get the Domino Go Webserver running and tested in standalone mode
prior to running scalable or multiple servers. You can read on to determineif
the other modes of operation may be beneficial to you so you can better plan to
exploit them after you have tested a standalone Domino Go Webserver.

8.1.2 Multiple Servers
It is possible to run multiple Domino Go Webservers on one OS/390 system
There can be multiple standalone servers, multiple scalable servers, or a
combination of both. You may want to run multiple copies if your installation has
any ofthe following characteristics

+ You want to assign different server environments to different areas of thebusiness and want to limit server administration abilities and access to data
in this manner,
You want to have a test and production server so that updates are not made
to the production server until they are tested

8.1.3 Scalable Server
Workload Management (WLM) provides the functions to define, implement, and
monitor system performance against business goals. WLM also decides how
many resources should be assigned to work according to policies that you
define. For further information about WLMitself, see OS/390 MVS Planning:
Workload Management, GC28-1761
In the WLM environment, the tasks of the Domino Go Webserver are processed
by two types of address spaces, a queue manager and queue servers
Figure 84 on page 162 shows the Domino Go Webserver running Net.Commercework in scalable mode.
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Setting Up a Scalable Server” on page 166 in this redbook for details about how
to define the policies.

To meet the performance goals of the system, WLM controls the numberof
queue servers that execute requests on connected queues. If there are so many
requests that the current queue servers cannot meet the performancegoals,
WLM will start additional queue servers. If the demand for servers is law, WLM
will stop some idle queue servers ta reduce the allocated system resources
Note: SSL requests can be pracessed by a scalable server, but all processing
will be done in the queue manager address space. If all your work is SSL work,
you should bear this in mind. A next release of the Domino Go Webserver
(Version 5) will support SSL requests in queue server address spaces

You may want to run a scalable server if your installation has any of the
following characteristics

+ You are running a 24x7 business operation and you want a mechanism to
automatically control the performanceof all your online workload, from your
Web server to your backend fulfillment systems
You are running a high availability commercial Web server and you need to
control workload at the transaction level. WLM gives you the ability to break
out your Net.Commerce workload to where you can give your browse and
search Web operations a higher performance goal than other Web
operations like order and address book processes as examples. WLM will
always meet the business goals that you set becauseit will take lower
priority work out of the system to free up needed resources.

For details on setting up a scalable server, see 8.2, “Setting Up a ScalableServer,”
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Figure 84. Domino Go Webserver Environmentin Scalable Server Mode

The functions of the address spaces are.
+ Queue Manager

Queue manager is the front end process. It receives the request from the
client, and if an application environment (App1Env) definition exists (in the
httpd.conf file and the WLM policy), it will route the request to the
appropriate queue server by putting the request onto the WLM queue. If no
ApplEny is defined, it will handle the request itself. In the case of a secured
connection request by SSL, the queue manager does not pass the request,
but processes the request itself. There is only one queue manager per Web
server in any one OS/390 system
Queue Server
Queue server is the process that actually executes the client's request
(except for secured connection requests and requests that are not
specifically defined to run in a queue server). It searches its associated
queue and picks up the requests to process. There can be multiple queue
servers for each queue, and multiple queues, for any Web server in one
0$/390 system

WLM manages these processes based on the policies that you define. See the
“Domino Go Webserver, Workload Management Enablement” section of the
Domino Go Webserver, Webmaster's Guide, $C31-8643 and 8.2.2, “Steps to
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Figure 85. Processing Client Requests in a Scalable Server

8.2 Setting Up a Scalable Server
A scalable server in Domino Go Webserver is a Web server that is set up to use When the client connects to the Domino Go Webserver server, the request is
workload manager (WLM) to distribute work among a set of WLM address
spaces, 8.1.3, “Scalable Server” on page 161 provides an overview of the
scalable server support. You should read that now if you are not familiar withthese new WLM services

The following section describes scalable mode in more detail, and then
describes the steps required to setit up
Note: If you plan to use secure communications (use SSL), you should bear in
mind that SSL requests can be processed by a scalable server, butall
processing will be done in the queue manager address space. If all your work is
SSL work, a scalable server may not give you the benefits you expect.

8.2.1 Workload Management and the Domino Go Webserver
By using the WLM queueing manager services support in OS/390, the Domino
Go Webserver can separate work into application environments, establish
specific performance objectives (goals) for them, and let WLM allocate the
necessary resources for accomplishing these goals
With a scalable server, incoming requests are received by a queue manager,
placed on a queue, and processed by queue servers. The processis illustrated
in some detail in Figure 85 on page 164
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processed as follows (numbers refer to Figure 85):
The client connects to the queue manager and sends a request. The

accepting thread receives a new socket descriptor for each connection. The
socket descriptor is managed by the Logical File System (LFS) of the UNIX
System Services kernel. Each socket descriptor has a count value which
shows the numberof current users for this socket. When the socket
descriptor is received by the accepting thread, this count is set to one. The
connection is passed to a worker thread for processing, or internally queued
if all worker threads are busy
Hd The worker thread starts reading the HTTP request package from the
socket. The resource requested is matched against ApplEnvy directives in the
configuration file for the server. If none of the directives match, the request
is processed by this worker thread.
EI if the worker thread determines this request should be processed by aqueue server, it classifies the work and issues a PUTWORK request ta the
UNIX System Services kernel to put this request on the WLM queue of an
appropriate queue server. The worker thread also passes information such
as socket ID, converted (EBCDIC) requestline, and any unprocessed I/O
buffer. The UNIX System Services kernel increments the usage count on the

Net.Commerce for OS/39¢
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socket and queues a control block referencing the socket and the application
buffer on the requested application environment queue.
Ey When WLM receives the PUTWORK,it stores the request an the queue.

Once the worker thread puts the request on the queue, it issues a close
socket request to the LFS. This close request decreases the usage count of
the socket descriptor by one
TW The worker threads on the queue server issue GETWORK to WLM to geta request from the queue. The UNIX System Services kernel assigns an
available file descriptor to the passed socket and makes the applicationbuffer addressable

The worker thread on the queue server processestheclient's request
and sends a responseto the client.
Ed When the request processing is completed, the worker thread closes thesocket, reducing the usage count to zero. When the LFS detects the usage
count of the socket descriptor is zero, it issues an actual close request to the
TCP/IP stack. If the original request was part of a persistent connection, this
thread returns to step J, butit will not be re-classified
Note: There is currently a bug with WLM and the Domino Go Webserver. A
return to step 2 to re-classify the next URL will occur only if persistent
sessions are turned off (MaxPersistRequest is 1). The Web server will not
re-classify subsequent requests in the same persistent connection. All URLs
within the persistent session inherit the classification from the first one. RMF
data will also be affectedif running with persistent sessions. All requests
will get put into the same enclave and make the RMF reports very cryptic.

8.2.1.1 Value of the Domino Go Webserver Enabled for WLM
The scalable support divides the work of the Web server among multiple address
spaces, the queue manager and possibly multiple queue servers. This brings a
number of advantages over a single address space design, including

+ Scalability - a single address space is limited in the number of tasks that it
can run and the amountof virtual storage available to it. Allowing work to
be spread over multiple address spaces allows significantly more work to be
accepted and processed

+ Availability - you can set up your server to separate different types of work
into different queue server address spaces. In particular, you can separate
GWAPI programs from simple GET request processing from proxy
processing, as well as separating test programs from production programs.
Failures in GWAPI programswill not then result in an outage of your Web
server, since the queue manager remains available while a queue server
can be restarted. In addition, WLM also restarts queue servers
automatically, assuming the numberof queue server failures has notreached an internal limit.

8.2.1.2 Considerations When Using Domino Go Webserver Enabled
for WLM
WLM has two modes: compatibility mode and goal mode. Compatibility mode
allows you to make WLM definitions, but to run the system using performance
definitions in the traditional IPS, ICS, and OPT members of SYS1.PARMLIB. In
goal mode, you use WLM goal definitions rather than the traditional definitions
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Figure 86. Domino Go Webserver and WLM Queueing Manager Mode!

8.2.2.1 Setting Up Domino Go Webserver Address Spaces and
Subsystem Name
This phase of the setup tasks is illustrated in Figure 86 by the dotted line box
with a label "QM/QS subsystem environment setup.” It involves creation of the
Domino Go Webserver started procedures, and definition of a subsystem name,
as described in the following steps:
Step 1. Define the scalable server subsystem name in IEFSSNxx in

SYS1.PARMLIB; in our case, it is IMWE. An example of this definition is:
SUBSYS SUBNAME( IMWE) /* DGW 4.6.1 */

With OS/390 the subsystem can be added dynamically using the
operator command:

SETSSI ADD, S=IMWE
where IMWE is the subsystem name. At the first IPL following the
SYS1.PARMLIB update, the subsystem name will be permanently
available to the system

Step 2. Define the queue manager started procedure
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You can run Domino Go Webserver in scalable mode regardless of the WLM
mode you are using. However, if your system runs in compatibility mode, queue
servers cannot be started automatically by WLM, so you must start and control
queue servers manually. On the other hand, if the system is in gaal mode,
queue servers can be started manually by command or automatically by WLM
WLM also controls the number of queue servers as needed, and will start new
queue servers to meet performance goals, or shut down excess queue servers
to minimize use of system resources.

You should note, however, that any client request that causes a queue server to
be started (including the first request after the queue manager is started) will
have to wait until the queue server needed to process the requestfinishes
initialization. This might cause the user request to be delayed for a few
seconds. If you want to minimize such delays, you may want to consider
manually starting a number of queue servers, sufficient to process a normal
workload after you start your queue manager. You will have to determine the
numberof queue servers you regularly need from experience. In general terms
however, you should allow WLM to manage your system, rather than trying to do
manual management.

Steps to Setting Up a Scalable Server
To simplify your understanding of the setup steps, we have provided a “big
picture” of the processing of a request by a scalable server in Figure 86 on
page 167. The setup steps are divided into three main groups, illustrated in
Figure 66 with dotted line boxes. They are:

1. 8.2.2.1, “Setting Up Domino Go Webserver Address Spaces and Subsystem
Name’ on page 167

2. 8.2.2.2, “WLM Setup Definitions” on page 168.
3. Configuration file ApplEnv directive definitions (see 8.2.2.3, “Configuration File

Setup” on page 180).
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The -SN IMWE parameter establishes the subsystem named IMWEfor this
run of the Domino Go Webserver. Add the started procedure to the
started task table as shown in Figure 87 on page 168.
 

/PIMMEBSRV PROS LEPARM=" ZNVAR("_CEE_ENVFILE=/ec/ht(pd-envvars”)‘,7{——LCSPARM=" SH IMWE -vv -B -p 80 -r /ete/htpd.cont’J[RSASSIIIASAEAISESSA SIAIH SAAS EET IASEATATREZIWEBSRY EXEC PGM=IMMHTTPD, REGION=OK,TIME=NOLIMIT,
7f— PARM=(‘&LEPARM/&ICSPARW)AISTEPLIB DD 3SN- IMM, SIMHMOD1 ,DISP=SHR[DOCSCSSI CHEREDIUniDIDLnnSnee
ZISYSIN DD DUMMY/{OJTDSC—OUTPUT DEST=HO_D
AISYSPRINT DD SYSCUT=*, QUTPI <OUTDSC}AISYSERR DD SYSCUT=*, OUTPUT=(*. OUITDSC)ZISTDOUT DD SYSCUT=*, OUTPUT=(*.OUTDSC}
/ESTDERR DD SYSCUT=*, OUTPUT=(*. OUTDSC)ZISYSOUT DD SYSCUT=*, OUTPUT=(*. QUTDSC)AICEEDUMP DD SYSCUT=*, OUTPUT=(*.OUTDSC)  
 
Figure 87. Started Procedure JCL for Domino Go Webserver Queue Manager
Step 3. Define the queue server started procedure

The IMWINM member of IMW.SIMWSAM1 can be used as a template to
create a started procedure for queue server address spaces. These
address spaces handle the requests for various application
environments as defined in WLM and the ApplEnv directives in the
server configuration file. If you changed the name of the queue
manager procedure from IMWEBSRV, you need to update the IMWIWM
procedureto reflect this. You also need to define this queue server
(IMWIWM) procedure to the started task table ar RACF Started Class, as
you did for the queue manager procedure ( IMWEBSRY).
The &IWMSN and &IKMAE symbolic parameters will be passedin the start
command to create the queue server address space and connectit to
the subsystem specified in &IWMSN and to the application environment
specified in &IWMAE as shown in Figure 88. 

/PIMMTuM PROC TWMSH=, [YMAE=[eAteeieiicirmerebeebnhinnenieeieeenennentsie
71 TUNSN==>ALM subsystem nome webserver po-m/{* THWAE ==> Application Environment webserver parmHeWereeererreTeteetrerettstteteececerettteececereresred

ZIMEBSRY— EXES PROC=IMWEBSRV, REGION=OK,TIME=NOLIMIT,77 TCSPARM=89Q. 8SN.&IMMSN. BAC &TMMAL. 6QQ  
Figure 88, Started Procedure JCL for Domino Go Webserver Queue Server

8.2.2.2, WLM Setup Defi ns
This phase of the setup tasksis illustrated in Figure 86 on page 187 by the
dotted line box labelled "WLM environment definitions.” It involves setting up
WLMfor the Domino Go Webserver, as described in the following steps:
Note: You will not need to executeall the following steps if you are already
running WLM on your system. This process outlines a simple configuration. You
may want to update someof the definitions based on your unique workload
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Step 1 Allocate and format a couple data set for WLM, if you do not already
have one or you have one in pre-OS/390 Version 2 Release 4 format.
See OS/390 MVS Planning: Workfoad Management, GC28-1761 for
further information on setting up a WLM couple data set. Appendix A
of the Domino Go Webserver, Pianning for instaitation, SC31-8642 also
has sample JCL to help you allocate a WLM couple data set.
To use the workload managementfunctions in OS/380 R4 releases, you
should convert the WLM couple data set to the OS/390 R4 format by
re-allocating it. The OS/390 R4 version of the WLM administrative
application only works with an OS/390 R4 WLM couple data set, even if
you are not yet using new OS/390 R4 functions. Your new couple data
set should be formatted to handle application environment information
Make sure that all items are defined for DATA TY PE(WLM).
For example, we are running with a OS/390 R3 version of the WLM
couple data set. We allocated a new OS/390 R4 version of the WLM
couple data set and used the following set of commandsto activate it
dynamically. First you make the new WLM couple data an alternate.
SETXCF COUPLE, TYPE=WLM, ACOUPLE=(SYS1.PLEX58.WLMO4, TARPLX)
IXC3G91 SETXCF COUPLE,ACOUPLE REQUEST FOR WLM WAS ACCEPTED
IXC2601 ALTERNATE COUPLE DATA SET REQUEST FROM SYSTEM 221SC58 FOR WLM IS NOW BEING PROCESSED.
DATA SET: SYS1.PLEX58.WLMO4
TEF1961 IEF2371 202B ALLOCATED 10 SYS00044
IXC2511 NEW ALTERNATE DATA SET 223
SYS1.PLEX58.WLMO4
FOR WLM HAS BEEN MADE AVAILABLE
Then you switch the alternate and makeit the primary couple data set
SETXCF COUPLE, TYPE=WLM, PSWITCH

TXC3091 SETXCF COUPLE,PSWITCH REQUEST FOR WLM WAS ACCEPTED1XC2571 PRIMARY COUPLE DATA SET 229
SYS1.PLEX58.WLMO3 FOR WLM
IS BEING REPLACED BY
SYS1.PLEX58.WLMO4 DUE TO OPERATOR REQUESTTEFI961 TEF2851=SYS1.PLEX58.WLMO3
TEF1961 IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= TARPLX.
1XC2631 REMOVAL OF THE PRIMARY COUPLE DATA SET 232
SYS1.PLEX58.WLMO3 FOR WLM IS COMPLETE
Load the sample WLM policy shipped with Domino Go Webserver.
WLM ships a set of ISPF administration dialogs that can be used to
define WLM policies to control your Web workload. The “Domino Go
Webserver Workload Management Enablement” section of the Domino
Go Webserver, Webmaster's Guide, SC31-8643 has a step-by-step
procedure on howto load a sample workload managementpolicy for a
scalable server which includes a sample policy shipped with theDomine Go Webserver in the IMW.SIMWTBL1 data set.
Before starting, you may want to setup a RACF profile calledMVSADMIN.WLM.POLICY to restrict access to the WLM administration
functions. To define this profile and permit a user ID to define the WLM
policies.
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File Utilities Notes Options Help

unetion
Comrand
Definition data set
Definition name 2... - WCB_GOAL (Required)Description .. 2... Web Service Definition
Select one of the
following opticns . . . . - Policiesworkloads

Resource GroupsService Classes
Clessi fication GroupsClassification Rules
Report ClassesService Coefficients/2ptionsApplication EnvironmentsScheduling Enviromnents. 

Select action code 1 to create a new workload

Workload View Notes Options Help
Workloed Selection List Row L to 7Command ===>

Action Codes: I-Create, 2=Cepy, 2-Modify, d=rowse, 5-Print, 6-Delete,/-Nenu Dar
----Last Change-----Descripticn User Dateifo with erclave TSOUSER 1995/11/21

TOWORKLE i/o priority testcase workload—IBMUSER 1995/09/06Ts0 Workload fer TSO USERID MCGRATH NCGRAT4 1393/06/28YICOM ICOM workload IBMUSR2 1993/04/29

Action Name1 TOWKLD2

Fill in the new workload name and description. We called our new
workload NETCOMM. Press EXIT to save your changes.

Workload Notes Options He p
Create a Korkload

Enter ar crange the following ‘nfarmation:
Workload Name
Deseription ~ NETCOMN (Required). » Net.Commerce workload

  
 

Define service classes for Net.Commerce workload.
From the main WLM administrator panel, select option 4 to define newservice classes for Net.Commerce
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REDEFINE FACILITY M¥SADMIN.WLM.POLICY UACC (NONE)
PERMIT MYSADMIN.WLM. POLICY CLASS(FACILITY) ID(some ID) ACCESS(UPDATE)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
where “some ID” is the user ID that you will be using to define the
WLMpolicies using the WLM ISPF dialogs
Note:
Pay special attention to the final steps of WLM activation for the
Domino Go Webserver detailed in the Domino Go Webserver,
Webmaster's Guide (section "Domino Go Webserver Workload
Management Enablement’). A problem that is commonly experienced
is not actualfy installing the definition and activating the service policy
once the policy has been updated using the WLM panels
Create a workload for Net.Commerce.
After loading the sample WLM policy that was shipped with the Domino
Go Webserver, you can now add or modify workloads, service classes,
classification rules, and application environments to manageNet.Commerce workload
Start the WLM ISPF administrator dialogs
ex ' SYS1.SBLSCLIO( INMARINO)"
Select option 2 to read the definitions fram the WLM couple data set
that you built earlier 

File Help

Command

EsssSss5sS5sSssSssssSSSsSSSsssSssssSssssssssssNCheose Service Definitione e
e e
@ Select ane of the following options. e
22 1. Read saved defirition ee 2. Extract definition from NLM e
e couple dota set ee 3. Create new defirition ee ee ee e
D: MISSSSS SESSSSESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSESSSH

ENTER ta continue 

This example starts by adding a new workload, so select option 2.
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Notes Opt‘ ons

Definition data set
Definition name
Description WCB_GOAL (Required)Web Service Def'nition
Select one of the
following opticns. . . . ~ 4 1. Policiesworkloads

Resource GroupsService ClassesClessi fication GrowsClassification Rules
Report ClassesService Coefficients /OptionsApplicetion EnvironmentsScheduling Enviromnents. 

Select action code 1 to create a new service class. 

Service-Class Wew Notes Options Help
Service Class Selection List

Action Codes: I-Create, 2=Copy, 3-Modify, 4=Browse, S-Print, 6-Delete,f-Menu Bar

Action Class Description WorkloadFAST fasz class WRKLOADLCICSJSER CZCS transactions YICOMCICSJSR2 C2CS transactions VICOMDIANSICS CCS transactions YICOM
DISCPER3 Three Period Batch w/Cisc per3—VICOMDISCRETN D’scraticnary batch class vICOM

 
 

In our example, we decided to build four service classes
a. SCBRDIS - for ;browse and display commandsb. SCMISC - for other miscellaneous Net.Commerce commands
c. SCREG - for the ;register command
d. SCORDER - for the ;arder command

Update the panel using the following values for the SCBRDIS service
class. Choose | under Action to add base goal information 

Service-Class Xref Notes Options Help ]Create a Service Class Row 1 toCommand ===>
Service Class Name .
Description aWorkload Name. . NETCOMM (name or 7}
Base Resource Group (name or 7)
Specify BAS: GCAL informotion. Action Codes: [=Inser new period,E-Edit period, D-Delete period.

n--Depigd--- ---------------------Goal ----
Action # Duration Imp. Descriptioni 

e 255GOt285
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Select 2 to define a response time with percentile
- Service-Class Notes Options HelpCssS85SSS555SS5S55S5SSS5S55555S5SS555558555SN

Service-Class Notes Options Help e Choose a goal type for pervod 2Esssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssnl 6e Choose a goal type far period 1
ired)

eee
Average response t’me eResponse time with percentileeeee

or?
ar 7)

e
e€

Averege “esponse tine e Execution velocityResponse time with percentile e DiscretonaryExecut‘on velocity e
Discretionary e d=Insert new period,e e

DsssssssessssssssssssssssssssssssssssessssM---Period--- - ~Goal--
ISS $88SS988SS8SS8SSSSS8SSSS5SSSSS98SSS5S5SM Action # Duration Imp. Uescriptioneriod--- - Goal -- i

Duration Imp. Description J

I=Insert new period,

 

\ We assign a 20% velocity goal for any SCBRDIS workload running in
period 2. Press EXIT to save your changes.

 

Continue filling in the response time goal values here. For the

SCBRDIS service class wewill have a goal that will give this workload (- 710 second response, 95% of the time in period 1 Service-Class Xref Votes Options belpFSSSS5SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSN ~.
(- c Choose a goal type for per‘od 2 css

Service-Class Notes Opticns Help e eEsssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssN ~ e e
© Choose a goal type for period 1 ess e721, Average response t‘me ee

e

 

 

e EsssssssssasssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssN
e Execution velocity goal
&? ". Average response time @ ired)ESS55555585SSSS5555555558SSS5S5S555555555SS55SS55555555S8585S555555
e Response time with percentile goal

Enter an execution velocity for period 2
Velocity .. . 20 (1-99)Frter a sercentile and response time goal for period 1 Importance ..1 (I-highest, 5-Tcwest)

Percentile ..95 (1-99) Duration... (1-399,999,999, ornone for last pertoc)Hows 2. 0-24)Minutes ©... 3-98)
Seconds . . . .10(0-9989) ISSS5SSSSSESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSM 
Importance ..1 (l=highest, 5=lowest] LDuration .. . 1-999,999,999, or

—— [rosess0.98 fertod) The next panel shows the fully defined SCBRDIS service class
Service-Class Notes Options Help

MISSSSSSSSS5SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSST :Create a Service Class 
Command,

Choose | to add additional base goal information. .Service Class Name... ..: SCBRDIS (required)(- Description ...... +. . Net.Commerce ;browse + ;disploy
Service-Class Notes Jptions Help Workload Namz 2... ee NETSOMM=(name or 7)Base Resou"ce Group {name or 7}

 

Create a Service Class
Comrand Specify BASE GOAL information. Action Codes: I=Insert new period
TT EsEdit period, C=Delete period.

Service Class hame SCBRDIS (required)
Description ....- - Net.Zommerce ;browse + :displey w--Periode--  ~ ~Goal--Workluad Name 2... ee NETCOMM—(tame ur 2) Action # Duration Imp. Desc~iptionBase Resource Group {name or 2) _[1 1 98% complete within 00:00:10.000

Specify BASE GCAL informaticn. Action Codes: [=Insert new period _ 2 Execution velocity af 20 Jdit period, D=Delete period. —

 
 

a-eriodsn- =. =Goal--. Do the samefor the SCMISC service class. For the SCREG and
Action # Duration Imp. Description SCORDERservice classes, add a 20 second response time goalfor first

period and a 20% velocity goal for second period work. The followingTr 1 95% complete within 00:60:10.900 screen shows the SCMISC service class.

  
 

Select 3 to code an execution velocity goal for period 2
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Service-Zlass Xref Notes Options Help ilities Notes Opt‘ons Help

Create a Service Class Functionality LEVELOO3 Definition Mew WLM AppT LEYELOO4Commend Commend
Service Class Name... . . : SCMISC Definition data set. . = none
Description Net.Commerce miscellaneous cds
Workload Name NETCOMM {name or 2) Definition name... . - WCB_GOAL (Required)Base Resource Group {name or 2) Description... . 1. Web Service Def'nition
Specify BASE GOAL information. Action Codes: I=Insert naw period, Select one of the
E-Edit period, D-Delete period. following opticns. ... . 6 PoliciesWorkloads

---Period--- --Goal - 3. Resource Groups# Duration Imp. Description Service ClassesClassification Grouos
1 1 95% complete within 00:00:10,000 Classification Rules2 Execution velocity of 20 Report ClassesService Coefficients /OptionsApplication Environments

The completed SCREG service classfollows: Scheduling Environments. 

Service-Class Xref Notes Options Help Select 3 to modify the IWEB subsystem definition Create a Service Class
Commend Subsystem-Type View Netes Options Help
Service Class Name... . . : SCREG {required} Subsystem Type Selection List for Rules Row L toDescription commerce sregister CommandWorkload Name... 2. wee NETCOMM” name or 7)
Base Resource Group.. . (name or 2) Action Codes: I-Create, 2-Copy, 3-Modify, d-Browse, 5-Print, 6-Delete,fenu Dar
Specify BASE GOAL information. Action Codes: I=Insert naw period,EsEdit period, D=Delete period. woreeeClass---e-Typ2 Description Service Report

Period--- Goal - _ er OpenMVS. [CT TSOCLASSDuration Imp. Description IWEB WEB Server “est Subsystem FASTJES DISCRETN BA~O0
1 95% complete within 00:00:20,000 STC Started TasksExecution velocity of 20 130 “SO users TSOCLASS

The completed SCORDER service class follows: Step 6. Assign transaction classes (TC) to be mappedto service classes.

  

At the Action field, type in an I to insert the following rules:Service-Class Xref Notes Options Help  
Create @ Service Class Subsystem-Type Xref Netes Options HelpComnend +

Modify Rules “or the Subsystem Type Rew 1 to 4 ofService Class Name... . . : SCORDER Command SCROLL ===> PA
Deseription  --.Net Commerce sorder processingWorkload Name. ee NETCOMM—fname or 2) Subsystem Type - + INES Fold qualifier names? ¥ (Y or N)Base Resource Group (name or 2) Description . . . WEB Server Test Subsystem
Specify BASE GOAL information. Action Codes: I=Insert new period, Action codes: ArAfter opy IsInsert rule
[-[dit period, D=Delete period. BeBcfors D=Deloto row ReRopcat [S=Insert Sub-culequal i fier: Class -w--Period--= = --G0al - Action Name Service Report# Duration Imp. Description DEFAULTS: FASTPOST IBMUSCR

1 1 95¢ complete within 00:00:20.000 cal _ SLOW2 1 Execution velocity of 20 009.009. NEDIUM

  
 

FASTPERS
Step 5. Define classification rules for Net.Commerce. Go to the main WLM _ SCBRDIS NCBRDIS

panel and select 6 to define new classification rules. SCMISC. Suse Nos.SCORDER _NCORDCR 
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Step 7. Create application environmentsfor the Net.Commerce workload. Go
to the main WLM panel and select 9 to create newapplicationenvironments

File Utilities Notes Options Help
Functionality LEVELOO3 Definition Menu WLM App] LEVELocaCommend ===>
Uefinition data set . . : none
Definition name - WEB_GDAL (Required)Description . . - Neb Service De*inition
Select one of the
following options. : - PoliciesWork] uals

Resource GroupsService Classes
Classi fication GroupsClassification Rules
Report Classes
Service Coefficients/Opti onsApplication Envi ronmantsScheduling Environments 

Type a1 in the Action field to create a new application environment
Applicazion-Environment hotes Options Help

Application Environment Selection Lést Row 1 to 9Command ---»
Action Codes: I=Creaze, 2-Ccpy, 3-Modify, 4=3rowse, 5-Print, 6=Delete,(-Menu Bar
Action Application Environment Nome beseriptionWEBCGI HTTP EnvironmentWEBSICS HTTP Test EnvironmentWEBTML HTTP Test EnvironmentWEBICAFL HIIP test environment 

Define an application environment definition for the Net.Commerce
ibrowse and ;display functions called NCBRDIS. Select the
Application-Environment pulldown and choose Exit to save

Application-Env‘rorment Notes Options Help
Create an Application EnvironmentCommand =

Application Environment Name . : NCBROISDescription . . . . . Net.Commerce sbrowse + ;display cmisSubsystem Type . ..Procedure Yame .Start Parameters

Limit on starting server address spaces for a subsystem instance:11. No limit
2. Single address space per system2. Single address space per sysplex

  
 

Define an application environment definition for Net.Commerce
miscellaneous commands. Select the Application-Environment
pulldown and choose Exit to save.
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File Utilities Notes Options HelpEsssssssssesssssssssSsssssssssssssssssssssssssssssNunct € 1. Install definition eComma e—2. Extract definition

e 3. service policyDefine 4 couple data set ee 5 ce couple data set using CDS values ¢Defin DssssssssssssSssSsSSS5S5S55SSS5S5S55SS5S558S555S55M
Description... 2... Web Service Definition
Select one of the
following options... . 1. Policiesworkloads

Resource GroupsService Classes
Clessi fication GroupsClassification Rules
Report ClassesService Coefficients/2ptionsApplication EnvironmentsScheduling Enviromnents. 

Step 9. For added security protection, define a SERVERclass profile for each
application environment in RACF. The profile namesare of the form

IWEB.ssname.aename
where ssname is the subsystem name and aename is the application
environment name. For example, for the application environments
shown in Figure 89, and assuming a subsystem name of IMWE, we
would define the following RACF profiles:
SETR CLASSACT(SERVER) RACLIST(SERVER) GENERIC(SERVER)ROEFINE SERVER IVEB.IMME.NCBRCIS UACC(NONE) NOTIFY (NEESRV]RDEFINE SERVER INEB.IMWE.NCMISC UACC (NONE) NOTLFY (WEBSRY)RDEFINE SERVER INEB.IMME.NCREG UACC(NONE) NOTIFY (WEBSRY)
RDEFINE SERVER INEE.IMME.NCORCER UACC(NONE) NOTIFY (NEESRY]PERMIT IWEB.IMWE.NCBRDIS CLASS(SERVER) IC(WEBSR¥) ACC (READ)PERMIT WEB. IMWE.NCMISC CLASS(SERVER) ID(WEBSRV) ACC(READ)
PERMIT IWEB.IMWE.NCREG CLASS(SERVER) ID(WEBSRY) ACC (READ)PERMIT WEB. IMWE.NCORDER CLASS(SERVER) IC(WEBSR¥) ACC (READ)SETROPTS RACLIST (SERVER) R=FRESH

For more information, see MVS Planning: Workload Management, GC28-1761
Note: On our system we had the SERVERclass active, but failed to define a
RACF profile for one particular application environment. We got the following
message when weaccessedthis resource for the first time
TWMO341 PROCEDURE IMWIWM STARTED FOR SUBSYSTEM IMWE 912
APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT NCBRDIS
PARAMETERS IWMSN=IMWE, INMAE=NCBRDIS
SHASP100 IMWIWM=ON STCINRDR
SHASP373 IMWIWM=STARTED
PID: 117 40529 SERVER STARTING
ICH4081 USER(WEBSRY } GROUP(IMWEB ) NAME(WEB DAEMON USER

IWEB. IMWE.NCBRDIS CL(SERYER )
PROFILE NOT FOUND - REQUIRED FOR AUTHORITY CHECKING
ACCESS INTENT(READ ) ACCESS ALLOWED(NONE  )SHASP395 IMWIWM ENDED

TWM0321 INTERNAL STOP FOR NCBRDIS COMPLETED
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Applicazian-Environment Hotes Options Help

Create an Application EnvironmentCommand ===>
Application Environment Name .:VeMIS¢Description... + . Net Commerce miscellaneous omds
SubsysLem Type... . IWEBProcedure Name... ~ TMSTUMStart Parameters... .... IMMSN=RIMMSSNM, TXMAE=NOMISC

limit. on starting seevar address spaces for a subsystem instance:11. No limit
2, Single address space per system

3. Single address space per sysplex J
 

Define an application environment definition for the Net. Commerce
sregister command. Select the Application-Environmentpulldown andchoose Exit to save. 

Applicozion-Envi ronment Notes Options Help
Create an Application EnvironmentCommend ===>

Application Environment Name . : YCREGDescription... . . Net.Cemerce :recister cmd
Subsystem Type. . ~ 1MEBProcedure Name. . ~ Tawi
Start Parameters . . » TAMSN=B1WMSSNY, DWMAE:

Limit on starting server address spaces for a subsystem instance:11. No limit
2. Single address space per system

3, Single address space per sysplex J
 

Define an application environment definition for the Net.Commerce
‘order command, Select the Application-Environment pulldown andchoose Exit to save

Application-Environment Notes Options Help
Creale an Applicalion EnvironmentCommand =

Application Environment Name . : YCORDERDescription... . « Net..Comnerc
Subsystem Type . . . WEBProcedure Name... ~ TAWTMStart Parameters . . » TWMSN=&1UMSSNM, TMAE-NCORCER

Limit on starting sever address spaces for 0 subsystem instance:1 1. No limit
2. Single address space per system

3. Single address space per sysplex |

 
 

Step 8. Use the Viéilities pulldowntofirst Install definition, then Activate server
policy to activate your new WLM definitions for Net.Commerce.
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8.2.2.3. Configuration File Setup
This phase of the setup tasksis illustrated in Figure 86 on page 167 by the
dotted line box with a label “Configuration file ApplEnv setup.”It involves
building a mapping between incoming Web requests and the definitions you have
done for WLM. The ApplEny directives will tell the queue server to pass
“matched” requests to the appropriate WLM application environment queue and
tell WLM whatthe goal for the application environmentis. 

APPLENY /cgi-bin/msrvr/;browse/* NCBRDIS SCBRDIS
APPLENY /msprotect /msrvr/;browse/* NCBRDIS SCBRDIS
APPLENY /cgi-bin/msrvr/;display/* NCBRDIS SCBRDIS
APPLENY /msprotect/msrvr/;display/*  NCBRDIS SCBRDIS
APPLENY /cgi-bin/msrvr/;register/* NCREG SCREG
APPLENY /msprotect/msrvr/;register/* NCREG SCREG
APPLENY /cgi-bin/msrvr/;order/* NCORDER SCORDER
APPLENY /msprotect /msrvr/;order/* NCORDER SCORDER
APPLENY /cgi-bin/msrvr/;execmacro/*—NCMISC SCMISC
APPLENY /msprotect /msrvr/;execmacro/* NCMISC SCMISC
APPLENY /cgi-bin/msrvr/;shipto/* NCMISC SCMISC
APPLENY /msprotect/msrvr/;shipto/* NCMISC SCMISC
APPLENY /cgi-bin/msrvr/;shopcart /* NCMISC SCMISC.
APPLENY /msprotect/msrvr/;shopcart/* NCMISC SCMISC

  
 
Figure 89. Examples of AppiEnv Directives in the /eto/httpd.conf File

Notes for Figure 89:
This specifies the mapping rule. In this case, all requests for

Net.Commerce commands: :browse, :display, ;register, :order, ;execmacro,
;shipto, and ;shopeart will be classified
B Specifies the WLM application environment name that the request willtun with. This matches a definition in the WLMpolicy, which you set up in
the steps described by 8.2.2.2, “WLM Setup Definitions’ on page 168.
EI Specifies the transaction class that you defined previously. You definedthe transaction class when you modified the |WEB subsystem definition. The
transaction class is mapped to a service class. Again, goals are defined in
the WLM policy

You need to define application environment (ApplEnv) directives which
correspond to the application environments you defined to WLM. The ApplEnv
directives are specified in the configuration file. There is a sample provided in
the configuration file installed when the server was installed.
When a request meets the criteria specified in the directive, WLM determines if
there are enough queue servers active to handle the requests of that application
type, so that WLM can meet the goals in its policy. The initial request for a
certain application will start the first occurrence of the queue server for that
application (if your system in running in WLM goal mode). Therefore, the first
request of a particular type will suffer a delay while a queue server is started
You may find it appropriate to pre-start at least one queue server of each type to
avoid this delay. The delay experienced on our system was in the order of a fewseconds
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8.2.2.4 Checking Your WLM Configuration
Before starting or modifying your Domino Go Webserver, you (or your operator
automation tool) must be aware of the WLM mode andthe status of any
ApplEnv's that have been defined to WLM. Figure 90 shows the commands that
can be used to check your WLM setup. 

D WLM, SYSTEMSIWMOZ5I 14.20.44 MLM DISPLAY 564
ACTIVE WORK-OAD MANAGEMENT SERVICE POLICY NAME: WEB_RALACTIVATED: 1998/03/28 AT: 17:45:55 BY: WELLIE2 FROM: SC5o
DESCRIPTION: Web Service Policy for Ralcigh
RELATED SERVICE DEFINITION NAME: WE3_GCALINSTALLED: 1998/C3/26 AT: 17:45:44 BY: WELLIE2 FROM: 3C59WLM VERSION LEVEL: LEVELDO4*SYSNAML* *MODE* *PO_ICY* WORKLOAD MANAGCMENT STA“US*
Sc5g GOAL=WEB_RAL ACTIVE

D WLM, APPLENY=*IWMO291 14.21.51 WLM DISPLAY 566APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT NAME©STATE STATE CATANCBRDIS AVAILABLENMISC AVALLABLE
NCORDER AVALLABLENCREG AVAILABLEWEBCGI AVATLABLE
MEBCICS AVATLABLEMEBHTML AVALLABLE‘AEBICAPI AVATLABLE

  
 
Figure 90. Checking WLM Status

Any kind of operational error with your application environmentwill causeit to
go into a stopped state. If it goes into a stopped state you will get the following
message on your console:
TWMO32I1 INTERNAL STOP FOR NCBRDIS COMPLETED
In order to use this particular application environmentit will need to be
resumed. You can go this by issuing the following command:
Y WLM,APPLENY=NCBRDIS , RESUME
where NCBRDIS is the name of our application environment.

8.2.2.5 Starting Your Scalable Server while in Goal Mode
When configured as a scalable server, the IMWEBSRV procedure will have a -SN,
subsystem name parameter coded. In our case we defined a subsystem name
of IMWE. This subsystem nameis defined in our IEFSSNxx memberof parmlib,
so when IMWEBSRYstarts it will be identified to WLM. When running in scalable
mode, the IMWEBSRV process is called the queue manager (QM). Figure 91 on
page 182 shows the IMWEBSRY address space starting as a queve manager
Message IMVV3536! identifies the PID number (1090519056), the port number this.
particular server is listening on (80), and the subsystem name (IMWE)
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request if the queue server address space is started by WLM in responseto
load. If queue server address spaces are pre-started, initialization is completed
(or at least in progress) before the first request is scheduled. Figure 95 on
page 183 shows an example of pre-starting queue server address spaces. 

S IMWIWM, JOBNAME-NCBRDIS, IWMSN=IMWE, TWMAE=HCBRDISSHASPLOO NCBRDIS GN STCINRDRLEFGUSL START LMWINM—WLIH JOBNAME NCBRELS 1S ASSIGNED 10 USER
WEBSRY , GROUP IMWEBSHASP373 NCBRDIS STARTED
PID: 16¢ 167210 SERVER STARTING
QS 16441 7210 0.0.C.0:80 IMWE NCBRDIS READY
‘S IMMIIWM, JOBNAME-HCORDER, IWMSN=IMWE, IWMAE=HCORDERSHASPLOG NCORDER GN STCINRDRTEF69SI START IMWINM WITH JOBNAME NCORCER IS ASSIGNED TO USER
WEBSRY , GROUP IMWEBSHASP373 NCORDER STARTEDPID: 166 944426 SERVER STARTING
QS 16609 4426 0.0.C.0:80 IME NCORDER READY   
 
Figure 95. Pre-Starting the Queue Server Address Spaces

8.2.2.6 Monitoring and Reporting on Net.Commerce Workload
An essential part of running any application is to be able to monitor the system
resourcesit is consuming. This information is used as input to both
performance tuning and capacity planning
Resource ManagementFacility (RMF) is used to monitor the activity of the
OS/390 system. It is used for capacity planning, performance tuning and
problem diagnosis
RMF is an IBM program product that when started, collects performance data
and creates reports. RMF works together with the system managementfacility
(SMF) component of MVS to collect performance data. RMF collects the
performance data, writes that data in SMF records 70 through 79, and uses those
SMF records to create its reports. SMF records 70 through 79 contain suchinformation as:

CP (CPU) activity
Paging activity
Workload activity
Channel path activity

You define what record types SMF will store by coding them in the SMFPRMxxmember of SYS1,PARMLIB.

You can use the RMF Postprocessor utility to produce various kinds of printed
reports based on data gathered by the RMF monitors. The RMF Postprocessor
can be used, for example to produce reports on Net.Commerce workload broken
out by the service classes that you defined in 8.2.2.2, “WLM Setup Definitions”
on page 168. If you are running in WLM goal mode, running the RMF
Postprocessor with the following keywords.
SYSRPTS (WLMGL (WGPER, SCLASS, SCPER, POLICY , WGROUP (NETCOMM)) )
will produce a workload activity report as shown in Figure 96 on page 184
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‘S IMWEBSRV
$IIASP1CO IMMCBSRV ON STCINRORTEFS95I START IMNEBSRY WITH JOBNAME IMMEBSRY IS ASSIGNED TO JSER VEBSRY

+ GROUP IMWEB
$HASP272. IMNEBSRY STARTEDIMW35341 PZD: 109C519056 ICSS STARTING
IMN353EI QM 1030519056 U.0.0.0:80 IMVE * READY    

Figure 97. Queue Manager Start Up from Sysiog

Figure 92 shows a section from the server's very verbose trace log. In the trace
we can see a GET request for a GIF image called /demomall/met_plac.gif. There
is no matehing ApplEnvy directive defined for this request, so this request will be
handled by the queue manager address space
 

Cient sez.. GET /demomal /met_plac. gif HITP/1.9WorkQueue... ApplEny NCBROIS /€gi-binfmsrvr/sbrowse/* matching JRL /demomall /met_slac.gif => failed.Appleny NCBRULS fegi-binfmstwr/sai splay/* matching UXL /denomal |/met_plac.git => tailed.ApplEny NCORDER /egi-bin/mstvr/;order/~ matching UaL fdenonall /met plac.gif => failed.ApplEny NCREG feqi-bin/msrvr/;registar/* matching JRL /demonall /net_olac.gif => failed.ApplEny NCHISC /coi -bin/nstvr, nacvo/* matching JRL /demomall /met_plac.gif => failed.ApplEny NCHISC /cgi-bin/nstvr/;shioto/~ matching URL /denonall /net_plac.gif => failed.ApplEny NCHISC /egi-bin/msrvr/;shoocart/* matching URL /denonall /mst_plac.gif => failed.WorkQueve... no matching applEny found, keepiag work in carreit process.

Figure 92. Domino Go Webserver Work Running in the Queue Manager Address Space
Figure 93 shows a section from the server's very verbose trace log. In the trace
we see a GET request executing a Net.Commerce macro called
/cgi-bin/msrvr/;display. We have an ApplEnv directive defined for all
fegi-bin/msrvr/\display/* requests, so this work is passed to WLM to be put on its
queue. This request will be processed by a queue server address space 

Cient sez.. GET /cgi-bin/msryr/ sai splay/item?prmenbr=20658orrfabr=38 HTTP/1.0WorkQueve... Appl Env NGBROIS Transaction class SC3RDIS => passed.WorkQueue... ApplEny NCBROIS Transaction name GET => passedWorkQueuc... ApplEny NCBROIS Transaction userid WEBSRY -> passed.WorkQueue... ApplEny NCBROIS SUBSPM  INWE 309.002.904.003 902.001.002WorkQueue... Daemon putting a request on WLM qusus.WorkQueue... successful’ y put on WLM queue.    
Figure 93. Domino Go Webserver Work Being Put on a WLM Queue

The GETrequestfor the macro /cgi-bin/msrvr/;display came from a Web
browser. This is the first request since we brought up our Domino Go
Webserver. Since we are running in goal mode, WLM will automatically start a
queue server (QS) address space to service the work that was just put on the
queue. Figure 94 shows a QS address space being started by WLM. 

INMO34I PROCEDJRE INMINM STARTED FOR SUBSYSTEM IMME C70APPLICATION ENVIRGNMENT NCBRDIS
PARAMETERS INMSN=IMWE, [VMAE=NCBRDLSSHASP100 IMWIWM ON STCINRDR
$HASP372 IMMIWM—STARTEDPID: 181 939359 SERVER STARTING
OS 18L19 9350 J.0.0.0:80 IMNE KCBRDIS READY    

Figure 94. Queue Server Start Up from Sysiog
Note: Domino Go Webserver can take several seconds or even minutes to
initialize, depending on whatis in the configuration file and how manystatic files
are locally cached in memory. This overheadis seen as latency on thefirst
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Figure 96. RMF Report

Details on producing RMF reports can be found in OS/390 Resource
Measurement Facility User's Guide, SC28-1949 and OS/390 Resource
Measurement Facility Report Analysis, SC26-1950
Note: If you run a persistent session, all the requests are lumped into the same
enclave and will not be reported correctly in RMF. To remedy this, you need to
set MaxPersistRequest=1 in your httpd.conffile. By default the MaxPersistRequest
directive is set to 5. This problem is being addressed by IBM
See Appendix B, ‘Sample RMF Postprocessor JCL” on page 187 for sample JCL
to run the RMF Postprocessorutility
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Appendix A. Net.Commerce System Error Page Descriptions
In this appendix we describe each system error message and the macro or
HTML file that generates it is also provided. You can usethis information to
modify the message text. The operator message number is provided as a
cross-reference to the corresponding messagethat appears on the operator
console. The HTML files are stored in the /htmlfen_US/ncerror directory.
CMNO152E (noconffile.html)CONFIGURATION/SETUP FAILURE

Cannot open the mserver.conf file.
CMN13501 (nocookiesupport -htm1)BROWSER DEFICIENCY

Cookie support from the browser is required.
CMNO950E (cmdinc.html)

COMMAND STRUCTURE FAILURE - Unable to complete
command. The conmand syntax is not correct, or parameters
required by the system were not passed in.

CMNOO53E (datapop.html)
DATA POPULATION FAILURE. Data which is expected to
be in the database, such as a macro or a task, is not found due
to a system configuration problem.

CMNO957E (sqi.htm1)
SQL FAILURE - An error occurred during the execution of an
SQL statement. DB2 may be down, or there may be a
problem in the database.

CMNOQ58E (config-html)CONFIGURATION FAILURE - MSERVER DOWN / SETUP
FAILURE.

Unable to find or open a dynamic library specified by themerchant.
Unable to find a function in a dynamic library specified
by the merchant.
The base page for the store is not valid or isunobtainable.
Director is unable to communicate with server.

CMNO959E (com.htm1)
MEMORY FAILURE. Memory allocation failure

CMNOS60E (eny.htm1)
ENVIRONMENT FAILURE. One or more values are missingin file mserver.conf.

CMNOS61E (cmsexe.html)
COMMAND EXECUTION FAILURE - Unable to completecommand. A command could not execute.

CMNO962E (auth.html)
AUTHORIZATION FAILURE. A user has attempted to
execute an administrative command without being logged onto an administrative user ID.
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Appendix B. Sample RMF Postprocessor JCL
The following is sample JCL to run the RMF Postprocessor utility
F/RM=POST JOB (PO<,999) ,RMF,MSGLEVEL=(1, 1) MSGCLASS=K,i/ CLASS-A,NOTIFY=8SYSUCDie7ISM=DMP EXEC PGM=I FASMFOP
7/DUMPIN DD -SN-S¥S1.SC59.MANA, DISP=SHR
#/DUMPOUT  0n ISF= (NFU, PASS) , IIN-T=S¥SNA, SPACF=(TRK, (700,790) )7SYSPRINT DD S¥SCUT-HHSYSIN DD *

INDD(DUNPIN ,O2TICNS (DUMP) }OUTDO (DUMPOUT, TYPE (70:78))START (1500)
END(180¢)F{RMESORT EXEC P3M=SORT,REGION=4M

J/SORTIN: TN Ns | SMFDMP..NUNPOUT .TSP=(F/SORTOUT DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS) ,UNI™¢/SORTWKO1 DD DISP=(NEW,DELETE) ,UNI™;7/SORTWKO2 DD DISP=(NEW, DELETE) ,UNI™
F{SORTWKO3 OD—DISP=(NEW, DELETE) ,UNI~=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL, (201)7/SNSPRINT DD S¥SOUT=*7/SYSOUT SYSOUT=*
HISYSIN *

INDD(DUNPIN, OPTICNS (DUMP) }OUTDO (DUMPOUT , TYPE (70:78) )
START (1500)END (1800)¢{RM=SORT EXEC P* ORT, REGION=4M

#/SORTIN DD DS ~SMIDMP.DUNPOUT ,DISP=( TTC}7/SORTOUT OD  DISP=(NEW,PASS) UNI 3 RK, (200,209)F/SORTWKO] DD DISP=(NEW.DELETE) .UNI™- YL. (20)J/SORTWKO2 DD  DISP=(NEW,DELETE) ,UNI7=SYSDA,SPA7/SORTWKOS DD DISP=(NEW, DELETE) ,UNI7=SYSDA,SPACE=(ZISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
FISYSOUT SYSOUT=*7/SNSIN *

SORT FIELDS=(11,4,CH,A,7,4,CH,A) ,EQUA-S
MODS £15=(ERBPPSRT ,500},£35=(ERBPPSRT, 500)H/SYSOUT DD S¥SOUT=H7/SYSPRINT DD S¥SOUT=H

¢/RM=POST1 EXEC PSM-ERBRMFPP, REGION-17M
Z/MFPINPUL UU DLSP=(OLD,UELEIE) ,USN=*. RMFSORI.SO@1GUIF/MEPMSGDS DD SYSOUT=H#/SYSOUT DD  SYSOUT=H7/PPKSRPTS DD SYSOUT=HZ/SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=H
E{SYSIN on *

SYSOUT (H)SYSRPTS{WLNGL(NGPER,SCLASS, SCPER, POLICY , WGROUP (NETCOMM)  }ae
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The Domino Go Webserver and Net.Commerce each have a file where they store ine otter Us wolat sieeve’. It sons C2 tess of ote Ti
their environment variable definitions. Environment variables are strings of Tage TER art tovese fos mney ate hannaoebleh crmats Gar So, oe assy Ge ww bal cir carter a hae
characters usually made available to a program running under UNIX System sot
Services. Environmentstrings are usually of the form name=vaiue. For
example, the LIBPATH environment variable is usually set to a number of
directories in the HFS where a program would find DLL libraries. Depending on
how many products you have installed, these path strings can be quite long. If feet be Otyes asl ppgirtas'e
using the ISPF editor, editing these long path strings can be cumbersome and steely sol. baer ih
error-prone erates arCue pt tes 2

Two ISPF edit macros called SPLITIT and JOIN have been written to help when Troa LEba ars
editing long path names in the Domino Go Webserver and Net.Commerce Ser coat ares Got neguerse gc 1envvarsfiles "

wast eine bees i Ud
oLeEshe Isr nds gps

cites o'er STLAL exo

¢C.1.1.1 SPLITIT arse dave. ad
Path strings in an envvarsfile are always separated by colons (:). You can use ess 1s SE SE UGHE Bale
SPLITIT to split a long line at each colon into multiple lines so you can more eeeeee cme
easily view and edit it. If you type in eetee
SPLITIT : Sve 62 SPL iL alae "U ostpests TER tse tat) They tans 9
and select the line to split, SPLITIT will split the line after the colon character. It Cte he
will scan the restof the line repeating the split process for each colon character, sues =
as shown in Figure 97. The ISPF block command, © or CC,is used to control the PUIG = oe aetay toss tsanc te oe amet 1numberof lines to split 0 SRE PSE

abun Te
File Edit Confirm Menu Utilities Compilers Test Hele Scabies t
 

oe Te
Sabra ot 99" theseit mserver envvars Columns o0001 aco72

Command ===> SPLITIT + Serall ===» CSR eee see api osae  aphs oneEGO ORREEAOOMOEIRSESIIEROIOR Top of Data SEMIN AARRHRII ARR fabecek hee Hhca tesapazecey foes000001 PATH=/bin: .: /usr/Ipp/internet/bin wd
onoo02 bin/sh TSHEHT™ RES mast ©000003 TZ=ESTSEDT yo00008 LANG=en_US edors =2news000005 NLSPATH=/usr/Ipp/NetConmerce/irsg Jusr /\pp/NetConmerce/nsa/en_US/*N Fad ig Te MU re saya meecaeee3ret spe ahOriginal Line (1) sdcos? PALE "SHEE RELISSEMLcoon08 sr/Ipp/internet/bin:/ust/1pp/NetComrerce/1it: /usr/ pp/db2/db251C/1ib eat aed

Start of Split Lines (1 O ocare00007 isr/Ipp/internet/bin:000008 /usr/1pp/NetConmerce/1ib: sederag = Mace comars yaaaDUDOY /usr/ Ipp/dbe/doz 10/14 eal rsp 7 Urerity e"het(ore rode so re ate sa nerd 4End of Split Lines (1 Hoses “PEE oul;
000010 LO_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/Ipp/db2/db2510/1 ib: /usr/Ipp/java/d1.1/1ib/rvs agi menon ust/1pp/dh2/db25 10/c lasses /db2jdbeclasses. zip: /usr/Ipp/internet/server_root/cgi-bir/fesclass.2ip000012 DSNADINI=DB2VS 101 .DBZCL1 CLINT >000013 STEPLIB=DB2V510.SOSNEXIT: DB2V510, SOSNLOAD sedorse =nisin wdwdddawdedeneeectedetittets Botton of Data titntntnnnnsdikkssdndnds

2 te

aVoevd
Tres et we

Figure 97. Example af SPLITIT Macro Ismet (690; = WHI ean

 

Figure 98 on page 190 contains the source for the ISPF SPLITIT edit macro.
hear aidsasatenutata oYfore Herds

  
 
Figure 98 (Part 1 of 2). iSPF Edit Macro, SPLITIT
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fetscs hensidar agree aia Vira, JW aeraanarates UeALM LELA ILS 4 tbe tL Lei ect om stens eff avet diese yon nak. cba eae Tare Se ade“4 wher dr ae or re SE blew te1 decane! oben SPUD res ara “ak ac thay were cafere: TOMbe priv ses executes Toe Pre is a9pee oyISEWT SPER Srl = (aie SF Bath aefeonatnas 1 esove She vee ye cian thie che casas Ee)Sciginsd cine (net eh te line C1 SUT a ade we tM. tessaBraet ef Gen Faas Sey Tse hit ie rae care eT ae tricaanerLe sl. bore tury. ralHEU(aa erWLI. 14 38
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Figure 98 (Part 2 of 2). {SPF Edit Macro, SPLITIT lors: = 13028 cardHens “SPPHCwl etdord

C.1.1.2 JOIN eee
Nowthat the line has been split, you are free to edit changes and add lines Five, | Guanes ner eo""ioaerashees ta aaniata eae arsed.
When you are done, you need to use the JOIN macro to reassemble the multiple rt 3S. ARS asecdo seanlines back into one line. You could use the text flow (TF) edit line command of
ISPF, but you still need to eliminate the blank space left between the joined
lines. The JOIN macro removes the blank space and trailing blanks as it joins
the lines together into one line. Enter JOIN on the command line and enter the
ISPF block commands, © or CC to control the number oflines to join together as
shown in Figure 98. The JOIN macro also checks to see if the new line length is
larger than the LRECLof the file and displays a messageif that is the case. If
you get a messagethat the Irecl is too small, see 4.10.2, “Editing a HFS File With So rereveztare er ray aes Ine
Records Greater Than 255 Characters” on page 72 . ° HEIST
 

File Edit Confirm Menu Utilities Compilers Test Help J iecerde ont 62)eit nserver .envvars Columns 90001 0co72Command ===> JOIN Sera! CSR
siete schettcietsooococtbethtiait Top of Data itiitdeccncbettittsdttion:
000001 PATH=/bin:. </usr/Ipp/internet/bin sccute ane
000002 SHELL=/bin/sh ee ee eee00008 TZ ESTSEDT Tenpat= 1m tks yer ve000004 LANG=en_US IML UNCE ths aes 0 ctl!000005 NLSPATH=/usr/Ipp/NetCommerce/sa Jusr/1pp/NetConmerce/nsg/en_US/2H TEREST” THE AeTE es t= THRO es;Griginal Line (1) astayes este Ue

srIpp/internet/bin:/ust/1pp/NetComrerce/1it: /usr/ pp/db2/db2516/1ib > .
start of Sve Lines SRE nes anevac atonneusr/Ipp/internet/bin: Us ren AG. ef Pert te canened!000008 fusr/Ipp/NetConmerce/1ib: Mens ShaKONaHE SheGIoeoon;000009. fusr/Ipp/db2//db26 10/1 ib:0000010 /usr/Ipp/intemet/sbinEnd of Split Lines (1

000011 LO_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/1pp/db2/ db2510/1 ib: /usr/Ipp/java/J1.1/1i b/mvs .
000012 CLASSPATH=/usr/1pp/db2/db25 10/c1asses /db2jdbeclasses. zip: /ust/Ipp/internet/server_root/cai-bir/icsclass.zip lege faretuineiest)000013 DSNAIINI=DB2¥510U .DBZCLI.CLIINI wage SER LING RSEETEIECD 1900074 STFPI TR=NB7VS10.SNSNFXIT-NRPVS10. SSM NAN aTondo Tana aAOESCORSEIEEIOGE. Botton of Data: BAKA N Amar RIHRIA RAR. gait arse 6

oleret itistastra vecie ve ata

 
21 Shh2wk = cotalle

Figure 99. Example of JOIN Macro 2 liyrarsaal

  
 

Figure 100 on page 192 contains the JOIN source Figure 100. iSPF Edit Macro, JOIN
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Reference to PTF numbers that have not been released through the normal
Appendix D. Special Notices distribution process does not imply general availability. The purpose ofincluding these reference numbers is to alert IBM customers to specific

information relative to the implementation of the PTF when it becomes available
This publication is intended to help technical support staff and webmasters to each customer according to the normal IBM PTF distribution process.install, configure, and use Net.Commerce for OS/390. The information in this
publication is not intended as the specification of any programming interfaces
that are provided by Net.Commerce for OS/390. See the PUBLICATIONS section
of the IBM Programming Announcement for Net.Commerce for OS/390 for more
information about what publications are considered to be product documentation eNetwork AnyNetAIX AS/400
Referencesin this publication to IBM products, programs or services do not AT BookManager
imply that BM intends to make these available in all countries in which IBM Commerce POINT Cryptolope
operates. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended cics DB2
to state or imply that only IBM's product, program, or service may be used. Any DB2 Connect DB2 Universal DatabaseDFSMS/MVS DRDA
functionally equivalent program that does not infringe any of IBM’s intellectual lame IMs
property rights may be used instead of the IBM product, program or service MQSeries MVSNet. Data OpenEdition
Information in this book was developed in conjunction with use of the equipment os!2 08/390
specified, and is limited in application to those specific hardware and software 08/390 Parallel Sysplex
products and levels. PROFS Resource MeasurementFacilityRACF RMF
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in RS/6000 8/330
this document. The furnishing of this document does notgive you any license to System/390 VTAM
these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to the IBM Director of
Licensing, IBM Corporation, 500 Columbus Avenue, Thornwood, NY 10594 USA.

The following terms are trademarks of the International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries

The following terms are trademarks of other companies:

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose C-busis a trademark of Corollary, Incof enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs(including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact IBM Corporation, Dept
600A, Mail Drop 1329, Somers, NY 10589 USA.

Java and HotJava are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Incorporated

Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows 95 logo are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, paymentof a fee PC Direct is a trademark of Ziff Communications Company and is usedby IBM Corporation under license
The information contained in this document has not been submitted to any
formal IBM test and is distributed AS IS. The information about non-IBM Pentium, MMX, ProShare, LANDesk, and ActionMedia are trademarks or
("vendor”) products in this manual has been supplied by the vendor and IBM registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other
assumes no responsibility for its accuracy or completeness. The useof this countriesinformation or the implementation of any of these techniques is a customer
responsibility and depends on the customer's ability to evaluate and integrate UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other
them into the customer’s operational environment. While each item may have countries licensed exclusively through X/Open CompanyLimited
been reviewed by IBM for accuracy in a specific situation, there is no guarantee
that the same or similar results will be obtained elsewhere. Customers Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or
attempting to adapt these techniques to their own environments do so at their service marks of others.own TiSk.

Any pointers in this publication to external Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsementof theseWeb sites

Any performance data contained in this document was determined in a
controlled environment, and therefore, the results that may be obtained in other
operating environments may vary significantly. Users of this document should
verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
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08/390 eNetwork Communications Server: CSM Guide, $C31-8575 (Available
Appendix E. Related Publications on SK2T-6700-09, OS/390 Collection Kit)MVS Planning. Workload Management, GC28-1761

The publications listed in this section are considered particularly suitable for a 08/390 Resource Measurement Facilily User's Guide, SC26-1949more detailed discussion of the topics covered in this redbook ‘OS/390 Resource Measurement Facility Report Analysis, SC28-1950
Net. Data Reference 

E.1 International Technical Support Organization Publications
For information on ordering these ITSO publications see “How to Get ITSO
Redbooks” on page 197.

Net,Data Language Environment Reference
Net Data Administration and Programming Guide

+ Enterprise Web Serving with the Internet Connection Secure Server for Note: Net.Data books are available in electronic form at the following URL:OS/390, SG24-2074
WOW! DRDA Supports TCP/P: DB2 Server for OS/390 and DB2 Universal http://w, software, ibm. com/data/net .data/library.html
Database, SG24-2212
integrating Net.Commerce with Legacy Applications, SG24-4933
 
E.2 Redbooks on CD-ROMs

Redbooks are also available on CD-ROMs. Order a subscription and receive
updates 2-4 times a year at significant savings
CD-ROM Title Subscription Collection KitNumber
System/399 Redbcoks Collection SBCF-7201
Networking and Systems Management Redbooks Collection SBOF-7370
Transaction Processing and Data Management Recbook SBOF-7240Locus Redbooks Col ection SBCF-6899Tivoli Redbooks Collection SBCF 6898
AS/400 Redbooks Collection SBOF-7270
RS/6000 Redbocks Cellecticn (HTML, BkMgr) SBCF-7230
RS/6000 Redbocks Collection (PostScript) SBOF-7205
RS/6000 Redbocks Collection (PDF Format) SBOF-8700Application Development Redbooks Collection SBOF-7290 SK2~-8037
 
E.3 Other Publications

These publications are also relevant as further information sources
« Domino Go Webserver, Planning for Installation, SC31-8642
+ Domino Go Webserver, Webmaster's Guide, SC31-8643
+ D&2 Installation Guide, GC26-8970

DB2 for 08/390 Administration Guide, SC26-8957
DB2 for OS/390 Apptication Programming and SQL Guide, SC26-8958
DB2 Cait Level interface Guide and Reference, SC26-8959
18M DB2 Connect Personal Edition. Quick Beginnings, $10J-8162
08/390: Planning for Installation, GC28-1726
eTilt Administrators Guide, SC24-5869
08/390 OpenEdition Planning, SC28-1890
Language Environment for OS/390 & VM Programming Guide, SC28-1939
TCPAP Performance Tuning Guide, SC31-7188
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How to Get ITSO Redbooks

This section explains how both customers and IBM employees can find out about ITSO redbooks, CD-ROMs
workshops, and residencies. A form for ordering books and CD-ROMs isalso provided.
This information was currentat the time of publication, but is continually subject to change. The latest
information may be found at hiip://www.redbooks. ibm.com/.

 
How Customers Can Get ITSO Redbooks
Customers may request ITSO deliverables (redboaks, BookManager BOOKs, and CD-ROMs)andinformation about
redbooks, workshops. and residencies in the following ways.

+ Online Orders — send arders to

In Unitee States:In Canaca:Qutside Nerth America:

IBMMaIL
usibétpl at ibmnailcaibmbkz at ibniraildkibmbsh at ibmmail

Internet
usibétpi@ibmmail.comImannix@ynet.ibm.com
bookshap@dk.ibm.com 

How IBM Employees Can Get ITSO Redbooks
Employees may request ITSO deliverables (redbooks, BookManager BOOKs, and CD-ROMs) and information about
redbooks, workshops, and residencies In the following ways:

+ Redbooks Web Site on the World Wide Web
http: //w3.itso.ibm.com/
PUBORDER—to order hardcopies in the United States
Tools Disks
To get LIST3820s of redbooks, type one of the following commands:

TOOLCAT REDPRINT
TOOLS SENDTO EHONE4 TOOLS2 REDPRINT GET SG24xxxx PACKAGE
TOOLS SENDTO CANVM2 TOOLS REDPRINT SET SG24xxxx PACKAGE (Canadian users only)

To get BookManager BOOKsof redbooks, type the following command
TOOLCAT REDBOOKS

To get lists of redbooks, type the following command
TOOLS SENDTO USDIST MKTTOOLS MKTTOOLS GET ITSOCAT TXT

To register for information on workshops, residencies, and redbooks, type the following command:
JOOLS SENDIO WISCPOK IOOLS ZDISK GEI IISOREG1 1998

REDBOOKS Category on INEWS
Online — send orders to: USIB6FPL at IBMMAIL or DKIBMBSH at IBMMAIL
 

Redpieces
For information so current it is still in the process of being written, look at "Redpieces” on the Redbooks Web
Site (http://w. redbooks. ibm.com/redpieces html), Redpieces are redbooksin progress: not all redbooks
become redpieces, and sometimes just a few chapterswill be published this way. The intentis to get the
information out much quicker than the formal publishing process allows. 

Telephone Orders
United States (toll free)Canada (toll free)
Outside North America \long distance charges apply:(+45) 4810-1329 - Danish (+45) 4810-102¢ - German(+45) 4810-1420 - Dutch [+45} 4810-1620 - Italian(445) 4810-1549 - English (#45) 4810-1270 - Norwegian(445) 4810-1679 - Finnish (445) 4810-1120 - Spanish(145) 4810-1220- French (145) 4810-1170 - Swedish
Mail Orders — send orders to:
IBM Publications IBM Publications IBMDirect Services
Publications Customer Support 144-21Avenue, SW Soremasave) 24P.O. Box 29870 Calgary, Alberta T2P 3NS DK-345¢ AlleradRaleiga, NG 27626-0570 Ganade DenmarkUSA
Fax — send orders to
United States (toll free) 1-800-445-9260Canada 1-405-267-4455
Outside Nertn Arerica L4ap) 48 14 220/ (long distance charge)

1-800-IBM-4FAX (United States) or (+1)001-408-256-5422 (Outside USA) — askfor:
Index #4421 Abstracts of new redhacksIndex # 4422 IBM redoookaIndex # 4420 Redbcoks for last six months
On the World Wide Web
Redbooks Web Site http: {/unsews.red books. bm.com/
IBM Direct Publications Catslog hetp://www.elink, bmlink.ibm.cem/pbl/pbl
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Redpieces
For information so currentit is still in the process of being written, look at "Redpieces” on the Redbooks Web
Site (http://www. redbooks. ibm.com/redpieces.html). Redpieces are redbooksin progress; not all redbooks
become redpieces, and sometimes just a few chapters will be published this way. The intent is to get the
information out much quicker than the formal publishing processallows.  

 
IBM Redbook Order Form
Please send me the following:
Title Order Number Quantity 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
First name Last name
 
Company 
Address
 
City Postal code Country

Telephone number Telefax number VAT number
« Invoice to customer number 

+ Credit card number

 
Credit card expiration date Card issued to Signature
Weaccept American Express,Diners, Eurocard, Master Card, and Visa. Payment by credit card not
available in all countries. Signature mandatoryforcredit card payment.
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Index

Special Characters-SN parameter 168-tr 70
%SNDB2%% 54
SHSAFHSH 54

Numerics
24 hours a day 34
40-bit key 35
56-bit key 35

A
accessing your store from a browser 142
accounting 24add new tables 31
address book 19, 22, 23
administration, password 111
administrator pages, accessing 111
Adobe Photoshop 15
Advanced PlanningDatabase Considerations 31

Examples of Aspects of Local Legislature 34
General Regulations for Commerce 36
Marketing and Design 34
Planning a Net.Gommerce Project 29
Regulations for Electronic Commerce on theInternet 34
Skills Profile for Advanced Scenarios 29
Time Schedule 30
Web Server Considerations 32
Who Will Be Your Service Provider? 31

advertising 13.18
announcements, adding 16
anonymous users 22
API programmingskills 29APIs 25
APIS table 8
ApplEnv directive 180
applicable taxes 37
Application Environment directives 180
availability the of Web server 33

B
backend systems 30basic self-contained store 111
bibliography 195
binding the DBRM 47
browser plug-ins 18business consultant 29
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EXEC directives 153
expired links 17
expired links, external 17

Ffax 25
file permissions,attributes 118file sizes 32
file types 32First Virtual 23
flat file 25
footer 14
frames 15
fulfillment process 17, 25

Ggateways 2General Performance Considerations
caching HFS data sets 155DB2 Performance Considerations 158
Domino Go Webserver Performance Tips 150
Domino Go Webserver, performance related websites 154
Net.Commerce Performance Tips 145
Performance Suggestions When Customizing the

Net.Commerce System 148
Performance Suggestions When Designing Your

Pages and Macros 145
placement of HFS data sets 155
TOP/IP tips 156threads 151
UNIX System Services performance related website 155
UNIX System Services Performance Tips 155

getting started, demomall 43GG| 87
GIF format 15
GIF images 15
Go Web Application Programming Interface

(GwaPh 4
graphic designer 14
graphical design skills 29
graphical page layout 13
GWAPI 70, 87, 152

See afso Go Web Application Programming
Interface (GWAPI)

H
headlines, adding 16
heap storage, controlling 148
help pages 112
hits per day, Web server 32hosts file 54
HTML editor 80
HTML extensions 15

Cccache, Domino Go Webserver 152
cache, in Domino Go Webserver 147
cache, in Net.Commerce 149
cache, setting in Net.Commerce 149CachelocalFile directive 151
capacity planning 33
catalog 13, 15, 17. 19, 21. 35, 78
Cataloged procedure, Domino Go Webserver
categories 11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 21, 31, 78
category pages 14
category reference number 119
category template assignment 140cel 152
CLI 101
CMN_TRACE=1 70
emnconf 48, 52
emneonf,starting from TSO 54colors 14
competition 17
compression, images 15concurrent users, Web server 32
connection speed, Web server 33
Considerations When Using Domino Go WebserverEnabled for WLM 165
couple data set 169
creating a home page 115
creating a product template 138
Creating a Self-Contained Store

Assign a Home Page 122, 123
Assign Access 114
Create a Home Page 115
Create Category Templates 125
Create Product Categories 124
Create Product Templates 138
Create Template Headers and Footers 121Create the Store Front 114
Define Shipping Services 131Define the Store 113
Enter Product Information 134
Enter Store Information 124
Template Assignments 140
Where the Files are Kept 144

creating category templates 126
creating databases 87
creating product categories 125
creating shipping codes 132credit card details 19
credit card payment 23
cryptograhic systems 35
Cryptolope 12
customization 29, 30, 31
CyberCash 23
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httpd.conf file 49

IICAP] 70
image compression 15
images 15
integrity, Web server 33
internet connection, speed 17
Internet service provider (ISP) 33
inventory 24

JJava 29. 31, 80
Java, debugging on your workstation 86
Java, level required on OS/390 88
Java, level required on your workstation 87
Java. verify on OS/390 88JavaClassPath 91
JavaLibPath 91
JavaPath 92
JavaScript 29. 145JDBC 101
JDBC, testing the driver 104JDK 87
JDK, downloading 87JPEG format 15

L
layouts, different 14
layouts, text fonts 14
LD_LIBRARY_PATH 101
legal implications 34LIBPATH 101
local laws 34
logos 14LPA 152

Mmachine host name 54
MACROS table 8
mall 2, 6, 25, 26, 34, 77manufacturer 23
market research 12
marketing 23, 31
merchant 22, 26, 31, 35, 36
merchant number 115, 119
Metropolitan mall, sample 43
madel configuration file 48
MS_LOGPATH 70
mserver.conf 48, 103, 150mserver.conffile 49
mserver.envvarsfile 49
mserverd programMSHIPMQDE table 19
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Ddatabase deadlocks 48, 148
DB2 4,5DB2 Connect 105
DB2 skills 29
DB2, cache 54, 55
DB2. configuring DDF 94
DB2, database name 54
DB2, database owner 54
DB2, DSNAOINI data set 103
DB2, DSNTINSTclist 94
DB2, grant authority for Product Advisor 102
DB2, location name 103
DB2, performance considerations 158
DBZ, plan name 54
DB2, RACF commands for DDF 100
D2, start 47
Da2, starting 51
DB2, stored procedures 147
DB2, SYSADM authority 54
DB2, VTAM LU definition for DDF 100db2www.ini 48
db2www.ini file 49
default directory, installation 44
defining shipping code details 133
demographic data 18, 22
demomall 29, 112
demomall, explained 43
demomall, sample 43
demomall, setup 41
dependent links 17DES 35
Designing Your Individual Shopping SiteAddress Book 23

Catalog Browsing 21
Choosing the Right Products 11
Default Shopping Trip 24
Define an Adequate Fulfillment Process 17
Defining an Adequate Order Process 17
Graphical Page Layout 13
Home Page 20
Keeping Your Links Accurate 17
Offering a Shopping Cart Facility 16
Ordering and Payment 23Possible Store Scenarios 25
Post-Order Processes 24
Preliminary Aspects of Operation 16
Product Categories 12Products and Their Classification 11
Registration 22
Shipping Information 23
Shopping Cart 22
Some Words on Publicity 17
The Anatomy of a Net.Commerce Shopping

Trip 18
Updating Your Contents 16
Use Templates 14
Using a Common Set of HTML Features 15
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multi-homing 62
multimedia 29, 31, 32
multiple hosts 62
multiple parents 12
Multiple servers, running 161

N
neconfig.dat file 54Net.Commerce 2
Net.Commerce administrator pages 111Net.Commerce APIs 7
Net.Commerce commands 6
Net.Commerce database 13
Net.Commerce database access 45
Net.Commerce Director 145
Net.Commerce Installation

Configuring a Net.Commerce Instance 41
Enabling Access to Resources 44
Enabling SSL on the Web Server for Testing 62
Installation Steps 39Pre-APPLYInstlalation Jobs 39
Product Requirements 39
Use of the Database Cleanup Utility 69
Using Traces To Debug Net.Commerce SystemProblems 69

Net.Commerce instance, startup procedure 46
Net.Commerce macro design 14Net.Commerce macros 6

%DEFINE section 7
%HTML_INPUT section 7
%HTML_REPORT section 7%SQL section 7
create with Template Designer 6execution 6
structure 7

Net.Commerce online help &
Net.Commerce passwords, where stored 54
Net.Commerce server daemon 3, 145Net.Commerce server director 3
Net.Commerce Site Manager 4
Net.Commerce Store Manager 4
Net.Commerce system 2, 5.6
Net.Commerce Template Designer 4Net.Commerce tools 77
Net.Data 6, 7, 29Net.Data skills 29
Net.Data, built-in functions 147
Netscape, changes made to browser for ProductAdvisor 109
Netscape, preferencesfile 108
network backup 33
network recovery 33
newsgroups 18non-Ul commands 6
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Designing Your Individual Shopping Site (continued)
Using Different Layouts for DifferentCustomers 16
Using Graphics and Colors 14
Using Headers and Footers 14
Using Images and Image Formats 15
Using Recognizable Styles 14different IP addresses 63

DigiCash 23
dirty address space 44discounts 79
Domine Go Webserver 5
Domino Go Webserver Enabled for WLM,

Considerations When Using 165
Domino Go Webserver Enabled for WLM, Valueof 165
Domino Go Webserver Performance 150
Domino Go Webserver: Modes of Operation

modes of operation 161
running multiple servers 161Standalone Server 161

DRDA 101
DRDA, port number 94DSNAQINI

coding 103data set 103
sample 103

dynamic pages 14, 32

Ee-business 1
e-mail 18, 25
electronic commerce 1, 34Electronic Commerce - The Fundamentals

Customization 6
General Concepts 1
Net.Commerce Application Program Interface

(API) 7Net.Commerce Commands 6
Net.Commerce Online Help Information 8Net.Commerce Overview 2
Net.Data Macros 6
Related System Components 4electronic contract 36

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 25
electronic shopping 34electronic store 16
Enabled for WLM, Considerations When Using DominoGo Webserver 165
Enabling Program ControlBPX.DAEMON 44

dirty address space 44
eneryption keys 34
entering basic productinformation 134environment variables 49
error 403. 61
error 404 17
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°offerings 18, 20online store 2. 78
optional elements 39
order fulfillment 16, 24
order pages 14
order process 17, 18, 22
ordering process 18, 26ORDERPAYtable 19
ORDERStable 19
ORDPAYMTHD table 19
ORLOCK column 19

P
page design 16
PaintShop Pro 15PASS directives 153
password file 22, 54
payment 19
payment information 18
payment method 23
payment process 23
payment systems 30
performance monitor 148
performance related web sites 154, 155
performance trace 148
plan name 48, 148
planning 29
Product Advisor Planning and Configuration

Configuring Domino Go Webserver Java Supportfor Product Advisor 90
Configuring the DB2 Distributed Data Facility 94
Configuring Your Administrator’s Workstation 105
Enabling the CLI for Net.Commerce 103
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